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In the special issue, a total of 79 manuscripts were received,
and 44 of these were accepted. &is special issue aims to
highlight some recent innovations on multiphase geo-
materials before and after modifications. Geomaterials are
materials inspired by geological systems originating from the
billion years long history of the earth. However, with the
industrialization, these materials are artificially processed to
the outputs as construction materials or by-product wastes.
&e geomaterials may include rock, clay, granular materials,
treated soils, and industrial waste. &e cognition on the
observed behaviour of geomaterials should be upgraded by
newly developed multiphase/scale analysis methods. It could
be of great benefit to enhance the safety and reliability of
geotechnical infrastructures built on/by geomaterials if a clear
understanding can be achieved. &erefore, the micro-macro
behaviour, interpretation and modelling, modification, and
engineering application of multiphase geomaterials should be
systematically studied by the new testing technologies, new
theoretical frameworks, and new analysis tools. In particular,
as environmental requirement and engineering availability of
by-product wastes, the efficient recycling of the waste for
geotechnical infrastructures is included in this issue.

1. Natural Geomaterials

&is special issue successfully attracted several interesting
original articles addressing the mechanical and hydraulic
behaviour of natural geomaterials.

Special attentions have been paid to the mechanical and
hydraulic behaviour of natural geomaterials under complex
loading conditions like drying-wetting cycles and loading

cycles. For example, C. Zhang et al. presented a series of
laboratory and centrifuge model tests on influence of
swelling rock with drying-wetting cycles on stability of canal
slope. L. Zeng et al. studied the effect of colluvial soil slope
fracture’s anisotropy characteristics on the rainwater in-
filtration process. Y. Zhou et al. focused on the deformation
and damping characteristics of lightweight clay-EPS soil
under cyclic loading. Y. Li et al. presented a new method to
perform a calculation of capillary rise height of soils by the
SWCC model. J. Zhang et al. studied influences of drying
and wetting cycles and compaction degree on strength of
Yudong silt for subgrade.

One of the highlights is the engineering behaviour of
mixed natural geomaterials like soil-rock mixtures. For
example, F. Zhu et al. provided a study on formation
mechanism and mechanical properties of soil-rock mixture
containing macropores. B. Zeng et al. presented a study on
compaction characteristics and construction control of
mixtures of red clay and gravel. M. Ren et al. proposed a
systematic method to evaluate the shear properties of soil-
rock mixture considering the rock size effect.

In the scope of study on the natural geomaterials, an-
other focus is creep behaviour. B. Zhao et al., for example,
presented experimental and theoretical studies on the creep
behaviour of Bayer red mud. Q.-Y. Zhu and P. Qi presented
numerical modelling of thermal-dependent creep behaviour
of soft clays under the one-dimensional condition.

Microstructure and its variation in the natural geo-
materials such as particle breakage and anisotropy are also
highlighted in this issue. For example, X. Li et al. presented
a numerical study of the dynamic compaction process
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considering the phenomenon of particle breakage. J. Zhang
and B. Zhang investigated the fractal pattern of particle
crushing of granular geomaterials during one-dimensional
compression. K. Zhang et al. presented a microstudy of the
anisotropy of the sandy material.

2. Treated Geomaterials

Compared with the natural geomaterials, this special issue
gathered more innovative studies on the mechanical and
hydraulic behaviour of treated geomaterials.

&e strength and deformation behaviour of the treated
geomaterials are essential for their engineering applications.
&erefore, many research works in this special issue are
related to the experimental study on the strength and de-
formation behaviour. For example, P. Jiang et al. studied the
shearing performance of lime-reinforced iron tailing powder
based on energy dissipation. R. Gui et al. presented an
experimental study on the fine-grained uranium tailings
reinforced by MICP. J. Ding et al. performed a series of
consolidated undrained triaxial compression tests and
proposed a strength criterion of solidified dredged materials.
Q. Ma et al. employed triaxial tests to study the shear
performance of flax fiber-reinforced clay.

Regarding the research related to the treated geo-
materials, the environmental effects of treated geomaterials
are also one of the focuses. For example, P. Yang et al.
studied the effect of osmotic pressure on migration be-
haviour of nZnO in GCLs. M. Ammar and W. Oueslati
presented a study on the crystalline swelling process of Mg-
exchanged montmorillonite. J. Wei et al. studied the effect
on the resistance of concrete acid corrosion in superficial soil
layers. Y. Zhang et al. presented a mechanical and envi-
ronmental risk evaluation for the utilization of electroplating
sludge as subgrade backfill materials. F. Zha et al. in-
vestigated engineering properties of solidified/stabilized Pb-
contaminated soil based on alkaline residue. Y.-G. Chen
et al. provided a study on thermal conductivity of compacted
GO-GMZ bentonite used as a buffer material for a high-level
radioactive waste repository. Z. Cao et al. presented an
experimental study on electrical resistivity of cement-
stabilized lead-contaminated soils.

Some attentions are also on reinforcement approaches.
For example, J. Hu et al. presented innovative reinforcement
approaches for organic sandy soil. T. Xia et al demonstrated
a study on ceramsite production using dredging sea mud
and its biofilm formation capacity evaluation. C. Yu et al.
discussed the stabilization of oil-contaminated Wenzhou
clay by cement.

Regarding the hydraulic properties of treatedmaterials, H.
Ye et al. presented experimental studies on drying-wetting
cycle characteristics of expansive soils improved by industrial
wastes. Some interesting research works related to the mi-
crostructure of treated geomaterials are included. For ex-
ample, T. P. Mashifana et al. studied geotechnical properties
andmicrostructure of lime-fly ash-phosphogypsum-stabilized
soil.

&erefore, in our opinion, this special issue brings new
insights into the natural and treated multiphase geomaterials,

in terms of the theoretical studies from micro- to macroscale
and experimental investigations in laboratory and in situ. We
hope that the information delivered in this special issue will
help to pave the way for the understanding and development
ofmultiphase geomaterials and their engineering applications.
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)is paper presents a simple fractal model to quantify the effects of initial porosity on the soil-water retention curve and hydraulic
conductivity of unsaturated soils. In the proposed conceptual model, the change of maximum pore radius, which largely de-
termines the change of the air-entry value, is directly related to the fractal dimension of pore volume (D) and porosity change.)e
hydraulic properties of unsaturated soils are then governed by the maximum pore radius, the fractal dimension of pore volume
(D), and the fractal dimension of drainable pore volume (Dd≤D). )e new fractal model removes the empirical fitting parameters
that have no physical meaning from existingmodels for porosity-dependent water retention and hydraulic behaviour and employs
parameters of fractal dimensions that are intrinsic to the nature of the fractal porous materials. )e proposed model is then
validated against experimental data from the literature on soil-water retention behaviour and unsaturated conductivity.

1. Introduction

Hydraulic properties usually refer to the properties that are
related to the water retention behaviour and the hydraulic
conductivity of soil, which have numerous applications in
geotechnical engineering [1–6]. Soil-water retention be-
haviour is usually described by the soil-water retention
curve (SWRC or the soil-water characteristic curve,
SWCC), which is defined as the relationship between the
effective degree of saturation, Se, and the matric suction, s.
Conversely, the hydraulic conductivity of soil is commonly
described using the hydraulic conductivity function (HCF),
which is defined as the relationship between the relative
coefficient of conductivity, Kr (the ratio between the un-
saturated and saturated values, K/Ks), and the matric
suction, s, or the effective degree of saturation, Se. It is
generally recognised that the hydraulic conductivity for
unsaturated soils can be effectively estimated using the soil-
water retention curve, which is one of the most important
applications of SWRC [7].

Numerous equations have been proposed to model
SWRCs for partially saturated soils [7–11] and for HCFs
[7, 11–14]. Some of these equations are based on a functional
regression of the experimental data, while others are based
on empirical correlations with other soil properties, such as
particle or pore-size distribution, porosity, and specific
surface area. However, concerns are often raised about the
empirical nature of those models because they do not shed
any light on the fundamental physical principles that govern
the processes of unsaturated flow and drainage [15]. Several
physical models for soil hydraulic properties based on the
concept of fractal geometry for soil texture and pore
structure have been developed [15–24]. )e most important
motivation to develop fractal SWRCmodels and fractal HCF
models is that these models are able to remove the empirical
fitting parameters that have no physical meaning and em-
ploy parameters of fractal dimensions that are intrinsic to
the nature of the fractal porous materials [15].

One specific factor that affects the SWRC and HCF is the
porosity (ϕ) or void ratio (e� ϕ/(1− ϕ)) of the soil. A change
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in soil porosity can lead to a significant change in the SWRC
and HCF (experimental evidence can be found in the studies
of Croney and Coleman [25] and Laliberte et al. [26]); such a
change is a common feature of natural soils [27]. However, it
is difficult to justify that samples of a given soil with different
porosities should be treated as entirely different soils for
modelling. Nevertheless, most of the empirical and fractal
SWRC and HCF models mentioned above omit the porosity
dependency of soil hydraulic properties.

)e issue of the effects of porosity on the hydraulic
properties of soil was perhaps first raised by Croney and
Coleman [25] and then followed by Laliberte et al. [26].
Recently, the study of the porosity effects on hydraulic
properties of unsaturated soils has attracted much attention
because of the rapid development of unsaturated soil me-
chanics involving hydromechanical coupling [28–38]. In the
literature, a few approaches have been proposed to model the
effect of soil porosity on SWRCs and HCFs. For example,
Gallipoli et al. [28] suggested including a function of specific
volume (v) in the SWRC equation proposed by Van Gen-
uchten [11]. Assouline suggested an empirical approach based
on regression that could model the effects of an increasing soil
bulk density on the soil-water retention curve (SWRC) and
the hydraulic conductivity function (HCF) [27, 39]. Sun et al.
proposed a hydraulic model where a change in the degree of
saturation (Sr) can be caused by a change in thematric suction
or a change in soil volume (v) [40, 41]. Masin [30] proposed a
hydraulic model that can predict the dependency of the
degree of saturation (Sr) on the void ratio (e) using the ef-
fective stress principle. Tarantino [42] proposed a SWRC
equation for deformable soils based on an empirical power
function of the water ratio (ew). Very recently, Sheng and
Zhou [43] and Zhou et al. [44] proposed an incremental
relationship between the degree of saturation (Sr) and the void
ratio (e) by realising that the SWRC is obtained under
constant stress instead of constant volume.

However, almost all these approaches are based on
phenomenological methodology. )erefore, the modelling
parameters used to interpret the dependency of SWRC and
HCF on the initial void ratio (e.g., parameters ϕ and ψ in
Gallipoli et al. [28]; parameter λse in Sun et al. [45]; pa-
rameter λp0 in Masin [30]; and parameter ζ in Zhou et al.
[44]) lack any physical meaning and depend on experi-
mental observations. In this paper, we propose a simple
physical model based on fractal geometry to quantify the
effects of initial porosity on the soil-water retention curve
(SWRC) and the hydraulic conductivity function (HCF) of
unsaturated soils. )e proposed porosity-dependent SWRC
andHCFmodels only require three parameters: the air-entry
value at a specific initial void ratio (s∗ae), the fractal di-
mension of pore volume (D), and the fractal dimension of
drainable pore volume (Dd).

2. Theory and Presentation of the Model

2.1. Fractal PorousMedium. As shown in Figure 1, a porous
medium (V0) contains a broad range of pore sizes, which
decrease in the mean radius from r0 to ru (u >> 1) and in
pore volume from P0 (the volume of the maximum pore) to

Pu (the volume of the minimum pore). )e pores are further
divided into two categories [46, 47]: interparticle pores
(including interaggregate macropores and intraaggregate
micropores), which can be deformed via external loads and
dewatered by the capillary process or heating, and intra-
particle pores, which contain water that is strongly bounded
with soil solids. Mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) test
can be employed to determine the distribution of in-
terparticle pores of soil [48]. During the test, mercury was
compressed into pores with different radii at different in-
trusion pressures. )e MIP technique has been widely used
for geomaterials like soils. )e major limitations of MIP
technique include (1) it can only measure the largest
available access to a pore (i.e., the size of the entrance to-
wards a pore; for most cases, the entrance size to a pore can
be substantially smaller than the inner pore size.) and (2) all
the calculations are based on the assumption of cylinder
pores. Intraparticle pores are nondeformable, and the
intraparticle pore water cannot be dehydrated in the context
of this research. In other words, strongly bounded water can
be approximately considered a part of the soil solids (Vm in
Figure 1) in this research. )e mean radius of the in-
terparticle pores decreases from r0 to rm−1, and the pore
volume decreases from P0 to Pm−1. )e mean radius of the
interparticle pores decreases from rm to ru, and the pore
volume decreases from Pm to Pu.

Following Rieu and Sposito [22], a real porous medium
can be assumed to be a fractal medium in which there is self-
similarity of the pore radius in the entire domain from r0 to
ru. In terms of pore space, we assume that

ri+1 � cri,

Pi+1 � c
E
Pi,

(1)

where E is the Euclidean dimension, which is equal to 2 for
two-dimensional objects (such as the Sierpinski triangle and
the Sierpinski carpet) and 3 for three-dimensional objects
(such as the Menger sponge), respectively. c is a linear
similarity ratio that is introduced to describe the scaling
property of a fractal medium. For example, c is equal to 1/3
for the Sierpinski carpet (Figure 2) and 1/2 for the Sierpinski
triangle, respectively.Vi is defined as the ith self-similar partial
volume, which contains all pores that have a radius≤ ri. Vm−1
is the self-similar partial volume that contains the smallest
interparticle pores (radius rm−1) and Vm, which stands for the
volume of a soil solid particle that is nondeformable and
contains all of the intraparticle pores. If the ith self-similar
partial volume can be represented by its mean radius Ri,
similar to pores in the fractal medium [22], we have

Ri+1 � cRi,

Vi+1 � c
E
Vi.

(2)

)e self-similarity property of a fractal porous medium
means that the (i + 1)th self-similar partial volume repeats
the same pore property of the ith self-similar partial volume.
For example, for the Sierpinski carpet (Figure 2),V0 contains
1 P0 and 8 (�32 − 1) V1, V1 contains 1 P1 and 8 V2, . . ., Vm−1
contains 1 Pm−1 and 8 Vm. In general, such a self-similarity
can be written as
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Vi � NVi+1 + Pi, (3)

where a constant number N stands for the number of the
(i + 1)th self-similar partial volume in the ith self-similar
partial volume. For the Sierpinski carpet, as shown in
Figure 2, N� 8. According to equation (3), the total volume
V0 can be written as

V0 � 
m−1

i�0
N

i
Pi + N

m
Vm, (4)

where NmVm stands for the total solid volume (Vs) in this
porous medium. In addition, the pore coefficient Γ is de-
fined as the ratio between the ith pore volume and the ith
self-similar partial volume, i.e., Γ� Pi/Vi. Γ� (1/3)2 for the
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Sierpinski carpet. Vi+1/Vi can be written as a function of
Γ, i.e.,

Vi+1

Vi

�
1− Γ

N
. (5)

Combining equations (4) and (5) generates
Vm

V0
�

Vm

Vm−1

Vm−1
Vm−2

· · ·
V2

V1

V1

V0
�

(1− Γ)m

Nm
. (6)

According to equation (6), the porosity of the medium
thus can be written as

ϕ �
V0 −Vs

V0
�

V0 −NmVm

V0
� 1−(1− Γ)m

. (7)

For a fractal medium, in terms of pore volume distri-
bution, the number of N and the linear similarity ratio c can
be related through the fractal dimension D [49] of pore
space:

Dv ≡
logN

log(1/c)
or N � c

−D
. (8)

As mentioned in the study of Gimenez [50], the fractal
dimension D of pore volume can be measured using two-
dimensional images of cross sections of soils with either
the box-counting technique or by the pore size count
[51, 52].

Combining equations (2), (5), and (8), we have
Vi+1

Vi

�
1−Γ

N
� c

E⟶Γ � 1− c
E−D or 1− Γ � c

E−D
. (9)

)erefore, the porosity of the medium can be rewritten
by substituting equation (9) into equation (7):

ϕ � 1− c
m

( 
E−D

. (10)

According to equation (1), cm can be replaced by rm/r0.
)erefore, equation (10) can be rewritten as

ϕ � 1−
rm

r0
 

E−D

(0<D<E), (11)

where rm is the radius of maximum intraparticle pores,
which is a constant because the soil particles are assumed as
nondeformable. It also augured that equation (11) disagrees
with the porosity equation proposed by Katz and
)ompson [53] and results in zero porosity when D � E
and, therefore, questioned its validity. However, Hunt [54]
concluded that Katz and )ompson’s model and Rieu and
Sposito’s model (equation (11)) can be precisely compatible
if Katz and)ompson’s model involves solid structures and
Rieu and Sposito’s model involves pore spaces. As men-
tioned in the study of Hunt [54]; Rieu and Sposito’s model
is valid for the pore space and Katz and)ompson’s cannot
be valid if D refers to the pore space. )erefore, it is im-
portant to note that the fractal dimension (D) here refers to
the pore space other than the solid space in this research. In
fact, the condition D � E does not happen for soils in the
real world. Experimental evidence [50] shows that the

fractal dimensions for various soils are less than the Eu-
clidean dimension. )erefore, Perrier et al. [21] added a
boundary condition for equation (11), which always re-
quires 0<D < E. )is boundary condition is also adopted in
this article.

According to Xu and Xia [55], the fractal dimension can
be assumed to be independent of the soil porosity.)erefore,
the porosity change only changes the value of r0 in equation
(11). )e change of r0 will lead to the change of the entire
interparticle pore system. )e maximum interparticle pore
radius is r0′ if the porosity changes from ϕ to ϕ′, and r0′ can be
written as

r0′

r0
�

1−ϕ
1−ϕ′

 

1/(E−D)

. (12)

2.2. Porosity-Dependent SWRC. Water in the interparticle
pores can be drained by applying soil matric suction. If
the fractal porous medium containing interparticle pores
with radius > ri is completely dried due to the capillary
flow process, the volumetric water content θi can be
written as

θi �


m−1
i�i NiPi

V0
. (13)

However, some interparticle pores with radius > ri may
be isolated by solids and pores with a radius less than ri. As
drying occurs, not all pores of a given size drain at the
appropriate suction because of incomplete pore connec-
tivity [56, 57]. )e number of drained pores,Nd, is assumed
to be fractal and proportional to the power of (1/c), as
expressed by

Nd � c
−Dd ≤ c

−D
� N, (14)

where Dd (≤D) is the fractal dimension for the drainable
pore space defined by Perfect [57] and Cihan et al. [56].
)eoretically, Dd is equal to D − log (Pd)/log (c), where Pd
is the scale-invariant drainage probability for the pore
network [57]. Experimentally, Dd can be estimated from
the water retention curve; for example, Crawford et al.
[58] reported Dd values ranging from 2.90 to 2.97 (E � 3)
along with corresponding D values (obtained from thin
section analysis) of between 2.94 and 2.98, for eight
Japanese soils.

)erefore, volumetric water content θi can be revised as

θi �


m−1
i�0 NiPi −

i−1
i�0N

i
dPi

V0
. (15)

Equation (13) is a special case of equation (15) whenNd �

N. )e porosity ϕ, which is related to D rather than Dd, can
also be expressed similarly:

ϕ �
V0 −Vs

V0
�


m−1
i�0 NiPi

V0
. (16)

Comparing equations (15) and (16) yields
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θi

ϕ
�

P0 1 + c(E−D) + . . . + c(m−1)(E−D) −P0 1 + c E−Dd( ) + . . . + c(i−1) E−Dd( ) 

P0 1 + c(E−D) + . . . + c(m−1)(E−D) 
,

�
1−(c)m(E−D)

 / 1− c(E−D)(  − 1−(c)i E−Dd( ) / 1− c E−Dd( )  

1−(c)m(E−D)
 / 1− c(E−D)(  

� 1−
1− c(E−D)

1− c E−Dd( )
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

1−(c)i E−Dd( )

ϕ
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦.

(17)

Considering ci � ri/r0, equation (17) can be simplified as

θi � ϕ−
1− c(E−D)

1− c E−Dd( )
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ 1−

ri

r0
 

E−Dd( )
⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦ rm ≤ ri ≤ r0( ,

(18)

when ri is set to r0, which means pores with a radius larger
than r0 are drained (i.e., no pores are drained), the water
content is equal to the porosity which coincides with the
fully saturated condition. )e residual volumetric water
constant (θm) can be calculated when ri is set to rm:

θm � ϕ−
1− c(E−D)

1− c E−Dd( )
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ 1−(1−ϕ)

E−Dd( )/(E−D)
 , (19)

when ri is set to rm, pores with a radius larger than rm are
drained (i.e., the entire interparticle pores) except from those
isolated pores. If D�Dd (i.e., no isolated pores), θm � 0,
which coincides with the dried condition (i.e., only intra-
particle water exists).

)erefore, the effective degree of saturation (Se) can be
written by combining equations (18) and (19):

Se �
θi − θm

ϕ− θm

�
ri/r0( 

E−Dd( ) −(1− ϕ) E−Dd( )/(E−D)

1−(1− ϕ) E−Dd( )/(E−D)
. (20)

Applying the Young–Laplace equation (i.e., s � σlg/r,
σlg is the liquid-gas interfacial tension) to equation (18)
yields

Se �

1, s≤ sae,

s/sae( 
Dd−E( ) −(1−ϕ)a

1−(1−ϕ)a , sae(1− ϕ)1/(D−E) > s> sae,

0, s≥ sae(1− ϕ)1/(D−E),

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(21)

where a is equal to (Dd − E)/(D − E), s is the matric suction
or capillary potential, and sae is the air-entry value, which
is inversely proportion to r0. If sae is associated with r0 and
s∗ae with r∗0 , then according to (12), we have

sae � s
∗
ae

1− ϕ∗

1−ϕ
 

1/(D−E)

. (22)

Substituting equation (22) into equation (21)
produces

Se �

1, s≤ s∗ae
1− ϕ∗
1−ϕ 

1/(D−E)

,

s/s∗ae( 
Dd−E( ) − 1−ϕ∗( 

a

1−ϕ∗( /(1−ϕ)( 
a − 1− ϕ∗( 

a , s∗ae 1−ϕ∗( 
1/(D−E) > s> s∗ae

1−ϕ∗
1− ϕ 

1/(D−E)

,

0, s≥ s∗ae 1− ϕ∗( 
1/(D−E)

,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(23)

if Dd �D and ϕ∗� ϕ, equation (23) degenerates back to
the renown fractal SWRC model proposed by Rieu and
Sposito [22]:

Se �

1, s≤ sae,

1
ϕ

s

sae
 

(D−E)

−
1
ϕ

+ 1, sae(1−ϕ)1/(D−E) > s> sae,

0, s≥ sae(1− ϕ)1/(D−E).

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(24)

2.3. Porosity-Dependent HCF. )e hydraulic conductivity
function (HCF) plays a pivotal role in the flow and
transport processes under both saturated and unsaturated
conditions. )e HCF for unsaturated soils is usually
represented by the relative hydraulic conductivity Kr,
which is defined as the ratio between the unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity K and the corresponding saturated
hydraulic conductivity Ks. A number of methods have
been proposed to quantify the relative hydraulic con-
ductivity Kr for unsaturated soils [7, 12, 19, 59–61], and
most of them express Kr as a function of the effective
degree of saturation (Se), volumetric water content (θ),
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and matric suction (s). Among the proposed HCFs for
unsaturated soils, the most cited HCF is that proposed by
Mualem [7]:

Kr �
��
Se

 
Se

0 (1/s)dSe


1
0(1/s)dSe

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

2

. (25)

When using the model of Mualem [7], the resulting
closed-form analytical expression for HCF depends on the
model that is used to describe the SWRC. If the SWRC
involved is porosity dependent, the HCF is able to reflect the
porosity dependency of the unsaturated hydraulic con-
ductivity. Substituting equation (23) into equation (25)
generates the fractal model for a soil’s Kr and s relationship
considering the influence of various soil porosities:

Kr �

1, s≤ s∗ae
1−ϕ∗

1−ϕ
 

1/(D−E)

,

s/s∗ae( 
Dd−E( ) − 1−ϕ∗( 

a

1− ϕ∗( /(1−ϕ)( 
a − 1− ϕ∗( 

a
⎡⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎦

0.5
s/s∗ae( 

Dd−E−1( ) − 1− ϕ∗( 
b

1− ϕ∗( /(1− ϕ)( 
b − 1−ϕ∗( 

b
⎡⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎦

2

, s∗ae 1−ϕ∗( 
1/(D−E) > s> s∗ae

1−ϕ∗

1− ϕ
 

1/(D−E)

,

0, s≥ s∗ae 1− ϕ∗( 
1/(D−E)

,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(26)

where b is equal to (Dd − E − 1)/(D − E).

3. Experimental Validations

3.1. SWRCs with Different Initial Porosities. A series of
drying tests on a compacted till were reported by Vanapalli
et al. [62]. )e soil specimens were compacted to different
initial void ratios at the optimum water content.
Figures 3(a)–3(d) show the drying test results for these
specimens, by different symbols for different initial void
ratios (e) or initial porosities (ϕ). )e test data with an initial
void ratio of 0.517 (ϕ∗� 0.341) were adopted to calibrate the
parameters using the method of least squares. )e values of
D and Dd can be determined by maximising the value of R2

when the air-entry value s∗ae is set to 8 kPa according to the
data points:

R
2

� 1−


j
1 SCale − SExpe 

2


j
1 SCale − S

Cal
e 

2, (27)

where j is the number of experimental data points (in this
case, j� 11), SExpe is the measured (experimental) effective
degree of saturation for a data point, and SCale is the cal-
culated effective degree of saturation for a data point for the
same data point by equation (23). S

Cal
e is the mean of the

calculated effective degree of saturation for all data points.
For all the cases in this study, the Euclidean dimension E is
set to 2. )us, we have the range of Dd and D as
1<Dd≤D< 2.)e initial values ofDd andD are set to 1, and
the increment for Dd and D is set to 10−3
(i.e.,ΔDd �ΔD� 10−3). For each set ofDd andD, a value R2 is
calculated and recorded. Finally, the maximum value of R2

can be achieved, which is equal to 0.9837, when Dd � 1.915
and D� 1.972. )e other 3 data sets (corresponding to
e� 0.514, e� 0.474, and e� 0.444) were used to validate the

proposed equation. )e predicted SWRCs were calculated
using equation (23) and are shown as solid curves in Fig-
ure 3. )e value of R2 for rest three data sets is computed to
illustrate the validity of the model predictions.)e predicted
SWRCs in Figures 3(b)–3(d) match the experimental data
well with R2 varying from 0.9364 to 0.9726, indicating that
the proposed fractal approach captures the effects of the
initial void ratio on the SWRCs well.

A series of laboratory experiments were conducted by
Huang et al. [63] to investigate the water retention behaviour
of a deformable unsaturated soil. )e soil tested was silty
sand from the Saskatchewan Department of Highway
borrow pit. )is silty sand consisted of 52.5% sand, 37.5%
silt, and 10% clay. )e specific gravity, liquid limit, and
plastic limit were 2.68, 22.2%, and 16.6%, respectively. )e
air-dried silty sand was mixed with distilled water to prepare
slurried specimens for the experimental program. Six ini-
tially slurried specimens (grouped as PPCT2) were one-
dimensionally preconsolidated under different pressures to
obtain different initial void ratios for the water retention
tests. )e test results are replotted in the Se-s plane together
with the predictions of equation (23) in Figures 4(a)–4(f).
)e water retention test data for an initial void ratio of 0.525
(ϕ∗� 0.344) were used to calibrate the parameters. )e
values of D (�1.883) and Dd (�1.883) were determined by
maximising the value of R2 (�0.9966) when the air-entry
value s∗ae set to 24 kPa according to the data points. As shown
in Figures 4(b)–4(f), the predicted SWRCs agree very well
with the experimental SWRCs (R2 � 0.9821∼0.9968).

Very recently, Salager et al. [64] conducted a series of
tests on a clayey sand to investigate the water retention
behaviour of a granular soil. )e tested soil consisted of 72%
sand, 18% silt, and 10% clay. )e water retention behaviour
of the clayey sand compacted at five different void ratios (e)
is replotted in the Se-s plane in Figures 5(a)–5(e). )e
variation in the initial void ratios ranges from 0.44 to 1.01.
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)e water retention data for the loosest specimen (e∗� 1.01,
i.e., ϕ∗� 0.502) were adopted to calibrate the parameters.
)e values of D (�1.951) and Dd (�1.935) were determined
by maximising the value of R2 (�0.9834) when the air-entry
value s∗ae is set to 0.2 kPa according to the data points. )e
SWRCs predicted by equation (23) are shown in
Figures 5(b)–5(e). Again, the comparison between the ex-
perimental data and predictions is of acceptable accuracy
with the value of R2 between 0.8865 and 0.9794.

3.2.HCFswithDifferent Initial Porosities. Laliberte et al. [26]
measured the SWRCs (Se versus s) and HCFs (Kr versus s) of

a silt loam, which is referred to as the Touchet silt loam, with
different initial porosities. A Touchet silt loam is coarse silt,
consisting of 32% sand, 53% silt, and 15% clay, with a
particle density of 2.599 g/cm3. )e initial porosities for the
water retention tests are 0.493 (e∗� 0.972), 0.463 (e� 0.862),
and 0.430 (e� 0.754). )e initial porosities for the hydraulic
conductivity tests are 0.503 (e� 1.012), 0.478 (e� 0.916),
0.449 (e� 0.815), 0.423 (e� 0.733), and 0.395 (e� 0.653). )e
data set for the loosest specimen (ϕ∗� 0.493) of the water
retention test is used for calibration. )e parameters for
SWRC are set to s∗ae � 4.5 kPa, D� 1.7, and Dd � 1.05, which
result in a value of R2 � 0.9909 for all data sets with three
different initial porosities (Figure 6(a)). As shown in
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Figure 3: Measured and predicted SWRCs for specimens compacted at optimum water content (data after Vanapalli et al. [62]): (a)
e� 0.517; (b) e� 0.514; (c) e� 0.474; (d) e� 0.444.
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Figure 4: Measured and predicted SWRCs for silty sand with different initial void ratios (data after Huang et al. [63]): (a) e� 0.525; (b)
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Figure 6: Comparison between measured and predicted SWRCs and HCFs for the Touchet silt loam: (a) SWRCs, (b) HCF (ϕ� 0.503),
(c) HCF (ϕ� 0.478), (d) HCF (ϕ� 0.449), (e) HCF (ϕ� 0.423), and (f) HCF (ϕ� 0.395).
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Figures 6(b)–6(f), the measured relative hydraulic con-
ductivities for five different initial porosities (0.503∼0.395)
are replotted in the Kr-s plane (double logarithmic scales),
which are the predictions obtained using equation (26). )e
predicted Kr-s curves agree with the experimental data
reasonably well, which confirms that the proposed porosity-
dependent fractal HCF model (i.e., equation (26)) captures
well the effects of the initial porosity on the soil’s unsaturated
permeability.

4. Conclusions

A simple physical model based on fractal geometry was
proposed to quantify the effects of initial porosity on the soil-
water retention curve (SWRC) and the hydraulic conduc-
tivity function (HCF) for unsaturated porous media. )e
proposed fractal model involves three parameters: (1) the
air-entry value that is related to the size of the maximum
pores, (2) the fractal dimension of pore volume (D), and (3)
the fractal dimension of drainable pore volume (Dd). )e
range of D and Dd is limited to between E − 1 and E
(i.e., Euclidean dimension). )e difference between D and
Dd (D≥Dd) implies that incomplete pore connectivity may
exist in the porous medium. )e values of D and Dd can be
calibrated conveniently using one data set of the water re-
tention tests at initial porosity. A regression analysis using
the method of least squares indicates that the proposed
model is valid to reproduce the porosity-dependent SWRCs
and HCFs for a variety of unsaturated soils.
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Ettringite is commonly used for the stabilization/solidification for heavy metal-contaminated soils, and its treatment effect will
be influenced by Ca/Al mole ratio. Lead-contaminated soil samples were solidified using ettringite with different Ca/Al mole
ratios. ,e pH value, unconfined compressive strength of solidified samples, and leaching concentration were investigated to
understand the influence of Ca/Al mole ratio on properties of ettringite-solidified contaminated soils. ,e microstructural
characteristics of solidified contaminated soils were also explored. ,e results show that lead leaching concentration decreases
dramatically with increasing the content of lime and curing time. Lead concentration drops from 49.89mg/L to 0.19mg/L when
Ca/Al mole ratio increases from 4 : 3 to 10 : 3 at 28 days and from 36.57mg/L to near 0mg/L at 90 days. In addition, the
unconfined compressive strength of samples drops at first and then increases with the increase of Ca/Al mole ratio. Besides, the
pH values of solidified soil and leachate rise with the increase of content of lime. ,e pH values of solidified soil increase from
9.68 to 11.34, and there is little difference between 28 days and 90 days. However, the pH values of leachate increase from 5.56 to
8.59 at 28 days, and 90-day pH values increase from 5.65 to 9.44. ,e results of SEM, XRD, and EDS tests also indicate that Ca/
Al mole ratio affects the shape of ettringite, the stabilization/solidification effectiveness of contaminated soil, and the pore of
solidified soil. When Ca/Al mole ratio equals to 8 : 3, ettringite content has a substantial increase, and lead leaching con-
centration is lower than 5mg/L.

1. Introduction

Heavy metal-contaminated soils have attracted much atten-
tion from engineers and environmentalists during the past
decades for it may cause significant damages on human health
and ecosystem [1]. ,ere are many techniques that can be
used to reduce the bad effect of heavy metal-contaminated
soils, among which solidification/stabilization is seen as a
common way [2–5] with its economic advantage and effec-
tiveness. Solidification/stabilization is to mix contaminated
soils with binders to transfer the waste to environmentally
acceptable materials for construction [6]. As a type of
commonly used binder, the ordinary Portland cement can
facilitate the formation of insoluble hydroxide from heavy
metal ions through creating an alkaline environment, and its
effect of parcel, adsorption, and complexation also promote
the solidification process. However, cement production
consumes large amounts of nonrenewable resources and

energy. For instance, producing 1-ton cement may consume
1.5-ton lime and clay, 113 kg standard coal, and 5000MJ
energy [7]. Moreover, a great deal of pollutants is created in
cement production such as CO2, SO2, CO, NOX, and dust [8].

As part of the cement hydration product, ettringite
(3Ca·Al2O3·3CaSO4·32H2O), named as Aft, can adsorbmore
external heavy metal ions by replacement and surface
electronegativity [9, 10]. When ettringite is used to stabilize/
solidify heavy metal ions, ion replacement is related to ion
radius [9]. Ion replacement can only occur between ions
with similar radius. Not only the typical heavy metal ions
Pb2+, Cd2+, and Cr3+ can replace Ca2+, Al3+, in ettringite, but
also SO4

2- can be substituted by oxygen-containing heavy
metal anions such as CrO4

2- [11], enabling heavy metal ions
to be a part of ettringite crystal, and then the stabilization/
solidification of heavy metals can be achieved.

Many studies indicated that the solidification/
stabilization of contaminated soils with ettringite may be
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affected by the concentration of certain ions. Luz [12] and
Peysson [9] prepared two types of cement paste, for which
the ratio of phosphogypsum to calcium sulfoaluminate
cement was 2 : 8 and 3 : 7, respectively, to conduct the
stabilization/immobilization tests of heavy metals including
Cr6+, Cr3+, Cd2+, Pb2+, and Zn2+. ,e leaching test results of
solidified cement pastes showed two main findings:

(i) ,e retentions of Cr3+, Cd2+, Pb2+, and Zn2+ reached
99%, regardless of the curing age, the dosage of
phosphogypsum, or the concentration of heavy
metal ions.

(ii) ,e retention of Cr6+ is closely related to the content
of phosphogypsum and the concentration of Cr6+.

Wang [13, 14] used ettringite produced by the solution
method to stabilize/immobilize Cu2+ and Cr ions of dif-
ferent valencies. ,ey reported that the solidifying
mechanism and stability of ettringite on Cr6+, Cr3+, and
Cu2+ were different. ,e Cr6+ ion squeezed into the in-
terlayer structure of ettringite changed the molecular
symmetry and had a great influence on ettringite crystals.
When ettringite was in the environment of carbonization,
freezing, and thawing, the retention of Cr3+ and Cu2+ was
less affected, but the retention of Cr6+ remarkably reduced.
,rough the stabilization/immobilization tests of cement
mortar, Ma [15] pointed that when using sulfoaluminate
cement to stabilize/immobilize heavy metal Zn2+, the
leaching concentration of Zn2+ is only 1/4 of the same
amount of Portland cement.

,e ettringite crystals are mainly produced by the re-
action of AlO2

−, Ca2+, and SO4
2−. ,e AlO2

− ions not only
determine whether the ettringite can be formed, but also
determine its formation rate.,e SO4

2- ion has an important
influence on stability of ettringite since the ettringite can
only exist stably when the mole ratio of SO4

2− and AlO2
− is

greater than 0.42 [16]. ,e Ca2+ is also a significant influ-
encing factor because its content affects the production and
stability of ettringite. When the mass ratio of CaO to Al2O3
exceeds 3.5, the ettringite is stable and keeps developing.
When the mass ratio is less than 2.0, the ettringite formed at
early stage decomposes partially and transforms into
monosulfate calcium sulfoaluminate [17].

In order to clarify the effect of Ca/Al mole ratio on the
stabilization and immobilization of heavy metal lead by
ettringite, this study investigated the physical, mechanical,
and leaching performances of solidified soil with different
Ca/Al mole ratios. ,e binder consisted of high-alumina
cement, lime, and gypsum and remained the total content
of 15% through experiments, and the S/Al mole ratio kept
unchanged. Changes of Ca/Al mole ratio were achieved by
adjusting the content of lime. By means of scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and
mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP), this study also
investigated the microcosmic mechanism that the Ca/Al
mole ratio affects the leaching and mechanical perfor-
mances of solidification/immobilization of heavy metal-
contaminated soil by ettringite. ,e results revealed that
the variation of Ca/Al mole ratio in ettringite has

significant influences on its performance when solidifying/
stabilizing lead-contaminated soils.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Test Material. ,e basic physical properties of test soil
are given in Table 1. Based on Table 1, the soil is named as
silty clay with the liquid limit of 37.2% and plastic index of
14.3%. According to the compaction test, the optimumwater
content of the soil sample was 15.4%.With the reference that
the optimum water-cement ratio for hydration of sulfoa-
luminate cement is 0.6 [18], the water content of soil sample
was set as 24%.

,e composition of binder is shown in Table 2.,e binder
was made up of high-alumina cement, lime, and gypsum to
study the effect Ca2+ and Al3+ ion contents on ettringite
production. ,is series of binder was named ASC in which A,
S, and C represent high-alumina cement, gypsum, and lime,
respectively. To ensure that themole ratio of SO4

2− ions to Al3+
ions is greater than 0.42 and its effect on results is excluded, the
S/Al mole ratio was kept as 2 : 3, and the lime content was
changed. In Table 2, sample number is the mole ratio of Ca/Al.

Table 3 shows the composition of substances in binder
measured by X-ray fluorescence (XRF). Based on the content
of Al2O3, CaO, and SiO2, it was found that the content of
monocalcium aluminate is the largest, accounting for about
75% of the total mass. ,e calcium silicate and impurities
accounted for 20% and 5%, respectively.

2.2. Test Method. Sample preparation. ,e mass ratio of
binder to dry soil was set as 15%, the water content was 24%,
and the concentration of lead was 5000mg/kg. ,e mould
with the diameter of 50mm and the height of 100mm was
used to prepare samples, and the mass of a sample is
controlled as 370± 10 g. After preparation, the samples
were put into standard maintaining room with a
temperature of 20± 2°C and relative humidity of above 95%.

,e unconfined compressive strength tests were con-
ducted for samples maintained to a predetermined age using
the CBR-2 load ratio tester, referring to the specification
ASTM D4219-02 [19].

According to the solid waste extraction procedure for
leaching toxicity-acetic acid buffer solution method (HJ/T
300-2007) [20], this study extracted heavy metal Pb2+ from
solidified soils, and its concentration was measured using an
absorption spectrometer.

,e microstructure, pore structure, and mineral com-
position were analyzed by SEM, XRD, and MIP tests.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Temperature. In the ASC series of samples, the sample
temperature decreases as the lime addition increases. ,is
shows that the hydration reaction of ASC series binder is
smaller than that of cement hydration reaction.

Figure 1(a) shows the fluctuation of temperature with
time in the first three days of solidified soil samples and
ordinary Portland cement samples with different lime
contents. ,e temperature of samples reached steady states
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within 24 hours. And the temperature of cement sample was
higher than that of the ASC series. In the ASC series of
samples, the temperature decreased as the lime content
increased, which indicated that the hydration of ASC series
released less heat than cement.

,e temperature changes in the first 12 hours are shown
in Figure 1(b). It can be seen from the partial enlarged detail
that the sample temperature has reached a steady state in the
first 12 hours, and the heat release was mainly concentrated in
the first 4 hours. With the increase of lime content, the
temperature change of the sample in the first 4 hours de-
creased sharply.,e high temperature at that time was caused
by the heat release of the reaction between lime and water, but
the temperature difference was within 3°C. When the samples
were mixed, the lime had released plenty of heat. ,erefore,
the influence of lime on the sample temperature was small
and not considered in the subsequent experiments.

3.2. Water Content. ,e water content of solidified soil
samples with different lime contents is shown in Figure 2.,e
water content of all ettringite-solidified soils reduced with the
increase of lime content. ,e water content slightly decreased
at 28 days while reduced from 18% to around 14% at 90 days.
It can be concluded that as the lime content and curing time
enhanced, the decrease of water content became larger.

,e binder was composed of high-alumina cement,
gypsum, and lime. ,e high-alumina cement mainly con-
tained mineral components like calcium monoaluminate
and calcium silicate. In the hydration of binder, it took 26
units of water (excluding the crystal water in gypsum) to
generate 1 unit of ettringite crystal. Without producing
ettringite, hydration of the same binder consumed only 12
units of water, indicating that the water used for producing
ettringite was much larger than that used for the hydration
of high-alumina cement and lime.

As shown in Figure 2, without producing ettringite, as
the lime content increased, the theoretical water content
enhanced when the hydration was complete. Figure 2 also
presents that the curing time became larger, and water
content reduced as the lime content increased, indicating
the production increase and long-term stability of
ettringite.

Many studies indicated that some changes would appear
with the increase of temperature: at 100°C, ettringite will lose
a tiny portion of crystal water [21]; at 130°C, the thermal
decomposition of gypsum will cause it to lose part of crystal
water [22]; at 270°C, the thermal decomposition of hydrated
calcium aluminate will cause it to lose a large amount of
crystal water [23]; at 400°C, the structure of hydrated

Table 1: Physical properties of tested soil.

Plastic limit (%) Liquid
limit (%)

Optimum water
content (%)

Maximum dry
density (g/cm3)

22.9 37.2 15.4 1.938

Table 2: Composition of binder (unit: %).

Sample
number

Al : Ca : S
mole ratio

High-alumina
cement Lime Gypsum

Ca/Al� 4 : 3 3 : 4 : 2 7.5 0 7.5
Ca/Al� 6 : 3 3 : 6 : 2 6.36 2.28 6.36
Ca/Al� 8 : 3 3 : 8 : 2 5.6 3.8 5.6
Ca/Al� 10 : 3 3 :10 : 2 5 5 5

Table 3: Material composition (unit: %).

Composition Al2O3 SiO2 CaO SO3 Fe2O3 Others
High-alumina
cement 44.75 8.95 32.16 / 1.86 12.28

Lime / / 99.99 / / 0.01
Gypsum / / 36.50 52.14 / 11.36
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Figure 1: Relationships between temperature and curing time with
different lime contents. (a) Within 3 d; (b) within 12 h.
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calcium aluminate will be still stable [24]; at 580°C, calcium
hydroxide will decompose into CaO and H2O.

3.3. Solidified Soil Leaching Toxicity. Figure 3 shows the
change of the pH of the pore solution and the leachate of the
solidified soil when the lime content varied. In terms of
Figure 3, with the increase of lime content, the pH of the
solidified soil pore solution increased substantially linearly.
Apart from that, the curing time had little effect on the pH of
the pore solution. As for the pH of the leachate, it also grew
with the increase of lime content.When the lime content was
low, the pH climbed slowly, but under the condition of high
lime content, the pH surged rapidly. Moreover, the pH of the
leachate at 90 d was higher than that at the 28 d.

,e leaching concentration of solidified heavy metal-
contaminated soils with different lime contents is presented
in Figure 4. ,e concentration of heavy metal Pb2+ in so-
lidified soil was 5000mg/L, and the curing time was 28 d and
90 d, respectively. As shown in Figure 4, with the increase of
lime content and curing time, the leaching concentration of
heavy metals declined. Besides, it should be noticed that the
concentration of Pb2+ ion leaching of Ca/Al� 10 : 3 solidified
soil was much lower than 5mg/L prescribed in the haz-
ardous waste standard at 28d, which was 0.1911mg/L.
Furthermore, at 90 d, the concentration of the solidified
soil sample with Ca/Al� 8 : 3 was 3.66mg/L, also lower than
5mg/L. ,is is because the formation of ettringite requires a
certain amount of Ca2+.When the content of calcareous lime
increases, the pH of the solidified soil increases, the Ca2+
concentration increases, and the amount of ettringite in-
creases, which significantly improves the solidification effect
of heavy metals. ,e ettringite has long-term stability. With
the increase of curing time, ettringite is stably present and
continuously formed, and the effect of curing/stabilizing the
heavy metal is further improved.

,e formation of ettringite requires a certain amount of
Ca2+.,e increase in the content of lime resulted in increase in
pH of the solidified soil and the increase of Ca2+ concentration
and eventually accelerated the production of ettringite, which
significantly improved the solidification of heavy metals. To
sum up, as curing time passed by, ettringite was stably and
continuously generated, and the effect of stabilization/
solidification on the heavy metal can be further enhanced.

3.4. Strength Properties of Solidified Soil. ,e change of the
unconfined compressive strength of heavy metal-
contaminated soils stabilized/solidified by ettringite is
shown in Figure 5.
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It presents that as the lime content increased, the
unconfined compressive strength fell first and then rose.
When the quantity of lime was small, the development of
soil strength mainly resulted from the cementation be-
tween soil particles and calcium aluminate produced by
the hydration reaction of high-aluminum cement. As the
lime content increased, the content of high-aluminum
cement declined, and the cementation between calcium
aluminate and the soil particles was weakened, but the
filling effect of ettringite on the soil pores became stronger,
contributing to the growth of strength. Besides, cemen-
tation and filling cannot replace each other. When the
curing reached 90 days, the unconfined compressive
strength was about 2 times that of 28 d, which indicated
that as the curing time passed by, the hydration reaction of
the binder continued, and both the cementation and filling
effect kept the trend of increase, benefiting the strength
growth of soil samples.

3.5. Analysis of Microscopic Test Results

3.5.1. Analysis of Mercury Injection Test Results. ,e cu-
mulative pore volume change of solidified soil samples
during the 90 days of curing is shown in Figure 6, and the
pore distribution density is presented in Figure 7.

As can be seen from Figure 6, with the growth of lime
content, the cumulative pore volume of the sample first
increased and then declined, followed by Ca/Al� 8 : 3, 10 : 3,
6 : 3, and 4 : 3 in a descending order. ,e cumulative pore
volume curve of the samples was slightly different. For Ca/
Al� 4 : 3 and 6 : 3, the curves were comparatively flat, and the
cumulative pore volume rose rapidly below 1 μm. For Ca/
Al� 8 : 3 and 10 : 3, the curves eased after a dramatic increase
when the aperture was 10 μm. As for the aperture that was
less than 0.01 μm, the curve was gentle.

Figure 7 indicates that when the amount of lime was
small, the pore size of the sample was mainly distributed

between 0.1 μm and 1 μm; when the amount of lime was
large, that is, Ca/Al� 8 : 3 and 10 : 3, the sample pore size
distribution focused on 0.1 μm–1 μm and 5 μm–10 μm, re-
spectively. ,e peaks of the pore distribution density curves
of the samples with Ca/Al� 6 : 3 and 8 : 3 were more to the
left than the samples with Ca/Al� 4 : 3 and 10 : 3, and the
peak value of the samples with Ca/Al� 6 : 3 and 8 : 3 was
slightly higher.

Obviously, when Ca/Al � 6 : 3, the filling effect of the
binder on the sample exerted the best because the pore
distribution density reached a peak around the 0.1 μm, and
the cumulative pore volume was the smallest. When Ca/
Al � 8 : 3, there were two peaks of the curve: the low peak
value still stayed around 0.1 μm, but marginally decreased
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compared with the one at Ca/Al � 6 : 3 and the high pore
peak value appeared at 5 μm–10 μm and reached
0.30 mL/g,manifesting that the ettringite generated by the
binder expanded the soil sample and developed cracks.
When Ca/Al� 10 : 3, the peak of the low-peak value fell and
shifted to around 0.5 μm and the high-peak value continued
to rise to about 0.325mL/g at the range of 5 μm to 10 μm,
indicating that the expansion of ettringite became more
obvious. To conclude, with the growth of lime content, the
amount of ettringite increased, and the impact on the pore
volume and the pore distribution density solidified soil
became greater.

3.5.2. Analysis of SEM Experiment Results. From Figure 8, it
can be seen that as the content of lime increased, the amount
of ettringite increased gradually with the growth of lime
content. In this process, the distribution of ettringite altered
from suspension in space to adhere to the surface of solid
particles. When Ca/Al� 4 : 3, the hydration products of the
binder were mainly hydrated calcium aluminate, and there
was a very small amount of ettringite, which was nearly an
even dispersion; when Ca/Al� 6 : 3, the ettringite was in an
elongated column shape. Meanwhile, calcium aluminate
hydrate interacted with ettringite and evenly filled pores;
when Ca/Al� 8 : 3, the amount of the calcium aluminate
hydrate content greatly reduced, but the ettringite pro-
duction increased a lot, and the ettringite began to aggregate
to the surface of particles; when Ca/Al� 10 : 3, the ettringite

was the main hydration products of the binder, which grew
on the surface of soil particles.

According to Figure 8 combined with the data of
mercury injection experiment, after the increase of ettringite
production and the shift of the generation place of the
ettringite, a large number of pores with the sizes of 5 μm to
10 μm were produced in the solidified soil samples. ,e
increase in porosity would decrease the strength of the soil
samples; however, the increase in the content of ettringite
would improve the strength of the solidified soil samples due
to the filling effect of pores. ,erefore, controlling the
ettringite content and the generation place is of great sig-
nificance for the strength of the solidified soil sample.

3.5.3. Analysis of XRD Experimental Results. XRD test was
conducted on solidified soil samples with different lime
contents. ,e test pattern is shown in Figure 9. ,e ordinate
refers to d, which is a dimensionless quantity. ,e abscissa is
the diffraction angle 2θ, and there is a corresponding re-
lationship between d and 2θ.

When the characteristic peak d value of ettringite
reached 5.61, it can be easily discriminated and was not
disturbed by other mineral peaks [25]. When Ca/Al� 4 : 3 or
6 : 3, only a small amount of ettringite peaks could be an-
alyzed. When Ca/Al� 8 : 3 or 10 : 3, the peak at d� 5.61 was
obvious, and both the height and the number of other peaks
increased. It shows that the content of ettringite is positively
relevant to the lime content.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8: SEM pictures of solidified samples at 90 d. (a) Ca/Al� 4 : 3; (b) Ca/Al� 6 : 3; (c) Ca/Al� 8 : 3; (d) Ca/Al� 10 : 3.
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4. Conclusions

,is study used the binders with different proportions of
high-alumina cement, lime, and gypsum to immobilize lead-
contaminated soils. ,e effect of mole ratios of Ca/Al on the
physical performance and leaching characteristic of
immobilized soil was investigated. ,e mineral composition
andmicrostructure of immobilized soil was also studied.,e
following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) With the Ca/Al mole ratio increasing from 4 : 3 to
10 : 3, the leaching concentration of lead reduced
from 49.89mg/L to 0.19mg/L at 28 days and from
36.57mg/L to 0mg/L at 90 days. ,e pore fluid pH
value in solidified soil at 28 days was not significantly
different from that at 90 days, increasing from 9.68 to
11.34. ,e PH value of leachate increased from 5.56
to 8.59 at 28 days and increased from 5.56 to 9.44 at
90 days. When the Ca/Al mole ratio was 8 : 3, the
leaching concentration of lead at 90 days was
3.66mg/L, which meets the standard of 5mg/L for
hazardous waste. It is concluded that the Ca/Al mole
ratio of the binder used for stabilizing/solidifying
heavy metals based on ettringite should be greater
than 8 : 3.

(2) According to results from the microtests, with the
increase of Ca/Al mole ratio, the ettringite content in
solidified soil increased and crystals moved from
inner space to surface of soil particles.

(3) As the Ca/Al mole ratio increased, the unconfined
compressive strength of solidified soil decreased
firstly and then increased. ,e unconfined com-
pressive strength at 90 days was 2 times that at
28 days. ,e strength of solidified soil mainly
depended on the filling effect of ettringite and the
cementation of hydrated calcium aluminate. ,us,
the increase of lime content weakened the cemen-
tation and enhanced the filling effect.

(4) As the curing time and Ca/Al mole ration increases,
the water content reduces, indicating that the pro-
motion of lime content is beneficial to ettringite
formation and its long-term stability which will
increase with time elapse.

(5) A large amount of heat was released by the reaction
between lime with water, and the exotherm was
mainly concentrated in the first 4 hours. ,e sample
temperature has reached a steady state until the first
12 hours, and the temperature difference was con-
trolled within 3°C.,erefore, the influence of lime on
sample temperature was small and not considered.
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Dynamic compaction (DC) is commonly used to strengthen the coarse grained soil foundation, where particle breakage of coarse
soils is unavoidable under high-energy impacts. In this paper, a novel method of modeling DC progress was developed, which can
realize particle breakage by impact stress. A particle failure criterion of critical stress is first employed. ,e “population balance”
between particles before and after crushing is guaranteed by the overlapping method. ,e performance of the DC model is
successfully validated against literature data. A series of DC tests were then carried out. ,e effect of particle breakage on key
parameters of DC including crater depth and impact stress was discussed. Besides, it is observed that the relationship between
breakage amount and tamping times can be expressed by a logarithmic curve. ,e present method will contribute to a better
understanding of DC and benefit further research on the macro-micro mechanism of DC.

1. Introduction

Dynamic compaction (DC) refers to the ground improve-
ment method in which a heavy weight is dropped onto the
ground surface from a great height to increase the density of
the underlying soils. ,e DC method has been found to be
useful in improving the mechanical behavior of underlying
soil layers, especially loose granular materials [1–4]. Re-
cently, the DC method has been widely used in many en-
gineering fields, such as airports, seaports, dams, and
railways.

Many analytical or semianalytical studies have been
carried out to predict the important parameters involved in
real DC treatments, including the degree and depth of
improvement [5–7], the dynamic stress distribution in depth
[8–10], the crater depth [5, 11, 12], and the numerical
simulation of DC [13–18].

Although the topic of DC has been widely researched in
geomechanics, the performance design and the application

of dynamic compaction are still largely empirical in nature.
,is may be due to the complexity of the soil itself and the
substantial challenges associated with a DC field test. Under
the impact stress of a hammer, the soil foundation generates
a series of complex responses, including the reorganization
of local soil particles, the dramatic plastic deformation near
the impact location, and the interior deformation under
a stress wave. It is difficult to address all these responses in
a deterministic model and collect sufficient data resources in
a DC field test.

A numerical method simulation of DC attracts more
attention in published literature. Poran and Rodriguez [13]
presented one of the earliest 2Dmodels for simulating DC in
dry sand using the finite element code. ,eir computed
results are good when the sand is relatively loose, but when
densification occurs, the computed results depart sub-
stantially from experimental data. Based on the findings of
Poran and Rodriguez, Lee et al. [14] and Gu et al. [15]
described dry sand behavior under the DC process, utilizing
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a finite element program. ,ey discussed the effects of drop
energy, the momentum of the falling tamper, and the tamper
radius on the depth of improvement. In addition, they
proposed a method for estimating the depth and the degree
of improvement. Wang et al. [16] developed a method for
estimating ground deformation with a numerical model
created in LS-DYNA.

Considering numerical studies of DC, the discrete ele-
ment method, which is neither limited by the large de-
formation nor the constitutive model of the soil, is superior
[17, 18]. Ma et al. [18] pointed out that the improvement and
the maximum influence depth of DC can be easily evaluated
via the porosity changes of the gravel soil obtained by the
particle flow discrete (PFC) element method. Jiang et al. [3]
conducted a series of DC tests with PFC3D to evaluate the
compacting effects via the porosity and the ground
settlement.

It is worth noting that particle breakage is unavoidable in
the DC procedure and is more prone to occur for coarsely
granular soil. Particle breakage will change the particle size
distribution (PSD) and influence the soil mechanical
properties. Previous literature has reported that particle
breakage causes the PSD to behave as a soil variable,
undermining the basic definition of soil and hence the soil
mechanics principles [19–22]. However, the simulation of
particle breakage is infrequently studied in the DC process.
Further, little research has been carried out to study the
effects of particle breakage on DC.

In this paper, a numerical study is carried out using the
particle flow code in three dimensions (PFC3D). Particular
attention is paid to develop a numerical model of the DC
process that can stimulate the phenomena of particle
breakage caused by DC. ,e influence of particle breakage
on crater depth and impact stress by DC is presented. ,e
relationship between particle breakage amount and impact
time is also discussed in detail.

2. Number Simulation of DC

2.1. Contact Model. ,e effect of dynamic hysteresis on the
soil during DC is considered in this paper, and the hysteretic
damping contact model is shown in Figure 1. ,e normal
stiffness for loading, kn_load, and unloading, kn_unload, used in
the hysteretic damping model is calculated by using the
following equation:

kn_load �
2Rhkm

1 + Rh
,

kn_unload �
2km

1 + Rh
,

(1)

where the parameter Rh is the ratio of kn_load to kn_unload (1.0
< Rh < 0.0). ,e dynamic hysteresis of the soil is more
apparent when the Rh is close to zero. ,e parameter km is
the average normal stiffness of kn_load and kn_unload. ,e
normal stiffness for unloading is greater than that for
loading in the dynamic contact process, and a simple

hysteresis loop is formed by the linear contact for particle
loading and unloading.

2.2. Parameters of DC Model. ,e scale of the DC model
and the calculation time cost are in conflict in PFC3D.
When preparing a numerical sample, the accuracy and the
computing time needed in the DC model are taken into
consideration. As shown in Figure 2, a cylindrical speci-
men with a height of 3.5m and a bottom diameter of 3.5m
is used in this paper. Two walls, including one platen and
a cylindrical wall, are created as the sample boundary. A
total of 73318 balls, all with the same radius of 0.04m, are
created to stimulate the soil foundation. ,e hammer is
simulated by 88 particles bound together by the “clump
logic” code in PFC3D.,e diameter of the hammer is 0.5m,
the height is 0.2m, and the weight of the hammer is 3 kN.
,e diameter of the hammer is 1/7 of the sample. ,e
sample is large enough for the limited level of tamping
energy.

To specify the values of microscale parameters in this DC
model, the work fromWang et al., Ma et al., Wada et al., and
Huang et al. [16–18, 23] is referenced, and the microscale
parameters are determined, as shown in Table 1.

2.3. Simulation of Particle Breakage. ,e physical process of
real particle breakage occurs when a single particle breaks
into two or more smaller particles as the particle reaches
a critical condition. Currently, particle breakage has been
modeled by DEM with two alternative approaches.

,e first approach is the fragment replacement method
(FRM), in which single elements break and are replaced by
a new generation of smaller grains, previously nonexistent in
the simulation [24–27]. ,e second approach is the bonded-
particle model (BPM), which indicates that a certain number
of subparticles bond together to stimulate a single particle.
,e particle breaks if the magnitude of the force equals or
exceeds the contact bond strength [28–31]. ,e first method
repeatedly demonstrates superiority in computing time and
particle breakage. ,erefore, the FRM method is adopted in
this paper.

kn_load

No tension

Un

kn_unload

Tension 

Fn

(a)

Us

Fs

(b)

Figure 1: Constitutive relation of the hysteretic model: (a) normal
direction; (b) shear direction.
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,e two most important points in the FRM method are
the particle failure criterion and the particle spawning
procedure. ,e particle failure criterion is used to decide
when a particle is crushed. ,e particle spawning procedure
establishes the relationship between the disappearing broken
particle and the new generation of smaller particles
(subparticles).

2.3.1. Particle Failure Criterion. ,e particle failure criterion
is a condition to determine when the particle breakages
occur. Astrom and Herrmann [32] andMarketos and Bolton
[33] adopted this condition directly as the maximum contact
force acting on the particle. Lobo-guerrero [34] suggests the
use of a limit tensile strength, which is related to forces
acting on discs, similar to a Brazilian test. Ben-Nun and
Einav [35] use explicit multiplicative correction factors to
account for the effects of the coordination number and the
contact curvature.

A multiaxial failure criterion was presented by Russell
et al. [36] with the analysis of the elastic stress distribution
induced by point loads on a sphere. An analytical expression
for the maximummobilized shear strength for a diametrically

loaded sphere was obtained. ,e failure criterion for particle
breakage can be expressed as

κmob ≤ κ, (2)

where κmob and κ are the mobilized and intrinsic strengths of
the grain, respectively. ,e value of κ is given by

κ �
1 + χ

�
3

√ σc


,

χ �
σc




σt
− 1,

(3)

where χ is a parameter of the microstructure properties of
the materials. For most geological materials, χ ranges from
10 to 170. σc and σt are the uniaxial compressive strength
and the tensile strength, respectively.

κmob is the maximum stress at the center of the contact
area (Figure 3), and an approximate expression for the
maximum mobilized strength valid for small contact angles
is

κmob �
F

πR2 sin2 θ0
×

�
3

√
1 + χ2( 

χ

×
(3/32) +(

�
2

√
/24) +((

�
2

√
/12)−(1/4))] +((1/2)−(

�
2

√
/3))]2( 

(2−
�
2

√
)(1 + ])

�
F

πR2 sin2 θ0
f(χ, ]),

(4)

where ] is the Poisson’s ratio, F is the load, R is the particle
radius, and θ0 is a solid angle “seen” from the center of the
particle, defining the small area of stress application (Fig-
ure 3). Substituting Equation (4) into Equation (2) results in
a limiting criterion for the normal contact forces as follows:

Flim ≤
κ

f(χ, ])
πR

2 sin2 θ0 � σ limAF. (5)

As indicated in Equation (5), the limiting force Flim is
obtained from the limit strength σlim and a contact area AF.

In this paper, the size effect is incorporated as a de-
pendent of the mean strength value of the particle diameter
through a correction factor fsize, which can be calculated in
a Weibull form:

fsize(d) �
d

d0
 

−3/m

, (6)

where m is a material parameter, d is the particle diameter,
and d0 is the reference diameter (chosen as 2mm).,en, the
value of σ lim can be expressed as

σ lim � σlim,0fsize(d), (7)

where σlim,0 is the mean limit strength at d0.
To evaluate the contact area AF in Equation (5), the

Hertzian contact theory is adopted in this work. ,e radius
of the contact area is determined by

Table 1: Microscale parameters of PFC3D model.

Parameters Values
Particle number 73318
Particle density (kg·m−3) 2600
Particle radius (m) 0.04
Mass damping 0.70
Normal stiffness of the particles (N·m−2) 5×106

Tangential stiffness of the particles (N·m−2) 5×106

Hysteretic damping 0.50
Initial ground void ratio 0.40
Interparticle frictional coefficient 0.50
Tamp density (kg·m−3) 7800
Rammer gravity (N) 3000.30
Normal stiffness of the boundaries (N·m−2) 1.00×108

Tangential stiffness of the boundaries(N·m−2) 1.00×108

Poisson’s ratio 0.30
m 10.00
d0 (mm) 2.00
θ0 (rad) π/18
σlim,0 (Pa) 3.00×109

3.5m

3.
5

0.5m 

0.
2

Figure 2: Discrete element model of dynamic compaction.
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rF �
3Fr′

4E′
 

1/3

,

r′ �
1
r1

+
1
r2

 

−1

,

E′ �
1− ]21

E1
+
1− ]22

E2
 

−1

,

(8)

where r1 and r2 are the radiuses of the contacting spheres
and E1, ]1, E2, and ]2 are their moduli. At this point, the
criterion of particle breakage is developed.

2.3.2. Subparticle Substitution Model. For the method that
replaces the broken parent particles with subparticles, we
must ensure the mass conservation and reduce the local
stress prominence caused by the overlap of the particles.,is
challenge needs to be considered because of the inevitable
gaps between subparticles. ,e subparticle overlapping
method is adopted in this paper. ,is method satisfies mass
conservation by producing overlapping subparticles within
the boundary of the original particle, and then, the sub-
particles are dispersed with an interaction force. McDowell
and de Bono [24] pointed out that particle overlap causes the
particle fragments to move as a single particle would when
crushed between flat platens. To ensure sample stability and
to accommodate the artificial pressure increase, in this study,
particle breakages are updated immediately after the number
of computational steps, equivalent to 0.003 s. ,is period is
deemed sufficient to allow the artificially induced energy to
dissipate.

As for the number of subparticles, Takei et al. [37] noted
that the number of fragments after particle crushing is
generally smaller than 10 for quarts particles. Research of
McDowell and de Bono [24] shows that the number of
subparticles has little or no effect on the one-dimensional

normal compression lines. ,erefore, four subparticles were
chosen in this model. As shown in Figure 4, a particle will
split into four equally sized smaller subparticles once the
breakage criterion is satisfied. ,e subparticles inherit the
velocity and material parameters of the mother particle at
once. Mass conservation is strictly obeyed, and the particle
breakage effect on the soil foundation is vastly minimized in
the model.

2.4. Process ofDynamicCompaction. ,eDEMmodel of DC
consists of two main processes, i.e., sample preparation and
dynamic tamping. ,e specific steps of DC are as follows:

(1) A total of 73318 particles were created in the cy-
lindrical space enclosed by the walls. ,e parameters
of the particles are shown in Table 1. ,e particles
were consolidated in the designated space under the
influence of gravity (the acceleration of gravity was
set to 9.8m/s2 in this study).

(2) ,e heavy hammer was created immediately above
the center of the soil sample and free falling under
the action of gravity. To improve the calculation
efficiency, the drop height of the hammer was set by
the initial velocity (

����
2gH


) in this study.

(3) During each tamping process, key parameters such
as displacement, velocity of the hammer, and contact
stress between the hammer and foundation are
monitored. ,e tamping process is complete when
the hammer velocity decreases to 0 and the amount
of crater depth no longer increases.

(4) ,e hammer is regenerated above the soil and
assigned a specific initial speed for the next tamping.
In this study, tamping with the same falling distances
was carried out at the same point of the soil foun-
dation, and the drop height of the hammer was 2m,
4m, 6m, 8m, and 10m, respectively. For each
height, the sample was tamped 10 times.

3. Verification of the DC Model

,e particles of the gravel soil are treated as spheres in
PFC3D. In this paper, the applicability of themodel is verified
with the results from field tests.

Figure 5 shows the time-displacement curve of the
hammer when the drop height is 2m. Although the value of
the crater depth from the DCmodel is not in total agreement
with that of the field tests, the time-displacement curve
obtained from this DCmodel shares the same characteristics
with field tests [38, 39]. For a single DC process, the dis-
placement of the hammer increases rapidly until the lowest
point is reached and finally tends to be stable. For repeated
DC, the crater depth first increases with the amount of
compaction and then tends to be stable, which agrees with
the physical process of the increase in the soil density and the
modulus after DC.

Figure 6 shows the time-stress curve of the bottom of the
hammer when the drop height is 2m. It can be seen that the
dynamic stress at the bottom of the hammer has a single

F

R tanθ0

2θ0

R = d/2

σ = F

πR2 sin2θ0

Figure 3: Force F acts normal to the sphere surface on an area
defined by the angle θ0.
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peak triangle; the stress increment rate in the impact loading
stage is obviously larger than the rate in the unloading stage.
,e results are also the same as those of Han et al. [38] and
Jia et al. [39].,erefore, it is inferred that the established DC
model is sufficient to predict the whole tamping process.

4. Effect of Particle Breaking on DC

In DC practice, the crater depth of each impact is widely
adopted to determine the optimal number of blows, and the
impact stress is the direct indication of ground strength. ,e
crater and the dynamic stress are two key parameters in the
study of DC. ,erefore, the effect of particle breakage on
these two key parameters will be analyzed in this section.

4.1.Effect of ParticleBreakage onCraterDepth. In the process
of 10 blows, the depth of the crater per drop was analyzed
with and without particle breakage. Figure 7 shows the crater
depth under different drop heights. As shown in Figure 7, it
is obvious that the crater depth increases with an increasing
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Figure 4: ,e configurations of postcrushing replacement.
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drop height for the same number of blows in both cases.
Although the crater depth increases with an increasing
number of blows, the amount of the increase decreases.

It is notable that the crater depth changes significantly
with the occurrence of particle breakage during the DC
process. Under the same DC conditions, particle breakage
leads to a decrease in crater depth. For example, in the case of
a 10m drop height and 10 blows, the crater depths are 0.53m
without particle breakage and 0.34m with particle breakage.
,e crater depth is reduced by 35.8%. In addition, particle
breakage will decrease the crater difference caused by the
drop height.,emain reason for this decrease is that particle
breakage consumes part of the tamping energy and the gap
between the subparticles generated after particle breakage.

Particle breakage is only concentrated near the point of
tamping. Hence, the effect of particle breakage on the in-
crease in crater depth is limited.,e true reason for tamping
settlement is the accumulation of particle relative move-
ment. All the microcosmic relative movements add up to
a macroscopic tamping settlement. However, particle
breakage requires tamping energy, and fewer particles are
able to make the relative movement.

4.2. Effect of Particle Breakage on Dynamic Stress. To com-
pare the effect of particle breakage on the dynamic stress in
the DC process, 10 soil samples with same parameters were
prepared. A series of DC tests were conducted with and
without considering particle breakage at drop heights
ranging from 2m to 10m.,e results are shown in Figure 8.

As shown in Figure 8, particle breakage led to an increase
in the peak value of impact stress, with the exception of the
case of a drop height of 8m. ,e dynamic stress of the
bottom of the hammer without considering particle

breakage at 2m, 4m, 6m, and 10m increased by 45%, 37%,
35%, and 47%, respectively, when compared to the dynamic
stress if particle breakage was considered.

5. Particle Breakage during DC Process

In this section, the evolution of particle breakage during the
DC process is analyzed. Considering that particle breakage
occurs mostly near the compaction point, the change in
particle size distribution (PSD) is investigated within a cy-
lindrical area of diameter 0.7m and height 0.5m.

Figure 9 shows the evolution of PSDs with an increasing
number of blows from a constant drop height of 10m. It can
be seen that the PSD curve lifts with an increase in the
number of blows, indicating that the content of fine particles
increases and the particle breakage aggravates.

By using the parameter of the breakage index proposed
by Einav [40], the relationship between Br and the number
of blows from different drop heights is shown in Figure 10.
It can be found that the larger the input energy (drop
height) is, the larger the amount of breakage is. In addition,
the breakage index increases with an increasing number of
blows. However, the increment decreases with the number
of blows. It appears that the relationship between Br and the
number of blows can be expressed by a logarithmic
function.

6. Conclusions

Numerical simulations of the dynamic compaction process
for gravel soil ground were developed in this paper via
a particle flow code in three dimensions. ,e focus of the
paper was the study of the effects of particle breakage on DC
which has not been addressed in previous DC literature. ,e
following conclusions could be drawn:

(1) ,e three-dimensional numerical model can simu-
late the phenomenon of particle breakage in the
dynamic compaction process. Mass conservation
during particle breakage simulation can be ensured.

(2) Under the same tamping energy level, particle
breakage reduces the crater depth and weakens the
difference of crater depth between different energy
levels. ,is can be explained by crushing energy
consumption and the enlargement of the space
volume of the subparticles after crushing.

(3) Particle breakage increases the impact stress by
approximately 35%–47%. However, the increased
impact stress is mainly used for particle breakage
instead of increasing the amount of crater depth.

(4) Particle breakage mainly concentrates at the impact
point. ,ere is no particle breakage at other loca-
tions and the boundaries of the soil. ,erefore, the
broken particles cannot play a role of accelerating
the consolidation of the ground soil. In addition,
the extent of particle breakage and the number
of tamping blows show a strong logarithmic
relationship.
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(5) Soil behavior under the combined action of DC and
particle breakage is a complex issue. ,is paper
mainly focuses on the stimulation of the dynamic
compaction process objectively. Other aspects that
require further study include, but are not limited to,
the optimal DC operational parameters, effective
reinforcement depth, the assessment of the

foundation strength, and the behaviors of particle
breakage by dynamic compaction.

Data Availability

,e data used to support the findings of this study are
available from the corresponding author upon request.
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,is study focused on the swelling behavior of swelling rock from canal basement under multiple drying-wetting (D-W) cycles. A
series of laboratory tests were conducted on a swelling rock, with the cracking and strength behaviors investigated. By using
image-processing technique, the crack patterns were described, and then quantitatively analyzed on the basis of the fractal
dimension. ,e experimental data indicated that swelling ability, including cracking level, fractal dimension, and strength,
decrease with increasing drying and wetting cycle. On this basis, a series of centrifuge model simulations for simulating slope
failure by drying-wetting cycles were performed, where the drying process was achieved by heat bulbs. ,e monitoring results
suggested that a global slope failure has occurred after total cycle of 4th corresponding to 4 years. Due to the development of
surface cracking, the infiltration in the slope was severe and nonuniform in space and time. Meanwhile, the failure mechanism of
soft rock slope induced by D-W was discussed.

1. Introduction

Swelling rocks contain silicate clay minerals that have the
potential for swelling and shrinkage under changing
moisture contents. Progressive deformation of the swelling
rock can be caused during the drying-wetting (D-W) cycle,
which may affect the safety of building foundations, tunnels,
water canals, and liner and cover systems in waste con-
tainment facilities. ,e expansibility behavior of expansive
soft rock has always been one of the major problems in
damage to hydraulic infrastructure. For example, a water
transfer project in Xinjiang area, with a large number of
swelling mudstones distributed, slope failures, and local
collapses (Figure 1), often occurs along the main canal. ,e
canal damages caused by swelling rock reached approxi-
mately two-third of the annual damages reported, and the
cost for repairing canal structures damaged by swelling
mudstones accounted for 60% of the total annual mainte-
nance cost.

A large number of swelling soil slope failure cases have
been investigated, which were found to show some typical

characteristics, such as shallow layer, tractive sliding, gentle
motion type, and seasonal occurrence [1]. ,ese charac-
teristics are closely associated with the behavior of swelling
soil. ,erefore, many laboratory and in situ tests were
conducted to study the phenomenon of swelling and
shrinkage [2–5], D-W process [6–8], cracking in clay soils
[9–12], and mechanical and hydraulic behaviors of expan-
sive soils [13, 14]. However, comprehensive theory on failure
mechanism and stability analysis methods of expansive soil
slope are still insufficient due to the complex characteristics
of swelling soil. Current engineering practices for de-
termining the physicomechanical parameters of expansive
rocks are mostly based on simplified laboratory tests or
empirical equations. ,ese practices may prone to mis-
characterize the engineering characteristics, even result in
a contradictory conclusion.

Commonly, the assessment of expansion potential was
accomplished by one cycle of wetting in geotechnical
practice. In some arid areas, the water is mainly from
leakage, resulting in a long-term process under slow seepage
and evaporation until slope failure, which is different from
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humid areas that are caused by drastic climate change in
a short time. Nevertheless, for canal slope, due to the in-
evitable leakage, evaporation, rainfall, and other extreme
climate conditions, it often has a more significant D-W
boundary. Moreover, due to the limits of existing theory,
hazardous working conditions, and the long-time scales of
failure behavior, less academic attention has been paid on
the issue of development of cracks and D-W cycles on
stability of canal slope in arid areas. Recently, some in-
novative techniques, including image analysis [12, 15, 16]
and fractal dimension analysis [17], have been used in soil-
cracking studies. ,ey were conducted on swelling soil to
investigate the evolution of surface cracks, inner fractures,
volume change, etc. Additionally, due to the characteristics
of self-weight equality, the centrifuge-modeling technique
has been used for examining the instability of expansive soil
slope [18–21], and these studies provide reference for the
full-scale landslide.

,e objective of the present study is to investigate the
swelling behavior of soft rocks in canal basement under
cyclic moisture changes. For this purpose, two swelling rocks
were obtained from the main canal of north Xinjiang water
canals. After each cycle, the surface cracks and strength
characteristics of swelling rocks were measured. A quanti-
tative method was developed to characterize the crack
patterns by combining the image processing with the fractal
dimension concept. Additionally, the failure of swelling rock
canal slope was investigated by centrifuge modeling.

2. Laboratory D-W Tests

In order to better understand cracking behavior and strength
characteristics in swelling rocks from canal basement, a se-
ries of small specimen tests were carried out with two typical
swelling rocks subjected to D-W, including crack observa-
tion test and direct shear test.

2.1. Preparation of Swelling Rock Specimens. ,e tested
materials were prepared with two swelling rocks, which were
taken from the construction field of a water transfer project
in Xinjiang, a typical arid area in China. Compared with the
“cyan mudstone” (CM), the swell potentials of the “yellow
mudstone” (YM) are lighter than “cyan mudstone” where
the names are based on apparent dominating color. ,e

physical properties of the tested swelling rocks are listed in
Table 1.

Considering the influence of density, swell potentials,
and its’ influences on strength of swelling rock under
multiple D-W cycles, four test groups with different dry
density and swelling potential were designed. Before prep-
aration, swelling rocks were air-dried via mortar and pestle
to reduce the size of the clay clods, and stored in buckets. In
order to make the moisture equilibration, the remolded
samples were prepared for 24 h to the optimal water content
with 18.8% by CM and 14.75% by YM. ,e soil behavior is
significantly affected by specimen size. In general, the
physical soil model should be large enough to simulate the
large cracks. However, the purpose, in this research, is to
study the characteristics of cracks development and strength
simultaneously under the D-W cycles. ,erefore, the sam-
ples in crack observation tests and direct shear tests were
prepared in the same size, which are 61.8mm in diameter
and 20mm in thickness (standard size in direct shear test in
CHN code [22]). ,e compaction tests showed that the
maximum dry density of “natural CM” is close to 1.6 g/cm3

and 1.8 g/cm3 of “natural YM”; however, the degree of
compaction of the prototype is about 90%. Based on this, the
dry density of remolded samples had been designed as
1.8 g/cm3, 1.6 g/cm3, and 1.5 g/cm3 in CM and 1.8 g/cm3 in
YM, respectively. Among them, the specimens of 1.6 g/cm3

and 1.5 g/cm3 were used to investigate the influence of
density.

After solid pressing by one layer, the specimen surfaces
were smoothed lightly with a grafter to obtain a uniform
thickness. A thin layer of Vaseline was applied on the inner
walls of the containers to reduce the boundary friction. ,e
wetting process of the prepared cylindrical specimens was
presented in vacuum saturation until the vacuum degree
reached 95% (accuracy 0.1 g). After the completion of
vacuum saturation, the specimen was exposed to the open
environment (20°C ± 1.2°C without direct sunlight, and
relative humidity 50% ± 10%) until the water was reduced to
the residual moisture content. After the drying process
completed, the sample was vacuum-saturated. To complete
the D-W cycles, the aforementioned process was repeated.
One battery consisted of five samples, four of which were
used to observe cracks, and the remaining one was used for
direct shear tests.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Typical slope failure of main canal in Xinjiang, China.
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2.2. Observation of Crack Patterns. At the end of each D-W
cycle, the surface of each specimen was pictured by using
digital camera to capture the crack patterns. ,e camera lens
was fixed parallel to the sample surface with a suitable
distance to ensure the sample totally within the shooting
range, as shown in Figure 2. Negative sources on image
quality were minimized by blacking out the lab and illu-
minating the specimens by LED surrounding the container
without camera flashlight. Every initial RGB images in each
D-W cycle are shown in Figure 3. Now, a series of typical
crack patterns after different D-W cycles are observed with
different dry density and swelling ingredients. ,e distinct
phenomenon is the development of surface fractures along
with the increase of wetting and drying cycles. During the
first D-W cycle, obvious cracks can be visually observed on
the specimen surface with dry density of 1.8 g/cm3 and
1.6 g/cm3. On the one hand, ring-shaped cracks appear in
specimens with dry density of 1.8 g/cm3. After three cycles,
more crack areas for all sampling compared to previous
cycles. However, in the 4th cycle, the area seems no longer
grown by visual inspection.

In order to analyze the geometric characteristics of
cracking quantitatively, the digital image processing is
launched by usingMATLAB software.,e initial RGB images
of four specimens at the same dry density are wholly pro-
cessed. It means that the shrinkage crack present around the
specimen is included. ,e binary image of developing cracks
on surface specimens are presented in Figure 3, where
a function of “Graythresh” in the software is used in the image
processing. It is easy to use the converted matrix to calculate
the geometric parameters of the binary images, such as the
fractal dimension and the surface crack ratio [23].

,e box-counting dimension,Db [24], is used in this study
for fractal analysis; the number of square boxes intersected by
the image, N(s), and the side length of the squares, s, are also
obtained where each image is covered by a sequence of grids
of descending sizes and for each of the grids. ,e linear
regression equation of log(N(s)) against log(s) that used to
estimate the fractal dimension is as follows:

log(N(s)) � Dblog(s) + A, (1)

where the A is a constant; N(s) is proportional to r−Db . D-W
cycles for all specimens are depicted by solid line in Figure 4.
,e curves also demonstrate a decreasing trend in the crack
with increasing number of D-W cycles, which well corre-
sponds to the phenomenon of swelling clayey soils. As we
know, during the air-drying processes, the action of the

moisture gradient will lead to the stress redistribution with
the tension of the upper part and the compression of the
lower part. With the cracks gradually developed and finally
covered on the whole sample surface, the moisture content
of the surface and shallow layer of specimens gradually
decrease. After rehydration, although the cracks close, the
tensile strength at the position of cracks cannot be restored.
,is is the main reason for the expansion of cracks under
repeated D-W cycles. On the contrary, the influence of dry
density is not prominent; the fractal count of the sample with
the density of 1.6g/cm3 is higher than the sample with
density of 1.5g/cm3. Notice that the fractal count of
1.8 g/cm3, before the 3rd cycle, is close to 1.6 g/cm3. But it
drops at the last two cycles. It is observed that the irregular
net cracks on surface with dry density of 1.5 and 1.6 g/cm3

are more than that of the sample of 1.8 g/cm3; however, the
main crack of sample with 1.8 g/cm3 is the shrinkage crack
which occurs at the side of the ring sampler, resulting in the
relatively low level of irregular and chaotic degree of
cracking, which is the essence of fractal dimension.

With the same dry density condition, the total fractal
count of CM is higher than that of the yellow stone (although
the count is almost close to the last two cycles). ,is was
attributed to higher clay minerals occurring closer to the
surface and higher swelling potentials for higher dry density.
As previously described, the fractal dimension Db can be
used to evaluate the spatial distribution of cracks, the density
of cracks, and the tendency of the crack traces to fill the area
in which they are embedded. At least, the abovementioned
result suggested that the interconnectivity of soft rock
surface cracks is susceptible to the effects of density and
mineral contents.

2.3. Strength Characteristics under D-W Cycles. A series of
direct shear test was conducted to investigate the relation-
ship between the strength and the crack patterns on multiple
D-W cycles. All shear tests were carried out in each sample
after the wetting process, under vertical loads of 50 kPa,
100 kPa, 200 kPa, and 300 kPa. ,e cohesion as well as the
number of D-W cycles for each sample is also depicted in
Figure 5 by a hollow wire. It can be seen that the computed
fractal dimensions of the three clay samples during cyclic

Sample

Digital camera

Electronic scale

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 2: Using rocks and experimental set-up used for crack
observation.

Table 1: Physical properties of tested materials.

Physical property
Value

CM YM
Liquid limit, LL (%) 61.3 57.1
Plastic limit, Lp (%) 20.1 17.6
Plasticity index, PI 41.2 39.5
Percentage of clay (%) 30.1 32.5
Swelling ratio 88 74
CHCS classification CH
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drying-wetting are within the theoretically allowable range
of 1.0 and 1.6. ,e fractal dimension of each sample in-
creased with the increasing of D-W cycles until the corre-
sponding shear strength decreased to its residual value. ,e
shear strength of cyan mudstone samples with the dry
density of 1.8, 1.6, and 1.5 g/cm3 of CM and 1.8 g/cm3 of YM
were decreased approximately from 103 kPa, 30 kPa,
21.5 kPa, and 91 kPa to 58 kPa, 16.1 kPa, 15.9 kPa, and
60.2 kPa, respectively. ,e results in Figure 5 suggested that
the successive D-W do not increase the development of
cracks, but reduce the rock strength. However, this change
begins to converge after the 4th cycle; it may be considered
that if a canal which is filled with this soft rock is not
damaged in 5 D-W cycles, the probability of failure will be
greatly reduced in further cycles; in other words, the

subsequent damage is not caused by a pure reduction in
strength reduce and development of cracks. Similar to
previous investigation about swelling clayey soil, the angle of
friction of the soft rock remained more or less constant
under D-W cycles (no longer given in this paper).,e fractal
dimensionDb can be used to evaluate the spatial distribution
of cracks, the strength of cracks, and the tendency of the
crack traces to fill the area in which they are embedded.

It is noted that the cohesion of CM and YM with the
density of 1.8 g/cm3 is much larger than that of other
specimens. Some test results [25, 26] showed that the
strength is slightly affected by the density. On the contrary,
the effect of density on strength is obvious in this study. ,is
tendency can also be demonstrated by the observed two test
phenomena: (1) the initial strength level after first D-W
cycle, and (2) decreasing amplitude of strength. However, in
Figure 3, it can also be seen that the soil sample with a lower
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Figure 3: Initial and binary images of three different samples at the ending of tests (1.8 g/cm3, 1.6 g/cm3, and 1.5 g/cm3 of cyan mudstone
and 1.8 g/cm3 of yellow mudstone from top to bottom).
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density level shows more visible cracking, especially pene-
trating cracks on the sample surface after the first cycle. On
the other hand, the fractal dimension Db of the CM samples
with a density of 1.6 g/cm3 was always at a higher level in
every D-W cycle, as the analysis of the fractal dimension is
shown in Figure 5. ,is structural damage may strongly
affect the shear test results and related to the soil properties
and sample sizes.

3. Centrifuge Modeling

3.1. Slope Models and Testing Procedures. Due to the stress
confinement, the centrifuge-modeling technique was used
for examining slope instability and deformations of geo-
logical problems. As aforementioned, such long-time scales
of the D-W process on canal slope in arid area request too
much resource while field tests have been undertaken, but in
centrifugal model, a reduced-scale model of lineal di-
mensions N2 times smaller is used to simulate the full-scale
problem under an acceleration N times the gravity. ,us,
centrifuge modeling of such problems is an attractive
proposition. With this aim in view, an experimental cam-
paign has been initiated to investigate the performance of
swelling rock slope subjected to D-W cycles by centrifuge
modeling. According to the results of cracking test, the
model soil were conducted on CM to obtain a dry density of
1.6 g/cm3 for Model 1 and 1.5 g/cm3 for Model 2, corre-
sponding to the greater level of fractal dimension and lowest
level, respectively. ,e model was constructed in a rigid
container with inner dimensions of 680mm × 350mm ×

450mm (length × width × height). ,e model was prepared
with initial water contents of 18.8%. After the hit-solid
process, the slope was excavated to its final grade of 1
(V) : 2.5 (H) with a height of 100mm.,e finished slope was
covered with plastic sheets and cured overnight before
testing was conducted by introducing moisture to the slope
surface. A video was placed in front of the slope in order to
view the slope face during flight and the grid lines on the
slope for measuring ultimate displacements. Eight miniature
cylindrical pore pressure transducers (PPTs) that can
measure a pressure from 0 to 350 kPa were embedded at
different locations to observe the change in positive pore
pressure during testing. ,e view of slope model and lo-
cation of PPTS are depicted in Figure 6, in which P1 to P3
and P4 to P7 are placed at a parallel distance of 20mm and
40mm from the slope face, respectively.

Before the wetting process, the water was added to the
phreatic line of 90mm under 1 g to simulate the water in
canal. A thick geo-cloth was laid on the bottom of the slope
to prevent the impact of water splashing.,e centrifuge took
about 5min to attain the targeted acceleration of 50 g, and
then hold the acceleration under 50 g until the process
terminated. ,e water in the canal model would be drained
before the drying process. In order to provide a heat
boundary, a battery of light bulbs at the top of the slope
model was assembled upon 90 mm from the model surface
to providing heat source for evaporation. ,e power of each
bulb is 50 watt.,e test was ended until the slope feature was
observed in the video capture system. ,e test was

performed by wetting the model for 90mins and then drying
the model for 220mins. ,e required time was calculated as
water supply and stop period of the prototype in accordance
with N2 times to the model scale 50. ,is time was ap-
proximately split in a 4-month/8-month ratio of the lengths
of the wet and dry seasons in a year.

3.2. Testing Results. ,e seasonal D-W cycles have been
shown to produce significant irrecoverable regional de-
formation below a slope in swelling rock. Figure 7 presents
the ultimate slope failure in the lateral and vertical view. It
can be seen that a large number of spots scattered on the
surface after slope failure, and the failures in two models are
the same as global and lateral fail. During the test, it was
found out that slope failure occurred not instantaneously,
a significant progressive failure was observed for this slope.
No exception the failure occurs within 5 D-W cycles that
typically occurred right after the 5th cycle inModel 1 and the
4th cycle in Model 2, corresponding to 5 years and 4 years in
the prototype, respectively. At least, it indicated that the
degree of soft rock slope failure originates in mineralogical
composition and content. ,e tensile crack could be ob-
served at the top of slope in two tests, which in Model 2 is
more obvious than in Model 1. In Model 2, the width of the
crack is approximately 3mm in horizontal and 5mm in
vertical direction. ,e displacement was in calculating
for the final height which was obtained as grid lines.
,e location of maximum displacement of two models is
presented in the vector diagram of slope feature in
Figure 8. ,e displacement trend of two models is close. By
multiplying the height by the gravity at failure, the max-
imum displacement of slope is up to 1.3m and 1.4m,
respectively.

Figure 9 shows the variation of measured pore pressure
within Model 1 at the onset of seepage for model slope. In
the first wetting process, the PPTdid not record significant
change in pore pressure except P1, which is located at the
upper portion of slope bottom; this was because of the fact
that the precipitation did not infiltrate to a depth where
they are located. However, during the next period of the
wetting process, with the development of desiccation
cracking in the prior drying process, water fills the cracks
and fissures; in addition to increasing the hydrostatic
forces, the water is slowly absorbed by the swelling rocks.
In the 3rd cycle, the P1, P2, and P3 which are located at the
upper portion of the slope were recorded. After 5 cycles, all
PPTs were recorded except P4, which is located near the
top slope under the surface of 40mm from the vertical of
slope line. Besides, it can be seen that, from 3 to 5 cycles,
the pore pressure started to increase with the acceleration.
It indicated that, due to the effect of fracture develops, the
water directly penetrated to the location of PPT at the
beginning of the wetting process. Another phenomenon is
no significant increase in pore pressure has been observed.
,e excess pore pressure was not responded to the slope
failure. Owing to the limited space in model, enough PPTs
were not installed to monitor the infiltration process with
model time.
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Figure 10 shows the “infiltration region” in two tests,
which is an alternative strategy for the reflection of in-
filtration in swelling rock slope. Basing on the average value
of PPTS in the stable phase (the saturation of the region is
judged by comparing the reading with the hydrostatic
pressure at the corresponding position), the region of 1st and
2nd cycles can be estimated. It was founded that the depth of
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the infiltrating area can reach 20mm (with model scale)
vertical below the surface for the first cycle in Model 1
without cracking, and similarly reach to 24mm in Model 2.
Due to the development of cracking, after 3 cycles, the
infiltration region has reached to 40mm below the surface in
Model 1 and 50 mm in Model 2, respectively. In addition to
monitoring the degree of region under infiltration, the
saturation data recorded at the end of tests are presented in
Figure 10. It can be seen that the regions were eventually
extended to 44mm in Model 1 and 53mm in Model 2. ,e
distribution of the saturate region is mainly near the surface

and larger in toe and bottom, which is related to the depth of
crack, hydrostatic force, and centrifugal acceleration. ,is
accumulation of infiltration led eventually to the onset of
progressive failure from the surface to inner surface,
resulting in a large region of softening.

In the interval of each cycle, the cracks were depicted by
plastic film on model surface of slope, as much as possible.
Limited to space, the development of cracks on model
surface in test 1 is given in Figure 11, with obvious cracking
after every cycle which is depicted by pen. Owing to the
existence of these cracks under circumstance of D-W cycles,
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the canal suffered devastating damage after several years of
coming into use. As the laboratory D-W tests showed, the
seasonal shrinking and swelling behavior of the cracked
clay zone results in a progressive reduction of the bulk
shear strength of the swelling rock to the point where it may
approach its residual strength. In centrifugal model test, the
effect of the absorbed water is to increase the unit weight of
clay as well as to decrease its shear strength. ,ese
mechanisms result in a simultaneous increasing in the
sliding forces of slope and decrease in the resisting forces
which are presented by centrifugal force. However, some
previous research noted that cracking and hydraulic
conductivity of swelling clay or rocks are controlled by
plasticity and swelling [27]. ,e slope basement with highly
swelling potential may enhance the effect of infiltration,

and then aggravate slope failure. Although the results of
laboratory D-W tests show that residual strength can still
reach a safe conclusion by limit equilibrium slope stability
methods, the maximum available shear strength on the base
of each of the vertical slices may not be invoked for such
swelling slopes.

In fact, the method of using bulbs for heating requires
control of ambient temperature and humidity and requires
rigorous math-physical methods to analyze testing results.
Nevertheless, compared with the previous studies, one-time
scale was carried out in this test that avoids the situation of
mismatching of time. As far as the wreck mode of the canal
slope is concerned, the centrifuge modeling has examined
the lateral global failure about soft rock slope in relation to
the hydric and evaporation due to climate and situation of
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seasonal water delivery, which is associated with cracking,
infiltration, swelling, and strength reduction.

4. Conclusions

A series of crack observation tests and direct shear tests were
conducted on the remolded soft rock subjected to dry-
wetting cycles, and a centrifuge modeling is presented
herein for simulating full-scale slope failure induced by D-W
cycles. ,e conclusions are as follows:

(1) ,e fractal dimension Db was used to quantitatively
analyze the degree of cracking of the specimens
under cyclic D-W. ,e fractal analysis showed that
the fractal dimension Db is related to the dry density
and swelling potentials, finally related to the swelling
composition of soft rock.

(2) ,e cohesion decreases with increasing D-W cycles.
After 4 cycles, the variation of cohesion changed in
a negligibly small manner. ,e strength reducing is
accompanied with cracking and will almost no
longer develop until cracking converges to be stable.

(3) ,e centrifuge test results showed that at least four
D-W cycles under the 50 g with true time of 4 years
led to slope failure, which was the type of global and
lateral failure without significant excess pore pres-
sure. Both dry density level and D-W accumulation
affected soft rock slope instability.

,e relationship between fractal dimension and strength
in laboratory tests and quantitative evaporation process in
centrifuge modeling will be emphasized in subsequent
studies.
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In southwestern China, soil-rock mixture containing macropore (SRMCM) is very common in large-scale accumulation slopes.
+e formation mechanism and mechanical parameters of SRMCM play an important role in slope stability. In this paper, we
designed a new physical model test to study the formationmechanism of SRMCM.We analyzed different factors that influence the
formation of SRMCM. +e mechanical properties of SRMCM are obtained by direct shear test. New physical model test
demonstrates the best slurry consistency (30%) and slope angle (35°∼45°) to form SRMCM. +e results of direct shear test show
that the strength parameters of SRMCM are high and it is influenced by the angle of macropore structure. When the angle of
macropore structure increases, so does the cohesion of SRMCM. In this process, the internal friction angle does not change much.

1. Introduction

SRMCM (soil-rock mixture containing macropore) is a
special type of soil-rock mixture, in which, macropore
structure is defined as an accumulation of gravels without
clay formed in different stratum of slopes. Figure 1 shows
that SRMCM always appears with local stratification in
deep-thick accumulation slopes, which is different from
common soil-rock mixture (Figure 2). +e formation
mechanism and mechanical parameters of SRMCM play an
important role in slope stability. However, the study of
SRMCM has not been conducted.

In southwestern China, SRMCM is very common in
large-scale accumulation slopes. +e slope angles vary from
35° to 45°, and there are a lot debris flow deposits.+e annual
precipitation is 600mm∼800mm, and the rainfall is usually
heavy.+e slope angles, debris flow, and rainfall might be the
cause for SRMCM. To date, no experiments have ever been
conducted to determine the best slurry consistency and slope
angle to form SRMCM.

Inside SRMCM, binder bonds the particles in point state.
+e binder is upper soil that can move down to coarse
particle layer by leaching. From field investigation, many
slopes in southwestern China have very steep ditch banks on

both sides of the gully. +e free face is almost vertical after
rainfall erosion on slope edge for many years.+e steep slope
of SRMCM can stay stable rather than collapse and sliding
during an earthquake. It is important to study the me-
chanical properties of SRMCMduring the evaluation of talus
slide.

An inhomogeneous rock-soil system consists of high-
strength stone, fine-particle soil, and pores. +e strength
characteristics of this system depend on rock and soil
thresholds, visual grain size, and stone [1]. An un-
conventional in situ shear test apparatus is used to in-
vestigate the strength properties of the shale-limestone
chaotic complex (SLCC) bimrock [2, 3]. A generalized
conceptual empirical approach is used to predict the overall
strength of unwelded bimrocks and bimsoils [4]. +ere is
little field investigation of SRMCM. No field shear test and
empirical method have ever been proposed for the me-
chanical properties of SRMCM.

In laboratory, CT scan and fluctuation method are used
to reconstruct the 3D model of gravel to study content,
feature size, and soil-gravel distribution [5, 6]. Indoor shear
test is used to obtain mechanical characteristics of un-
saturated soil-rock mixture [7–10]. Afifipour and Moar-
efvand [11, 12] used a servo-control machine to conduct
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uniaxial compression tests on model bimrocks to obtain
mechanical parameters such as uniaxial compressive
strength (UCS), Young’s modulus, failure strain, and full-
scale stress-strain curves. Ergenzinger et al. [13], Xu et al.
[14–16], and Zhao et al. [17] used discrete element method
(DEM) to investigate the strength and failure properties of
SRMS in shear zone. Particle flow code (PFC) 3D is de-
veloped to establish a stochastic structural model and
simulate pressure shear deformation damage test [9]. Ding
et al. [18] and Meng et al. [19] established a numerical
simulation method based on microstructures. +is method
is reasonable after comparison with indoor test results.

In this paper, we develop a physical model test to study
the formation mechanism of SRMCM. +is simulates the
formation process of SRMCM, and different factors in this
process are considered. Mechanical properties of SRMCM
are analyzed by indoor tests. Our parameters can be used as a
reference in slope stability evaluation of Mahe talus slide at
Lenggu hydropower station.

2. Formation Mechanism of
Macropore Structure

2.1. Field Investigation of SRMCM in Mahe Talus Slide.
Mahe talus slide is located in downstream of Mahe opposite
to the concealed bend of Caiyu highway.+e natural slope of
Mahe talus slide is gentle rubble and the width on upper
surface is narrower than lower surface.+e angle of the slope
varies from 30° to 35°. Ephemeral gully development occurs
inside.

+e gravels in SRMCM come from the crushed rock
layer. +e bedrock surface of Mahe talus slide is antidip, and
it is made of heavily crushed metamorphic sandstones. Joint
fissure develops fully. Figure 3 shows the existing collapse
conditions. +e distribution of SRMCM layers is random,
and the collapsing gravels cave along the slope from the top
to accumulate in concave slope surface.

Figure 3(a) shows that there are many cementing soil-
rock mixtures overlying or underlying the SRMCM. Due to
the short distance between cementing soil-rock mixtures
and the ground surface, the soil-rock mixtures are not
cemented by gravity; rather, they are cemented as slurry-
stone fragmental materials flowing along the slope and
accumulating on the crushed rock layer. +e fragmental
materials are generated at the top part of slope on rainstorm
conditions. +e thickness of slurries on the crushed rock
layer ranges from 50 to 100 cm. +is thin layer of slurries is
formed because of the relatively high velocity. Figure 3(b)
shows the transitional zone of slurry-stone fragmental
materials flowing on crushed rock layer. Only the leaching of
mussy water can be seen on the surface of crushed rock layer.
Figure 3(b) shows the multilayer SRMCM in Mahe talus
slide. In dry climate, the SRMCMmay be formed by endless
superposition of cementation layers. +ese layers emerge
after quick dehydration and consolidation of slurry. +e
drilling in the middle of Mahe talus slide reveals that
SRMCM may exist on the bedrock-cover discontinuity and
been buried deeply. Figure 4 shows the boundary of Mahe
talus slide.

2.2. Size Distribution Test. On the complex terrain of Mahe
talus slide, we collected ten groups of samples from five slide
parts for size distribution test. Figure 5 shows the samples
being collected from Mahe talus slide.

Figure 6 shows the grading analysis curve of ten samples.
Table 1 gives particle composition of the ten samples.

To remove the super-size particles for the indoor tests,
the scalping method was chosen for the grain size > 60mm.
+e soil can still be in natural gradation after the scalping.
However, the nonuniform coefficient Cu would change, and
thus, the integral strength of soil. +e content of gravel after
scalping is calculated in formula (1):

pi �
p0i

100−pdmax( 
, (1)

where pi denotes the content of gravel after scalping, p0i

denotes the content of gravel before scalping, and pdmax
denotes the content of super-size gravel.

Table 2 shows the particle composition of soil after
scalping.

2.3. Formation Test of the Macropore

2.3.1. Properties of the Test Material. Soil, gravels, and water
are used as materials to prepare the slurry. +e soil and
gravels are taken from Mahe talus slide. Figure 7(a) shows
the prepared soil with particle diameter < 5mm. Figure 7(b)
shows the gravel with different diameters, 5mm∼10mm,

SRMCM

SRMCM

Figure 1: Soil-rock mixture containing macropore (SRMCM).

Figure 2: Soil-rock mixture (SRM).
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10mm∼20mm, and 20mm∼30mm. +e three groups of
gravels are mixed to the mass ratio of 1 : 2 :1.

2.3.2. +e Model Test Tank Which Can Alter Angle. +e
model test tank (Figure 8) was made of four parts as follows:

(1) Floor. +e materials for the floor are transparent
acrylic sheets with size of 120 cm × 60 cm. Grooves
are set on the floor to fix the foreplate and backboard,
and to change the width of SRMCM.+e intervals of
groove are 30 cm, 40 cm, and 50 cm.

(2) Foreplate and Backboard. +e foreplate and back-
board of the size 120 cm × 80 cm are made of
transparent organic glass with thickness of 2 cm. Four
circular holes of diameters 10mm are set in the base
angles of glass to intercalate the bolts to fix the
foreplate and backboard. 8 circular holes of diameters
10mm are set in the middle of glass with radiation
distribution to intercalate the bolts to fix the middle
part of the steel plate. +e four angles between the 8
circular holes above and the horizontal are 15°, 25°,
35°, and 45°, respectively. Intercalating the bolts into
different holes would change the angles of baffle.

(3) Multiangle Baffle. +e baffle is made of stainless steel
plate of thickness 5mm. From the statistics of relief
intensity of mountain landslide, three undulation
angles are set in the middle of the baffle to simulate
the mountain undulation angles. +ree different
widths of 30 cm, 40 cm, and 50 cm are set for every
angle. Twelve stainless steel plates are made to
simulate the formation process of SRMCM.

(4) Bolts. +e bolts are stainless steel of the diameter
8mm. Two herringbone nuts are put in every bolt for
dismounting.

2.3.3. Test Procedure. Sixteen independent tests are made.
We performed every test twice to reduce errors.

(1) Preparation of SRM slurry. After the soil samples of
60 kg weight and the gravel samples of 18 kg (30%
weight of the soil samples) were mixed averagely, the
water of 15.6 kg was put in to prepare the SRM slurry
of 26% consistence. +e SRM slurry prepared above

was then stirred uniformly and placed for 30 minutes
after being covered with plastic film. Figure 9 shows
the SRM slurry after being stirred uniformly.

(2) +e floor was put in a relatively wide field; two
organic glasses with 16 fixing holes were set in the
necks whose interval is 30 cm. 8 fixing holes were set
in each glass, and the bolts were intercalated in these
holes.+e nuts were in neither too tight nor too loose
to make sure the steel plate could be put in suc-
cessfully. Type I steel plate was put inside the organic
glasses with the inclination angle of which to be 15°,
and the bolts were calated to fix the steel plate.

(3) +e mixed gravels were paved on the steel plate with
the thickness of 5 cm. After that, the SRM slurry was
poured onto the steel plate.+en, the process of slurry
invading into macropore space was recorded by
taking photos. According to the thickness of mac-
ropore space, whether the macropore structure can
form in a different angle or not was known. At last, the
thickness of macropore structure was recorded.

(4) +e formed SRMCMwould be sunned for 15∼20 d to
air-dry in a drying and ventilating area.

(5) +e angle set in step (2) was changed to 25°, 35°, and
45°, and then step (3) and step (4) were repeated.
Steps (2), (3), and (4) were repeated with the con-
sistence of SRM slurry changing to 30%, 32%, and
34%. +e relationship of slope angle, thickness of
macropore structure, and the angle was observed
under different consistence.

(6) In step (5), four SRMCM samples with the size of
15 cm × 15 cm × 15 cm were taken out in each angle
and were baked in oven for 24 hours under the 110°C
constant temperature. +en all 32 samples were
tested by shear test. Figure 10 shows the test pro-
cedure of macropore structure formation.

2.3.4. Test Results

(1) Relationship between Slope Angle, Slurry Consistency, and
Macropore Structure Formation. Four slurries were prepared
with different water contents of 26%, 30%, 32%, and 34%.
+e model test tank was set with four different angles of 15°,

SRM

SRMCM

(a)

SRMCM

(b)

Figure 3: Formation mechanism of the SRMCM. (a) SRM overlying or underlying the SRMCM. (b) +e multilayer SRMCM in Mahe talus
slide.
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25°, 35°, and 45° according to the field statistics of undulation
angle of slope. After doing 16 unrepeated tests in which the
model test tank with different angles and the slurries with
different consistence were combined, and Table 3 shows the
relationship between slope angle, slurry consistence, and
macropore structure formation.

According to Table 3, in the 16 tests, the macropore
structure formed in 8 tests while not formed in the other 8
tests.+e test results show that macropore structure forms in

a certain slope when the SRM slurries of certain consistence
invade into crushed rock layer. In gentle slope, macropore
structure cannot form as the fluidity of the slurries with
dense consistence is low, which makes the component force
of down flow small and the slurries can hardly flow down.
With the increase of water content in slurries, the consis-
tency of slurries becomes more and more diluted and
macropore structure forms as the slurries flow down slowly
along the face of slope with the decreasing of downward
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Figure 4: Boundary of Mahe talus slide.
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resistance. With the increasing of slope angle, the compo-
nent force of down flow becomes bigger and bigger despite
the low water content and dense consistence. After that, the
slurries invade the crushed rock layer, the rear slurries push

the frontage slurries to flow down continuously, and the
macropore structure forms. When the angle of slope in-
creases to a certain degree and the slurries dilute enough, the
slurries flow down along the face of slope quickly with a thin
layer of slurries on the crushed rock layer. Meanwhile, only
little part of slurries invade the crushed rock layer, while
more slurries flow down along the face of slope under gravity
action, thus makes the macropore structure forming hardly.

(2) Relationship between Slope Angle, Slurry Consistency, and
+ickness of Macropore Structure. +e thicknesses of mac-
ropore structure must be different as the consistencies of
slurries and thicknesses of slurries invading the crushed rock
layer are different. In the tests, the designed thickness of
crushed rock layer is 5 cm. Figure 11 shows the thicknesses
of macropore structure layers under different slope angles in
the tests.

According to Figure 11, under same water contents of
mud, the density (thickness) of macropore increases when the
dip angle of macrospore structure becomes larger (from 15° to
45°), because the larger dip angle makes downward resistance
decrease, and the increasing fluidity makes the thickness of
invading smaller. +e thickness of macropore ranges from
15mm to 40mm. When the dip angle increases to a certain
degree, most slurries flow down along the face of slope and
there is no thickness of macropore structure, as the macro-
pore structure cannot form. Under same slope angle, with the
increase of the water contents of slurry, the consistency be-
comes smaller, the fluidity of SRM slurry increases, and the
thickness of invading slurries become bigger firstly, then
become smaller. Under the interaction of changing the
consistence and slope angle, the density (thickness) of
macropore structure changes little in one range of slope angle
with the changing consistency. +at is, macropore structure
formsmost easily with the slope angle of 35°, which is basically
the same with the slope angle of Mahe talus slide (as is shown
in Figure 4). It is hard to form the macropore structure when
the slope is too gentle or too steep.

3. Shear Strength Parameter Tests of
the SRMCM

20 samples of SRMCMwere taken to carry out indoor direct
shear test, and they were divided into four groups. In every

Figure 5: Samples being collected from Mahe talus slide.
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Figure 6: Grading analysis curve of ten samples.

Table 1: Particle composition of the ten samples.

Name of the
particle

Range of
particle size (mm)

Content of
gravels (%)

Average
content (%)

Gravel
>60 4.05∼11.0 7.34
>5 47.25∼74.20 61.22

0.075∼5 20.31∼29.48 23.49
Silt 0.005∼0.075 3.7∼8.6 5.59
Clay <0.005 6.0∼13.9 9.7

Table 2: Particle composition of samples after scalping.

Name of the
particle

Range of particle
size (mm)

Content of
gravels (%)

Average
content (%)

Gravel >5 50.3∼72.5 60.1

Soil particles
0.075∼5 20.52∼29.72 23.8

0.005∼0.075 4.3∼10.5 6.4
<0.005 6.0∼16.3 9.7%
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group, the size of samples was 15 cm × 15 cm × 15 cm. +e
samples with different angles of macropore structure in
SRMCM as 15°, 25°, 35°, and 45° were prepared based on the
model test tank. +e samples whose angle of macropore
structure in SRMCM is 0° were prepared as the control group.
All the samples were put in dry and ventilated conditions for
15–20 d to completely air-dry. Figure 12 shows the samples of
SRMCM before indoor direct shear test.

3.1. Test Procedure. +e tests were carried out under normal
pressures of 100, 200, 300, and 400 kPa to define the shear
strength parameters. In the test, the loading rate in every step
was controlled in same level and not over 0.2mm/min.
Pressure sustained for a period after shear failure, and the
residual strength was determinate. +e loading stopped if
shear displacement kept increasing or was more than
15mm. Normal stress would be relieved before shear stress

(a) (b)

Figure 7: Soil and Gravel samples. (a) Soil sample. (b) Gravel samples.

Hole

Bolts

Bolts

Bolts

Hole
Hole

Hole

Steel plate 

Hole

Hole

Figure 8: Model test tank which can alter the angle.

Figure 9: SRM slurry.
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in pressure relief. Figure 13 shows the samples of SRMCM
after indoor direct shear test.

3.2. Test Results. According to the results of indoor direct
shear test, Figure 14 shows the curves of shear stress and
shear displacement in different angles of macropore
structure.

+e results of indoor direct shear test are listed as
follows:

Hole

Hole
Hole

Hole

Bolts

Bolts

(a)

SRMCM

(b)

Figure 10: Test procedure of macropore structure formation. (a) +e process of making the sample. (b) Final sample.

Table 3: Relationship between slope angle, slurry consistence, and
macropore structure.

Undulation angles (°)
Content of water (%)

26 30 32 34
15° × × × √
25° × × × √
35° × √ √ √
45° √ √ √ ×

“√” means the macropore structure can form; “×” means the macropore
structure cannot form.
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Figure 12: Samples of SRMCM before the indoor direct shear test.

Figure 13: Samples of SRMCM after the indoor direct shear test.
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Figure 14: Curves of shear stress and shear displacement in different angles of macropore structure. (a) 0°, (b) 15°, (c) 25°, (d) 35°, and (e) 45°.
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(1) With the increase of axial compression, the strength
of SRMCM increases gradually, and the strength
changes obviously in different axial compression.
When the angle of macropore structure in SRMCM
is 0°, the change of SRMCM strength is especially
obvious in different axial compression. +at is be-
cause the macropore structure is happened to be on
and parallel to the shear surface. +e shear strength
of SRMCM is decided by the bite force between the
gravels in macropore structure and has no re-
lationship with the bond strength between fine soil.
So, when in low axial compression, the gravels can
throw over the gravels nearby with small bite force
and low strength.

(2) When the angle of macropore structure in SRMCM
increases, the hardening degree of SRM sample
increase gradually. When in same shear displace-
ment, the larger the macropore structure angle is,
the higher the strength is, especially in angle of 45°.
In angle of 45°, the shear strength is beyond
130 kPa when the displacement is 4mm. With the
increase of macropore structure angle, the angle
between shear zone and macropore structure be-
comes larger. Two SRM layers encapsulate the
macropore structure, with the increase of shear
strength, the inclined macropore structure will
surely stagger unconnected, the gravels on shear
zone will roll mutually, and one part of the gravels
will inlay the SRM nearby. Under a certain axial
compression, the inlaying will cost quite large
energy with the external expression of shear
strength increasing.

(3) Figure 14 shows that the macropore structure is one
stable structure, and the strength of macropore

structure does not have apparent peak no matter
either in a big or small angle. After reaching a high
level, the shear stress sustains a high state but not gets
the apparent tendency of decreasing.+e shear stress
will not increase while the shear displacement keeps
increasing when the horizontal load is applied
continually, rather than the commonmaterial failure
whose shear stress decreases apparently after failure.

(4) According to the curves of shear stress and shear dis-
placement, the shear strengths in different axial com-
pression are obtained. Figure 15 shows the stress curve
gotten by fitting the shear strengths in different axial
compression with the using of Mohr–Coulomb theory.

According to Figure 15, the cohesion of macropore
structure is very large except when the angle of macropore
structure is 0°, and with the increase of angle, cohesion keeps
enlarging while internal friction angle changes little. When
the dip angle of macrospores is low, the cohesion depends on
the sliding friction of the fine-grained soil. When dip angle
of macrospores is high, the number of macrospores is large
and the cohesion depends on the sliding friction of fine-
grained soil, the friction of soil and rock, and the contact
force of rocks. When dip angle of macrospores keeps in-
creasing, the number of macrospores keeps increasing, the
contact force of rocks keeps increasing, and the cohesion
keeps increasing. When the angle of macropore structure is
0°, the cohesion is very small while the internal friction angle
is very large because of the interaction of gravels but not of
soil particles. When under shearing, the angles of macropore
structure are different from that of the shear plane, the upper
and lower shear planes stagger unconnected, and macropore
structure staggers unconnected. Due to the bite force be-
tween the gravels, the gravels must bypass the gravels nearby
to produce the displacement that enlarges the shear strength.
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Figure 15: Shear strength of SRMCM in different angles of macropore structure. (a) Fitting curves of different angle. (b) Relationship
between strength parameters and different dip angles.
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4. Conclusion

In this paper, Mahe talus slide of the Lenggu hydropower
station was used as an example. Field investigation was used
to know the structural properties of SRMCM in Mahe talus
slide.+e formationmechanism of SRMCMwas analyzed by
a new physical model test. +e mechanical properties of
SRMCMwere analyzed by indoor direct shear test.+emain
conclusions of the study include the following:

(1) +e SRMCM is one stable structure forming in a
certain slope when the SRM slurries of certain
consistence invade into the crushed rock layer.

(2) +e formation of SRMCM is closely related to the
consistence of slurries. +e SRMCM cannot form
with the consistency too high or too low. +e test
shows that in water content of 30%, the slurries flow
most fluently, and the SRMCM forms most easily. In
the physical model test, the thickness of macropore
structure forming with 35°∼45° slope angle is the
largest; that is, the SRMCM forms most easily with
35°∼45° slope angle in real.

(3) +e shear strength of SRMCM is very high. When
the angle of macropore structure keeps increasing,
the cohesion keeps enlarging while internal friction
angle changes little. It deepens the understanding of
the slope failure mechanism when there are
SRMCMs in the slope.
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Dredging sea mud produced during the coastal infrastructure construction has been gradually becoming an environmental
problem in China. Making ceramsite is an attractive way to convert the waste sea mud to resources used for many industrial
sectors. However, the imapct of preheating and sintering conditions on the ceramsite properties and the biofilm formation
capacity of the ceramsite are still poorly understood. /is study aims to fill these knowledge gaps. Results suggested the optimal
conditions for the preheating temperature was 350°C, the preheating time was 15min, the sintering temperature was 1040°C, and
the sintering time was 9min. /e dredging sea mud-derived ceramsite showed better biofilm formation capacity with high COD
and NH4

+-N removal performance compared with the commercial ceramsites. /e content of the chloride ion in the ceramist
granules is close to zero, and the low cost of this material, implying this dredging sea mud-derived ceramsite, could be an
engineering favorable material for using it as a biocarrier in the real application.

1. Introduction

/e development of the marine economy has led to a dra-
matic increase in infrastructure construction activities and
transportation industry in coastal areas [1]. Accordingly,
a large amount of dredging sea mud (DSM) has been pro-
duced. /e improper disposal of these mud not only takes up
a lot of space but also causes environmental pollution and
other problems (odour, disease, etc.,). /us, safety treatment
of these DSM has received considerable attention [2, 3].

/e commonly used DSM treatment methods mainly are
physicochemical methods, such as solidification; Zhu et al.
[4] conducted dredging mud solidification treatment, con-
firming that the solidificated dredging mud could be utilized
as solid filler material. In addition, DSM contains some
organic matter and, therefore, could be utilized in agricul-
ture and aquaculture. Xie et al. [5] confirmed that DSM can
be used in agricultural cultivation. Besides these methods
described above, an important way to treat waste DSM is to
be the raw materials for sintering the ceramsite. Chi et al. [6]
used seabed sludge for ceramsite production, and the results

showed that the product performance fully meets the re-
quirements of the Chinese national technical standards for
clay ceramsite. Ceramsite is a commonly used biocarrier for
biofilm formation in sewage and biological contact oxidation
wastewater treatment process. /e rough surface and in-
ternal porous structure provide good adsorption capacity for
pollutants removal, and also it is easy to grow microor-
ganisms on its surface for biofilm formation.

Traditionally, nonrenewable natural resources, such as
clay and shale, have been employed for the preparation of
ceramsite by the method of high-temperature sintering
[7, 8]. In recent years, the use of wastes, such as sewage
sludge, coal fly ash, mine tailings, and river sediment, as the
raw material for ceramsite sintering has been received in-
creasing attention [8–11]. /ere is a relatively less study
investigating the DSM for the production of ceramsite. DSM
could be one of the best substitutes for clay because its major
components are similar to those of clay. In our previous
study, we have prepared ceramsite by using the mixture of
DSM, sewage sludge, and the additive of calcium carbonate
[12, 13]. /e produced ceramsite met the Chinese standard
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GB/T 17431.1–2010. Although Chi et al. [6] produced
ceramsite successfully by the single raw material of sedi-
mented sea mud in Qingdao, China, the sintering mecha-
nism was not revealed deeply. In addition, DSM has more
salinity and water than clay. In the sintering process of DSM,
many researchers worry that chloride has undesirable effects
including scumming [14, 15]. /e content of the soluble salt
in the sea mud is likely to relate to the preheating and
sintering temperature [6, 15].

/us, the aim of this study is to investigate the impact of
preheating and sintering conditions on the properties of
DSM-derived ceramsite. In addition, for further application
as biocarrier, the capacity of water purification and the biofilm
formation of DSM-derived ceramsite was also evaluated.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Characteristics of DSM. /e DSM was collected from
a coastal site which located in Lianyungang, Jiangsu prov-
ince, China (N34°46′15.32″, E119°19′24.74″). /e color of
this DSM is dark with salty smell. /e DSMwas sieved firstly
to remove the large-sized agglomerates, followed by its
property analysis according to the “Standard for Soil Test
Method” (HJ 835-2017). /e results are shown in Table 1:

2.2. &e Feasibility of DSM from Lianyungang for Ceramsite
Sintering. /e DSM collected from different coastal areas
may have different properties. To meet the ceramsite-forming
conditions, the raw chemical composition range for the
sintering ceramsite is generally on the basis of Riley and
Wilson’s research. Table 2 shows the main chemical com-
position of the raw material from Lianyungang by the EDX,
and the content of major chemical composition of DSM
complies with Riley’s three-phase diagram and the required
chemical composition range for making ceramsite. It can be
seen from the table that the DSM from Lianyungang is ex-
pected to be sintered into ceramsite alone. Because LOI in the
raw material is up to 8.58%, the ceramsite would be with high
porosity. /e feasibility of DSM from Lianyungang for
ceramsite sintering was further studied by comparing the
basic properties of DSM with clay materials which are con-
ventional raw material for ceramsite sintering, and Table 3
shows the different properties. It can be seen that the DSMhas
a higher water content than clay, reaching 50%–60%. /e
composition of DSM is mainly composed of clay and powder,
and the plasticity index is excellent, so it is judged that the
DSM is easy for granulation. At the same time, the salt content
of the DSM (mostly sodium chloride) is high, and the
transformation process of chlorine should be concerned in the
sintering process. /e DSM from Lianyungang is used as
a single raw material to form a ceramsite by molding, drying,
preheating, and sintering./e ceramsite with a particle size of
3∼5mm is selected for use in the following experiment.

2.3. DSM Ceramsite Presintering Experiment. In order to
determine the main process conditions that need to be
controlled during the ceramsite sintering process, it is
necessary to set up a presintering experiment before the

optimization process to determine the effect of the pre-
heating conditions and the sintering conditions on ceramsite
properties.

Because the moisture content of the DSM is high and the
evaporation of the combined water in the raw material is
about 250°C. Wang et al. [16] used TGA-FTIR technology to
study the combustion and pyrolysis characteristics of sludge
from different sources and pointed out that the de-
composition temperature of organic matter is about 350°C.
/erefore, the preheating temperature in this study can be
set in the range of 250∼400°C, and the preheating time can
be set in the range of 5∼20min [17]. /e sintering tem-
perature in this study is mainly determined by reference to
the sintering temperature of the high-temperature sintered
clay ceramsite, and the sintering time ranges from 6 to 15
minutes [18]. /e presintering experimental design is shown
in Table 4, and the results of the presintering experiment are
shown in Table 5.

According to the results of the presintering experiment,
the preheating temperature can be set in the range of
200∼450°C, and the preheating time is preferably in the range
of 10∼20min. When the sintering temperature is varied from
1000∼1100°C, it is possible to obtain ceramsite with good
performance. According to the results of the presintering
experiment, the sintering time can be set at 6∼12min.

2.4. Effect of Preheating Conditions on Ceramsite Properties.
According to the results of the presintering experiment,
three preheating time periods (10min, 15min, and 20min)
were selected to investigate the effect of the preheating
method on ceramsite properties. /e preheating tempera-
ture was controlled between 200∼450°C, and the tempera-
ture increase rate was 8°C/min [19]. /e properties of
ceramsite, such as expansion rate, bulk density, compressive
strength, and water absorption, were compared.

2.5. Effect of Sintering Conditions on Ceramsite Properties.
According to the results of the presintering experiment,
three sintering time periods (6min, 9min, and 12min) were
selected to investigate the effect of the sintering method on
ceramsite properties. /e sintering temperature was con-
trolled between 1000∼1080°C, and the temperature increase
rate was 10°C/min; the properties of ceramsite, such as
expansion rate, bulk density, compressive strength, and
water absorption, were compared.

2.6. Analysis of Dissolved Salts Transformation during
Ceramsite Production. /e Cl− content variation during
ceramsite sintering was studied by measuring the Cl−

content under different sintering temperatures. /e DSM
under different temperatures were sampled and grinded, and
the powder was then dissolved into the ultrapure water with
mild vibration; after 1 day, the DSM powder suspension was
filtered. /e filtrate was then subjected to Cl− analysis.

2.7. Sea Mud-Derived Ceramsite as Biofilm Carrier for COD
and NH4

+-N Removal. A plexiglass column (Φ10 cm ×
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60 cm) packed with sea mud-derived ceramsite or com-
mercial ceramsite with a particle size of 3–5 cm is used for
hanging the biofilm and removing the COD and NH4

+-N.
An air pump for column aeration was connected, and the
flow rate was 20 L·min−1. After ceramsite installation was
completed, a synthetic wastewater (COD: 12mg/L; NH4

+-N:
5mg/L) was filled into the column, and the wastewater was
intercirculated and aerated during experiment; the water
samples were taken periodically for measurement.

2.8. Analysis Methods. EDX analysis: the chemical compo-
sition of the raw material was measured by using an in-
ductively coupled plasma emission spectrometer. XRD
analysis: the mineral composition of sea mud raw material
and sea mud-derived ceramsite was analyzed by using an
X-ray diffraction analyzer. SEM analysis: the internal
structure of sea mud raw material and sea mud derived-
ceramsite was analyzed by using a scanning electron mi-
croscope./e Cl− ion solubility of sea mud samples sintering
at different temperatures was analyzed by the Wantong ion
chromatograph. COD was determined using potassium

permanganate titration. NH4
+-N was determined using

Nessler’s reagent method.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Ceramsite Sintering by DSM from Lianyungang.
According to Tables 1 and 2, the plasticity index of DSM is
excellent. /e content of major chemical composition of
dredged sea mud complies with the Riley’s three-phase
diagram.

Figure 1 showed the XRD patterns of the mineral
composition of DSM and DSM-derived ceramsite. Com-
pared with the raw materials, kalisilite (KAlSiO4) was not
detected in ceramsite. /is may due to the minerals con-
tained in the raw materials (mainly oxides of Fe oxides and
alkaline metal oxides) transformed and produced to
fenaksite [KNaFe(Si4O10)] under high temperature. In ad-
dition, anorthoclase (KAlSi3O8) and brinrobertsite [(Na, K,
Ca)x(Al, Fe, Mg)4(Si, Al)8O20(OH)4∗3.54(H2O) (x � 0.35)]
recombination at high temperature may generate albite-
calcium [NaCaAl (SiAl)2O8].

/e SEM images of surfaces of DSM and the DSM-
derived ceramsite are shown in Figure 2. Compared with
ceramsite (Figure 2(b)), the structure of the raw materials of
DSM (Figure 2(a)) is more loosely arranged./e particle size
of DSM is different, and the shape is irregular. /e quantity
of pores in ceramsite (Figure 2(b)) is more than that in the
raw materials (Figure 2(a)). /e more micropores and the
irregular surface may contribute higher porosity and specific
surface area of sea mud-derived ceramsite.

3.2. Effect of Preheating Conditions on Ceramsite Properties.
/e preheating temperature and preheating time greatly
impact the properties of the ceramsite, such as the formation
of pottery and the pore and strength characteristics of the
ceramsite. Here, the preheating time was controlled as
10min, 15min, and 20min, respectively. /e preheating
temperature and heating rate were described in Section 2.3.
/e bulk density, water absorption, compressive strength,
and expansion rate were analyzed under different preheating
time periods.

Figure 3(a) shows that, at the same preheating tem-
perature, with the prolonging of the preheating time of the
raw material, the bulk density of the ceramsite decreased. In

Table 1: /e properties of dredged sea mud.

Density
(g cm−3)

Water content
(%)

Liquid limit
(%)

Plastic limit
(%) Particle-size distribution (%) Property

1.45 50–60 23–28 45–58 Clay (50.5) powder (49.5) Saturated low liquid limit clayey silt

Table 2: Chemical composition (%) of DSM.

Item SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO K2O Na2O LOI
Sea mud 57.10 17.30 11.30 3.10 2.17 4.01 3.01 2.58
Riley’s three-phase
diagram 55–70 14–20 5–10 3–7 (CaO + MgO) 1.5–4 (K2O +Na2O) /

Table 3: /e properties of DSM and clay materials.

Item DSM Clay
Water content (%) 50–60 15–30

Particle
characteristics

Mainly based on clay
and powder and
contains a small

amount of fine sand

/icker particles
and contains sand-

sized particles

Liquid/plastic limit High Middle
Salt content High Low

Chemical
composition

Mainly silicon and
aluminum

Mainly silicon and
aluminum

High fused
ingredients content

Low fused
ingredients content

Table 4: Presintering experimental design.

Factor/level 1 2 3 4
A (min) 5 10 15 20
B (°C) 250 300 350 400
C (min) 6 9 12 15
D (°C) 900 1000 1100 1200
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Table 5: Presintering results.

No. A (X1) (min) B (X2) (°C) C (X3) (min) D (X4) (°C)
Bulk

density (g.cm−3)
Water

absorption (%)
Compressive
strength (MPa)

Expansion
rate (%)

1 5 250 6 900 797 46 ○ 1.01
2 5 300 9 1000 674 18.7 2.29 1.3
3 5 350 12 1100 617 16 3.7 1.3
4 5 400 15 1200 / / / /
5 10 250 9 1100 553 19 3.3 1.3
6 10 300 6 1200 / / / /
7 10 350 15 900 756 28 ○ 1.3
8 10 400 12 1000 623 12.7 4.1 1.7
9 15 250 12 1200 / / / /
10 15 300 15 1100 455 35.3 3.5 1.2
11 15 350 6 1000 695 22 2.7 2.0
12 15 400 9 900 763 36 ○ 1.5
13 20 250 15 1000 665 25 2.8 1.7
14 20 300 12 900 749 20 ○ 1.5
15 20 350 9 1200 / / / /
16 20 400 6 1100 578 14 3.8 1.4
Note: “○” means that it is not made into ceramsite and “/” means that the ceramsite is overfired.
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Figure 1: XRD analysis results on DSM and ceramsite. Q: quartz; Ao: albite-calcium ordered; K: kalisilite; An: anorthoclase; B: brin-
robertsite; F: fenaksite.

Figure 2: Scanning electron microscope image of (a) raw material 1000× and (b) ceramsites 1000×.
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addition, 350°C seems to be an inflection point because the
bulk density showed the decreasing trend when the pre-
heating temperature was increased from 200∼350°C and
increasing as the temperature continued to rise.

Figure 3(b) showed that the water absorption rate of the
ceramsite slightly decreased with the prolongation of the
preheating time, although the water absorption rate of
ceramsite under 15min preheating was similar with that
under 20min. In the similar manner, the water absorption
rate was decreased firstly and increased after the preheating
temperature was above 350°C.

Figure 3(c) shows that the degree of swelling of the
ceramsite is greatly influenced by the preheating tempera-
ture. /e longer the preheating time, the more the swelling
of ceramsite when preheating temperature was below 400°C.

It is very interesting that the variation of the expansion rate
of ceramsite showed an inverse trend compared with other
property index, which increased firstly and decreased when
the preheating temperature was above 350°C. Different from
other index, the compressive strength of ceramsite is less
affected by the preheating time and temperature.

/e above test results suggested that changes in the
preheating temperature and preheating time of the raw
material have a great influence on the bulk density and the
expansion rate of the ceramsite and a slight influence on the
water absorption rate.

According to the analysis, this phenomenon is mainly
related to the preheating temperature. /ere are two main
purposes for preheating in the ceramsite sintering process.
/e first is to pyrolyze most of the organic matter in the sea
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Figure 3: Effect of the preheating system on the performance of ceramsite. (a) Bulk density-temperature curve; (b) water absorption-
temperature curve; (c) expansion rate-temperature curve; (d) compressive strength-temperature curve.
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mud into a gas to make the ceramsite lighter. /e second is
to remove the moisture in the sea mud so as to avoid
evaporation of the water during the heating process, which
may cause the body to burst and affect the strength of the
ceramsite. When the preheating temperature is low, the
decomposition rate of the organic matter in the sea mud is
gentle, no gas is generated, and the ceramsite expansion rate
is not high. At this time, when the gas escapes from the
ceramsite, the pores formed on the surface are small, so the
ceramsite bulk density and compressive strength are high.
As the preheating temperature increases, the gas generated
by the decomposition of organic matter increases, the pores
inside and on the surface of the ceramsite increase, the
expansion ratio increases, and the bulk density and com-
pressive strength decrease. However, when the preheating
temperature exceeds a certain value, too much gas generated
by the organic matter may excessively impact the surface of
the ceramsite, causing the sintered body to crack and being
difficult to expand. Which in turn affects the expansion rate
and compressive strength of the ceramsite. /erefore, it is
important to choose a reasonable preheating temperature
and preheating time.

/e preheating temperature of 350°C and the preheating
time of 15min were suggested to be the good preheating
conditions considering the light weighting, high strength,
and water absorption capacity.

3.3. Effect of Sintering Conditions on Ceramsite Properties.
/e sintering time was controlled as 6min, 9min, and
12min, respectively. /e preheating temperature and
heating rate were described in Section 2.4. /e bulk density,
water absorption, compressive strength, and expansion rate
were analyzed under different sintering time periods.

As shown in Figure 4, except for compressive strength,
the longer sintering time showed a higher value, and there
were no obvious trends for other three indexes with dif-
ferent sintering time periods. As the temperature increased,
the bulk density and water absorption index increased
firstly and then decreased. In contrast, the expansion rate
and compressive strength showed a reversed trend. /ere
was obvious inflection point of temperature for each index
(1020°C for bulk density, 1040°C for water absorption,
1040°C for expansion rate, and 1060°C for compressive
strength).

According to the analysis, this phenomenon is mainly
related to the changes in the interior of the raw material at
high temperatures. At a certain temperature, the inside of
the raw material will melt and soften to form a certain
amount of molten mineral. /e sea mud contains various
organic impurities, decomposed salts, and flammable
minerals and can generate a certain amount of gas at a high
temperature to expand and deform the ceramsite. /e
higher the sintering temperature, the longer the sintering
time, the smaller the binding of the ceramsite to the gas
expansion, the higher the expansion rate, and the smaller
the bulk density. When the sintering temperature rises to
a certain value, an excessive liquid phase is generated inside
the material ball, which causes the liquid phase viscosity to

be too low, the pore structure is destroyed, the pores inside
the ceramsite become smaller or less, the ceramsite ex-
pansion rate decreases, and the bulk density increases.
According to the experimental observation, the rebound
phenomenon of water absorption may be related to the
excessive sintering temperature or excessive sintering time,
which causes the surface of the material ball to be burned
through, which makes the surface of the ceramsite more
open.

Based on the above results, when the sintering tem-
perature was controlled in the range of 1020°C to 1060°C, the
ceramic granules have better properties. /e optimum
conditions were the sintering temperature of 1040°C and the
sintering time of 9min. /e property indexes of sintered
ceramsite measured under this condition were as follows: the
bulk density was 410 kg/m3, the water absorption rate was
10%, the compressive strength was greater than 3MPa, and
the expansion rate was between 1.9 and 2.3.

3.4. Transformation of Dissolved Salts during Ceramsite
Production. /e DSM from Lianyungang has a high salt
content. If the product contains high levels of chloride ions,
it may cause moisture absorption, blooming, and corrosion
[6, 12]. /e average Cl− content in the raw materials was
2.45%. As Figure 5 shows, when the sintering temperature
was lower than 600°C, the Cl− content in the sea mud does
not significantly reduced. Above 700°C, the Cl− content
decreased sharply with the sintering temperature, and when
it was greater than about 900°C, the Cl− content was close to
zero (the Cl− content was about 0.07 at 1000°C), indicating
that a transfer and conversion of the chlorine element oc-
curred in the sintering process.

/e low chlorine content in the produced ceramsite
was probably because of the production of HCl gas
during the sintering process. /e DSM contained NaCl,
(Al2O3 · SiO2 · 2H2O), H2O, and carbon, which are four
substances that are indispensable for the preparation of
hydrochloric acid. /erefore, when the sintering tem-
perature was above 900°C, complex chemical changes
occur to produce HCl gas, and chlorine has disappeared
and rarely exists in a crystalline and glassy ionic state. /e
main reactions during this process were suggested as
follows [15]:

C + O2 + 4NaCl⟶
high temperature

2Na2O + CCl4

CCl4 + 2H2O⟶
high temperature

CO2 + 4HCl

Na2O + Al2O3 · 2SiO2⟶
high temperature

Na2O · Al2O3 · 2SiO2

(1)

3.5. Biofilm Formation on DSM Derived Ceramsite for COD
and NH4

+-N Removal. Under continuous water circula-
tion, aeration, and natural light conditions, the biofilm
on the surface of the carrier was accumulated. Higher
extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) and de-
hydrogenase activity (DHA) production in the biofilm
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formed on the surface of DSM derived ceramsite compared
to those produced in biofilm on the surface of commer-
cially ceramsite (clay is the main component). /e results
are shown in Figure 6. /e reason for this is that DSM-
derived ceramsite has a larger surface area than com-
mercial ceramsite and is more conducive to biofilm
deposition.

/e removal rates of COD and NH4
+-N were also

compared between these two filter medias during the test as
shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(b). /e removal efficiency of
COD and NH4

+-N reached 80.81% and 65.344% after 18 days
of operation of the column filled with DSM-derived
ceramsite, and the DHA value is 1.544 μg(h·cm2)−1. /ere-
fore, the biofilm formation on the surface of ceramsite can be

regarded as mature. In addition, compared with the control
group (commercially ceramsite), the removal rate of COD
and NH4

+-N in the DSM-derived ceramsite granules of the
experimental group were higher, and this is consistent with
the results of more EPS and DHA production for the biofilm
on the sea mud-derived ceramsite.

4. Conclusion

(1) It is feasible to use DSM from the Lian yungang for
ceramsite sintering. /e sintered ceramsite has high
porosity and surface area.

(2) /e optimal conditions for the preheating temper-
ature was controlled at 350°C, the preheating time
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Figure 4: Effect of the sintering system on the performance of marine clay ceramic. (a) Bulk density-temperature curve; (b) water ab-
sorption-temperature curve; (c) expansion rate-temperature curve; (d) compressive strength-temperature curve.
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was 15min, the sintering temperature was 1040°C,
and the sintering time was 9min. Under this con-
dition, the bulk density of produced ceramsite was

410 kg/m3, the water absorption rate was 10%, the
compressive strength was above 3MPa, and the
expansion rate was around 2, which was classified
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as ultralightweight ceramsite according to GB/T
17431.1–2010.

(3) /e content of the chloride ion in the ceramsite
granules prepared by DSM is close to zero, and the
content of soluble chloride ions is extremely low.

(4) /e sea mud-derived ceramsite showed better bio-
film formation capacity with high COD and NH4

+-N
removal capacity compared with the commercial
ceramsite (clay is the main component).
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Traditional PHC pipe pile in foundation engineering consumes high energy and has insufficient durability. A magnesium oxide
carbonization test block is a new type of environmental protection block which bases on activated magnesium oxide cementation
technology. +e use of CO2 carbonation technology allows reactive magnesia to react to form basic magnesium carbonate to
increase the compressive strength and durability of the block. +ree kinds of different magnesium oxide powders were subjected
to pressure test and determined the key technical parameters, such as optimal raw materials, sample preparation methods,
carbonization environment and technology, and optimized design of pipe pile concrete material system.

1. Introduction

Prestressed high-strength concrete pipe piles (PHC pipe
piles) are widely used in industrial and civil construction,
roads and railway bridges, ports, and other engineering
structures. With the continuous deepening of the theoretical
research of high-strength concrete, its experimental research
under the new preparation technology on various properties
is more extensive. +e large-scale use of traditional PHC
pipe piles has seriously damaged farmland resources [1], and
its main raw material Portland cement has huge environ-
mental problems. Australian researcher Harrison (2001)
[2, 3] developed a new type of cement mixed with activated
magnesia and ordinary Portland cement, which is based
on environmental protection to design. +e hydration rate
of active magnesium oxide is fast, and magnesium hy-
droxide can react with carbon dioxide (carbonization) to

form magnesium carbonate compound which has strong
cement strength, and this is an environmentally friendly,
sustainable, and efficient new material. Magnesium carbon-
ate can regenerate magnesium oxide after calcination [4],
and it means that the process is reversible and active mag-
nesium oxide products have recyclability and recycling
characteristics.

More in-depth research on active magnesium oxide
cement is led by Dr. Al-Tabbaa, Ph.D., University of
Cambridge, UK. Al-Tabbaa has conducted extensive re-
search on the carbonation technology of active magnesium
oxide, including hydration characteristics, microstructure,
carbonization properties, and industrial production; Liska
and Al-Tabbaa [5] have found that active magnesia cement
has superior capability to Portland cement in resisting
hydrochloric acid and sulfuric acid. Cwirzen and Cwirzen
[6] study the compressive strength of different magnesium
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oxide contents (0–20%); the experimental results show that,
after 28 days of carbonization, the strength of the test piece
with the magnesium oxide content of 0 is 32MPa, the
strength of the magnesium oxide is 10%, and the strength of
the 20% test piece is 42MPa and 40MPa, respectively. Yi
et al. [7, 8] used a modified three-axis device to carbonize
and cure the sand; they found that blending 5% of active
MgO can complete carbonization during 3∼6 hours, and its
strength can reach 2 to 3 times the strength of curing 28 d
cement stabilized soil. However, this technology is still in the
preliminary development stage; Formosaa et al. [9] indicated
that MPC formulated with a low-cost MgO by-product
could be an interesting alternative to other repair mor-
tars; Zhang et al. [10] concluded that the carbonization
blocks could have a higher strength; laboratory tests were
performed to investigate the influence of the mixing amount
of reactive MgO on compressive strength, microchar-
acteristics, and durability of the block, and they indicated
that the carbonized products of reactive MgO are mainly
hydromagnesite and nesquehonite/dypingite, with the higher
amount of reactive MgO, the more carbonized products. Mo
and Daman [11] concluded that active MgO produced a large
amount of Mg-Ca carbonate, which made the microstructure
of the cement paste denser. +is is also the reason why MgO
cement has stronger strength than ordinary Portland cement.
Cai et al. [12] conducted comparative tests on different ac-
tivated magnesia carbonized silt and found that, under the
same conditions, the sample with high activity is stronger
than the sample with lower activity and the sample with
higher activity has higher density increase rate. Ye et al. [13]
found that the strength of magnesium oxide cement de-
creased significantly with the increase of fly ash content in
early stages. However, with the passage of time, the influence
of fly ash content on strength becomes smaller and smaller.
With the continuous progress of concrete technology, the
preparation methods of high-strength concrete have been
emerging. Some researchers have obtained ultrahigh-strength
concrete materials through special ways. +e carbonization
technology based on active magnesium oxide is a new re-
search direction which has attracted much attention in recent
years; just a few scientific research institutions have conducted
preliminary studies, and this technique is seriously lacking
relevant experimental data. In order to reduce environmental
pollution caused by Portland cement as a solidifying agent,
mainly from the following three aspects to optimize the
improvement (1) replacement of Portland cement as a curing
agent for blocks with new materials, (2) research low emis-
sion, low energy, and recyclable recycling block preparation
method, and (3) development of the best material mix ratio
and preparation method were done in the previous research.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experiment Materials. +e cement used in this exper-
iment is 32.5 grade ordinary Portland cement. Its various
technical indicators meet the corresponding provisions of
the Ordinary Portland Cement (GB175-2007); the chemical
composition of the active magnesium oxide is shown in
Table 1, and the identifier and quantity of different active

magnesium oxide contents are shown in Table 2. Active
magnesia content refers to the amount of MgO in active
magnesia cement. According to the study by Mo and
Panesar [14], after 56 days of carbonization, the strength of
the 40% magnesium oxide test piece is close to that of the
20% magnesium oxide test piece so that three different
proportions (mass ratio) are used; MgO in the curing agent
doping are 15%, 25%, and 35%.

2.2. Sample Preparation

(1) Optimum Carbonized Masonry Raw Material and
Forming Method. Unlike conventional blocks, the
strength of carbonized blocks is based on the
chemical interaction among magnesium oxide, wa-
ter, and carbon dioxide (solid, liquid, and gas pha-
ses), so we should have specific requirements for the
moisture content, porosity, saturation, and initial
strength of the block.

(2) Optimal Carbonization Environment and Carbon-
ization Method. +rough indoor testing, based on
(1), we choose the best raw materials and molding
methods to make masonry in order to research
carbon dioxide solubility, humidity, temperature,
pressure, and other carbonization environmental
parameters suitable for masonry carbonization and
to research the most effective carbonization methods
and processes.

(3) Carbonized Masonry Strength and Durability.
+rough laboratory tests based on (1) and (2), test
the compressive strength, wet and dry cycles, and
freeze-thaw cycle of typical carbonized masonry to
determine the strength and durability of carbonized
masonry.

2.3. Experiment Procedure. +e static pressure method is
adopted for sample preparation, and the specific process is as
follows:

(1) Weigh a certain amount of raw materials, stir for five
minutes in a small indoor blender, and add weighed
water, and then stir for five minutes to ensure
uniform mixing

Table 1: Chemical composition of reactive MgO (%).

MgO SO3 CaO Fe2O3 SiO2 Al2O3 P2O5

95.50% 1.17% 1.05% 0.18% 1.02% 0.24% 0.28%

Table 2: Material usage.

Magnesium
oxide
activity

Number Ratio
(MgO/water) Note

High M0 / All is ordinary cement
High M1 1 : 2 +e mass of magnesium

oxide and cement
mixture is 300 g

High M2 1 :1
High M3 2 :1
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(2) Weigh a sample of the required sample quality, pour
the stirred sample into a cylindrical mold (diameter
of 50mm and height of 100mm), with a vertical
pressure on the jack to make cylindrical specimen
height of about 80mm

(3) Demold the cylindrical specimens after compaction
and move them to the carbonation tank for curing

(4) When the specimens have been cured to the 3rd, 7th,
14th, 21st, and 28th days, they are, respectively,
tested for compressive strength and shear strength,
crack resistance, drying shrinkage and expansibility,
and diameter, weight, and height of the final sample,
and then other tests were carried out

3. Analysis of Test Results

3.1. Optimal Material Mix Ratio. Figure 1 shows the com-
pressive strength values of different magnesium oxide
contents in the case of using high-activity magnesia; Figure 2
is the compressive strength of different water-cement ratios
in the carbon block. A total of 7 groups of trials were present,
15 test blocks per group.

As we can see from Figure 1, regardless of the amount of
active magnesia tested, the strength of the blocks is signif-
icantly higher than the compressive strength of the active
magnesia block. When the blending amount is M1, the more
the compressive strength of the block is, the more the
carbonization time is; after 14 days of carbonization, the
compressive strength of the block slightly decreased. When
the blending amount is M2, the compressive strength of the
test block at 3rd day of carbonization is higher than that of
other groups; after 14 days of carbonization, the compressive
strength of the test piece decreased, and the final strength
value was slightly closer toM1.When the blending amount is
M3, the strength of the test block at 3rd day of carbonization
is slightly higher than M1, slightly lower than M2. After 7
days of carbonization, the strength of the test block was
significantly lower than M1 and M2 test blocks. And after 14
days of carbonization, the compressive strength of the test
block decreased significantly.

From Figure 2, it can be seen that the compressive
strengths of the water-cement ratios of the H2 and H3 ce-
ment blocks are increasing with time. +e compressive
strength of the H1 block is reduced within 3–7 days, and the
compressive strength of the block increased greatly after 7
days of carbonization.

3.2. Optimal Molding Method. A total of 7 groups of trials
were present, 15 test blocks per group. Figure 3 shows the
compressive strength of carbonized blocks with different
forming methods; Figure 4 shows the effect of different
pressure parameters on the compressive strength of car-
bonized blocks.

As we can see from Figure 3, the compressive strength of
the test block produced by the pressure forming method is
the highest, and it has the fastest growth rate and the highest
compressive strength within 0–7 days. During 7–14 days, the
growth rate of the test block made by the pressure forming
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method is lower than that of the test block made by the
transplant molding method and the vibration forming
method.

From Figure 4, we can see that, in the early stage of
carbonization (0–7 days), the Y4 pressure parameter makes
the highest increase in the strength of the test block. In the
middle period of carbonization (7–14 days), the compressive
strength of the Y4 test block decreases greatly, and the
compressive strengths of the Y1, Y2, and Y3 test blocks
slightly increase. In the later stage of carbonization (14–28
days), the decrease in compressive strength of the Y4 test
block is slightly smaller than that in the medium term. +e
decreasing order from small to large is Y1, Y2, and Y3.

3.3. Optimal Carbonization Environment. Liu et al. [15] and
Collepardi [16] concluded that the performance of concrete is
closely related to the humidity during curing, especially the
control of temperature and humidity conditions in the early
curing process, which has an important influence on the
hydration hardening rate, microstructure characteristics,
strength development, and durability of the concrete, espe-
cially on the concrete surface. +e impact of the structure is
more pronounced [14]. Figures 5–7 are the effects of different
humidity, CO2 concentrations, and temperatures on the
compressive strength of the test block, respectively. A total of
13 groups of trials were present, 15 test blocks per group.

It can be seen from Figures 5–7 that the humidity, CO2
concentration, and temperature during carbonization are
closely related to the compressive strength of the block. Too
low or too high will reduce the compressive strength of the
carbonized block, which is very important for the practical
application of the project. From the experimental results, it
can be seen that the best optimal carbonization environment
is S3, C2, and W2.

3.4.Water Resistance Test. Whether the pipe piles produced
under the current process conditions can meet the
water resistance requirements of some severe service envi-
ronments, especially in the sea, ports, and cold regions, and
western regions with high concentration of corrosive media

in the groundwater, coastal areas, and inland areas is tested.
+e index of water resistance is the softening coefficient;
according to the softening coefficient, the water resistance of
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active magnesium oxide carbonized block can be evaluated.
From the carbonization to the 28th day of the test block, five
test pieces were selected for the test, and the test piece was
a cylinder having a height of 80mm and a diameter of 5mm.
+e five pieces were numbered as S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5. +e
selected five test pieces were immersed in water for 1–3 days;
after that, the surface moisture was wiped out, and then the
strength of the five test pieces was tested. According to the
steps of the softening coefficient test in the test method for
the performance of autoclaved aerated concrete, the specific
steps of the test are carried out. Table 3 shows the water
resistance test results of the carbonized blocks.

Putting the sample into the water, the shape of the
sample does not change significantly from the previous.
However, since the test piece was placed in water for a long
time and chemically reacted with water, a small amount of
magnesium carbonate trihydrate (MgCO3·3H2O) and sili-
cate crystals were precipitated on the surface of the test piece.
When the sample is removed after 3 days, it will be found
that the water will drop out of the sample, but soon drip dry,
due to the presence of pores in the test piece. During the
compression process of the test block, the failure mode of the
test block is not significantly different from that of the test
block without water immersion. However, due to the high
compactness of the active magnesium oxide carbonized
block, there will be a small amount of magnesium oxide not
involved in the reaction (see the white part shown in
Figure 8).

+e test has determined that the softening coefficient of
the block after putting in water is 0.9576. From the results, the
compressive strength of the active magnesium oxide car-
bonized block is not significantly reduced.+e increase in the
strength of A2 may be due to the presence of CO2 in water.
When the test block is placed in water, the strength of the test
block is increased by the reaction of magnesium oxide
without reaction with water and CO2 in water. +e active
magnesium oxide carbon block has high water resistance.

3.5.Freezingand'awingCycleTest. +roughmeasuring the
damage of the magnesia carbide block during freeze-thaw
cycle and measuring the compressive strength loss rate and
mass loss rate of the active magnesia carbide block after the
specified freeze-thaw cycle test, the frost resistance of the
block is evaluated.+e test block is composed of 80mm high
and 50mm diameter cylindrical blocks in one group with 5
pieces in each group. Respectively, they were numbered D1,
D2, D3, D4, and D5. +e number of freeze-thaw cycles of
freeze-thaw specimens is 25 cycles according to the speci-
fication for the number of freeze-resisting times in the
hot summer freezing area.+e temperature of the specimens
was lowered to −15°C and began to count for 4 hours, and
then water was released to dissolve, and they were heated up
to 20°C and began to count for 2 hours as a cycle. +e test
procedure was carried out in accordance with the freeze
resistance test procedure in the “Test Methods for the Small
Concrete Hollow Block”.+emass loss rate and compressive
strength loss rate of the active magnesium oxide carbonized
block after freeze-thaw are shown in Tables 4 and 5.

According to the requirement of dry shrinkage value of
blocks in “Test Methods for the Small Concrete Hollow
Block” [17–19], the influence of the pressure-temperature
coupling on the block displacement of the block is also tested
in this experiment. +e relevant test was carried out using
the frost heaving-thawing universal testing machine. +e
specific parameters are as follows: displacement change
rate—0.004mm/s; displacement final change—2mm; tem-
perature settings—ambient temperature to −15°C; and data
acquisition—2 times/s. +e results are shown in Figure 9.

+ere was no obvious change in the appearance of the
sample during freeze-thaw cycles. After freezing resistance
of the sample, it was obvious that the temperature of the
sample was low, and the block did not show freeze-thaw
damage. After the sample was placed at 20°C for 2 hours, it
was obvious that a few crystals appeared around the sample.
It can be seen from Figure 9 that the large displacement in
the AB stage is due to instrument error, the BC stage
temperature has no effect on sample displacement changes
due to the coupling of pressure and temperature, and the
displacement of the specimen is greatly changed in the CD
stage. In the DE stage, the temperature plays a dominant
role, the pressure gradually decreases, and the displacement
of the sample is 2mm, and this means that the durability of
the test block is well. +e freeze-thaw loss rate of the sample
mass is less than 5%, and the freeze-thaw loss rate of the
compressive strength is less than 25%, which also shows that
the sample has good frost resistance.

3.6. Pipe Pile Preparation Application Analysis. +e mixing,
molding, and curing of PHC pipe pile determine the
workability of concrete. +e good workability of pipe pile
concrete is the key to ensure the quality and production
efficiency of pipe pile. Sand and stone aggregate have sig-
nificant influence on the workability and compressive
strength of pipe pile concrete. Sand and stone aggregate with
low mud content, good gradation, and sufficient strength
should be used for pipe pile preparation. However, under the
process, current production conditions indicate that the
quality is low and the price is high. Besides, the production
cost of the pipe piles is difficult to control. For large building
projects and underground projects, when ordinary concrete
is used, the concrete structure has a large section, large self-
weight, insufficient bearing capacity, high transportation
and pouring capacity, and excessive consumption of ma-
terials and energy, which really cannot meet the design and
construction requirements well. +e technology of Portland

Table 3: Compressive strength after water immersion.

Numbering Diameter
(mm)

Destructive
load (kN)

Compressive
strength (MPa)

S1 50 17.9 18.14
S2 50 20.4 20.79
S3 50 19.7 20.08
S4 50 19.2 19.57
S5 50 19.2 19.57
Arithmetic mean 19.63
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cement, active mineral admixture, and high-efficiency water
reducer are more mature. Its main mechanism is to reduce
the water-binder ratio of concrete while reducing the
content of harmful pores and defects in the concrete
structure, to reduce the alkalinity of hydration products, and
to promote the conversion of low-strength hydration
products to high-strength hydration products. +e strength
of concrete materials mainly depends on the ratio of water to
cement. According to the classical water-cement ratio the-
ory, the lower the ratio of water to cement ratio is, the higher
the strength of concrete is. In the preparation of high-
strength concrete, the water-cement ratio should be re-
duced as much as possible while maintaining the concrete’s

working performance. In order to realize the bureaucratic
and bureaucratic performance in coagulation, in addition to
the control of the water-binder ratio, the selection of raw
materials is also a key factor in the preparation of high-
strength concrete. At the same time, it is also necessary to
improve the compressive strength of concrete, significantly
improve the durability of concrete structures, and improve
the application of prefabricated concrete pipe piles in geo-
technical engineering examples. +e development of energy-
saving preparation technology for high-strength and high-
performance tubular pile concrete has achieved a new
breakthrough in the concrete material system, which provides
a better theoretical basis for the popularization and appli-
cation of tubular pile in underground engineering and, at the
same time, opens a new way to the high-performance and
long-life of concrete structures in complex environments.

4. Conclusions

(1) +e optimum content of active magnesium oxide
carbonized block is 35%. +e optimum carboniza-
tion environment is humidity 60%, temperature

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Picture inside the sample.

Table 4:Mass loss rate of activemagnesium oxide carbonized block
after freeze-thaw.

Numbering
Quality before

freezing
and thawing (g)

Quality after
freezing and
thawing (g)

Loss
rate (%)

D1 362.1 357.3 1.33
D2 358.9 356.7 0.61
D3 375.2 371.4 1.01
D4 365.4 362.3 0.85
D5 371.6 366.1 1.48
Arithmetic mean 1.06

Table 5: Compressive strength loss rate after freeze-thaw.

Numbering

Compressive
strength before
freezing and

thawing (MPa)

Compressive
strength after
freezing and

thawing (MPa)

Compressive
strength loss
rate (%)

D1 24.5 22.1 9.80
D2 24.0 22.3 7.08
D3 26.5 23.2 12.45
D4 24.2 22.4 7.43
D5 25.5 19.4 23.92
Arithmetic
mean 12.14
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Figure 9:+e influence of pressure-temperature coupling on block
displacement.
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20°C, and 20% CO2. Best forming method is 10MPa
pressure. +e best optimum water-cement ratio is
1.0.

(2) With the greater the compressive strength, the
content of active magnesium oxide is the higher,
and the compressive strength of the carbonized
block reaches or even exceeds 80% on the 3rd day of
carbonization, and the maximum compressive
strength is 2–3 times of that of the ordinary cement
block.

(3) Compared with ordinary cement block, active
magnesium oxide as the curing agent for masonry
can reduce energy consumption and CO2 emission;
the popularization and application of this energy-
saving technology are of great significance to the
energy saving and emission reduction and sustain-
able development of pipe pile industry and has
a broad application prospect.
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Red clay cannot be used as embankment filler directly due to its water-sensitive property. Gravel is usually added into red clay to
enhance its performance in engineering practice. In order to investigate the influence of mixtures of red clay and gravel on the
road performance, gravitational compaction experiment of red clay and vibratory compaction experiment of mixtures of red clay
and gravel were conducted, respectively.0e results indicate that compaction curves of red clay have double peak; the second peak
is the real maximum dry density, and its corresponding moisture content is the optimal moisture content. 0e dry density of
mixtures of red clay and gravel is influenced by the content of gravel, vibration frequency, and vibration time.0e optimal content
of gravel is 30%, the best vibration frequency is 45Hz, and the optimal vibration time is 5 minutes for the mixtures of red clay and
gravel in this study.0e effectiveness of optimal content of gravel and optimum vibration parameters was confirmed by a CBR test.
According to the compaction experiment results and actual situation in the field, a suitable constructionmethod of subgrade using
the mixtures of red clay and gravel was put forward. 0e feasibility of this method was also confirmed by postconstruction
deformation data of the field test embankment.

1. Introduction

Red clay is widely distributed in the southwest of China,
which is water-sensitive [1]. Because of its large porosity,
small density, and high moisture content, it is very easy to
lead to roadbed subsidence, shallow sliding collapse, and
other engineering disasters if it is used as roadbed filler
directly [2, 3]. However, with the development of highways
in China, red clay is inevitably used in subgrade construc-
tion. 0ere are two kinds of methods to improve its road
performance in engineering, such as the chemical method
and physical method. 0e chemical method can cause
a series of chemical reactions to absorb soil moisture and
create cementitious substances by adding lime, cement, or
other chemical materials. It makes the red clay compaction
easy and increases its strength [4–8]. But, it is difficult to mix

evenly in the construction site by the chemical method.
0erefore, the actual effect is not obvious. 0e physical
method often improves the overall strength of the soil by
materials with higher strength such as gravel and industrial
slag. By contrast, this kind of method has lower cost, simpler
operation, and can be used widely [9–11].

In fact, gravel is often used to improve road performance
of red clay in construction sites, but laboratory research
focused on the effect of gravel on the performance is seldom.
In this study, in order to achieve the best compacting effect,
a gravitational compaction of red clay and a vibrating
compaction of mixtures of red clay and gravel were con-
ducted. According to the compaction experiment results and
the actual situation in the field, a suitable construction
method of subgrade for the mixtures of red clay and gravel
was put forward.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

2.1.1. Red Clay. 0e samples of red clay used in this ex-
periment were taken from the Zun-Gui Highway in China.
Clay depth ranges from 5meters to 10meters. 0e ap-
pearance is brownish red with white and dark green
impurities. 0e samples are in plastic state with high
natural moisture content. 0eir physical properties
and material composition are shown in Tables 1 and 2,
respectively.

According to Table 1, red clay has a high natural
moisture content and the liquid limit of red clay is 103.1.0e
plastic limit is 30.6, and the plasticity index reaches to 72.5.
Table 1 shows that the physical properties of red clay are
quite particular. 0e reasons for these special properties are
mainly related to the material composition and structural
characteristics of red clay. It can be seen from Table 2 that
there are many fine particles and high content of clay
minerals and oxides in red clay. Mineral particles are mainly
pellets with mass and fine pores. 0e free oxides between
particles can form a cemented connection with good water
stability, and the water in the soil is mainly bound water.0e
porous space provides a storage space for it [12, 13], so red
clay has high natural moisture content and high liquid limit
moisture content. In spite of this, the consistency of red clay
is 0.94. Its state is plastic state, and some are even solid state.
0erefore, red clay has some bad physical properties such as
high moisture content, high plasticity index, and high void
ratio while it has some good mechanical properties such as
high strength and medium compressibility. 0is also pro-
vides a possibility for the application of red clay as roadbed
filler.

2.1.2. Gravel. 0e samples of gravel were also taken from the
Zun-Gui Highway in China. It is a type of dolomite with gray
colour and hard texture. Its particle gradation curve is shown
in Figure 1.

2.2. Experimental Scheme

2.2.1. Gravitational Compaction Experiment. 0is experi-
ment was strictly referenced to the “standard method for
geotechnical test” [14]. According to the method, the
gravitational compaction experiment of red clay was carried
out. Two methods for sample preparation were used in this
experiment. One was the dry method, which dried red clay
in the oven and controlled its moisture content by adding
water. 0e other was the wet method, which dried the red
clay under the sun and controlled the moisture content
through sun-dry time. After sample preparation, loose red
clay would be placed in a cylinder whose diameter is 10 cm
and height is 12.7 cm for gravitational compaction. 0e dry
density of samples in different moisture content would be
recorded. 0e compaction curve was drawn to obtain the
maximum dry density and the optimum moisture content
[15–17], and the optimal moisture content was taken as the

control index moisture content in the experiment of vi-
brating compaction.

2.2.2. Vibratory Compaction Experiment. Because both the
nature of clay and gravel can be shown in the mixtures of
red clay and gravel, the particle diameter of the gravel is
larger than the maximum size standard stipulated of
gravitational compaction experiment. It is not feasible to
research the compaction characteristics of mixtures of red
clay and gravel with the gravitational compaction method.
0erefore, the experiment of vibratory compaction was
conducted. Different amounts of gravel (10%, 20%, 30%,
40%, and 60%) were mixed into red clay in this experiment,
and then water was added and the material was choked up
for 24 hours. After sample preparation, loose mixtures of
red clay and gravel would be placed in a cylinder whose
diameter is 28 cm and height is 25 cm for vibratory com-
paction. 0e optimal content of gravel was obtained by
analyzing the relationship between dry density and gravel
content. 0en, by changing vibration frequency and vi-
bration time, the relationship between vibration parame-
ters and dry density was analyzed. Finally, the optimal
vibration parameters were obtained.

2.2.3. CBR Test. CBR, known as California bearing ratio, is
a method of judging the carrying capacity of materials,
which is presented by the California Highway Bureau. At
present, it has been an important basis for the selection of
subgrade filler and the judgement of compaction strength
[8, 18, 19]. 0is test was to process the red clay under the
optimummoisture content by gravitational compaction and
process themixtures of red clay and gravel under the optimal
gravel content by vibratory compaction. 0e optimal vi-
bration parameters were used in the vibratory compaction.
0e size of the CBR test was the same as that of compaction
experiment. 0en, the strength of these two methods was
tested on the CBR tester to validate the effect of gravel
treated red clay.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Double Peak in the Compaction Curve of Red Clay. In the
light of the results of gravitational compaction experiment of
red clay, the relationships between dry density and moisture
content are shown in Figure 2.

According to the curve in Figure 2, the maximum dry
density of the dry method is 1.56 g/cm3 and the optimal
moisture content is 27%. And, the maximum dry density of
the wet method is 1.43 g/cm3, and the optimal moisture
content is 28.1%. By comparing the data above, it is obvious

Table 1: Physical and mechanical properties of red clay.

WL
(%)

WP
(%)

Natural
moisture
content
(%)

Free
expansion rate

(%)

Plasticity
index Consistency

103.1 30.6 35.0 25.3 72.5 0.94
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that the maximum dry density of the dry method is larger
than that of the wet method, while the optimal moisture
content of the dry method is smaller than the wet method.
After the analysis of this phenomenon, one of the important
reasons discovered is that red clay is irreversible. 0e dry
method compaction is equivalent to a dry-wet circulation
[20–22]. 0e structure of the red clay is destroyed, and it
results in the loss of bound water. But, the wet method
compaction helps keep the bound water. 0erefore, it is

concluded that the optimal moisture content is higher than
that of the dry method.

Actually, the results of the drymethod are inapplicable in
the construction sites. 0is is because its maximum dry
density is higher and optimum moisture content is lower.
0e moisture content of natural red clay is high; the cost of
the dry method is much higher than that of the wet method.
0erefore, the result of the wet method is more conducive to
guide engineering practice.

According to Figure 2, it can also be found that the curve
of gravitation compaction appears as a double peak. It is
obvious that the first peak is lower than the second peak.
When it comes to this phenomenon, reasons can be found in
the following aspects. First, the soil structure of red clay is
too strong to destroy by compaction energy when it is of low
moisture content. 0erefore, the first peak appears. Second,
red clay is softening gradually while increasing the moisture
content; the heavy hammer of gravitation compaction en-
ergy can destroy its structure, and then red clay is recom-
pacted. 0e dry density becomes largest when the moisture
content reached a critical value. So, another peak appears.
Although there are two peaks of dry density in the com-
paction curve, it is known from Table 1 that the moisture
content of the red clay in the natural state is high. It is
difficult to reach the low moisture content without manual
control. 0erefore, it is considered that the second peak is
the real maximum dry density, and its corresponding
moisture content is the optimal moisture content.

3.2. Vibration Compaction Characteristics of Mixtures of Red
Clay and Gravel

3.2.1. Effect of Gravel Content on Dry Density. Because of the
difference between red clay and gravel in material density,
the dry density can vary with the change of content of clay
and gravel under certain conditions. 0e relationship be-
tween content of gravel and dry density is shown in Figure 3.

It can be seen from Figure 3 that the dry density of
samples increases with the increase of gravel content in the
same vibration parameters, but they are not linear.0e curve
can be roughly divided into three sections. Firstly, when the
gravel content is less than 20%, the slope of curve is low and
dry density increases slowly. Secondly, when the gravel
content is between 20% and 40%, the slope rises sharply. At
the same time, the value of dry density increases sharply.
Finally, when gravel content is between 40% and 60%, with
the increase of gravel content, dry density is still rising, but it
rises slowly again.

0e main reason for this phenomenon is that the red
clay has larger specific surface area, larger void ratio, and
smaller quality [23].0erefore, with the increase of gravel

Table 2: Material composition of red clay.

Material composition
Clay mineral (65%) Free oxide (23%)

Detrital minerals (12%)
Kaolinite Chlorite Illite Others Silica Alumina Ferric oxide Others

Content (%) 8.71 27.75 10.92 17.62 12.02 6.06 2.71 2.14 —
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Figure 1: Granular grading of gravel.
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Figure 2: Relationship between dry density and moisture content.
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content, the dry density of filler increases gradually. When
the content of gravel is low (<20%), the gravel fails to form
a skeleton in the red clay. 0e gravel is suspending in the
red clay. It can be called as “supension-compaction
structure.” 0e dry density increases slowly because the
red clay still plays a major role. With the increase of gravel
content (20%–40%), gravel plays a role of skeleton in the
soil gradually. 0e red clay can be used as fine material
filling to skeleton pores, crude and fine material squeeze
each other, and the degree of compaction is further en-
hanced. 0e mixtures of red clay and gravel reached
a densest state. When the content of gravel is large
(40%–60%), gravel continues to play a role of skeleton.
However, the vibration parameters are defined, and there is
not enough energy to squeeze the mixtures. Although the
dry density results in an enlarged appearance, the degree of
compaction is actually reduced when compared with the
preceding stage (20%-40%). 0ere are similar phenomena
in the construction site; when the vibration parameters are
certain, it is uneconomical and unscientific to improve the
compaction quality by increasing the content of gravel
simply. With the increase of gravel content, the con-
struction cost and construction difficulty would increase
step-by-step, respectively, and it would not improve the
degree of subgrade compaction obviously. It is defined that
the optimal gravel content is 30% based on a comprehen-
sive consideration of experimental data and the actual
situation of engineering.

3.2.2. Effect of Vibration Frequency on Dry Density.
Vibratory compaction is a resonance of the mixtures
through high frequency vibration produced by the vi-
brating compaction instrument. When the vibratory fre-
quency is close to its own natural frequency of the mixtures,
the particles will rearrange and squeeze each other. At the
same time, small particles will be embedded in the pores of
large particles to increase the degree of compaction.
0erefore, the frequency of vibration has a great influence
on the dry density and compactness of the mixtures.

According to the experiment scheme, the relationship
between vibration frequency and dry density is shown in
Figure 4.

It can be concluded from Figure 4 that, when the time of
vibration and the content of gravel are certain, the dry
density of the mixtures of red clay and gravel increases at
first and then decreases. 0ere is a peak on the curve. Based
on the analysis, this phenomenon can be explained from
the respect of energy. With the increase of frequency, the
original stress of the mixtures of red clay and gravel is
damaged, and then the particles are rearranged. Under the
effect of vibration and pressure, the vibrating energy is
absorbed by filler, and the filler is compacted gradually
until the optimal frequency occurs, the absorbing energy
reaches the maximum value. If the frequency continues to
increase, the excess energy cannot be absorbed by filler.
What’s more, it can destroy the filler which has been
compacted. So, there is a downward trend in dry density.
Similar situation will appear on the construction site. When
the intensity of the vibratory roller is too large, it not only
fails to compact subgrade but also can damage the structure
of subgrade filler, resulting in irregular impact or excessive
compaction. According to the experimental results, the
optimal vibration compaction frequency of the mixtures is
45Hz.

3.2.3. Effect of Vibration Time on Dry Density. During the
vibration compaction experiment, the dry density of mix-
tures of red clay and gravel not only relates to gravel content
and vibration frequency but also has a close relationship
with vibration time.0e relationship between vibration time
and dry density is shown in Figure 5.

It can be seen that when the content of gravel and vi-
bration frequency are certain, the dry density of mixtures of
red clay and gravel increases with the increasing vibration
time. As shown in Figure 5, the relationship between vi-
bration time and dry density is close to linear when the
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vibration time is less than 4min. If the vibration time
continues to increase, the slope of the curve becomes lower
gradually and dry density increases slowly. With the increase
of time, dry density changes little when the vibration time is
more than 5min. So, it is concluded that the compaction
efficiency is best when the vibration time is 5min.

3.3. CBR Test. 0e current standard “technical code for
construction of highway subgrade” clearly stipulates the
minimum strength and compactness of the subgrade, and
the specific parameters are shown in Table 3 [24].0e results
of the CBR test are shown in Table 4. It can be seen that the
modified red clay is better than the pure red clay in the CBR
value, water absorption, and swelling capacity. In particular,
the improvement of the CBR value makes the subgrade
strength increase about 3 times, which can come to the
standard requirement of the CBR value of the filler in each
position of the roadbed. 0erefore, the compaction prop-
erties and strength properties of the compacted mixtures of
red clay and gravel under the optimal gravel content and the
optimal vibration parameters have been significantly im-
proved in the CBR test.

4. Field Application

From the results of the vibration compaction experiment,
the optimum vibration frequency of the mixtures of red clay
and gravel is 45Hz and the optimum vibration time is 5min.
Too high or too low vibration frequency and too long or too
short vibration time is not conducive to the compaction of
filler. According to the comparison and selection of the road

roller on the construction site, the rolling effect of the
“YZC10J double-steel wheel vibratory roller” is similar to
that of the indoor test parameters, so this road roller is
adopted to compact the filler. Some field tests were con-
ducted for ensuring the optimal compaction time of 5min. It
is found that the compacting effect is the same as 5min
indoor compaction when the speed of the roller is 4.8 km/h
and the rolling times are 4. 0e specific working parameters
are shown in Table 5.

In the filling process of subgrade, there is also a very
important issue to consider, that is, the “loose paving
thickness” of the mixtures of red clay and gravel [25]. In fact,
there is no large type of clay and gravel mixing equipment,
which is the reason why the clay and gravel mixed em-
bankment cannot be used widely [26, 27]. 0erefore, this
paper proposes to use the rotary tiller to mix red clay and
gravel. Red clay and gravel are used in different levels. 0e
operation depth of the rotary tiller is 25 cm, so the depth is
used to control different content of red clay and gravel, that is,
first spreading about 25 ∗ 0.7 � 17.5 cm thickness of red clay,
and then spreading about 25 ∗ 0.3 � 7.5 cm of gravel, af-
terwards, using the rotary tiller for ploughing. 0e mixing
process can not only reduce the natural moisture content of
red clay but also makes the mixtures evenly distributed and
easy to compaction. Use the road roller to compact it after
mixing. When a layer of filler is compacted, repeat the above
operation. 0is method has good effect on practical use. 0e
compaction degree is tested by using the sand replacement
method.0e results show that the compaction degree is above
94%, which is much higher than that of filling with red clay
directly.
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Figure 5: Relationship between dry density and vibration time.

Table 3: Minimum strength and compaction degree of highway subgrade construction.

Project classification Subgrade part Depth (m) CBR (%) Maximum particle size of packing (mm) Compactness (%)

Fill subgrade

Upper roadbed 0–0.3 8 <100 >97
Lower roadbed 0.3–0.8 5 <100 >97

Upper embankment 0.8–1.5 4 <150 >95
Lower embankment >1.5 3 <150 >93
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Table 5: 0e working parameters of YZC10J roller.

Model type Weight (kg) Vibration force (kN) Vibration frequency (Hz) Speed (km/h) Width (mm)
YZC10J 10000 98 42 2.4 4.8 8.4 1700

Table 4: 0e results of CBR test.

Filler Gravel content (%) Compaction method CBR (%) Water absorption (g) Swelling capacity (%)
Red clay 0 Heavy compaction 3.5 110 1.58
Mixtures of red clay and gravel 30 Vibratory compaction 11 80 0.5
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Figure 6: 0e schematic diagram of the location of the settlement monitoring point.
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Figure 7: 0e relation curve between settlement and time in subgrade monitoring point.
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In order to verify the actual improvement effect of the
optimum gravel content and the optimum vibration pa-
rameters, a field test embankment was filled by using the
road roller and compaction method. And, a real time
monitoring of the typical section in the field test embank-
ment was conducted. 0e field test embankment was filled
with 23m height. 0e embankment began to be filled in
December 2015 and completed in June 2016. 0e schematic
diagram of the location of the settlement monitoring point is
shown in Figure 6.

As shown in Figure 7, the slope of the settlement curve is
high in the first three months and then slows down. It shows
that the early settlement of the roadbed is large, and then, the
settlement decreases gradually. 0e settlement increment is
approximately 20mm in May, and settlement increment of
some point is over 40mm.0e settlement increment is 8mm
in June, and it slows down gradually. 0e settlement in-
crement is 7mm in July, and the monthly settlement in-
crement is maintained within 5mm until May 2017. After
that, the settlement increment is about 1 to 2mm, the
settlement gradually converged. Finally, the total settlement
of each monitoring point is between 40mm and 110mm. It
is much lower than the allowable settlement of expressway
subgrade which is 300mm. 0erefore, with the appropriate
construction parameters, the compactness and settlement of
mixtures of red clay and gravel can reach the standard. It can
be used as roadbed filler. It shows that the application of this
method is successful.

5. Conclusions

0is paper focuses on the compaction characteristics of red
clay and mixtures of red clay and gravel. 0e effectiveness of
optimal content of gravel and optimum vibration parame-
ters is confirmed by the CBR test. A suitable construction
method of subgrade for the mixtures is put forward. Some
conclusions drawn from this study are as follows:

(i) 0ere are two peaks in the compaction curve of red
clay. 0is phenomenon is caused by strong
structural property of red clay with low moisture
content. It is considered that the second peak is the
real maximum dry density; its corresponding
moisture content is the optimal moisture content
in a comprehensive consideration of the actual
situation of engineering.

(ii) In the experiment of vibratory compaction, the dry
density of mixtures increases with the increase of
gravel content under the condition of the same
vibration parameters. However, there is an opti-
mum content of gravel in the mixtures of red clay
and gravel. When the gravel content is 30%, it can
control construction cost while ensuring compac-
tion quality.

(iii) 0e change of vibration parameters leads to the
change of vibration energy in the experiment of
vibratory compaction. 0e energy absorbed by
mixtures has a threshold value. 0ere are optimum
vibration parameters in this experiment. When the

vibration frequency is 45Hz and the vibration time
is 5min, the compaction efficiency of the mixtures
of red clay and gravel is the best.

(iv) 0e compaction properties and strength properties
of the compacted mixtures of red clay and gravel
under the optimal gravel content and the optimal
vibration parameters are significantly improved in
the CBR test.

(v) According to the indoor compaction experiment
results and the actual situation in the field,
a suitable construction method of subgrade for the
mixture of red clay and gravel is put forward. 0e
feasibility of this method is also confirmed by
postconstruction deformation data of the field test
embankment.
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Organic sandy soil is widely distributed throughout Hainan Island. )is study aimed at addressing the distribution, composition,
and formation of organic sandy soil. )e engineering properties of organic sandy soil were examined. )e experimental results
showed that the coefficient of uniformity and coefficient of curvature were 2.07 and 1.25, respectively. )e maximum dry density
and optimum water content were 1.723 g/cm3 and 12.23%, respectively. )e undrained shear strength of organic sandy soil was
around 37.5 kPa. )e effective stress parameters c and φ were around 4 kPa and 23°, respectively. )e compound tangent-
exponential model was adopted for capturing the stress-strain behavior of organic sandy soil. As the unconfined compressive
strength of the cement-admixed organic sandy soil was much lower than that of ordinary sand, some innovative ground im-
provement technologies were proposed for stabilizing organic sandy soil, such as thermal pile, fiber, and steel-, bamboo-, and
freezing-cemented soil columns. )e main purpose of these technologies is to enhance the bearing capacity of organic sandy soil
but reduce the usage of cement, as the latter is not an eco-friendly material.

1. Introduction

Hainan is a rapidly growing tourism province in China with
a very long coastline and plants of bays (Figure 1). Many
construction projects are well under way in Hainan Island,
especially in the coastal areas, so as to make it an in-
ternational tourist island. Organic sandy soil is widely spread
in this island, and field investigations have revealed that 8 of
the 12 selected bays in Hainan Island have organic sandy soil
(Haikou, Fengjia Bay, Yingge Bay, and Sanya). Organic soil
is a material not suitable for engineering because of its high
compressibility and low shear strength. It causes some en-
gineering problems, such as inadequate strength after re-
inforcement or even failure of composite foundation because
of its special engineering properties [1].

Although some studies have been conducted on organic
soils [2–4], the knowledge of organic sand remains scanty. To

deal with organic soils for construction projects such as
ground improvement, one commonly adopted method is to
stabilize it with some chemical admixtures [5]. Stabilization of
soft ground by deep mixing [6] and jet grouting [7] is widely
employed in coastal areas, such as Singapore and Hainan
Island, for stability and deformation control in many ground
improvement and underground construction projects such as
tunneling or deep excavations. )e use of cement to enhance
the engineering properties of soft soils or sands has been
widely used and well established [8, 9]. However, whether
traditional treatment methods are available for organic sandy
soil is still unclear. )is study investigated the engineering
properties (e.g., strength parameters) of organic sandy soil
and proposed some innovative ground improvement tech-
niques for this kind of sand. )e tests in the current study are
conducted according to the Chinese Standard for the soil test
method (GB/T50123-1999); some other standards are also
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referenced, such as ASTM and British Standard, which will be
specified where they are used.

2. Formation of Organic Sandy Soil

)e location for in situ sampling of organic sandy soil in one
construction site at Qinglan Harbor in Wenchang City is
shown in Figure 1 (the red point). A quantitative analysis
was conducted by the ASTM D2974 [10] to check the or-
ganic content in the sand. )e results showed that the soil
contained between 5% and 8% of organic matter content
(Table 1).

Figures 2 and 3 show the scanning electron microscopic
images of organic sandy soil and ordinary sand, respectively.
)e arrangement of particles reflects the microstructure of in
situ organic sandy soils, as the tested samples are directly
obtained from field.)e smooth surface of the organic sandy
soil is covered by a layer that makes the surface smooth with
a few pores (Figure 2), completely contrary to the rough and
porous surface of ordinary sand (Figure 3) [11]. It should be
noted that the shape of microparticles is likely to have
significant influence on the macromechanical behavior [12];
this effect was not investigated extensively in the current
study.

A solubility analysis was also conducted to further
check how the organic matters existed in the sands. )e
sand specimens were put in the oven at 70° for 24 h; the
temperature was not to so high to burn the organic coat.
)en, the sands were separated into three parts by
crushing the samples, and the mass of each part was
measured. )e three parts were soaked in distilled water,

HCl solution (pH � 5), and NaOH solution (pH � 9),
respectively, for 48 h. Each specimen was then taken out
from the solution, dried, and weighed under room tem-
perature to check the loss of mass. )e percentage of mass
loss for the specimens in distilled water, acid, and alkali
solutions was 0.436%, 0.432%, and 0.356%, respectively.
)e small amount of mass loss indicated that the organic
matters did not exist independently as particles, but were

Figure 1: Map of key coastal bays in Hainan Province (Map data © 2018 Google).

Table 1: Organic content of sand specimens from different sam-
pling depths.

Sample Organic content (%) Sampling depth (m)
1 7.56 2-3
2 6.88 3-4
3 5.26 4-5

Figure 2: Scanning electron microscopic images of organic sandy
soil.
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combined with the sand particles closely. Organic matters
may immerse in the pores or are adsorbed on the surface
of the sand owing to the long-term microbial activity and
physical or chemical effects. Due to the specific type of
existence of organic matters, this sand is named “organic
sandy soil.”

)e process for forming organic sandy soil was assumed
to be as follows. )e organic matters from dead animals or
plants penetrated into the stratum due to the effect of
rainwater and groundwater. )en, they were gradually
adsorbed on the surfaces of sand particles across ages.
Subsequently, they immersed into the pores of sand par-
ticles. Finally, the organic sandy soils were formed through
the physical, chemical, and biological reactions between
organic matter and minerals of sand particles. To model the
formation process of organic sandy soil, an indoor ex-
periment was conducted based on the concept of constant
head permeability test (Figure 4). )e sludge water and
sludge were mixed with dead leaves to increase the organic
content. After around 3 months, the organic content was
determined in the ordinary sand. )e organic content of
parts 1, 2, and 3 was 0.31, 0.03, and 0, respectively. Also, the
organic content in the sand was found to decrease with the
sampling depth, which was consistent with the results
obtained from in situ specimens. )is confirmed that the
assumption about the formation of organic sandy soil was
reasonable.

3. Engineering Properties of Organic Sandy Soil

According to BS 1377-2: 1990 [13], a dry sieving method was
adopted to check the grain size distribution of organic sandy
soil (Figure 5). It was identified that d60, d30, and d10 were
0.18, 0.14, and 0.087mm, respectively.

)e coefficient of uniformity Cu and the coefficient of
curvature were 2.07 and 1.25, respectively. )e compaction
tests shown in Figure 6 revealed that the maximum dry
density and optimum water content of organic sandy soil
were 1.723 g/cm3 and 12.23%, respectively. )e minimum
dry density of the sand was 1.570 g/cm3, whereas its natural
dry density was 1.617 g/cm3. )erefore, the relative density
of organic sandy soil in the natural state was around 0.56.
)e specific gravity and permeability of the sand were found
to be 2.621 and 3.257 × 10−3 cm/s, respectively.

As the sand specimen was very easy to be disturbed, it
was made in the laboratory. )e sand was dried in air and
sieved through a 2mm sieve. )e initial water content w0
was measured, and the mass of water to be added mw was
calculated using the following expression:

mw �
m1

1 + 0.01w0
× w′ −w0( , (1)

where m1 is the mass of sand and w′ is the designed water
content. )en, the mass of sand needed for one specimen m2
was obtained using the following expression:

Figure 3: Scanning electron microscopic images of ordinary sand.

(a)

Sludge
water

Sludge

Ordinary
sand

1
2
3

(b)

Figure 4: Experimental design for modeling the formation of organic sandy soil: (a) real product; (b) diagram.
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m2 � 1 + 0.01w′( ρdV, (2)

where ρd corresponds to the dry density of sand while V is
the volume of specimen (with a diameter of 35mm and

length 70mm). )e specimen of sand was compacted in
a cylinder with grease inside, as shown in Figure 7. Five
layers of sand were put into the cylinder, and 12 times of
compaction were conducted for each layer to ensure the
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compaction quality. )e average density and relative density
of the samples are 1.71 g/cm3 and 0.56, respectively. )ese
indices indicate that the samples are medium in terms of
density.

Triaxial tests were conducted on the organic sandy soil
with various confining pressures (i.e., 50, 150, and
200 kPa) using the Geocomp triaxial apparatus (Figure 8).
)e setup of the specimen and test process are illustrated
in Figure 9.

Unconsolidated-undrained (UU) triaxial shear tests were
used to determine the undrained shear strength of organic
sandy soil (Figure 10). )e stress-strain curves for various
effective confining pressures are shown in Figure 10(a). )e
Mohr circle for the three confining pressures was similar
(Figure 10(b)). )eoretically, the three circles should be exactly
the same size, with horizontal envelope lines. )e slight dif-
ference might be because it was difficult to saturate the
specimen fully. Another reason for the difference may due to
the variation in density of soil samples, as equal compaction
energy was used for each soil layer. )e undrained shear
strength of the specimen was around 37.5 kPa. Figure 11 shows
the results from the consolidated-undrained (CIU) triaxial
shear test. When the shear strain was larger than 1%, the effect
of confining pressure was obvious and the specimen under
higher confining pressure tended to achieve a greater shearing
stress (Figure 11(a)). During the early stage of the test, positive
excess pore pressure was generated (Figure 11(b)). )en, the
negative excess pore pressure increased with shear strain,
implying that the volume of the specimen was enlarged
during shearing (i.e., stress dilatancy [14]; Figure 9(c)). )e
deviator stress of 15% shear strain was defined as failure stress
(Figure 11(c)). With the generation of negative excess pore
pressure, the effective stressMohr circle was on the right side of
the total stress Mohr circle. )e total stress parameters cu and
φu were 14.6 kPa and 21.85°, respectively. )e effective stress
parameters cu′ and φu′ were 4.3 kPa and 23.09°, respectively.
Figure 12 exhibits the results from the consolidated-drained
(CID) triaxial shear test. )e deviator stress increased with the
shearing strain, and the difference for various confining
pressures within a strain of 0.05%was not much (Figure 12(a)).
When the strain increased continuously, higher confining
pressure led to higher deviator stress. Further, a slight stress
compression was observed during the early stage of shearing
(Figure 12(b)). However, the volume strain increased with the
increase in shearing strain in the later stage of shearing, up to
a shearing strain of 10%. It means that significant stress di-
latancy was observed [15]. )e Mohr circles in Figure 12(c)
indicated that the effective stress parameters cd and φd were
4.2 kPa and 22.23°, respectively, consistent with those obtained
from CIU tests.

)e compound tangent-exponential model [16] was
adopted to model the stress-strain curves obtained from the
triaxial tests:

q � A tan B 1− e−Cε  , (3)

where q is the deviator stress (in kPa); ε is the axial strain (in
%); and A, B, and C are the fitting parameters. )e summary
of fitting parameters for each stress-strain curve is given in
Table 2. Figure 13 shows that the fitting curve agreed well

with the experimental data from the triaxial test. Moreover,
Figure 14 illustrates that the normalized stress-strain curves
for UU and CIU tests fell into a narrow band for various
applied confining pressures. )e fitting formula was also
obtained as follows:

UU : q � tan 0.78 1− e−3.6ε
  ,

CIU : q � tan 0.78 1− e−1.6ε
  .

(4)

It showed that, for normalized stress-strain curves of UU
and CIU tests, the fitting parameters A and B were set as 1
and 0.78, respectively. )e difference lay in the value of C.

4. Proposed Reinforcement Methods

Figure 15 shows the results from unconfined compression
tests for ordinary Portland cement-admixed sands.)e three
different types of sands were ordinary sand, organic sandy
soil after removing its organic matters, and original organic
sandy soil. )e cement content was 10%. However, the
unconfined compressive strength was found to be signifi-
cantly lower for the cement-treated organic sandy soil than
for the cemented ordinary sand. To increase the engineering
performance of the cement-treated organic sandy soil, the
traditional way is to increase the cement content. Besides,
several innovative techniques have been proposed for the
ground improvement, which may be adopted for the organic
sandy soil. )e results in Figure 15 also indicate that, as
a relatively weak and organic component, the organic coat
may detach/crush under stress or be steadily degraded under
acid or alkaline conditions.

Figures 16 and 17 show the outside view and schematic
diagram of the thermal pile, respectively [17]. As shown in
Figures 17(a) and 17(b), the thermal pile comprises a liquid
pipe, a heating pipe, a brick pile, a drying section, and
a liquid suction pipe. )e heating pipe with a closed bottom
is inserted into the soft ground. )e brick pile surrounds the
outer edge of the heating pipe, while a drying section is
present around the brick pile. )e liquid pipe lies within the
center of the heating pipe, and its upper portion is higher
than the top edge of the heating pipe. )e top of the heating
pipe is sealed. )e liquid suction pipe and liquid pipe are
connected with each other. )e technology of thermal pile is

Figure 8: Geocomp triaxial apparatus.
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safe and environmental friendly, with easy-to-control
quality. Moreover, it can be widely applied in engineering
projects for a wide range of soils, such as bentonite and
collapsible loess. For the treatment of organic sandy soil, the
advantage of this technology is that it can remove the or-
ganic matters.

Figure 18 is the schematic diagram of the fiber- and steel-
reinforced cemented soil column, which includes the fiber-
reinforced cemented soil column and the steel cage [18]. )e
cylindrical steel cage is composed of longitudinal main bars
and spiral stirrups outside of the cage. For accurate posi-
tioning, steel bars are used on the outside of the cylindrical
framework. Strengthen tendons are fixed for each 2–2.5m
along the steel cage. )is reinforcement method is easy to

design, operate, and control quality. Moreover, the re-
inforcement depth can be very deep with reasonable cost.
)erefore, the technique can be used in the ground im-
provement projects for the organic sandy soil foundation. It
can also be used as a supporting structure during excavation.

Figure 19 shows the outside view of the bamboo-
reinforced cemented soil column [19]. Bamboo is a fast-
est-growing natural resource available to mankind as
a construction material; otherwise, it is burned or left to
decay after its useful life [20]. One or more bamboos are
inserted at the center of the column, and other bamboos are
placed around them. )e selected bamboos should be ver-
tical in shape. )e diameter of bamboo is usually between 50
and 100mm, which should be designed according to the

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 9: Procedure of the triaxial test: (a) setup of the specimen; (b) consolidation; (c) shearing; (d) dismantle of the specimen.
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Table 2: Fitting parameters for stress-strain curves.

Test Confining pressure (kPa) A B C

UU
50 3800 0.0225 2.6
100 3200 0.03 2.8
200 3100 0.038 2.3

CIU
50 3900 0.026 1.5
100 5500 0.028 1.5
200 7300 0.038 0.9

CID
50 1550 0.05 2.5
100 2550 0.05 2.5
200 5800 0.044 1.6
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Figure 13: Fitting curves for data from the triaxial shear test: (a) unconsolidated-undrained triaxial shear test; (b) consolidation-undrained
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diameter of the cemented soil column. )e bamboo should
be inserted into the cement-admixed soil immediately after
the mixing of the cement with soil to ensure that the process
is finished before hardening of the cemented soil. )e sharp
end of the bamboo should be faced downward for easy
penetration. First, the bamboo can be set up and penetrated
into the slurry manually.)en, a pile driving machine can be
used to insert fully the bamboo into the column.)e bottom
of the bamboo is around 1-2m higher than the end of the
column. )e outer part of the bamboos is cut, and the

20–30 cm length of the bamboo is left above the top of the
column. )en, a steel net is used to connect all the columns
through the top part of the bamboo, and concrete is cast on
the top of the columns to act as a raft. )e adding of bamboo
increases the horizontal bearing capacity of the column. Due
to the eco-friendly nature, low cost, and lower strength of
bamboo compared with steel, this technology can be applied
for the temporary ground reinforcement before conducting
tunnel boring.

Figure 20 shows the outside view of the freezing-
cemented soil column, including the cement-mixed soil
column and freezing pipe. )e idea came from the artificial
ground freezing method, which was adopted in this study to
create a watertight connection between the tunnel and the
shaft for conducting the tunnel boring [21, 22]. )e freezing
pipe is made of seamless low-carbon steel or other pipes,
such as PVC, PPR, ABS, and PE pipes. )e typical diameter
of the freezing pipe is 89, 108, 127, 146, or 159mm. )e
bottom of the freezing pipe is 0.5–1m higher than the
bottoms of the column. Using a freezing pipe in the
cemented soil can protect the soil from ground motion
caused by freezing and thawing cycles. Besides, it can reduce
the cement content and increase the water-proof perfor-
mance of the ground, which is of great importance for
underground construction projects.

5. Conclusions

)e organic sandy soils are widely distributed around the
coastal areas of Hainan Island. )e organic matters in this
sand are immersed into the pores of sand particles and
adsorbed on the surface of the sand. In this study, the
formation process of the organic sandy soil was simulated by
a laboratory test, and the tested organic content showed

3

4

2

1

(a)

15 432

(b)

Figure 17: Schematic diagram of the thermal pile (1: liquid pipe; 2: heating pipe; 3: brick pile; 4: drying section; 5: liquid suction pipe);
(a) plan view; (b) elevation view.

2

4

1

3

Figure 18: Schematic diagram of the fiber- and steel-reinforced
cemented soil column (1: fiber-reinforced cemented soil column; 2:
steel cage; 3: main bars; 4: spiral stirrups).
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a similar trend as that of the in situ specimen.)e coefficient
of uniformity Cu and the coefficient of curvature were 2.07
and 1.25, respectively. )e maximum dry density and op-
timum water content were 1.723 g/cm3 and 12.23%, re-
spectively. )e triaxial tests revealed that the undrained
shear strength of organic sandy soil was around 37.5 kPa.
)e effective stress parameters c and φ were around 4 kPa
and 23°, respectively. )e compound tangent-exponential
model could capture the stress-strain behavior of organic
sandy soil well. )e unconfined compressive strength of the
cemented organic sandy soil was much lower than that of
ordinary sand. )erefore, several advanced techniques for
stabilizing the organic sandy soil were introduced in detail,
including thermal pile, fiber, and steel-, bamboo-, and
freezing-cemented soil columns.

It should be noted that the cement-admixed organic
sandy soil possesses a high variability in its engineering
mechanical indices, such as the strength and stiffness
[23, 24]. To fully capture the variability, random fields may
need to be employed [25]. As a limitation, this kind of

variability was not considered in this study, which forms the
scope of future investigations.
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Saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks) is spatially variable in accumulation landslide sites that exert significant effort onto landslide
seepage and deformation behavior. To better understand spatial variability and the effect of Ks on the slide mass of an accu-
mulation landslide, this study introduced the surface nuclear magnetic resonance (SNMR) technology to study a representative
reservoir accumulation landslide field in the -ree Gorges Reservoir area (TGRA), the Baishuihe landslide, to obtain a series of
relative reliable spatial measurements of Ks effectively on the basis of calibration in terms of the field tests measurements. -e
estimated Ks values were distributed log-normally for the overall landslide mass site with a wide range of 3.00 × 10−6∼7.80 ×

10−3 cm/s, which reaches about 3 orders of magnitude. Variogram analysis indicated that the Ks values have the range (A) of
295.89m and 65.56m for the overall site and major cross-sectional analysis, respectively. A finite-element seepage-stress analysis
associated with a Kriging-interpolated spatial Ks variable calculation model based on the best-fitted theoretical variogram was
subsequently performed to study the seepage and deformation behavior of the landslide. -e available monitored data and
simulated results of the finite-element seepage-stress analysis indicated that the Baishuihe landslide is a progressive landslide, and
the main factor influencing the deformation is rainfall and reservoir water fluctuation. -is study provides an unconventional
framework for studying the heterogeneous geomaterial and contributes to a better understanding of the spatial variation of the
hydraulic property of accumulation reservoir landslides at a field scale.

1. Introduction

Accompanied by the reservoir operation of hydropower
projects, reservoir landslides have become a typical geo-
hazard in reservoir areas in the world [1, 2]. -e instability
of the reservoir landslide may arouse devastating economic
and social costs, even the loss of human life. Under the
combined effect of reservoir water-level fluctuation and
rainfall, saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks) is a key soil
hydraulic parameter, which controls the water seepage
process, determines water distribution, and thus exerts

a dominant impact on landslide deformation and in-
stability [3–6].

It is generally accepted that Ks is characterized by spatial
variability at different scales due to the parent material and
environmental process [7–10]. However, Ks values are
usually assumed to be identical and are generally derived
from experiments of a few samples. -e variations of the
values derived from the characteristics of discontinuity,
heterogeneity, and anisotropy have not been taken into
account in this assumption [11]. In this sense, the un-
derstanding of spatial variability of hydrological properties
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should be taken into account when performing a landslide
analysis.

Considerable research studies have been devoted to
investigate the regional-scale variation, probability distri-
bution pattern, and geostatistic-based spatial variation of
measured Ks values of different geomaterials, such as loessial
soil [10, 11], river sediments [12–14], alluvial floodplains
[15], and costal farmlands [16]. Ks exhibits significant spatial
variation and autocorrelation in the aforementioned re-
search studies regardless of homogeneous or heterogeneous
geomaterials. However, the research involving Ks field-scale
spatial variation of the accumulation reservoir landslide is
still insufficient.

Different techniques have been employed to evaluate Ks
both in the laboratory and in the field. Laboratory per-
meameter tests have the challenge of introducing errors
induced by soil disturbance during sampling and trans-
portational processes. In addition, the sampled soil is
deprived of other dominant hydraulic effects presented in
the field [17]. By contrast, field methods (instrumental
methods and hydrogeophysical methods) address the soil
in the field condition; thus, the small-scale heterogeneities
caused by the soil structure, composition, texture, plant
growth, and other factors may contribute to the measuring
results [11]. Other than the widely adopted direct/indirect
instrumental methods, hydrogeophysical methods utilized
the link between what can be measured with geophysical
instruments and the subsurface hydrological properties
using a noninvasive process, thus providing cost-effective
and relatively dense spatial information about the site of
research interest. Among these hydrogeophysical methods,
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a promising method
for characterizing groundwater systems, which measure the
NMR response of water molecules excitated by electro-
magnetic pulses [18, 19]. It is applied as surface NMR
(SNMR), borehole NMR (BNMR), and laboratory NMR
(lab-NMR).

SNMR technology is a noninvasive surface-based
method, which can be used to derive information about
the pore structure and hydraulic conductivity of the for-
mation from the empirical relations of determined water
content and the relaxation time without the need to drill
boreholes [20–22]. Some studies have utilized SNMR to
distinguish the underlying formations of landslide [23], but
further application of SNMR to landslide studies has not
been extensively investigated to date.

In this sense, the objective of this study are (1) to apply
the SNMR technology to a representative accumulation
reservoir landslide in TGRA and estimate spatial Ks values
of the subsurface colluvial-deluvial geomaterials based on
newest comprehensive geotechnical investigation; (2) to
perform descriptive statistics and analyze the spatial var-
iation of the estimated Ks values; and (3) to investigate the
effect of spatially variable Ks to the deformation behavior of
the landslide under the combinative effect of reservoir
water fluctuation and rainfall through a 2D numerical
simulation.

2. SNMR Method

2.1. Basics of SNMR. -e magnetic spin is an inherent
property of an atom that possesses an angular momentum,
with an associated magnetic moment. Under the action of
the stable earth’s stable magnetic field, the hydrogen protons
spin continuously in a precess motion about the magnetic
field axis at the characteristic proton Larmor frequency,
which is proportional to the magnetogyric ratio of the in-
tensity of the earth’s magnetic field and atomic nucleus. -e
orientation of the static field and the plane of precession
perpendicular to it are commonly referred to as longitudinal
direction and transverse direction, respectively [18]. During
the process of the SNMR survey, an alternating current with
the resonance of Larmor frequency is supplied to the large
surface-based wire-loop transmitter, which is typically
a circular or square loop of 50–100m in diameter/edge
length. A slight macroscopic spin magnetization moment
is produced at the same time by the excitation pulse of the
oscillating current. When the current pulse is terminated,
magnetic resonance signals produced by the excitation of
different pulse moments can be explored by the same
surface-based transmitting coil. After an instrument delay
known as “dead time” (τdead), the magnetic resonance signal
can be measured and expressed as follows:

e(t) � E0 exp
−t
T∗2

 cos 2πf0t + φ0( , (1)

where E0 is the initial amplitude of the signal, which can be
obtained by the measured amplitude E0d and the relaxation
time T∗2 as E0 � E0d exp(τdead/T∗2 ), and f0 and φ0 denote the
initial frequency and initial phase, respectively. -e phase
φ0d correlates with the electrical conductivity of the geo-
materials, but it is not currently used for SNMR data in-
terpretation.With regard to the relaxation time, it is believed
that T∗2 is susceptible to the disturbance of electromagnetic
noise; therefore, T∗1 is adopted for hydrological parameter
interpretation [18]. -e strength of the signal and rate of
decay are related to the magnitude of hydrogen protons in
groundwater molecules. In other words, the amplitude of the
magnetic resonance signal is proportional to the free water
content of the surveyed area [24].

2.2. SNMR-Determined Hydrological Properties. -e SNMR
technology provides a strategy for estimating how hydro-
logical parameters (e.g., porosity, water content, permeability,
transmissivity, etc.) of the aquifer can be estimated [18, 19].
-e initial signal amplitude E0d is proportional to the number
of protons in the measured sample, which is equivalent to the
volume of water in the measured sample [25], so the SNMR-
estimated effective porosity (∅) can be determined from E0d
using an instrument-specific calibration factor.

With regard to hydraulic conductivity estimation,
Schlumberger-Doll Research (SDR) models give an equation
to estimate the permeability kSDR [26]:

kSDR � b∅m
T2(1)ML 

n
, (2)
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where b, n, and m are the empirical constants and T2(1)ML is
used to present the average surface-area-to-value ratio of the
pore of the entire saturated pore space, which can be
replaced by T2(1) or T∗2(1). Under the condition of the un-
consolidated near-surface aquifer material as we measured,
n � 2 and m � 1, b is regarded as a turning parameter to
obtain the best possible match between the measurement
and estimation [27–29]. -erefore, hydraulic conductivity K

can be related to k by the equation K � ((ρg)/μ)k, where g �

9.8m/s2 is the gravitational acceleration, μ is the
temperature-dependent dynamic viscosity, and ρ is the
temperature-dependent density, which can be determined in
terms of table lookup according to the temperature.

For all of the analyses above, the physical constants can
be absorbed into the constant b′ in the SDR equation as
follows:

KSDR � b′ ·∅ · T
∗2
1 , (3)

where b′ should be calibrated based on the temperature as
well as the drilling data and other forms of measurement on
core samples for the requirement of accuracy [29].

3. Case Study: The Baishuihe Landslide

3.1. Background. -e Baishuihe landslide is a typical ac-
cumulation reservoir landslide in TGRA. It is located on the
south bank of the Yangtze River, 56 km west of the -ree
Gorges Dam (Figures 1(a) and 1(b)), with the main sliding
direction of 20° with respect to the north. It produced re-
markable deformation since the first impoundment of the
-ree Gorges Reservoir in 2003 and has a great influence on
the shipping safety of Yangtz River. -e multiyear time-
displacement data of the landslide surface obtained from
GPSmonitoring exhibited a step-like pattern, which aroused
much research attention [30–33]. However, most previous
research studies aimed at predicting the deformation be-
havior and paid little attention to the engineering geological
model and landslide mechanism.

-e sophisticated engineering surveys involving 23 bore-
holes with a total length of 699.20m and 14 exploratory
trencheswith a total volume of 101.24m3 (shown in Figure 1(c))
have been carried out by Sanxia University in 2012 and
China university of Geosciences, Wuhan, in 2013 [34],
respectively. Based on the revealed observations, the
boundary of the Baishuihe landslide had been determined
as the predetermined warning area of the landslide. As
shown in Figure 1(b), the morphology of the landslide
exhibited an irregular gentle concave shape with the ele-
vation from 120m to 297m and the volume of 645 ×104m3.
To date, multiple monitoring devices had been arranged in
this typical landslide, involving GPS, borehole clinometer,
SNMR, and distributed optical fiber sensor deformation
monitoring, as shown in Figure 1(c). -e GPS therein was
arranged in 2007 by the government, but the monitoring
data after 2012 are still unpublicized till now.

3.2. Geological Setting. -e Baishuihe landslide is developed
in the clastic rocks of the Lower Jurassic Xiangxi Formation

(J1x), with the specific lithology of dark gray thin-bedded and
medium-bedded siltstone mingling with thin stratified
mudstone and coalbed. -e inclination direction is 15°∼20°,
coinciding with the main sliding direction. -erefore, the
landslide is a monoclinic consequent bedding landslide
along the weak intercalated layer initially. However, GPS
monitoring data and in situ observations indicated that the
deformation is mainly along the formatted sliding zone or
the local area of sliding mass rather than along the weak
intercalated layer.

According to the drilled holes logs, the slide mass was
composed of a soil-rock mixture with the thickness of
7.75∼38.50m. It comprised various dimensions of sub-
angular siltstone gravels together with silty clay and clay; the
gravel content was approximately 10∼70% (Figure 2(a)).
-ere was no unified and continuous layered boundary
among the geomaterials. As revealed, the slide zone was
composed of subrounded or subangular gravels mixed with
silty clay, with an average thickness of 0.7m.-e gravel with
the dimension of 1∼6 cm accounted for a proportion of
20∼30% in the sliding-zone soil (Figure 2(b)).

According to the drilled holes logs and engineering
geological investigation, the representative engineering
geological cross section can be plotted, as shown in Figure 3.

4. Field-Scale Spatial Variability of Ks

4.1. Interpretation of SNMR Data. -ere were 15 SNMR
survey points arranged in the landslide site in total, which
are distributed in 4 survey lines, as shown in Figure 1(c).-e
SNMR device NUMIS Poly from IRIS Instruments was
adopted in this study. -e data were measured and inter-
preted in September 2013 for the spatial variability study and
landslide deformation behavior analysis. -e built-in pro-
cedures of the NUMIS system were applied to address the
first-hand surveyed data. After backward extension and
noise filtering of the signal, the data can be interpreted using
a classic inversion method of least squares based on
Tikhonov regularization.

-emeasured and estimated data for each vertical survey
line were not continuous. -erefore, the estimated data with
a presupposed interval of 2m were set for data extraction.
-e points of discontinuity were taken into account as well at
the same time. As has been measured by the comprehensive
field/laboratory tests, the double-ring infiltrometer tests
indicated that the Ks values of the landslide surface were
within the range of 4.2 × 10−5∼5.0 × 10−4 cm/s; the borehole
water injection tests indicated that the Ks values of the slide
mass were within the range of 2.1 × 10−6∼1.4 × 10−4 cm/s.
-e laboratory tests indicated that the Ks values of silty clay
were within 3.05 × 10−5∼7.12 × 10−5 cm/s, while for clay, the
result was 5.77 × 10−6 cm/s. According to the aforemen-
tioned field measurements, the constant b′ was calibrated as
4.32 herein. Figure 4 presents the comparison of the li-
thology indicated by drilled cores together with the surveyed
T∗1 values as well as the estimated ∅ and Ks values. Notably,
we discarded the measured data of the bedrock and slide
zone based on the consideration that the research object was
the slide mass of the Baishuihe landslide.
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4.2. Descriptive Statistics. Descriptive statistics including the
overall variability and probability distributions of the esti-
mated parameters of the overall site and major profile

(Figure 2) were discussed. Overall variability can be stated
using the maximum, minimum, mean, median, standard
deviation (SD), and coefficient of variation (CV) parameters

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Structure of the geomaterial in the Baishuihe landslide. (a) Colluvial-deluvial deposit soil-rock mixture of the slide mass.
(b) Gravel soil of the sliding zone.
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Figure 1: (a) Location, (b) overview, and (c) planar map of the Baishuihe landslide. (1) Boundary of the landslide based on the engineering
geological exploration; (2) the predetermined boundary of the landslide; (3) small collapse; (4) borehole drilled by China University of
Geosciences, Wuhan; (5) borehole drilled by Sanxia University; (6) exploratory trench; (7) SNMR survey points and survey line; (8)
distributed optical fiber sensor deformation monitoring; (9) GPS monitoring points; (10) ground surface fissures; (11) sliding direction; (12)
cross-sectional line.
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of the estimated data, as shown in Table 1. Notably, the
estimated Ks results for the overall landslide site and major
cross section had the range between 3.00 × 10−6∼7.80 ×

10−3 cm/s and 4.70 × 10−6∼7.00 × 10−3 cm/s, which reaches
about 3 orders of magnitude.-e magnitude of the mean and
median values corresponds with the field measurements. -e
median values were smaller than the mean value for the two
analyzed research locations, which reflected the left skewness
of the analyzed data. -e median value is believed to be more
representative generally because it rises superior to the effect
of the extreme values compared to the mean value. -e CV,
a dimensionless parameter of the standard deviation divided
by the mean value, representing the degree of variation, was
46% and 53% for the overall site and major cross section,
respectively. -ese results implied moderate variability for
both the overall site and the major cross section.

With regard to the probability distribution, the fre-
quency histograms of the estimated parameters are shown in
Figure 5. As has been exhibited, both of the histograms forKs

for the overall site and the major cross section presented the
pattern of left skewness, indicating that the data had
a nonnormal distribution. A logarithmic transformation
(natural base) was performed on the estimated data for
further statistical analysis. As shown in Table 1 and Figure 5,
the log-transformed values were normally distributed. Lil-
liefors tests also indicated that the Ks values for both the
overall site and major profile were distributed log normally.

4.3. Spatial Variability Analysis. Geostatistics is a useful tool
for analyzing spatial variability and interpolating between
point observations [35]. -e variogram which describes the
spatial variability of Ks is a function of the sampling distance
under the intrinsic hypothesis of the variable, as shown in
the following equation:

c(h) �
1

2N(h)


N(h)

i�1
Z ui( −Z ui+h(  

2
, (4)
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Figure 3: Schematic geological cross section (I–I′) of the Baishuihe landslide.
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where for each site i, Z(ui) and Z(ui+h) are values of Z at
locations ui and ui+h, respectively; h is the lag; and N(h) is
the number of pairs of sample points separated by h. -e
value of c(hi) at a different separation distance hi can be
calculated in terms of Equation (4). -erefore, the calculated
[hi, c(hi)] points constitute experimental variograms. -e
variogram describes the spatial variability in terms of 3
representative parameters. -e nugget (C0) represents the
variability induced by microheterogeneity and experimental
error, which occurs at distances smaller than the sampling
intervals.-e sill (C0 + C) represents the total variance of the
variable, and the range (A) represents the action range of the
spatial correlation. -e value of c(h) would not increase but
fluctuates around C0 + C when the separation distance
reaches A [36]. -e theoretical variogram models
(i.e., exponential model, spherical model, Gaussian model,

etc.) are employed to fit the calculated experimental var-
iograms. -e best-fitted theoretical models indicated by the
greatest coefficient of correlation (R) and the least residual
sum of squares (RSS) can be undertaken to represent the
experimental variograms.

In this study, we investigated the omnidirectional spatial
variable patterns for ln Ks values of the overall site and
major profile because of the insufficient data pairs along
some characteristic directions. -e scale effect caused by the
different data intervals along vertical and horizontal di-
rections was also taken into consideration by calculating
different experimental variograms, which was characterized
by small-scale variograms and large-scale variograms,
respectively.

-e calculated experimental variograms and the mod-
eled theoretical variograms fitted by the exponential model,

Table 1: Descriptive statistics for the Ks value of the slide mass of the Baishuihe landslide.

Location Number Maximum Minimum Mean Median SD CV
Overall site 169 7.00 × 10−3 3.00 × 10−7 2.99 × 10−4 3.20 × 10−5 8.71 × 10−4 34
Major profile 55 7.00 × 10−3 4.70 × 10−6 6.09 × 10−4 1.40 × 10−4 1.35 × 10−3 45
Note: Ks, saturated hydraulic conductivity (cm/s); SD, standard deviation; CV, coefficient of variation (%).
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Figure 5: Histograms of the estimated Ks values: (a) Ks for the overall site; (b) Ks for the major cross section; (c) ln Ks for the overall site;
(d) ln Ks for the major cross section.
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spherical model, and Gaussian model are shown in Figure 6.
-e corresponding fitting parameters for the 3 models are
listed in Table 2. It is noticeable that a was the fitting pa-
rameter which equaled to A for the spherical model, while it
equaled to 3a and

�
3

√
a for exponential and Gaussianmodels,

respectively. A greater A represents a greater range of
variable regular changes and greater spatial correlation [37].
-e greatest R and the least RSS indicated the best fit model
for ln Ks, i.e., Ks. For the overall site study, the exponential
model provided the best fit for the small-scale study because
of the least RSS and the slight difference among the three
models, while the spherical model provided the best fit for
the large-scale study. For the major cross section, the spatial
variation for a small-scale study was insignificant and the
spherical model provided the best fit for a large-scale study.
According to the fitting parameters, the (nested) variogram
functions can be deduced for representing the variogram
structure [34]. -e variogram function for ln Ks of the
overall site and major profile can be deduced as follows.

Overall site:

c(h) �

1.5, h � 0,

2.5− e−(h/2.83) + 4.9
3
2

·
h

295.89
−
1
2

·
h3

295.893
 , 0< h≤ 295.89,

7.4, h> 295.89.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)

Major profile:

c(h) �

0.58, h � 0,

0.58 + 2.96
3
2

·
h

65.56
−
1
2

·
h3

65.563
 , 0< h≤ 65.56,

3.54, h> 65.56.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

Equations (5) and (6) indicated that the studied variables
(ln Ks values) were spatially correlated within A of the large-
scale study. -e A values reached 295.89m and 65.56m,
respectively, for the overall site and major cross section,
which suggested that the investigated spatial variation was
remarkably dependent on the research direction. -e di-
rectional variogram structure can be investigated in the
further studies in terms of more comprehensive measure-
ments and estimations. Meanwhile, the effect of small-scale
spatial variability contributed significantly to the nugget and
sill, which represents the randomness derived from the
microstructure and errors as well as the variable variation
degree within the studied range.

-e nugget-to-sill ratio (NSR) was employed to define
the degree of spatial dependency. -e greater the NSR value,
the greater the variation degree caused by randomness. A
low NSR value (<25%) indicates a strong spatial dependence
of the variables under the strong impact of structural factors.
A higher NSR value (25%∼75%) indicates a moderately
spatial variable dependence. If it is higher than 75%, the

variable is of weak spatial dependence, and randomness
plays an important role [11, 38]. As shown in Table 2, all NSR
values (except for the NSR of ln Ks for the overall site with
a small scale) were lower than 25%, suggesting that the
spatial variation of Ks is mainly dependent on the deposit
structure. -e Ks for the overall site with a small scale
depended on structural factors and randomness.

5. Deformation Behavior Analysis Based on
Spatial Variable Ks

5.1. Analyzing Method and Calculation Model. A 2D de-
formation behavior analysis of the major profile associated
with the spatial variable Ks value under the combined effect
of reservoir water fluctuation and rainfall has been carried
out in this study. -e commercial finite-element code
SEEP/W (by Geoslope International Ltd.) [39], which is
capable of solving finite-element equations for the steady-
state flow governed by Darcy’s law and for transient flow
under the hypothesis of Terzaghi–Rendulic uncoupled
consolidation, was used herein.

An ordinary Kriging estimation method was then ap-
plied to the orthogonal structural grids (4m × 4m) subjected
to the geometry of the slide mass on the basis of conditional
spatial data (SNMR-measured Ks) and a covariance matrix
derived from the variogram structure analyzed in the
aforementioned section. -e method is believed to provide
the best unbiased linear estimation for the unknown points
[36, 37] using a system equation:

K I

IT 0
 

β

λ
  �

k

1
 ,

K �

K11 K12 · · · K1p

K21 K22 · · · K2p

⋮ ⋮ · · · ⋮

Kp1 Kp2 · · · Kpp

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

β � β1 β2 · · · βp 
T
,

k � Ki1 Ki2 · · · Kip 
T
,

i � 1, ne  and i≠ 1, 2, . . . , p( ,

(7)

where K is the covariance matrix; I is a column vector of all
points with a length of p; β is the vector of weights of the
known data with 

p
i�1βi � 1; k is the vector of covariance

between the estimated points and known points; and λ is
a Lagrange multiplier. As shown in Figure 7, the variation
range of the Ks values transformed from the interpolated
ln Ks values of the research domain was 1.37 × 10−6∼1.11 ×

10−2 cm/s, which coincided with the laboratory and field
measurements.

-e calculation model was generated in SEEP/W. As
shown in Figure 8, the mesh element of the slide mass had
the same specification with the estimation grid. -ere were
1968 nodes in total and 1970 elements available in this
calculation model. -e Ks value of each element of the slide
mass can be assigned individually by rewriting the XML file
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of SEEP/W. -e front of the slope related to the reservoir
water level, while the surface above the water level was
assigned as a rainfall boundary with variable precipitation.

-e back edge was assigned a constant water head of 240m,
while the bottom was assigned as a zero-flux boundary. -e
SIGMA/W code was subsequently utilized for analyzing the
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Figure 6: Omnidirectional variograms of the estimated ln Ks values: (a) the small-scale variogram for ln Ks for the overall site; (b) the large-
scale variogram for ln Ks for the overall site; (c) the large-scale variogram for ln Ks for the major cross section.

Table 2: Parameters of fitting theoretical variogram models for the ln Ks value.

Study site Study scale -eoretical model a (m) A (m) C0 C + C0 NSR (%) R RSS

Overall site

Small
Spherical 8.12 8.12 0.60 1.60 37.50 0.5956 0.4174

Exponential 2.83 8.49 0.60 1.60 37.50 0.5959 0.3620
Gaussian 3.51 6.08 0.60 1.60 37.50 0.6121 0.4307

Large
Spherical 295.89 295.89 0.90 5.80 15.52 0.9787 1.7291

Exponential 134.50 403.50 0.80 6.50 12.31 0.9228 4.3707
Gaussian 138.30 239.54 0.80 5.10 15.69 0.9530 1.8442

Major profile Large
Spherical 65.56 65.56 0.58 3.54 16.38 0.6479 5.548

Exponential 24.83 74.49 0.55 3.56 15.45 0.5970 5.572
Gaussian 33.98 58.85 0.56 3.58 15.64 0.6620 6.446

Note: NSR, nugget-to-sill ratio; R, coefficient of correlation; RSS, residual sum of squares; the best-fit theoretical model is marked in bold.
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deformation behavior associated with the seepage field
results.

According to the laboratory experimental measurements
and engineering geologic analogy method, the adopted
calculation parameters are shown in Table 3. Apart from Ks
values of the slide mass, the other parameters for the
landslide were identified as a single variable. -e volumetric
water content function for the slide zone was estimated on
the basis of laboratory experimental results, of which α �

0.029 kPa−1, n � 1.24, θr � 0.103, and θs � 0.315, while the
volumetric water content function for the slide mass was
estimated on the basis of the grain size distribution and the
estimated Ks according to the modified Kovacs method [40].

-ree inclinometer holes were arranged in this major
profile corresponding to ZK01, ZK02, and ZK03, as shown in
Figure 8. However, two of the three inclinometer tubes had
been destroyed because of undetermined reasons. -erefore,
ZK01 was the remaining inclinometer hole for in-depth
displacement monitoring. -e actual daily rainfall pre-
cipitation and reservoir water level of the exact monitoring
period, from December 28, 2013, to October 20, 2014, were
selected as the calculation condition for seepage and de-
formation behavior analysis.

5.2. Results and Comparison. -e simulated seepage and
deformation behavior for 4 sections (as shown in Figure 9)
were investigated in this study, including the three sections
(S1, S2, and S3) corresponding to the drilled holes with

inclinometers of ZK03, ZK02, and ZK01, respectively, as well
as S4 representing the unavailable bottom section beneath
the water level.-e horizontal cumulative displacement time
history of the surfaces of the 4 studied sections are presented
in Figure 10 to compare with the outer condition of rainfall
and fluctuating water level. A significant deformation was
detected at the bottom of the landslide (S4) at the very
beginning under the condition of reduction of the reservoir
water level. However, the displacement sustained at ap-
proximately 200mm from January to July 2014 until a heavy
rainstorm occurred in August 7 and facilitated the de-
formation under the combinational effect of reservoir water
storage.-e time history of S4 indicates that the deformation
of the front of the landslide is sensitive to both fluctuating
water level and rainfall. However, the upper sections of the
landslide (S1–S3) produced negligible deformation during
the entire simulation period relatively, which indicates that
the deformation of the landslide is progressive. -e onset of
the deformation of S1–S3 was initially facilitated by an
expedited drawdown of the water level and relatively intense
rainfall. -e step-like displacement was re-onset by the
intensive rainfall in July and August of that year. -e de-
formation for S2 and S3 increased drastically after a re-
markable heavy rainfall on August 7, 2014, and lasted for two
months after the remarkable rainfall was associated with the
increasing water level. Miao et al. also proposed that the
displacement of the Baishuihe landslide changed stepwise at
the rainfall-concentrated months from May to October of
every year through a multiyear displacement analysis [33].
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-e multiyear displacement monitoring data also indicated
that the landslide has cumulated a spectacular displacement
(approximately 1∼2m) at the intermediate section by stages
since the first impoundment of the -ree Gorges Reservoir
in 2007, but it remains stable [30–33] because of the toe
resistance result from the gentle slope of the interface of the
sliding mass and the bedrock.

During the simulation period, five representative points
in time were selected to evaluate the seepage and de-
formation processes, as illustrated in Table 4. -e simulated
pore water pressure and displacement profile of the in-
vestigated points in time along the 4 sections were extracted
from the numerical simulation, as presented in Figure 11. As
indicated by Figures 11(a)–11(c), the stable depth of the
zero-pore water pressure implying the embedded water table
during the entire simulation period suggests that the water
level and rainfall have little impact on the underlying
water table at the upper and intermediate sections. However,
the water table at the toe section varies remarkably in
close relation to the fluctuating water level and rainfall
(Figure 11(d)). -e pore water pressure profiles above the
bedrock for S1, S2, and S3 present a convoluted pattern with a
negative value, indicating that the suction is greatly dependent
on the daily rainfall at the upper section of the landslide.

As suction dissipated in the slide mass above the bedrock
because of the rainfall, the kinematics of the landslide de-
formation changed with progressive movement in the
geomaterials. -e deformation of the top section (S1, as in
Figure 11(e)) presents the pattern of greatest displacement at
the surface dissipating along with the depth, without
drastically changing at the sliding zone, which is implicative
of a superficial deformation. -e simulated displacement of
the surface of S1 reached the peak value (58.40mm) on
October 7 2014 after a heavy storm, and the subsequent
deformation was negligible. -e deformation for S2 and S3
followed a translational mechanism, represented by relative

uniform displacements above the sliding zone (Figures 11(f )
and 11(g)). -e in-field-monitored depth-displacement
profile for S3 (ZK01) is also exhibited in Figure 11(g).
-e monitored displacement deflected at the depth of 28m
beneath the ground surface, corresponding to the depth of
the sliding zone. Such commensurate patterns with the
simulated displacement curve demonstrate the reliability of
the numerical results. Relatively, the displacement of the toe
(S4) exhibits a distinct pattern that is tortuous with a great
rotation at the depth of 8m for the entire investigated pe-
riod, which is implicative of a secondary sliding surface
located in this depth at the toe. -e deformation of S4 was
significant from the very beginning and maintained its
stability until October 2014, which is implicative of the great
effect of the heavy rainfall and fluctuating water level.

According to the field investigation on October 20 2014,
the Baishuihe landslide has produced remarkable crack in the
middle platform (Figure 12(a)) and shallow collapse of the
back edge (Figure 12(b)).-e inclinometer PVC tubes located
in ZK02 and ZK03 were discovered to have been destroyed at
the depth of less than 1m.-e distributed optical fiber sensor
arranged at the front of the landslide was discovered to be
pulled apart as well. However, the exact time of occurrence of
the great deformation is not verifiable. -e newly outcropped
large crack and collapse suggested that the deformation was
not occurring for a long time, no more than 2 months. It is
noticeable that the maximum simulated displacement for
ZK02 and ZK03 (59.84mm and 31.39mm) was not large
enough for the complete damage of the inclinometer pipes in
general. -e reason lies on the shallow deformation along the
weaker zone (not sliding zone) due to the complex effects of
vegetation cover, development of tension cracks, erosion, etc.
-e shallow deformation is also difficult to be captured during
the numerical simulation.

All of the field observations and simulated results pro-
vided insights into the complex deformation behavior of the

Table 3: Parameters of the calculation model.

Component c (kN/m3) Ks (cm/s) C (kPa) ϕ (°) E (Pa) υ
Slide mass 20.7 — 18.62 17 7.90 × 107 0.31
Slide zone 20 3.37 × 10−6 26.1 15.5 1.22 × 107 0.33
Bedrock 24.8 1.21 × 10−8 228 34.2 6.81 × 109 0.26

Bedding rock

Slide mass

Slide zone

S1
S2

S3

S1 Monitoring section

S4

Figure 9: Monitored sections’ sketch of numerical simulation.
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Baishuihe landslide. -e deformation behavior is pro-
gressive, occurring initially at the front of the landslide and
progressing backwards. -e deformation is greatly influ-
enced by rainfall and reservoir water fluctuation. When the
reservoir water level drops, a hydraulic gradient is produced
due to the quick decrease of the water level compared to that
of the groundwater table and it exerts an adverse effect on
the landslide stability. When the reservoir stores water, the
groundwater table level lifts gradually, thus increasing the
weight of the geomaterial beneath the water table and
softening the material. -e pore water pressure in the slide
mass and the sliding zone increases simultaneously; thus, the
effective stress of the geomaterial beneath the water table
decreases and produces deformation. In the case of heavy
rain, the infiltration of the rain decreases the suction of the

slide mass and thus decreases the effective stress. Besides, the
heavy rainfall produces surface runoff and causes the erosion
of the landslide surface, which exacerbates the deformation
of the surface. Consequently, the reservoir water im-
poundment and heavy rainfall are the most important
factors that affect the Baishuihe landslide deformation.

6. Conclusions

-e presented case study described the spatial variability of
Ks values of a representative accumulation reservoir land-
slide in TGRA, China, estimated by the SNMR survey work
arranged in the landslide field. -e finite-element seepage-
stress simulation results based on the spatially variable Ks
values provided insights into the deformation behavior of
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Figure 10: Surface displacement (a) and daily rainfall and reservoir water level (b) from December 28, 2013, to October 20, 2014.
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the landslide associated with the in-field observations. -e
conclusions from the study are as follows:

(1) -e SNMR technology provides a strategy for
obtaining a series of relatively reliable spatial mea-
surements of hydrological parameters of landslide
fields using a noninvasive method. -e estimation

should be calibrated according to the field tests
measurements.

(2) -e estimatedKs values for the overall landslide mass
site are log-normally distributed within a wide range
between 3.00 × 10−6 cm/s and 7.80 × 10−3 cm/s and
are associated with the CV of 34%. -e variogram
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Figure 11: Simulated pore water pressure and displacement over time along sections of the Baishuihe landslide.

Table 4: Representative points in time and description.

Date Days Rainfall (mm) Water level (m) Inclinometer monitoring Description
December 28, 2013 1 0 174 √ High water level
March 27, 2014 90 0.8 158 — Water level drawdown
June 6, 2014 161 0 146 √ Low water level
August 7, 2014 223 160.7 153 — Low water level with very heavy daily rainfall
October 20, 2014 297 13.2 175 √ High water level
Note: √ means having inclinometer monitoring data for comparison.
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analysis considering the scale effect caused by the
different data intervals along different directions
shows that the nested variogram has A of 298.89m
and 65.56m, respectively, for the overall site and
major cross-sectional analysis. -e spatial variation
of Ks is mainly dependent on the structure of the
deposit.

(3) -e displacement time history as well as the pore
water pressure and displacement of the studied
sections based on the finite-element seepage-stress
analysis of a Kriging-interpolated spatial variable Ks
value calculation model provide important insights
into the deformation behavior of the landslide as-
sociated with the in-field observations and moni-
toring data. All of the results indicate that the
Baishuihe landslide is a progressive landslide with
significant secondary sliding at the front section and
superficial deformation at the back section. -e
available information indicates the main factor
influencing the landslide deformation is rainfall and
reservoir water fluctuation.

-is study provides an unconventional framework for
studying the heterogeneous geomaterial and contributes to
a better understanding of the spatial variability of the hy-
draulic property of accumulation reservoir landslides at
a field scale.
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*e resource utilization of iron tailing powder is an effective measure to reduce the risk of tailing stacking. Based on the research
findings on lime soil, a method for using lime to strengthen iron tailing powder was proposed. F-s curves and c and φ values of iron
tailing powder with 0%, 2%, 4%, 8%, and 10% lime were obtained through direct shear tests. *e back propagation (BP) neural
network algorithmwas used to fit the F-s curve, and the fitting equation that met the accuracy requirement was obtained. Based on
the energy dissipation theory, the shear failure energy dissipation of iron tailing powder with different lime doses was achieved in
the form of definite integrals under different normal stresses of 100 kPa, 200 kPa, 300 kPa, and 400 kPa, respectively. It was
concluded that the addition of lime could increase the shear energy dissipation of iron tailing powder.*e shear energy dissipation
of iron tailing powder first increased and then decreased with the increase in lime dose. *e maximum value was reached with 4%
lime, and the energy dissipation increased linearly with increasing normal stress. In this study, the shear performance of lime-
reinforced iron tailing powder was studied through the direct shear test combined with the energy dissipation theory, providing
a theoretical basis for the resource utilization of iron tailing powder.

1. Introduction

Iron tailing powder is one of the products of iron ore sorting
operation. Not only it has an impact on the surrounding
environment, the tailing stacking also seriously threatens the
lives and property of the people downstream of the reservoir
area. *erefore, how to use tailings and turn waste into
treasure is a matter of great concern to local governments. By
the end of 2017, the total stock of various types of tailings in
China reached 16 billion tons, of which iron tailings account
for one-third of all tailings. Taking Zhejiang Lizhu Iron Ore
as an example, about 200,000 tons of dehydrated tailings are
produced each year. More than 20 million tons of tailings
accumulate in the existing tailing dam storage yard, and the
iron tailings occupy a large proportion of land resources
with a risk of dam break.

Many studies were conducted on the resource utilization
of iron tailing powder, including concrete fine aggregates [1],

wastewater treatment [2], filling materials of composite
material [3], recovery of iron ore [4], and use as a road
material [5]. *e particles with larger particle sizes in Lizhu
iron tailings can be used as building materials, bringing
economic benefits. However, the tailing particles with
a particle size of less than 0.075mm are small, nonviscous,
nonphysicochemically active, and difficult to utilize and
transform. *erefore, certain strategies are needed to in-
crease the degree of resource utilization.

Lime-reinforced soil is a building material with a long
history; its mechanical properties have been previously ex-
plored. Based on the unconfined compressive strength and
splitting strength of lime soil, the Mohr-Coulomb destruction
envelope curve of lime soil was investigated by Consoli using
lime content and porosity as basic parameters [6]. A series of
studies were conducted by Wang, including size effect on
cementitious aggregates during curing of calcined soil;
thermal conductivity, suction, and microstructural changes
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during curing; and the effect of aggregate size on the com-
pressibility and air permeability of lime-treated fine-grained
soils [7–9]. Jha studied the volume change behavior and
strength growth mechanism of lime-treated gypseous soil
from the perspective of mineralogy and microstructure
[10, 11]. *e short-term effects of the physical properties of
lime-treated kaolin were studied by Vitale [12]. *e afore-
mentioned findings indicated that lime could fill the pores
between soil particles to a certain extent and react with the
active silica and other components in the soil to improve their
mechanical properties.

*erefore, lime soil research findings can be used for
reference.*e iron tailing powder can be modified with lime
to form a new composite soil material, which can be used in
practical engineering. Energy dissipation is a commonly
used method for studying material failure performance such
as the factor of safety (FS) of 3D stepped slopes [13], con-
stitutive model for geotechnical materials [14, 15], soil-
sweep interaction [16], mechanical behaviors of soil
[17, 18], and cement soil [19, 20]. Shearing performance is
the most basic mechanical property of geotechnical mate-
rials. *erefore, the research findings on lime soil can be
used to study the shear properties of lime-reinforced iron
tailing powder based on energy dissipation theory.

2. Physicochemical Properties of Iron
Tailing Powder

*e test samples were obtained from Zhejiang Lizhu Iron
Ore (Figure 1). *e chemical composition, physical prop-
erties, and particle composition were tested separately. *e
test results were as follows.

According to the chemical analysis method of GB/T176-
2008, the content of SiO2 and MgO was higher (41.11% and
16.7%, resp.). *e contents of SO3 and Na2O were lower
(0.46% and 0.29%, resp.). *e iron ore tailings contained
10.8% Fe2O3. *e main chemical composition of iron tailing
powder is shown in Table 1.

Loss on ignition, chloride ion, total alkali content,
specific gravity, and specific surface area of iron tailing
powder were tested. *e test results are shown in Table 2.

Since the iron tailing powder contained fine particles
after sorting, the particle size analysis of iron tailing powder
(less than 45 μm, 45–75 μm, 75–100 μm, 100–150 μm,
and more than 150 μm) was conducted using a Master-
sizer2000 laser particle size analyzer. *e results are shown
in Figure 2.

3. Direct Shear Test

Lizhu iron tailing powder has a certain content of SiO2.
However, the particle size of iron tailings is less than 45 μm.
*erefore, a method of using lime to strengthen iron tailing
powder was proposed to increase the resource utilization of
Lizhu iron tailing powder. *e shear performance of the
material was the basic mechanical index. *e direct shear
test was used to study the shear properties of lime-reinforced
tailing powder.

3.1. Sample Preparation and Testing. *e sample was
quicklime, and the lime dose was the percentage of the dry
mass of lime relative to iron tailing powder. *e doses were
0%, 2%, 4%, 8%, and 10%. *ese percentages were chosen
considering both international and China experience with
soil-lime mixtures in experimental work [6–9]. In the
preparation process, quicklime and iron tailing powders
were first stirred for 3min. *en, 17% of water was added
and stirred for another 3min. After standing for 24 h, they
were put into a ring knife with a diameter of 61.8mm and
a height of 20mm. A layer of petroleum jelly was smeared
to the interior of the ring knife. *e sample was formed by
compaction, and the upper and lower surfaces of the
sample were leveled. After leaving for 2 h, demolding was
performed and the weight of each sample was determined.
*e weight of the sample should be controlled at 146 g ± 2 g.
*e samples were wrapped in a natural environment for
24 h using a plastic wrap (Figure 3) and subjected to direct
shear test.

*e test equipment was a fully automatic quadruple
direct shear apparatus (Figure 4) produced by Nanjing TKA
Technology Co., Ltd. It could perform direct shear tests
under the action of four normal stresses simultaneously,
ensure the test accuracy, and improve the test efficiency. *e
normal stresses were 100 kPa, 200 kPa, 300 kPa, and 400 kPa,
and the shear rate was 1mm/min. Six shear forces (F) and
corresponding shear displacements (s) were recorded every
second during the test.

3.2. Test Results and Analysis. Based on the test results, the
shear force versus displacement curves of lime-reinforced
iron tailings under different normal stresses were plotted, as
shown in Figure 5.

*e peak force Fmax was extracted and the peak shear
strength τmax was calculated using the F-s curve according to
Equation (1).*e cohesion c and the internal friction angle φ
of lime-reinforced iron tailings powder with different lime
doses were calculated according to the Mohr-Coulomb
principle (Equation (2)) and are plotted in Figure 6:

τmax �
Fmax

A
, (1)

τ � c + σ tanφ. (2)

Figure 6 shows that the internal friction angle of iron
tailing powder increased with increasing lime dose to some
extent. When the lime dose increased from 0% to 8%, the
internal friction angle increased from 31.7° to 34.7°. From 8%
to 10%, the internal friction angle increased obviously from
34.7° to 42.7°, indicating that the addition of quicklime
enhanced the friction force between tailing particles to some
extent.

*e cohesive force of iron tailing powder with added
lime first increased and then decreased with increasing
amount of quicklime. When the lime dose increased from
0% to 8%, the cohesive force increased from 12.3 kPa to
96.5 kPa with obvious growth about seven times. However,
when the lime dose increased from 8% to 10%, the cohesion
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decreased from 96.5 kPa to 36.3 kPa. It showed that
quicklime could improve the cohesion of iron tailing powder
when the lime dose increased from 0% to 8%, but the

cohesion decreases when the lime dose increased from 8% to
10%.

Since the particle size of the quicklime particles was
about 1 μm, and iron tailing powder comprised particles
smaller than 45 μm, the quicklime particles could fill gaps
between the iron tailing powder particles to some extent,
thereby improving their adhesion. When the lime dose was
between 2% and 8%, the cohesion of lime-reinforced iron
tailing powder increased. As quicklime particles were fine
and easy to slide, the frictional effect between iron tailing
powder particles was not obvious. *erefore, the shear
strength of lime-reinforced iron tailings powder increased
within a certain range of lime dose. When the amount of
quicklime reached 10%, there produces one or several
layers of the lime closely and continuously around the
outside surface of the iron tailings powder particles, which
just like a “lime film” forming around the iron tailing
powder particles, decreasing the cohesion of the iron
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Figure 1: *e position of Zhejiang Lizhu Iron tailings.

Table 1: Chemical composition of iron tailings powder.

Composition SiO2 Fe2O3 Al2O3 CaO MgO SO3 K2O Na2O
Mass fraction (%) 41.11 10.8 8.19 13.99 16.7 0.46 0.72 0.29

Table 2: Main physical parameters of iron tailings powder.

Composition LOI CI Total alkali content Specific gravity Specific surface area (m2/kg)
Parameter 7.01 0.21 0.76 3.06 379
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Figure 2: Iron tailings powder distribution curve.
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tailing powder particles and increasing the internal friction
angle.

4. Energy Dissipation

*e direct shear test results of lime-reinforced iron tailing
powder indicated that a certain amount of quicklime could
improve the cohesion and internal friction of the tailing
powder, thereby improving its shear resistance. However, it
is difficult to comprehensively evaluate the effect of
lime dose on the shear performance of iron tailing powder
due to two independent parameters of cohesion and internal
friction angle. *e failure process of the sample direct shear
test is actually an energy-dissipating process. *erefore, the
characteristics of the direct shear test indicate that the energy
dissipation can be used to characterize the sample failure
process. *at is, the characteristics of the F-s curve show
that the work done by the shear force is the energy dissi-
pation of sample failure. Due to the limited discrete data
points obtained during the direct shear test, it is necessary to
accurately obtain the F-s function relationship to
accurately obtain the energy dissipation by the test sample.
BP neural network is a common data-fitting method. A
reasonable neural network structure can simulate almost any
nonlinear function [21, 22]. *e BP neural network

algorithm was used in this study to fit the F-s curve, and then
the definite integral method was used to achieve the
shear energy dissipation of lime-reinforced iron tailings
powder.

4.1. BP Neural Network Curve Fitting. A BP neural network
structure with one hidden-layer and two hidden-layer nodes
was chosen: input node and output node. Hidden-layer
transfer functions are expressed as in Equation (3),
output-layer transfer functions as in Equation (4), and BP
neural network information transfer as in Equation (5):

f(v) �
1

e−v + 1
, (3)

f(v) � v, (4)

f(v) �
ω2

e− ω1v+b1( ) + 1
+ b2, (5)

where ω1(2×1) and b1(2×1) are the weights and offsets of the
input layer, respectively, and ω2(1×2) and b2(1×1) are the
weights and offsets of the hidden layers, respectively.*e use
of BP neural network was based on experimental data by
error reverse transforming and constantly updating weights
and offsets to meet the fitting accuracy.

*e original data is needed to be normalized according
to the following equation to ensure the fitting accuracy, so
that the input and output data were all between [–1, 1]:

y �
2 x−xmin( 

xmax −xmin
− 1, (6)

where xmax and xmin are the maximum and minimum values
of the data to be converted, respectively, x and y denote the
data to be converted and the converted data, respectively.
Obviously, –1 ≤ y ≤ 1.

After BP neural network fitted the functional relation-
ship that satisfied the accuracy, the calculation data were
converted into the original data according to the following
equation:

x �
xmax −xmin( (y + 1)

2
+ xmin. (7)

Combining Equations (5), (6), and (7), a more accurate
F-s fitting equation was obtained, as shown in the following
equation:

F �
C1

e−C2s−C3 + 1
+

C4

e−C5s−C6 + 1
+ C7, (8)

where C1 � (Fmaxω21)/2, C2 � 2ω11/smax, C3 � b11 −ω11,
C4 � (Fmaxω22)/2, C5 � 2ω12/smax C6 � b12 −ω12, and
C7 � (Fmax/2)(b2 + 1).

Using the F-s experimental data obtained through the
direct shear test, F-s fitting equations under different normal
stresses with different lime doses were obtained by means of
the BP neural network algorithm. *e calculation data are
shown in Table 3.

*e fitting curve with 4% lime is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 4: Fully automatic quadruple direct shear apparatus.

Figure 3: Iron ore tailings direct shear sample.
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Table 3 and Figure 7 show that the BP neural network
algorithm provided a more accurate F-s fitting function with
an average relative error less than 10%. *erefore, the BP
neural network algorithm was used to fit the F-s function
relationship.

4.2. Energy Dissipation Calculation. According to the fitting
formula, the definite integral was used to obtain the shear
energy dissipation of iron tailing powder with different lime
doses under different normal stresses, as shown in the
following equation:
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Figure 5: F-s curve of iron tailing powder with different lime doses. (a) 0% lime, (b) 2% lime, (c) 4% lime, (d) 8% lime, and (e) 10% lime.
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W � 
smax

0
F(s) ds, (9)

where smax is taken as 4mm consistent with the provisions of
4.7 in Test Method of Soils for Highway Engineering (JTG
E40-2007) [23]. *e calculation results of the shear
energy dissipation of iron tailing powder with different
lime doses under different normal stresses are shown in
Table 4.

Figure 8 shows that the shear energy dissipation of
iron tailing powder with different lime doses increased
linearly with increasing normal stress. *e shear energy
dissipation of lime-reinforced iron tailing powder was
higher than that of normal iron tailing powder, and the iron
tailing powder with 4% lime had the largest energy dissi-
pation value.

Figure 9 shows that under different normal stresses, the
shear energy dissipation of lime-reinforced iron tailing
powder had the same variation tendency with increasing
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Figure 6: (a) Cohesion and (b) internal friction angle of iron tailing powder with different lime doses.

Table 3: BP neural network fitting results.

Lime dosage (%) Normal stress (kPa) C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 Average relative error

0

100 −49.93 0.0023 −9.71 727324 0.00077 7.87 −727051 0.03
200 −19.77 0.0055 −29.97 −4557279 −0.00091 −9.36 399 0.06
300 −14.06 0.0033 −17.77 317668 0.00037 6.33 −317062 0.05
400 24.61 −0.0062 34.9 −38062 −0.00067 −3.79 823 0.02

2

100 101.72 −0.0041 16.19 427. 0.002 −1.82 −168 0.06
200 −319 0.0013 −6.87 660 0.0022 −2.31 −64 0.05
300 143 −0.0047 17.77 −965 −0.0024 1.78 668 0.02
400 121 −0.0031 10.99 −2121805 −0.00077 −7.68 863 0.05

4

100 125 −0.0075 20.69 −2002 −0.0021 −1.16 327 0.02
200 57.6 −0.0054 14.85 756 0.0044 −1.48 −236 0.12
300 634 0.0019 −1.23 458 0.0095 −1.54 −240 0.01
400 152.46 −0.0036 11.99 −1363 −0.0031 1.16 863 0.01

8

100 −243 0.0018 −3.41 −571 −0.0031 3.48 581 0.09
200 −537 −0.0013 1.41 −134 −0.0067 3.18 572 0.08
300 −70.42 0.0055 −19.89 331411 0.00075 5.78 −330411 0.03
400 −1162 0.00088 −3.73 89179 0.0003 3.69 −86966 0.06

10

100 587 0.0015 −0.68 −24.39 −0.023 17.96 −181 0.03
200 533 0.0012 −1.5 183 0.0046 −3.28 −103 0.04
300 −1350 −0.0011 1.06 −86.05 −0.013 7.37 1086 0.03
400 −356 −0.0023 6.55 −942 −0.002 1.91 1173 0.03
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Figure 7: F-s fitting curve of iron tailing powder with 4% lime.
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lime dose. *at is, the shear energy dissipation first in-
creased and then decreased gradually with increasing lime
dose. When the lime dosage was 4%, the shear energy
dissipation value was the largest. *erefore, it was con-
cluded that 4% lime provided the best ratio.

5. Conclusions

*is study proposed a method for using lime to strengthen
iron tailing powder based on the research findings on the
lime soil. *e F-s curves and c and φ values of iron tailing
powders with 0%, 2%, 4%, 8%, and 10% lime content were
obtained through direct shear tests. *e BP neural network
algorithm was used to fit the F-s curve. Based on the energy
dissipation theory, the shear failure energy dissipation of
iron tailing powder with different lime doses under different
normal stresses of 100 kPa, 200 kPa, 300 kPa, and 400 kPa
was achieved in the form of a definite integral. Several
conclusions are drawn as follows:

(1) BP neural network algorithm has a good fitting
accuracy and can be used to fit the F-s curve in the
direct shear test.

(2) *e cohesion of lime-reinforced iron tailing powder
first increases and then decreases with increasing
lime dose. Also, the internal friction angle increases
with increasing lime dose.

(3) *e incorporation of lime can increase the shear
energy dissipation of iron tailing powder. With the
increase in lime dose, the shear energy dissipation of
iron tailing powder first increases and then de-
creases, reaching the maximum with 4% lime.
Furthermore, the energy dissipation increases line-
arly with increasing normal stress.
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Creep is a common phenomenon for soft clays. .e paper focuses on investigating the influence of temperature on the time-
dependent stress-strain evolution. For this purpose, the temperature-dependent creep behavior for the soft clay has been in-
vestigated based on experimental observations. A thermally related equation is proposed to bridge the thermal creep coefficient
with temperature. By incorporating the equation to a selected one-dimensional (1D) elastic viscoplastic (EVP) model, a thermal
creep-based EVPmodel was developed which takes into account the influence of temperature on creep. Simulations of oedometer
tests on reconstituted clay are made through coupled consolidation analysis. .e bonding effect of the soil structure on
compressive behavior for intact clay is studied. By incorporating the influence of the soil structure, the thermal creep EVPmodel is
extended for intact clay. Experimental predictions for thermal creep oedometer tests are simulated at different temperatures and
compared to that obtained from reconstituted clay. .e results show that the influence of temperature on the creep behavior for
intact clay is significant, and the model, this paper proposed, can successfully reproduce the thermal creep behavior of the soft clay
under the 1D loading condition.

1. Introduction

It is well known that soft clays exhibit time-dependent
behavior due to their viscosity. .e long-term settlement
of these clays after the dissipation of excess pore water
pressure, which is sometimes called creep deformation, has
been an important issue in geotechnical engineering. .e
creep behavior of the soft clay has been investigated ex-
perimentally in [1–5]. Based on that, some practical models
have been developed [6–9].

Due to the deposition effect, interparticle bonds are
usually formed in soft clays referred as the soil structure.
When suffering loading for the soft clay, a significant
progressive loss of bonds will happen. By comparing the
compression curves in e− logσ ’v (void ratio versus vertical
effective stress in the log scale) for intact and reconstituted
samples, the large differences observed are induced by the
bond elimination. In addition, the bond elimination effect

on the creep behavior of soft clays has been studied in
[10, 11].

Soft clays are also subjected to the action of heat under
many circumstances, for example, the nuclear waste iso-
lation, heat energy storage, and geothermal development.
Studies show that the creep behavior of soft clays is strongly
related not only to the bonding structure but also to tem-
perature. .e creep behavior of these clays will be changed
accordingly [12–16]. However, the effect of temperature on
the creep behavior was somehow showed, but not well
documented. It will be nice if there exists a direct way for
modeling the thermal creep behavior.

For this purpose, we focus on the 1D behavior which can
bring fundamental features for more mechanical behavior.
Firstly, the temperature dependency behavior of creep is
studied based on the experimental observations. .en,
a thermally related EVP model for reconstituted clay is
proposed by incorporating the effect of temperature.
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Furthermore, the bonding elimination of the structure is
incorporated into the thermal-based model. Finally, the
prediction ability of the proposed model is shown by sim-
ulations at different conditions.

2. Temperature Dependency of Creep of Soil

2.1. Experimental Observations. .e consolidation process
of soil is usually divided into primary consolidation and
secondary consolidation, and the boundary point is whether
the excess pore pressure completely dissipates. Similarly,
thermal secondary consolidation occurs for thermal con-
solidation after the dissipation of excess pore pressure [13].
Figure 1 shows an idealized thermal consolidation test result.
Actually, thermal secondary consolidation occurs
throughout the thermal consolidation process, and the in-
duced deformation only relates to time and temperature.
.us, thermal creep used in this paper is more suitable for
the process. .e slope of the linear portion of the thermal
consolidation curve is the thermal creep coefficient ψT, given
in void ratio per log cycle.

A number of studies demonstrate that the temperature
affects significantly the thermal creep coefficient. For ex-
ample, Figure 2 presents the evolution of the thermal creep
coefficient with increasing temperature for intact Pacific
illite conducted by Houston et al. [13]..e values range from
about 0.01 at 40°C to about 0.06 at 200°C. .e increase in the
rate of thermal creep deformation at the elevated temper-
atures was quite significant. Additionally, the creep-
temperature tests on peats conducted by Fox and Edil
[12] also show that creep dominates the consolidation
process and temperature influences the creep rate signifi-
cantly. .us, it can be concluded that it is necessary to
account for the effect of temperature on creep for soft intact
clay.

2.2. Proposed .ermal Creep Equation. Based on the ex-
periments, different expressions were given to describe the
temperature-dependent behavior of the thermal creep co-
efficient. .e relationship between thermal creep coefficient
and temperature can be linearly functioned by Houston et al.
[13]. .at is,

ψT � A · T, (1)

where ψT is the thermal creep coefficient under temperature
T and A is the thermal relate parameter, which can be
obtained by correlating the results as shown in Figure 2.
Equation (1) describes ψ increasing linearly with tempera-
ture straightforwardly. However, we can observe that ψT will
be zero when the temperature decreases to zero and ψT will
be negative if the temperature still decreases and is
unreasonable.

Based on the experimental results on peat, the following
equation is used by Fox and Edil [12] to predict the value of
ψT, due to a change in soil temperature:

ψT � ψTr
exp B T−Tr(  , (2)

where ψTr
is the reference thermal creep coefficient under

the reference temperature Tr, thermal relate parameter B is
equal to 0.25 ± 0.02/°C for the peat in [12], and the pa-
rameter is independent of vertical effective stress and the
magnitude of temperature change. Equation (2) describes
that ψ increases nonlinearly with temperature. However, due
to its mathematic structure, Equation (2) will deduce a very
large number of ψ at a higher temperature, far beyond the
normal range.

In this study, we propose a new equation to describe the
nonlinear increase of the thermal creep coefficient with
temperature, which can be written as

ψT � ψTr

T

Tr
 

CT

, (3)

where CT is the thermal relate parameter which can be
correlated with the experiment results. .is equation can
overcome the deficiency exposed by Equations (1) and (2).
Figure 3 plots the comparisons of the three equations
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Figure 1: Definition of the thermal creep coefficient.
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describing the relationship between thermal creep co-
efficient and temperature. .e point T � 20°C and ψ(20) �

0.006 is adopted as the reference. As indicated, three
equations give different shape curves. Overall, the curve
plotted from Equation (3) is more practical than the others.

3. EVP Model considering the Temperature
Effect on Creep

3.1. Adopted One-Dimensional Elastic Viscoplastic Model.
First, a time-dependent stress-strain model without the
thermal effect needs to be selected as a base [6]. .e adopted
model is presented briefly in this part.

Following the classic elastic viscoplastic approach, the
total strain rate contains the elastic and viscoplastic strains
rate, that is,

_εv � _εev + _εvpv , (4)

where _εv represents the total strain rate and the superscripts
“e” and “vp” denote the elastic and viscoplastic parts, re-
spectively. .e elastic strain rate is expressed as

_εev �
κ

1 + e0

_σv′
σv′

, (5)

where e0 is the initial void ratio, σv′ is the effective vertical
stress, and κ is the slope of recompression lines in e− ln σv′
space.

For the viscoplastic strain rate, a one-dimensional for-
mulation proposed by Kutter and Sathialingam [17] was
adopted based on the creep coefficient ψ:

_εvpv �
ψ

1 + e0( τ
σv′
σ′rv

 

λ−κ/ψ

, (6)

where λ denotes the slope of the normal compression line in
e− ln σv′ space; τ is the reference time, and it equals to the

duration of each load increment in the oedometer test; and
σ′rv is the reference stress corresponding to the incremental
time τ and increases with the development of the viscoplastic
strain according to

σ′rv � σ′rp exp
1 + e0

λ− κ
εvpv , (7)

where σ′rp denotes the preconsolidation pressure.
.e above relationships have been suggested in [18–20]

and validated in [6, 10].

3.2. Incorporation of the .ermal Effect. .e effects of
temperature on the stress-strain behavior of clay have been
observed in the laboratory [12, 13], which are helpful to
discuss the thermal effect on the parameters in the above
constitutive model. Increase and decrease in temperature
may produce changes in the bonding of clay particles and the
viscosity of absorbed water. .ese changes alternately
produce more or fewer changes in compressibility. However,
the experiments conducted in [15, 21, 22] show that the
variations of λ and κ with temperature are negligible.
Furthermore, a volume change due to elastic expansion of
the clay particle will occur during the drainage of thermal
consolidation. Considering that the strain under a constant
effective stress remains small [14, 23, 24] and the emphasis of
this paper, the parameters λ, κ, and e0 will remain constant
when clays suffering a change of temperature.

.e thermal creep coefficient can be incorporated into
the basic EVP model directly. By substituting the parameter
ψ in Equation (6) by Equation (3), the 1D thermal-related
viscoplastic strain rate changes to

_εvpv �
ψTr

1 + e0( τ
T

Tr
 

CT σv′
σ′rv

 

(λ−κ)/ ψTr( )( ) Tr/T( )
CT

. (8)

Actually, the preconsolidation pressure σp′ also varies
with temperature..e thermal-dependent behavior of σp′ has
been studied from the oedometer tests or isotropic com-
pression tests with variable temperatures. All of the results
indicate that σp′ will decrease with an elevated temperature
[25–29]. Based on the data collected from literature, Figure 4
plots the relationship between the normalized pre-
consolidation pressure and temperature. .e regression
analyses show that it is also reasonable to assume a linear
relationship between log(σp′/σ′rp ) and log(T/Tr), firstly
proposed by [28]. .us, the relationship between the pre-
consolidation pressure and temperature can be fitted by

σp′

σ′rp
�

T

Tr
 

θ

, (9)

where θ is a thermal parameter and σp′ and σ′rp are the pre-
consolidation pressures at temperature T and the reference
temperature Tr, respectively. .e present model has no elastic
limit, which is different fromPerzyna’s overstressmethod [30].

3.3. Coupled Consolidation Analysis. In the following nu-
merical simulations of the conventional oedometer tests,
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Figure 3: Comparisons of the equations describing the relationship
between thermal creep coefficient and temperature.
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soil-water coupling analysis will be performed. Darcy’s law
was adopted for the consolidation process:

−
zεv
zt

�
1 + e0

cw

z

zz

k

1 + e
 

zu

zz
, (10)

where z is the vertical depth, u is the excess pore pressure,
and k is the hydraulic conductivity. Actually, k is also
influenced by temperature. A decrease in pore water vis-
cosity will happen with increasing temperature, which will
result in an increase in the permeability of the soil. .us,
increasing temperature will speed up the consolidation
process. Considering the emphasis of this paper, only the
void ratio-dependent behavior of k is considered, and
according to experimental results, the evolution of k can be
expressed as

k � k010
e−e0( )/ck , (11)

where the initial hydraulic conductivity k0 is corresponding
to e0 and the permeability coefficient ck can be easily
measured from the oedometer test results by plotting
e− log k.

.e above equations were implemented in finite element
software PLAXIS Version 8, but in 1D, finite element
simulations can be established for modeling the primary
consolidation and the creep process in an oedometer test.
Details of coupled consolidation and creep analysis can be
found in [19, 31] and are not repeated here.

3.4. Simulated One-Dimensional Behavior. In order to val-
idate the proposed thermal-dependent EVP model, nu-
merical simulations for the assumed oedometer creep tests
were performed at three temperatures (T � 20°C, 50°C, and
80°C). .e results are shown in Figure 5, and the parameters
adopted for these simulations are listed in Figure 5(a). .e

simulated temperature behavior agrees with the common
experimental phenomena on unstructured clay, as expected
by the model’s principle. For example, the simulated re-
lationship between the preconsolidation pressure and
temperature corresponds to the input value of θ.

Take the simulated test on T � 80°C; for example, the
compression behavior for each load increment is presented
in Figure 5(b). .e simulated thermal creep coefficient ψ �

0.013 agrees well with that obtained from Equation (3) with
Tr � 20°C and ψTr

� 0.0065.

4. Thermal-Dependent EVP Model for
Intact Clay

4.1. Bonding Effect on Compression Behavior. During the
oedometer tests, the difference of the compression curves
obtained on intact and reconstituted clay is caused by
bonding elimination as shown in Figure 6(a) for Wenzhou
clay [32]. .e structures between soil particles for intact clay
will be eliminated gradually during compressing. .e tests
conducted under variable temperatures show that the shape
of the compression curves does not change with tempera-
ture, for instance, tests on intact Berthierville clay [25] and
Linköping clay [28]. .us, we assume that the process of
bonding elimination is thermal independent but only relates
to the strain level. Figure 6(b) presents the schematic plot of
the stress-strain curve at an arbitrary temperature T for soft
intact clay. For a given viscoplastic strain level εvpv , the bond
elimination results in the current stress σv′ reaching point D

for intact clay. Corresponding to the same viscoplastic strain,
we define an intrinsic stress σvi′ on the reconstituted sample.
We assume that the difference between the current stress and
intrinsic stress is due to the existing of the soil structure,
based on which a bonding ratio χ � σv′/σvi′ − 1 can be pro-
posed. .us, the current stress σv′ during straining can be
expressed as

σv′ � (1 + χ)σvi′ . (12)

Initially, the bonding ratio χ � χ0 � σp′/σpi′ − 1. Following
the increasing of strain, the bonds are broken gradually and χ
decreases from its initial value χ0 ultimately towards zero
when the bonds are completely eliminated as plotting in
Figure 6(a). According to the definition, bonding ratio and
the corresponding viscoplastic strain during compression is
measured and plotted in Figure 6(c) for Wenzhou clay.
Based on the results, we propose the following relationship
to express the attenuation of bonding ratio:

χ � χ0e
−ζεvpv , (13)

where the parameter ζ controls the rate of bonding elimi-
nation (ζ � 8.0 for Wenzhou clay in Figure 6(c)). Actually,
the intrinsic stress σvi′ in Equation (12) can be regarded as the
reference stress as indicated in Equation (8), and the
bonding ratio can be regarded as the scaling parameter.
.us, the present model is then composed of Equations (8),
(9), and (12). Combining with the elastic strain rate in
Equation (5), the stress-strain curve for a given temperature
can be obtained.
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Figure 4: Temperature dependency of preconsolidation pressure.
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4.2. Model Parameters. .e present model that combined
creep and temperature involves a number of parameters
which can be divided into four groups:

(a) Parameters related to compressibility: initial void
ratio (e0), the intrinsic slope of the compression line
(λi), and the slope of the recompression line (κ). .e
values of λi and κ can be measured from the oed-
ometer tests on the reconstituted and intact samples,
respectively. As the thermal expansion and con-
traction are neglected in this paper, e0 can be
measured initially at the reference temperature.

(b) Parameter related to bonding elimination: the initial
bonding ratio (χ0) and the parameter ζ. .e value of
χ0 can be measured from the oedometer tests on the
intact and reconstituted samples conducted at the
same temperature. It needs to point out that, for χ0,
high-quality intact samples are needed. .e pa-
rameter ζ representing the bonding elimination rate
can be derived from Equations (12) and (13):

ζ � −ln
1
χ0

σv′
σvi′
− 1  

1
εvpv

, (14)

where εvpv is the volumetric viscoplastic strain corresponding
to σv′ (Figure 6(b)) at an arbitrary temperature..us, ζ can be
calculated by selecting a point on the postyield curve.

(c) Parameters of creep: reference thermal creep co-
efficient (ψTr

) and thermal parameter (CT). ψTr
can

be measured directly from the oedometer tests on

reconstituted at a reference temperature (Tr). CT can
be obtained by correlating ψTr

with temperature.

Parameters related to preconsolidation pressure: the
reference preconsolidation pressure (σ′rp ) at the reference
temperature Tr and the thermal parameter (θ). σ′rp can be
obtained at the intersection of the compression curves for the
reconstituted and intact samples, as shown in Figure 6(b).
θ can be obtained directly from the oedometer tests on the
reconstituted or intact samples at different temperatures.
Wang et al. [33] investigated the value of θ for seven clays and
summarized that θ varies from 0.125 to 0.194. Furthermore,
θ can be obtained by the empirical correlation of liquid limit
(wL) expressed as

θ � 0.1072 + 0.0008wL. (15)

.us, θ can be obtained by correlating without carrying
out the temperature-controlled tests.

.us, ten model parameters (e0, κ, λ, θ, Tr, CT, ψTr
,σ′rp , χ0,

and ζ) are required for the model, and all of the parameters
can be determined straightforwardly from the temperature-
controlled oedometer test.

5. Calibration and Validation

5.1. Predictions on Wenzhou Clay. .e thermal creep co-
efficient ψ is also influenced by the bonding elimination
process during straining. In order to evaluate the model
ability to reproduce the behavior of soft intact clay, simu-
lations were performed for the thermal oedometer tests with
different temperatures. .e input ordinary parameters are
the same as those given in Table 1. For intact clay, two
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Figure 5: Simulations for 24 h oedometer tests: (a) compression curves at different temperatures; (b) compression behavior at each load
increment for the test simulated at T � 80°C.
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parameters χ0 � 3.5 and ζ � 8 were used. .ree temperatures
withT � 20°C, 50°C, and 80°C are adopted in the simulations.

Figure 7 shows typical results of the thermal oedometer
tests in natural intact clay simulated by the new model:

(1) In Figure 7(a), the compression curves in different
temperatures are similar to the oedometer test on
intact Wenzhou clay (Figure 6(a)). .e pre-
consolidation pressure is influenced significantly by
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Figure 6: Bonding effect on the compressibility and the evolution of bonding ratio: (a) compression curves for intact and reconstituted
Wenzhou clay at T �20°C; (b) illustration of the bonding elimination with viscoplastic strain; (c) evolution of bonding ratio with viscoplastic
strain.

Table 1: Values of model parameters and state variables for selected clays.

clay λΛ κ e0 σ′rp kPa χ0 ζ θ Tr ψTr
CT k (m/h) ck

Wenzhou 0.39 0.037 1.92 30 3.5 8 0.2 70 0.006 0.5 4 × 10−6 0.6
Utby 0.18 0.03 1.98 55 54 15 0.15 20 0.02 0.31 2 × 10−6 0.99
Tokyo bay 0.36 0.05 2.4 79 0.4 7 0.17 20 0.031 — 1 × 10−7 1.2
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the temperature as presented in Figure 5 on
reconstituted clay.

(2) In Figure 7(b), the typical curves of strain versus time
were reproduced for natural intact clay, where the
thermal creep coefficient ψ can be obtained at the
end of each load; here, only the simulation results for
T � 80°C are presented.

(3) In Figure 7(c), the measured ψ at three temperatures
were plotted versus the normalized applied stress by
the preconsolidation pressure. Here, the pre-
consolidation pressure is different for the three tests.
.e value ψ for intact clay increases rapidly with the

applied stress, and when the stress reaches the
preconsolidation pressure, ψ reaches a peak value
and then decreases. .e difference between these
curves is due to the combined influence of tem-
perature and bonding elimination.

(4) In Figure 7(d), the measured ψ for intact and
reconstituted clay are compared for the test at T

�80°C. .e difference between the two curves is due
to the existence of bonding and its elimination.

5.2. Predictions on Utby Clay. Li et al. [34] presented a set of
the long-term oedometer tests on Utby clay (6m depth) with
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Figure 7: Predictions of the thermal oedometer test on Wenzhou clay with different temperatures: (a) compression curves at different
temperatures; (b) strain-time curves for the case with T � 80°C; (c) evolution of the thermal creep coefficient with normalized vertical stress;
(d) comparisons of the thermal creep coefficient between intact and reconstituted clay.
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different temperatures for both intact and reconstituted
samples. .e clay properties are as follows: liquid limit w �

55%, e0 � 1.977, and σp′ � 55 kPa for the intact sample at the
reference room temperatureT � 20°..e other parameters for
the model were correlated with thermal oedometer tests re-
sults. Figure 8(a) shows the compression tests on intact and
reconstituted samples at Tr � 20°. .e parameter λi � 0.18 is
determined based on the results of the reconstituted sample.
.e parameter κ �0.003 is correlated from the recompression
curve. Bonding ratio χ0 � 54 is obtained based on the method
described above. .e value of ζ � 15 was determined by
selected a stress-strain point in Figure 8(a) and using
Equation (14). Figure 8(b) presents the variation of the

thermal creep coefficient with temperature. Adopting ψT at T

� 20° as a reference, the predicted values of ψT for T�5° agree
well with the experimental results with CT � 0.31. Further-
more, an average value of ψTr

� 0.02 is used based on the
experimental results at T � 20°.With Equation (15), θ � 0.15 is
adopted in the simulation. To simulate the long-term creep
test, the permeability of soil was taken as 4 × 10−6m/h es-
timated from the consolidation curves of vertical strains
versus time. .e value of ck was equal to e0/2, as suggested by
Tavenas et al. [35] based on observations on soft marine clays.
All of the parameters are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 9 shows the comparison between experimental
and simulation results. .e predicted compression behavior
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Figure 8: Determination of parameters from the thermal oedometer test: (a) compression parameters at T � 20°; (b) the thermal creep
coefficient based on the experiment on the reconstituted sample.
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Figure 9: Predictions of the thermal oedometer test on intact Utby clay (depth � 6m) with different temperatures: (a) compression curves;
(b) creep coefficient.
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at different temperatures shows good agreement with the
experimental results for the values of the preconsolidation
pressures and for the shape of the compression curves
(Figure 9(a)). Furthermore, the predicted thermal creep
coefficient also agrees well with the experimental results. For
the values of vertical stress equal to the preconsolidation
pressure, the thermal creep coefficient reaches to the
maximum value (Figure 9(b)). It can be concluded that it is
necessary to account for the coupling effect of temperature
and destructuration for accurate predictions of the thermal
compression behavior of the soft clay.

5.3. Predictions on Tokyo Bay Clay. Tsuchida et al. [36]
conducted the oedometer tests on Tokyo bay clays which are

consolidated at room temperature (25°) and at high tem-
perature (75°), respectively. .e sample which is suffered
consolidating at a high temperature and cooled after the
completion consolidation will behave like the lightly aged
clay. Adopting the sample consolidated at room temperature
as a reference, the properties are as follows: liquid limit w �

78% and e0 � 2.4. From the experimental results on the
sample consolidated at room temperature (Figure 10(a)), the
parameter λi � 0.36, κ �0.05, and σp′ � 79 kPa can be ob-
tained. In addition, the reference ψTr

� 0031 is averaged for
the vertical stress larger than preconsolidation pressure
(Figure 10(b)). Also, the parameter θ � 0.17 can be calculated
by Equation (15). χ0 � 0.2 is obtained by the increase of
preconsolidation pressure due to the cooling of the sample
after high temperature consolidation. Similarly, ζ � 7 is
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Figure 10: Determination of parameters from the oedometer tests for the sample consolidated at room temperature: (a) compression
curves; (b) creep coefficient versus vertical stress.
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correlated based the compression curve, and the
consolidation-related parameters k � 1 × 10−7m/h, ck � 1.2.
All of the parameters are collected in Table 1.

Figure 11(a) shows that the predicted compressibility of
Tokyo bay clay consolidated at a high temperature agrees
well with the experiment. Furthermore, the predicted
thermal creep coefficient has the same shape with experi-
ment. .e predicted values are a little smaller than the
experimental results (Figure 11(b)). Overall speaking, the
model can reproduce well the thermal creep behavior for the
soft clay.

6. Conclusions

.e temperature-dependent behavior of creep for soft intact
clay has been investigated based on experimental observa-
tions from experimental results. A thermally related equa-
tion is proposed to bridge the thermal creep coefficient with
temperature. By incorporating the equation to a selected
one-dimensional EVP model, a thermal creep-based EVP
model is developed taking into account the temperature
dependency of creep. .e determination of the model pa-
rameters is straightforward. Numerical simulations have
been conducted to examine the predictive ability of the
model for the soft clay.

Experimental predictions have carried out the thermal
oedometer tests at different temperatures. .e bonding
elimination effect on the evolution of the thermal creep
coefficient has been highlighted by comparing predictions
with and without considering bonding elimination.

.e results demonstrate that the proposed model can
well reproduce temperature-dependent creep behavior of
soft intact clay under the one-dimensional loading condi-
tion. Future work will be done to extend the proposed model
to three-dimensional general stress space.
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)e SEEP/Wmodule of finite element software GEO-slope is used to analyze the effects of fracture depth, permeability coefficient
ratio, fracture angle, and fracture number on the rainwater infiltration process. Moreover, the effect of fracture seepage anisotropy
on slope stability is discussed combining with unsaturated seepage theory. )e results show that the pore water pressure in the
fracture increases rapidly with the rainfall until it changes from negative pressure to positive pressure. )e greater the fracture
depth is, the greater the pore water pressure in the fracture is, and the greater the infiltration depth at the time of rainfall stopping
is. When the permeability coefficient is greater than the rainfall intensity, the permeability coefficient ratio has a great influence on
the infiltration process of rainwater. )e smaller the fracture angle is, the greater the maximum pore water pressure is in the
fracture depth range, and the greater the depth of the positive pore water pressure is. However, with the increase of fracture angle,
the infiltration depth decreases, and the range of the surface saturation area of slope increases obviously. With the increase of
fracture density, the saturated positive pressure region is connected to each other in the slope. )e influence range and the degree
of the rainwater on the seepage field are larger and larger. )ere is a power relation between the saturation area and the fracture
number, and also the concentration distribution of long fractures directly forms the large-connected saturated zone and raises
groundwater. )e range of the saturated zone and variation law of the pore water pressure under fracture seepage are obtained,
which provide a reference for the parameter partition assignment of slope stability analysis under fracture seepage.

1. Introduction

Colluvial soil slope whose soil layer thickness is within 7m
is widely distributed in the southern part of China [1].
Under the influence of rainfall, it can easily bring shallow
landslide or debris flow which is the main geological hazard
in southern China. A large number of engineering practices
and tests have proved that the strength of slope soil has the
characteristics of deterioration with increase of water
content [2]. )erefore, mastering the occurrence state of
rainwater in slope soil becomes the precondition for
studying the stability of slope. Because the slope soil has the

characteristics of low strength and strong evaporation, the
peristalsis and uneven evaporation of the upper and lower
layers occur after rainfall infiltration in the diluvial layer,
thus causing a clear fracture. In addition, the fracture’s
permeability is obviously different from the surrounding
soil, which induces water to infiltrate into the slope soil
more quickly and expand the infiltration range. In par-
ticular, when the permeability of the undisturbed slope
soil is low, the infiltrated water may change the whole
seepage field of the slope above the bedrock. )erefore, the
process of rainwater anisotropic infiltration induced by
fractures should be analyzed in the design of drainage
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measures for colluvial soil slope. )e anisotropic seepage
is mainly caused by the following aspects: (1) fracture
depth, (2) ratio of the permeability coefficient along the
fracture direction to vertical fracture direction (perme-
ability ratio μ), (3) angle of fracture distribution (θ), and
(4) fracture density.

At present, scholars worldwide have conducted a sig-
nificant amount of research on fracture seepage. Ju et al.
[3] and Qian et al. [4] studied the seepage properties of
fractured rocks under different confining pressures. Chen
et al. [5] and Huang et al. [6] studied the numerical
calculation method of the discrete fracture model for two-
dimensional seepage in fractured rock. Yang et al. [7] and
Chai and Xu [8] studied the composite element model of
rock fracture seepage coupling with normal stress. Su et al.
[9] and Zeng et al. [10] have carried out a rough single
fracture percolation-dissolution coupling model con-
trolled by the surface reaction and diffusion migration. Ju
et al. analyzed the variation of seepage properties with
fracture roughness and the influence of the rough
structure on seepage mechanism through laboratory tests.
In addition, the fractal model of relationship between
water flow resistance and fracture roughness was obtained
[3]. Liu et al. used the DFN-GEN program to generate the
fracture-rock calculation model, studied the hydraulic
characteristics of the fractured rock mass, and discussed
the influence law of stress on the equivalent permeability
coefficient of the fractured rock mass [11]. Chen and Song
carried out a numerical calculation method for the dis-
crete fracture network model for flow and heat transfer in
two-dimensional fractured rocks. )e model is used to
simulate a randomly generated fracture network to study
the characteristics of flow and heat transfer in fractured
rock [12]. Leung and Zimmerman studied the fluid flow in
a random two-dimensional fracture network and estab-
lished a macroscopic effective hydraulic conductivity
estimation method based on the fracture network pa-
rameters [13]. Xue and Chen established a composite
element model considering the coupling of rock fracture
seepage and normal stress. )e analysis shows that the
normal stress causes the seepage uneven penetration of
the fractured rocks; that is, the osmotic gradient, the uplift
pressure, and seepage velocity of the local area increase
significantly [14]. Chen et al. discussed the seepage
properties of the joint surface and derived the normal and
tangential stiffness coefficient formulas of the joint plane
and the equivalent permeability coefficient formula of the
joint system [15]. Huo et al. established a rough single-
fracture seepage-dissolution coupling model controlled by
the surface reaction and diffusion migration. )e results
show that the distribution of aperture, flow velocity, and
concentration of Ca2+ appeared as inhomogeneous
wormholes. )e flow through the fracture increased
during the whole period of simulation, and the factor
controlling the chemical reaction varied during the dis-
solution [16]. Su et al. believe that the overall permeability
of the fracture increases slowly at the initial moment. As
the aperture increases and penetrates, the dissolution rate
will gradually increase, which is an accelerated process [9].

Song et al. studied the influence of fluid-solid coupling on
shale mechanics and seepage laws. )e shale seepage tests
under different saturations show that, under fluid-solid
coupling conditions, the higher the saturation, the higher
the propagation and the seepage ability of microcracks
under pressure [17]. Huang et al. carried out numerical
analysis on the hydrothermal coupling model of low-
temperature fractured rocks. It is believed that both the
fracture width and delivery head of fracture water affect
completed freezing time. )e completed freezing time
increases with the increase of fracture width and delivery
head of fracture water [6]. Zeng et al. studied the seepage
law considering the formation dip angle, established the
modified radial flow formula of the inclination angle, and
obtained the formation pressure distribution and the
production formula of the inclined formation by the plane
radial seepage theory [18].

From the above studies, we can see that the existing
researches mainly focus on the fracture seepage test
method, numerical calculation theory, and the estab-
lishment of the constitutive model, and the research object
is mostly rock fissure seepage. However, the research on
soil slope fracture seepage is seldom carried out. In the last
two years, the frequency of soil slope instability caused by
rainfall was increasing. )erefore, the fracture causing the
change of the seepage field of soil slope and leading to
slope instability phenomenon ultimately cannot be ig-
nored. )is paper intends to study the influence of slope
fracture anisotropy on the rainwater infiltration process in
colluvial soil slope. What’s more, the occurrence char-
acteristics of rainwater under the influence of fracture
anisotropy are obtained to provide a reference for slope
stability analysis and design of drainage measures when
fractures exist.

2. Numerical Realization of
Fracture Anisotropy

In this paper, the SEEP/W module of finite element soft-
ware GEO-slope is used to calculate the seepage process of
rainwater [19]. )e fracture depth, fracture angle, per-
meability coefficient ratio, and fracture density are simu-
lated by the following methods [20–22]: (1) a solid element
is established equivalent to a fracture in the model, and
a fracture is defined as another material different from the
colluvial soil; (2) to simulate the distribution of fractures by
changing the length, angle, and spacing of the established
fracture solid element; (3) the anisotropy of the fracture
unit is simulated by defining the ratio (μ) of the perme-
ability coefficient (k′y) along the direction of fracture and
the permeability coefficient (k′x) in the direction of vertical
fracture. )e angle of fractures distribution (θ) should also
be taken into account here. )e schematic diagram is
shown in Figure 1.

In Figure 1, the fracture angle (θ), the fracture per-
meability coefficient (kx

′ and ky
′), and the actual set fracture

permeability coefficient (kx and ky) satisfy the following
formula:
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ky

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ �
cos θ sin θ

−sin θ cos θ
 

kx
′

ky
′

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, 0≤ θ≤ 90°( , (1)

kx

ky

  �
cos θ sin θ
sin θ cos θ

 
kx
′

ky
′ , θ � 90°( , (2)

where θ is the angle between the crack and the vertical
direction, kx

′ and ky
′ are the permeability coefficients in the

direction of vertical fracture and permeability coefficient
along the direction of fracture, respectively, and kx and ky

are the permeability coefficients along the X and Y directions
in the global coordinate system, respectively.

3. Numerical Model and Calculation Scheme

3.1. Numerical Model and Boundary Conditions. A simple
slope with a height of 20m and an angle of 30° is used in the
calculation. )e fracture is considered within a depth of
seven meters on the surface of the slope. )e fracture is
designed at the middle and top of the slope. )e length of
fracture is 1m, 3m, and 5m, and the angle of fracture is 0°,
30°, and 60°. As shown in Figure 2, the influence of the
number of fractures on the seepage process is considered
according to the uniform distribution of fractures in the
middle and top of the slope.)e numbers of fracture are 1, 2,
3, 4, and 5. In the calculation of rainfall infiltration, when the
rainfall intensity is less than the saturation permeability
coefficient of slope surface soil, the slope surface adopts the
unit flow boundary, which is controlled by the rainfall in-
tensity. When the rainfall intensity is greater than the
permeability coefficient of slope surface soil, the slope
surface is set as the head boundary.

)e calculation of saturated-unsaturated seepage under
rainfall condition requires an initial condition, and the
infiltration of rainwater is transient seepage based on the
initial condition. In the natural state, the area above the
groundwater level is generally unsaturated. According to the
Van Genuchten (VG) model, the natural state determines
the distribution of the initial matrix suction field in the slope.
However, the permeability coefficient of the unsaturated
region is much smaller than that of the saturated perme-
ability coefficient because of the existence of matrix suction.
)e continuous infiltration of rainwater in the slope is
controlled by the permeability coefficient of the unsaturated
region. )erefore, the accurate determination of the initial
state is the key to simulate the rainwater infiltration process.
At present, there are two representative methods for the
simulation of the unsaturated region in the initial state [23]:
(1) the above area of the groundwater level shall be linearly
assigned according to the hydrostatic pressure, which will
result in a large difference in the negative pore water pressure
at different positions of the slope surface, and (2) the pore
water pressure below the groundwater is calculated according
to hydrostatic pressure. )e pore water pressure on the
underground water level is 0 kPa. )e pore water pressure in
the area above the underground water level is fitted by using
the VG model. However, the negative pore water pressure on
the slope in contact with the atmosphere should be the same.

As far as the literature is concerned, most scholars use the first
method to simulate the initial seepage field. In fact, since the
surface of slope is in contact with the atmosphere, the
drought-wet degree of the slope surface is close, and the
negative pore water pressure is basically the same. )erefore,
the second method is used to simulate the initial seepage field
of slope, as shown in Figure 3.

3.2. Calculation Parameters and Schemes. )e actual project
supported in this paper is the slope of K107 + 670 of the
Rucheng-Chenzhou expressway in Hunan Province, so the
parameters used in the calculation are derived from the test
of undisturbed soil [24]. To obtain the permeability of
weakly weathered limestone, the borehole water pressure
test was carried out on the rock. According to the test
results, kx � ky � 1.0 ×10−9 m/s. )e saturated permeability
coefficient of homogeneous (gravel) silty clay was obtained
by the laboratory test, and kx � 1.0 ×10−7m/s, and
ky � 0.83 ×10−7 m/s. )e saturated water content is mea-
sured by the laboratory test of the original sample. )e
saturated water content of silty clay is 0.35, and that of
weakly weathered limestone is 0.05. )e residual water
content (wr) of silty clay which is acquired by the laboratory
test is 0.02.

)e permeability coefficient in the direction of vertical
fracture is kx

′� 2.83×10−2m/s. )e permeability coefficients
along the direction of fracture are ky

′� 1kx
′, 10kx
′, 100kx
′, and

1000kx
′, respectively, and μ are 1, 10, 100, and 1000 [25].

)en, kx and ky in the global coordinate system with dif-
ferent permeability coefficient ratios (μ) and fracture angles
(θ) are calculated according to Equations (1) and (2). )e
results are shown in Figure 4.

To simulate the most unfavorable rainfall conditions, the
rainfall intensity value was calculated by using the maximum
rainfall of 7 days in the last 20 years in the Rucheng-Chenzhou
area, Hunan Province. )e rainfall is 585mm
(9.67×10−7m/s) [26]. To consider the influence of fracture
length, fracture angle, fracture permeability coefficient ratio,
and fracture density on the rainwater seepage process, the
designed calculation scheme is shown in Table 1.

Bedrock

Colluvial soil Kx

Ky

K
′x

K
′y

θ

Fracture-solid unit

Direction of rain
water infiltration

Direction surface
runoff

0

θ

Figure 1: Fracture permeability coefficient and global coordinate
system conversion.
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Influence of Fracture Anisotropy Degree on the Rainwater
Infiltration Process

4.1.1. Influence of Fracture Depth. Figure 5 shows the dis-
tribution of pore water pressure of different fracture depths
along the section (x � 15m) at 1 and 7 days of continuous
rainfall. It can be seen that the pore water pressure in the
fracture increases rapidly with the rainfall until it changes

from negative pressure to positive pressure. When fracture
depth is 1m and the duration of rainfall is 1 d, the max-
imum pore water pressure in the fracture is 9.69 kPa, and
the infiltration depth of rainwater along the bottom of the
fracture is 0.5m. However, the maximum pore water
pressure in the fracture is 9.70 kPa, and the infiltration
depth of rainwater along the bottom of the fracture is 1.5m
when rainfall falls for 7 days. For 3m fracture and 5m
fracture, the variation of pore water pressure is similar to
that of 1m fracture. Both show that pore water pressure of
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the fracture section is almost equal when rainfall is 1 d and
7 d, respectively. )e infiltration depth at 7 days of rainfall
is obviously greater than that at 1 day, which is 2.0m and
1.7m, respectively. )e infiltration depths are greater than
that of 1m fracture. )e results show that, after 1 day of
rainfall, the fracture is almost filled with the infiltration
rainwater. However, the rainwater infiltration depth is
related to rainfall duration, soil permeability coefficient,
and seepage boundary condition.

By analyzing the reason, because of the large perme-
ability coefficient of the fracture, the infiltration rainwater on
the slope will enter into the fracture quickly. However,
because of the small permeability coefficient of soil, the
rainwater in the fracture is not easy to seep out the slope soil.
Rainwater will converge inside the fracture until the fracture
is completely filled with rainwater. )e pressure head is
almost the same as the fracture depth in the fracture. When
the fissure is filled with rainwater, the infiltration of fracture
rainwater into the slope will be changed into pressure
permeability. )erefore, the greater the fracture depth, the
greater the pore water pressure in the fracture, and the
greater the infiltration depth at the time of rainfall stopping.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of the saturation line
around fractures at different fracture depths (7 days of
rainfall).)e area around the fracture is saturated after seven
days of rainfall. )e size of the saturated region is positively
correlated with the depth of the fracture. )e continuous
saturation zone is not formed in the slope except the
fracture. In particular, when the fracture depth is 5m, the
saturation line down the fracture has merged with the
underground water line.)e saturated area increases rapidly
and eventually leads to the rise of the groundwater level,
which affects the seepage field of the slope to a greater extent.
In conclusion, under the same conditions, the fracture depth
determines the size of the saturated area around the fracture.
)e formation of the rapid seepage path is the direct cause of
the rise of the groundwater level in the fractured slope.

4.1.2. Influence of Fracture Permeability Coefficient Ratio.
Figure 7 shows the distribution curves of pore water pressure
with buried depth of fracture at different fracture perme-
ability ratios. As shown in Figure 7, after 7 days of rainfall,
the pore water pressure of each scheme fracture section

Table 1: Schemes for numerical analysis.
Scheme number A1∼A3 B1∼B4 C1∼C3 D1∼D4

Fracture position Top of the
slope Top of the slope Top of the

slope
From the top to the middle of the

slope
Fracture angle (°) 0 0 0, 30, and 60 0
Fracture depth (m) 1, 3, and 5 3 3 5
Permeability coefficient ratio, μ 100 1, 10, 100, and 1000 100 100

Fracture density Single
fracture Single fracture Single

fracture 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 fractures

Boundary
condition

Rainfall intensity (m/s) 585mm (9.67×10−7m/s)
Rainfall duration/numerical

time (h) 7 days

Analysis content Fracture
depth

Permeability
coefficient ratio

Fracture
angle Fracture density
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Figure 4: Fracture permeability coefficient in the global coordinate system.
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increases to a certain extent. When μ� 1, the pore water
pressure decreases gradually with the increase of buried
depth in the fracture range, and it is always in a negative
pressure. When μ≥ 10, the pore water pressure increases
gradually with the increase of buried depth in the fracture
range. )eir pore water pressure distribution law is basically
consistent, and the numerical difference is small. Figure 8
shows the distribution curve of the fracture permeability
coefficient with buried depth when rainfall stops. When
μ≥ 10, the permeability coefficient is obviously larger than
that of the initial state and μ� 1.

Combined with the analysis of Figures 7 and 8, it is not
difficult to find the reasons for the above phenomenon.When
μ� 1, the unsaturated state is always maintained in the
fracture range. )e maximum permeability coefficient in the
fracture range is 1.51× 10−7m/s, which is less than
9.67×10−7m/s of rainfall intensity. )erefore, the infiltration

process of rainfall is actually controlled by the soil perme-
ability coefficient. However, when μ≥ 10, the vertical per-
meability coefficient of fracture increases significantly relative
to μ� 1. )e fracture is saturated rapidly. )e unsaturated
permeability coefficient is changed to the saturation perme-
ability coefficient. )e permeation coefficient is much larger
than the rainfall intensity, and the infiltration process of
rainwater is controlled by the rainfall intensity. )erefore,
when μ≥ 10, the distribution of pore water pressure is ba-
sically the same, and the numerical difference is small.

Figure 9 shows a cloud map of pore water pressure in the
fracture area with different permeability coefficient ratios.
For convenience of analysis, only the fracture area is dis-
played. It can be seen that when μ� 1, the whole fracture area
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is the negative pressure area after 7 days of rainfall. When
μ≥ 10, a certain range of the saturation zone appears along
the fracture. )e maximum pore water pressure in this area
is above 20 kPa. )e distribution of the saturated area is
similar, which further shows that the distribution of pore
water pressure in Figure 7 is objective.

In conclusion, the influence of the fracture permeability
coefficient on the rainfall infiltration process is mainly re-
lated to the relative magnitudes of the permeability co-
efficient and rainfall intensity. When the permeability
coefficient of the fracture is less than the rainfall intensity,
the permeability coefficient ratio has little effect on the
infiltration process. When the permeability coefficient is
greater than the rainfall intensity, the permeability co-
efficient ratio has a great influence on the infiltration process
of rainwater. However, with the increasing of the perme-
ability coefficient ratio, the influence of rainwater on the
seepage process is not obvious.

4.2. Influence of Anisotropic Direction of Fracture on the
Rainwater InfiltrationProcess. Figure 10 shows the variation
of pore water pressure along the fracture section with buried
depth at different fracture angles after rainfall. )e following
can be seen from the graph: (1) the pore water pressure
caused by rainfall in the range of fracture depth changes
from the negative value of the initial state to the positive
value.)e value increases linearly with the increase of buried
depth. )e difference of the pore water pressure distribution
curve with different fracture angles is small. )e pore water
pressure distribution curve is parallel to that of the initial
state. )e results show that different fracture angles have
little effect on distribution of pore water pressure. (2) )e
smaller the fracture angle is, the greater the maximum pore
water pressure in the fracture depth range is, and the greater
the depth of the positive pore water pressure is. Figure 11
shows the distribution of pore water pressure in the top of
the slope at different fracture angles. It can be seen that, with
the increase of fracture angle, the depth of infiltration de-
creases, but the range of the surface saturation area of slope
increases obviously. )e results show that the influence of
fracture angle on the infiltration process of rainwater is

mainly reflected on infiltration depth and the range of the
surface saturation area.

From the above analysis, it can be seen that the influence
of different fracture angles on the seepage field of the slope is
mainly reflected in the infiltration depth, influence range,
and degree. When the fracture angle is small, the influence
depth of rainwater infiltration is greater, but it has little
influence on the surface seepage field of the slope. However,
when the fracture angle is large, the influence depth of
rainwater infiltration is relatively small, but the influence on
the surface seepage field of the slope is greater.

)e reasons for this can be summarized as follows: (1)
after a long period of rainfall, the fractures gradually reached
saturation. )e saturation permeability coefficient is much
larger than the rainfall intensity, and the infiltration process
is controlled by the rainfall intensity. Under the same
condition of rainfall, almost all of rainwater is infiltrated.
)erefore, the fracture angles have little effect on the dis-
tribution of pore water pressure with buried depth. (2) )e
smaller the fracture angle is, the greater the vertical per-
meability coefficient is. As a result, rainwater is more likely
to cause saturation in the deep fracture areas. Accordingly,
the surface saturation area of slope is relatively small. When
the fracture angle increases, the vertical permeability co-
efficient becomes smaller and the horizontal permeability
coefficient becomes larger. )e rainwater is easy to gather in
the shallow layer of the slope and seepage along the hori-
zontal direction, which causes the saturation region of the
slope surface to increase obviously.

4.3. Influence of FractureDensity on theRainwater Infiltration
Process. )e size of fracture density often determines the
stability of the slope. Especially, when the fracture depth is
large, rainwater easily enters the deep slope directly, which
has great influence on slope stability. Hence, in the middle to
the top of the model, a different number of fractures whose
length is 5m are set up. In each of the five schemes, there are
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 fissures, respectively. )e five schemes are
used to analyze the influence of fracture density on the
rainwater infiltration process. Figure 12 shows the distribution
of pore water pressure at different number of fractures. It can
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be seen from Figure 12 that when there is no fracture, the slope
still maintains the negative pressure state after rainfall, and
there is no saturation zone.When there is a fracture, rainwater
infiltrates along the fracture and forms a saturated positive
pressure zone inside the slope. With the increase of fracture
density, the saturated positive pressure region is connected to
each other in the slope. )e influence range and the degree of
the rainwater on the seepage field are larger and larger. )e
range of the saturated zone formed by 1 to 5 fractures is
16.4m2, 34.7m2, 60.9m2, 75.6m2, and 110.7m2, respectively.
)e area of the saturated area increases with the number of
fractures in the form of the formula y� 15.968x1.2073, as shown
in Figure 13. Figure 14 shows the variation process of the
saturation line in the fracture with rainfall time when 5m long
fissures are distributed in the middle and upper parts of the
slope. )e saturation zone formed by each fracture exists
independently during 2 days of rainfall. After 3 days of rainfall,
the saturated area of the lower part of the single fracture began

to merge and connect gradually. )e saturation line increases
obviously with the continuous rainfall.

In conclusion, the existence of long fractures as the
dominant seepage path will help rainwater enter the slope
quickly. Rainfall can directly recharge the slope groundwater
and form a large area of the saturation area. )e existence of
the saturated zone increases the weight of soil and reduces
the unsaturated strength of soil. Especially when there are
many fractures in the slope at the same time, the influence
area of rainwater infiltration will be further enlarged, which
will be unfavorable to the slope stability.

4.4. Analysis of Influence of Fracture on Slope Stability.
)e formation of cracks in soil slopes, especially loose slopes,
mainly comes from two aspects: (1) slip of slope soil; (2)
when the upper soil evaporates and shrinks, the lower soil
cannot synchronize, so the upper and lower soil shrinkage is
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uneven, resulting in cracks.)e existence of a fracture causes
it to lose its original strength on the surface of a fracture [27].
When the crack develops to a certain extent, it will inevitably
affect the slope stability [28]. Specifically, the most important
causes of soil slope instability caused by fractures can be
summarized in three aspects: (1) as far as the fracture itself is
concerned, the degree of development of the fracture will
determine the strength of the soil, which includes the
density, depth, and width of the fracture. At present, there is
not a criterion of how the degree of crack development
affects the strength of soil, but some useful research has been
carried out [29]. (2) )e pore water pressure and water
content increase due to rainwater entering the fractures and
slope soil. )e unsaturated strength of the soil will be re-
duced. At the same time, the gravity of the soil will be in-
creased, which will lead to the increase of the sliding force.
(3) For colluvial soil slope, the lower part of the slope is
impervious bedrock.When rainwater enters the fracture and
surrounding soil, the hydrodynamic pressure will be gen-
erated in the sliding body of the upper part of the bedrock,
and the slope sliding moment will be significantly increased.

In view of the fact that fracture affects slope stability, the
influences of the fracture depth, fracture angle, and fracture
density on the rainwater infiltration process are analyzed.)e
results show that the pore water pressure of the soil around
the fracture increases under the condition of rainfall. )e soil
reaches the saturation state (water content increases). When
the fracture density is high, the continuous saturation zone is

formed inside the slope. According to bivariate unsaturated
shear strength formula put forward by Fredlund et al. [30], the
strength of unsaturated soil is determined by several factors
[31, 32] such as effective shear strength parameters (c′ and φ′),
matrix suction (ua−uw), and φb.When the soil is saturated, the
effective shear strength parameters (c′ and φ′) decrease, the
matrix suction almost disappears in the saturated region, and
φb decreases accordingly. As a result, the strength of un-
saturated soil decreases significantly. Moreover, when rain-
water enters the soil along the fractures, the weight of soil will
increase, which leads to the increase of slope sliding force.
Combining the calculation results with the theory of un-
saturated shear strength shows that fracture can enhance the
infiltration of rainwater in the slope soil and thus affects the
slope stability significantly. )e range of the saturated zone
and variation law of the pore water pressure under fracture
seepage are obtained, which provides a reference for the
parameter partition assignment of slope stability analysis
under fracture seepage.

5. Conclusions

)e influence of anisotropy of slope fracture on the rain-
water infiltration process of slope soil is simulated by the
numerical method, and the following conclusions are
obtained:

(1) )e fracture depth, permeability coefficient ratio,
fracture angle, and fracture density all affect the
infiltration of rainwater to a certain extent and
mainly reflect in the influence on pore water pres-
sure, infiltration rate of rainwater, infiltration depth,
and infiltration range. It is worth considering in
slope stability analysis and slope drainage design.

(2) Under the same rainfall conditions, the greater the
fracture depth, the greater the pore water pressure in
the fissure, and the greater the influence range on the
slope. )e effect of the permeability coefficient ratio
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on the infiltration process of rainwater is mainly
related to the relative size of the permeability co-
efficient and rainfall intensity. When the perme-
ability coefficient is less than the rainfall intensity,
the influence of μ on the infiltration process of
rainwater is small. While the permeability coefficient
is greater than the rainfall intensity, the influence of μ
on the infiltration process of rainwater becomes
more and more significant.

(3) Fracture angle has little effect on the distribution law
of pore water pressure. )e influence of rainwater on
the surface layer of slope is big when the angle is
large. For small fracture angle, rainwater has
a greater infiltration depth.

(4) Under the same rainfall condition, the area of the
saturated zone increases exponentially with the
number of fractures. )e concentrated distribution
of long fractures is the direct cause of the large-scale
connected saturated zone in the slope and the rise of
the groundwater level.
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Sporosarcina Pasteurii was chosen for the experiment to study the effect and mechanism of fine-grained uranium tailings
reinforced by MICP. -e biochemical characteristics of strains and microbial immobilization in uranium tailings were analyzed.
-e results showed that the CaCO3 production rate is positively correlated with the physiological activity of Sporosarcina Pasteurii
and the concentration of calcium sources, and the higher the solution concentration of CaCl2, the lower the discharge rate of
bacterial liquid from the sand column, but high concentration of CaCl2 solution will affect the uniform distribution andmigration
of bacteria in the uranium tailings. After 16 days, the direct shear was used to test the reinforcement effects of fine-grained
uranium tailings by MICP. -e cohesive force and the internal friction angle of fine-grained uranium tailings were increased by
140.1% and 46.7%. -e production amount of CaCO3 is 138.89 kg/m3. -e results showed that the MICP-reinforced technology
can effectively improve the shear strength of the uranium tailings, and the experiment provides a new method for the re-
inforcement of the fine-grained uranium tailings dam.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of nuclear industry in China,
the demand for nuclear fuel increased rapidly. However,
a large amount of radioactive waste was produced during the
mining and metallurgy process of uranium, and many
tailings reservoirs have been built to store them. As a special
hydraulic structure, the safety of tailings reservoir has always
been the focus of social attention. However, there were
numerous serious accidents caused by failure of tailings dam
at home and abroad for various reasons [1, 2]. On September
8, 2008, a catastrophic failure accident occurred in the
tailings reservoir of Xinta Mining Ltd. Co. Xiangfen County,
Shanxi Province, China, that killed 281 people and claim
a direct economic loss of 96.91 million yuan. On July 19,
1985, a fluorite tailings dam of Prealpi Mineraia failed at
Stava, Trento, Italy. 200,000m3 of tailings flowed 4.2 km
downstream at a speed of up to 90 km/h that killed 268
people and destroyed 62 buildings. However, due to the

uranium tailings contain radionuclide such as uranium and
radium, the catastrophe caused by failure of uranium tailings
dam could be even more serious than other tailings dam,
which also will cause severe radioactive pollution to the
surrounding water and soil.-erefore, in order to ensure the
stability of the uranium tailings dam, it is necessary to study
the reinforcement technology of uranium tailings.

Traditional soil reinforcement techniques use sodium
silicate, cement, and other chemical pulp as grouting ma-
terials which have some obstacles such as high cost, high-
energy consumption, and permanent soil pollution [3–5].
Whiffin was first proposed to apply microbial diagenesis to
cement the loose sand particles and achieved good effect in
2004 [6]. -is has led to a research boom in the re-
inforcement of rock and soil by MICP technology. Paassen
et al. applied the MICP technology to reinforce 100m3 in
situ sand base, and the unconfined compressive strength and
stiffness of the treated sand base have a significant im-
provement [7]. Paassen applied the MICP technology to
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reinforce the 3–20m gravel layer under the surface in the
Netherlands, and no collapse happened in the reinforced
gravel layer in the horizontal directional drilling and the gas
pipeline laying [8]. Burbank et al. use the indigenous dia-
genetic microorganisms to reinforce the soil in the labo-
ratory. -e results show that calcium carbonate production
in the soil was 20–48 kg/m3, and the static penetration value
of the reinforced soil increased by 2.2 times [9]. Soon et al.
[10] applied the MICP technology to reinforce the low-
permeability soils and proved that the technology can also
improve the mechanical properties of clay or silt. Canakci
et al. applied theMICP technology to treat the peat soils with
the low-strength and high-compression. After treatment, the
shear strength and erosion resistance of reinforced peat soils
increased, and calcium carbonate production in peat soil is
16% of the weight of the soil [11]. Mahawish et al. studied the
feasibility of applying MICP technology to improve the
mechanical properties of coarse sand and applying MICP
technology to reinforce the gravel piles, sand piles, and
bauxite columns. -e uniaxial compressive strength of
reinforced piles was up to 8.9MPa–2.3GPa [12]. Pusadkar
et al. reinforced the sand slop in the laboratory by injecting
bacteria (S. Pasteurii) and cement solution in sand, and the
bearing capacity of slope footing increased significantly after
MICP treatment [13]. Grabiec et al. applied the MICP
technology to reinforce the incompletely compacted silty
clays, and found that MICP technology can make diagenesis
in the silty clays and significantly improve the soil stiffness
[14].

-e biological reinforcement technology aim at im-
proving soil mechanical properties, and erosion resistance
precipitate calcium carbonate crystals by the microbial
biochemical activities. -is technology is often referred to as
microbial-induced calcite precipitation (MICP) [15]. At
present, MICP technology has been successfully applied to
solve geotechnical engineering problems, such as
strengthening the bearing capacity of foundation soil, re-
ducing the liquefaction of soils caused by earthquakes, re-
ducing the swelling potential of foundations and roads, and
reducing the permeability of tunnel walls and soils
[7, 16–20]. -ese researches have shown that the MICP
technology has the advantages over the traditional re-
inforcement technology which not only reduced the dis-
turbance of chemical grouting reinforcement but also has
the advantages of economy, the environmental protection,
and large curing radius.

Because the uranium tailings contain radionuclides and
have different particle gradations from other porous media,
so it is necessary to verify the feasibility of using the MICP
technology to reinforce the fine-grained uranium tailings.
-erefore, it is necessary to verify the feasibility of using the
MICP technology to reinforce the fine-grained uranium
tailings.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Strains and CultureMedium. -e Sporosarcina Pasteurii
used in the experiment was from the China General Mi-
crobiological Culture Collection Center (No. ATCC 11859).

-e components of culture medium are shown in Table 1.
Firstly, the urea solution was filtered by a steel sterilizing
filter with 0.45 μm and 0.22 μm microporous permeable
membranes. -e urea solution was prepared separately
during the sterilization because the urea is easy to de-
compose under high temperature. -en, the rest of the
components were sterilized by pressurized steam steriliza-
tion at 121°C for 20 minutes. After preparation, the two
solutions were mixed in proportion to get the required
solution.

2.2. Uranium Tailings Samples. -e samples were from
a uranium tailings reservoir in south China. -e screening
test showed that the gradation parameters d10 of the samples
is 0.067mm, d30 is 0.117mm, d60 is 0.208mm, the non-
uniform coefficient Cu is 2.663, the curvature coefficient Cc is
0.893, the relative density GS is 2.67, the density ρ is
1.454 g/cm3, and the void ratio e is 0.752.

2.3. Fixative Solution and Cement Solution. -e bacterial
liquid is easily discharged from uranium tailings because the
Sporosarcina Pasteurii has a diameter size within 0.5–3.0 μm.
In order to reduce the discharge rate (the ratio of the OD600
value of the discharged bacterial liquid to the OD600 value of
the inoculated bacterial liquid) of bacterial liquid from the
sand column, CaCl2 was chosen as the fixative solution.
According to related references [9, 13], the higher the
concentration of the fixative solution was, the lower the
discharge rate of the bacterial liquid was. But under a certain
concentration of CaCl2, the inoculated bacterial liquid will
form the floccules, and its diameter sizes enlarged with the
increasing concentration of CaCl2 and blocked the pores
between the uranium tailings, resulting in nonuniform
distribution of bacterial liquid and unstable transmission of
cement solution in the sand column. It indicated that the
fixation and uniform distribution of the bacterial liquid in
the sand column cannot simultaneously reach their opti-
mum value, especially to different sand samples. So it is
necessary to conduct the experimental analysis according to
actual needs.

-erefore, in order to study the effects of different
concentrations of the fixative solution on the fixation and
migration of Sporosarcina Pasteurii in uranium tailings, five
different concentrations of CaCl2 solution (0.005mol/L,
0.015mol/L, 0.025mol/L, 0.035mol/L, and 0.045mol/L)
were set to in the experiment. Based on the experimental
results, the cement solution was determined with 0.5mol/L
urea and 0.5mol/L CaCl2 solution (equivalent volume
mixture).

2.4. PhysicalModel. -e physical model of the sand columns
were constructed of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 7 cm height
with an inner diameter of 6.18 cm (the same as the diameter
size of the sand samples in the direct shear test). -e upper
part of the experimental device have a grouting port con-
nected to the sealed plastic bottle with a rubber hose and
a reserved vent. -e grouting pipe and the outlet pipe have
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a rubber pipe with a water stop valve. In order to prevent the
sand from entering the grouting pipe and outlet pipe, two
gauze layers were set on both sides of the sand columns.
And, two gravel layers (particle size 2± 0.5mm) were laid on
both sides of the sand column to avoid scouring the uranium
tailings and clogging of the grouting mouth during the
experiment. -e experimental device is shown in Figure 1
and Figure 2.

3. Test Procedure and Methods

3.1. Activation and Propagation of Sporosarcina Pasteurii
Strains. An inoculating loop was used to scrape the strains
into a tube which contains 10mL CASO liquid medium,
and the tube was kept in a constant-temperature shaking
incubator which was set at 30°C for 2 days. -en, an in-
oculating loop was used to take the culture supernatant
and perform streak inoculation on a solid medium plate.
Place the inoculated plate in a constant-temperature in-
cubator which was set at 30°C for 2 days. After 2 days, the
milky colonies formed on the solid medium (Figure 3). An
inoculating loop was used to scrape the strains from the
solid medium into a conical flask with 100mL of CASO
liquid medium. Place the conical flask in a constant-
temperature shaking incubator which was set at 30°C
for 2 days. -e rotation speed was controlled at 130 r/min.
From Figure 4, obvious turbidness was observed in the
inoculated conical flask compared with the blank reference
after 48 h.

3.2. Biochemical Characteristics of the Strains under
Cement Solution

3.2.1. Experiment Method. 200mL of cement solution was
poured into three 250ml of conical flasks. -e OD600 value
of bacterial liquid was diluted to 1.0 with CASO liquid
medium. -en, 2mL of the diluted bacterial liquid in-
oculated in the conical flask (inoculation amount was 1%
(v/v)) which was placed in a constant-temperature shaking
incubator which was set at 30°C. -e rotation speed was
controlled at 130 r/min. -en determine the number of
bacteria in culture fluid, ammonia concentration, pH
value, and CaCO3 production after being cultured for 2 h,
4 h, 8 h, 12 h, 18 h, 24 h, and 36 h.

3.2.2. Detection Method

(1) Number of Bacteria. In this experiment, the protein
nucleic acid analyzer was used to determine the OD600 value
of the bacterial liquid and substitute the value into formula
(1) [21] to calculate the total number of bacteria in the
bacterial liquid.

Y � 8.59 × 104Z1.3627
, (1)

Where Z is the value of OD600 and Y is thethe concentration
of bacterial liquid (units/μL).

However, this formula is valid for the OD600 value be-
tween 0.2 and 0.8. Bacterial liquid should be diluted and then
converted if it exceeds this range.

(2) Ammonia Concentration. Take 40mL of culture super-
natant for different culture periods with a centrifuge tube and
place them in a refrigerated centrifuge at a speed of 8000 r/min
for 20 minutes. Pipette 10mL of centrifuge supernatant into
the colorimetric tube, and the ammonia concentration was
determined by the spectrophotometric method.

(3) pH Value. -e pH value of the culture solution was
measured by precision bench-top pH meter.

(4) CaCO3 Production. -e acid dissolution method was
adopted to determine the calcium carbonate content in the
mixed medium as follows: the culture liquid in the conical
flask was filtered with filter paper after incubating in
a constant-temperature shaking incubator for a period of
time, and then put the filtered paper containing residues and
the conical flask into a beaker at 70°C for 24 hours. -e
residues in the conical flask and the filter paper after drying
are shown in Figure 5. -e total mass of filter paper, beaker,
and conical flask is W1.

100mL dilute hydrochloric acid (2mol/L) was slowly
added to the conical flask and to the beaker containing the
filter paper, and stirred with a glass rod until no gas generated.
After drying, the process was repeated once more, and the
total mass of filter paper, beaker, and conical flask is W2.
According to chemical reaction formula (2), the difference in
mass betweenW2 andW1 before and after the reaction is the
difference between CaCO3 and CaCl2. -e content of CaCO3
can be calculated by the following formula:

Table 1: Composition of culture medium used in the experiment.

Medium name pH Components

CASO liquid medium 7.3
Casein 15 g, soy peptone 5 g, sodium chloride 5 g,
urea 20 g, nickel chloride 0.0013 g, deionized water

1000mL

CASO solid medium 7.3
Casein 15 g, soy peptone 5 g, sodium chloride 5 g,
urea 20 g, nickel chloride 0.0013 g, 20 g agar powder,

deionized water 1000mL

Mixed medium 7.3

Casein 15 g, soy peptone 5 g, sodium chloride 5 g,
urea 30 g (0.5mol/L), nickel chloride 0.0013 g,

calcium chloride 55.5 g (0.5mol/L), deionized water
1000mL
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Figure 3: Sporosarcina Pasteurii strains on solid medium.Figure 2: Physical model of the MICP experimental device.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the MICP experimental device.
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mCaCO3
� 100 ×

W2 −W1

(111− 100)
, (2)

CaCO3
100

+ 2HCl⟶ CaCl2
111

+H2O + CO2↑. (3)

3.3. Domestication of Sporosarcina Pasteurii in the Radio-
active Effluent of Uranium Tailings. 2ml bacterial suspen-
sion was inoculated into the conical flask which contains
10mL CASO liquid medium and 100ml sterilized radio-
active effluent of uranium tailings. -e flask was placed in
the constant-temperature shaking incubator for 24 h
which was set at 30°C, and the rotation speed was con-
trolled at 200 r/min. -e domesticated culture medium
was taken by an inoculating loop and inoculated on a solid
medium plate. Place the inoculated plate in a constant-
temperature incubator which was set at 30°C for 2 days.
After the strains grew up, they were added to the mixed
medium again. -e strains were domesticated once every 5
days for 8 successive generations.

3.4. Fine-Grained Uranium Tailings Bacterial Liquid Fixing
Test. Firstly, the deionized water was slowly injected into the

sand column to discharge the gas and to saturate the sand
samples. -e flow rate of the deionized water was controlled
to 2mL/min by adjusting the stop valve at the injection port.
-e OD600 value of the outflow liquid was detected and
reached zero after 12 h. -e water content of the saturated
sand column is 38.9mL by calculating the pore volume.
According to related references, the inoculated amount of
bacterial liquid is 1.2 times of water content of the saturated
sand (50mL). Bacterial liquid and CaCl2 solution were
mixed at a ratio of 1 :1, and the flow rate of mixed liquid was
adjusted to 1mL/min. After 12 h, the outlet water stop valve
was opened, and 5mL of effluent was collected to determine
the OD600 value.

3.5. Fine-Grained Uranium Tailings Reinforcement Test.
25mL bacterial liquid (OD600 �1.1) and CaCl2 solution
were injected into the sand column with equal volume each
day, and the injection flow rate was controlled at
1mL/min. Eight sand column models inoculated with
bacterial liquid were prepared for experiment, and another
eight sand column models as a blank reference. Two molds
were detached on the 4th, 8th, 12th, and 16th days, re-
spectively; the uranium tailings reinforced by MICP is
shown in Figure 6.

After the sand column was vertically and smoothly
placed into the geotechnical ring cutter, 0.5 cm×

0.5 cm× 0.5 cm sand samples were takeout with a soil
spatula, and it was placed in a thermostatic oven dried for 24
hours at 105°C. -e microstructure of the reinforced sand
samples was observed by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) to observe the precipitation structure of CaCO3 and
to analyze reinforcement mechanism of MICP.

-e geotechnical tests were conducted to determine
the reinforcement effects of fine-grained uranium tail-
ings by MICP, and the reinforced sand samples were
loaded into the shear box to test the shear strength. -e
vertical normal stress is 50 kPa and 100 kPa. -e control
shear rate is 0.8 mm/min. -e direct shear test is shown
in Figure 7.

-e sand samples after the test were ground with
a grinder and dried in a thermostatic oven for 24 hours. 50 g
of sand samples after grinding and 100mL hydrochloric acid
(2mol/L) was added slowly into a beaker and stirred with
a glass rod until no gas generated. -en, place it in a ther-
mostatic oven for 24 hours, and the process was repeated
once more. After drying, the sand samples were weighed in
m′.

-e mass difference between m′ and 50 before and after
the reaction were the mass difference between CaCO3 and
CaCl2. According to the chemical equation, the mass of
CaCO3 can be calculated by the following:.

mCaCo3 � 100 ×
m′ − 50

(111− 100)
. (4)

-e calculated mass of CaCO3 subtracted with the
original mass of CaCO3 was the mass of CaCO3 generated
in each sand column. -e volume of sand samples was

Figure 5: -e residues in the conical flask and on the filter paper
after drying.

Figure 4: Sporosarcina Pasteurii strains were cultured in liquid
medium for 2 days (left side is inoculated conical flask and the right
side is blank reference).
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calculated according to the density of each sand column, so
the mass of CaCO3 produced per unit volume can be
calculated.

4. Test results

4.1. Physiological and Biochemical Characteristics of
Strains in the Environment of Cement

4.1.1. 9e Changes in Bacterial Number and pH Value as
Function of Time. -e changes in bacterial number and pH
value in mixed media as function of time was obtained by
culturing Sporosarcina Pasteurii for 36 h in a shake flask, as
shown in Figure 8. -e growth curve of bacterial number
basically conforms to the Gompertz–Richards model and

could be divided into three stages. -e lag stage phase
(0–2 h) is not very obvious for the Sporosarcina Pasteurii
chosen for the experiment is excellent and has adapted to the
test by cycle culturing. In this stage, the pH value of the
solution did not change substantially. Almost no increase in
the number of Sporosarcina Pasteurii was observed, but its
anabolism was active to provide sufficient enzymes, energy,
and intermediate metabolites for subsequent growth and
reproduction of bacteria.

In the logarithmic phase (2–18 h), the number of bacteria
has a steady geometric growth. -e biological morphology
was typical, and the biological activity was strong. A large
number of urease was produced to decompose the urea into
carbonate and ammonium ions, so the pH value of solution
rises from 7.3 to about 9.0. -erefore, it is suitable for
choosing the strains in this phase for the following in-
oculation experiment.

In the stationary phase (18–24 h), the number of bacteria
reached a peak and tended to be stable, but high activity of
the strains was maintained. Some adverse effects have been
appeared such as the overconsumption of nutrients in the
medium, the accumulation of toxic metabolites (such as
alcohol and H2O2), the increase of pH causing changes in
bacterial morphology and biological activity, decreased
bacterial growth rate, and increased relative death of bac-
teria, but bacterial number attains equilibrium between
proliferation and death, and the spores began to form in this
phase.

In the decline phase (after 24 h), the bacterial number
tended to increase slowly and the number of dead bacteria
increased significantly. -e number of live bacteria was
inversely related with the culture time, and the pH value of
the solution was slightly declined, and the physiological
metabolic activity tends to stagnant.

4.1.2. 9e Changes in Ammonia Nitrogen Concentration and
CaCO3 Production as Function of Time. -e changes in
ammonia nitrogen concentration and CaCO3 production as
function of time was obtained by shaking flask experiments
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Figure 8: Changes in bacterial density and pH value in mixed
media as function of time.

Figure 6: Uranium tailings reinforced by MICP.

Figure 7: Direct shear test and shear failure of specimen.
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in cement solution, as shown in Figure 9. After inoculating
the Sporosarcina Pasteurii into the mixed culture medium
for 4 hours, the concentration of ammonia nitrogen rose
rapidly, which indicated that Sporosarcina Pasteurii had
a high urease activity in the initial state, but the production
rate of CaCO3 increase slowly because of the bacteria are still
in the lag phase or logarithmic phase which have insufficient
bacteria and urease. In the following 14 hours, the bacteria
maintained a high level of physiological activity which
resulted in a continuous increase of CaCO3 production.
And, the ammonia nitrogen production began to decline
because ammonia nitrogen volatilize to the outside during
the shaking culture.

At 18 h after inoculation, production rate of the calcium
carbonate slows down. On the one hand, the ratio of calcium
ions converted into crystals in the solution reached 80%, and
calcium ion concentration has become the limiting factor to
affect the process of microbial mineralization. On the other
hand, the activity of the bacteria decreased because of limited
nutrients and deteriorated external conditions in the culture
medium. Especially, the amount of calcium carbonate re-
mains stable as the bacteria entered the decline stage after
24 h.-e results showed the following: CaCO3 production of
Sporosarcina Pasteurii in the cement solution was positively
correlated with its physiological activity and calcium
concentration.

4.2. Test Results of Bacterial Liquid Fixation in Uranium
Tailings Sand. Different concentrations of CaCl2 solution
and bacterial liquid were injected into the sand column 12 h
later, the effluent was collected, its concentrations of CaCl2
and the OD600 value were determined, and the results are
shown in Figure 10. We can see that the higher the con-
centration of CaCl2 solution is, the lower the OD600 value of
the effluent is, and the value was followed by a logarithmic
decrease. However, considering the low concentration of
CaCl2 solution is conducive to the transmission of bacteria
liquid, 0.025mol/L CaCl2 solution was chosen as the fixative
solution in the experiment, and the fixation rate of bacterial
liquid was 92.14% by experiment (the fixation rate was
higher than 90%).

4.3. Test of Uranium Tailings Reinforced by MICP

4.3.1. Changes of Shear Strength of Reinforced Uranium
Tailings. -e direct shear was used to test the variation of
shear properties of reinforced uranium tailings over time.
-e results are shown in Figure 11; we can see the internal
friction angle, cohesive force, and shear strength of
uranium tailings reinforced by MICP were significantly
increased. And, the shear strength growth rate of grouting
reinforcement from 8 to 12 days is the highest due to the
calcium carbonate crystals binds sand particles together
and reinforces the structure strength of the sand. After 16
days, the cohesion of reinforced uranium tailings in-
creased from 9.59 kPa to 23.03 kPa, the growth rate was
140.1%, the internal friction angle of reinforced uranium
tailings increased from 29.1° to 42.7°, and the growth rate
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was 46.7%. Under the normal stress of 50 kPa, the shear
strength increased from 37.42 kPa to 69.02 kPa, and the
growth rate was 84.6%. Under the normal stress of
100 kPa, the shear strength increased from 65.25 kPa to
115.14 kPa, and the growth rate was 76.5%. However, the
shear strength of the blank reference group did not
change substantially. -e results showed that MICP
technology can increase shear strength of uranium tail-
ings effectively.

4.3.2. 9e Change in CaCO3 Production in Uranium Tailings
as Function of Time. -e change of CaCO3 production was
determined by the acid dissolution method, the changes in
CaCO3 production as a function of time are shown in
Figure 12, and utilization rate of calcium ion of MICP was
calculated after experiment; the results are shown in
Table 2, about 65%. We can see that the inoculated group
has more CaCO3 production and higher calcium ion
utilization rate than blank reference group. However, the
utilization rate should be improved compared with the
90% utilization rate of shaking flask experiment in the
cement liquid in 4.1.

To further research the differences in CaCO3 production
of MICP between the uranium tailings environment and the
cement liquid environment, detaching the molds and ob-
serving the cementation of different layers of sand column
after grouting (Figure 13), a lot of CaCO3 crystal deposits
were found in the buffer gravel layer in the grouting hole and
in the gauze layer. -erefore, the reason for the low utili-
zation rate of calcium ion in uranium tailings is that CaCO3
particles were deposited in the gravel layer and gauze layer,
or the bacteria were washed away during the grouting
process, resulting in insufficient nucleus to form the CaCO3.

4.3.3. SEM Results and Analysis of Reinforcement
Mechanism. To research the reinforcement mechanism of
uranium tailings reinforced by MICP, SEM images were
observed for sand samples after the experiment. -e

scanning electron micrographs are presented in Figure 14;
it can be observed that, between the uranium tailings,
particles were filled with a large number of white calcite
crystals which are irregular particles, and there are over-
lapping phenomena. -ese crystals bind uranium tailings
together and form bio-sandstones, which reduces the
porosity of sand samples, and greatly improve their shear
strength.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, Sporosarcina Pasteurii was chosen for the
experiment to study the effect and mechanism of fine-
grained uranium tailings reinforced by MICP. -e experi-
ments were performed in shaking cement solution and in
sand column, and biochemical properties and mineraliza-
tion efficiency were analyzed. -e effect and mechanism of
uranium tailings reinforced by MICP were discussed by
direct shear test and SEM. -e results obtained are as
follows:

(1) -e growth curve of bacterial number basically
conforms with the Gompertz–Richards model. -e
lag stage phase of curve is not very obvious which
indicated that the Sporosarcina Pasteurii chosen for
the experiment is excellent. -rough shaking flask
experiments in cement solution, it indicated that the
CaCO3 production of Sporosarcina Pasteurii in the
cement solution was positively correlated with its
physiological activity and the concentration of cal-
cium sources, and it showed an increase at the first
and then tended to be stable.

(2) -e following can be found from the microbial
immobilization experiments: the higher the solution
concentration of CaCl2, the lower the discharge rate
of bacterial liquid from the sand column, but high
concentration of CaCl2 solution will affect the uni-
form distribution and migration of bacteria in the
uranium tailings.
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(3) Sporosarcina Pasteurii was chosen for MICP ex-
periment for 16 d, and the shear strength of uranium
tailings increased by 84.6% and 76.5%, respectively,
under 50 kPa and 100 kPa normal press. -e results
show that theMICP technology can increase the shear
strength of fine-grained uranium tailings effectively.
-rough the scanning electron micrographs, the
mechanism of uranium tailings reinforced by MICP
was that calcite crystals produced by Sporosarcina

Pasteurii bind the uranium tailings particles together
and form biological sandstones.

(4) -e physical model and grouting mode should be
further optimized to improve the production rate of
CaCO3. And, the external factors (e.g., temperature
and pressure) that influence the reinforced effect of
uranium tailings by MICP should be considered, and
the reinforcement depth should be further studied in
the following experiments.

(a) (b)

Figure 14: SEM images of uranium tailings reinforced by MICP at the end of experiment (200x : a; 400x : b).

Table 2: Table of calcium ion utilization.

Curing time 4 d 8 d 12 d 16 d
Calcium ion utilization rate of MICP 65.56% 67.34% 64.31% 62.46%
Calcium ion utilization rate of blank reference 9.55% 2.93% 2.78% 1.78%

(a) (b)

Figure 13: Deposition of CaCO3 in gravel layers and gauze layers: (a) buffer gravel layer; (b) grouting mouth and gauze layer.
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)is work reports characterization of the possible effects that might distress the hydration properties of Mg-exchanged low-
charge montmorillonite (SWy-2) when it undergoes external environmental solicitation. )is perturbation was created by an
alteration of relative humidity rates (i.e., RH%) over two hydration-dehydration cycles with different sequence orientations.
Structural characterization is mainly based on the X-ray diffraction (XRD) profile-modeling approach achieved by comparing
the “in situ” obtained experimental 00l reflections with other ones calculated from theoretical models. )is method allows
assessing the evolution of the interlayer water retention mechanism and the progress of diverse hydration state’s contributions
versus external strain. Obtained results prove that the hydration behavior of the studied materials is strongly dependent on the
RH sequence orientation which varied over cycles. )e interlayer organization of Mg-exchanged montmorillonite (i.e., SWy-2-
Mg) is characterized by a heterogeneous hydration behavior, which is systematically observed at different stages of both cycles.
By comparing the interlayer water process evolution of Mg-exchanged montmorillonite with the observed SWy-2-Ni sample
hydration behaviors, a same hysteresis thickness characterized by obvious fluctuations of interlayer water molecule abundances
is observed. Nevertheless, in the case of Hg and Ba-saturated montmorillonite, the retention water process versus the applied
cycles was steadier comparing with Mg ions.

1. Introduction

Smectites are swelling clay minerals that belong to the family
of the phyllosilicates 2 :1, which naturally occur in both
terrestrial and marine environments [1] where they often
represent the most effective components. In fact, by dint of
its significant intrinsic physical and chemical properties,
mainly the high specific surface areas (up to 760m2·g−1), the
cation-exchange capacities as well as the high sorption ef-
ficiency of cations, and its strong mechanical stability [2],
these materials were used in many extensive exploitation.
Indeed, it plays an important role in many geological
processes, the phenomena of the petroleum migration,
greenhouse gas sequestration, oilfield [3], and in engi-
neering. Moreover, for last decades, the smectites were
widely used as crucial components for elaboration of natural
barriers to isolate the hazardous wastes and for the removal

of heavy metal cations from various effluents of industrial
and wastewater treatment [4–12] and also proposed as
geotechnical barriers in many nuclear waste disposal con-
cepts in order to retard the potential transport of radio-
nuclides towards the biosphere [13–15].

Notwithstanding the diverse beneficial effects of smec-
tites, the hydration behavior of these mineral is very sensitive
to the change of the environmental surrounding conditions
(i.e., temperature, pressure, and RH), which may influence
the stability of the clay microstructure therefore the stability
of the geotechnical barrier. Hence, the well understanding of
swelling smectites properties (the hydration and the de-
hydration mechanism) is of paramount importance for
many natural processes and for such applications.

)e water-metal-smectites system was the subject of
diverse studies, and it was extensively studied at different
scales using several characterization methods [16–26]. At
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nanometer scale, the swelling process corresponds to the
presence of hydrated chemical species on the interlayer space.
)is process depends on several factors including composi-
tion such as the layer charge amount, the charge location and
distribution [27–30], the interlayer cation type, the interlayer
cation valence, and the hydration energy [31] and also on the
environment conditions such as the relative humidity, tem-
perature, and H2O pressure [32–37]. )e pioneering studies
focusing the crystalline swelling was performed using X-ray
diffraction technique. By following the evolution of d001
basal-spacing value, different hydration states were defined
with the insertion of 0, 1, 2, or 3 planes of H2Omolecules in
the interlamellar spaces leading to growth of the spacing
values as function of RH% [28,38–40].

Furthermore, the development of the XRD profile-
modeling procedures and the methodology proposed by [41]
allows the characterization of the structural modifications that
occur during smectite swelling process. In addition, by using
the XRD modeling approach, the quantification of hydration
heterogeneity becomes easier especially when different layer
hydration state types coexist in the same smectite structure.
Several studies used this modeling approach tools to study the
hydration properties of different smectite sample types and
demonstrate systematic hydration heterogeneity whatever the
interlayer cation, the RH%, the amount, the layer charge
location, and the surrounding temperature [40,42–46].

According to this method, the present work focuses the
damage that may affect the structural properties of the host
materials and the hydrous behavior of an Mg-saturated
smectite (i.e., montmorillonite: SWy-2) when it was sub-
mitted to a continuous variation of an environmental sur-
roundings condition (i.e, variable RH%). )is environmental
solicitation is performed by varying “in situ” the RH% in
reverse sequence orientation upon two hydration/dehydration
cycles. Upon the applied cycles and under controlled at-
mosphere, a complex progress of the interlamellar space
configuration of SWy-2-Mg sample is followed and
quantified. After that the obtained results are compared
with the earlier studies related to the same studied speci-
men which is saturated with other bivalent cations (Hg, Ba,
and Ni) and submitted to the same climatic changes over
the hydration-dehydration cycles for the purpose of dis-
criminating the effect of the ionic potential on the crys-
talline swelling.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1.HostMaterials. A dioctahedral smectite SWy-2 originated
from bentonites of Wyoming (USA) is selected for the present
study. Clay fraction is supplied by the Source Clay Minerals
Repository Collection of the Clay Minerals Society and char-
acterized by the following half-cell structural formula [47]:

)e cation-exchange capacity (CEC) of this smectite is
101meq/100 g where the charge deficit is majority resulting
from cationic substitutions in the octahedral sheet and
extremely limited tetrahedral ones.

2.2. Sample Treatments. To saturate all exchangeable sites by
homoionic cations (Na+) and to guarantee better colloidal

dispersion, a pretreatment of the host material is carried out
in order to prepare a Na-rich montmorillonite suspension.
)is aims is based on a classical protocol of an exchange
process [48] which consists of dispersing ∼20 g of solid in
∼200ml of NaCl solution (1M) and stirringmechanically for
24 h. A SIGMA laboratory centrifuge is used for the sepa-
ration of the solid fraction at 4000 rpm speed. )ese steps
were repeated five times to ensure saturation of all ex-
changeable sites by Na+ cations. Excess chloride was re-
moved by washing with distilled water five times, and the
separation of the solid-liquid was performed by centrifu-
gation at 8000 rpm speed. )e same ionic exchange pro-
cedure was followed to prepare Mg-rich montmorillonite
suspension using MgCl2 solution (1M), and the final ob-
tained clay suspension was labeled SWy-2-Mg.

Two oriented slides were prepared for the obtained
samples (SWy-2-Mg) to be analyzed by XRD technique. For
that the specimen suspension was deposed on a glass slide
and then dried at room temperature for 24 hours to obtain
an air-dried preparation [49].

2.3. “In Situ” XRD Analysis. )e “in situ” XRD patterns
produced by SWy-2-Mg sample are obtained upon two
overturn hydration-dehydration cycles. )ese cycles were
created by varying gradually the RH% in reverse orientation
with a 10% step. For that an Anton Paar TTK 450 chamber
coupled with a D8 Advance Brüker installation (Cu-Kα
radiation) equipped with solid-state detector and operating
at 40 KV and 30mA was used. )e reflection setting
diffractometer installation is equipped with an Ansyco rh-
plus 2250 humidity control device used to vary manually
the RH%. )e hydration-dehydration cycle orientations
were detailed in Figure 1 and can be resumed as follows.

Both applied cycles were performed in three successive
processes starting from 40% RH, which coincides with the
relative humidity value of the room condition (297 K and
∼40% RH).

)e first cycle is divided into three domains summarized
as follows.

)e first one (I) consists of a hydration process realized
by increasing the RH% from 40 to almost saturated con-
dition (80%) followed by a dehydration procedure (II)
assured by the decrease of the RH% towards extremely dry
condition (10%). Finally, a rehydration process (III) was
performed to a second return to 40% RH (Figure 1).

)e sequential RH orientation was accomplished in an
inverse way for the second cycle. Indeed, starting from 40%
RH, a dehydration process was performed decreasing the
RH% to 10%, followed by a hydration procedure reaching
80% RH and to finish with a second dehydration process by
lessening the RH% to 40% (Figure 1).

Over these applied cycles, experimental XRD patterns
were registered, in situ, every 10% at the fixed relative
humidity condition values where the usual scanning pa-
rameters were 0.04°2θ as step size and 6 s as counting time
per step over the angular range 2–40°2θ. In total, sixteen
experimental patterns were recorded per cycle, and for all
obtained 001 reflection, quantitative and quanlitative XRD
analyses are performed.
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2.3.1. Qualitative XRD Pattern Investigations. A primeval
interpretation about the hydration states of the studied samples
can be obtained from a qualitative XRD analysis of the ex-
perimental profile. )is information was deduced through the
d001 basal-spacing values and a description of the 001 reflection
profile geometry (pics symmetry and/or asymmetry). In ad-
dition, the correlation between the calculated parameters in-
cluding the full width at half maximum intensity (FWHM) for
the 001 reflections and ξ parameters [42, 50] can supply in-
formation about the hydration character of the studied samples
(homogenous or interstratified). Nevertheless, the qualitative
examination cannot provide information about structural
transformation related to the position and organization of H2O
molecule and the exchangeable cations along the c∗ axis. In
addition, it is impossible to distinguish the nature and the
relative contributions of different hydration phases at different
RH values varied over the cycles. )us, a quantitative evalu-
ation of diverse changes which occurs within the smectite
structure was required to accomplish the aims of the studies.

2.3.2. XRD Profile-Modeling Approach. )e quantitative
analysis is based on the XRD profile-modeling approach in
order to propose theoretical structural models estimating,
respectively, the gradual evolution of the interlamellar space
content versus the hydration sequences, the nature of the
different layer types coexisting within crystallites, and their
proportion and their structural composition at different
stages of both the applied cycles.

)is method consists of adjusting the experimental
XRD patterns (001 reflection) to theoretical ones where the

calculated intensity is based on the algorithms developed by
[41]. )e theoretical matrix formalism was detailed by [41].
)e used Z atomic coordinates of the interlayer space
correspond to those proposed by [41].)e abundances of the
different types of layers (Wi), the mode of stacking of the
different kinds of layers, and the mean number of layers per
coherent scattering domain (CSD) [51] can be determined
also through XRD profile-modeling approach. )e layer-
type stacking is described by a set of junction probabilities
(Pij) where the relationships between these probabilities and
the abundancesWi of the different types of layers were given
by [41]. A detailed description of the fitting strategy was
detailed in the work of [37, 40]. Indeed, XRD pattern-
modeling was performed assuming the possible presence
of different layer types. )ese different layer types corre-
spond to the different hydration states commonly reported
in smectites as a function of relative humidity. In the fitting
process, we have introduced dehydrated layers (0W layers,
layer thickness at 9.6–10.0 Å), monohydrated layers with one
plane of H2O molecules in the interlayer (1W layers at
11.5–13.0 Å), bihydrated layers with two planes of H2O
molecules in the interlayer (2W layers at 13.9–15.8 Å), and
trihydrated layers (3W layers at 18.0–18.5 Å).

3. Results

3.1. Quantifying Interlamellar Space Content during the
First Cycle

3.1.1. Qualitative XRD Analysis. All experimental XRD
patterns produced by the SWy-2-Mg sample during the first
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Figure 1: Sequence variation of the RH% during different hydration-dehydration cycles.
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cycle are presented in Figure 2 with the calculated profile,
obtained using the corresponding contributions of the
various mixed-layer structures (MLSs).

A qualitative investigation was performed providing
preliminary information about the hydration property
evolution. In fact, a homogenous hydration character is
observed at the highest RH range extending between 70%
(hydration process) ≤RH ≤ 60% (dehydration process).
)is description is confirmed by the low value of the
calculated FWHM, the ξ parameter (Table 1) of the 001
reflection positions over the RH fields. On the contrary,
a heterogeneous hydration behavior was deduced at the
lowest RH range justified by the irrationality, for all
measurable reflection positions, characterized by high ξ
parameter values (Table 1).

)e gradual evolution of the d001 basal-spacing values as
function of RH% (Figure 3(a)) shows a clear hysteresis
between 40%≤RH ≤ 10%. For this RH range, the structure
is dominated by an interstratified hydration behavior be-
tween 1W and 2W layer types. However, the variation of
the d001 spacing between 80 and 40% RH tails the same
roads which can be interpreted by a hydrous stability on the
interlayer spaces.

3.1.2. ?eoretical Models and the Hydration Properties.
)e structural parameters used to reproduce experimental
patterns of SWy-2-Mg as a function of RH% were regrouped
in Table 2. Results derived from the quantitative XRD in-
vestigation demonstrate that the studied structure (i.e., SWy-
2-Mg) changes, all over the cycle, with an interstratified
hydration behavior. Indeed, all proposed models are de-
scribed by a main structure composed by diverse hydration
state contributions (0W, 1W, 2W, and 3W) at different RH
values (Figure 2).

)ese heterogeneous hydration behaviors can be explained
by sequential transitions between different hydration states
induced by the continuous variation of the RH%. )e evo-
lution of different relative layer-type proportions as a function
of the RH% (Figure 4) shows a continuous diffusion of H2O
molecules in the interlamellar spaces during the hydration
process leading to progressive and continuous 1W→ 2W and
2W→ 3W transitions.

In fact, at the beginning of the cycle (40% RH), the
studied sample (SWy-2-Mg) was characterized by a main
structure composed by 21% of 1W layer types with major
contribution of the bihydrated ones (79%). By reaching
80% RH, a different configuration composed by 7%, 65%,
and 28% attributed, respectively, to 1W, 2W, and 3W
hydration states is manifested (Figure 4). On the contrary,
along the dehydration process, the decrease of the RH
values from 80% to 30% leads to a gradual emptying of the
microscopic porosity corresponding to the reduction of the
interlamellar water molecule abundances. Indeed, suc-
cessive 3W→ 2W and 2W→ 1W transitions are observed
over this RH range, where the structure is composed at 30%
RH by 19%, 75%, and 6%, respectively, for 1W, 2W, and
3W layer types. An obvious transformation on the struc-
tural composition and a notable change on the hydration

behavior were distinguished towards the lowest RH do-
main starting from 20% RH (rehydration process) to the
end of the cycle at 40% RH (rehydration process). In fact,
fast emptying of the interlamellar spaces from water planes
was noted by decreasing the % RH rates during the de-
hydration procedure where the 2W layer-type contribu-
tion decreases rapidly with a complete disappearance of
the 3W layer from the structure (Figure 4). Over this RH
range, fast increasing of the 1W layer-type contribution
was noted, which dominates the structure until the end of
the cycle (Figure 4).

3.2. Quantifying Interlamellar Space Content during the
Second Cycle

3.2.1. Qualitative XRD Investigation. Experimental XRD
patterns obtained under controlled RH condition along
the second cycle are represented with the respective
contributions of the various MLSs used to calculate
profiles in Figure 5.

)e correlation between FWHM and the ξ parameter
(Table 3) proposes that over a large RH range extending
between 30% (dehydration process) ≤RH ≤ 70% RH (hy-
dration procedure), the structure is characterized by an
interstratified hydration character. However, the study
suggests homogenous hydration behaviors with decreasing
the RH values from 80% to 40% over the second de-
hydration procedure (Table 3).

Evolution of the layer thickness (d001) as function of the
RH%, along the second cycle, was characterized by the ap-
pearance of a clear hysteresis at the RH range extending
between 40% and 10% (Figure 3). Indeed, a fast shift of the
d001 spacing values from 15.39 Å at 40% RH to 12.90 Å at 10%
RH was observed. However, a slow d001 value progress is
noted by inversing the RH% orientation. Over these RH
domains, the d001 is attributed to an interstratified 2W-1W
hydration state.

3.2.2. ?eoretical Models and the Hydration Properties.
Optimum structural parameters used to fit experimental
XRD patterns in the case of the second cycle are sum-
marized in Table 4. )e quantitative XRD investigation
demonstrates that all calculated theoretical models which
allow reproducing the 001 reflections are characterized by
heterogeneous hydration states composed of two different
MLSs with diverse relative proportions of layer types
(Figures 5(a) and 5(b)).

Evolution of different layer type contributions as
a function of RH is detailed in Figure 6. With decreasing the
RH% during the first dehydration procedure, a slow tran-
sition from the 2W to 1W state was observed between 40%
RH and 20% RH where the smectite crystallite presents
major contributions of the 2W layer types.

A notable increase of the 1W layer proportion, towards
the lowest RH condition (i.e.,10% RH), is detected. At this
RH rate, the structure is reproduced by 70% of the mon-
ohydrated states (1W) and 30% of the bihydrated ones
(Figure 6).
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Figure 2: Continued.
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Progressive intercalation of water planes is noted
during the hydration procedure. )is accelerated in-
tercalation is achieved by a continuous transition from the
1W to the 2W layer types between 20 and 40% RH.
Reaching 50% RH, the insertion of the H2O molecules

becomes more easier; indeed, the 3W state appears at this
stage and persists in the structure for a wide RH field
extending between 50 and 60% RH (dehydration pro-
cedure) (Figure 6). Over these RH domains, the structure
grows gradually containing different contributions of the
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Figure 2: Best agreement between experimental (black line) and calculated (blue line) XRD patterns obtained using the respective
contributions of the various MLSs (red and green line) in the case of the first cycle. (a) Hydration-dehydration. (b) Dehydration-hydration.
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three layer types including 1W, 2W, and 3W with a clear
dominance of the bihydrated phases (2W). During the
second dehydration procedure performed by decreasing
the RH% from the highest RH value (i.e., 80% RH) to the
starting point (i.e., 40% RH), a gradual emptying of the
interlamellar spaces from water is noted. )eoretical
models propose structures characterized by the major
proportion of the 2W layer types which kept the highest
proportion until the end of the cycle (Figure 6).

4. Discussion

4.1. RH, Interlamellar Water Amounts, and Ionic Radius.
)e continuous variation of the RH values along both cycles
automatically brings a sequential transition between

different hydration states in the interlayer spaces of SWy-2-
Mg complex, which logically leads to a continuous change
on the interlayer water amount and distribution.

Figure 7 represents a comparison between the inter-
lamellar water molecule content evolution along the first and
the second cycle, which establishes the dependence of the
hydration behavior progression on the sequence variation and
orientation of the RH values clearly. In fact, a dissimilar
progression of the water amount was perceived in three
principal RH fields: Over the first RH section spreading
between 50%RH and 80%RH, labeled (I), the interlayer water
amounts retained in the structure were more important in the
case of first hydration-dehydration cycle than in the second
one. An analogous hydration behavior of the studied complex
is observed in the short RH domain over the second domain

Table 1: Qualitative XRD investigation versus %RH in the case of the first hydration-dehydration cycle.

%RH d001 FWHM ξ Character

Hydration process

40 15.52 1.03 0.77 I
50 15.96 1.09 0.67 I
60 16.46 0.94 0.47 I
70 16.60 0.82 0.34 H
80 16.74 0.68 0.21 H

Dehydration process

70 16.40 0.70 0.13 H
60 16.07 0.78 0.18 H
50 15.70 0.89 0.15 H
40 15.32 0.91 0.26 H
30 14.98 0.95 0.41 I
20 14.42 1.34 0.48 I
10 12.90 1.50 0.72 I

Rehydration process
20 13.55 1.54 0.53 I
30 13.80 1.50 0.83 I
40 15.20 1.48 0.20 I

Note: position d001 and FWHM of the 001 reflection are given in angstroms and in °2θ CuKα, respectively. )e ξ parameter which accounts for the departure
from rationality of the 001 reflection series is calculated as the standard deviation of the l× d001 values calculated for the Xi measurable reflections (Xi� 3 in
this case) over the 2–40°2θ CuKα angular range. (I) and (H) indicate Interstratified hydration character and Homogeneous hydration character.
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Figure 3: Evolution of the given d001 spacing values according to % RH values during the first and the second cycle.
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Table 2: Structural parameters used to reproduce experimental patterns of SWy-2-Mg complex as a function of RH along the first
hydration-dehydration cycle.

% RH % of MLS % of 0W/1W/2W/3W-R∗

L.) nH2O ZH2O ZMg

M
0W 0W 0W 0W
1W 1W 1W 1W
2W 2W 2W 2W
3W 3W 3W 3W

Hydration

40 (start)

65 0/45/55/0–R0 — — — —
35 0/05/95/0–R0 12.30 2 09.60 09.60 8

15.65 4 10.00/14.50 12.40
— — — —

50

70 0/35/65/0–R1 — — — —
30 0/0/85/15–R0 12.30 2 09.70 09.70 8

15.75 4 10.00/14.50 12.40
18.00 6 10.60/14.80/16.20 14.80

60

60 0/0/70/30–R0 — — — —
40 0/30/70/0–R1 12.40 2.5 09.80 09.80

15.75 5 10.00/14.70 12.40 7
18.00 6 10.60/14.80/16.20 14.80

70

80 0/0/70/30–R0 — — — —
20 0/25/5/0–R1 12.65 2.5 09.80 09.80 8

15.80 5.6 10.00/14.85 12.60
18.00 6 10.60/14.70/16.40 14.70

80

80 0/0/65/35–R1 — — — — 11
20 0/65/35/0–R1 12.65 3 10.40 09.60

15.80 6 10.00/14.50 12.70
18.40 6 10.60/14.50/16.80 16.80

Dehydration

70

70 0/0/70/30–R0 — — — —
30 0/35/65/0–R0 12.40 2.5 10.20 09.20 10

15.75 6 10.00/14.90 12.60
18.40 6 10.40/14.90/16.70 14.70

60

60 0/0/80/20–R1 — — — —
35 0/45/55/0–R1 12.15 2.5 10.30 10.30 10

15.50 5 09.50/14.70 12.50
18.30 6 10.70/14.70/16.70 14.70

50

50 0/0/80/20–R0 — — — — —
50 0/45/55/0–R1 12.00 2.5 10.30 10.30 10

15.20 4 09.60/14.50 12.40
18.30 6 10.60/14.50/16.70 14.50

40

58 0/0/82/18–R1 — — — —
42 0/45/55/0–R1 12.30 2.5 10.00 10.00 10

14.95 4 09.70/14.90 12.60
18.30 6 10.20/14.70/16.90 14.70

30

58 0/0/90/10–R0 — — — —
42 0/45/55/0–R1 12.50 2 10.00 10.00 10

14.95 3.2 10.30/14.50 12.60
18.20 6 10.00/14.70/16.90 14.70

20

40 35/65/0/0–R1 10.70 — — 9.00 9
37.80 0/25/75/0–R1 12.50 2 09.70 09.70
22.20 0/80/20/0–R0 14.75 3.6 10.30/14.50 12.40

— — — —

10

60 15/85/0/0–R0 10.20 — 09.00 9.00
40 0/65/35/0–R0 12.00 1.5 09.70 09.70 7

14.75 3.6 10.30/14.00 12.40
— — — —
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(II) between 50 and 40% RH of both cycles. However, at the
lower RH fields (III), quantitative results prove that the
calculated interlamellar water amounts were more im-
portant in the case of the second cycle than the first one.

Such obtained result is in concordance with the
previous work [52–54] where the same studied mont-
moriollonite was saturated with other bivalent cations
characterized by different ionic radius (Ni2+, Hg2+, and
Ba2+) and have undergone the same “in situ”
adsorption/desorption sequences. Results derived from
modeling of X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns related to
the cited study have proven that the hydration

mechanism at crystal scale of diverse samples was found
to evolve gradually in different ways as a function of the
applied cycles, thus proving the dependence of the
progress of the swelling property of the montmorillonite
on the sequence orientation, which means problem re-
lated to how the RH rates varied over the cycle.

On the contrary, the comparison between the devel-
opment of the interlayer H2O molecule retained in the
interlamellar spaces for the montmorillonite saturated by
diverse bivalent cations (Ba2+, Ni2+, Hg2+, and Mg2+)
upon the first cycle and the second one (Figure 8) shows
an analogous hydration performance between the SWy-2-

Table 2: Continued.

% RH % of MLS % of 0W/1W/2W/3W-R∗

L.) nH2O ZH2O ZMg

M
0W 0W 0W 0W
1W 1W 1W 1W
2W 2W 2W 2W
3W 3W 3W 3W

Rehydration

20
78 0/75/25/0–R0 — — — —
22 0/35/65/0–R0 12.00 1.5 09.50 09.50 9

15.00 3.6 10.30/14.00 12.50
— — — —

30

65 0/75/25/0–R0 — — — — —
35 0/60/40/0–R0 12.00 1.8 09.50 09.50 10

15.30 4 10.30/14.00 12.50
— — — —

40 (return)

58 0/30/70/0–R1 — — — —
42 0/55/45/0–R1 12.40 1.8 10.20 10.50 7

15.80 4 11.00–14.60 12.20
— — — —

Note: 3W, 2W, 1W, and 0W are attributed to the layer hydration state. R∗: Reichweit (R)″factor. R0 and R1 describe theMLS with random interstratifications
or with partial segregation, respectively. L.): layer thickness in Å. nH2O: number of H2O molecule per half unit cell. ZH2O: position along c∗ axis of H2O
molecule. ZMg: position of exchangeable cations per half unit cell calculated along c∗ axis. M: average layer number per stacking. nMg: number of H2O
molecule per half unit cell fixed to 0.15, indicating full saturation of the cationic exchange capacity CEC of the minerals.
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Figure 5: Continued.
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Ni and SWy-2-Mg. In fact, a clear hysteresis is observed in
both cases indicating irreversible interlayer water prog-
ress during the hydration-dehydration cycles. However,
location of Ba2+ and Hg2+ in exchangeable sites of the
same matrix leads to more stability in interlamellar spaces
of both structures; thus, the evolution of the interlayer
water contents was more respected during the applied

cycles. )e assessment of these results revealed that the
environmental solicitation performed by the continuous
change of the RH% affects deeply the hydration perfor-
mance of the host materials (SWy-2) especially in presence
of bivalent cations with the lowest ionic radius in their
exchangeable sites. In fact, unlike the cations with little size
(Mg2+ and Ni2+), the huge size of Ba2+ and Hg2+ favors
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a decrease of the hydration heterogeneities degree and thus
establish more stability of the crystal structure. )us, the
ionic radius of the bivalent compensator ions represents an
intrinsic parameter which has important impact on the
evolution of the hydration behaviors of the studied
smectite.

)e hydrous disruption that appears on the inter-
lamellar spaces can be interpreted by the appearance of
structural perturbation and new organization at the crystal
scale versus the applied hydrous strain. Indeed, the hy-
dration heterogeneity was explained in many studies by
the disorder distribution of the surface charge sites which
leads to heterogeneous structural composition responsible
for such behaviors [55, 56].

Such structural perturbation is justified in the present
work through quantitative XRD investigation. Indeed, all
theoretical structural models suggest the coexistence of
more than one mixed-layer structure (MLS) and propose
continuous variations of the interlamellar spaces config-
urations whatever the interlayer bivalent cations nature
(i.e., Mg2+, Hg2+, Ba2+,and Ni2+) and whatever the relative
humidity rates that varied upon the applied cycles [52–54].

However, the unsteadiness of the material behavior
face to the environmental surroundings changes represent
inconvenience when using such mineral as natural bar-
riers in industrial wastes and radioactive treatment spe-
cially in long-live storage application.

Indeed, [45] demonstrates that the cation-exchange
process of Na-rich montmorillonite in contact with solu-
tion containing bivalent cations (Cu2+ and Co2+) was affected
when applied 15 hydration-dehydration cycles, created by
continuous variation of RH% rates. In this case, results
derivatived from quantitative XRD analysis prove that the
hydrous strain was accompanied by an obvious structural
change characterized by a decrease in the amount of ex-
changeable sites which affect the selective exchange process.

In this regard, taking into account the change of sur-
rounding environmental condition is crucial to avoid its

consequence on the microstructure stability of the geo-
technical barrier especially in long term.

4.2. Hydration Hysteresis. )e comparison between the
average hydration hysteresis and the evolution of the
calculated standard deviation (SD) for all specimens along
both cases of cycles were reported in Figure 9. )e SD is
generally used to quantify the amount of variation or
dispersion of a set of data values. )e comparison shows
that every sample was characterized by different average
hydration hysteresis as well as their associated SD as
function of the applied cycle. )is result confirms the
impact of the RH sequence orientation on the hydration
behavior of the studied montmorillonite whatever the
nature of the bivalent cation present in their exchangeable
sites.

Moreover, the evolution of the SD parameter versus RH%
over both cycles (Figure 10) indicate that for all studied
complexes, the calculated SD values were more important for
the major parts of the RH field in the case of the second cycle
than in the first one.)e high SD values can be interpreted by
the appearance of important structural fluctuations and
perturbation on the hydration properties over the second
cycle comparing with the first one. However, when focusing
the progress of the SD values’ evolution during the first cycle,
the obtained results show that the calculated SD decreases
gradually for different samples when increasing RH values,
which indicates more structural stability trends for all studied
complexes at the highest RH fields.

On the contrary, according to the literature [20, 28, 33],
the classification of the divalent cations used in this work
(based on their ionic potential) should respect the fol-
lowing order: Mg2+ >Ni2+ >Hg2+ > Ba2+. However, the
exploitation of Figure 9, by following the evolution of
different average hydration hysteresis as function of the %
RH, indicates that this classification was low respected in
major parts of the explored RH fields and in both cycle
types. Indeed, at the exception of narrow RH fields

Table 3: Qualitative XRD investigation versus RH% in the case of the second hydration-dehydration cycle.

% RH d001 (A°) FWHM (°2θ) ξ Character

Dehydration process

40 (start) 15.47 1.40 I
30 14.23 1.44 0.16 I
20 13.50 1.55 0.18 I
10 12.89 1.76 0.10 I

Hydration process

20 13.32 1.69 0.53 I
30 14.07 1.67 0.51 I
40 14.82 1.72 0.80 I
50 15.25 1.63 0.36 I
60 15.59 1.60 0.15 I
70 16.10 1.04 0.20 I
80 16.88 1.00 0.49 I

Second dehydration process

70 16.31 0.95 0.20 H
60 16.01 1.19 0.18 I
50 15.60 1.46 0.15 I

40 (return) 15.20 1.60 0.10 I
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Table 4: Structural parameters used to fit experimental patterns of SWy-2-Mg complex as a function of RH along the second hydration-
dehydration cycle.

% RH % of MLS % of 0W/1W/2W/3W-R∗

L.) nH2O ZH2O ZMg

M
0W 0W 0W 0W
1W 1W 1W 1W
2W 2W 2W 2W
3W 3W 3W 3W

Dehydration

40 (start)

60 0/0/100/0–R0 — — — —
40 0/45/55/0–R0 12.35 2 10.60 10.60 9

15.55 4 10.00/14.50 12.40
— — — —

30

55 0/15/85/0–R0 — — — —
45 0/45/55/0–R0 12.30 2 10.60 10.60 8

15.28 4 10.00/14.50 12.40
— — — —

20

62 0/45/55/0–R0 — — — —
38 0/15/85/0–R0 12.30 1.8 10.60 10.60 10

15.28 3.6 09.00/13.50 12.40
— —

—

10

75 0/75/25/0–R0 — — — —
25 0/55/45/0–R0 12.25 1 10.60 10.60 11

15.10 2.4 09.00/13.50 12.60
— — —

Hydration

20

100 0/55/45/0–R0 — — — —
12.15 2 10.70 10.70 10
15.15 3.6 09.90/13.00 12.60
— — — —

30

55 0/55/45/0–R0 — — — —
45 0/65/35/0–R1 12.20 2 10.30 10.30 10

15.20 4.4 09.00/13.50 12.40
— — — —

40

55 0/0/100/0 — — — — 7
45 0/45/55/0–R0 12.20 2 10.60 10.60

15.35 4 10.00/14.50 12.50
— — — —

50

70 0/0/85/15–R0 — — — —
30 0/45/55/0–R1 12.20 2 10.30 10.30 8

15.60 4 10.00/14.80 12.50
18.20 5.8 09.90/14.50/16.70 14.50

60

85 0/0/70/30–R0 — — — —
15 0/45/55/0–R0 12.20 2 10.70 10.70

15.60 4 10.00/14.60 12.40 10
18.30 5.4 10.60/14.60/16.70 14.60

70

— — — —
75 0/0/65/35–R0 12.30 2 10.70 10.70
25 0/40/60/0–R1 15.70 4 10.50/14.90 12.40 11

18.30 6 10.60/14.50/16.20 14.50

80

75 0/0/60/40–R0 — — — —
25 0/40/60/0–R1 12.30 2.2 10.30 10.30 12

15.70 4.4 10.50/14.90 12.50
18.30 6.6 10.50/14.60/16.20 14.60
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extending between 10% and 30% during the second cycle
(Figure 9), the classification varied arbitrarily between
different cations and changed randomly from an RH field
to others ones.

As a consequence of this last result, the ionic potential
cannot explain or justify the hydration behavior evolution
of the montmorillonite saturated with bivalent cations
when submitted to continuous changes of the RH%. In this
regard, the water retention mechanism and the crystalline
swelling of this smectite became more complex phenomenon
under this type of environmental surrounding condition

change. In fact, several factors contribute simultaneously to
govern the interlamellar hydration processes, and their
combined impacts complicate the well understanding of the
interlayer swelling process.

5. Conclusion

)is work focuses on the detailed hydration behavior re-
sponse of anMg-rich montmorillonite when it undergoes an
environmental solicitation created by continuous variation
of the RH% along two different hydration-dehydration

Table 4: Continued.

% RH % of MLS % of 0W/1W/2W/3W-R∗

L.) nH2O ZH2O ZMg

M
0W 0W 0W 0W
1W 1W 1W 1W
2W 2W 2W 2W
3W 3W 3W 3W

Dehydration

70

65 0/0/70/30–R0 — — — —
35 0/60/40/0–R1 12.20 2.2 10.30 10.30

15.70 4.4 10.50/14.90 12.50 12
18.20 6.6 10.50/14.60/16.20 14.60

60

65 0/0/85/15–R0 — — — —
35 0/45/55/0–R1 12.30 2 10.20 10.20

15.70 4 10.50/14.80 12.50 11
18.20 6 10.50/14.60/16.20 14.60

50

55 0/10/90/0–R0 — — — —
45 0/45/55/0–R1 12.20 2 10.20 10.20

15.15 4 10.50/14.80 12.50 11
— — — —

40 (return)

66 0/15/85/0–R0 — — — — 12
34 0/65/35/0–R1 12.00 2 09.70 09.70

15.15 4 10.00/14.50 12.40
— — — —

nMg: number of H2O molecule per half unit cell fixed to 0.15, indicating full saturation of the cationic exchange capacity CEC of the minerals.
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cycles. Quantitative analysis is mainly based on XRD-
modeling approach. )e evolution of the hydration prop-
erties of the studied sample is quantified and followed every
10% RH upon both cycles. )e obtained results are com-
pared with the hydration behaviors of Hg-, Ba-, and Ni-rich
montmorillonite studied in the same environmental con-
dition changes.

)e main results obtained through quantitative XRD
investigation shows the following:

(i) )e hydration behavior of the studied sample
(i.e., SWy-2-Mg) strongly depended on the se-
quence orientation of the RH that varied over cycles.

(ii) )e proposed theoretical models describing the
evolution of the structural properties suggests
the coexistence of more than one MLS indicating the
hydration heterogeneity character for the SWy-2-Mg
whatever the RH% sequence orientation.

(iii) )e montmorillonite’s interlamellar water content
growth was dependent on the nature of the bivalent
exchangeable cations. In fact, the presence of Mg2+ as
well as Ni2+ ions in the structure leads an irreversible
interlayer water content process confirmed by the
appearance of a hydration hysteresis. However,
the location of cations with largest ionic radius like
Ba2+ and Hg2+, in exchangeable sites, was
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Figure 7: Development of the interlayer water contents as function of the RH% along the first and the second cycles in the case of SWy-2-Mg
complex.
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accompanied by more orderliness of systems and
decrease in the water-content fluctuation.

(iv) )e effect of the ionic potential parameter on the
interlayer water retention mechanism, under con-
trolled atmosphere (i.e, variable RH), is not justified
and cannot give a logical explanation on the progress
of hydration behaviors of different complex.
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discussions about smectite hydration, her main contribution
in the XRDmodeling approach, and the proof reading of the
manuscript.
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+e migration of zinc oxide nanoparticles (nZnO) in geosynthetic clay liners (GCLs) under different osmotic pressures was
conducted using a self-developed geosynthetic clay liner osmometer.+e effects of the osmotic pressure on themigration behavior
of nZnO in GCLs were analyzed. +e results showed that, with an increase of osmotic pressure, the retention rate of nZnO
increased greatly, the particle size increased, the stability of the soliquoid declined, GCLs pores were compressed, the infiltration
coefficient of GCLs reduced, and the interception effect of GCLs on nZnO particles strengthened.+e two-site model can simulate
the migration behavior of nZnO in GCLs very well. +e correlativity between the maximummigration distance (Lmax) of nZnO in
GCLs and the osmotic pressure was negative.

1. Introduction

Zinc oxide nanopartilces (nZnO) are a high-performance
inorganic product and are currently one of the most widely
used engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) in the world [1, 2].
However, Collins [3] reported that nZnO can affect the
survival of organisms in the soil and can even change their
community structure. At concentrations of 50 and 100mg/L,
nZnO exhibited cytotoxicity in Neuro-2A cells [4]. More-
over, nZnO can reach the membranes of human aortic
endothelial cells (HAECs) and can be absorbed. At a con-
centration of 10mg/L, nZnO induced a conspicuous in-
flammatory response in HAECs. At higher concentrations,
nZnO could lead to HAEC necrosis [5]. +e toxic effects of
nZnO on human lung adenocarcinoma cells (A549) were
concentration-dependent and time-dependent [6]. Deng [7]
holded that the cytotoxicity of nZnO was mainly caused by
the dissolved zinc ions.

Solid waste landfill leaking is a key path for nanoparticles
to enter the natural environment [8]. With increasing ap-
plication of nano materials, large amounts of nanoparticles

have entered landfills as three types of waste [9]. Nano-
particles in liquid waste can easily enter the leachate of
landfill. Bolyard et al. [10] and Khan et al. [11] have found
that nanoparticles suspended in leachate can migrate suc-
cessfully through garbage soil. Current studies have mostly
adopted column elution tests to simulate nanoparticle mi-
gration in the soil. +e testing systems mainly consisted of
a suspension of nZnO particles (nZnO suspension) and
a porous medium [12]. +e porous medium was typically
composed of quartz sand, silica sand, and glass beads, which
serve as a simplified replacement of natural soil. +e physical
and chemical properties of the porous medium are dis-
tinctively different from those of natural soil. Research re-
sults showed that the migration of carbon nanotubes was
weaker in quartz sand than in glass beads [13]. +e smaller
the particle size of quartz sand is, the weaker themigration of
nanoparticles is. When the particle size of quartz sand de-
creased from 0.106mm to 0.043mm, the concentration of
nanoparticles in the effluent declined by 60% [14]. Similar
patterns have also been observed in nTiO2 and nAg in
subsequent studies [15]. +e interception ratio of nC60 in
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clay-containing soil specimens was far higher than that in
quartz sand and glass beads. +e interception in soil spec-
imens was irreversible [16]. +e findings indicated that soil
properties exert significant influence on nanoparticle mi-
gration in soil. In addition, specific chemical properties of
the suspension (e.g., ionic strength, organic matter content,
surface active agents, and pH values) can indirectly affect the
migration behavior of nanoparticles in a porous medium by
influencing nanoparticle scattering and suspension stability
[17, 18, 19, 20].

Aforementioned research on the migration of nano-
particles in ideal porous media (e.g., glass beads and quartz
sand) or sand obtained preliminary results [21, 22]. +e NPs
migration and sorption processes are related to the soil
properties differentiation [23]. Until now, no published
studies have considered the influence of osmotic pressure on
the migration properties of nanoparticles in a porous me-
dium. A previous test conducted at landfill sites indicated
that the water level of leachate inside landfills could be as
high as 20m–30m [24]. Geosynthetic clay liner (GCL) was
used as the last barrier preventing garbage leachate to enter
the natural environment [25]. Whether can GCLs effectively
intercept nanoparticles under high osmotic pressure?
+erefore, it is an important issue that how osmotic pressure
in landfill leachate impacts on migration behaviors of nZnO
particles from GCLs to the groundwater.

2. Experimental Materials and Methods

2.1. Material

2.1.1. Geosynthetic Clay Liner. +e GCL was prepared by
stitching sodium bentonite particles between two layers of
geotextiles. According to the data provided by the GCL
manufacturer, the bottom layer was woven geotextile with
a unit mass of 221 g/m3, the top layer was nonwoven geo-
textile with a unit mass of 112 g/m3, and the middle layer was
bentonite. +e performance of GCL and properties of
bentonite are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. +e
structural representation of the GCL is shown in Figure 1.

2.1.2. Preparation of the nZnO Suspension. nZnO particles
were synthesized by a solid reaction process in this exper-
iment. +e specific processes are as follows:

(1) After a specific amount of nZnO had been scattered
in an adequate amount of deionized water, the
mixture was subjected to an ultrasonic crusher. +e
nZnO suspension achieved optimal scattering when
the frequency, temperature, and time of the ultra-
sonic crusher were set at 28 kHz, 50°C, and 25min,
respectively [26].

(2) +e experiment employed inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry (ICP) to measure the
concentrations of nZnO suspensions. When the
concentrations of elements differed, the suspensions
emitted characteristic lights of varying intensity.
Quantitative analysis was conducted using this
property. +e measuring process included the

following steps: (i) tetraacetic acid digestion to
process the dispersion (the acid converted nZnO to
zinc ions; the acid also dissolved soil and other
impurities); (ii) ICP to measure the concentration
of zinc ions and to calculate the concentration of
nZnO suspension; and (iii) ZetaPALS to measure
the zeta potential of the solution. +e zeta potential
is a measurement of the intensity of mutual re-
pulsion or attraction among particles. +e zeta
potential represents the stability of colloidal dis-
persion. Table 3 shows the dispersion properties of
nZnO suspension which is gotten as described
above.

2.2. Experimental Setup. +e osmometer self-developed
comprised a pressure control system (composed of a pres-
sure controller, an air pressure pump, and a pressure gauge),
a temperature control system (a constant temperature sink),
an infiltration chamber, and an automatic collector. +e
various parts of the system were connected by plexiglass
hollow tubes to form a closed system (Figure 2). Osmotic
pressure could be adjusted from 0.1MPa to 0.5MPa using
a pneumatic pump.

Table 1: Basic performance of GCLs.

Parameters
Mass per unit area (kg/m2) 5.56
+ickness (mm) 6.78
Longitudinal breaking strength (kN/m) 11.85
Transverse breaking strength (kN/m) 10.28
Longitudinal breaking elongation (%) 19.50
Transverse breaking elongation (%) 10.67
Vertical permeability coefficient (m/s) 2.69×10−9

Sodium bentonite content (kg/m2) 5.32

Table 2: Basic properties of bentonite.

Mineral composition (%)

Montmorillonite 67
Kaolinite 14
Illite 12

Orthoclase 4
Quartz 2

Chemical composition (%)

SiO2 57.2
Al2O3 16.5
CaO 3.4
TiO2 0.8
Fe2O3 5.7
Na2O 3.3
K2O 0.7
MgO 3.7

Ion exchange capacity (mmol/g)

Na+ 0.445
K+ 0.010
Ca2+ 0.159
Mg2+ 0.017

Initial water content (%) 17.0
Initial thickness (mm) 6.65
pH 9.89∼10.67
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2.3. Experimental Methods. To investigate the effects of
varying osmotic pressure on the migration of nZnO particles
in GCLs, five osmotic pressure levels were set according to
the water level of landfill leachate. Table 4 shows the ex-
perimental parameters.

+e experiment steps were as follows:

(1) Inject 20 pore volumes (PV, obtained by dividing
exudate volume by GCLs pore volume) of deionized
water into the infiltration chamber and infiltrate
GCLs under a specific pressure.

(2) Mix nZnO granule stock solution with a suitable
amount of background solution at a specific pro-
portion and use a magnetic stirrer to stir for 3 h to
ensure complete mixing.

(3) Inject uniformly mixed nZnO granule suspension
into the infiltration chamber and set a corresponding
osmotic pressure using the control system.

(4) Collect exudate every 1/3 PV.

(5) When 15 PV of exudate have been collected, elute
nZnO particles that have been intercepted in the
GCLs using 5 PV of deionized water.

(6) Collect the exudate at the bottom of the infiltration
chamber by using an automatic collector and cen-
trifuge tubes. All exudate samples obtained through
infiltration and elution were collected in 5mL cen-
trifuge tubes.

(7) Measure nZnO particle concentration using ICP.

Nonwoven geotextile

Bentonite

Woven geotextile

Figure 1: Structural representation of the GCL.

Table 3: +e basic properties of nZnO suspensions.

Component State Particle distribution range Dispersive medium pH Zeta potential Concentration
nZnO Pure white uniform colloid 2∼40 nm Deionized water 10∼11 37mV 50mg/L

Pressure gauge

Nanoparticle dispersion

GCL

Permeate

Pressure controller

Pneumatic pump

�ermostatic water bath

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of GCLs permeameter.

Table 4: +e parameters of experiment.

Experimental condition Osmotic pressure
Initial concentration 50mg/L

From 0.1 to 0.5MPaIonic strength 1mmol/L
Organic content 1mg/L
Temperature 30°C
Note. C� degrees centigrade.
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Mark the concentration of nZnO particles before in-
filtrating GCLs as C0 and that in the exudate collected after
infiltrating GCLs as C. After the experiment has been
completed, adopt the PV number as the abscissa and C/C0 as
the ordinate to plot a breakthrough curve (BTC) of nZnO
particles. +e maximum C/C0 indicates maximum break-
through equilibrium concentration (Cmax). When at least
three consecutive C/C0 values are ≥95 percent of the Cmax,
it is defined as equilibrium in the breakthrough curve. +e
smallest PV value corresponding to Cmax is defined as the
equilibrium critical PV.

+e compression test and infiltration test of GCLs were
conducted with Chinese standard for soil test method (GB/T
50123-1999).

2.4.1eoreticalModel. +is study adopted a two-site kinetic
attachment model in porous media proposed by van Gen-
uchten and Wagenet [27] to analyze the migration of
nanoparticles in porous media. +e dimensionless form of
the two-site kinetic attachment model can be expressed as:

zC1

zT
+(βR− 1)

zC1

zT
+(1− β)R

zS

zT
�

1
Pe

z2C1

zX2 −
zC1

zX
,

(1− β)R
zS

zT
� ω C1 − S( ,

(1)

where C1 is the relative concentration C/C0; β is the fraction
of instantaneous retardation, denoting the distribution of
instantaneous equilibrium and rate-limited site types; ω is
the Damköhler number, which is the ratio between the
retention time and the characteristic absorption time in
hydrodynamics; T is the number of pore volumes; S is the
total adsorption; Pe is the Péclet number, which is a di-
mensionless number designating the ratio between the
convection rate and the diffusion rate; and R is the re-
tardation factor, reflecting the characteristics of retardation
nanoparticles exhibit in migrating through the porous
medium.

3. Analysis of Experimental Results

3.1. BTC of nZnO Particles under Varying Osmotic Pressures.
Figure 3 shows the breakthrough curve of nZnO particles at
varying pressures. +e parameters of the BTC are shown in
Table 5.

When the pressure rises from 0.1MPa to 0.5MPa, the
critical PV rises from 7.5 to 9.8. As pressure increases, the
maximum equilibrium concentration Cmax declines, and the
interception ratio increases.When the osmotic pressure rises
from 0.1MPa to 0.5MPa, the maximum equilibrium con-
centration Cmax drops from 40.04mg/L to 20.145mg/L. At
the same time, the total rejection rate of nZnO particles in
GCLs increases from 48.21% to 82.04%. In the experiments,
the interception ratio was 82.04% under an osmotic pressure
of 0.5MPa, meaning that a substantial quantity of nZnO
particles deposited in GCLs, with only 17.96% of the par-
ticles migrating from GCLs and only 0.18% of the particles
migrating out of the GCLs. Both the maximum equilibrium

concentration Cmax and interception ratio of nZnO particles
under varying osmotic pressures indicated that the migra-
tion properties of nZnO particles in GCLs weakened when
osmotic pressure increased.

3.2. Effect of Varying Osmotic Pressure on
Transportation Parameters

3.2.1. Effect of Osmotic Pressure on the Stability of nZnO
Suspension. +e test results of the particles size and zeta
potential of the nZnO particle suspensions under different
osmotic pressures are shown in Figure 4. +e results in-
dicated that pressure can cause nZnO particles to grow in
size and agglomerate and reduce the scattering stability of
the nZnO suspension.+e test results revealed that when the
osmotic pressure rose from 0.1MPa to 0.5MPa, the zeta
potential of the nZnO suspension rose from −38.6mV to
−34.2mV and the size of nZnO particles increased by 5.8%
from 317.1 nm to 335.5 nm.

3.2.2. Effect of Osmotic Pressure on the Microstructure and
Infiltration Properties of GCLs. Under pressure changes, the
porosity ratios of GCLs change accordingly. +is study
performed a compression test on the GCLs to obtain
a compression curve (Figure 5). When the pressure rose
from 0.1MPa to 0.5MPa, the GCLs porosity ratio decreased
from 7.9 to 2.1. Specifically, at the initial stage of pressure
application (0.05–0.20MPa), the extent of change in the
porosity ratio was relatively small because the pressure
exerted relatively little force on the internal structure of
GCLs. When the pressure increased from 0.2MPa to
0.35MPa, relatively high pressure accelerated the GCLs
porosity change rate, causing the porosity ratio to decrease
by 62.5% (i.e., from 6.4 to 2.4), the pressure had a relatively
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Pressure
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Figure 3: BTC of nZnO particles under different osmotic
pressures.
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large effect on the internal structure of GCLs. Finally, be-
cause the consolidation effect in the preceding stages had
fully compressed the GCLs, changes in the GCLs porosity
ratio were inconspicuous in the last stage of compression
(0.35–0.5MPa), and the porosity ratio remained between 2.0

and 2.4. +erefore, osmotic pressure exerted notable effects
on GCLs microstructure.

+e GCLs infiltration coefficients under varying pres-
sures were tested using the infiltration test (Figure 6). +e
test results indicated that, with continual increases in os-
motic pressure, GCLs infiltration coefficients continually
decreased. When the osmotic pressure reached 0.35MPa,
the extent of change in infiltration coefficients was reduced.

+e effect of pressure on the migration performance of
nZnO particles in GCLs has a certain effect. +e migration
performance of nZnO particles deteriorates as the pressure
increases. +is is mainly due to the fact that nZnO particles
tend to agglomerate in suspension as the pressure increases,
and the nZnO particle size becomes larger, which is not
conducive to its migration in porous media. In addition,
pressure affects the microstructure of GCLs. Pressure causes
the GCLs pores to decrease and the permeability to decrease.
+e retention of nZnO particles by GCLs is enhanced.

3.3.Mechanism of Effect of Osmotic Pressure on nZnOParticle
Migration in GCLs. +e two-site model was used to fit the
breakthrough curves of nZnO particles in GCLs under
different osmotic pressures. +e results of the simulation are
shown in Figure 7.+e coincidence between the fitting curve
and the measured data is good.When the pressure was lower

Table 5: Parameters of the BTC.

Osmotic
pressure
(MPa)

Critical PV Cmax (mg/L) Total rejection rate (%) Desorption rate/reversible rejection rate (%)

0.1 7.5 40.04 48.21 3.91
0.2 7.8 40.515 57.00 2.78
0.3 8.3 30.095 65.48 1.89
0.4 8.4 30.54 75.38 0.84
0.5 9.8 20.145 82.04 0.18
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than 0.3MPa, the infiltration coefficients and void ratio of
GCLs decrease quickly with increase of pressure. So, in the
first 5 PV, the coincidence between the fitting curve and the
measured data is relatively low. +is indicates that the two-
site model can describe the migration process very well. In
addition, the coefficient of correlation (R2) also notes that
the two-site model has a better fitting effectiveness for the
migration process, as shown in Table 6, R2 are all above
0.945. Of the four dimensionless parameters, pressure had
relatively large influences on the Pe, R, and ω. Specifically, Pe
dropped when pressure rose, which indicated that the
convection effect of nZnO particles weakened in the GCLs.
+is phenomenon happened because pressure reduced
GCLs porosity so that the flow rate of the suspension slowed
in the GCLs. R was positively correlated with pressure.
Greater values of R indicated that the nanoparticles en-
countered greater retardation when nanoparticles migrated
in the porous medium. +erefore, the retardation effect of
GCLs on nZnO particles became increasingly conspicuous
as pressure increased.

3.4. Maximum Migration Distance of Nanoparticles. +e
maximum migration distance (Lmax) of nanoparticles in
porous media is defined as the migration distance when 99%
of nanoparticles (i.e., c/c0 � 0.01) are trapped. +e two-site
model can accurately describe the migration process of
nZnO particles in GCLs. +erefore, we adopted the two-site
model to simulate the relationship between C/C0 of nZnO
particles and the migration distance (z) in GCLs under
different experimental conditions by the CXTFITmodule of
the STANMOD software and to acquire the Lmax.+e results
of the simulation are shown in Figure 8. From the simulation
results, the correlativity between Lmax and osmotic pressure
is negative. It is also proved that the migration properties of
nZnO particles in GCLs drop down with the osmotic
pressure increasing.

4. Conclusion

Along with increasing pressure, the zeta potential among
nZnO particles decreased, the maximum energy barrier

Experimental data
Simulation curve
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Figure 7: +e two-site model simulation results. Pressure: (a) 0.1MPa; (b) 0.2MPa; (c) 0.3MPa; (d) 0.4MPa; (e) 0.5MPa.

Table 6: +e fitting values of the dimensionless parameters in the
two-site model.

Osmotic pressure
(MPa) Pe R β ω R2

0.1 251.2448 61.9311 0.4014 0.0632 0.988
0.2 229.2961 128.8189 0.3910 0.0981 0.988
0.3 69.3585 170.7667 0.3244 0.5214 0.979
0.4 62.3821 385.2743 0.3065 1.1122 0.977
0.5 36.7632 501.5935 0.3874 2.3723 0.945
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(Φmax) reduced gradually, the agglomeration properties of
nZnO strengthened, and the tension-induced interception of
nZnO particles in GCLs increased.

Along with increasing pressure, GCLs pores were
compressed, the infiltration coefficient of GCLs reduced, and
the interception effect of GCLs on nZnO particles
strengthened.

+e two-site model can accurately describe themigration
process of nZnO particles in GCLs.+emigration properties
of nZnO particles in GCLs drop down with the osmotic
pressure increasing.

+e correlativity between Lmax and osmotic pressure is
negative. It is also proved that the migration properties of
nZnO particles in GCLs drop down with the osmotic
pressure increasing.

Because of the complex environmental conditions of
landfills, the actual conditions of such sites could not be
accurately simulated in this study. However, the afore-
mentioned results can serve as a reference for future research
on the migration behaviors and mechanisms of nano-
particles in landfills.
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Consolidated undrained triaxial compression tests were performed to investigate the shear strength behavior of the solidified
dredged materials (SDM). *e variation law of deviator stress and excess pore water pressure with the increase of the applied
confining pressure was investigated. It is found that the shear strength envelope is consisted of two lines, and there exists
a transitional stress on the intersection point. *e undrained shear strength develops slightly with the increase of applied normal
stress in the preyield state. However, the undrained shear strength increases significantly in the postyield state, and the strength
envelope is nearly a straight line with the extension through the origin. Based on the triaxial test data and the binary medium
model, a strength criterion considering strength evolution mechanism is proposed and the relevant parameters of the strength
criterion were discussed. Comparisons of the predicted results and experimental data demonstrate that the proposed strength
criterion can properly describe the strength evolution rules of the SDM.

1. Introduction

Large volumes of sediment are dredged annually to maintain
the navigational depth of channels and harbors, to prevent
rivers from flooding, and to restore the ecosystem of de-
generative water bodies [1–6]. How to deal with the vast
amounts of dredged materials (DM) becomes an important
issue in engineering practice. Many studies have been
conducted regarding the use of DM as land reclamations
backfill or engineering construction materials [2, 5, 7–9].
Solidification/stabilization is an ideal way that can improve
the engineering properties of the abandoned DM [5]
(Kamon et al. 2005) [6, 8, 10], showing economical and
environmental advantages and avoiding borrowing soils
from elsewhere.

*e strength properties of structured clays are different
from remolded clays [11–15]. However, the existing strength
criterions are mostly established on the basis of the prop-
erties of reconstituted soils [16–19] that cannot well reflect
the influence of soil structures on the properties of struc-
tured soils [14]. It has been well reported by researchers
[15, 20] that the strength envelope of the natural structured
sedimentary clays can be divided into two parts in terms of
the structure yield stress (i.e., preyield state and postyield
state). And there also exists a transitional stress on the
strength envelope of the cement-treated soil [21, 22]. *e
structure formation of natural soil is attributed to the soil
structure development during depositional and post-
depositional processes [23–26]. Similar to natural structured
soils, the observed high yield stresses are evidences for the
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structure of cement-treated soil [1, 2, 22, 27, 28]. *e
structure of the SDM is formed by cement hydration and
pozzolanic reaction, and a mechanically stable soil matrix
was produced due to cementation bonds [1, 6, 21, 28, 29].
Hence, the SDM can be considered as an artificially struc-
tured soil, and it can exhibit strongly stable structure and
higher yield stress compared with the untreated DM.

*e objectives of this study are (1) to investigate shear
strength behavior of the SDM, (2) to establish strength
criterion for the SDM, and (3) to verify the validity of the
proposed strength criterion and discuss the relevant
parameters.

2. Materials and Test Method

2.1. Materials. *e dredged material (DM, as shown in
Figure 1) used in this study was taken from the bottom of the
Baima Lake located in Huaian, Jiangsu Province, China
(sampling site as shown in Figure 2). *e basic physical
properties of the DM are summarized in Table 1. *e liquid
limit and plastic limit are 66.1% and 26.6%, respectively.
According to the Unified Soil Classification System, the DM
is classified as high plasticity clay.

Based on the conventional cement-treated method, in
this study, phosphogypsum was used together with cement
to stabilize the DM at high water content. It should be
mentioned that phosphogypsum is a by-product of the
production of phosphoric acid, only a small portion can be
recycled, other most is deposited without any prior treat-
ment. Deserted phosphogypsum occupies land areas and
possibly causes serious environmental contamination [31–
33]. Type I ordinary Portland cement was used in this study,
and phosphogypsum (as shown in Figure 3) used here was
taken from a chemical company in Nanjing, China.

2.2. Sample Preparing and Test Method. Mixing proportion
design of the SDM is presented in Table 2, and current
dredging method characterized with high water content of
the DM [34] has been taken into account. In Table 2, the
mixing proportion can be expressed as 2.5W+C100+P40
and so on. In the expression, 2.5W denotes the water
content of DM slurry is 2.5 times the liquid limit, C100
denotes the cement content is 100 kg for 1m3 DM slurry
(i.e., 100 kg/m3), and P40 denotes the weight of phospho-
gypsum is 40% of the cement. All triaxial tests were per-
formed at the curing period of 28 days, and the confining
pressure is designed in the range of 100–1200 kPa, which are
shown in Table 2.

*e specimens were prepared by mixing the DM slurries
with dry cement powder and phosphogypsum powder.
*en, the uniform paste was placed into a cylindrical mold.
*e bottom of the mold is specially designed which can be
dismantled freely so that the sample is easy to dismantle.
Friction was minimized by using a polished inner wall and
smeared with a thin film of grease.*e cylindrical specimens
were dismantled after 24 hours, wrapped with plastic bags,
and then stored in a standard curing room with a constant
ambient temperature of 20± 2°C and a relative humidity

above 95%. *e dimension of all specimens (as shown in
Figure 4) is 39.1mm in diameter and 80mm in height.

Consolidated undrained triaxial compression tests were
conducted at the designed curing period of 28 days. Before
installation in the triaxial cell, the specimens were placed in
a vacuum chamber filled with distilled water for saturation at
least 24 hours. After installation, undrained isotropic
loading was used to check the pore pressure coefficient “B.”
*e triaxial tests were conducted at an axial compression
rate of 0.073mm/min. Excess pore water pressure was
measured during the shear phase. It should be mentioned
that even adopted with a back pressure of 200 kPa after
vacuum saturation, the measured pore pressure parameter
“B” was only around 0.9, which is in agreement with the
phenomenon reported by Kamruzzaman et al. [28].

3. Results and Discussion

*e variation of deviator stress under different confining
pressures is shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that there exists
a peak deviator stress for all SDM samples, which is similar
to the overconsolidated soils [28, 35–39]. Figure 5 illustrates
that the peak deviator stress increases with the applied
confining pressure and the failure strain also increases with
the increase in confining pressure. It is interesting to note
that the increment of the peak deviator stress is different
under different stress levels. *e peak deviator stress in-
creases very small when the confining pressure is less than
400 kPa, which is similar to the observations reported by
other researchers [21, 28]. *e change of the fabric in the
consolidation process is insignificant at low confining
pressures, and the peak strength is mainly governed by the
soil structure resistance [15, 21]. However, the peak strength
significantly increases when the confining pressure is more
than 400 kPa, for the cementation bond begins to break and
its artificial structure disappears progressively at high
confining pressures, and the shear strength mainly depends
on the applied stress level. Hence, the behavior of the SDM is
similar to heavily over-consolidated natural structured clays,
although its structure yield stress is related to bonding and
not to stress history [1, 22, 28, 40].

*e variation of excess pore water pressure under dif-
ferent confining stress is shown in Figure 6. It can be seen
that there exists a peak value when the confining pressure is
lower than 400 kPa; however, the peak value becomes in-
significant when the confining pressure is greater than
400 kPa. Similar results were observed by other researchers
on cement-treated or untreated clays [28, 41, 42].*e change
law of excess pore water pressure with the confining pressure
is different with the deviator stress, the peak pore water
pressure increases notably with an increase in confining
pressure, both in the lower stress level stage and in the higher
stress level stage. Similar results were reported by other
researchers on cement-treated clays [28, 41].

*e relationship between undrained shear strength and
applied normal stress is shown in Figure 7. It can be seen that
the undrained shear strength envelope is approximately
consisted of two straight lines, and there is a transitional
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stress at the intersection point of the two straight lines on the
strength envelope. Such a bilinear strength envelope for
natural sedimentary clays has been well reported by other
researchers [15, 20].

In Figure 7, it can be seen that the undrained shear
strength increases slightly with the increase in applied
normal stress at first (i.e., in the preyield state), which in-
dicates that the shear strength of the SDM is mainly affected

by the soil structure resistance when the applied stress is
smaller than the yield stress. However, the shear strength
increases significantly when the applied normal stress is
greater than yield stress (i.e., in the postyield state). It is
interesting to note that all the strength envelopes are nearly
a straight line with the extension through the origin, which is
consistent with the observation of other researchers [15, 22].
It indicates that the undrained shear strength mainly de-
pends on the applied normal stress in the postyield stage, for
the cementation bond is progressively destroyed and the soil
structure resistance gradually vanishes when the stress level
exceeds its yield stress [28, 40].

4. Strength Criterion for the SDM

Based on the homogenization theory of heterogeneous
materials [43] and considering the breakage mechanics of
geomaterials [44], Shen [45] proposed the binary medium
model for structured soil and suggested a basic equation for
the mean stress tensor σ{ } as Equation (1). In the model, the

Figure 4: Specimens.

Figure 1: Dredged material.
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Figure 2: Sampling site [30].

Table 1: Basic physical properties of the dredged material.

Properties Values
Specific gravity, Gs 2.68
Liquid limit, LL (%) 66.1
Plastic limit, PL (%) 26.6
Plasticity index, PI (%) 39.5
Sand (>0.074mm) content (%) 9.0
Silt (0.074–0.005mm) content (%) 59.4
Clay (<0.005mm) content (%) 31.6
Organic content (%) 2.2

Figure 3: Phosphogypsum.

Table 2: Programme of triaxial test.

Mixing proportion Confining pressure (kPa)
2.5W+C100+P40 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200
3.0W+C100+P70 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200
3.0W+C200 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200
3.0W+C200+P50 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200
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structured soil is conceptualized as binary medium con-
sisting of bonding element and frictional element:

σ{ } � (1− b) σi b + σf , (1)

where σi  is the mean stress tensor of the bonding element
and σf  is the mean stress tensor of the frictional element,
respectively, and b is the resistance share ratio.

In addition, according to the basic theory of soil me-
chanics, cohesion is independent of the normal stress,
whereas internal friction is the proportional function of

normal stress in the shear surface. Hence, the shear strength
of the SDM can be expressed as

τ � f τb(  + f τf , (2)

where f(τb) is the shear strength provided by the bonding
element and f(τf) is the shear strength provided by the
frictional element.

Substituting Equation (1) into (2), the shear strength of
solidified soil can be expressed as
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Figure 5: Relationship between deviatoric stress and axial strain at different applied confining pressures: (a) 2.5W+C100+P40, (b) 3.0W+
C100+P70, (c) 3.0W+C200, and (d) 3.0W+C200+P50.
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τ � (1− β)τb + βτf, (3)

where τb and τf are the shear strengths provided by bonding
element and frictional element, respectively, and β is the
shear resistance share ratio.

It has been well documented that atmospheric pressure
can be used in the strength reference framework to in-
vestigate the strength of the solidified soil [14, 46, 47]. *e
expression of shear strength provided by bonding element is
assumed as follows:

τb �
qu

2
σbm/Pa( 

n
, (4)

where qu is the unconfined compressive strength,
σbm � (σ1b + σ2b + σ3b)/3 is the mean stress of bonding el-
ement, Pa is the standard atmospheric pressure, and n is
a undetermined constant.

*e shear strength provided by frictional element follows
theMohr–Coulomb criterion. It is the proportional function
of normal stress and can be expressed as
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Figure 6: Relationship between excess pore water pressure and axial strain at different applied confining pressures: (a) 2.5W+C100+P40,
(b) 3.0W+C100+P70, (c) 3.0W+C200, and (d) 3.0W+C200+P50.
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τf � σf tanφ, (5)

where φ is the internal friction angle of frictional elements
and σf � (σ1f + σ3f)/3 is the average of the minor principal
stress and the major principal stress.

According to the triaxial tests data, the evolution law of
shear strength is significantly different between the preyield
state and the postyield state. *e parameter β used here is
introduced from the expression suggested by Liu and Shen
[14], as shown in Equation (6):

β � 1− e
− σ3/σvy( 

m

, (6)

where σvy is the structure yield stress which can be obtained
from oedometer test and also can be indirectly derived from
unconfined compression test according to the empirical
relationship suggested by some researchers [27, 48, 49], σ3 is
the minor principal stress, and m is an undetermined
constant.

Substituting Equations (4)–(6) into Equation (3), the
shear strength criterion of the SDM can be expressed as
follows:

τ � e
− σ3/σvy( 

m qu

2
σm/Pa( 

n
+ 1− e

− σ3/σvy( 
m

 σ tanφ, (7)

where qu is the unconfined compressive strength,
σm � (σ1 + σ2 + σ3)/3, and σ � (σ1 + σ3)/2.

5. Parameters Discussion and Strength
Criterion Verification

5.1. Parameters Discussion. *e influence of parameters m
and n is discussed as follows. First, the influence of m is
discussed with the assumption that n is a constant of 0.2
referenced the value suggested by Liu and Shen [14]. Other

parameters are listed in Table 3. *e influence of the pa-
rameter m to evolution laws of shear strength is shown in
Figure 8. It can be seen that whenm� 0.1, shear resistance is
nearly one straight line and similar with the conventional
Mohr–Coulomb criterion. In addition, it is interesting to
note that whenm is ≥3, not only all curves are very close but
also the extensions of strength envelope are nearly through
the origin in the postyield state. By comparison, the shape of
curve is closer to the experimental curve whenm� 3. Hence,
m� 3 is suggested in this paper.

Subsequently, the value of n was discussed with the
assumption that m is a constant of 3, and the other pa-
rameters are shown in Table 3. *e influence of the pa-
rameter n to evolution laws of shear strength is shown in
Figure 9. It can be seen that the parameter n has more
significant influence when the stress level is lower; however,
when the stress level is higher, the parameter n almost has no
effect on shear resistance and all curves nearly concentrate to
one straight line, what is more, with the extension of the
strength envelope through the origin in the postyield state.
Figure 9 indicates that the cohesion of bonding element
gradually vanishes, and the shear resistance is mainly pro-
vided by the frictional element after structure yield. Hence,
the proposed strength criterion can well describe the evo-
lution laws of shear strength for the SDM.

5.2. StrengthCriterionVerification. In order to further verify
the validity of the proposed shear strength criterion,
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Figure 7: Undrained shear strength versus normal stress: (a) 2.5W+C100+P40 and 3.0W+C200+P50; (b) 3.0W+C100+P70 and
3.0W+C200.

Table 3: Values of other parameters for “m” discussion.

Pa (kPa) qu (kPa) σvy (kPa) φ(°)
101.4 400 550 18
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comparisons between the simulation results obtained from
the proposed strength criterion and the experimental data
from triaxial tests are plotted in Figure 10. *e parameters
are determined as follows: m � 3, Pa � 101.4 kPa, σvy is
determined according to one-dimensional compression
test [27], qu is determined according to unconfined
compression test [50], φ is determined according to triaxial
test in the postyield state, and n is an undetermined
constant. *e values of main parameters are summarized
in Table 4.

Figure 10 presents comparisons of shear strength
between simulation results and experimental data. *e
curve is mainly composed of two segments, the former is
a slightly upward curve and the latter is nearly one

straight line. *e suggested range of n is 0.1–0.3. And it
can be seen that the extension of strength envelope is
nearly through the origin when stress level is higher. *e
comparisons between predicted results and experimental
data demonstrate that the proposed strength criterion is
valid, and it can well describe the mechanical features and
shear strength evolution laws.

Figure 11 presents the evolution laws of percentage of
cohesion and internal friction with the increase in the
normal stress for the mixing proportion of 2.5W+C100+
P40, and the others are same. It can be seen that the total
shear resistance is all provided by the bonding element at
first, and the percentage of cohesion decreases gradually
with the increase in the stress level. However, the
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percentage of the internal friction increases with the
increase in the stress level. Finally, with the bonding
elements broken completely, the total shear resistance is
fully provided by the frictional elements. Figure 11

indicates that the internal friction increases gradually
with the increase in the stress level because of the bonding
elements progressively breaking down and turning into
frictional elements in essence.
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Figure 10: Comparisons between simulation results and test data: (a) 2.5W+C100+P40 and 3.0W+C200+P50; (b) 3.0W+C100+P70 and
3.0W+C200.

Table 4: Values of parameters for strength criterion verification.

Mixing proportion Curing period m n qu (kPa) σvy (kPa) φ(°)
2.5W+C100+P40 28 3 0.3 392 510 18
3.0W+C100+P70 28 3 0.3 305 436 16
3.0W+C200 28 3 0.3 426 559 18
3.0W+C200+P50 28 3 0.1 621 760 18
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Figure 11: Percentage of cohesion and internal friction versus normal stress.
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6. Conclusions

*emain conclusions obtained in this study are summarized
as follows:

(1) *e peak deviator stress increases small when the
confining pressure is low, for the change of the fabric
in the consolidation process is insignificant at low
confining pressures.

(2) *e undrained shear strength envelope is approxi-
mately consisted of two straight lines. *e strength
increases slightly with the increase in normal stress
in preyield state; however, it increases significantly in
postyield state with the extension of the strength
envelope nearly through the origin.

(3) In preyield state, the shear strength of the SDM is
mainly affected by cementation bonding effect and
governed by structure resistance; however, in post-
yield state, it is mainly attributed to internal friction
and controlled by the applied normal stress.

(4) A strength criterion considering strength evolution
mechanism is proposed for the SDM. Comparisons
of the predicted results and experimental data
demonstrate that the proposed strength criterion can
properly describe the mechanical features and
strength evolution laws.
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Laboratory triaxial tests were carried out to investigate the reinforcement mechanism, to study the characteristics of flax fiber-
reinforced clay, and to discuss the effect on stress-strain relationship and shear strength parameters of flax fiber-reinforced clay in
different flax fiber content and different confining pressure. Respectively, the ratio of fiber content to clay by weight is 0.2%, 0.4%,
0.6%, 0.8%, and 1.0%, and the confining pressure is 100 kPa, 200 kPa, and 300 kPa in triaxial test. .e test results show that, the
shear strength of flax fiber-reinforced clay is greater than that of pure clay. Compared with the pure clay, the shear strength of flax
fiber-reinforced clay increased as the cohesion and friction increased; while the increase of the friction is relatively small, the
increase of cohesion is large..e shear strength firstly increased and then reduced with the increase of flax fiber content. When the
fiber content was 0.8%, the shear strength reached a peak value, and the shear strength reduced with the further increase of
fiber content.

1. Introduction

.e strength and antideformation capacity of natural plain
soil are often insufficient to meet engineering requirements
of soil. .e addition of reinforcement to soil can restrict the
deformation and increase the strength of soil. At present, the
normally used reinforcing materials in soil are fiber, metal
bar, and geosynthetics. Among them, the fiber is beneficial to
tensile and crack resistances, as it can be evenly distributed
in soil, which makes the mechanical properties of fiber-
reinforced soil approach to isotropy and effectively make up
for the deficiency of traditional reinforced soil [1, 2]. Fiber
reinforcement technology is always a hot topic in the re-
search field of soil improvement [3–6]. .e results of the
previous studies show that the compression strength, the
shear strength, the tensile capacity, and the bearing capacity
of soil can be effectively improved by the reinforcement of
polypropylene and other synthetic fibers. Besides, the strain
of soil under failure can be also increased, and the loss of
strength can be reduced, which makes the soil sample
represent higher toughness [7, 8].

Shear failure of soil often cause disaster in geotechnical
engineering. .e shear strength of soil can be improved by

adding certain amount of fiber. Prabakar and Sridhar [9] and
Consoli et al. [10] compared the shear strength index of plain
soil with that of fiber-reinforced soil by experiments; the
results show that the addition of fiber can increase the shear
strength of soil. Yetimoglu and Salbas [11] mentioned that
fiber reinforcement had no significant effect on the peak
shear strength, but the residual shear strength of sand in-
creased. Zhu et al. [12] studied the interaction between fiber
and surrounding soil through shear tests, and then analyzed
the reinforcement process and its mechanism of short fiber.
In general, direct shear tests and triaxial compression tests
are carried out to investigate the shear strength character-
istics of fiber-reinforced soil. In terms of direct shear tests,
Garry and Ohashi [13] studied the effects of different fiber
inclining angles on the working mechanism of fiber-
reinforced sand. Welker and Josten [14] conducted a se-
ries of direct shear tests to study the shear strength prop-
erties of polypropylene fiber-reinforced soil, and the
optimum fiber content was determined to be 0.2%. Tang
et al. [15] studied the strength characteristics of the fiber-
reinforced cement soil. In terms of triaxial compression
tests, Gray and Alrefeai [16] carried out triaxial tests on the
stress-strain performance of fiber-reinforced sand with
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nondiscrete distribution, and the test results show that the
fiber increases the axial strain of reinforced sand when it is
destroyed, and reduces the loss of postpeak strength. Ranjan
et al. [17] carried out triaxial tests on medium and coarse
sand reinforced with fiber, and the results show that the peak
strength of fiber-reinforced soil is enhanced with the in-
crease of fiber content, and the residual strength is higher
than that of plain soil. In addition, the shear strength of
fiber-reinforced soil is linearly correlated with the content of
fiber. Yetimoglu et al. [18] carried out triaxial tests on fiber-
reinforced sand, and the results show that the shear strength
of fiber-reinforced sand was obviously increased compared
with that of nonreinforced sand. Botero et al. [19] put
regenerated polyester resin (PET) fiber into silt and studied
the stress-strain characteristics of fiber-reinforced soil by
unconsolidated and undrained shear test. .e results show
that PET fiber can greatly improve the ability of soil to resist
deformation..e results of the previously mentioned studies
and some other studies show that the strength of fiber-
reinforced soil is related to many factors, such as fiber type,
content, thickness, length, and so on [20–23].

.e aforementioned fiber used in reinforcing soil is
mainly artificial synthetic fiber. Although artificial synthetic
fiber has the characteristics of high strength, acid and alkali
resistance, it is costly and not green in manufacturing and
transporting. At the same time, due to the increasingly
severe global energy and environmental problems, more and
more attention has been paid to the research of natural
reinforced materials with the development of ecological
civilization [24]. Endo [25] andWu et al. [26] found that the
horizontal and vertical roots of plants could improve the
shear strength of soil by laboratory experiments. Ma’Ruf [27]
conducted direct shear tests on soil containing plant roots to
study the effects of roots of bamboo on the shear strength of
soil. Bergado and Bukkanasuta [28] selected bamboo as
reinforced material; its reinforcement effect was studied by
direct shear tests and pull out tests in laboratory, and the
results show that the reinforcement effect of bamboo net is
slightly better than that of geogrid. Prabakar and Sridhar [9]
used sisal fiber to reinforce silty clay; the effects of fiber
content, length, and other factors on the strength parameters
and compaction characteristics were investigated by triaxial
test and compaction test, and the results showed that sisal
fiber can effectively increase the maximum deviatoric stress
of clay. Suits et al. [29] carried out triaxial unconsolidated
undrained tests on coconut shell fiber-reinforced soft clay,
and the tests results showed that 1% is the optimal fiber
reinforcement ratio, and the reinforcement effect is more
obvious under high confining pressure. Adili et al. [30]
pointed out that the friction and cohesion of silt with sandy
reached the maximum value when reinforcement ratio of
papyrus reaches 10%. Mohamed et al. [31] studied the use of
hay fiber to improve the properties of expansive clay. Zekkos
et al. [32] tested the mixed soil consists of cardboard and
plastic fiber, wood fiber, municipal solid waste, and other
fiber, which proves that wood fiber is the best to improve the
shear resistance of soil. Anggraini et al. [33] took coconut
shell fiber as reinforced material, and considered that fiber
content is the main factor affecting the strength of reinforced

soil..e abovementioned studies show that natural fiber also
performs good reinforcement effects. .e acquisition and
selection of natural fibers is mostly based on the ecological
environment of the project, and there are many kinds of
materials that can be selected locally [34]. .ese studies
expand the sources and fields of reinforced material; how-
ever, there are relatively few research studies on the behavior
of flax fiber-reinforced clay at present.

In this paper, the laboratory triaxial tests were carried
out to investigate the mechanical properties and failure
characteristics of flax fiber-reinforced clay, by controlling
the reinforcement ratio and confining pressure. On the basis
of triaxial tests, the relationship between the parameters
(principal stress difference, shear strength, cohesion, and
fraction) with reinforcement ratio and confining pressure of
flax fiber-reinforced clay were investigated. Furthermore,
the reinforcement mechanism of flax fiber was also
discussed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials. .e clay used in the triaxial tests was taken
from a 9m deep foundation pit located at Han street in
Wuhan, and its physical parameters are listed in Table 1..e
fibers used in the test were flax fibers, which were taken from
the flax trees on the campus of Hubei University of Tech-
nology. .e tensile force and deformation curve of the fiber
was obtained by a series of tensile tests, the mean values of
which are shown in Figure 1, and the mean values of the
parameters of the flax fiber are listed in Table 2.

2.2.Methods. TSZ-2 automatic triaxial apparatus (produced
by Nanjing soil instrument factory Co., Ltd.) was adopted for
the tests. As shown in Figure 2, the apparatus is composed of
triaxial instrument and data acquisition system. .e triaxial
tests of flax fiber-reinforced clay under unconsolidated and
undrained (UU) condition were carried out; the loading rate
was controlled at 0.50mm/min; the reinforcement effect of
flax fiber on clay was investigated by controlling the fiber
content and confining pressure of the sample.

According to the requirements of the Chinese Highway
Geotechnical Test Code [35], the samples were prepared for
triaxial tests. Flax fibers with the diameter about
0.2mm∼0.4mm were gathered from natural state; then
sheared in length of 20mm; and the selected clay was dried,
mashed, and sifted..e weighed dry clay was mixed with the
flax fiber evenly, and the moisture content of the sample was
controlled at 15% by adding water. .en the flax fiber-
reinforced clay was cured for 24 hours to make its mois-
ture content stable. .e reinforced clay weighing 175 g is
used for the preparation of each sample, which was com-
pacted in 5 layers by a unified compaction hammer from the
same height, and the compaction degree of the samples was
controlled; the final size of the samples was 39.1 mm in
diameter and 90 mm in height. In order to study the effect of
the mass percentage of flax fiber on the strength of rein-
forced clay, the tests were carried out with 0.2% (0.35 g),
0.4% (0.7 g), 0.6% (1.05 g), 0.8% (1.4 g), and 1.0% (1.75 g) of
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flax fiber, respectively. In order to study the effect of con-
fining pressure on the strength of reinforced clay, the tests
were carried out for each group of samples at 100 kPa,
200 kPa, and 300 kPa, and there were 18 group tests in total
in this study.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. 'e Relationship between Principal Stress Difference
(σ1−σ3) and Axial Strain (ε1). .e testing results show that
the axial strains of the samples are less than 15%. Figure 3
shows the relationship between the principal stress differ-
ence (σ1−σ3) and the axial strain (ε1) of pure clay and
reinforced clay with fiber content of 0.2% at the confining
pressure of 100 kPa, 200 kPa, and 300 kPa, respectively.

As it can be seen from Figure 3, (1) the difference of
principal stress difference (σ1−σ3) between pure clay and flax
fiber-reinforced clay is smaller, and the curves are closer
when the axial strain is small (ε1≤ 1%). With the increase of
axial strain, the curves are gradually pulling away, and the
principal stress difference of the flax fiber-reinforced clay is
obviously larger than that of pure clay. (2) .e principal
stress difference of pure clay peaked at the axial strain less
15%, but that of the flax fiber-reinforced clay did not peak.
.e principal stress difference and axial strain curve of
pure clay presents softening regulation; however, the curve

of principal stress difference and axial strain of flax
fiber-reinforced clay presents hardening regulation, which
indicates that the addition of flax fiber affects the strength
and deformation resistance of clay.

Figure 4 shows the principal stress difference and axial
strain relation curve of the flax fiber-reinforced clay under
different confining pressures. As it can be seen from Fig-
ure 4, (1) the principal stress difference and axial strain
curves of the flax fiber-reinforced clay are influenced by
confining pressure, namely, the confining pressure affects
the shear strength and deformation resistance of flax fiber-
reinforced clay. (2) .e curves of the flax fiber-reinforced
clay are very close under different confining pressures when
the axial strain is small (ε1≤ 1%). But with the increasing of
the axial strain, the distance of the curves of flax fiber-
reinforced clay under different confining pressures is
gradually drawn apart and increased, which indicates that
the influence of confining pressure on the principal stress
difference of flax fiber-reinforced clay is becoming more
obvious when the axial strain increases.

Comparing Figure 3 with Figure 4, it can be seen that (1)
the difference of principal stress of flax fiber-reinforced clay
increases with the increasing of the content of flax fiber,
which indicates that fiber content affects the strength and
deformation resistance of reinforced clay. (2)When the axial
strain is less than 15%, under the confining pressure of
100 kPa, the content of flax fiber increases from 0.2% to
0.8%, the corresponding increments of principal stress
difference are 58.38 kPa, 36.14 kPa, and 23.6 kPa, re-
spectively. Under the confining pressure of 200 kPa, the
increments of principal stress difference are 83.32 kPa,
86.33 kPa, and 38.9 kPa, respectively. Under the confining
pressure of 300 kPa, the increments of principal stress dif-
ference are 38.36 kPa, 111.14 kPa, and 120.74 kPa,

Table 1: Parameters of clay.

Natural density
(g/cm3)

Natural moisture
content (%)

Liquid
limit (%) Plastic limit (%)

2.027 21.9 38.946 20.4314

Table 2: Parameters of flax fiber.

Fiber
length
(mm)

Fiber
diameter
(mm)

Interface
morphology

Ultimate tensile
strength (MPa)

Modulus
(GPa)

20 0.35 Sub-circular 127.54 0.51
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Figure 1: Tensile force versus deformation of flax fiber.

Figure 2: TSZ automatic triaxial test apparatus.
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respectively. It shows that the effect of the reinforcement
ratio on the strength of reinforced clay is different, and the
principal stress difference of flax fiber-reinforced clay
changes nonlinearly with the increase of fiber content.

Figure 5 shows the principal stress difference and axial
strain relation curves of the tested samples with different flax
fiber content at the confining pressure of 200 kPa.

As it can be seen from Figure 5, (1) when the axial strain
is small (ε1≤ 1%), the principal stress difference and axial
strain relation curves of the pure clay and flax fiber-
reinforced clay are closer, but with the increase of axial
strain, the distance of the curves of the pure clay and flax
fiber-reinforced clay was gradually drawn apart and in-
creased..e results indicate that the reinforcing effect of flax
fiber is becoming remarkable when the axial strain increases.
(2) Compared with pure clay, the difference of principal
stress of flax fiber-reinforced clay is higher, which indicates
that flax fiber reinforcement can improve the shear strength
of clay. (3) .e principal stress difference and axial strain

curves of pure clay present softening regulation, but the
curves of flax fiber-reinforced clay present hardening reg-
ulation; it indicates that the strength and deformation re-
sistance of clay are enhanced by adding flax fiber. (4) .e
effects of different content of flax fiber on the strength of
reinforced clay are different; the difference of principal stress
of flax fiber-reinforced clay increases first and then decreases
with the increasing of fiber content, which indicates that the
best content of flax fiber-reinforced clay exists. (5) When the
content of flax fiber is 0.8%, the relative principal stress
difference of flax fiber-reinforced clay reaches a peak value;
hence, the optimum content of flax fiber-reinforced clay
is 0.8%.

3.2. 'e Relationship between Principal Stress Difference
(σ1−σ3) and Content of Flax Fiber. Figure 6 shows the re-
lationship between the difference of principal stress and the
content of flax fiber. It can be seen that there is a nonlinear
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Figure 3: (σ1−σ3) versus ε1 of pure clay and reinforced clay. (a) 100 kPa confining pressure; (b) 200 kPa confining pressure; (c) 300 kPa
confining pressure.
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relationship between the principal stress difference and the
content of flax fiber under the same confining pressure, with
the increase of content of flax fiber; the principal stress
difference of reinforced clay first increases and then de-
creases, and there exists a peak value, that is the optimum
content of flax fiber, and the optimum content of flax fiber
measured at this test is 0.8%. When the content of flax fiber
in clay is less, the contact area between clay and fiber is
smaller. However, with the increase of fiber content, the
contact area between fiber and clay extends, the friction
resistance between them increases, and the axial de-
formation decreases, the reinforcing effect of flax fiber is
more obvious. .e difference of principal stress in the same
axial strain is higher than that of the pure clay, and this value
increases with the increase of the content of flax fiber until
the peak value is reached; when the content of flax fiber
exceeds the peak, because of the excessive content of flax
fiber, flax fiber accumulates in the clay, which makes the flax

fiber not fully be in contact with clay to play the role of
reinforcement and forms a kind of “barrier layer,” which
interrupts the integrity of clay; after reaching the peak value,
the principal stress difference decreases with the increase of
the content of flax fiber.

3.3. Shear Strength of Flax Fiber-Reinforced Clay. Under the
confining pressure of 100 kPa, 200 kPa, and 300 kPa,
according to the test results of multiple samples, the mean
value was used to draw the Mohr stress circle envelope, and
the shear strength indexes of reinforced clay with different
flax fiber contents were obtained. Taking the reinforced clay
with 0.8% flax fiber as an example, Figure 7 is theMohr stress
circle envelope of reinforced soil with 0.8% content of flax
fiber.

.e cohesion c and friction angle φ can be obtained by
combining the whole test, as listed in Table 3. As it can be
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Figure 4: (σ1−σ3) versus ε1 of soil with various confining pressure. (a) 0.2% reinforcement, (b) 0.4% reinforcement, (c) 0.6% reinforcement,
and (d) 0.8% reinforcement.
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seen in Table 3, the cohesion and friction angle of flax
fiber-reinforced clay are improved compared with pure clay;
the increase of cohesion is higher, but the increase of friction
angle is smaller. When the content of flax fiber is 0.20%, the
cohesion of reinforced clay is increased by 3.04%, and the
friction angle is only increased by 1.57%. When the content
of flax fiber is 0.40%, the cohesion of reinforced clay is
increased by 18.22%, and the friction angle is only increased
by 10.59%. When the content of flax fiber is 0.60%, the
cohesion of reinforced clay is increased by 28.40%, and the
friction angle is only increased by 17.65%. When the content
of flax fiber is 0.80%, the cohesion of reinforced clay is
increased by 39.68%, and the friction angle is only increased
by 6.67%. When the content of flax fiber is 1.00%, the co-
hesion of reinforced clay is increased by 31.00%, and the
friction angle is only increased by 3.92%..at is to say, when

the content of flax fiber is greater than 0.80%, the cohesion of
reinforced clay is mostly increased, and the friction angle is
slightly increased; it shows that the effect of flax fiber-
reinforced clay is mainly reflected in the increase of
cohesion.

3.4. Discussion on Reinforcement Mechanism of Flax Fiber-
Reinforced Clay. By analyzing the results of triaxial tests, it
can be seen that the mechanical properties of flax fiber-
reinforced clay have been improved; its shear strength pa-
rameters have been enhanced, namely, the cohesion and
friction angle of the clay have been increased by adding flax
fiber. .e increment of cohesion is higher and the increment
of friction angle is smaller, which indicates that the re-
inforcement of flax fiber mainly affects the cohesion of
reinforced clay.

.e reinforcement mechanism of flax fiber-reinforced
clay can be explained by analyzing the state of fiber in
reinforced clay. Flax fiber is randomly distributed in clay in
the state shown in Figure 8, and the clay particles in the tests
are discrete under a certain degree of compaction, the pores
among particles are compressed, and the particles are mainly
in surface contact state. When flax fibers are mixed in clay, it
connects with clay particles; hence, the bonding between
particles is strengthened. Besides, the integrity of reinforced
clay is enhanced, the deformation and displacement of clay
particles are effectively constrained, and the cohesion of
reinforced clay increases. .us, the shear strength of rein-
forced clay is improved. When the content of flax fiber is not
high, the main distribution state of flax fiber in clay is as
shown in Figures 8(a) and 8(b), and the distribution of flax
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Table 3: Shear strength parameters.

Flax fiber content (%) Shear strength index C (kPa) φ (°)
0.0 34.9 25.5
0.2 35.96 25.9
0.4 41.26 28.2
0.6 44.81 30
0.8 48.75 27.2
1.0 45.72 26.5
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fiber in clay is more uniform, in a state of disjoint and partial
or local intersecting; therefore, the tension of flax fiber
strengthens the bond among clay particles, which enhances
the shear strength of clay. When the content of flax fiber
approaches the optimum content, the main distribution
state of flax fiber in clay is as shown in Figure 8(c), the
agglomeration of flax fiber in clay increases, and the
interlacing among flax fiber is more obvious. .erefore, the
flax fiber interlaces with each other and forms a network
structure, and the local strengthening cell is formed; hence,
the integrity of the clay sample increases, and the move-
ments of the interlacing points caused by external force can
be limited by the adjacent flax fiber when one of the fiber is
stripped, so that the external forces can be transferd among
the flax fibers. .e flax fiber can withstand tension in all
directions, realizing the decomposition of the force, pro-
moting in the redistribution of internal forces in the sample.
When the fiber content is more than the optimum content,
the distribution of the fiber in the clay is obviously uneven,
compared with the previous low content, as shown in
Figure 8(d), part of the fibers is locally concentrated in clay,
most of the fibers cannot contact with the clay particles, and
thus they cannot fully play the role of reinforcement; these
fibers separate the clay particles, and the integrity of clay is
destroyed.

.e flax fiber is randomly distributed in the clay, forming
numerous interrelated local reinforcing cells in the clay; the
reinforcing effect of this kind of local reinforcing cell mainly
comes from the friction resistance between the fiber and clay
and the spatial constraint of the fibrous network formed by
the flax fiber.

4. Conclusions

.e flax fiber reinforcement can both improve the properties
of clay and reduce the engineering cost as it is a natural re-
inforcement material. From the laboratory triaxial test of flax
fiber-reinforced clay, the following conclusions can be drawn.

(1) As a reinforcement material, flax fiber can improve
the strength and resist deformation of clay; the re-
inforcement effect of flax fiber is more obvious when
the axial strain is larger.

(2) .e cohesion and friction angle of the reinforced clay
are increased, but the increase of friction angle is
smaller than that of the pure clay.

(3) .ere is a nonlinear relationship between principal
stress difference, shear strength, and fiber content.
With the increasing of fiber content, the difference of
principal stress and shear strength increase first and
then decrease, and there exists a peak value, which is
corresponding to the optimum flax fiber content of
reinforced clay, and the optimum content is 0.8% at
the confining pressure of 200 kPa.

(4) .e reinforcement mechanism of flax fiber is that the
randomly distributed fiber in clay bend and in-
terweave to form “local strengthening cell,” and the
reinforcing effect of this kind of “local strengthening
cell” mainly comes from the friction resistance be-
tween the fiber and clay and the spatial constraint of
the fibrous network formed by the flax fiber.
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Microbial-induced carbonate precipitation (MICP) can be used to cement coral sand to improve its engineering properties to
protect coastal structures. In this study, a series of laboratory tests were conducted to test the effect of the MICP method by using
an ureolytic bacterium (Sporosarcina pasteurii). In order to determine the activity of bacteria, the growth properties of the
microbial strain were observed under different culture conditions (different pH and temperature). )e effect of partial size
distribution and nutrient concentration on the soil permeability and unconfined compressive strength was then examined in coral
sand.)e results showed that the pH had less effect on the bacteria growth compared to temperature.)e bacteria can growth well
at pH over 8 and temperature higher than 20°C. )e well-degraded soil has higher unconfined compressive strength (1.91–2.61
MPa) than poor-degraded soil (1.31MPa). )e similar trend was also found in permeability reduction. )e unconfined com-
pressive strength increased as the biocement solution concentration increased to 1mol/L and then decreased at 1.5mol/L.

1. Introduction

Coral sand is widely distributed on coral reefs and seashores
in South China Sea. In coastal engineering, there are many
buildings and breakwaters or other structures constructed on
coral sand, or using coral sand as backfill materials for road
embankment or airport runways. However, the coral sands
consist of shells and corals with high void ratio.)e strength is
rather low compared to silica sand and can be easily crushed
under load. So it is necessary to improve its strength before it
is used as foundation or backfill materials. )ere are many
traditional technologies such as pile driving, grouting, and
vibrocompaction, which have been successfully applied to
other soils. However, these methods are ineffective when
applied to calcareous sand due to its high carbonate contents
and low strength. For the grouting method, it may also cause
pollution to the marine environment. Other methods may
cause the breakdown of coral sand [1, 2].

In recent years, a novel ground improving method was
proposed to minimize the environmental problems by
microbial-induced carbonate precipitation (MICP [3, 4]).

)e MICP technique involves two biochemical reactions: (1)
the hydrolysis of urea by the urease enzyme produced by
bacteria and (2) the precipitation of calcite with the presence
of Ca2+. With the production of calcite, the soil properties
were changed. )e chemical reaction equation can be
expressed as follows:

CO NH2( 2 + H+
+ 2H2O⟶

bacteria
2NH +

4 + HCO −3 (1)

Ca2+
+ HCO −3 ⟶ CaCO3 + H+ (2)

MICP has a broad application in various conditions
because it can reduce the permeability of soil and improve
soil strength, mitigating liquefaction, and stabilizing costal
sand dunes [5–14].

It has been well studied by the researchers to optimize
the treatment in the laboratory or field experiments on
silicon sand [7]. Harkes et al. reported that the unconfined
compression strength (UCS) varied from 0.2 to 20MPa
according to the amount of calcite precipitation [15]. Others
also found similar results that the UCS ranges from 1 to
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12MPa for silicon sand [16]. Meanwhile, the MICP effect
quite relied on the experimental conditions, such as the pH,
temperatures, and chemical species concentrations [6, 8, 17].
)e change of the conditions can influence both the activity
of the bacteria and the chemical reaction rate and then affect
the precipitation of calcite. It is difficult to develop an in-
jection approach that can generate homogeneous distributed
calcite in the soil. Previous studies have reported non-
homogeneous distribution of calcite in soil especially in long
distance injection. In order to achieve a homogeneous calcite
fill in the soil, they have tried to slow down the injection flow
or inject with some fixation solution with bacteria. But these
works did not completely solve the problem, more detailed
researches are still required to get a better strategy.

Although soil improvement using MICP has shown
a great promise in silicon sand, a few studies have been
reported to apply the MICP effect on coral sand [13, 18, 19].
Based on the previous studies of the silicon sand, this study
aimed at determining the efficiency of MICP treatment to
improve the properties of coral sand. First, the growth
characteristics of the bacteria were measured under various
culture conditions. )en, a series of tests were conducted to
explore the effect of particle size distribution and cemen-
tation solutions on the efficacy of MICP. Soil permeability
and UCS tests were conducted on the biocemented soil
columns.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Bacteria Cultivation. )e test bacteria Sporosarcina
pasteurii (ATCC 11859) was used in this study.)e bacterial
strain was cultured in the liquid medium under various
conditions (pH and temperature) and found the optimal
growth conditions. )e cell density was quantified by
measuring the absorbance of the suspension using a spec-
trophotometer at 600 nm wavelength (OD600). )e bacteria
were first grown on the plate media and incubated at 30°C.
)e cultivation solution ingredients are listed in Table 1.
After the plate growth, the bacteria were harvested and
inoculated in the liquid media to grow for 24 h at 180 rpm
with an aeration of 1 : 2.5 (200mL of the media in a 500mL
flask) to an optical density of 600 nm (OD600) of 1–1.3. )is
OD600 value can ensure the bacteria had high urease activity
during the experiment.

)e following two factors were analyzed to investigate
the growth condition of the bacterial strain: (1) the pH of the
liquid culture media ranged from 8 to 11 and (2) the cul-
turing temperature varied from 5 to 35°C.

2.2. Soil Column Preparation. )e sands used in this study
were collected from Nansha Island. )e sands were crushed
down and sieved through 5mm sieve to be used in the
experiments. )ree different particle size distributions
(PSDs) were prepared by mixing different size sands. In
Figure 1, soil #1 and #2 are classified as well graded, and #3 is
poorly graded.)emean particle size of soil #1 is fine, and #3
is coarse. )e summary of the properties (porosity e, dry
density ρd, coefficient of uniformity Cu, and coefficient of

curvature Cc) is presented in Table 2. )e relative density of
soil was around 2.7–2.85 g/cm3.

)e soil columns were prepared in a PVC column with
50mm in diameter and 120mm in height. A mesh and filter
paper were placed at the bottom of the column to minimize
the loss of soil particles during the test.

2.3. MICP Treatment. A peristaltic pump was used to inject
the bacteria and cementation solutions to the soil column
from the bottom to the top and then let it drain from the top
to the bottom. )e flow rate was set to 1mL/min. Each
sample was flushed by 1.5 pore volumes of bacteria-0.5M
CaCl2 solution first. )e bacteria-CaCl2 solution was kept
within the sample for 6 h to allow the bacteria to attach to the
soil surface. )en, 1.5 pore volume cementation solutions
(urea and CaCl2) were pumped to the soil sample and kept
for 12 h. )e bacteria and cementation solution were in-
jected four times as described before.

To determine the effect of various conditions on the UCS
of the specimen, the following conditions were considered:
the concentrations of urea and CaCl2 used were 0.5mol/L,
1.0mol/L, and 1.5mol/L. Each sample was prepared in
triplicates.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Bacteria Growth Conditions Tests. )e growth curve of
the microbial strain in different culture conditions (pH and
temperature) was obtained to investigate the effects of
various conditions on bacterial growth.

3.1.1. +e Effect of pH. )e cell densities were reflected by
the value of OD600. OD600 obtained at different pH values
from 8 to 11 is shown in Figure 2.)e results showed that the
OD600 can reach to above 1 after about 8 h. )e data pre-
sented showed that there is only a slight difference between
pH over 9 especially at the stable stage of the bacteria growth
curve. It means that these bacteria prefer alkaline envi-
ronment and can be used in the environmental pH at 9–11.
For the biochemical reaction, the calcium carbonate pre-
cipitated when pH is above 8.3 and increased up to 9, and the
pH tends to lower back to neutral afterwards [10, 20]. As the
coral sand mainly exists in seawater, the pH is always larger
than 7. So it is possible to apply these bacteria to coral sand
from the aspect of the pH value.

Table 1: Summary of the microbial-induced carbonate pre-
cipitation recipe.

Solution Constituents

Growth media

0.5% peptone
0.3% yeast extract

2% urea
10mg/L MnSO4·H2O with agar

for plate growth

Cementation media CaCl2
Urea
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3.1.2. +e Effect of Temperature. In the tests, the bacteria
were cultured at 5, 10, 20, 30, and 35°C to measure the
growth curve. )e bacteria densities increased with the
increase in temperature. As shown in Figure 3, at low
temperatures (5–10°C), the final OD600 was less than 1.0,
which was rather low to apply in soil. )e best temperature
for the bacteria growth is 30–35°C. It has also been reported
by Whiffin [21] and van Paassen [16] that the urease activity
increased with temperature up to 60°C.

From the aspect of temperature, the bacteria are not
applicable to deep seabed but can be used in the offshore
area. Or indigenous bacteria which can produce urease
enzyme may be used to precipitate calcite in deep seabed.

)e temperature had a more significant influence on the
bacteria growth ability compared to the pH value (comparing
Figures 2 and 3). So it is more important to control the
temperature when applying the MICP technique in engi-
neering applications. )us, the bacteria used in the following
soil column experiments were grown at 30°C with pH at 9.

3.2. Permeability. )e soil permeability was measured
during the MICP process after each injection of cementation
solution.

3.2.1.+e Effect of Sand Particle Distribution. )ree different
SPDs of coral sand were used in the experiments. )e
concentration of the cementation solution in these tests was

1mol/L. Figure 4 shows the cemented samples after the
MICP process of three soil types. )e loose sand was
cemented together by the MICP. However, the cementation
effect was not that good as there are still some pores at the
surface, and the bonding between particles was weak. )ere
were more calcite precipitated at the top of the column and
less at the middle and bottom.

)e permeability of three soils during the MICP process
is shown in Figure 5.)ere was a significant reduction in soil
#2 and a slight reduction in soil #1. For soil #3, the per-
meability almost remained the same before the MICP
process. )at was because soil #3 had a high initial porosity
and larger particle size. )e bacteria were difficult to attach
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Figure 2: )e OD600 value of the bacteria solution at different pH
values.
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Figure 3: )e OD600 value of the bacteria solution at different
temperatures.
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Figure 1: )e soil particle distribution curve for 3 types of soil.

Table 2: Initial porosity and parameters for soils.

Parameter Soil #1 Soil #2 Soil #3
e 0.91 0.85 1.11
ρd 1.46 1.51 1.35
Cu 4.82 6.93 9.56
Cc 1.03 1.30 1.38
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to the soil particles and can be washed off by the injection
flow even at very low flow rate. Meanwhile, even there were
calcite precipitated between the soil particles, the pore space
was not completely occupied to block the flow of water. For
low porosity and finer sand particles, the soil pore space can
easily be blocked by the calcite and then affect the biocement
effect. To reach a better cementation effect, the initial pore
space cannot be too large or too small. Previous studies had
reported that the optimal grain size for the biocementation
process is between 50 and 400 μm for sand [22]. )e MICP
cannot take place in very fine sand, and larger amount of
nutrients were required in coarser sand. However, there was
less report about the effect of PSD.

3.2.2. +e Effect of Solution Concentrations. Figure 6 shows
that the cemented samples after the MICP process at three
different solution concentrations of 0.5, 1, and 1.5mol/L.
)e soil used in these experiments was soil #2. )e bioce-
ment effect of 1mol/L and 1.5mol/L was better than
0.5mol/L as illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 7 shows the permeability of soil #2 cemented at
three different solution concentrations. )e permeability
was reduced after the biocement process. When the solution
concentrations were low at 0.5mol/L, the calcite amount in
soil was low. )e permeability only changed slightly. For 1.0
and 1.5mol/L, the permeability change almost had the same
trend. )e higher the solution concentration injected, the
better the MICP effect.

3.3. Unconfined Compressive Strength

3.3.1. +e Effect of Sand Particle Distribution. )e soil was
taken out from the column and dried for 7 days after the
permeability test for the unconfined compressive strength
test. Table 3 shows the UCS strength of three soils during the
test. Unconfined compressive strengths were not obtained
for every sample due to the poor cementation effect of some
samples. Soil 2# was cemented the best compared to 1# and

3#. )ere were visible voids or deflections in soil 3# as the
pores were larger. )e UCS value was larger in soil 2# to
about 2.61MPa and 1.31MPa for soil 3#. During the ex-
periments, the same amounts of nutrients were injected to
the column, but soil #1 and #3 had larger pore volumes than
soil #2.

3.3.2. +e Effect of Cementation Solution Concentration.
To investigate the effect of cementation solution concen-
tration on MICP-treated coral sand, the sand column was
prepared under three different cementation solution con-
centrations using soil #2. )e soil was selected because of its
best MICP efficiency as described before. Table 4 shows the
UCS strength of soil biocemented with three solution
concentrations. )e biocement effect of 1mol/L and

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: )e soil column after the MICP process with different soil particle distributions: (a) soil #1; (b) soil #2; (c) soil #3.
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Figure 5: Soil permeability after each injection of the bacteria and
cementation solution with different soil particle distributions.
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1.5mol/L was better than 0.5mol/L. Although the amount of
calcite increased as the concentrations increased, the distri-
bution pattern at the pore scale was also affected by the
concentration. At higher concentration (1.5mol/L), there were
more calcite deposited at the inlet, while at lower concentration
(mol/L), calcite distribution was more homogeneous.

4. Conclusions

MICP is a complex biochemical process which has been used
to improve coral sand properties. Identification of different
factors enables the control of MICP in geotechnical engi-
neering. Understanding how different treatments and sand
properties could affect MICP is very important. )is study
describes the influence of pH and temperature on bacteria
growth, soil particle size distribution, and solution con-
centrations on soil permeability and strength. Based on the
experimental data, the following conclusions were drawn:

(1) )e pH values within 8–11 had little effect on the
growth of bacteria.

(2) )e temperature had greater effect on the bacteria
activity: at low temperature, the bacteria did not have
high enough density for the MICP application. )e
best temperature is over 30–35°C.

(3) )e permeability of biocemented coral sand was
reduced after the MICP process. However, the well-
graded sand and medium porosity sand has a larger
reduction in the permeability.

(4) )e results of UCS showed that the SPD and solution
concentrations have an obvious effect on the MICP-
treated coral sand. For well-cemented coral sand, the
UCS can reach up to 2.6MPa.

)e MICP process was very complex. )e results re-
ported in this paper will be employed to further investigate
the use of MICP on improving the soil strength.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: )e soil column after the MICP process with different solution concentrations: (a) 0.5mol/L; (b) 1mol/L; (c) 1.5mol/L.
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Figure 7: Soil permeability after each injection of the bacteria and
cementation solution with different cementation solution
concentrations.

Table 3: Soil UCS after the biocement process for 3 soil types.

Soil type UCS (MPa)
Soil #1 1.93± 0.32
Soil #2 2.61± 0.51
Soil #3 1.31± 0.45

Table 4: Soil UCS after the biocement process for 3 soil types.

Solution concentration (mol/L) UCS (MPa)
0.5 1.53± 0.34
1 2.61± 0.55
1.5 2.31± 0.47
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To understand the effect andmechanism of urban heat island (UHI) and the acid corrosion of concrete on the strength of concrete
in superficial soil layers fromNanjing area, both laboratory and field tests of accelerated corrosion of concrete were carried out and
analyzed. /e laboratory test results indicate that the concrete corrosion depends on acid concentration, tested time, and also on
the temperature./emaximum corrosion coefficient (K-value) of 45.86%, as observed at 10% of acid concentration, 40°C of tested
temperature, and 90 days of tested time, was about 2 times that of specimens with 10% of acid concentration, 5°C tested
temperature, and tested after 90 days. /e field test showed that the compressive strength of specimens in urban station was lower
than that of specimens in rural station./e K-value of specimens with same acid concentration observed at urban area was higher
than that of specimens at rural area. Both the laboratory and field tests showed that the temperature has an increasingly powerful
influence on the concrete corrosion under acid environment. /erefore, the UHI effect will accelerate the acid corrosion in
concrete construction and may affect the stability and durability of buildings in urban areas. /e safety and life assessment of
concrete buildings therefore require great attention.

1. Introduction

Urban heat island (UHI) means that the temperature in
urban areas is considerably higher than that in surrounding
rural areas. It is becoming more and more significant in
many major cities [1–3]. Recently, UHI effect and its cor-
responding environmental problems are increasing with the
rapid development of worldwide urbanization [4, 5]. /e
urban heat island intensity (UHII), which is the temperature
difference between the urban area and the surrounding rural
areas, was used to quantitatively describe the UHI effect [6].
It was demonstrated that the UHII in some major cities was
as follows: 7.8°C in Mexico [7], 8.0°C in New York [8], 2.2°C
in Alaska [9], 4.0°C in Singapore [10], 7.4°C in Shanghai [11],
3.3°C in Beijing [12], and 3.1°C in Nanjing [13]. Variation
in temperature affects the engineering properties of soil
in urban area, and consequently, the strength and stability
of various engineered structures differ [14]. Many previous
studies have shown that the increasing superficial soil

temperature influenced the soil permeability, suction of
unsaturated soils, and shear strength of soil [15–17].

Most of the buildings in urban and rural areas are
made up of concrete. /e durability of the concrete con-
structions is of great concern for the construction industry
[18, 19]. Among others, the acid corrosion is an important
degradation process that affects the durability of concrete
constructions [20–23]. Acid corrosion is the gradual de-
struction, or the wearing away, of materials by acidic
compounds. /e acids in superficial soil layers may come
from the atmosphere, soil, or groundwater [24]. /e con-
crete materials in the superficial soil layers are exposed to
these acid environments whilst the temperature change will
accelerate the acid corrosion of concrete construction
[25–29]. Over the past century, many studies related to
concrete deterioration in sulfate solution or chloride solu-
tion were widely conducted [30–32]. Tumidajski and Chan
[33] proposed that the chloride penetration and diffusivity in
the slag concrete increased the presence of sulfate ions.
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However, limited studies have paid attention to the effects of
‘‘heat island’’ on the acid corrosion of concrete construction
in superficial soil layers [13, 14, 34].

/e main objective of this study is to evaluate the acid
corrosion process of concrete in the superficial soil layers of
urban area, which have higher ground temperature owing to
the urban heat island effect. Laboratory and field tests of
accelerated corrosion of concrete were carried out. /e
compressive strength properties of concrete specimens, cured
at different temperatures (5°C, 20°C, and 40°C), different acid
concentrations (0%, 5%, and 10%), and different tested times
(30 days and 90 days), were studied by laboratory tests. /e
field contrast tests on the concrete specimens with three
different concentrations of corrosion medium and different
tested times were carried out in urban and rural observation
stations. Finally, the mechanism of concrete acid corrosion
and the urban heat island effect on the concrete strength of
superficial soil layers in Nanjing area were analyzed.

2. Materials and Test Methods

2.1. Materials. In this study, sulfuric acid was selected as an
aggressive medium for the test of accelerated acid attack./e
different concentrations of sulfuric acid were prepared
through dilution from concentrated sulfuric acid. A kind of
quartz sand obtained from Nanjing city of China was used
for this test. /e range of particle size is 0.1∼1mm, and the
physical properties of sand are presented in Table 1. Or-
dinary Portland cement (OPC, Jiangsu Sincerity Cement Co.
Ltd., Xuzhou, China) was selected, and its chemical com-
positions and the physical properties are shown in Table 2.

2.2. TestMethods. In order to understand the effect of urban
heat island (UHI) on the resistance of mortar to acid attack
in superficial soil layers, both laboratory and field tests of
accelerated acid attack on cement mortar were carried out.
/eUHI effect was evaluated by the variation of compressive
strength of concrete specimens tested in acid solution at
different temperatures./emortar with cement to sand ratio
of 0.4 was prepared for tests. /e moisture content and dry
density of the prepared samples were 10% and 1.70 g/cm3,
respectively. /e details of specimens for acid attack are
given in Tables 3 and 4. Sand was mixed homogenously with
cement powder, and then predetermined amount of water
was added. After that, sample was casted into moulds of
50mm diameter and 80mm height to prepare cylindrical
specimens. After demoulding, all the specimens were cured
in cement maintenance box for 28 days.

Nine groups of the specimens were tested in the labo-
ratory, and another six groups were used for field test. In the
laboratory, three different temperatures (5°C, 20°C and 40°C)
and three different acid concentrations (0%, 5% and 10%)
were applied. Each group of specimens was placed in plastic
box that was filled with acid solution; subsequently, every
three groups of specimens with different acid concentrations
were kept in a temperature cabinet with constant temper-
ature for 30 and 90 days, respectively, and then the com-
pressive strengths were tested.

In the field, two different locations built with long-term
observation stations in Nanjing, China, were selected, as
illustrated in Figure 1./e temperatures of underground soil
(0–300 cm depth) were recorded continuously. /e urban
observation station was located in an open yard near
Hongshan Road, where the UHI was observed to be more
specific [35]. /e rural observation station is about 40 km
away from the urban station, located in Gaomiao village, and
generally surrounded by agricultural land. /ree groups of
specimens with three different concentrations of corrosion
medium were placed in urban observation station, and the
other three groups were placed in rural observation station.
All the specimens were buried in superficial soil layers, and
the schematic diagram of burial depth condition is shown in
Figure 2. /e compressive strength of each group of spec-
imens was determined at 3 months, 6 months, 9 months, and
12 months. /is field test was performed during April 1,
2011, to March 31, 2012./e compressive strength tests were
carried out on June 30, September 30, and December 31 of
the year 2011 and March 31, 2012.

/e unconfined compressive strength (UCS) of sample
after attack was determined in triplicate using a rock press
apparatus, and the average value was used to calculate the
coefficient of corrosion (K) according to the formula as
follows:

K �
R1 −R2( 

R1
 ∗100%. (1)

where K is defined as the corrosion index of concrete
specimen and R1 and R2 are the UCS of the uncorroded and
corroded concrete specimens under the same temperature
condition.

3. Test Results and Analyses

3.1. Laboratory Test Results. UCS of specimens with different
acid corrosion medium concentration, ambient temperature,
and tested time are presented in Table 3. /e variation of
compressive strength of concrete specimens with temperature
and acid concentration is shown in Figures 3 and 4. As can be
seen in Figure 3, the compressive strengths of all specimens
tested after 30 days and 90 days increase with increasing tested
temperature. /e tendency of uncorroded specimens is more
significant than the other specimens with acid concentration
of 5% and 10%. As seen in Figure 4, the compressive strengths
of specimens tested after 30 days and 90 days decreased with
increasing concentration of acid medium. /is tendency is
more apparent at higher ambient temperature.

Corrosion coefficient (K) of specimens tested after 30 and
90 days is presented in Table 3. /e variation of K with
ambient temperature is illustrated in Figure 5. As seen, the K-
value of specimens for both tested time 30 and 90 days in-
creases with the increase in ambient temperature. /e
maximum K-value is observed to be 45.86% at 10% of acid
corrosion concentration, 40°C of tested temperature, and 90
days of tested time, which is about 2 times that of specimen
with 10% of acid concentration, 5°C of tested temperature,
and 90 days of tested time. With the same acid concentration,
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Table 1: Physical properties of sand.

Quality percentage of different size particles Constrained
grain size
(D60)

Intermediate
particle

diameter (D30)

Effective
size
(D10)

Uniformity
coefficient

(Cu)

Curvature
coefficient

(Cc)

Specific
gravity
(Gs)1∼0.5 (mm) 0.5∼0.25 (mm) 0.25∼0.1 (mm)

12% 62% 26% 0.38 0.29 0.17 2.24 1.30 2.65

Table 2: Chemical composition and physical properties of cement.

SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO SO3 Others Specific surface area Compressive strength (standard curing)
20.3% 4.3% 3.5% 62.4% 2.8% 3.3% 1.6% 387m2/kg 32.5MPa

Table 3: /e compressive strengths of corrosion concrete with various temperatures.

Container number Sample number Temperature (°C) SO2−
4 (%)

Compressive strength
(MPa)

Corrosion index K
(%)

30 days 90 days 30 days 90 days
L-1 6 5 0 23.73 26.34 0 0
L-2 6 20 0 29.59 30.19 0 0
L-3 6 40 0 38.24 38.92 0 0
L-4 6 5 5 20.07 21.89 15.42 16.89
L-5 6 20 5 22.91 21.87 22.57 27.56
L-6 6 40 5 28.84 23.66 24.58 39.20
L-7 6 5 10 18.31 19.87 22.84 24.56
L-8 6 20 10 20.32 20.12 31.33 33.35
L-9 6 40 10 20.95 21.07 45.21 45.86

Table 4: /e corrosion test results of concrete at urban and rural observation stations.

Number Sample
numbers Stations SO2−

4 (%)
Compressive strength (MPa) Corrosion index K (%)

3 months 6 months 9 months 12 months 3 months 6 months 9 months 12 months
F-1 12

Urban
0 15.79 15.84 15.71 15.83 0 0 0 0

F-2 12 5 14.34 12.92 10.87 9.70 9.20 18.45 30.81 38.73
F-3 12 10 12.32 9.86 7.85 6.81 21.96 37.75 50.00 56.95
F-4 12

Rural
0 15.98 15.99 15.88 15.97 0 0 0 0

F-5 12 5 14.97 14.53 12.26 10.96 6.34 9.13 22.79 31.40
F-6 12 10 14.16 11.99 10.25 9.45 11.40 25.00 35.48 40.83

(N31°57′36.23″
E118°24′56.60″)

(N32°03′23.62″
E118°46′26.73″)

A

B

5km

40kmRural station

Yangtze River

Urban station

Urban area

Figure 1: Locations of the urban and rural observation stations.
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the K-value of specimens tested at tested time of 90 days is
higher than that of specimens tested at tested time of 30 days.
Compared with the 5% acid concentration, the specimens
with 10% acid concentration have greater corrosion and
higher K-value. With the acid concentration of 10% as an
example, theK-value of specimen tested at 90 days with tested
temperatures 5°C, 20°C, and 40°C is 24.56%, 33.35%, and
45.86%, respectively.

It can be calculated from Table 3 that within 5°C to 40°C,
the corrosion indexK-value of specimens tested after 90 days
with the acid concentration of 5% and 10% increases about
0.64% and 0.61%, respectively, while temperature rising
every once.

3.2. Field Test Results. /e compressive strength results of
field test are presented in Table 4. It was found that UCS
of specimens with the same acid concentration in urban
station is lower than that of specimens in rural station. /e

compressive strengths of specimens at both urban as well as
rural stations reduce as acid concentration increases. It also
can be seen from Table 4 that the K-values of specimens with
the same tested time increase with increasing acid con-
centration, and the specimens of urban area have stronger
tendency. In addition, it is apparent that the corrosion
coefficients (K-value) of specimens with same acid con-
centration observed at urban area are higher than that of
specimens at rural area. As observed with the acid con-
centration of 10% (Figure 6), the K-values of urban speci-
mens at age of 3, 6, 9, and 12 months are significantly higher
than that of rural specimens. /e K-value of specimens with
the acid concentration 10% and tested time of 12 months at
urban and rural area is 56.95% and 40.83%, respectively. /e
K-value obtained at urban area is about 1.39 times than that
of specimens tested at rural area.
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of field test.
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Figure 4: Variation of compressive strengths of concrete speci-
mens with acid concentration.
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/e variation of corrosion index K-value with the tested
time is illustrated in Figure 7. As observed, the corrosion
index of both urban and rural specimens increases with the
increase in the tested time. /e increasing tendency of
specimen with acid concentration of 10% is stronger than
the specimen with acid concentration of 5%. With the same
acid concentration, the corrosion index of specimens at
urban station is larger than that of specimens at rural station
in the whole test process.

3.3. UHI Effect on Concrete Corrosion. /e average monthly
temperatures (Tm) from April 1, 2011, to March 31, 2012,
were calculated for both urban (Tm,u) and rural (Tm,r) soils at
different depths and are presented in Table 5. In this study,
the range of depths 0–40 cm is considered to explore the
UHI effect on concrete corrosion. /e average monthly
temperatures (Tm) for urban and rural soil during the depths
of 0–40 cm calculated from Table 5 are shown in Figure 8.
/e maximum Tm is observed in August as 29.28°C in the
urban area and 26.59°C in the rural area. /e minimum Tm
values of urban and rural areas as observed in February are
7.61°C and 4.55°C, respectively. It can be seen from Figure 8
that the monthly temperatures of both urban and rural areas
have a similar tendency of increase to the maximum value
from April to August, and then the value begins to decrease
and reaches the minimum value in February of the next year.
At last, it rises to a higher value for the next monthly
temperature cycle.

/e urban heat island intensity (UHII) is defined as the
temperature difference between the urban and sur-
rounding rural locations. Based on this data, the differ-
ences of soil temperature at different time scales were
calculated to examine the UHII patterns, such as monthly
averages, 3-monthly averages, and yearly averages. /e
monthly, 3-monthly, and yearly UHII in the depth range of
0–40 cm is given in Table 5. As observed, the maximum
monthly UHII is observed in November as 3.67°C, and the
minimum monthly UHII is observed in July as 0.49°C; the
3-monthly UHII in the tested time is 1.25°C, 1.91°C, 3.61°C,
and 3.26°C, respectively; and the yearly UHII is 2.51°C.

/e temperature corrosion effect (TCE) is defined as the
rising range of the corrosion index K-value of concrete
specimens with every temperature rise. /e laboratory test
results show that within 5°C to 40°C, the TCE values of
specimens with the acid concentration of 5% and 10% are
about 0.64%/°C and 0.61%/°C, respectively. /e field test
results show that the corrosion differences between the
urban and rural locations at tested 3, 6, 9, and 12 months
period are 2.86%, 9.32%, 8.02%, and 7.33%, respectively, for
specimens with the acid concentration of 5% and are 10.56%,
12.75%, 14.52%, and 16.12%, respectively, for specimens
with the acid concentration of 10%. /e 3-, 6-, 9-, and 12-
monthly UHII is 1.25°C, 1.58°C, 2.26°C, and 2.51°C, re-
spectively. /erefore, the TCE caused by UHII is 2.29%/°C,
5.90%/°C, 3.55%/°C, and 2.92%/°C for specimens with the
acid concentration of 5% and are 8.45%/°C, 8.07%/°C,
6.43%/°C, and 6.42%/°C for specimens with the acid con-
centration of 10%.

/e above results obtained from both laboratory and
field tests indicate that the temperature has an accelerated
influence on the concrete corrosion under acid environ-
ment. /erefore, the urban heat island (UHI) will accelerate
the acid corrosion of concrete construction and may affect
the stability and durability of buildings in urban areas. /e
safety and life assessment of concrete buildings must require
more attention.

4. Mechanism Analysis

Dissolution and decomposition are two kinds of concrete
corrosion in acid medium./e dissolution type of corrosion
is defined as the dissolution of composition of cement, such
as calcium hydroxide being precipitated in the form of
corrosion damage. Decomposable corrosion is defined as
the chemical reaction between corrosive medium and ce-
ment hydrates. Usually, the decomposed corrosion occurs
primarily on the surface layer of cement concrete, and its
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internal structure remains intact. In this study, the failure
mode of specimens indicates that the decomposed corrosion
is the main form of the sulfuric acid corrosion of concrete
specimens.

/e variation in microstructure of concrete specimen
was observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM,
SU3500, Hitachi) at an acceleration voltage of 5 kV and
a beam current of 100 μA./e specimen is fixed on the object
stage and connected with the conductive silver paste.
Subsequently, the specimen surface is sputtered with gold
with a voltage of 700V for a minute by the ion sputter (E-
1010, Hitachi). /e photomicrographs of scanning electron
microscope (SEM) of the concrete specimen with tested time
of 6 months, acid concentration of 5%, and buried in urban
soil are shown in Figure 9. As seen, the internal structures of
specimens still maintain intact (Figure 9(a)). /e outer layer
of cement hydration product is corroded (Figure 9(c)), and
an obvious corrosion boundary is present between inner and
outer layers (Figure 9(b)). As a consequence, the structure
became loose, and the strength of the concrete specimen
reduced.

/e corrosion process is that the acid medium penetrates
through the matrix of concrete specimen to react with Ca
(OH)2 and calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) to form calcium
salts. /e reaction process is shown in the following
chemical Equations (2) and (3).

Ca(OH)2 + H2SO4 � CaSO4 + 2H2O (2)

mCaO · nSiO2 + mH2SO4 + H2O � mCaSO4 + nSi(OH)4

(3)

/is chemical reaction accelerates with the increasing
sulfuric acid concentration and environment temperature.
/e increase of acid concentration or the temperature
can induce the accelerated penetration rate of sulfuric acid
into mortar sample, higher solubility, and activity of ions.

/erefore, the compressive strengths of concrete specimens
reduce with the increasing acid concentration or the tem-
perature in the tests.

/e UHI effect in soil is actually equivalent to an ad-
ditional temperature field in natural soil. /e corrosion rate
of the concrete materials in urban acid environment is
accelerated due to UHI effect. /ese results have been
demonstrated in the above field test.

5. Conclusions

A series of laboratory and field tests were performed to study
urban heat island effect on the concrete acid corrosion. /e
effects of the acid concentration and environment tem-
perature on the compressive strength and corrosion index of
concrete specimens were investigated./emain conclusions
from the present study can be summarized as follows:

(1) It is observed from laboratory testing that the
concrete corrosion varies and depends on the acid
concentration, tested time, and also on the tem-
perature. /e concrete corrosion index K-value in-
creases with the increasing acid concentration, tested
time, and ambient temperature. /e maximum K-
value of 45.86% is observed at 10% of acid con-
centration, 40°C of ambient temperature, and 90
days of tested time, which is about 2 times of that of
specimens with 10% of acid, 5°C of temperature, and
90 days tested. Within 5°C to 40°C, the corrosion
index K-value of specimens tested after 90 days, with
the acid concentration of 5% and 10%, increases
about 0.61% and 0.63%, respectively, while tem-
perature rising every once.

(2) /e field test shows that the compressive strength
of specimens in the urban station is lower than
that of specimens in the rural station. /e com-
pressive strength of specimens at both urban and
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Figure 8: Average monthly temperatures for urban and rural soils in the depth ranges of 0–40 cm.
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rural stations reduces with the increasing acid
concentration. /e K-values of specimens with some
tested time increase with increasing acid concen-
tration, and the specimens of urban area have
stronger tendency. /e corrosion coefficient K-value
of specimens with same acid concentration observed
at urban area is higher than that of specimens at rural
area. /e corrosion index of both urban and rural
specimens increases with the increasing test time.

(3) SEM images indicate that the decomposed corrosion
is a main form of the sulfuric acid corrosion of
concrete specimens. /e internal structure of spec-
imens still maintains intact, the outer layer of cement
hydration product is corroded, and an obvious
corrosion boundary is observed between internal
and outer layers. /e structure becomes loose, and
the strength of the concrete specimen may reduce.

(4) /e soil profile temperature (within 40 cm depth)
data during the period of April 1, 2011, to March 31,
2012, are obtained from two observation stations set
up in urban and rural areas of Nanjing city, China.
/e maximum monthly UHII is observed in No-
vember as 3.67°C, and the minimum monthly UHII
is observed in July as 0.49°C; the 3-monthly UHII in
the tested time is 1.25°C, 1.91°C, 3.61°C and 3.26°C
respectively, and the yearly UHII is 2.51°C. /e
corrosion differences between the urban and rural
locations at tested 3, 6, 9, and 12 months period are
2.86%, 9.32%, 8.02%, and 7.33%, respectively, for
specimens with the acid concentration of 5% and are
10.56%, 12.75%, 14.52% and 16.12%, respectively, for
specimens with the acid concentration of 10%.

(5) Laboratory and field test results indicate that the
temperature has an increasingly powerful influence
on the concrete corrosion under acid environment.
/erefore, the urban heat island (UHI) will accel-
erate the acid corrosion of concrete construction and
may affect the stability and durability of buildings in
urban areas. /e safety and life assessment of con-
crete buildings must require great attention.
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When the pipe jacking technology is applied in expansive formation, the soil around the pipe will easily absorb water from the
slurry and expand to wrap up the pipe, producing an excessive pipe jacking force. A water-based slurry formula suitable for pipe
jacking in expansive soil layer was proposed in this paper. Firstly, the key design points of pipe jacking slurry in expansive soil were
put forward. Secondly, plant glue, potassium humate, Na-CMC, and graphite powder were chosen as treating agents to improve
the slurry performance. )e effect of addition levels of different treating agents on the funnel viscosity, filter loss, expansion ratio,
friction coefficient and water dissociation rate of the slurry were tested.)irdly, based on the results of single-factor tests, a water-
based slurry formula suitable for pipe jacking in expansive soil was obtained. Finally, the slurry formula was applied in a practical
pipe jacking project in expansive formation, and the jacking force was controlled well in the whole jacking process.)e newwater-
based slurry is cheap and practical and has no pollution to environment. Furthermore, a simple and practical calculating method
of the pipe jacking force was presented. )e comparison of the calculated and measured pipe jacking force shows that the simple
calculating method can estimate the jacking force well. Improving slurry performance to reduce jacking force in pipe jacking and
predicting pipe jacking force accurately can help reducing the investment for counterforce wall and jacking system in pipe
jacking engineering.

1. Introduction

)e interaction between clay minerals and water leads to the
expansibility, dispersion, thixotropy, plasticity, and imper-
meability of clay. )erefore, clay materials have been widely
used in engineering fields, such as high-level radioactive
waste disposal [1–3], dam clay core wall [4], drilling fluid [5],
and so on. In the pipe jacking project, clay is always used to
make thixotropic slurry for lubrication. Proper pipe jacking
slurry can significantly reduce the pipe jacking force and
reduce the investment of the reaction wall and relay stations.
Especially in long-distance large-diameter pipe jacking en-
gineering, excellent lubrication effect of slurry is essential.
)e poor lubrication effect will result in the increase of pipe
jacking force, which will damage the reaction wall or the pipe

[6, 7]. High-quality bentonite slurry with some treating
agents was always used in pipe jacking in general formation
[8]. However, when it comes to the expansive soil, the
conventional slurry will lose the lubrication effect. )e soil
around the pipe will absorb the water from the slurry and
expand to wrap up the pipe tightly, resulting in a sharp
increase of pipe jacking force and the failure of the pipe
jacking project.

At present, there are a lot of studies on the drilling slurry
in the expansive formation. During drilling in expansive
formations such as mudstone and shale, clay particles in the
formation hydrated and dispersed into the drilling slurry,
which not only increases the viscosity of the slurry, de-
teriorates the rheological properties, but also causes the
expansion of the formation, shrink, or even collapse of the
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hole. )erefore, in the expansive formation, enhancing the
inhibition of drilling slurry is most important. Inhibitory
drilling fluid includes oil-based drilling fluid [9], synthetic-
based drilling fluid [10], and water-based drilling fluid [11].
Oil-based drilling fluids and synthetic-based drilling fluids
have good inhibition effect, but they cost highly and have
adverse impact on environment. So, inhibitory water-based
drilling fluids have been widely used. )e most frequently
used slurry includes calcium-treated mud [12] and
potassium-based mud [11].

Good lubrication is the common requirement for pipe
jacking slurry and drilling mud. In addition to lubrication,
pipe jacking slurry also plays an important role in filling the
gap between pipe and soil to support formation and reduce
settlement. Drilling mud needs cooling bit and carrying the
drilling debris by reciprocating cycle. From the above, it is
seen that there are many different demands for the pipe
jacking slurry and drilling mud. )erefore, there are simi-
larities and differences as well between inhibitory drilling
mud and pipe jacking slurry. We can learn from the design
idea of inhibitory drilling mud to design pipe jacking slurry
in expansive soil. At the same time, they should be con-
sidered the different functions to design their different
characteristic parameters.

)ere are also many research studies on pipe jacking
slurry, mainly focusing on the slurry formulation in general
formation, the influence of lubricity and thixotropy of slurry
on pipe jacking force [13] and so on. However, there are not
many research studies on the formula of the pipe jacking
water-based slurry in expansive soil. Wang et al. [14] in-
dicated that the diesel base slurry was a good solution for
clay hydration and dispersion in the expanding soil. Diesel
base slurry has good lubricity and is conducive to formation
stability, but the diesel can produce toxic aromatics that will
badly affect the groundwater systems. In addition, large
amount of slurry will be required for a long-distance large-
diameter pipe jacking project; this will lead to high cost when
using oil base slurry.

In this paper, the key design points of pipe jacking slurry
for pipe jacking in expansive soil were put forward by
reference to the study on water-based drilling mud and the
requirements for pipe jacking slurry in general formation.
Several treatment agents were selected for single-factor test,
and the effects of various treatment agents on the viscosity,
water loss, expansion ratio, friction coefficient, and water
dissociation rate were analyzed. Based on the results of
single-factor test, a kind of water-based slurry suitable for
pipe jacking in expansive soil was obtained, and the water
base slurry gained good application effect in a practical
project. Furthermore, a practical calculating method of the
pipe jacking force was presented. Improving slurry per-
formance to reduce jacking force in pipe jacking and pre-
dicting jacking force accurately can significantly reduce
investment in pipe jacking engineering.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. *e Key Points of Slurry Formula Design. It is known
that there are a large number of clay minerals in the expansive

soil, especially the montmorillonite mineral. )is will make
the soil around the pipe absorb water from the slurry.)e clay
particles disperse into the gap between the pipe and the
formation. )en the gap size will get smaller, or even the
formation will collapse to wrap up the pipe tightly, leading to
the failure of pipe jacking. For the pipe jacking in the ex-
pansive soil, decreasing the water penetration into the for-
mation is very important, which can prevent the clay minerals
dispersing into the gap between the pipe and the formation.
Comprehensively, considering all kinds of performance re-
quirements for the slurry in expansive soil, the following key
points of slurry formula designs are put forward according to
the requirements for the drilling mud in expansive formation
and the pipe jacking slurry in general formation:

(1) Improve the inhibitory action of slurry. )e addition
of inhibitory additives into the slurry can reduce the
dispersion of clay minerals and maintain the stability
of the formation. During the shale drilling, the ex-
pansion ratio of shale should be generally controlled
within 10%, which can ensure the stability of the
formation without sticking to the drill tools. Com-
pared with the common core-drilling technology,
pipe diameter in the pipe jacking is larger, and the
gap between the pipe and the formation is larger as
well. Also, the admissible expansion ratio in pipe
jacking will be larger than that in the core-drilling
technology. )erefore, the expansion ratio of for-
mation is required to be controlled at 15% in this test.

(2) Improve the slurry viscosity. )e higher the slurry
viscosity, the lower the water penetration rate into
the soil will be. )e viscosity of pipe jacking slurry is
always larger than the drilling mud. )e funnel
viscosity of thixotropic slurry is required to be
ranged from 40 s to 65 s in general pipe jacking
project. In this range, it can ensure the slurry’s
fluidity and fill the gap effectively but will not spread
too much into the formation to result in surface
deformation. In the expansive formation, the vis-
cosity of the slurry should be relatively larger. In this
test, the viscosity of slurry is required to be greater
than 55 s.

(3) Reduce the filter loss of slurry. )e filter loss re-
ducing agents can increase the thickness of the
hydration film and increase the permeability re-
sistance. Besides, they can improve the quality of
filter cake obviously. )e filter loss is always required
to be less than 25ml/30min in the pipe jacking. In
expansive soil formation, the filter loss should be
smaller. In this test, it is required to be no more than
10ml/30min.

(4) Reduce the water dissociation. After the slurry is
prepared, the ratio of the water dissociated from the
slurry to the volume of the original slurry within 24 h
is called water dissociation rate. )is parameter can
reflect the stability of the slurry. )e water dissoci-
ation rate of thixotropic slurry in the pipe jacking is
required to be 0.
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(5) Improve the slurry lubricity. )e friction coefficient
of water-based drilling mud tested by the extreme
pressure lubrication instrument is commonly be-
tween 0.2 and 0.35. )e friction coefficient can be
properly reduced when adding some lubricant
agents. Considering the high requirements of long-
distance large-diameter pipe jacking on slurry lu-
brication, the friction coefficient in this test is re-
quired to be controlled within 0.25. ()e materials
contacted with the slurry in the test instrument are
different from those in the practical project, so the
friction coefficient obtained by the extreme pressure
lubrication instrument cannot be directly used in the
pipe jacking project).

2.2. Selection of Treating Agents. Considering the particu-
larity of the expansive soil and the high requirement for the
lubricity in pipe jacking, some corresponding treating agents
must be added into the slurry system. In view of the
economy and efficiency of the treatment agents, some
materials were selected as follows.

2.2.1. Potassium Humate. Potassium humate is a high
molecular compound aromatic hydroxy carboxylate and is
soluble in water. Because the potassium humate contains
many active functional groups such as the carboxyl group,
the phenol hydroxyl group, the alcohol hydroxyl group, the
carbonyl group, and the methoxy group, it can be strongly
adsorbed by clay particles to form thin and elastic filter cake
to reduce the filter loss. At the same time, because the special
size of k+ has, it can generate fixed effects on the crystal
lattice of the clay mineral and result in inhibiting the clay
hydration. )e amount of potassium humate in the slurry is
generally 2-3%.

2.2.2. Plant Glue. Plant glue has good performances in
tackifying and adjusting the slurry rheological property. )e
amount used in slurry is usually 2-3%.

2.2.3. Low-Viscosity Na-CMC. It can help to form dense,
firm, and low permeability filter cake on the surface of the
formation to prevent the free water from slurry into the
expansive soil formation. In addition to the filter loss re-
ducing effect, the Na-CMC has a certain performance in
tackifying, and it is also good for the slurry stability. )e
general amount used in slurry is about 0.1%-0.2%.

2.2.4. Graphite Powder. )e graphite powder is selected as
the lubricant in this test. Graphite powder can be firmly
adsorbed on the pipe and the formation surface, thereby
changing the friction state between the friction pairs and
reducing the friction resistance. In addition to the good
lubrication performance, the particles of the graphite
powder can also enter the microcracks in the formation to
block the cracks, which can prevent the free water from
slurry into the soil and reduce the hydration of the clay

minerals.)e general addition amount of graphite powder is
about 0.5%–1%.

2.3. Single Factor Test

2.3.1. Test Instruments and Methods. )e tests mainly aim at
revealing the effect of different addition levels of different
treating agents on the viscosity, filter loss, expansion rate,
friction coefficient, and the water dissociation rate. Firstly,
the base slurry was determined to be 8% bentonite powder
+0.3% NaCO3. )en, a different additive was added into the
base slurry separately.)e variation rules of the viscosity, the
filter loss rate, the expansion ratio, the friction coefficient,
and the water dissociation rate of the several kinds of new
slurry were studied. Figure 1 shows the test instruments.

(1) Swelling Tests. )e silty clay encountered in an actual
project was selected in the test. After drying, grinding, and
sieving, the silty clay was made into mud powder. 12 g mud
powder was loaded into the test tube and was compacted
with 8MPa pressure to make a stand-by cylinder. )en the
cylinder was put into the prepared slurry, and the linear
expansion ratio of the cylinder was measured with
expansion-testing equipment (Figure 1(a)).

(2) Filter Loss Tests. Slurry filter loss was tested by using the
filter loss test instrument.)e slurry was filled into the slurry
cup, and the slurry cup was installed on the tee joint.
Keeping the atmospheric pressure in the slurry cup at
0.69MPa, the slurry’s filtration volume in 30 minutes was
measured, which was the filter loss (Figure 1(b)).

(3) Funnel Viscosity Tests. 500ml and 200ml slurry were
measured by the steel measuring cylinder of Markov funnel
viscometer and was poured into the funnel. )en, the time
required for 500ml slurry to flow out was recorded, which
was the slurry’s funnel viscosity (Figure 1(c)).

(4) Lubricity Tests. )e friction coefficient of the slurry was
tested by using the extreme pressure lubrication instrument.
)e slurry was filled into the test cup, the motor was turned
on, and the pressure was set to 16.95N·m. After the system
had run for 5 minutes, the ammeter reading was recorded to
calculate the slurry friction coefficient (Figure 1(d)).

(5) Stability Tests of the Slurry. After being prepared, the
slurry was kept undisturbed for 24 h. )en, the volume of
water dissociated from the slurry was recorded to calculate
the water dissociation rate of the slurry (Figure 1(e)).

2.3.2. Test Results and Analysis. )e water dissociation rate
of the base slurry is 0.05. After adding some treating agents,
the water dissociation rate is easy to be controlled to be 0. So,
the effect of treatment agents on the water dissociation rate
will not be analyzed more. )e effect of the treatment agents
on the viscosity, the filter loss rate, the expansion rate, and
the friction coefficient of slurry is analyzed as follows:
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(1) )e effect of plant glue on the slurry properties: as
shown in Figure 2, with the increase of the plant glue,
the funnel viscosity of the slurry increases, but the
increasing tendency is getting smaller. )e filter loss
is not affected. Also, the expansion ratio of slurry
decreases, but the decreasing tendency is not obvi-
ous.)e plant glue has a slight beneficial effect on the
slurry lubricity.

(2) )e effect of potassium humate on the slurry
properties: as we can see from Figure 3, the filter loss
of the slurry is getting smaller with the increase of the
potassium humate. And, the depressed tendency
changes significantly when the addition amount of
the potassium humate exceeds 2.5%. Besides, the
potassium humate has no effect on the slurry funnel
viscosity. )e expansion ratio decreases significantly
with the increase of the potassium humate. And, it
has a slight beneficial effect on the slurry lubricity.

(3) )e effect of Na-CMC on the slurry properties: as
shown in Figure 4, with the increase of Na-CMC, the
filter loss of slurry is getting smaller, and the viscosity
is getting larger. Besides, the expansion ratio declines
slightly. )e Na-CMC has no effect on the slurry
lubricity.

(4) )e effect of graphite powder on the slurry prop-
erties: as shown in Figure 5, the higher the amount of
graphite powder, the better the slurry lubricity will
be. However, the increase of graphite powder will
have a slight adverse effect on the filter loss.

2.4. Slurry Formula Design and Performance Tests. )e
aim of the slurry formula is to meet the requirements when

applying the long-distance large-diameter pipe jacking
technology in the expansive formation. Based on the single-
factor tests, the additive amount of all kinds of treating
agents could be selected. Considering the interaction be-
tween each single factor, the addition amount of all the
treating agents had been adjusted. Finally, three kinds of
slurry formulas had been proposed, and the performance
tests of these three formulas were conducted. )e slurry
formulas were as follows:

base slurry + 2% potassium humate + 2% plant glue

+ 0.1% Na-CMC + 0.75% graphite powder,
(1)

base slurry + 2.5% potassium humate + 2% plant glue
+ 0.15% Na-CMC + 0.75% graphite powder,

(2)

base slurry + 3% potassium humate + 2.5% plant glue
+ 0.2% Na-CMC + 1% graphite powder.

(3)

In addition to the five tests that were the same as the
single-factor tests, we also measured initial and final static
shear-stress of the three kinds of slurry formulas by the six-
speed rotating viscometer (Figure 6). Static shear-stress
refers to the strength of gel structure formed after the
slurry is kept static for a while.)e value of static shear-stress
is determined by the number of structural chains in a unit
volume of fluid and the strength of a single structural chain.
)e sequence of fluid structure gradually tends to be stable,
and the structural development tends to be perfect, and the

(a)

(c) (d) (e)

(b)

Figure 1: Tests of the slurry properties. (a) Swelling test. (b) Filter loss test. (c) Funnel viscosity test. (d) Lubricity test. (e) Stability test.
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static shear-stress also increases. To measure the growth rate
of gel strength, static shear-stress must be measured twice.
According to the API standard, static shear-stress of 10
seconds and l0 minutes at rest is measured, which is called
initial shear-stress and final shear-stress respectively. For
thixotropic pipe jacking slurry, the greater static shear-stress
means that when the pipe jacking stops and starts again, it
needs greater pipe jacking force to overcome the network
structure inside the slurry. )erefore, the jacking force is

always larger than that in the normal pipe jacking state when
the pipe is restarted. Too large shear-stress also causes higher
pump pressure. However, the static shear-stress should not
be too small. If the static shear-stress is too small, when the
pipe jacking stops, the slurry fluidity is still too large, which
is unfavorable for filling the gap between the pipe and
formation and maintaining the formation stability. )ere is
a great relationship between slurry shear-stress and viscosity.
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Figure 2: )e effect of plant glue on the slurry properties.
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Figure 3: )e effect of potassium humate on the slurry properties.
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Figure 4: )e effect of Na-CMC on the slurry properties.
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Both Plant glue and Na-CMC can affect the static shear-
stress in the three kinds of slurry formula.

As shown in Table 1, both Formulas (2) and (3) can meet
the design requirements mentioned in 2.1. So, the static
shear-stress will be a key factor to select the better slurry
formula. )e static shear-stress of Formula (2) is more suit-
able, which is not too small or too large. )erefore, Formula
(2) is selected when applying the long-distance large-diameter
pipe jacking technology in an expansive soil formation.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Overview of the Slurry Application in a Practical Pipe
Jacking Project

3.1.1. Geological Situation. It is a water supply pipeline along
a road constructed by pipe jacking technology. In this project,
the outer diameter of the steel pipe is 1500mm.)e thickness
of the pipe is 24mm.)e total length of the pipeline is 492m.
)e overburden height is 3.2–4.8m. )e underground water
level is 6.4m. According to the geological survey report, the
strata in this area from the top to the bottom are plain fill soil,
clay, silty clay, silty clay sand inclusion layer, and gravel layer,
respectively. )e pipe jacking project is in the silty clay layer.
)e characteristics of the silty clay: brown red, hard plastic,
high toughness, and visible cracks. )e soil mass is
18.6 kN/m3, the cohesion is 24 kPa, and the internal friction
angle is 18°. )e compression coefficient is 0.13MPa−1, which
belongs to medium compressibility soil. According to the
expansion test, the average free expansion ratio of the soil is
51.4%, but the largest free expansion ratio reaches 64.3%. )e
potential of expansion is weak, and the potential of local
expansion is medium.

3.1.2. *e Pipe Jacking and Slurry System. )e earth pressure
balance jacking machine was used in this pipe jacking
project. Four jacks with 2000 kN oil cylinders were applied.
)e maximum bearing capacity of the reaction wall in the
departure working shaft was 8000 kN. )e pipes were made
of steel tubes with strength grade Q235-B.

To reduce friction, slurry Formula (2) was selected to be
used in this project. )e synchronous grouting method was
adopted at the rear of the driving machine to reduce the
friction between pipe and formation in this project. In the
front of each pipe, four grouting holes were arranged on
a section (Figure 7). By using the BW-200 slurry pump, the
lubrication slurry was injected into the gap between the pipe
and the formation through the main pipe, the branch pipe,
the ball valve, and the reserved grouting holes on the pipe.
During the construction process, the grouting quantity was
1.5 times of the volume of the gap between the pipe and the
formation, and the grouting pressure was 25–45 kPa.

According to the calculation result of pipe jacking force,
a relay jacking ring had been designed in this project to
provide enough pipe jacking force. But during the actual
construction process, due to the good lubrication effect of
slurry, the jacking force was smaller, so the jacking pipe
construction was finally completed without using the relay
jacking ring. Good lubrication results effectively simplified
the operation procedure and reduced investment.

3.2. Calculation and Monitoring of the Pipe Jacking Force

3.2.1. Calculation Method of the Jacking Force. During the
pipe jacking, the ideal situation is that the slurry forms
a stable and closed sleeve at the outer surface of the pipe. In
this case, the solid-liquid contact model can be used to
calculate the jacking force. However, in the actual pipe
jacking process, it is often difficult to achieve complete solid-
liquid contact and to avoid the direct contact between the
pipe and the soil. Besides, due to the existence of the gap
between the pipe and the formation, if the soil is stable and
does not collapse, the complete pipe-soil contact will not
exist, too. )erefore, the actual pipe jacking contact should
be a complex contact mode combining partial pipe-soil
contact with partial pipe-slurry-soil contact.

As found in some domestic and foreign relevant spec-
ifications, complete pipe-soil contact model was mostly used
to calculate the pipe jacking force. In this model, the gap
between the pipe and the formation is not considered, and it
indicates that the jacking force is equal to the frictional
resistance caused by the soil pressure on the pipe. And many
monitoring results showed that the jacking force is much
smaller than the jacking force calculated by this model. If
that the pipe was completely covered by slurry sleeve in the
process of pipe jacking, Ye et al. [15] proposed a solid-liquid
contact model to calculate the pipe jacking force. Zhang et al.
[16] divided the contact outside the pipe into the pipe-soil
contact and the pipe-slurry-soil contact to calculate the
contact friction force of the two parts, respectively. However,
there is an implicit condition in Zhang’s model [16]. In
Zhang’s model [16], the stratum is a completely self-stability

Figure 6: )e six-speed rotating viscometer test.
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system, that is, there is no earth pressure on the pipe ab-
solutely. )erefore, when the friction coefficient was sup-
posed to be 0.5, the calculated jacking force was in good
agreement with the measured jacking force in Zhang’s re-
search [16]. However, according to the test results of the
slurry friction coefficient tests, the friction coefficient is
generally less than 0.5, which indicates that when earth
pressure is not considered, the calculated jacking force by
using Zhang’s method [16] is relatively smaller.

Combining with Zhang’s research [16] and Terzaghi
loose earth theory [17], a practical calculating method for the
pipe jacking force is presented based on the pipe-soil and
pipe-slurry-soil combinative contact model (Figure 8).
According to angle calculation formula in Persson contact
model, it is concluded that the pipe-soil contact angle can be
approximately 180°, that is, the upper part of the contact
model is the pipe-slurry-soil contact, and the lower part is
the pipe-soil contact [16].

When calculating the jacking force of the upper part, it is
considered that the slurry in the gap between the pipe and
the formation only transmits hydrostatic pressure. )e
contact friction per unit length is calculated as follows:

fpipe-slurry �
pmμ1 + c1( πD

2
, (4)

where fpipe-slurry is the friction per unit length between the
pipe and slurry, kN. pm is the slurry pressure outside the
pipe, kPa. Usually, the value is supposed to be equal to the
hydrostatic pressure on the pipe plus 20 kPa. D is the ex-
ternal diameter of pipe, m. μ1 is the friction coefficient
between the pipe and the slurry. c1 is the cohesion between
the pipe and the slurry, kPa, which can be ignored due to the
good lubrication performance of the slurry.

When calculating the jacking force of the lower part, it is
considered that the steel pipe gravity and the soil pressure on
the pipe are loaded onto the soil under the steel pipe.
Terzaghi loose earth theory [17] is used to calculate the earth
pressure on the pipe (Figure 9):

σz �
B(c− c/B)

k0 tanφ
1− e
−k0 tanφH/B

 , (5)

where σz is the earth pressure on the pipe, kPa. k0 is the
Rankine active earth pressure coefficient. c is the cohesion of
soil, kPa. B is half of the width of the soil damage line, m. c is
the soil mass, kN/m3. φ is the internal friction angle of soil, °.
H is the buried depth, m. Calculation formula of pipe-soil
friction is

fpipe-soil �
σzπD

2
+ G μ2 +

c2πD

2
, (6)

where fpipe-soil is the friction per unit length between the
pipe and soil, kN. G is the pipe weight per unit length, kN. μ2
is the friction coefficient between the pipe and slurry-soil
mixture. c2 is the cohesion between the pipe and slurry-soil
mixture, kPa. Because graphite powder is mixed into the
slurry, the lubricity of the slurry-soil mixture is good, so the
cohesive force is ignored.

)erefore, the calculation formula of the pipe jacking
force per unit length is as follows:

f � fpipe-slurry + fpipe-soil, (7)

where f is the whole friction per unit length, kN.
)e friction coefficient is usually in the range of 0.07–

0.10 [7]. And, it is related to the grouting amount, grouting

Table 1: )e properties of the slurry.

Slurry
formulas

Funnel
viscosity (s)

Initial static shear-
stress (kPa)

Final static shear-
stress (kPa)

Filter loss
(ml/30min)

Expansion
ratio (%)

Friction
coefficient

Water
dissociation rate

Base slurry 21 5.18 6.5 15.2 32.5 0.45 0.05
Formula
(1) 52 5.66 7.98 8.6 12.5 0.28 0

Formula
(2) 57 5.78 8.24 7.2 11.8 0.25 0

Formula
(3) 62 6.14 9.65 7.1 11.3 0.23 0

Pipe

Slurry

Grouting
pipe

Figure 7: )e schematic diagram of grouting in pipe jacking.

Slurry

Formation

Pipe

The soil and
slurry mixture

Figure 8: )e schematic of diagram the pipe-soil and pipe-slurry
combinative contact model [16].
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uniformity, slurry sleeve integrity, etc. It is also found that
the lower value will be taken when the lubrication effect is
good. On the contrary, the higher value will be taken, but
usually the value will be no more than 0.2. Besides, the
friction coefficient is approximately equal to tanφ without
grouting [7]. )erefore, in this calculation, the friction
coefficient of the pipe-slurry contact part is set as 0.1. In the
pipe-soil contact, there is some slurry mixed with the soil, so
the friction coefficient of the mixture is approximately set as
follows:

μ2 �
(0.2 + tanφ)

2
. (8)

)e average overburden height is 4m. In this pipe
jacking project, the calculated jacking force per unit length is
16.56 kN.

3.2.2. Comparison and Discussion. )e jacking force is
monitored throughout the whole jacking process. Figure 10
shows the monitoring results of the initial 100m con-
struction in the pipe jacking project. It is found that the
measured jacking force is about 10% smaller than the cal-
culated jacking force. At the initial stage of the jacking
process and the pipe jacking section between 40 and 50m
(the pipe jacking was paused and restarted during this pe-
riod), the jacking force is significantly larger. )e main
reason is that in these two construction sections, the slurry is
changed from the liquid state to the gelatinous state after
keeping static for some time, and the static shear-stress
increased. When the pipe jacking construction is restar-
ted, it is required to overcome the static shear-stress of the
slurry, resulting in an increase of the pipe jacking force.

)e monitoring results showed that the selection of
slurry Formula (2) had provided good lubrication for the
long-distance large-diameter pipe jacking in the expansive
soil. Under normal lubrication condition, the pipe jacking

force had been controlled well. Meanwhile, the actual
contact situation of pipe jacking was fully considered in the
pipe jacking calculated method. So, the more accurate
prediction of pipe jacking force had been obtained with the
method.

4. Conclusions

(1) Combined with the requirements for the pipe jacking
slurry in general formation and the drilling mud in
expansive formation, the key design points of slurry
for the long-distance large-diameter pipe jacking
project in expansive soil were put forward.

(2) Based on the laboratory tests, the thixotropic slurry
properties change rules were obtained, as the addi-
tion amount of plant glue, potassium humate, Na-
CMC, and graphite powder changed. According to
the results of single-factor tests, three kinds of in-
hibitive slurry formulas were prepared, and their
properties were comprehensively tested. Both For-
mulas (2) and (3) could fully meet the requirements
for the long-distance large-diameter pipe jacking
project in the expansion formation. Because the
static shear-stress of Formula (2) was more suitable,
the Formula (2) was selected to be used in a practical
project. )e monitoring results showed that the
slurry Formula (2) had a great lubrication effect in
the expansive formation.

(3) Combined with the Terzaghi loose earth theory and
the actual contact situation of pipe jacking, a prac-
tical calculated method of the pipe jacking force was
presented. )e calculated jacking force per unit
length was 16.56 kN according to the new method.
And the actual jacking force was about 10% smaller
than the calculated pipe jacking force. It proved that
the new method could accurately predict the pipe
jacking force.

Data Availability

)e numerical data used to support the findings of this study
are included within the article. All the lab test data and
calculation results data used to support the findings of this
study are also available.
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Lightweight Clay-EPS Soil (LCES) is a newly developed material which has many merits such as the adjustability of strength and
density, simplicity for construction, and economical efficiency. It has been widely applied in practical engineering, e.g., soft
ground improvement, the solvent of bridge head jump, earthfill of pipeline, and broadening of highway. Meanwhile, construction
castoff and industrial waste can be recycled as a major ingredient in LCES. ,e dynamic deformation characteristics of LCES and
clay were comprehensively studied using laboratory dynamic triaxial tests. It was found that the compressive strain of LCES
increased while the growth rate of strain decreased with the increasing number of cycles, which conformed to a hyperbola model.
,e dynamic secant elastic modulus of LCES decreased with the increase of dynamic strain, which was represented by strain
softening.,e dynamic modulus of clay decreased sharply, while that of LCES decreased marginally. Moreover, the damping ratio
of LCES tended to increase with the increasing dynamic strain. ,e damping ratio of LCES was lower than that of clay at the same
strain level. It was also found that cement content had a negative relationship with the damping ratio of LCES, while the effect of
EPS beads content was adverse. ,e damping ratio of both LCES and clay decreased moderately.

1. Introduction

Public infrastructures, such as the highway, railway, and city
subway, have confronted many challenges, including the
bumping at the bridge-head in highway, undue settlement of
soft foundation, unstable retaining wall, etc. ,e overweight
of soil can be one of the major causes. Expanded polystyrene
(EPS) composite soil is a type of artificial material that
consists of soil, EPS bead, water, and cementing material
(e.g., cement and fly ash) [1, 2]. ,e EPS composite soil had
been applied in many engineering constructions in Japan
since the 1980s, and both the density and strength perfor-
mance of EPS composite soil can achieve the engineering
requirement [3, 4]. Lightweight Clay-EPS Soil (LCES) is
a kind of geotechnical material which has many merits such
as the lightness, adjustability of strength and density, and
fluidity. It has been widely applied in many engineering

practice, including the treatments of soft foundation, vehicle
jump at bridge head, backfill of pipelines, and broadening of
highway, as shown in Figure 1. ,e waste soils generated
from engineering constructions can be reused as the major
ingredient in LCES by using the curing agent and lightweight
filler. Recycling of the waste soils could significantly reduce
the cost of engineering construction. Cement mixed with fly
ash, lime, and waste gypsum were normally adopted as
curing agent to improve the mechanical performance of
LCES. Meanwhile, the household waste such as foam plastic
and tire beads could be used as the lightweight filler.
Moreover, the LCES was widely applied inmany engineering
projects in China, such as the road foundation re-
inforcement, slope stability, and construction backfill [5, 6].

,ere are many research achievements on lightweight
soil, especially on its static characteristics. Dry density of
LCES decreases dramatically with the increase of EPS beads
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volumetric content, while it increases slightly with the in-
crease of cement content. Unconfined compressive strength
increases dramatically in a parabolic relationship with the
increase of cement content, while decreases with the increase
of EPS beads volumetric content in a hyperbolic relation-
ship. Cohesion increases with the increase of cement content
because it is mainly caused by the bonding function of
hydration products of cement. Friction angle decreases
with the increase of EPS beads volumetric content, which
is caused by the smoother surfaces of EPS beads than
sand grains. Quantitative relationships between physico-
mechanical properties of sand-EPS beads soil and material
proportion were provided [7]. Cohesion decreases with the
increase of the EPS size, which was theoretically proved.
According to the fact that the strength reduction rate is far
below the reduction rate of unit price, EPS beads with di-
ameter of 3–5mm can be used in construction [8]. A model
for compaction density of sand-EPS beads soil was estab-
lished based on material composition and the physical es-
sence of soil compaction. It was verified by lab tests that the
predicted value was close to the measured wet density with
relative error between 0.282% and 5.267% under different
compaction conditions [9].,e volume ratio of EPS beads to
the soil, initial average effective consolidation pressure,
initial consolidation stress ratio, initial intermediate prin-
cipal stress coefficient, and initial principal stress direction
angle had great effects on the maximum dynamic shear
modulus and the reference shear strain [10, 11]. ,e stress
increased when LCES was considered as viscous elastic
material instead of elastic material [12]. ,e shear stress
attenuated more rapidly with the depth [13]. ,e damage
caused by dynamic loading could be effectively reduced by
LCES [14]. Data from stress-controlled cyclic uniaxial tests
showed a logarithmic decrease in the damping ratio of EPS
geofoam with the increasing axial strain amplitude. For

cyclic axial strain amplitudes greater than 1.0%, LCES
exhibited a viscoelastoplastic behavior associated with the
occurrence of permanent plastic strains at the end of the
cyclic tests [15]. ,e simulation study on the process of
falling rocks found that LCES could reduce the impact of
falling rocks [16]. Gao et al. applied EPS composite soil as
backfills and found that the dynamic deformation mode of
EPS composite soil was different from that of fine sand [2].

To investigate the deformation and damping charac-
teristics of LCES t, a series of cyclic triaxial tests on LCES
with different proportions were carried out by using the
multifunctional indoor triaxial apparatus. ,e dynamic
deformation characteristics of LCES were obtained. ,e
influences of cement content, EPS beads content, and
confining pressure on the dynamic modulus and damping
ratio of LCES were analyzed and compared with the dy-
namic deformation characteristics of clay.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1.Clay. ,e clay adopted in this study was collected from 6
meters below the ground surface of Olympic Sports Center,
located in Hexi, Nanjing. ,e geotechnical properties of this
clay are shown in Table 1, and its particle size distribution is
shown in Figure 2. ,e clay soil is classified as Lean Clay
(CL) based on Unified Soil Classification System standard.

2.2. Cement. ,e binder used in the experiment was 32.5#
Portland cement produced in Nanjing, China.

2.3. Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) Beads. EPS is a macro-
molecule polymer with prior lightweight properties. During
the forming process of EPS beads, a large number of in-
dividual pores were formed because of expanding of blowing

Pipeline

LCES
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LCES

Soft ground

Abutment

(b)

LCES

Pavement

Ground

Preexisting
pavement

(c)

Slope

LCES

Pavement

(d)

Figure 1:,e engineering applications of LCES. (a) Pipeline backfill. (b) Solvent of bridge head jump. (c) Road widening. (d) Slope earthfill.
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agent, resulting in the increase in volume by up to 40 times.
,e EPS Beads adopted in this study was provided by
Nanjing Youbang Foamed Plastic Co. Ltd, with 0.023 g/cm3

in density and 3mm in average diameter.

2.4. Test Design. To investigate the effect of material pro-
portion on the deformation and damping characteristics of
LCES under cyclic loading, totally 9 dosages of LCES were
selected in this study, as listed in Table 2. Different ratios of
cement and EPS beads were added to clay soil to prepare
LCES with different material proportions. Four specimens
were prepared for each dosage of additive. ,e value of α
indicates the cement addition ratio by weight of dry soil,
while β means the EPS addition ratio by weight of dry soil.

2.5. Preparation of Specimens. ,e materials were prepared
and weighed before being mixed thoroughly with a blender
at 100 rot/min. ,e mixtures were then put into the mold
and compacted through 5 layers. ,e specimen was 61.8mm
in diameter and 140mm in height. ,e specimens were
cured in a curing box at 20± 2°C and 99% humanity con-
tinuously for 27 d. ,e cross sections of T11, T12, and T13
are shown in Figure 3. ,e specimens were placed in air
extractor, and vacuumized for 20min at a vacuum degree of
−0.1MPa. Finally, the specimens were fully saturated
through opening the water inlet valve. ,e saturated spec-
imens were set in water environment for another 24 hours
before the dynamic triaxial test.

2.6. Test Methods. ,e specimens were tested by a multi-
functional automatic dynamic triaxial apparatus which was
developed by Hohai University and Japan Round Well Co.,
LTD. ,e dynamic triaxial test of LCES was conducted
in accordance with the dynamic triaxial method in

geotechnical test procedures. ,e specimens removed from
water were placed in a triaxial cell which connects with
vibration equipment. A cell pressure (20 kPa) was applied to
saturate the pipe line around 30min until there was no air
bubble in the drainage pipe.,e back pressure (100 kPa) was
then applied to fully saturate the specimens. Certain con-
fining pressures (30 kPa, 60 kPa, and 90 kPa) were applied to
the specimen for consolidation. ,e consolidation process
was finished when the volume change of the specimen had
been less than 0.1mL in 5min. After consolidation, un-
drained shear tests were conducted until dynamic strain
exceeds 5%.

,e dynamic load applied in this test was in the form of
sine wave with a frequency of 0.1Hz. ,e amplitude was
controlled by the dynamic shear stress ratio (s), as shown in
Equation (1). ,e dynamic shear stress ratio of LCES was
applied, and 10 cycles was loaded.

s �
τd
σc

�
σd
2σc

� 0.5, (1)

where s is the dynamic shear stress ratio, i.e., the ratio of
shear stress with respect to confining stress in the 45° surface
of the specimen; τd is the dynamic shear stress amplitude in
the 45° surface of the specimen; σc is the consolidation
confining pressure; and σd is the amplitude of axial dynamic
load.

Table 1: Geotechnical properties of clay.

Unit weight c

(kN·m−3)
Water

content ω (%)
Void
ratio e

Specific
gravity Gs

Degree of
saturation Sr (%)

Plastic
imit ωP (%)

Liquid
limit ωL (%)

Plastic
index IP

Liquid
index IL

16.4 62.3 1.70 2.73 100 27.3 47.5 20.2 1.73
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Figure 2: Particle size distribution of clay.

Table 2: Proportions of cement and EPS.

Maker α (%) β (%)
T11 5 2
T12 5 3
T13 5 4
T21 10 2
T22 10 3
T23 10 4
T31 20 2
T32 20 3
T33 30 4
T00∗ 0 0
∗T00 is the control test with material clay.

Figure 3: Cross sections of T11, T12, and T13.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Time History Character Curve of Strain of LCES. ,e
dynamic strain versus time curve is shown in Figure 4.When
dynamic shear stress was 0.5, the strain of LCES was mainly
compressive strain compared with clay soil. ,e strain scope
of LCES was affected by the cement content. When the
cement content was 5%, the strain scope is around 6-7%.
However, the strain scope reduced to 4% as the cement
content reached 15%. ,is might be caused by the strong
cementation force of cement, which improved LCES’ ability
to resist stress.

The relationship between the dynamic strain of LCES
and the number of load cycles is presented in Figure 5. ,e
compression strain of LCES tended to increase with the
increase of load cycles. ,is might be caused by the re-
duction of void space and volume shrinkage of EPS beads
under compression stress. In addition, it was found that the
growth rate of strain decreased with the increase of cycle
numbers, but the dynamic strain leveled off. ,is finding
indicated that the strength of the dynamic load was lower
than the critical dynamic strength, when the dynamic shear
stress ratio of LCES was 0.5. In this case, there were no or
minor damages of soil structure, and the soil structure did
not enter the stage of shear vibration and vibration failure.
Soil deformation was mainly caused by the vibration and
compaction of soil beads which was caused by vertical
displacement. Yan et al. found a different trend on clay soil
that εd initially increased slowly with N, followed by a more
rapid increase [17].

3.2. Dynamic Secant ElasticModulus of LCES. ,e hysteresis
curve of LCES under cyclic loading is shown in Figure 6.,e
curve moved from point O along arc OA to point A with the
increase of stress during the loading process. However, the
curve moved from point A along the arc ABC to point B
during the unloading process. Meanwhile, point B moved
along arc BCD to point D in the process of reverse loading
and unloading, and point D did not coincide with point O,
which indicated that the deformation of LCES under dy-
namic load included elastic deformation and plastic de-
formation. ,e Δεd presented in Figure 6 is the plastic
deformation after 7 days of loading. A uniform plastic de-
formation Δεd was assumed since the plastic deformation
ran through the whole loading process. ,e plastic de-
formation was uniformly distributed to all the points on the
curve, and the corrected hysteresis loop was obtained by
subtracting the amount of evenly distributed plastic de-
formation from the collected deformation, as shown by the
dash line in Figure 6. ,e corrected hysteresis loop was
occlusive, and it was the same as that of ordinary soil. For
clay soil, the slope of the line from the point of origin to the
point of the hysteresis loop was taken as the equivalent
dynamic modulus of elasticity. It was not appropriate to
apply the equivalent dynamic elastic modulus to LCES since
the cumulative deformation of LCES was large and the
hysteresis loop deviated too much from the origin. ,ere-
fore, the dynamic secant elastic modulus Esec was adopted

for analysis as shown in Figure 7. ,e slope of the vertex
connection line of the hysteresis loop corresponding to
various loads was the same as the equivalent dynamic elastic
modulus of clay.

,e curves of Esec∼εd under different confining pressures
are shown in Figure 8. In general, the dynamic secant elastic
modulus of LCES decreased with the increase of dynamic
strain, which was represented by strain softening and
exhibited a good hyperbolic relationship. ,e main reason
was that the rigidity of LCESmainly came from cementing of
cement hydrate. With the increase of the strain, the effect of
cementing was gradually damaged and the rigidity of LCES
was reduced. In the same proportion of LCES, the motion-
cutting line modulus increased with the increase of con-
fining pressure. ,is might be explained by the fact that the
greater confining pressure caused a denser specimen and
achieved a higher stiffness. ,is finding is the same as the
performance of conventional soil.

,e curve of Esec∼εd on different cement content is
shown in Figure 9. In the same EPS beads content and
confining pressure, the elastic modulus of the moving secant
modulus of LCES gradually increased with the increase of
cement content, which indicated that the addition of cement
could improve the dynamic stiffness of LCES. Higher ce-
ment content achieves better cementation function of
particles and more reduction of porosity ratio. ,e Esec of
LCES decreased slower with the increase of εd than that in
ordinary clay. When the cement content increased, the
Esec∼εd curve approached a linear relationship which in-
dicated that LCES had a better deformation resistance than
ordinary clay under dynamic force. ,is can be attributed to
the fact that cement hydrate cementation enhanced the
deformation resistance under dynamic force after the soil
and cement were completely mixed.

,e curve of Esec∼εd on different EPS beads content is
shown in Figure 10. When cement content was 10%, there
was no remarkable difference in Esec with the increase of EPS
beads content, which indicated that the effect of the relative
cement content and the EPS volumetric content on dynamic
stiffness was negligible. ,is also indicated that 10% cement
mixed clay and EPS beads had similar stiffness. Meanwhile,
Esec decreased with the increase of EPS content when cement
content increased to 15%. It was illustrated that the cement
cementation was enhanced under high cement content, and
the stiffness of soil-cement was significantly greater than that
of EPS beads. In this case, the content of cement relatively
decreased due to the increase of EPS beads content, which
resulted in the reduction of the overall motion-cutting line
modulus.

3.3. Damping Ratio of LCES. ,e damping ratio, D, repre-
sented the viscous property of soil, which was an important
index to measure the vibration damping property of soil and
had a significant influence on the dynamic response of soil.
D in this study was defined as the ratio of the actual damping
coefficient to the critical damping coefficient as shown in
Equation (2), where AL is the area of the hysteresis loop and
AT is the area of the shadow triangle as shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 12 presents the relationships between the
damping ratio and dynamic strain of LCES and clay at
different cement content. ,e damping ratio of LCES and
clay increased gradually as the dynamic strain increased.
Maher et al. also found similar results that the damping ratio
of cement-treated sand was increased with the increase of
shear strain [18]. Cement content had significant effects on
the LCES damping ratio. ,e damping ratio of LCES was
lower than that of clay, and it decreased with the increase of

cement content which indicated that the damping ratio of
LCES could be controlled by adjusting the cement content.
,is might be caused by that cement hydrate increased the
stiffness of soil and reduced the viscosity of soil, which
resulted in the decrease of the damping ratio.

Figure 13 presents the relationship between the damping
ratio and dynamic strain of LCES and clay at different beads
content. ,e damping ratio of LCES increased with the
increase of EPS beads content, which indicated that EPS
beads could absorb more vibration energy. ,is might be
due to the fact that EPS beads were soft and nonlinear elastic.
When EPS beads content increased, the cement content
decreased correspondingly, whichmight weaken the effect of
cement hydrate on the damping ratio of LCES. Gao et al.
found that there was no significant different on the damping
ratio with different EPS content when shear strain was less
than 0.5% [19]. When shear strain exceeded 0.5%, the larger
the EPS beads content, the larger the damping ratio. ,ey
believed that larger EPS bead content generated more weak
interfaces between EPS beads and cemented soil [19].

Figure 14 presents the relationship between the damping
ratio and dynamic strain of LCES and clay under different
confining pressures. ,e damping ratio of LCES and clay
decreased slightly with the increase of the confining pressure
in the range of 30 kPa to 90 kPa.

4. Conclusions

For LCES with cement content between 5% and 15%, EPS
beads content was between 2% and 4%, confining pressure
was between 30 kPa and 90 kPa, and dynamic shear stress
ratio was 0.5, the following dynamic deformation charac-
teristics were found:

(1) ,e compressive strain of LCES was significantly
greater than the tensile strain. ,e tensile strain
decreased with the increase of cement content. ,ere
was almost no tensile strain occurred when the ce-
ment content increased to 15%.

D

A

B

C

O

Δεd

εd

σd

Figure 6: ,e hysteresis curve of LCES.

Esec

εd
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Figure 7: Dynamic secant elastic modulus Esec.
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(2) ,e compressive strain of LCES gradually increased
with the increase of load cycles. ,e strain growth
rate decreased with the increase of load cycles. ,e
dynamic strain leveled off, which was consistent with
the rule of the hyperbola model.

(3) ,e dynamic secant elastic modulus of LCES de-
creased with the increase of dynamic strain, which
was represented by strain softening and exhibited
a good hyperbolic relationship. ,e dynamic mod-
ulus of clay decreased rapidly, but that of LCES
decreased relatively slower. In addition, the dynamic
modulus increased with the increase of confining
pressure.

(4) ,e damping ratio of LCES and clay increased with
the increase of dynamic strain. ,e damping ratio of
LCES was lower than that of clay. It decreased sig-
nificantly with the increase of cement content, in-
creased with the increase of EPS beads content, and
decreased slightly with the increase of confining
pressure.
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*e electroplating sludge may pose serious threat to human health and surrounding environment without safe treatment. *is
paper investigated the feasibility of using electroplating sludge as subgrade backfill materials, by evaluating the mechanical
properties and environmental risk of the cement-coal fly ash solidified sludge. In this study, Portland cement and coal fly ash are
used to solidify/stabilize the sludge. After curing for 7, 14, and 28 days, the stabilization/solidification sludge specimens were
subject to a series of mechanical, leaching, and microcosmic tests. It was found that the compressive strength increased with the
increase of cement content, curing time, and the cement replacement by coal fly ash besides water content. Among these factors,
the impact of water content on the compressive strength is most noticeable. It was observed that the compressive strength declined
by 87.1% when the water content increased from 0% to 10%. Besides, leaching tests showed that the amount of leaching heavy
metals were under the standard limit. *ese results demonstrated utilization of electroplating sludge in subgrade backfill material
may provide an alternative for the treatment of electroplating sludge.

1. Introduction

Electroplating industries generate the increasing amount of
contaminated water, which requires treatment before being
discharged to mitigate the impact on the environment [1].
However, as a product from the process of the of wastewater
treatment, a great deal of highly hazardous sludge is pro-
duced [2]. Every year, about 100,000 tonnes of electroplating
sludge (ES) have been generated in China [3]. ES is an
extremely complex mixture that contains a huge amount of
heavy metals, pathogenic microorganisms, and organic
pollutants [4]. *ese harmful ingredients, especially various
heavy metals, have serious biological toxicity and can pose
serious threat to human health [5–7]. *us, the appropriate
disposal of ES is becomingmore urgent for the electroplating
industry and environmental engineering [8].

Solidification/stabilization (S/S) techniques are widely
used in the treatment for metal-contained hazardous waste.
*e S/S method mixes contaminants with binders to convert
the hazardous waste into the immobile and low toxic form
[9]. Several binders are currently used for S/S [10, 11].

Portland cement is one of the mostly used binders in the S/S
matrix due to its easy availability and low cost. It can readily
wrap wet wastes, and its alkalinity condition decreases the
solubility of many inorganic toxic or hazardous metals
[12, 13]. However, the S/S of sewage sludge by cement is
affected adversely by (1) the high internal porosity of
cement-solidified matrix that results in higher leaching rate,
and (2) the increase in volume of the solidified matrix
[14, 15].

Other techniques for sludge disposal are also found in
the literature, for example, incorporation into coal fly ash.
Coal fly ash is currently one of the most common binding
supplemental materials in waste stabilization. It is mainly
used in mixture with Portland cement or lime and serves as
a bulking agent and a pozzolan [10]. Coal fly ash is rich in
silica (SiO2) and calcium oxide (CaO). *e SiO2 reacts with
calcium hydroxide formed from the hydration process of
CaO to produce calcium silicate hydrate [12].*e pozzolanic
properties enable it to be used in some engineering appli-
cations instead of cement [16]. Incorporation of fly ash into
the binder can improve the long-term durability of mixed
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cement stabilized product by decreasing the penetration of
aggressive agents such as chloride ions [17]. Hardened fly
ash-cement mixture, when properly designed, acts with
increased strength and decreased permeability. Additionally,
replacing parts of cement by fly ash can reduce the cost of
production [18, 19].

Generally, cement-solidified products are always ulti-
mately treated by landfilling [20]. However, the limited land
area and the negative impact on environment have made it
more essential to develop the effective and feasible treatment
techniques [15]. Some researchers have studied the stability
of cement-solidified forms disposed in landfills [21–25].
Tang et al. suggested that the leaching of heavy metals from
cement-solidified products can be regarded as a pH-
dependent controlled process, and the solubility and
leachability of some solidified heavy metals increased when
the pH value decreased [15]. Accordingly, some viable al-
ternatives of reusing the sludge containing heavy metals
should be encouraged to discover, helping to decrease
landfill-space consumption and save resources [26].

As a waste-to-resource technique, recycling waste sludge
for geotechnical works material and incorporation into
construction materials can play a significant role in sus-
tainable natural resource use [27]. Moreover, if the utili-
zation of waste sludge in suitable geotechnical and
construction material systems can be more beneficial to the
stabilization of hazardous heavy metals, it will simulta-
neously alleviate the environmental damages.*erefore, this
current work evaluated the potential utilization of solidified
electroplating sludge for subgrade backfill materials. *e
impacts of binder formulation (different portions of Port-
land cement and coal fly ash), water content, and curing time
on the physical properties of the solidified sludge specimens
were explored. Microstructure characteristics were in-
vestigated on specimens with different formulation of the
binders. In addition, the leachability of hazardous metals
from the solidified sludge was evaluated for ensuring the
environmental safety. *e optimum proportion of sub-
stitution for meeting technical requirement and environ-
mental standards were also determined.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials. *e waste sludge (Figure 1(a)), as the
byproduct generated from wastewater treatment processes,
was collected from a diode plant located in Suzhou, China,
and its physical and chemical properties are listed in Table 1.
*e elemental composition of the sludge was analyzed
through X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF) analysis
(JSX–3400R, JEOL, Japan). As shown in Table 1, the main
elements in the sludge were copper (Cu), rhodium (Rh), and
calcium (Ca), with an average composition of 23.17, 23.22,
and 25.29%, respectively. *e first two were directly related
to the production process of diode. *e Ca is generated
during the wastewater treatment process, in which calcite is
used as a coagulant agent (CaCO3) [28]. *e Cu is the main
contamination, and the toxicity degree of Cu is critical.

Moisture and density were determined for select sludges.
*e sludge was acidic (pH 4.8), with a moisture content
around 70% and a density about 1.05 g/cm3. Table 1 shows
the mean values of three parallel samples used in the
analysis. Moisture was measured following the method
described by EN 14346: 2006 [29]. Density was determined
by introducing a certain amount of sludge in water and
measuring the volume on exchanging with water [30].

Portland cement (PC), coal fly ash (CFA), and water were
used as binding materials. *e PC was purchased from a local
cement plant in Suzhou, China, mainly consisting of 6–15%
active additive and 85–94% cement.*e CFA was supplied by
a coal-fired power plant located in Anhui, China (Figure 1(b)).
*e physical properties and chemical compositions of the
cementitious materials are summarized in Table 1. Physically,
CFA is in a form of fine particles with a medium density
(2.9 g/cm3) and has a high surface area (3413 cm2/g). *e pH
value of CFA shows alkalinity (pH� 10.36). In terms of
chemical compositions, high contents of Si and Al were ob-
served in CFA, which was in close agreement with the results
of studies in other literatures [31, 32]. Water used in this study
was deionized and was prepared from tap water via distillation
(RFD240NA, Advantec, Japan).

2.2. Sample Preparation. During sample preparation, the
homogeneity of CFA and sludge need to be guaranteed. *e
sludge was grinded to aid workability of the sludge-ash-cement
matrix during casting. Prior to mixture, the CFA and PC were
oven dried (101-A, Leao, China) at a temperature of 105°C for
at least 24 hours and then cooled down naturally.*e designed
amounts of sludge, PC, CFA, and water were mixed together
manually with certain care. Table 2 lists the detailed compo-
sition of sludge-ash-cement samples. Sludge was prepared with
different water, PC, and CFA amounts in order to examine the
effect of the PC replacement, water content, and cement
content on themechanical and leaching properties of mixtures.
*e proportions of cement were 10, 15, and 20%by total weight
of solid materials. In terms of PC replacement, the S/S sludge
specimens were prepared with a constant binder content (PC
+CFA) of 30%, including 20% PC+10% CFA (i.e., 33% PC
replacement) and 15% cement+ 15% CFA (i.e., 50% PC re-
placement). In particular, the water content used in this study is
the additional added amount of water that excludes moisture
contained originally in the raw sludge. Specimens in the un-
confined compressive strength (UCS) test were prepared with
water content of 0, 5, and 10%, while the water content in the
leachability test was 8.5%. In order to achieve sufficient cement
hydration, the amount of water must be considered. Excessive
water may cause the loss of effective components of cement,
resulting in difficulty in forming stable and uniform cement-
solidified mixtures. However, when the water is inadequate,
cement-sludge mixture cannot be mixed evenly, and the ef-
fective utilization rate of cement would be reduced. After
designed days of curing, the samples were tested for strength
and leachability. Each test was performed on three parallel
samples with the same composition.
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2.3. Test Methods

2.3.1. Unconfined Compressive Strength. To measure the
UCS, the mixture was filled into the mold (4 cm in diameter,
8 cm in height). To ensure uniformity, samples were com-
pacted in four equal layers, and each layer was dropped by
rammer with the same hammer times. After that, the
specimens were demolded and cured at 95% humidity and
27°C temperature for 7, 14, and 28 days in a curing box
(HBY-15B, Donghua, China). *e UCS testing was

performed with a microcomputer-controlled electronic
machine (LDS-50, Chenda, China) with a fixed strain rate of
1%/min according to ASTM D4219.

2.3.2. Leaching Test. *e sample preparation for the leaching
test is the same as that for the UCS test, besides the curing
time being 14 days. After that, the leaching tests were carried
out according to the USEPA TCLP method (method no:
1311) [33]. All the specimens were oven dried at 105°C for
24 hrs and then manually crushed to< 9.5mm for the TCLP.
*e pulverized mixture was weighed and mixed with
deionized water at a liquid-to-solid ratio of 20 by weight.*e
pH value of the samples was adjusted to 2.88± 0.05 by
adding 0.1M acetic acid, and then the samples were vibrated
at 30 rpm for 18 hrs before passing them through 0.6–0.8 μm
glass fiber filters. Subsequently, the targeted heavy metal in
the filtrate solution was analyzed by atomic absorption
spectroscopy (AAS) (TAS–990, Persee General, China) to
assess its potential leachability.

2.3.3. Microscopic Characteristics Test. *e shape, size, and
morphology of the S/S samples were observed through a SU-
8020 scanning electron microscope (SEM). During SEM, the

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Industrial sludge and CFA used in the study.

Table 1: Physical characteristics and chemical composition of
sludge, fly ash, and cement.

Sludge Coal fly ash Portland
cement

Physical characteristics
Moisture (%) 70 20 0.5
Density (g/cm3) 1.05 2.9 3.18
pH 4.8 10.36 13
Specific gravity (g/cm3) 2.65 2.34 3.13
Specific surface area (cm2/g) 3400 3413 3550
Chemical composition (%)
Cu 23.17 — —
Fe 2.12 2.95 2.34
Al 0.43 15.46 3.07
Ca 25.29 3.53 47.0
Si 0.4 25.24 9.4
S 1.16 0.69 1.08
Zn 2.53 — -
Pb 1.03 — -
Mg 0.40 — 0.50
Cr 2.5 — —
Mn 1.62 — —
Rh 23.22 — —
V 12.93 — —
Sr 2.6 — —
Ti — 0.40 —
Na — — 3.19
K — — 0.42
Cl — — 0.005

Table 2: Experimental tests carried out.

Mixture
Binder (%)

Mixture
Binder (%)

PC CFA Water PC CFA Water
UCS Leaching
1 15 0 5 1 0 0 0
2 20 0 5 2 10 0 8.5
3 30 0 5 3 15 0 8.5
4 15 15 0 4 20 0 8.5
5 20 10 0 5 30 0 8.5
6 15 15 5 6 10 20 8.5
7 20 10 5 7 15 15 8.5
8 15 15 10 8 20 10 8.5
9 20 10 10 — — — —
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samples were firstly crushed, dried at 65°C, and then
mounted on Al-stubs and gilt with Au, with a working
voltage of 15 kV.

3. Testing Results and Discussion

3.1. UCS. *e UCS is one of the important factors affecting
the solidified effect. To date, most countries do not have
concrete strength index for sludge landfill, except for Ger-
many where a minimum requirement for UCS is set at 50 kPa
[34, 35]. Figure 2 shows that the UCS of all solidified sludge
treated by the blended cement meets the acceptance criterion
for landfilling. As shown in Figure 2, the UCS of solidified
sludge varied depending on the PC content. For example, in
the case of the mixtures containing 15, 20, and 30% of PC by
weight, after 28-day curing, the UCS was 0.17, 0.20, and
0.21MPa, respectively. It shows that, with the increase of the
proportion of PC, the sludge strength increases. It is supposed
that the cement hydration provides the formation of calcium
silicate hydrated (C-S-H) and calcium hydroxide (CH), which
is the gels in cement responsible for strength development
[36, 37]. It can be seen from Figure 2, the UCS of the cement-
sludge mixtures was not obviously increased in the early stage
of experiment.*ismay due to the presence of a large number
of Cu atoms, which is reported to contribute to the re-
tardation of cement hydration [38]. Cu may exist as hy-
droxides or interactions with calcium to form a series of
complex compounds in the cement-solidified materials [39].
*ese detrimental compounds can wrap the binder particles
and restrict further pozzolanic activity and the generation of
cementitious gels. Such changes would play a negative in-
fluence on the strength of S/Smixtures [40]. Figure 2 shows an
unusual phenomenon that was based on the 0% water con-
tent; the UCS of the cement-solidified sludge decreased with
the increasing amount of cement after 7-day and 14-day
curing. *is can be explained that the water required for
cement hydration comes only from moisture contained
originally in the raw sludge, resulting in an insufficient hy-
drated reaction. Some cement particles without hydration,
acting as filling materials, were filled in the pores between the
soil particles and even weakened the cementation between soil
particles and cement hydration products, furthermore
resulting in the decrease of UCS.

As can be observed in Figure 2, the UCS of the solidified
matrix increases with curing time. Compared to 7 days, the
28-day UCS of solidified mixtures with 15, 20, and 30% of
PC increases by 21.4, 81.8, and 163%, respectively. *e in-
creasing strength values over time reflected the ongoing
hydration reaction during which the strong adhesive
products were produced, providing strong loading resistance
[41]. Tang et al. concluded that the hydration reaction is
more sufficient with the increase of curing time [15]. In
addition, at the later hydration age, the hydration of residual
cement particles may take place by the solid-state reactions
and the transport of ions in the solution becomes limited
[24, 42]. It can be seen that the setting time of cement paste
plays an important role in the S/S process.

*e adverse impact of water on strength development is
given in Figure 3, where the change of relation between the

UCS and water content is depicted. Obviously, the experi-
mental results revealed that the strength values of all time
periods decreased as water content increased. For example,
the UCS of cement-based matrices (water content� 0, 5, and
10%) after 28 days of solidification are 1.47, 0.22, and
0.19MPa, respectively. Wang et al. explained that the higher
water content increases the lubrication between sludge
particles and reduces the friction force, which leads to the
decrease of the strength [43]. Besides, the initial moisture
content of the sludge is also an important factor that restricts
the UCS of the solidified sludge. Table 1 shows that the initial
moisture content of the sludge used in this study is 70%
which is very high. It is generally very difficult to consolidate
the sludge material in practice. To reduce the detrimental
influence of moisture on the strength of specimens, cement
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Figure 2: Compressive strength of solidified sludge with different
amounts of PC.
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was used as a material that, by consuming large quantities of
water as a result of the pozzolanic reactions, results in a rise
of the strength of the mixture [44].

Figure 4 shows the effect of CFA on the UCS of the
cement-solidified mixtures. It shows that, with 0, 5, and 10%
of water content, the 28-day UCS of the sludge blocks
stabilized/solidified by 20% PC+10% CFA (i.e., 33% PC
replacement) and 15% cement + 15% CFA (i.e., 50% PC re-
placement) are (0.93MPa, 1.47MPa), (0.1MPa, 0.22MPa),
and (0.13MPa, 0.19MPa), respectively. *e results revealed
that the PC replacement by CFA increased the mechanical
strength. *e hydration of CFA leads to consumption of
cement hydrates and packs the pore structure already
established by its own hydration product, thus helping to
achieve a tighter pore structure and greater intensity for
cement-based mixtures. Now in China, for the safe use of
stabilized materials in the highway construction, a standard
called Technical Guidelines for Construction of Highway
Roadbases (JTG/T F20-2015) was established. In this highway
construction technical specification, there is a specific regu-
lation on unconfined compression strength of lime-coal fly
ash stabilized, which is shown in Table 3. Based on Figure 4, it
can be seen that the UCS of 14-day and 28-day solidified
matrix with 0% water all can satisfy the design value (1.1MPa,
which is required in the standard).

3.2. TCLP Results. *e TCLP technique determines the
pollutants’ migration in a sample and the toxic degree that
allows the classification of thematerial as “dangerous.” It can
be seen from Table 1 that the content of Cu in sludge
dominates the leading position. *e effect of different heavy
metal ions types on cement hydration have been studied
extensively in recent years. Qiao et al. investigated that
copper ions leading to a high degree of inhibition in the
cement hydration, indicating that the curing effect of Cu is
worse than that of other heavy metals [45]. According to
scanning electron microscope results of Wang et al., the
existence of copper allows an offset in the C-S-H gel dif-
fraction peak, and thereby decreases the crystallinity of C-S-
H [46]. *erefore, monitoring the leachability of Cu plays
a guiding role in this research. *e results of the TCLP tests
are presented in Figure 5. *e average leached Cu con-
centrations of untreated samples are 29.9mg/L, suggesting
its high mobility in the untreated soil. Figure 5 shows the
effect of the amount of PC on the leaching characterization
of solidified sludge. *e Cu leaching concentration for all
stabilized samples is noticeably decreased after PC treat-
ment. In addition, increasing PC content is found to sig-
nificantly reduce the Cu leachability. Because of the high-
alkalinity environments in the cement-based matrix, these
metals might exist in the form of metal hydrated phases,
metal hydroxides, and calcium-metal compounds [47]. Roy
and Cartledge investigated the speciation of Cu in the
cement-solidified ES [48]. It was found that the main
copper-bearing phase was a copper-hydrated phase when Cu
was added as copper nitrate in the matrix. Cu may also exist
in the form of hydroxides or react with calcium to generate
complex compounds in the cement-based materials.

In China, for the safe utilization of heavy metal-
contained materials in the road construction, the relevant
standard titled “Specifications for environmental impact
assessment of highways” (JTG B03.2006) was established
based on the characteristics of highway engineering. Con-
sidering the heavy metals in the solidified sludge will
eventually permeate into the soil, the water quality evalu-
ation in highway engineering of the this standard is the same
as the standard “Soil environmental quality standard” (GB
15618-1995). So, the standard GB 15618-1995 was adopted
to evaluate the acceptable leaching of the treated sludge as
a roadbed material. *e limit values of soil environmental
quality are presented in Table 4. *e leaching characteristic of
the sludge stabilized/solidified by PC+CFA is also illustrated in
Figure 5. Obviously, the leaching values of the targeted heavy
metal were far below the limit, although the addition of CFA
increased the leaching concentration. For example, with the
presence of 30% binder, all the leaching concentration of 10%
CFA+20% PC (1.3mg/L), 15% CFA+15% PC (13.9mg/L),
and 20% CFA+10% PC (16.1mg/L) far exceeded the leaching
of 30% PC (0.8mg/L). It may be because C-S-H gel generated
by the hydration of CFAwas insufficient to make up the loss of
cement hydration [49]. Based on the foregoing results, CFA
geopolymers solidification of heavy metals was a choice. Qian
et al. considered that heavy metal ions are not only in the form
of physical enclosure but also via special solidifying structures
of adsorption and even bonding with matrix materials [12].
Hence, it can be firmly fixed in the geopolymers.

Scanning electron micrographs of the cement-sludge
(20% PC) and cement-fly ash-sludge mixtures (20% PC
+10% CFA) aged 14 days are shown in Figures 6(a) and 6(b),
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Table 3: Unconfined compression strength of lime-coal fly ash stabilized materials (MPa).

Structure layer Highway grade Special heavy traffic Heavy traffic Light traffic

Base Motorways and first-grade highway ≥1.1 ≥1.0 ≥0.9
Second-grade and under second-grade highway ≥0.9 ≥0.8 ≥0.7

Sub-base Motorways and first-grade highway ≥0.8 ≥0.7 ≥0.6
Second-grade and under second-grade highway ≥0.7 ≥0.6 ≥0.5
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Figure 5: TCLP leachability of solidified sludge with different binder formulations.

Table 4: Standard values of soil environmental quality (mg/L).

Heavy metals Grade Ia Grade II Grade IIIc

Natural pH< 6.5 pH 6.5–7.5 pH> 7.5 pH> 6.5
Cu (farmland) 35 50 100 100 400
Cu (orchard) — 150 200 200 400
aLimit values for protecting natural ecology and maintaining the soil quality in the natural setting. bLimit values for protecting agricultural productions and
human health. cLimit values for protecting the normal growth of plants.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: SEM micrographs of 14-day cured solidified sludge with different binder formulation. (a) 20% PC. (b) 20% PC+ 10% CFA.
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respectively. A great quantity of smooth spherical particles
exists in the CFA, and they were primarily fly ash glassy
spheres, acting as lubricating agent, helping to improve the
rheological properties of fresh paste before setting [50, 51].
Compared with Figure 6(a), the microstructure of the
sample in Figure 6(b) showed a clear change. A high
concentration of white globule of C-S-H was found in
a denser structure, and these results corresponded to those
of Li and Poon [36]. *e CFA is believed to have pozzolanic
reaction after the age of 3 days as blended with PC, forming
geopolymer gel and filling between the inner portion of
unreacted fly ash spheres as well as the gap of particles, thus
resulting in higher densification of the matrix [51]. Recent
research reveals that the main hydrate of cement and fly
ash, calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H), adopts two distinct
morphologies: a low density C-S-H at the surface of cement
and fly ash particles and a high density C-S-H deeper into
the particles [52]. However, as shown in Figure 6(a), the gel
structure of solidified matrix was loose and the density was
reduced, which may increase the permeability and ionic
diffusion of heavy metals in the solidified matrix. As shown
in Figure 5, the leaching concentration of the sample so-
lidified with 20% PC+ 10% CFA (1.3mg/L) is lower than
that solidified with 20% PC (6.1mg/L). Consequently, CFA
can improve cement packing, block capillary pores, and
reduce the permeability of heavy metals in the samples.

4. Conclusions

*is study has provided a feasible strategy for the utilization
of electroplating sludge as the subgrade backfill materials.
PC and CFA were acted as curing agents in the S/S treatment
of electroplating sludge. It concluded that all the studied
parameters (PC content, curing time, water content, and
CFA/PC ratio) dramatically affect the effectiveness of the S/S
process.

*e UCS of stabilized sludge with 0% water content
meets the highway construction technical specification and
increased fast with the increase of cement content, curing
time, and CFA/PC ratio. *e increment in strength for
cement/coal fly ash-treated samples could be largely due to
the main hydrate of cement and fly ash, a high density C-S-H
deeper into the cement and fly ash particles, helping to
achieve a tighter pore structure and greater intensity for
cement-solidified mixtures. *e water content produces
a detrimental effect on the UCS of cement-solidified sludge,
which retarded the development of strength or even reduced
the final strength.*is can be explained that the higher water
content increases the lubrication between sludge particles
and reduces the friction force. In terms of the leaching test
results, it was shown that CFA can act as a filler to plug
capillary pores and reduce the permeability of heavy metals
in the samples.
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Ion stabilizers can enhance the reinforcement slurry effect on the wall and stabilize the wall actively in slurry shields. (is paper
presents different cation exchange capacities obtained by changing the content of the ion stabilizer (1.5%, 2.0%, 2.5%, 3.0%, 3.5%,
4.0%, 4.5%, 5.0%, 5.5%, and 6.0%) in slurry associated with the basis of the existing slurry formula through the laboratory tests. In
order to study the effect of the cation exchange capacity on the performance of slurry properties, the rheological properties of the
slurry are analyzed and evaluated by the power law model. Results indicate that the cation exchange capacity of the slurry
decreases first and then increases with the increase of the ion stabilizer content. When the content of the ion stabilizer is
maintained at 3.50%, the cation exchange capacity reaches the minimum value of 2.92. (e filtration volumes, pH values, and
rheological parameters of the slurry also indicate an obvious linear change with the change of the cation exchange capacity. (e
minimum filtration volume is 9.70mL/30min when the ion stabilizer content reaches 3.50%. However, the pH value reaches the
maximum, that is, 11.34 which is changed from 10, and the change could be considered as a constant value in the field work.When
the cation exchange capacity increases, the continuity of polymer structure in the slurry decreases first and then increases, the flow
index and consistency coefficient are located within a reasonable range, and the rheological properties of the slurrymeet the design
requirements of the standards.

1. Introduction

Slurry shields are TBM fitted with a full-face cutterhead
which provides face support by pressurizing boring fluid
inside the cutterhead chamber. (e pressurized slurry sys-
tem plays an important role in the stability of the excavation
face associated with filter cake in slurry shields [1–4]. (e
slurry should be able to create an impermeable membrane at
the ground interface. Once the ground interface becomes
impermeable, the slurry can develop an adequate confine-
ment pressure. Polymers, sands, vermiculites, even micro-
organism, and other additives are usually added into the
slurry to improve the performance of slurry in practical

construction engineerings [5–9]. Slurry shields in rock
would generally require slurry with properties related mostly
to its basic functions as lubrication, transport of cuttings.
Slurry shields in soil would require slurry with properties
related to primary functions, such as marsh funnel and
plastic viscosity, pH, yield point, and filter cake properties.
When slurry shields in mix ground conditions, it requires
slurry with both primary functions and specific properties
which are not simply the one applying to the worst soil
conditions encountered at the face. (ere are new factors to
consider, which exist only in mix face conditions, and cation
exchange capacity of the slurry is one of them. (e cation
exchange capacity (CEC) is usually called methylene blue
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capacity that is an important parameter representing the
exchangeable ion quantity of the slurry such as ion stabilizer
slurry fluid, which directly reflects the ion exchange ca-
pacity of the slurry fluid. It can be obtained according to the
methylene blue titration test, a major international mea-
surement method first proposed by the American Petroleum
Society (API), and the total cation exchange capacity in the
slurry fluid could be calculated. (e bentonite-free slurry
fluid formulation system composed of plant gum, poly-
anionic cellulose, liquid ion stabilizer, graphite powder, and
barite is selected on the basis of existing research because the
bentonite itself has a certain cation exchange capacity, and
the polymeric materials can meet the design requirements of
viscosity, rheology, and filtration loss. Different cation ex-
change capacities are obtained by changing the content of
the ion stabilizer in the slurry fluid, and the rheology per-
formance of slurry is analyzed and evaluated by the power
law model on the basis of the existing formula.

In formation evaluation, it is the contribution of cation
exchange sites to the formation of electrical properties that is
important or required to determine the clay types and dry
clay parameters. In slurry shields, most studies are focused
on the filter cake properties [10–13]. Because it is easy for
slurry to penetrate into the stratum, causing a large amount
of fluid loss when slurry shields cut through strong per-
meability stratum, resulting in poor filter cake on the ex-
cavation face, which is incapable of providing enough
support required for the stability of the excavation surface
[14–17]. Several factors control the formation of filter cake,
such as the permeability of the rock and soil, the pressure,
and properties of slurry (density, rheological properties,
grain size distribution, etc.) [18–22]. Watanabe and
Yamazaki and Wang and Zhu [23, 24] investigated the ef-
fects of density of slurry on the fluid loss in the highly
permeable soils, and they found that the proportion of sand
in the slurry played an important role in the fluid loss of
slurry during the formation of filter cake. Cheng et al. [18]
performed laboratory model tests on pure bentonite sus-
pensions in medium coarse sands, and results indicated that
the viscosity of suspensions had a significant influence on the
filter cake properties. Fritz et al. [15] and Heinz [20] de-
veloped an apparatus for measuring the support pressure of
slurry and performed the support pressure tests to evaluate
the best combination of additives in slurries. Han et al. [19]
evaluated the factors that control the formation of filter cake
based on some laboratory tests; the results showed that the
higher the viscosity of the slurry was, the easier for the filter
cake to form, and the filter cake formed was thin and
compactable. If there was less fluid loss in the process of
formation of the filter cake, it indicated that the filter cake is
easy to form. However, if there was less fluid loss after the
filter cake formed, it indicated that the filter cake was
compactable. Min et al. [25] investigated the processing of
filter cake formed on the surface of coarse grained sandstone
with high pressure, and the results indicated that the for-
mation of filter cake was affected by the properties of slurry,
especially particle size and density. Filz et al. [26] presented
formed criteria of filter cake in sandy formation, and the
results indicated that the percolation range had much more

effects on the strength of coarse granular soil due to the poor
filter cake. Amorim et al. [27] investigated the influence of
ionic strength on the apparent and plastic viscosities and
water loss in sodium bentonite suspension with polymers,
and the results could be concluded that the presence of salt
and the increase of salinity in these suspensions strongly
affect the plastic and apparent viscosities and water loss after
polymers added. Liu and Santamarina [28] advanced
a comprehensive filter cake growth model for water-based
slurry implemented with robust, physically informed con-
stitutive equations in their study, and they also obtained the
results that environmental factors such as temperature, pH,
ionic concentration, and cation contamination have a sig-
nificant influence on filter cake properties. In this paper,
further studies show the effect of ion exchange in slurry on
its properties based on the current study mentioned above.
Bentonite is composed of two tetrahedrally coordinated
sheets of silicon ions surrounding an octahedrally co-
ordinated sheet of aluminum ions, the isomorphous sub-
stitution of Al3+ for Si4+ in the tetrahedral layer and Mg2+ or
Fe3+ for Al3+ in the octahedral layer results in a net negative
surface charge on the layer, which makes it hold its physical
and chemical properties, i.e., large specific surface area,
cation exchange capacity, and adsorptive affinity for organic
and inorganic ions [29, 30]. When the bentonite contained
in the stratum dissolve in the slurry, the cations in the slurry
(such as Ca2+, Na+, and Mg2+) will lead to chemical de-
terioration on the filter cake associated with slurry circu-
lation, and the interaction between these charged ions can
create an electrostatic field around them [31]. (at is, the
slurry will be converted from the well-suspended dispersion
to the agglutination state and resulted in the increase of
particle size. At the same time, the poor quality of the filter
cake will appear and the slurry will lose its basic functions
[32, 33]. In order to regulate the performance of slurry based
on the micro- and macropoint, it is essential to study the
effect of the cation exchange capacity on the performance of
slurry. In this case, a dense, low permeability filter cake can
be formed on the cutting face and improve the stability of the
wall during excavation.

(e ion stabilizer is one kind of advanced material and
widely used to improve the physical and mechanical
properties of stratum in many fields to meet the re-
quirements of engineering technology, such as slope pro-
tection, water conservancy construction, road subgrade, and
trenchless [34]. (e ion stabilizer has strong practicability,
stable performance, and low cost, as a new kind of chemical
material. A proper amount of the ion stabilizer dissolves in
the slurry fluid can form ionic solutions; that is, a liquid
organic salt composed of cations and anions [35], which
contains the basic properties of shield slurry. (e ion sta-
bilizer mainly forms high valence ions and water compounds
with low water binding and high cohesive force in solution
by ion exchange as an additive in the slurry fluid. (e high
valence cations in the solution are adsorbed by clay particles
in the stratum, with neutralizing the negative charge on the
surface of particles, reducing the repelling force between the
clay particles, and effectively restraining the stratum hy-
dration and expansion to improve the stability of the
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excavation. (e water compounds formed in the solution
can effectively seal the cracks in the wall, reducing the in-
vasion of filtrate, and improve the mechanical strength and
impermeability of the rock and soil near the wall at the same
time [36].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials. (e test materials include ENI ion stabilizer,
methylene blue titration materials and basic slurry fluid
formulation materials consist of solvent (water), vegetable
gum (CT), polyanion cellulose (PAC), graphite powder, and
barite. (e ENI ion stabilizer is mainly composed of pe-
troleum sulfonated agent, modified sodium silicate, modi-
fied polymer surface active agent, and other materials, and it
can decompose the clay mineral and nonclay particles in the
stratum. It also can recrystallize the clay mineral particles
and reduce the invasion of filtrate rely on making use of
bonding and winding between polymer compounds and
leaving the particles hydrophobic and dense. Its appearance
is light yellow as shown in Figure 1. (e positive charges in
methylene blue solution are alkaline, which are unstable and
able to react with most inorganic salts to produce compound
salts. 0.01mol/L methylene blue water solution, 3% hy-
drogen peroxide solution, and 2.5mol/L dilute sulfuric acid
solution were used as the methylene blue titration experi-
ment materials in this study, as shown in Figure 2.

2.2. Methods. Different cation exchange capacities were ob-
tained by changing the content of ion stabilizers in the slurry
fluid based on the existing formula, and the designed addition
of the ion stabilizer in the experiment was 1.5%, 2.0%, 2.5%,
3.0%, 3.5%, 4.0%, 4.5%, 5.0%, 5.5%, and 6.0% (Group 1–10).
(e same slurry fluid basic formula was used in each group in
order to obtain the degree of influence of the ion stabilizer.

(e slurry fluids with different ion stabilizer contents were
prepared according to the API standard in the experiment.
(e slurry performance parameters of each group were
measured by the ZNN-D6 digital display rotary viscometer,
and the data were recorded. According to the standard
analysis method, the rheological parameters of each group
could be calculated with the data.(e pH values of slurry were
measured three times in each group by precision acidity and
alkalinity tester, and then the average of these data was
calculated. (e tests of filtrate volume were carried out
according to the API RP 13B-12009 standard, and the control
pressure value was maintained at 0.69MPa. (e methylene
blue titration tests were carried out three times for each group
of slurry fluids according to the standard GB/T16783.1-2006,
and the average CEC values were obtained.(e mathematical
formula for the calculation is as follows [37, 38]:

CEC �
VM

VD
, (1)

where CEC is the cation exchange capacity of the slurry
fluids (dimensionless unit), VM is the consumption of
methylene blue standard solution (mL), and VD is the
amount of slurry fluid samples (mL).

3. Results and Discussions

All the pH test, methylene blue solution titration test (CEC),
and filtrate test (FLAPI) of slurry fluids were performed in the
drilling fluid lab in Central South University, and the test
results obtained are shown in Table 1.

3.1. Relationship between Cation Exchange Capacity of the
Slurry Fluid and Its Content of Ionic Stabilizer. (e re-
lationship between the cation exchange capacity of the slurry
fluid and its content of the ion stabilizer is indicated in
Figure 3. (e cation exchange capacity of the slurry fluid
decreases first and then increases with the increase of the
content of the ion stabilizer, and the cation exchange ca-
pacity of the slurry fluid is minimum when the stabilizer
content is 3.5%.

ENI
ion stabilizer

Figure 1: (e actual picture of ENI ion stabilizer.

Hydrogen
Peroxide

Standard
solution

Methylene
Blue

Figure 2: (e reagent used for the methylene blue titration test.
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3.2. Effect of Cation Exchange Capacity on Filtrate and pH.
Figure 4 shows the relationship between the cation exchange
capacity of the slurry fluid and the filtrate volume. As the
cation exchange capacity of the slurry fluid increases, filtrate
volume also increases with it. (e residue deposits on
a permeable stratum when the slurry is forced against the
stratum under a pressure. Filtrate is the liquid that passes
through the stratum, leaving the filter cake on the cutting
surface. When the filter cake formed, it has an important
effect on filtration, mainly including inherent resistance and
adsorption resistance. (e inherent resistance of the filter
cake can be considered as a constant in this experiment,
which is generally related to the concentration of the slurry
fluid and the characteristics of the filter. (e adsorption
resistance is greatly influenced by the adsorption capacity,
which increases as the ion exchange capacity of the slurry
fluid increases. According to the calculation model of ad-
sorption resistance, the adsorption differential pressure
increases as the viscosity of the slurry fluid is constant, which
indirectly leads to the increase of the filtrate volume of the
slurry fluid.

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the cation
exchange capacity and its pH values of the slurry fluid. (e

pH value decreases first and then increases with the cation
exchange capacity increasing. A solution with a concen-
tration of hydrogen ions higher than 10−7 mol/L is acidic,
and a solution with a lower concentration is alkaline,
which indicates that hydrogen ions concentration in
the slurry is less than 10−10 mol/L. So, it is easy to learn
that the slurry fluid is still an alkaline solution of pH > 10
from the diagram. However, the change of pH is relatively
small, which can be seen as a constant in practical
engineering.

3.3. Effect of Cation Exchange Capacity of the Slurry Fluid on
Its Rheological Properties. (e rheology is the characteristics
of slurry fluid flow and deformation under the action of
external forces, which is generally expressed by different
rheological models and parameters.

(e rheological parameters of the slurry fluid are
tested and calculated according to the API standard. (e
rheological model discrimination coefficient (F) under
different cation exchange capacities is calculated by Equa-
tion (2), and the results are shown in Table 2.

Table 1: Experimental results of slurry fluids with different con-
tents of ionic stabilizer.

Content
(%)

PAC
(%)

CT
(%)

Graphite
powder
(%)

CEC FLAPI
(mL) pH

1.50 4.75 11.30 10.99
2.00 4.25 10.60 11.16
2.50 3.58 10.30 11.21
3.00 3.25 10.20 11.26
3.50 0.30 2.50 0.50 2.92 9.70 11.34
4.00 3.42 10.50 11.26
4.50 4.92 10.60 11.02
5.00 6.00 10.90 11.08
5.50 6.83 11.30 11.09
6.00 7.67 11.50 11.12
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Figure 3: Curve of cation exchange capacity of the slurry fluid.
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F �
θ200 − θ100
θ300 − θ100

, (2)

where F is the rheological model discriminant coefficient.
When F � 0.5 ± 0.03, it is defined as the Bingham model;
otherwise, the power law model is applied. θN is the dial
value of viscometer when the speed is N (mPa·s).

According to above discriminant coefficients, the slurry
fluid could be defined as the power law model with different
cation exchange capacities. Power law fluid is non-
Newtonian model, which usually includes pseudoplastic
fluid and expansion plastic fluid. (e rheological properties
of the slurry fluid can be characterized by rheological pa-
rameters such as the flow index, consistency coefficient,
apparent viscosity, plastic viscosity, and static shear force, as
shown in Table 3.

3.3.1. Power Law Model. (e variation tendency of flow
behavior index and consistency coefficient indicate a highly
symmetrical relationship, as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7,
respectively. (e amount of negative charges in the slurry
fluid increases with the increase of the cation exchange
capacity. (e high valence cations in the slurry fluid can be
hydrated and flocculated when the cation exchange capacity
is less than 4.75, which inhibits the ion exchange in the ionic
solution. (e interaction between entanglement of polymer
molecular chains and the adsorbent groups on the molecular
chain is weakened in the slurry fluid, and the continuity of
the formed polymer spatial structure is poor, which leads to
the increase of the flow behavior index and the decrease of
the consistency coefficient. When the cation exchange ca-
pacity reaches 4.75, the amount of coagulation in the slurry
fluid is maximum. At the time, flow behavior index and
consistency coefficient reach an interval maximum value and
the filtration volume also fluctuates greatly. (e cationic
flocculation reaction in the slurry fluid reaches a dynamic
equilibrium. (e flow behavior index and consistency co-
efficient remain constant when the cation exchange capacity
reaches 4.92. (e dynamic equilibrium is upset after the
cation exchange capacity exceeds 6.00. Because there are
a lot of free high-valence cations in the slurry fluid due to the
dissolution of coagulation, the ion exchange effect in the
solution is enhanced, and as the coefficient of consistency
increases sharply, the flow behavior index decreases. (ere
are too many polymers with continuous spatial structure
formed in the slurry fluid which reduces the slurry fluid
dispersion and decreases the water retention property,
resulting in the increase of filtrate volume. Normally, the
smaller the flow index is, the better the shear dilution
performance of the fluid is under the power law model.
However, it is not the smaller, the better when it comes to the
matter of the overall performance of slurry fluid. (e filtrate
value of slurry fluid is the largest when the flow behavior

index is the smallest, which is indicated in Figures 4 and 6.
(e flow behavior index and consistency coefficient are close
to the median value which is convenient to adjust related
parameters, and the filtrate volume is the smallest when the
cation exchange capacity reaches the minimum value.

3.3.2. Effect of Cation Exchange Capacity of Slurry Fluid on
Its Viscosities. (e apparent viscosity, shear stress, and shear
rate of the slurry fluid with different cation exchange ca-
pacities are calculated according to the data obtained from
the viscometer and Equations (3)–(5) [39, 40], and shear rate
obtained is the average value to improve the accuracy:

μAV �
τ
D

, (3)

τ � 0.511θN, (4)

D �
21936.7646N

13750.3615− 901.2775m + 38.5114m2 −m3,
(5)

where μAV is the apparent viscosity of slurry fluid (mPa·s), τ is
the shear stress (Pa), θN is the dial reading of viscometer when
the speed isN (mPa·s), D is the shear rate (s−1), N is the speed
of viscometer (r/min), m is the calculation constant, and m �

1/n，n is the flow behavior index of the slurry fluid.
Figure 8 shows the relationship between the cation

exchange capacity and slurry viscosities. (ey all show
a highly consistent trend, decreasing first and then in-
creasing as the cation exchange capacity increases. Finally
they show a gradually decreasing trend. When the cation
exchange capacity is less than 4.75, with the increase of the
flocculation degree in the slurry fluid, the ion exchange effect
and the dispersion degree in the solution are weakened. At
the same time, as the viscosity increases, the frictional re-
sistance between the flocculant, the polymer and the liquid
phase increases at the macroscopic scale. (e flocculation
amount reaches the maximum and the viscosities reach the
peak value while the cation exchange capacity is 4.75. And
the cationic flocculation reaction in the slurry fluid reaches
a dynamic equilibrium. In this case, its viscosities remain
relatively constant when the cation exchange capacity is
between 4.92 and 6.00. (en, the dynamic equilibrium of
flocculation is tipped when the cation exchange capacity
exceeds 6, and the dispersity of the slurry fluid decreases,
resulting in the decrease of viscosities.

Figure 9 shows the rheological curves of slurry fluids
with different cation exchange capacities. It can be learned
from Equation (3) that apparent viscosity is the ratio of shear
stress to shear rate at a certain shear rate; that is, apparent
viscosity is the slope of the line section of the curve in
Figure 8. (e diminished amplitude of the slope of the curve
(i.e., apparent viscosity) is maximumwith the increase of the
shear rate when the cation exchange capacity is the smallest,
indicating that the shear dilution ability of the slurry fluid is
the strongest at this time.

3.3.3. Effect of Cation Exchange Capacity of Slurry Fluid on
Its Static Shear Force. (e static shear force is determined by

Table 2: Rheological model discriminant coefficient (F).

CEC 2.92 3.25 3.42 3.58 4.25 4.75 4.92 6.00 6.83 7.67
F 0.56 0.54 0.46 0.48 0.55 0.56 0.33 0.47 0.49 0.39
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the number of structural chains and the strength of the single
structure chain in the unit volume. (e value of static shear
force mainly reflects the suspension capacity of the slurry, so
the larger the static shear force is, indicating the slurry
structure more stable, the better its suspension capacity is.

Table 3: Rheological parameters of slurry fluid with different cation exchange capacities.

CEC Flow behavior
index

Consistency
coefficient (Pa·sn)

Apparent
viscosity (mPa·s)

Plastic
viscosity (mPa·s)

Initial shear
force (Pa)

Final shear
force (Pa)

2.92 0.64 0.31 25.33 18.14 0.81 1.32
3.25 0.64 0.28 22.63 16.17 0.72 0.84
3.42 0.64 0.29 23.33 16.69 0.58 0.49
3.58 0.68 0.21 23.12 17.35 0.76 0.63
4.25 0.68 0.23 24.08 18.02 0.85 0.94
4.75 0.70 0.19 24.66 18.99 0.99 0.89
4.92 0.65 0.26 22.62 16.31 1.12 1.26
6.00 0.65 0.25 21.53 15.54 1.35 1.26
6.83 0.53 0.50 19.50 12.05 1.23 0.82
7.67 0.52 0.51 18.61 11.30 0.54 0.18
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Figure 6: Curve of flow behavior index of slurry fluid.
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(e varying regularity with the cation exchange capacity is
shown in Figure 10. (e structure formation of the polymer
space is hindered by the hydration and flocculation of high
valence cation with the increase of the cation exchange
capacity, and the static shear force of the slurry fluid drops
sharply when the cation exchange capacity is less than 3.42.
(e floc and the polymer can form a complex with a certain
spatial structure and strength with the flocculation reaction,
which leads to the gradual increase of the static shear force
when the cation exchange capacity is between 3.42 and 6.00.
(e dynamic equilibrium of the flocculation reaction is
tipped after the cation exchange capacity exceeds 6.00. (en
the structures of the complex begin to break down with the
ion exchange enhanced in the solution. When the contin-
uous polymer of excessive space structure is formed, it will
result in diminish in dispersion of the slurry fluid, which
makes the static shear force reduce abruptly.

4. Conclusions

Ion stabilizers can enhance the reinforcement slurry effect
on the wall and stabilize the wall actively in slurry shields.
(is paper presents the effect on the slurry fluid from dif-
ferent cation exchange capacities.

(e cation exchange capacity of the slurry fluid decreases
first and then increases following the increase of the ion
stabilizer content in the slurry fluid. And the filtration
volume, pH value, and rheological parameters of the slurry
fluid indicate a linear trend obviously as the cation exchange
capacity increases.

With the increase of the cation exchange capacity, the
continuity of the spatial structure formed by the polymer in
the slurry fluid decreases first and then increases, which
directly leads to the change of the flow behavior index. (e
viscosity and static shear force of the slurry fluid present
a corresponding regular change with the continuity of the
polymer spatial structure too.

(e test results also indicate that the filtrate of the slurry
fluid is minimum when the cation exchange capacity
reaches the smallest. (is is beneficial to restrain the hy-
dration expansion of rock and soil, maintaining the sta-
bility of the excavation face. Slurry filtrate volume and
rheological parameters such as viscosity, static shear, flow
behavior index, and consistency coefficient are present with
ideal values following with smallest value of the cation
exchange capacity. (e spatial structure of the polymer in
the slurry fluid is relatively continuous, which is beneficial
to cation transporting in the fluid system.(ese cations can
neutralize the negative electricity of the clay in the cutting
face and strengthen the stability of the wall. In this case, the
overall performance of the slurry fluid reaches a relatively
ideal state.
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Strip mining with subsequent filling is one of the mainminingmethods for gently inclined thin ore bodies.,e production process
of excavating alternate strips is beneficial to the safety of mining. Reasonable stope structural parameters are key to achieving safe
and efficient mining. ,e Tiaoshuihe phosphate mine of Sanning Mining is taken as an example in this study. Based on precision
finite element modeling and simulation, a reasonable width range and the interval value of the strip are determined. A reliable and
efficient strip width is calculated by using the probability model of the improvedMathews stability graphmethod.,e results show
the following. Firstly, under the geological conditions and backfill environment of the Tiaoshuihe phosphate mine, the reasonable
and safe strip width interval is 7–9m. Secondly, the probabilities of open stope stability with strip widths of 7, 8, and 9m are
88.55%, 86.76%, and 84.94%, respectively. ,e reasonable probabilities of stope stability with strip widths of 7 and 8m are higher
than 85%.,irdly, combining this with the drilling equipment operation parameters, it is suggested that the best strip width is 7m
without increasing the strength of the backfill.

1. Introduction

At present, the filling mining method is becoming in-
creasingly widely used. It is a safe and efficient method to
apply strip mining with subsequent filling for gently inclined
thin ore bodies [1]. ,e structural parameters of the stope are
closely related to its productivity and recovery rate, as well as
the stability of the goaf. Meanwhile, the mining equipment
level and technology are required to consist with the structural
parameters of the stope [2]. Gao-hui et al. [3] combined an
engineering geological evaluation with a numerical simula-
tion to determine the stope height, chamber width, and spike
diameter in Baiyang ore block. Ning and Hu [4]. used
Mathews stability graphmethod and an orthogonal numerical
simulation to determine the limit exposure area of zinc-
copper ore body of Dachang Tongkeng Mine. Li and Li [5]
applied the 3D-sigma numerical simulation method to an-
alyze the surrounding rock stability in different stope
structure parameters and designed the reasonable size of
room and pillar for a phosphate mine. Guo et al. [6] adopted
the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method to prove that the

optimal stope structural parameter is 10m× 10m for safety
and high-efficiency mine operation in Sanshandao Gold
Mine. Chen et al. [7] optimized the structural parameters of
Yongping Copper Mine with FLAC3D and analyzed plastic
zone, displacement, and stress distribution after excavation. Li
et al. [8] performed a series of three-dimensional simulation
and studied the relationship between mining safety-rock
movement parameters and the design parameters and then
obtained the reliable structural parameters of the stope.

However, the traditional single computational analysis
method has some limitations. For uncertain rock mechanics
parameters, the probability of its stability has an important
influence on the optimization of engineering parameters. In
this study, with finite element numerical simulation de-
termining the width range of the strip, the overall stability of
the goaf is calculated by using the Mathews binary linear
regression model, and the stability probability of goaf is
quantized for different strip widths. Taking the parameters of
underground equipment into consideration, a reasonable
strip width for the Tiaoshuihe phosphate mining was de-
termined by comparing the stability probability finally.
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2. Project Profile

,e phosphate ore bodies of the Tiaoshuihe phosphate mine
of Sanning Mining are divided into the middle phosphate
layer (Ph2) and the lower phosphate layer (Ph13), and the
average interval between the two layers is 10m. ,e middle
phosphate layer currently being mined is 1.63–6.79m in
thickness, with an average thickness of 3.22m and an in-
clined angle of 15°. Its burial depth is 81.67–614.75m, with
an average burial depth of 254.27m. ,e folds in the mine
area are not well developed, while the fault structure in the
area is relatively developed. Considering the limited space in
the thin ore body, the DD211L low-type drilling rig man-
ufactured by Sandvik was purchased and used in the mine,
and the maximum drilling width of this rig is 7.6m for
a single-drilling application.

Full-thickness panel strip mining is adopted in this mine,
with the sequence of excavating alternate strips. ,e waste
rock is cemented with tailings filling into the open stope. At
present, the method of exploiting a strip width of 5m and
leaving 5.5m is used in the mine. To improve the production
capacity of the stope and reduce the construction involved in
the mining, the strip width of the stope is proposed to be
enlarged, so as to enhance the recovery rate of the stope. ,e
mechanical parameters of the rock body in the Tiaoshuihe
phosphate mine are obtained by a standard reduction of the
rock mechanical parameters tested in the laboratory [9], as
shown in Table 1.

3. Determination of Strip Width Range

3.1. Accurate Finite Element Model and Simulation Schemes.
FLAC3D is a type of simulation software developed by the
ITASCA of America and is widely used in rock and soil
mechanics calculation [10–12]. Since it comprises 11 kinds
of original constitutive models of elastoplastic materials,
such as seepage, static, creep, dynamic, and temperature
calculation models, it is appropriate for many scientific
research fields like geotechnical engineering, geological
engineering, and mining engineering [13–15]. Furthermore,
it can get the accurate data and graph of stress, displacement,
and plastic zone after caving and filling. Hence, FLAC3D can
meet the requirements of this paper.

To ensure the accuracy and authenticity of the finite
element analysis, the ore body model has the same thickness
as the average three-dimensional ore body extracted from
the Tiaoshuihe phosphate mine in DIMINE software. Four
model groups with strip widths of 6, 7, 8, and 9m and the
length of 50m were established, in which the roadway
widths were 4.5m and the left and right sides of the roadway
each contained five strips. Figure 1 shows the model with
strip width of 9m as an example, and ten strips are num-
bered 1–10. ,e intercepted ore body was meshed using
a DIMINE-CAD-MIDAS/GTS coupling operation and
imported into the numerical simulation software FLAC3D
for calculation [16, 17].

,e calculation steps of exploiting-filling-exploiting are
designed according to the four sets of models established,
and each model corresponds to one scheme. ,e simulation

consists of three main steps in each scheme: the first step (I)
is the exploitation of strips 3, 4, 7, and 8.,e second step (II)
is the filling of strips 3, 4, 7, and 8. ,e third step (III) is the
exploitation of strips 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, and 10.,e four simulation
schemes of different strip widths are shown in Table 2.

3.2. Simulation Results

3.2.1. Displacement and Stress Analysis of the Roof. In the
simulation process, it is found that the stability of the stope
after the third step is the worst. ,erefore, the displacement
and stress of the roof after the third step in the four schemes
are analyzed. ,e specific values are shown in Table 3.

Comparing these parameters in Table 3 with the max-
imum bearing capacity of the roof in Table 1, it can be
concluded that the roof in the stope of the four schemes will
not be damaged.

3.2.2. Plastic Failure Analysis of the Backfill. After the third
step, both sides of the backfill are goaf. When the pressure
exerted by the roof on the backfill exceeds the compressive
strength of the backfill, plastic failure will lead to overall
collapse of the backfill [18]. Table 4 shows the plastic failure
volumes of the backfill after the third step of the four
schemes. Shear failure is mainly caused by the pressure
exerted on the backfill by the top plate exceeding the
compressive strength of the backfill. When the shear failure
area is too large, the backfill will perforate. And the tensile
failure is mainly located in the center of the roof, which is
caused by the self-gravity stress of the overlying strata.

It can be concluded from Table 4 that the tensile failure
volume is sufficiently small that it does not affect the stability
of the backfill. ,erefore, the shear failure is mainly analyzed
as follows. ,e change curve of shear failure volume with
strip width is shown in Figure 2.

As shown in Figure 2, the shear failure volume of the
backfills in schemes 2, 3, and 4 exhibits a significant change
compared with that of scheme 1, with a decrease of more
than 1000m3. ,e overall stabilities of the backfills of these
three schemes are better than that of scheme 1. As can be
seen from Figure 3, the shear failure plastic zone passes
through the backfill; thus, the backfill will lose its stability.
“shear-n” in Figure 3 means the backfill is in plastic state
now, which is the main factor of influencing the stability of
the backfill. “shear-n” in schemes 2, 3, and 4 is far less than
that in scheme 1.

In the two-step stopping process, there are twomain forms
of stope instability damage [19]. ,e first is when the de-
formation of the roof exceeds the allowable range, leading to
collapse failure of the roof, or when the tensile stress produced
by the roof exceeds its ultimate tensile strength, resulting in
tensile failure. ,e second is when plastic penetration failure
occurs when the pressure of the backfill exceeds its com-
pressive strength, and the whole backfill collapses.

It can be concluded that when the width of the strip is
6m, the overall strength of the backfill after the third step is
smaller than that of the 7, 8, and 9m strips, and plastic zone
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penetration failure occurs. ,erefore, the analysis shows that
7, 8, and 9m may be stable strip widths.

4. Calculation of Mathews Stability Graph
Probability Model

According to the previous finite element analysis, 7, 8, and
9m are the strip widths that are likely to be applicable. ,e

probability model of Mathews stability graph is used to
further optimize the three strip widths.

4.1.Mathews Stability Graph ProbabilityModel. ,e original
Mathews stability graph was divided into stable, potentially
unstable, and potential caving zones according to the scatter
of the stability data in Figure 4.,e initial stability zones and
graph devised by Mathews et al. were based on 50 cases [20].

After 1980, researchers like Potvin, Stewart, Forsyth, and
Tureman redrew the Mathews stability graph by increasing
the number of projects evaluated to 500 [21]. Mawdesley
applied mathematical statistics to explain the Mathews
stability graph in 2001 and 2002 [22, 23]. In 2004, Mawdesley
adopted the method of logarithmic regression analysis,
redefining the stability area and great destruction zone.
Parallel lines in the equal probability graph are drawn to
divide the stable area, unstable area, and caving zone [24].

,eMathewsmethod is based on a stability graph relating
two calculated factors: the Mathews stability number (N),
which represents the competency of the rock mass for a given

Table 1: Mechanical parameters of rock mass and the backfill.

Rock layer P (g·cm−3) K (GPa) G (GPa) φ (°) C (MPa) T (MPa)
,e upper surrounding rock 2.845 45.319 11.289 50.58 4.808 5.494
,e phosphate rock layer 3.021 14.219 8.5740 60.76 1.052 2.010
,e lower surrounding rock 2.846 25.786 16.599 53.60 1.732 3.643
Backfill 2.200 18.788 12.432 40.00 0.200 0.300
T, tensile strength; C, cohesion; φ, internal friction angle; K, bulk modulus; G, shear modulus; ρ, density.
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Figure 1: Model with strip width of 9m.

Table 2: Simulation schemes.

Schemes Strip width (m) Steps
Scheme 1 6 I, II, and III
Scheme 2 7 I, II, and III
Scheme 3 8 I, II, and III
Scheme 4 9 I, II, and III

Table 3: Roof displacement and stress values of the four schemes
after the third step.

Schemes Displacement
(mm)

Shear
stress
(MPa)

Tensile
stress
(MPa)

Compressive
stress (MPa)

Scheme
1 2.56 7.92 2.46 18.21

Scheme
2 2.42 8.23 2.28 20.67

Scheme
3 2.68 8.24 2.39 20.94

Scheme
4 2.55 8.51 2.07 20.22

Table 4: Volume of the plastic zone after the third step.

Schemes Shear failure volume (m3) Tensile failure
volume (m3)

Scheme 1 1212.54 0.00094
Scheme 2 164.886 0.00170
Scheme 3 177.965 0.00127
Scheme 4 157.505 0.00470
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Figure 2: Volume of shear failure variation after the third step.
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stress condition, and the shape factor (S), or hydraulic radius,
which accounts for the geometry of the surface.

,e logistic regression line defining the stability
boundaries is defined by Equations (1) and (2), where f(z) is
the logit value. ,e logit value is analogous to the response
variable in a linear regression model and is determined for
each data point based on the shape factor and the stability
parameter [25, 26]:

Z � α + β1x1 + β2x2 + · · · + βnxn, (1)

f (z) �
1

1 + exp(−z)
, (2)

where Z is the predicted log odds value, α is a constant, β1,2
are numerical coefficients, and f(z) is the predicted logit
probability value.

In the logit model of the stability data, the probability of
stability is expressed as a linear function of the shape factor,
the Mathews stability number, and a constant, represented by

Z � 2.9603− 1.4427 ln S + 0.7928 lnN, (3)

where S and N are the shape factor and stability parameter,
respectively.

4.2. Parameters Determination

4.2.1. Calculation of Stability Parameter N. ,e calculation
formula of stability index N is as follows [27]:

N � Q′ × A × B × C, (4)

where Q′ is the modified Q-value, A is the stress factor, B is
the joint orientation factor, and C is the surface orientation
factor. ,e modified Q-value is calculated using the fol-
lowing equation:

Q � e
((RMR−44)/9)

, (5)

where RMR is the rock mass rating system and Q is the
tunneling quality index system [28].

,e indicators were graded by consulting the relevant
data of the geological report of the Tiaoshuihe phosphate
mine: (1) rock compressive strength is 205.70MPa, scoring
12 points; (2) rock mass quality indicator RQD is 79.18%,
scoring 17 points; (3) joint spacing scores 10 points; (4) joint
state scores 10 points; (5) state of groundwater on average is
15 L/min, scoring 7 points; and (6) joint bearing scores −5
points:

RMR � 12 + 17 + 10 + 10 + 7− 5 � 51. (6)

In summary, the RMR points of the surrounding rocks of
the up panel can be obtained by Equation (6), and Q is
calculated from the following equation:

Q � e
((51−44)/9)

� 2.18. (7)

Q′ approximates the value of Q as 2.18.
Figure 5 shows how to calculate the parameters of A, B,

and C [23]. A is determined from the ratio of the intact rock
strength (unconfined compressive strength) to the induced
stress at the center-line of the stope surface. ,e intact rock
strength is 205.70MPa, and the induced stress at the center-
line of the stope surface is less than 20.5MPa.,us, the value
of A is 1.
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Figure 3: Plastic failure in the backfill after the third step.
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According to the actual project, the value of B is 0.9.
C is the surface orientation factor:

C � 8− 7 cos α, (8)

where α is the angle of dip.
For the ore body in the Tiaoshuihe phosphate mine, α is

15°. ,us, the value of C is 1.24.
Substituting these results into Equation (4) and taking

the value of Q′ as 2.18 determine the stability number (N) of
the surrounding rock of the upper panel. N is calculated by
the following equation:

N � 2.18 × 1 × 0.9 × 1.24 � 2.43. (9)

4.2.2. Calculation of Shape Parameter S. ,e shape factor S
(or hydraulic radius R) reflects the shape and size of the
stope. It can be calculated by the following equation:

S �
XY

2(X + Y)
, (10)

where X and Y are the width and length of the stope,
respectively.

Since the length of the ore chamber is set as 50m, the
widths of the ore chamber are 7, 8, and 9m, and the obtained
shape coefficients S are 3.07, 3.45, and 3.81, respectively.

4.3. Analysis of Calculation Results. According to the pre-
vious Mathews stability probability model of Equations (2)
and (3), the lines of any probabilistic model can be repre-
sented in the Mathews stability diagram. Set any probability
value f (z), the corresponding z can be got. ,en, Equation
(3) will be a linear function between N and S. In Figure 6,
different lines can represent different stable probabilities.
,e model is straight line, which is different from the
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traditional curve graph. ,e three points on the graph
correspond to the stable probabilities when the widths of the
strip are 7, 8, and 9m.

Comparison of the coordinate points corresponding to
the strip widths of 7, 8, and 9m in Figure 6 shows that
when the strip width is 9m, the probability of stope
stability is lower than 85%. Moreover, when the strip width
is 7 or 8m, the stability probability of the stope is above
85%, and the stability of the strip width of 7m is better
than that of 8m; thus, the stability of the strip width of 9m
is the worst.

,e stability probabilities can be quantified according to
Equations (2) and (3), using a strip width of 7m as an
example:

Z � 2.9603− 1.4427 ln 3.07 + 0.7928 ln 2.43 � 2.046,

(11)

p �
1

1 + e−2.046 � 88.55%. (12)

It is calculated in Equations (11) and (12) that when the
strip width is 7m, the probabilities of stope stability and
failure are 88.55% and 11.45%, respectively. Similarly, when
the strip width is 8m, the probabilities of stope stability and
failure are 86.76% and 13.24%, respectively. When the strip
width is 9m, the probabilities of stope stability and failure
are 84.94% and 15.06%, respectively.

,e Mathews stability probability model is used to study
the structural parameters of the mining field of the
Tiaoshuihe phosphate mine. Moreover, the stability prob-
ability of the strip width of 9m is lower than 85%, and the
possibility of stope failure is more than 15%. Based on

previous engineering experience, the unstable probability
more than 15% is dangerous. ,erefore, the strip width of
9m is not suitable. Considering that the maximum width of
a single drilling application is 7.6m for the DD211L low-type
drilling rig in the underground, it is suggested that the best
strip width is 7m. It is being applied well in Tiaoshuihe
phosphate mine now, and the engineering practice proves
that this parameter is suitable.

5. Conclusions

(1) An accurate finite element model was established for
the Tiaoshuihe phosphate mine, and the rock me-
chanics parameters were based on engineering
specifications. It is concluded that when the width of
the strip is 6m, the overall strength of the backfill is
the worst after the third step, and plastic penetration
failure occurs easily. Strip widths of 7, 8, and 9mmay
be applicable.

(2) ,e study of the Mathews stability probability
model, generation of the logarithmic coordinate
graph, and calculation of the quantitative proba-
bility indicate that the stability of the goaf decreases
gradually when the strip width ranged from 7, 8, to
9m. When the width of the strip is 9m, the
probability of goaf instability is greater than 15%,
which is dangerous.

(3) Comprehensively considering that the maximum
width of a single drilling application is 7.6m for the
DD211L low-type drilling rig in the Tiaoshuihe
phosphate mine, and that the stability of the 7m strip
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width is higher than that of the 8m according to the
results calculated previously, a strip width of 7m is
recommended.
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/is paper focuses on the effect of particle crushing on the behavior of granular geomaterials. Series of high-pressure one-
dimensional compression tests were carried out on a quartz sand-gravel. A detail investigation was performed primarily on the
compression behavior, the evolution of particle-size distribution (PSD), the fractal pattern of the grading curve, and the amount of
particle crushing. It was found that both the yielding state and the state at themaximum compressibility are closely associated with
the evolution of PSD and the fractal pattern of particle crushing. As the vertical stress increases, the fractal characteristic of the
grading curve appears only within the finer part at first, evolves into bifractal within the overall measurable grading curve late, and
translates into monofractal finally. Furthermore, a pair of particle crushing indexes Be1 and Be2 considering different particle size
scales were proposed. /e reasonability of using Be1 and Be2 to describe the amount of crushing corresponding to the scale of
particles was discussed. Finally, it was found that the value of the ratio between the volumetric strain and the crushing index Be1 is
constant and independent of the initial particle size and the initial PSD when the vertical stress is larger than the stress at the
maximum compressibility or the coarser part of the grading curve is evolved into fractal.

1. Introduction

Particle crushing (a confluent terminology describing all
types of fragmentation and breakage), which is triggered
when the applied stresses of particles exceed their strength,
essentially generates a new complicated system with smaller
sized and various shaped particles and consequently in-
fluences mechanical properties and behaviors of soils. /is
theme appears to play a vitally significant role associated
with several natural disasters, such as landslides, earth-
quakes, debris flows, and surface collapses, and engineering
applications; for instance, how to drive long offshore piles
into bioclastic, calcareous soils or how to choose an ap-
plicable PSD of materials in constructing large earth and
rockfill dams [1–9]. Hence, whatever the behaviors of single
particle compression [10, 11], one-dimensional compression
[12–14], ring shear tests [15–18], plane strain tests [19], or
triaxial tests [6, 20–22], it attracts extensive and special
attention in geotechnical engineering owing to the complex

mechanism involved. Totally, it is important and necessary
to improve our understanding of the internal mechanism
between particle crushing and soil behavior from the per-
spective of scientific research and the practical view of
engineering problems.

By means of either laboratory tests or discrete element
modeling [13, 15, 23–34], several studies focused on the
significant role of PSD in the basic constitutive properties of
granular materials, especially in the critical states. Particle
crushing which produces a new PSD depends not only on
the nature of the crushable particle, but also to a relatively
great extent on the surroundings involving the sizes and
shapes of adjacent particles and the force chains exerted to
the focused objective. Although the particle-crushing-
induced complicated system during compression or
shearing depends on manifold factors, such as mineralogies,
morphology, stress-strain state, void ratio, water content,
and test methodologies, but it is consistent with fractal
theory in many cases. Some previous studies confirmed in
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broad agreement that both the crushing of a single particle
and the continuous crushing of granular aggregates result in
an increasing tendency towards a monofractal PSD with
a single fractal dimension D [10, 35–39]. Also, the bifractal
behavior of geomaterials during crushing was observed [18].
Consequently, a question which arises is what role particle
crushing plays in influencing the fractal behavior, especially
in the development of fractal. /is has not been detailed in
studies yet. No researchers so far have examined the re-
lationship between the crushing of particles and the varying
fractal characteristics of grading curves, especially at dif-
ferent scales. A detailed investigation of particle-crushing-
induced fractal development of grading curves will return us
with a higher cognition of the sensibility of crushing of soils
and of the nature of behavior of granular materials.

According to the data of one-dimensional compression
tests on quartz sand-gravel up to 204.8MPa [39], the present
paper examined the effects of particle size and initial PSD on
the compression and crushing behaviors of granular geo-
materials. In addition, the fractal dimensions of varying
grading curves taking different scales into account were
calculated to explore the fractal mechanism of particle
crushing. Due to the fact that particle crushing generally
exists in overall mechanical behaviors of crushable soils,
even though the findings are obtained from one-
dimensional compression tests, it still improves our un-
derstanding of the nature of particle crushing implicated in
the fractal theory and may open the door to the intelligent
interpretation of soil behaviors considering the effect of
crushing.

2. Materials and Test Methods

Tests in this paper were performed on a type of crushable
granular geomaterial which is a mixture of sand and gravel
from the Yangtze River in China. /e percent content of
main component is 89.72% of SiO2 by means of X-ray
diffraction experiments. Hence, it is named as quartz sand-
gravel (QS). Before tests, the materials were dry-sieved into
fractions to make various specimens involving uniformly
graded specimens (marked as QS1 and QS2) and natural
graded specimens (marked as QS3). /e initial grading
curves of all types of specimens are shown in Figure 1. As
shown in Figure 2, a self-made confined compression device
[37] with a 79.8mm diameter and 20mm height cylindrical
specimen was used to reach very high vertical stress up to the
maximum 204.8MPa. All types of specimens were prepared
by tamping using various energy levels to achieve a similar
value of the initial void ratio e0 � 0.78± 0.03. /e use of
organo-silicic oil coating applied to the bottom of the piston
minimized the effect of boundary friction. /e dial in-
dicators fixed to the piston were applied to measure com-
pressive deformation of the specimens, where each value was
the average of two measurements. In order to insight the
evolution of PSD during crushing, these one-dimensional
compression tests were terminated at nine vertical stress
levels from 0.8MPa to 204.8MPa with one as the constant
loading increment ratio. /e details of the initial PSDs of all

types of specimens and parameters of tests are summarized
in Table 1.

After one-dimensional compression tests, the grading
curves of all precrushed specimens were determined by
means of the sieve shaker and the laser particle analyzer. On
one hand, the sieve shaker was used to obtain the first part of
PSD, in which particles are ranged from 74 μm to the largest
particle size, from the part of specimens retaining on the
74 μm sieve pore. On the other hand, the laser particle
analyzer was used to obtain the second part of PSD, in which
particles are ranged from the minimum measurable size
1 μm to 74 μm, from the balance passing through the 74 μm
sieve pore. /e data obtained by these two methods were
summed up, and the whole measurable grading curves of the
specimens after tests were calculated. Because the method of
the laser particle analyzer to obtain the corresponding PSD is
based on the equivalent diameter analysis, the accuracy will
not be enough if the shapes of the considered particles are
flake-like or needle-like. Fortunately, according to the shape
factor data of precrushed geomaterials, such as quartz sand
and carbonate sand [40] and the scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM) images of the generated particles after crushing
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[41], the ratios between the 3D of the created particles by
crushing are not much different. Hence, it is reasonable to
guarantee the validity of using the laser particle analyzer to
describe that part of PSD. It is also shown that the ratios
between the 3D of most particles generated from crushing,
whose sizes are smaller than 74 μm, are similar.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. One-Dimensional Compression Behavior. /e data
points in Figure 3 show the decreasing tendency of the void
ratio e with increasing logarithm of vertical stress σV for all
types of specimens./e continuous reduction of the value of
the void ratio e is mainly due to successive particle crushing
and rearrangement. With almost the identical initial void
ratio e0, the reduction of the value of the void ratio e is largest
for QS1, intermediate for QS2, and lowest for QS3 at the
same vertical stress levels. /e reasonable interpretation of
the above observation is as following [14, 36]. /e crushing
strength of the larger particle is lower because there are more
interior flaws in it. Hence, QS1 with larger particle sizes
produces more crushing and rearrangement for uniformly
graded specimens. Meanwhile, the natural graded specimen
QS3 is well graded comparing to the uniformly graded
specimens. /e particles in QS3 are protected by more
surrounding contact points. Hence, the probability of the
particle crushing of QS3 is lower and less void ratio pro-
duced by crushing is used for particle rearrangement.

On the other hand, as shown in Figure 3, we are obliged
to select the smooth B-spline to describe e versus log σV
relationship with unimportant error within the maximum
testing load because the decreasing tendency above is ac-
tually a continuous process. According to [14], two states on
the one-dimensional compression are defined. One is the
yielding state which corresponds to the state when the
curvature of the relation between the void ratio e and the
logarithmic of the vertical stress σV is maximum. Another is
the state at the maximum compressibility, which corre-
sponds to the state when the compression index Cc is
maximum. Hence, in Figure 3, the yielding states are marked
as the hollow legends and the states at the maximum
compressibility are marked as the semihollow legends for all
types of the specimens. /e stress σVy corresponds to the
stress at the yielding state, and the stress σVc corresponds to
the stress at the state when the compression index Cc is
maximum. With respect to these two indexes σVy and σVc,
three situations can be observed from Figure 3: (i) for
uniformly graded specimens, the specimen QS1 with larger
particle size has higher σVy and σVc; (ii) both σVy and σVc of
uniformly graded specimens QS1 and QS2 are lower than
those of the natural graded specimen QS3; and (iii) for
a given specimen, σVc is higher than σVy. /e first situation
manifests that specimens with smaller particle size are more
difficult to yield and are more difficult to show the maximum
compressibility for uniformly graded specimens. Analo-
gously, the second situation indicates that uniformly graded
specimens are easier to yield and are easier to show the
maximum compressibility comparing with well-graded spec-
imens. Hence, the yield state and the state at the maximum

compressibility depend not only on the nature of particles but
also on the packing of multitudinous particles. /e last situ-
ation expresses that the state at themaximum compressibility is
always after the yielding state. It also implied that the gradient
in the e-log σV relationship increases after yielding and then
gradually decreases to a relative steady value after showing the
maximum compressibility, combining with the shapes of the
B-splines in Figure 3.

Figure 4 shows the relationship between the vertical
strain or the volumetric strain εV (in the one-dimensional
compression tests of this paper, the vertical strain is identical
with the volumetric strain because of the constant cross
section of the specimen) and the vertical stress σV. It can be
observed that the value of εV increases rapidly at relative
small stress levels, then increases less rapidly after the
vertical stress σV passes beyond σVc, and gradually ap-
proaches stabilization at relative high stress levels for all
types of specimens./e implications of the yielding state and
the state at the maximum compressibility are further in-
vestigated in the following part.

3.2. Evolution of PSD. /e grading curves of all the speci-
mens after one-dimensional compression tests terminated at
each preset vertical stress level are plotted in Figure 5, with
semilogarithmic coordinates on the left pictures and double-
logarithmic coordinates on the right pictures. Meanwhile, it
is assumed that the grading curve at the preset stress level
which is closest to σVy or σVc can be approximately regarded
as the grading curve at the stress equal to σVy or σVc, re-
spectively, with unimportant error. /e dashed dotted line is
the referenced ultimate fractal grading curve with a fractal
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dimension D� 2.6 [23]. Examination of Figure 5 shows
a similarity for all types of specimens that the proportion of
particles finer than 74 μm increases markedly as the vertical
stress σV increases; however, part of the largest particles of
initial specimens still exist even at the maximum vertical
stress level. In the semilogarithmic coordinates of Figure 5,
the curve gradually rises up and the degree of concave
upward of the curve gradually decreases, in particular, after
the vertical stress σV exceeds σVy. It indicates that the
degree of crushing increases markedly after yielding.
Meanwhile, in the double-logarithmic coordinates of
Figure 5, the curve is gradually transformed into ap-
proximately a straight line, especially after the vertical
stress σV exceeds a definite extent to σVc. It indicates that
the grading curve is gradually equipped with fractal
characteristic, especially after the specimen shows the
maximum compressibility. /erefore, it may be reasonable
to regard σVc as a transition point of the grading curve to be
equipped with the fractal characteristic. In a similar
fashion, it should be noted that when the vertical stress σV
passes σVy, the shape of the grading curve within the
particle size interval finer than 74 μm becomes a straight
line, which indicates that the finer part of the grading curve
may be previously equipped with fractal characteristic.
Hence, we can deduct that σVy can at least be regarded as
another transition point to be equipped with fractal
characteristic within the finer part of the grading curve.
Also, the reasonability of the above deductions is verified in
the next part.

3.3. Fractal Pattern. A simplex fractal dimension is usually
used to describe the PSD of soil, and this fractal parameter
can be used as a constant in models of soil-water charac-
teristic curves (SWCCs) or particle crushing [33, 42–47].
However, according to the data in this paper and other
relevant literatures [18, 48], a simplex fractal dimension

sometimes does not adequately describe the fractal char-
acteristics of the whole PSD./e evolution pattern of fractals
requires further study.

By assuming the referenced particle size as d, the largest
particle size as dM, the mass of particles finer than d as M
(δ < d), and the total mass of a specimen as MT, if there is
a linear relationship between log(d/dM) and log[M
(δ < d)/MT] with a slope k, we can deem that the grading
curve is fractal with the fractal dimension D� 3 – k. /e
results of linear fitting between lg[M(δ < d)/MT] and lg
(d/dM) are shown in Figure 6. /e left pictures of Figure 6
regard particle size intervals which are finer than 74 μm and
coarser than 74 μm as fitting intervals, respectively. And the
middle pictures of Figure 6 regard the whole measurable
particle size interval as the only fitting interval. Actually, not
all the grading curves after tests are equipped with fractal
characteristics. Hence, we are obliged to assume a value of
determination coefficients R2 of linear fitting as a trans-
formation point to make a decision that whether or not the
fractal of the grading curve is relative strict. By examination
of the right pictures of Figure 6, which show the histograms
of determination coefficients R2 of these three aforemen-
tioned linear fittings at each stress level, the value of R2 equal
to 0.98 may be a plausible and relative high value to rep-
resent this transformation point. /erefore, in the left and
middle pictures in Figure 6, fitting lines having relative high
significance level with R2> 0.98 are presented by the solid
lines, and those having relative low significance level with
R2< 0.98 are presented by the dashed lines. In addition, the
values of the fractal dimensions of the fitting lines are labeled
beside withD1 for those when d is coarser than 74 μm,D2 for
those when d is finer than 74 μm, and D for those of the
whole measurable size interval.

/e detailed examination of the left and right pictures of
Figure 6 shows that the fractal characteristic of the finer
particle size interval is not relatively strict when the vertical
stress σV is lower than σVy for all types of specimens.
However, the fractal characteristic of the above part is
relatively strict when the vertical stress σV is greater than σVy.
Nevertheless, the similar result of the coarser particle size
interval appears when the vertical stress σV is greater than
σVc. /e narration above at least implies that the fractal
characteristic previously appears on the finer particle size
interval after yielding and subsequently appears on the
coarser interval after the specimen shows the maximum
compressibility. By means of the middle and right pictures of
Figure 6, the whole measurable grading curves of all types of
specimens are equipped withmonofractal characteristic only
when the vertical stress σV exceeds a certain degree to σVc.
Hence, three particle size regions should be differentiated. In
the first region ranged between 1 μm and an uncertain size
which may be finer than 74 μm, the grading curve is fractal
when the vertical stress σV passes through σVy. In the second
region ranged between the largest particle size and another
uncertain size which may be coarser than 74 μm, the grading
curve is fractal when the vertical stress σV passes through
σVc. And the third region ranged between these two un-
certain sizes represents a transition region from the fractal
characteristic in the coarser region to that in the finer region.
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Figure 5: Grading curves after tests terminated at each preset stress level for (a) QS1, (b) QS2, and (c) QS3.
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/e existence of this transition region makes the problem
extremely complicated. In order to simplify the analysis, the
existence of this transition region is disregarded, and the
transition particle size between the two fractal regions is
assumed to be 74 μm. In addition, as shown in Figures 7(a)
and 7(b), despite the different initial PSDs and particle sizes
between all types of specimens, the PSD data of the finer

region in which the values of fractal dimensions exceed 2.29
are shown to be strictly self-similar, and those of the coarser
region in which the values of fractal dimensions exceed 1.85
are shown to be strictly self-similar. /erefore, the values of
2.29 and 1.85 can be considered as the lower limits of the
fractal dimensions corresponding to the finer and coarser
regions, respectively. In a similar fashion, the value of 2.16
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Figure 6: Linear fitting between lg[M(δ< d)/MT] and lg(d/dM) with the left picture regarding particle size finer than 74 μm and coarser than
74 μm as a fitting range, respectively, with the middle picture regarding the whole measurable particle size interval as the only fitting range,
and with the right picture expressing the histograms of determination coefficients R2 of these three linear fittings at each preset vertical stress
level for (a) QS1, (b) QS2, and (c) QS3.
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can be considered as the lower limit of the fractal dimension
for the whole measurable PSD, as shown in Figure 7(c).

In general, during one-dimensional compression, when
the vertical stress σV is between σVy and σVc, the fractal
characteristic exists only in the finer interval of the grading
curve, in which particle sizes are finer than 74 μm. Sub-
sequently, the bifractal characteristic exists in the whole
measurable grading curve when the vertical stress σV is
immediately larger than σVc. And 74 μm should be the
transition particle size point between the different fractal
characteristics of the finer and coarser intervals. Finally, the
whole measurable grading curve is monofractal when the
vertical stress exceeds a certain degree to σVc. /e evolution
of the fractal characteristic above consists of the fractal
pattern during one-dimensional compression.

3.4. Particle Crushing. Based on the different PSDs before
and after crushing, some scholars put forward series of
quantitative indexes to represent the degree of particle
crushing. As a whole, those indexes may be divided into two
principal groups: one is based on the change of one or several
characteristic particle sizes before and after crushing, such as
B10, B15, and BM as depicted in Figure 8 [1, 3, 49]. /e other
one is based on the relative change of the whole PSD before
and after crushing, which are primarily represented by Br
and Be proposed by Hardin [50] and Einav [51], respectively,

as depicted in Figure 9. /e difference between Br and Be lies
in the assumption of the ultimate state of particle crushing.
Hardin [50] assumed that particle crushing eventually
formed a uniform distribution system with particle sizes less
than 74 μm. However, Einav [51] assumed that the ultimate
distribution was a monofractal distribution with scale in-
variance or self-similarity. It should be noted that most
properties of soil may depend on the overall PSDs, such as
void ratio, volumetric strain, constitutive relation, and
critical state. Actually, particle crushing is not an active
process like gravity, which is always fully active and forever
produces its total effect, but can be denoted by a passive
quantity which can be measured by the relative distance to
its ultimate state indicating the elimination of possibility for
any further crushing. From this point of view, particle
crushing, which resembles internal friction and cohesion of
soils, has to be mobilized by external conditions until the
potential of crushing approaches zero./erefore, comparing
with the indexes of the first group which depend on just one
or several characteristic particle sizes, Br and Be chosen in
this study may be more appropriate for representing the
amount of crushing not only owing to their clear concepts
and clearly defined assumptions but also due to considering
the changes of distribution in almost overall particle size
range.

On the other hand, with the above fractal pattern of
particle crushing in mind, it is advisable to separate the
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Figure 7: Relationship between vertical stress σV and fractal dimensions (a) D1, (b) D2, and (c) D.
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relative breakage Be proposed by Einav [51] into two parts
considering different scales. /ese different scales are the
two ranges of the overall measurable PSD corresponding
to the aforementioned bifractal characteristic. To achieve
this objective, as defined in Figure 9, the total potential
breakage Bp′ is divided into two parts Bp1′ and Bp2′ to
represent the corresponding potential breakage whose
particle sizes are ranged coarser and finer than 74 μm,
respectively. And the total breakage Bt′ is also di-
vided into two parts Bt1′ and Bt2′ to represent the corre-
sponding total breakage whose particle sizes are ranged
coarser and finer than 74 μm, respectively. /en, defining
Be1 � Bt1′ /Bp1′ to represent the relative breakage of parti-
cles coarser than 74 μm and defining Be2 � Bt2′ /Bp2′ to
represent the relative breakage of particles finer than
74 μm. /e aim of this division is to apply the divided
indexes to investigate the amounts of crushing in dif-
ferent particle scales.

Figure 10 shows the relationship between vertical stress
σV and Be1 or Be2. For all types of specimens, as the vertical
stress σV increases, both of the values of Be1 and Be2 increase
rapidly, when the vertical stress σV is smaller than σVc. /en,
when the vertical stress σV is larger than σVc, both of the
values of Be1 and Be2 gradually approach a relatively steady
state. However, the increasing rate of Be2 is obviously faster
than that of Be1. /is is because the value of Be1 is closer to
unity than that of Be2, such as the values of Be1 at the
maximum vertical stress 204.8MPa for QS1 and QS2 are
even 0.84 and 0.78, respectively, but the values of Be2 at that
state for QS1 and QS2 are merely 0.46 and 0.35, respectively.
It implies that the breakage potential in the scale of particles
larger than 74 μm is not much left; however, the breakage
potential in the scale of particles finer than 74 μm is still a lot
at that state. Hence, the probability of crushing in the finer
scale is higher. /is difference also implies the reasonability
of the division of Be. Comparing to the natural graded
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specimen QS3, this increasing tendency of the value of Be1 is
more significant for the uniformly graded specimens QS1
and QS2. /is is because that the cushioning effect of
surrounding contacts of coarser particles in the natural
graded specimen QS3 is more significant; therefore, the
higher degree of particle crushing of the coarser particles is
induced in the uniformly graded specimens QS1 and QS2.
As shown in Figure 9, with respect to Br and Be1, the value of
Bt is equal to that of Bt1′ , and the value of Bp is equal to the
sum of Bp1′ and Area1. Hence, the difference between the
values of Br and Be1 is only due to the difference between
their denominators. With respect to Be and Be1, although the
value of Bp′ is larger than that of Bp1′ by Bp2′ , the value of Bt2′ is
mostly only a very small fraction of the value of Bt′. /e
difference between the values of Be and Be1 is also due to the
difference between their denominators with not much im-
portant error. Hence, the variation tendencies of Be and Br
in Figure 11, which show the relationship between the
vertical stress σV and Be or Br, are similar to those of Be1 in
Figure 10.

Hence, we can deduce that, at an extremely large vertical
stress, the coarser part of the uniformly graded specimens is
faster than the finer part to reach the ultimate state of particle
crushing, although this deduction can only be executed by
mental operations due to the limitation of laboratory tests. In
addition, the effect of the increasing vertical stress σV on the
evolution of Be and Br should be identical with that on the
evolution of Be1; hence, these three crushing indexes Be, Br,
and Be1 are reasonable for describing the amount of crushing
in which particles are coarser than 74 μm with unimportant
error, but the most accurate index should be Be1.

Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 10, the increasing
tendency of the value of Be2 in the uniformly graded

specimens QS1 and QS2 is less rapid than that in the
natural graded specimen QS3. /is may be resulted from
that the average number of contact points of finer particles
in QS3 is less than those in QS1 and QS2, and the contact
cushioning effect exceeds the crushing strength effect on
particle crushing. Hence, the probabilities of crushing of
the finer “parent” particles (i.e., the finer particles which
have not been crushed) and the finer and finer particles
produced by previous rounds of particle crushing in QS3
are higher than the probabilities of crushing of those in QS1
and QS2. In addition, the pronounced different increasing
tendencies between Be2 and Be1 represent that the rea-
sonable index of particle crushing for describing the cor-
responding relative breakage, in which particles are finer
than 74 μm, should be Be2 which is essentially different
from Be, Be1, and Br.

Figure 12 shows the relationship between the verti-
cal stress σV and the ratio εV/Be1 or εV/Be2. Meanwhile,
Figure 13 shows the relationship between the vertical stress
σV and the ratio εV/Be or εV/Br. From ring shear tests [15]
and triaxial tests [16], the phenomenon that the value of
εV/Br has been constant is observed almost at the critical
state of soils. However, from Figures 12 and 13, it can be
observed that both the values of εV/Be1 and εV/Be are al-
ready constant, respectively, after the vertical stress σV
exceeds σVc. /e values of the constants of εV/Be1 and εV/Be
are 0.391 and 0.461, respectively. From the previous part of
this paper, when the vertical stress σV is larger than σVc, it
marks that the coarser part of PSD, in which particles are
larger than 74 μm, is fractal. Hence, it indicates that the
coarser part of PSD is equipped with the fractal charac-
teristic can be regarded as a token of that the values of
εV/Be1 and εV/Be are constant. On the other hand, the values
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of εV/Be2 and εV/Br also have a tendency to be constant as
the vertical stress σV increases; however, the prominence of
this tendency is far inferior to that for the values of εV/Be1
and εV/Be. With respect to εV/Be1 and εV/Be, the constants
for both are determined by the average of the ordinates of
data points, which are all at a state after the maximum
compressibility, as shown in Figures 12 and 13. /e rele-
vant statistical parameters are summarized in Table 2. It can
be found that the square deviation of the values of εV/Be1 is
very small and equal to 0.00287 which is even slightly lower
than that of εV/Be. Hence, comparing to εV/Be, the more
appropriate physical quantity to represent the physical
phenomenon that the ratio of the volumetric strain to the
relative breakage is a constant should be εV/Be1. Hence,
during one-dimensional compression, once the coarser
part of PSD has been reached to fractal or the vertical stress

σV has been larger than σVc, the prediction of the relative
breakage can be accomplished by means of the measurable
volumetric strain εV and the constant of the value of εV/Be1
obtained from tests.

4. Conclusion

To clarify the influence of particle crushing on the behavior
of granular geomaterials, a series of one-dimensional
compression tests were conducted on quartz sand-gravel
up to 204.8MPa. /e detailed investigations were mainly on
the compression behavior, the evolution of PSD, the fractal
pattern of grading curve, and the degree of particle crushing.
/e major findings can be drawn as follows.

As the vertical stress increases, both the yielding state
and the state at the maximum compressibility of uniformly
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graded specimens are easier to be reached than those of the
well-graded specimens. For uniformly graded specimens,
the smaller the particle sizes are, the more difficult these two
states are to be reached. For a given specimen, the yielding
state is always previous to the state at the maximum
compressibility. In addition, these two states are closely
associated with the evolution of PSD and the fractal pattern
of particle crushing.

During one-dimensional compression, the evolution of
PSD induced by particle crushing is described as follows: for
each type of specimens, the finer part, in which particles are
finer than 74 μm, of the grading curve tends to be ap-
proximately a straight line after the yielding state in the
double-logarithmic coordinates. However, the coarser part,
in which particles are coarser than 74 μm, of the grading
curve tends to be approximately another straight line after
the state at the maximum compressibility. /e whole
grading curve tends to be a straight line when the vertical
stress exceeds a definite extent to the stress at the maximum
compressibility state.

On one-dimensional compression, the fractal pattern of
particle crushing is described as follows: the fractal first
appears on the finer part of a grading curve after the yielding
state. /en the bifractal appears on the whole grading curve
with 74 μm as the transition particle size, which is utilized to
distinguish the different fractal characteristics between the
finer and coarser parts, after the state at the maximum
compressibility. Finally, the entire grading curve evolves into
monofractal when the vertical stress exceeds a certain degree
to the stress at the maximum compressibility. In addition,
the values of 2.29, 1.85, and 2.16 are considered as the lower
limits of the fractal dimensions for the finer, the coarser, and
the whole parts of a grading curve, respectively.

With the fractal pattern of particle crushing in mind,
a pair of crushing indexes Be1 and Be2 by means of the
division of the relative breakage Be are proposed for rep-
resenting the relative breakages of particles coarser than
74 μm and finer than 74 μm, respectively. /e division of the
relative breakage Be is reasonable due to the relatively large
difference between the values of Be1 and Be2 during crushing.

Either that the vertical stress is larger than the stress at
themaximum compressibility or that the coarser part of PSD
is evolved into fractal can be regarded as a token of the
physical phenomenon that the ratio between the volumetric
strain and the relative breakage is a constant. Hence, the

prediction of the relative breakage can be accomplished by
means of the volumetric strain and the constant which are
available from one-dimensional compression tests.
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To investigate the scale effect on at-rest earth pressure coefficient K0 for sandy gravel, a number of K0 tests for sandy gravel were
performed by using a new-developed large-size K0 apparatus. ,e test samples with different maximum particle size dM are
prepared by different techniques, and the scale effect on K0 behavior of sandy gravels is investigated. It is found that the vertical
stress σ v, preparation technique and dM all have some influence on the value of K0 for the tested sandy gravels. Since different dM
or preparation techniques all induce the scale effect, the scale effect on K0 of sandy gravel can not be ignored. Based on the test data
of sandy gravel, a description of K0 considering scale effect as well as σv is proposed and an approach to predict the K0 behavior of
sandy gravel in situ is obtained. Furthermore, the accuracy and applicability of the approach is verified.

1. Introduction

,e at-rest earth pressure coefficient K0 is defined as the
ratio of the effective horizontal stress versus vertical stress. It
is a basic mechanic parameter of the soils in many practical
engineering works such as slope [1] and tunnel [2] but is
relatively difficult to determine.

,e mechanical properties of soil essentially depend
upon the stress state, and therefore, accurate measurement
of the initial stress state plays an important role in analyzing
and designing the earthworks. In general, the vertical stress,
σv′ , of a ground is calculated according to the bulk density of
soil and the depth, and then the evaluation of initial stress
state can be done by using the K0 value. In fact, sandy gravels
are usually adopted as filling materials in many earthworks
such as heavily loaded railway and earth dam, and the
evaluation of K0 of sandy gravel is important in the analysis
and design of the earthworks. ,erefore, the investigation to

K0 behavior of sandy gravels has great theoretical signifi-
cance and practical value.

In the actual project, for example, earth rockfill dam, the
maximum grain size dM of sandy gravel can reach
800∼1200mm [3]. Due to the dimensional limitation of the
laboratory instruments, preparation techniques, such as
scalping technique [4], replacement technique [5], and parallel
gradation technique [6], are used to reduce the grain size
distribution (GSD) of in situ sandy gravel. In scalping tech-
nique, the oversize particles were removed from the soil in situ.
In replacement technique, the oversize particles are replaced in
proportion by the particles with the size less than dM and more
than 5mm. In parallel gradation technique, the GSD of reduced
particle size tested specimen is parallel to that of the soil in situ.

Due to the difference between GSD of test specimens and
that of sandy gravel in situ, the mechanical properties of test
specimen are always different from that of sandy gravel in
situ, which is called scale effect [7].
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Wide ranges of investigations to the scale effect on
mechanical properties of soil have been published. Some
researchers [8–11] have studied the scale effect on the shear
strength of soil. Abu-Farsakh and Yu [12] andWei et al. [13]
have found that there is a big difference between the
compression behavior of in situ soil and that measured in the
laboratory. ,e published works [14, 15] point out that the
scale effect on the particle crushing of sandstone particle
mixtures is obvious. Chang et al. [16] have investigated the
scale effect on the minimum void ratio of granular soil.
Wang et al. [17] used PFC2D to analyze the scale effect on
the key physical parameters of soil such as maximum dry
density, initial elasticity modulus, and bulk modulus of
coarse-grained soil. However, the relevant research about
the scale effect on K0 of sandy gravel is almost blank.
,erefore, the investigation to scale effect on K0 of sandy
gravel still needs to make further studies.

In this study, K0 tests for sandy gravel were conducted
using a new-developed K0 test apparatus. Based on the test
results, the scale effect on K0 of sandy gravel is investigated,
and an approach to predict theK0 behavior of sandy gravel is
studied.

2. Testing Apparatus and Programme

2.1. TestingApparatus. In this study, the K0 test apparatus is
newly developed by the authors and can be used for the most
soils including sandy gravel. ,e apparatus, as shown in
Figure 1, is similar to the oedometer, and its test principle
will be introduced as follows.

In Figure 1, four force sensors (10) are adopted to fix the
two rigid cylinders (6) and measure the total pressure Nh
loaded on the test specimen, and the effective Horizontal
stress σh′ loaded on the test specimen can be expressed as

σh′ �
Nh

(h−Δh)d
, (1)

where d and h are the diameter and initial height of test
specimen, respectively and Δh is the compression of test
specimen during test, and obtained by the displacement
sensor (11).

To diminish the influence of sidewall friction F between
the rigid cylinders (6) and test specimen, according to Wang
et al. [18], the arithmetic average of top and bottom effective
vertical pressure is used as the vertical pressure applied to the
test specimen, and the effective vertical stress σv′ loaded on
the test specimen can be calculated as

σv′ �
Nv + Nv −F( 

2A
�
4 Nv −F/2( 

πd2 , (2)

where Nv is the vertical pressure loaded on the top surface of
test specimen and measured by load sensor (12). F is the
sidewall friction and measured by four load sensor (3).
(Nv −F) is the vertical pressure loaded on the bottom
surface of test specimen.

As a result, the K0 value can be obtained according to
Equation (3). For the detailed introduction and the cali-
bration of this apparatus, it can be seen in the work [19].

K0 �
σh′
σv′

�
Nh/(h−Δh)d( 

4 Nv −F/2( /πd2( 
. (3)

2.2. Programme and Testing Methods. ,e soil tested is
a calcareous fluvial gravel with rounded grains, which is
retrieved from Cihaxia rockfill dam, located in western
China, as shown in Figure 2.

Due to the large particle size, the GSD of sandy gravel in
situ is reduced to GSDs with different dM ranging from
10mm to 60mm for lab test of this paper. ,e scalping
technique [4], replacement technique [5], and parallel
gradation technique [6] are used to reduce the GSD, and
the test specimens are referred to as S1∼S4 (series of test
specimens prepared by scalping technique, called “S se-
ries”), P1∼P4 (ones by parallel gradation technique, called
“P series”) and R1∼R4 (ones by replacement technique,
called “R series”), respectively.,e GSD and corresponding
maximum grain size dM of each test specimen are given in
Table 1.

,e height and diameter of test specimen is 30 cm and
40 cm, respectively, and all test specimens are air-dried and
uncompacted. Since the difference, between the initial dry
density of every test specimen and the test data of minimum
dry density test, is less than 1%, the relative density of each
test specimen can be seen as 0.,e initial dry density of every
test specimen is shown in Table 1 and Figure 3.

During test, with 10 kPa/min, σv′ loaded on the test
specimen from 100 kPa to 2000 kPa was applied step by step.
When σv′ reached the predetermined value, σv′ was kept
constant for 15 minutes and then the reading of each sensor
was recorded. When σv′ reached 2000 kPa, σv′ was kept
constant for 150 minutes, and then, the reading of each
sensor was recorded. Afterward, σv′ was reduced to zero with
unloading stress rate of 10 kPa/min. When σv′ reached the
predetermined load during unloading, σv′ was kept constant
for 15 minutes and then reading of each sensor was
recorded.

3. Interpretation of Experimental Results

Based on the K0 test results of S1∼S4 (S series), P1∼P4 (P
series), and R1∼R4 (R series), the K0 behavior of sandy gravel
is investigated.,e relationship between K0 and σv′ are plotted
in Figures 4(a)–4(c), respectively. Figure 4 shows that the K0
value of every test specimen tends to decrease with the in-
crement of σv′ , which is consistent with the published works
[20–25].,erefore, studying the relationship of K0 and σv′ has
important theoretical significance. Based on the test data of
sandy gravels, Zhu et al. [25] proposed a K0 − σv′ correlation
for sandy gravel:

K0 �
K0max + K0min

�����
σv′ /pa



�����
σv′ /pa


+ 1

, (4)

where pa is standard atmospheric pressure, K0max and K0min
are fitting parameters. ,e physical meanings of K0max and
K0min are the K0 value when σv′ � 0 and σv′ ⟶∞,
respectively.
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In order to verify Equation (4), the test data of S1∼S4,
R1∼R4 and P1∼P4 are fitted by Equation (4), and the fitting
parameters and curves are shown in Table 2 and Figure 4,
respectively. It can be seen from Figure 4 that the fitting
curves agree well with the corresponding test data. Com-
pared with the corresponding test data, the errors of the K0
value predicted by Equation (4) are mostly below 2% and the
maximum error is only 5.9%. ,erefore, Equation (4) can
describe well the relationship of K0 and σv′ .

To analyze the influence of dM on K0 of sandy gravel, the
K0 behaviours of test specimens in terms of dM are in-
vestigated as plotted in Figures 4(a)–4(c). Figures 4(a)–4(c)
show that increasing dM tends to decrease the K0 value with
the same σv′ loaded on test specimen, which means that dM
has a significant effect on the K0.

To investigate the influence of preparation technique on
K0 of sandy gravel. ,e K0 − σv′ curves of the tested speci-
mens modified by different preparation techniques with the

same dM are presented in Figure 5. Due to limited space,
only the tested specimens with dM � 20mm are plotted in
Figure 5, and the test results of test specimens with
dM � 10mm and 40mm indicate a consistent trend. It can be

Figure 2: Photo of tested sample (40mm<dM < 60mm).
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Figure 1: Sketchmap of test equipment. (a) Sketchmap of the apparatus. (b) Photo of the apparatus. (c) Top view of the apparatus (1, base; 2,
baseplate; 3, load sensor; 4, steel ball; 5, the bottom force transmission plate; 6, semicircle rigid cylinders; 7, the top force transmission plate;
8, pressure plate; 9, compression plate; 10, pull pressure sensor; 11, displacement sensor; 12, load sensor; 13, loading frame; 14, load
cylinder).
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Table 1: Basic property of tested soil and specimens.

Test specimen dM (mm) Initial dry density (g/cm3)
Grain groups content (%)

100∼60 60∼40 40∼20 20∼10 10∼5 <5
Original GSD∗ 100 — 21.87 12.25 16.51 12.76 8.14 28.46
S1 60 2.05 — 15.68 21.13 16.33 10.42 36.43
S2 40 2.03 — — 25.06 19.39 12.36 43.20
S3 20 1.96 — — — 25.85 16.49 57.66
S4 10 1.90 — — — — 22.23 77.74
R1 60 2.01 — 17.64 23.79 18.38 11.73 28.46
R2 40 2.01 — — 31.58 24.39 15.56 28.46
R3 20 1.94 — — — 43.68 27.86 28.46
R4 10 1.91 — — — — 71.54 28.46
P1 60 2.01 — 18.30 21.00 14.20 12.30 34.20
P2 40 1.95 — — 27.60 18.90 13.70 39.80
P3 20 1.89 — — — 27.60 18.50 53.90
P4 10 1.82 — — — — 27.60 72.40
Note. Original GSD represents the GSD of the soil in situ.
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Figure 3: Grain size distribution (PSD) curves of tested materials. (a) S1∼S4, (b) P1∼P4, and (c) R1∼R4.
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seen from Figure 5 that there is a certain difference between
the K0 values of the test specimens prepared by different
preparation techniques and the maximum difference can
reach 22%. ,erefore, preparation technique has some in-
fluence on the K0 behavior of sandy gravel.

As discussed above, dM and preparation technique all
have some influence on K0 of test specimen, and different
dM or preparation techniques all induce the scale effect.
,erefore, the scale effect on K0 of sandy gravel can not be
ignored. ,is observation indicates that the laboratory test
data can not reflect the accurate K0 value of sandy gravel in
situ, and therefore, the approach to accurately predict the K0
behavior of in situ sandy gravel based on the laboratory test
data is investigated in the next section.

4. The Approach to Predict K0 Behavior of
Sandy Gravel In Situ

As mentioned above, K0 of each test specimen varies evi-
dently with the variations of dM or preparation technique.
,is means that there is some relationship between K0 and

GSD of sandy gravel. On the other hand, for a given in situ
sandy gravel, if the preparation technique is the same, the
GSD of test specimen are principally determined by dM [26],
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Figure 4: K0 − σv′ curves. (a) S1∼S4, (b) R1∼R4, and (c) P1∼P4.

Table 2: K0max and K0min of the test specimens.

Preparation technique dM (mm) 10 20 40 60

Scalping technique

Test
specimen S4 S3 S2 S1

K0max 1.042 1.006 0.972 0.953
K0min 0.312 0.304 0.296 0.291
R2 0.998 0.997 0.997 0.975

Replacement technique

Test
specimen R4 R3 R2 R1

K0max 0.935 0.914 0.892 0.880
K0min 0.311 0.297 0.284 0.277
R2 0.997 0.997 0.994 0.997

Parallel gradation
technique

Test
specimen P4 P3 P2 P1

K0max 0.970 0.926 0.885 0.861
K0min 0.324 0.313 0.302 0.296
R2 0.999 0.996 0.997 0.995
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and therefore, there may be some relationship of K0 and dM
for test specimens prepared by the same preparation tech-
nique. If the relationship of K0 and dM can be obtained, the
K0 behavior of the sandy gravel in situ can be extrapolated by
using the K0 −dM relation. In theory, extrapolating may not
be reliable. However, due to the large particle size, the
laboratoryK0 test for sandy gravel with original GSD can not
be performed directly, and extrapolating is adopted by some
scholars [27, 28] as an acceptable approach.

According to Equation (4), if K0max and K0min of in situ
sandy gravel is determined, the K0 behavior of in situ sandy
gravel can then be predicted. ,erefore, if the relationship of
K0max and K0min versus dM can be obtained, the K0max and
K0min of the sandy gravel in situ can be extrapolated by using
this relation from test data, and the K0 behavior of the sandy
gravel in situ can be predicted using Equation (4) with the
corresponding K0max and K0min.

To further study the relationship of K0max and dM, the
test results of specimens prepared by scalping technique and
replacement technique, i.e., the S series tests and R series
tests, are illustrated in (1− (dM1/dM2) ∼ ln(K0max 1/
K0max 2)) plane, as shown in Figure 6, where K0max 1 and
K0max 2 are the K0max value of test specimen with dM1 and
dM2, respectively. Figure 6 shows that the relationship be-
tween (1− (dM1/dM2)) and ln(K0max 1/K0max 2) is nonlinear
and positive. Fitting with a power function curve to data
points, the fitting curves are plotted in Figure 6. As shown in
Figure 6, the fitting curves have a good agreement with the
corresponding test data. Compared with the test data, the
maximum errors of predicted value is less than 10%.
,erefore, an equation, to describe the relationship of K0max
and dM, is obtained:

ln
K0max 1

K0max 2
� c0 1−

dM1

dM2
 

c1

, (5)

where dM1 and dM2 are the maximum particle size of test
specimens with different GSD prepared by the same prep-
aration technique, and dM1 <dM2; K0max 1 and K0max 2 are

the K0max value of test specimen with dM1 and dM2; and c0
and c1 are fitting parameters.

In a similar way, the relationship of K0min in Equation
(4) and dM may be expressed as

ln
K0min 1

K0min 2
� c2 1−

dM1

dM2
 

c3

, (6)

where dM1 and dM2 are the maximum particle size of test
specimens with different GSD prepared by the same prep-
aration technique, and dM1 <dM2; K0min 1 andK0min 2 are the
K0min value of test specimen with dM1 and dM2; and c2 and c3
are fitting parameters.

To verify Equations (5) and (6), K0max and K0min and
corresponding dM of P1, P2, and P4 test specimens with
dM � 10, 40, and 60mm prepared by parallel gradation
technique are put into Equations (5) and (6), respectively,
and the corresponding c0, c1, c2, and c3 are determined. For
example, for dM1 � 10mm and dM2 � 40mm, the corre-
sponding K0max are 0.97 and 0.885 (Table 2), and
substituting in Equation.(5), an equation with unknowns of
c0 and c1 is established. Similarly, for dM1 � 10mm and
dM2 � 60mm, another equation is established. Combining
these two equations, c0 and c1 can be found, and they are
0.115 and 1.609. In a similar way, for Equation (6), c2 and c3
are determined, and they are 0.117 and 1.603.

Using Equations (5) and (6) with K0max, K0min, and
corresponding dM of P1, P2, and P4, when c0, c1, c2, and c3
are determined, K0max and K0min of P3 can be listed in
Table 3. It can be seen from Table 3 that based on the test
results of P1, P2, and P4, the predicted K0max and K0min of
P3 are almost the same. Compared with the fitting value
given by Equation (4), the maximum error of predicted value
is only 1%.,erefore, Equations (5) and (6) are applicable to
describe the relationship of K0max and K0min versus dM,
respectively.

,e arithmetic average of three groups of values pre-
dicted by Equations (5) and (6) is used as the predicted
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Figure 6: (1− (dM1/dM2)) ∼ ln(K0max 1/K0max 2) fitting curves for
S1∼S4 and R1∼R4.
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K0max and K0min of P3. Using Equation (4) with predicted
K0max and K0min of P3, the K0 − σv′ fitting curve of P3 is
obtained and plotted in Figure 7. It can be seen from Figure 7
that the predictedK0 − σv′ curves have a good agreement with
the corresponding test results.,e difference between the K0
value predicted by Equation (4) and the corresponding test
result is less than 4.2%.,is observation shows that based on
the test data of test specimens with different dM prepared by
a given preparation technique, Equation (4) combined with
Equations (5) and (6) can predict well the K0 behavior of
sandy gravels with another dM prepared by the same
preparation technique.

,erefore, based on the test data of test specimens
prepared by a given preparation technique, K0max and K0min
of sandy gravel in situ can be calculated using Equations (5)
and (6), and then the K0 behavior of sandy gravel in situ can
be predicted using Equation (4) with corresponding K0max
and K0min of sandy gravel in situ.

Based on the method discussed above, Equations (5) and
(6) are used to fit the test data of test specimens prepared by
three preparation technique, and the corresponding fitting
parameters are obtained and given in Table 4. As shown in
Table 4, the fitting parameters of test specimens prepared by
three preparation techniques that are different, which in-
dicates that parameters of Equations (5) and (6) can be only
adopted for the same preparation technique.

Using Equation (4) with predicted K0max and K0min of
sandy gravel in situ, K0 − σv′ curves of sandy gravel in situ can
be predicted as given in Figure 8. Figure 8 shows that the
predicted K0 behaviors of sandy gravel in situ for three
preparation techniques are different; however, the maxi-
mum difference is below 8%, and thus, the difference may be
almost ignored. ,erefore, Equation (4) combined with
Equations (5) and (6) can predict well the K0 behavior of
sandy gravel in situ.

As mentioned above, the approach to estimate the K0
behavior of in situ sandy gravel can be summarized as (a)
using the same preparation technique to reduce the original
GSD of in situ sandy gravel to GSDs of test specimen with
different dM, (b) performing the laboratory K0 test for those
test specimens (c) using Equation (4) to fit the test data and
obtain the K0max and K0min of test specimens, (d) using
Equations (5) and (6) with K0max, K0min, and corresponding
dM of test specimens, K0max andK0min of sandy gravel in situ
are calculated, and (5) using Equation (4) with K0max and
K0min of sandy gravel in situ, theK0 behavior of in situ sandy
gravel can be predicted.

5. Conclusions

In this study, scalping technique, replacement technique,
and parallel gradation technique are adopted to reduce the

GSD of in situ sandy gravel to GSDs of test specimen with
different dM, and the K0 tests for the test specimens were
performed using a large-size K0 test apparatus. According to
the test result, the conclusions are drawn as follows:

(1) K0 of sandy gravel tends to decrease with the in-
creasing σv′ , and therefore the influence of σv′ should
be taken into consideration when investigating K0
behavior of sandy gravel.
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Figure 7: Testing and predicting K0 − σv′ curves for P3.

Table 4: Fitting parameters of the tested specimen.

Preparation
technique c0 c1 c2 c3 K0max IS K0min IS

Scalping
technique 0.109 1.594 0.081 1.483 0.934 0.287

Replacement
technique 0.075 1.588 0.144 1.622 0.868 0.27

Parallel gradation
technique 0.142 1.546 0.111 1.593 0.84 0.29
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Figure 8: Prediction of K0 − σv′ curves under different preparation
method.

TABLE 3: Predicted K0max and K0min of P3.

P1 P2 P4 Eq. (4) Maximum difference
K0max 0.924 0.932 0.933 0.926 1%
K0min 0.312 0.314 0.315 0.313 0.9%
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(2) dM and preparation technique all have some influ-
ence on K0 of test specimen, and different dM or
preparation techniques all induce the scale effect.
,erefore, the scale effect should be taken into
consideration when using K0 test results to study the
K0 behavior of sandy gravel in situ.

(3) Based on K0 test results, an approach to predict the
K0 behavior of sandy gravel in situ is proposed and
verified.
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+e improved engineering properties of the expansive soil by mixing with various additives will be changed during the long-term
variation of the meteorological and hydrological conditions. In the present work, a series of tests are performed to investigate the
evolution of the unconfined compression strength and the Atterberg limits under drying-wetting cycling conditions for specimens
treated by iron tailing sands and calcium carbide slag. Typical results of the unconfined compressive strength can be divided into
three stages. +e unconfined compressive strength increases initially and then decreases to reach a stable state with continuous
drying-wetting process. +e calcium carbide slag content (αCCS) of 10% can be determined for the minimum effect of the drying-
wetting cycle on the strength of the treated specimen. An exponential relationship is established to describe the evolution of the
unconfined compressive strength with the drying-wetting cycle.+e liquid limit and plastic index of the specimen increase initially
followed by a decreasing trend, while a reverse trend was observed for that of the plastic limit during the drying-wetting process.
+e minimum effect of the drying-wetting cycle on the Atterberg limits can be presented for the specimen with αCCS of 10%
as well.

1. Introduction

Expansive soil is widely distributed in more than 40
countries around the world. Due to the highly contained
hydrophilic clay minerals, such as montmorillonite and il-
lite, significant swelling or shrinkage characteristics appear
when the expansive soil gains or loses water, respectively. As
a result, railway, highway, and buildings in the area of ex-
pansive soil severely suffer from ground deformation haz-
ards, which are needed to be avoided in engineering
practices [1, 2]. Based on the previous researches, industrial
wastes were widely adopted to mix with the expansive soil
for the improvement of the roadbed filler consisting of the
expansive soil. Common conclusions had been reached that
the volumetric deformation of the expansive soil could be
effectively controlled by incorporation of the industrial
wastes. However, in further period of operation, the me-
teorological and hydrological changes in the area of ex-
pansive soil induce drying-wetting cycling effects, which
could result in secondary deterioration of the roadbed fillers

consisting of the treated expansive soils, i.e., significant
swelling/shrinkage behavior and limited bearing capacity
[3, 4].+erefore, profound understanding of the engineering
properties of the treated expansive soils under drying-
wetting cycling conditions is of great significance to the
engineering application.

In the previous researches, Gens and Alonso [5] and
Alonso et al. [6] investigated the deformation properties of
the expansive soil after drying-wetting cycles. Test results
presented significant volumetric deformations of the spec-
imens during the cycles. However, the magnitude of the
deformation decreases with the increase in the drying-
wetting cycle, failing to restore the initial state, which
confirmed an irreversible influence of the drying-wetting
cycle on the deformation properties of the soils. In further
cyclic swell-shrink tests performed on reconstituted speci-
mens, less expansion and shrinkage magnitude, decreased
strength, and significant fatigue behavior of the specimen
could also be observed during the drying and wetting cycling
process, which were attributed to the rearrangement of the
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soil particles and destruction of the microstructure [7–9].
Researches performed by Dong and wang [10], Kay and
Dexter [11], and Yang and Xiao [12] reported that, with the
continuous drying and wetting, the strength and com-
pressibility of the specimen, respectively, decrease and in-
crease in the initial cycles followed by stable trends in the
later period. In further step, logarithmic and powder models
were successfully adopted to describe the evolutions of
strength and compressibility of the specimens with the
number of cycles. +e effects of the drying-wetting cycles on
the shear strength of the specimens were also investigated by
Malusis et al. [13], Zhang et al. [14], and Shi et al. [15].
Results showed that, in the early stage of drying-wetting, the
number of macrocracks and microcracks in the specimen
decreased and increased, respectively. As a result, the
structure of the treated expansive soil would be destroyed
due to the water infiltration, which would reduce the
strength and increase the compressibility of the specimen.
Explanations proposed byWang andWei [16] indicated that
the effect of drying-wetting cycle on the engineering
property of clay was attributed to the irreversible volume
shrinkage, the increase of large pore volume, and the de-
velopment of microfissure. +e effects of the drying-wetting
cycle on the Atterberg limits of specimens were tested and
analyzed by Rao et al. [17] and Yang et al. [18]. Results
reported that the liquid limit and plasticity index of the
specimen increased in the initial period of the drying-
wetting cycles followed by a stable state in the latter pe-
riod. Explanation proposed by Mitchell [19] indicated that
the Atterberg limits were related to the water adsorbed in the
double electron layer on the surface of the soil particles,
which was mainly affected by the size and specific surface
area of the particles. +e fine particle content in the spec-
imen will increase with the continuous drying-wetting
process, which contributed to the increase of liquid limit
and plasticity index of the treated specimen.

As presented in previous researches, the engineering
properties of the treated expansive soils under drying-
wetting cycling conditions were mainly acquired on the
basis of qualitative investigations. In the present work, the
industrial wastes including iron tailing sands and calcium
carbide slag are adopted to treat the expansive soils. After
this, the evolution of the engineering properties of the
treated soils under drying-wetting cycling conditions is
experimentally and quantitatively investigated.

2. Materials and Testing Procedures

2.1. Materials. +e soils adopted in the present work were
sampled from a foundation pit in Hefei city, Anhui province,
China (Figure 1). +e basic physical properties of the soils
are summarized in Table 1. As shown in Table 1, the free
swelling ratio of the soil is in the range of 40%∼60%, which
could be classified as the weak expansive soils [20–22]. +e
maximum dry density of 1.83 g/cm3 and the optimum water
content of 16.5% are also determined by performing the
compaction test as shown in Figure 2. +e particle-size
distribution of the tested soil is obtained by using the la-
ser particle size analyzer (Figure 3), which shows the

nonuniform coefficient of 3.16 and curvature coefficient
of 0.93.

+e industrial wastes including iron tailing sand (ITS)
and calcium carbide slag (CCS) were sampled in Anhui,
China, which were adopted to treat the expansive soils in the
present work (Figure 1). +e corresponding chemical
components were determined by the X-ray fluorescence
(XRF) technique as shown in Table 2. +e particle-size
distribution of the iron tailing sand is shown in Table 3.

2.2. Testing Procedures. +e specimens in the present work
were prepared by mixing the expansive soils with the in-
dustrial wastes including iron tailing sand and calcium
carbide slag. +e content of iron tailing sand was fixed at
30% by mass, while the content of calcium carbide slag
changing from 6% to 14% was designed in specimen
preparation.+en, denotations of αCCS (calcium carbide slag
content) were created to represent the mass ratio of the
calcium carbide slag to the mixtures.

During specimen preparation, the materials including
the expansive soils and the industrial wastes were oven-dried
at 100°C for 36 h, then grounded into powders, and sized
through a 0.5mm sieve. According to the optimum water
contents determined by compaction tests performed on
previously designed mixtures (Figure 4), a certain amount of
water was homogeneously mixed with the powders of ex-
pansive soil, iron tailing sands, and calcium carbide slag
which was cured in a period of 24 h. After this, a target
amount of mixtures were statically compacted into a mould
to obtain a target cylindrical specimen with a dimension of
50mm in height, 50mm in diameter, and the designed dry
density equaled to 95% of the maximum dry density. Finally,
the prepared specimens were maintained under standard
curing conditions (temperature 20°C and relative humidity
95%) for 14 and 28 days, respectively.

When the curing was finished, the specimens were taken
out to perform the dying-wetting cycling tests [23, 24]. In the
drying process, each specimen was wrapped with plastic film
and placed in an oven with temperature at 60± 1°C for 23 h.
In the subsequent wetting process, the specimen was taken
out from the oven and placed on a porous stone in an
immersion chamber with temperature at 20± 1°C for 1 h
(Figure 5). After this, distilled water was continuously added
to immerse the porous stone and maintained for 23 h. Fi-
nally, the specimen was taken out of the chamber followed
by 1 h equilibrium. +en the procedures mentioned above
were repeated for 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, and 15 cycles.

After the designed drying-wetting cycles, the unconfined
compressive strength tests were performed on the specimens
following the Standard Test Method for Unconfined Com-
pressive Strength of Cohesive Soil (ASTMD2166-06) [25].+e
YHS-2® UCS testing apparatus with a vertical strain rate of
1%/min was adopted in the test, and three parallel specimens
were tested in each test with the average value as the rep-
resentative one. Tests for determination of the Atterberg
limits were carried out according to the Standard Test
Methods for Liquid Limit, Plastic Limit, and Plasticity Index
of Soils (ASTM D4318-17) [26]. Two parallel specimens were
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tested in each test with the average value as the repre-
sentative one. In addition, the fine particle content
(<0.002mm) of the specimen after drying-wetting cycles
was determined by performing particle-size analysis for
mechanism research.

3. Test Results and Analysis

3.1. Unconfined Compressive Strength. Evolutions of the
unconfined compressive strength with the number of
drying-wetting cycles for specimens tested in the present
work are shown in Figure 6.

Map of ChinaAnhui Province

Soil

CCS

ITS

Hefei

Figure 1: Sampling sites of the tested materials.

Table 1: Basic physical properties of the tested soils.

Density (g/cm) Specific gravity Void ratio Liquid limit (%) Plastic limit (%) Plasticity index Free swelling ratio (%)
1.92 2.72 0.76 46.6 22.1 24.5 53
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Figure 2: Compaction curve of the tested soils.
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Figure 3: Particle-size distribution of the tested soil.
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As shown in Figure 6(a), for the specimens with a curing
time of 14 d, the evolution of the unconfined compressive
strength with the drying-wetting cycles can be divided into
three stages. Initially, the unconfined compressive strength
increases with the increase of the drying-wetting cycle,
which could be attributed to the uncompleted physical and
chemical reactions between the calcium carbide slag, the

expansive soil, and the existing water in the specimen.
After the achievement of the peak value, the unconfined
compressive strength starts to decrease and the decreasing
rate reduces with the increase of the drying-wetting cycle.
In this stage, the repeated drying-wetting process will
induce the microcracks and destroy the integrity of the
specimen followed by the infiltration of the water along the
cracks, which results in the reduction of the unconfined
compressive strength. Finally, after 10 cycles of drying-
wetting, the unconfined compressive strength tends to be
stable due to the limited variation of the microstructure of
the specimen. As shown in Figure 6(b), a slight difference
could be observed for the specimen with a curing time of
28 d, and only the latter two stages are presented in the
strength evolution with the drying-wetting process, which
is due to the completed physical and chemical reactions
between the industrial wastes and the soils during the 28 d
curing time.

+e curves in Figure 6 also show significant effect of
calcium carbide slag content (αCCS) on the strength. In
further analysis, the stable values of the unconfined com-
pressive strengths after 15 drying-wetting cycles are
extracted (Figure 7). As shown in Figure 7, the unconfined
compressive strength increases initially and then decreases
with αCCS increasing. +e maximum value of the strength is
reached when αCCS equals to 10%. It is clear that the initial
increase of the calcium carbide slag content in the specimen
will result in more intensive crystallization, pozzolanic, and
carbonation reactions between the calcium carbide slag and
the soils. +en the strength of the specimen increases with
the formation of the hydrated calcium silicate, hydrated
calcium aluminate, and CaCO3 crystal. However, when
a critical value of αCCS is reached, the strength of the
specimen will be controlled by the calcium carbide slag,
which results in decreased strength of the specimen due to
the lower strength of calcium carbide slag than that of the
soil. According to the results presented in Figure 7, the
critical αCCS could be determined as 10%, which is the
optimal value for improvement of the expansive soils by
mixing with the industrial wastes.

In further step, since the uncompleted physical and
chemical reactions between the calcium carbide slag, the
expansive soil, and the existing water in the specimen, an
exponential relationship is established to describe the evo-
lution of the unconfined compressive strength with the
drying-wetting cycles for the specimen with a curing time of
28 d, which is shown in Figure 8 and Equation (1), and the
specific parameters for all tests are listed in Table 4:

qu � A · exp(B · N) + C, (1)

where qu is the unconfined compressive strength, MPa, and
N is the number of drying-wetting cycles.

It is clearly shown in Table 4 that the parameters A and B
are almost independent of the variation of αCCS. +en, the
average values of 2.0 and −0.20 can be adopted as the
representative ones for A and B, respectively. +e parameter
C is strongly dependent on the variation of αCCS. According
to the researches performed by Dong andWang [10], a linear

Table 2: Chemical component of iron tailing sands and calcium
carbide slag.

Components SiO2 Al2O3 Al2O3 CaO MgO SO3

Contents (%) ITS 65.51 9.31 11.73 3.18 5.75 0.71
CCS 6.21 3.79 0.51 63.43 0.27 0.19

Table 3: Particle-size distribution of the iron tailing sands.
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Figure 4: Compaction curves of the mixtures with different cal-
cium carbide slag contents.

Figure 5: Drying-wetting cycling test in the present work.
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relationship between the initial strength and the parameterC
is established as presented in the following equation:

C � K · qu0, (2)

where qu0 is the initial unconfined compressive strength of
the specimen (MPa), which equals to 2.59MPa, 3.19MPa,
3.82MPa, 3.65MPa, and 3.55MPa for the specimen with
αCCS of 6%, 8%, 10%, 12%, and 14%, respectively, and K is
the linear coefficient that can be determined in the evolution
of the parameter K with the calcium carbide slag content
(Figure 9). It is evident that the variation of K is limited and
average value of 0.54 can be used in the present work.

By submitting the values of parameters A, B, and K and
Equation (2) into Equation (1), the empirical relation

between the unconfined compressive strength and the
drying-wetting cycle can be finally determined in the fol-
lowing equation:

qu � 2 · exp(−0.20N) + 0.54qu0, R
2

� 0.992. (3)

It is clearly shown in Equation (3) that the strength of the
specimen under the drying-wetting cycling condition is only
related to the cycle number and initial strength of the
specimen, which is also reflected as the parallel curves in
Figure 6.+erefore, the empirical relationship can be used to
predict the unconfined compressive strength of the
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Figure 6: Evolutions of the unconfined compressive strength during the drying-wetting process. Curing time: (a) 14 d and (b) 28 d.
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expansive soils treated with iron tailing sands and calcium
carbide slag under drying-wetting cycling conditions.

3.2. Atterberg Limits. +e evolutions of the liquid limit and
the plastic limit with the drying-wetting cycle of the treated
specimen are presented in Figure 10.

As shown in Figure 10, the liquid limit of the specimen
increases initially followed by a decreasing trend, while
a reverse trend can be observed for the evolution of the
plastic limit during the drying-wetting process. +is is be-
cause that the Atterberg limits are related to the water
adsorbed in the double electron layer on the surface of the
soil particles, which is mainly affected by the size and specific
surface area of the particles. +e microstructure of the
specimen will be destroyed during continuous drying-
wetting cycles resulting in the increase of the fine particle
content (<0.002mm) in the specimen as shown in Figure 11.
As a result, the liquid limit of the specimen increases and the
plastic limit decreases in the initial period [19]. However,
after a certain number of drying-wetting cycles, the for-
mation of microfissures leads to the fully developed water
flow in the specimen, which will wash the fine particles away
and result in the decrease of the liquid limit, as well as the
increase of the plastic limit, of the specimen.

In order to investigate the effect of αCCS on the Atterberg
limits of the specimen, the maximum and minimum
liquid limits and plastic limit of the specimen shown in
Figure 10(a) are listed in Table 5. It is clear that the variations

of the Atterberg limits become limited when αCCS is around
10%, which implies the minimum effect of the drying-
wetting cycles on the microstructure of the specimen.
+erefore, it could be concluded that the optimal αCCS for
improvement of the expansive soil is around 10%, which is
consistent with the conclusion obtained from the un-
confined compressive strength tests.

+e plastic index of the specimens tested in the present
work are calculated and presented in Figure 12.+e curves in
Figure 12 clearly showed that the plastic index of the
specimen increases initially followed by a decreasing trend.
+is is because that the plastic index is related to the water
adsorbed in the double electron layer on the surface of the
soil particles, especially for the fine particles. During the
continuous drying-wetting cycles, the microstructure of the
specimen is destroyed and then it forms lots of fine particles
in the specimen, which results in the increase of the plastic
index. However, after a certain number of drying-wetting
cycles, the formation of microfissures leads to the fully
developed water flow in the specimen. +e fine particles will
be washed away along the microfissures, which results in the
decrease of the plastic index.

4. Conclusions

In the present work, the unconfined compressive strength
and the Atterberg limits of the industrial waste-treated
expansive soils under the drying-wetting cycling condi-
tions are investigated. Some main conclusions can be
summarized as follows:

(1) For specimens with a curing time of 14 d, the un-
confined compressive strength initially increases
with the increase of the drying-wetting cycle. After
the achievement of the peak value, the unconfined
compressive strength starts to decrease and the
decreasing rate reduces with the increase of drying-
wetting cycle. After 10 cycles of drying-wetting, the
unconfined compressive strength tends to be stable.
For the specimen with a curing time of 28 d, only the
latter two stages could be observed in the strength
evolution with the drying-wetting process.

(2) An exponential relationship can be adopted to de-
scribe the evolution of the unconfined compressive
strength with the drying-wetting cycles for expansive
soils treated with iron tailing sands and calcium
carbide slag.

(3) During drying-wetting cycles, the liquid limit and
the plastic index of the specimen increases initially

Table 4: Parameters of the exponential relationship.

Calcium carbide slag content (%) A B C Goodness-of-fit (R2)
6 1.85 −0.21 1.49 0.991
8 1.91 −0.22 1.70 0.997
10 2.17 −0.19 2.01 0.991
12 2.12 −0.20 1.96 0.985
14 2.01 −0.20 1.92 0.996
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Figure 9: Evolutions of the parameter K with the calcium carbide
slag content.
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followed by a decreasing trend, while a reverse trend
can be observed for the evolution of the plastic
limit.

(4) Investigations on the unconfined compressive
strength and the Atterberg limits show that the
critical αCCS of 10% could be determined as the

Table 5: Atterberg limits of the tested specimen.

Calcium carbide slag
content (%)

Maximum (%) Minimum (%) Variation
magnitude (%)

Liquid
limit

Number of
cycles

Plastic
limit

Number of
cycles

Liquid
limit

Number of
cycles

Plastic
limit

Number of
cycles

Liquid
limit

Plastic
limit

6 34.23

7

22.06

10

31.88

10

21.08

7

7.37 4.65
8 33.92 24.36 32.15 22.82 5.50 6.75
10 33.51 24.75 32.02 23.66 4.59 4.60
12 34.06 25.11 32.28 23.44 5.55 7.12
14 34.39 25.65 32.49 24.26 5.58 5.73
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Figure 11: Relationships between of the fine particle content and the number of drying-wetting cycles.
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optimal value for improvement of the expansive soils
by mixing with the industrial wastes, which implies
the minimum effect of drying-wetting cycles on the
properties of the specimen.
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Based on the axisymmetric large-strain consolidation (ALSC) model with the void ratio as the variable under equal strain
condition, difference schemes of model’s equation, initial condition, and boundary condition were given. Taking phosphatic clay
in Florida as a research object, the consolidation behaviors of soil with high water content by axisymmetric large-strain theory and
one-dimensional large-strain theory were analyzed.*e effect of different kinds of consolidation theories and self-weight stress on
an average degree of consolidation was evaluated. *e development of the void ratio and excess pore water pressure along the soil
layer was clarified. *e results show that the theoretical value of Terzaghi’s consolidation degree is always less than that of ALSC
(Us, the average degree of consolidation defined by strain)-vertical drainage in the consolidation process. Terzaghi’s solution
overestimates the dissipation rate of excess pore water pressure during the earlier consolidation period but underestimates it
during the later consolidation period. *e degree of consolidation calculated by Hansbo develops faster than ALSC (Up, the
average degree of consolidation defined by stress)-radial drainage, but slower than ALSC (Us)-radial drainage. In the ALSCmodel,
Us is always been faster than Up. *e effect of self-weight on the consolidation degree of axisymmetric large-strain consolidation
theory is relatively small (maximum error is less than 16%), while it can accelerate the consolidation rate of soil in one-
dimensional large-strain consolidation theory largely.When only the vertical drainage occurs, the consolidation rate in the middle
of the soil is obviously lagging the upper and lower parts, while the radial drainage can reduce the void ratio and the excess pore
water pressure along the soil layer uniformly and more rapidly.

1. Introduction

In dredging projects, such as port and dock construction
projects, the treatment of large-area soft soils is often en-
countered. Due to the low permeability of soft soils, the
consolidation rate under self-weight and applied loads is
slow, and prefabricate vertical drains (such as plastic
drainage boards) are often used in the site works to speed up
the consolidation process of soil. Consolidation with the
vertical drainage body in soft soil can be simplified as a single
well consolidation problem. Axisymmetric consolidation
theory proposed by Barron [1] is widely accepted, and the
degree of soil’s consolidation can be predicted by analytical
or numerical methods. *e consolidation properties of soil

can be revealed by this theory. Over the years, based on
Barron’s axial symmetry consolidation theory, the in-depth
study of soil consolidation behavior was carried out from
many aspects, such as well resistance and smearing [2–5],
loading changes over time [6–10], nonlinear compression
and penetration parameters [11, 12, 13], negative pressure
loading [14, 15, 16, 17], and multi-layer [18, 19]. It provides
theoretical support for design and calculation of the con-
solidation method with vertical drains in practical projects.

However, the accuracy of prediction and analysis of soil
consolidation behavior is not only related to the parameters
used in the model and calculation methods but also es-
sentially related to the consolidation model itself. When
using the above-mentioned theoretical models for
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consolidation analysis of supersoft foundations, especially
those with high water ocean soft soils or dredged soils that
are in a flow state, there is a big difference between the
theoretical and the field values [20]. *is is mainly because
these theoretical models are all based on the assumption of
small strain, without considering the effect of large geo-
metric strains.

Fox et al. [21] used a series of small-strain calculations to
perform large-strain radial consolidation analysis by
displacement-corrected coordinates. However, the variation
of material nonlinearity with geometric large deformation
was not considered. Indraratna et al. [22] analyzed the large-
strain consolidation behavior considering radial nonlinear
flow and non-Darcy’s law under vacuum loading without
considering vertical seepage. Jiang et al. [20] coupled geo-
metric nonlinearity and material nonlinearity, considering
vertical and radial simultaneous seepage, and expanded
Gibson’s one-dimensional large-strain consolidation theory
to axisymmetric large-strain consolidation theory. More
recently, Zhang et al. [23], Hu et al. [24], and Sun et al. [25]
studied the sand-drained large-strain consolidation model
with double-layer foundations, creep, and partially pene-
trated sand wells, respectively. Although the smearing effect
controls the consolidation rate of soil [3], its effect on
consolidation properties cannot be quantitatively described
by these theories.

It should be pointed out that the above-mentioned
theory of large-strain consolidation is under free-strain
conditions (equal stress consolidation). Some scholars be-
lieve that under axisymmetric consolidation, the soil is closer
to the state of free strain [7]. From the perspective of
practical engineering, some scholars have pointed out that
equal settlement is easier to achieve in the project because
the horizontal spacing of vertical drainage bodies is the same
[21]. *e soil consolidation near the sand well is fast, which
will cause the contact stress redistribution [26]. It is un-
deniable that results from the equal strain solutions and the
free-strain solutions are very close [1, 3, 7, 27]. *e theo-
retical solution based on the equal strain hypothesis is
relatively simple. It can also easily reflect the effect of soil
compression characteristics on consolidation in smeared
and undisturbed zones. At present, researchers generally
assume that the consolidation problem of sand wells is an
equal vertical strain problem [26]. In order to facilitate the
comparative analysis of large- and small-strain consolida-
tion theories, Cao et al. [28, 29] established the axisymmetric
large-strain consolidationmodel in positive loading pressure
(named ALSC) and negative vacuum pressure (named
NALSC) with the void ratio as the variable under equal
strain condition and verified the validity of these models.

*e axisymmetric large-strain consolidation theory
breaks through the small-strain theoretical framework and
can accurately analyze the settlement characteristics of soils.
However, the focus of researchers is mainly on verifying the
theory through numerical or analytical solutions or on the
development of consolidation rate [20, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29].
Very few studies investigated the difference between axi-
symmetric large-strain and small-strain theories considering
self-weight stress. Also, the effect of gravity stress and radial

drainage on the large-strain consolidation characteristics
was not adequately investigated, especially for under-
consolidated dredged soils with high water content.

In this study, based on the ALSC model, difference
schemes of the consolidation equation, initial conditions,
and boundary conditions were included. Taking the phos-
phatic clay in Florida as a research object [30], vertical
drainage bodies were arranged based on scenario C (qui-
escent consolidation and surcharge loading of a pond having
a uniform initial void ratio) to investigate the consolidation
behavior of soils with high water content. *e difference
between the calculated values of large- and small-strain
under axial symmetry and one-dimensional consolidation
theory was analyzed. *e influence of self-weight on the
average degree of consolidation was considered. *e vari-
ation of the void ratio and excess pore water pressure along
soil height and consolidation time under different drainage
modes was studied.

2. ALSC Model

Figure 1 shows the schematic representation of the case of
a circular soil cylinder where a vertical drain is surrounded
by a smeared zone and undisturbed soil. *e soil has an
initial layer thickness L, and it is freely draining at the top
and impermeable at the bottom. *e center of the cylinder
contains a vertical drain well of radius rw surrounded by
a zone of remolded soil by radius rs. *e smear zone is
surrounded by undisturbed soil with a radius of influence re.
Let ks and kh represent the horizontal permeability of the
smear zone and undisturbed zone, respectively, and kv
represent the vertical permeability of soil.

*e convective coordinate ξmeasured downwards in the
direction of gravity is the same with one-dimensional large-
strain consolidation. *e Euler polar coordinates (r, θ) are
used for radical flows, where r is measured away from the
drain (Figure 2). Q1 and Q2 represent the vertical pore water
inflow and outflow of the unit cell in the soil at a unit time,
respectively. Q3 and Q4 represent the radial pore water
inflow and outflow of the unit cell in the soil at a unit time,
respectively.

Coupled flow equation, continuous equation of the
saturated soil, stress balance equation, effective stress
principle, etc. [28] established the ALSCmodel with the void
ratio as variable under equal strain station. *e model ac-
counts for smear effect, soil self-weights, radial and vertical
flows, and variable permeability and compressibility during
the consolidation progress. Well resistance is not consid-
ered. *e consolidation equation is expressed as shown in
the following equation:
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(1)

where Gs is the specific gravity of the solid particles, cw is the
unit weight of water, q is the loading pressure; n is the ratio
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re/rw, s is the ratio rs/rw, σ′ is the effective vertical stress, e is
the void ratio, z is the spatial vertical coordinates in the
Lagrange coordinate system, and de is the diameter of in-
fluence. µ is expressed as follows:
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(2)

Equation (1) is based on the following assumptions:

(1) *e soil is completely homogeneous and water-
saturated.

(2) Solid particles and water are incompressible, and the
deformation of the soil is completely caused by the
discharge of pore water.

(3) *e vertical and radial flows obey Darcy’s law, and
the coefficient of permeability changes with the void
ratio during the consolidation.

(4) All compressive strains within the soil occur in
a vertical direction. *e soil particles do not move
along the radial and tangential directions, and no
creep is considered.

(5) Horizontal sections remain horizontal during the
consolidation.

(6) All vertical loads are applied instantaneously, and the
load distribution is uniform over the whole cylin-
drical area.

*e above assumptions remove the limits of small-strain
hypothesis of soil. *e vertical nonlinear compression
characteristics, nonlinear permeability for radial and vertical
flows, and skeleton deformation generated by vertical
movement of soil particles are considered in model ALSC.
*erefore, geometric nonlinearity and material nonlinearity
are brought into equal strain consolidation for large-area
loading condition, which agrees well with the settlement law
with vertical drain in real engineering problems. Equation
(1) can be rewritten into the one-dimensional large-strain
consolidation equation as given by Gibson et al. [31, 32] by
ignoring the horizontal radial flow (i.e., kh � 0).

If the assumption of small strain is considered, and there
is no vertical flow (i.e. kv � 0), Equation (1) can be rewritten
into the axisymmetric consolidation control equation as
given by Hansbo [3].

3. Difference Schemes of the ALSC Model

As it can be seen, the theoretical model of formula (1) is
a highly complex nonlinear equation, and it is difficult to
solve it analytically. *e finite difference method can be used
for calculation and analysis. For convenience, Equation (1)
can be written as
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Each of Equations (4)–(7) has its own unique parameters
and perform different consolidation behavior. B(z, t) and
C(z, t) constitute the gravity item, D(z, t) is relevant to the
radial drainage, and g(z, t) represents the coefficient of one-
dimensional large-strain consolidation.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the typical cylindrical cell.
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Figure 2: *e diagram of coordinates systems.
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Equation (3) is a variable coefficient convection-
diffusion equation, B(z, t), C(z, t), D(z, t), and g(z, t) all
have upper and lower limits, such as 0< v≤g(z, t)≤f,
0≤C(z, t)≤f, 0≤D(z, t)≤f, and |B(z, t)|≤f.

Let Δz and Δt represent the space step and time
step, respectively, zi � iΔz, i � 0, 1, 2, . . . , I and tj �

jΔt, j � 0, 1, 2 , . . . , J. *e difference scheme is like
the convection-diffusion equation with constant coefficients.
According to the upwind difference scheme, Equation (3) can
be written in the following format, and the discrete schematic
diagram of space and time is shown in Figure 3:
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Difference equations can better reflect the material
nonlinear characteristics of soil, which is much closer to the
actual situation than special assumptions of soil permeability
and compressibility for obtaining analytical solutions easily.
During the calculation, good results for any given form of
e− σ′ and e− k will be obtained by substituting kv

j
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4. Difference Schemes for Initial and
Boundary Conditions

Assume that the initial thickness of the high water-saturated
homogeneous soil is L (thickness H in the spatial vertical
coordinates in the Lagrange coordinate system,
H � L/(1 + e0)). *e initial void ratio e0 at any position of
soil for time zero is the same. Initial condition is described as

e(z, 0) � e0 (0≤ z≤H). (10)

*e difference scheme is given as
e
0
i � e0. (11)

*e average void ratio e(z, t) can be obtained from the
relationship of effective vertical stress with the void ratio.

*e top of the soil is freely draining, and the excess pore
water pressure dissipated instantaneously. According to the
compression properties of soil, the final void ratio at the soil
surface is given by

e(0, t) � ef(0) (t> 0). (12)

*e difference scheme for the upper boundary condition
is given as

e
j
0 � ef(0) (t> 0). (13)

If the soil at the bottom is impermeable during the
consolidation, the bottom boundary condition is determined
as
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*e difference scheme for the bottom boundary con-
dition is given as
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5. Case Analysis

According to the ALSC model and the difference structure,
the axisymmetric large-strain consolidation calculation
program is compiled. Townsend and McVay [30] have
described the predictions of ponds’ (solids) elevation his-
tories and one-year pore water pressure and void ratio
profiles for four different wasted clay disposal scenarios
(Scenario A: quiescent consolidation, uniform initial void
ratio; Scenario B: stage filling, nonuniform initial void ratio;
Scenario C: quiescent consolidation and surcharge loading
of a pond having a uniform initial void ratio; and Scenario D:
two-layer quiescent consolidation, sand/clay surcharge, and
nonuniform initial void ratio). Station for Scenario C is
closer to the assumptions (1) and (6) of the ALSC model, so
Scenario C is selected for analysis.*e nonlinear parameters,

Δz

iΔz

Δt jΔt

z

t

(zi,tj)

Figure 3: Discrete schematic diagram about the space and time.
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i.e., Equations (16) and (17), are used for prediction by nine
different large-strain consolidation models. However, the
predictions are varying from program to program:

e � 7.72 σ′( 
−0.22

, (16)

k � 0.2532E− 6e
4.65

. (17)

Figure 4 shows the quiescent consolidation with the top
freely draining and impermeable at the bottom. *e sludge is
water-saturated and homogeneous. A 7.2m deep waste pond
with a uniform initial void ratio of 14.8 is capped with
a 9.48 kPa surcharge. *e specific gravity of the solid particles
is 2.82. To illustrate the difference between large- and small-
strain consolidations with vertical drains, the PVD is quin-
cunx arranged with the spacing of 1.0m based on Scenario C.
*e width (w)∗ thickness (t) of the PVDs is 100mm∗ 4mm.
So, the equivalent radius of the vertical drain (36.3mm) can
be calculated according to the formula rw � 2(w + t)/π
proposed by Hansbo [33]. *e radius of influence re is set to
525mm. *e large-strain material nonlinear parameters
change with the void ratio seen in Equations (16) and (17), but
the parameters of small-strain consolidation are the constant
values. According to Equations (16) and (17), compressibility
av shall be obtained at each level of the loading, and the
vertical coefficient of consolidation Cv can be calculated from
its definition. Assuming the soil is isotropy, we found the
relationship Cv � Ch. *e smearing is not considered during
the simulation progress. *e specific calculation parameters
are shown in Table 1.

In the calculation program of the ALSCmodel, the soil is
divided into 100 layers along the depth, and time step length
is 0.1 day. Fifteen different kinds of simulations were per-
formed, such as consolidation with or without self-weight,
and only radial or vertical flows occurs. *e whole com-
putation time is 10000 days except for scenario “only vertical
drainage without self-weight”, where the time is 30000 days.
*e calculation parameters were obtained from [30]. *e
unit conversion is as follows: 1 ft� 304.8mm and
1 psf� 47.88 Pa.

In small-strain calculations, the time step is 1.0 day, the
computation time of models “Hansbo” (which states that the
axisymmetric small-strain consolidation theory of only radial
flow is considered) and “Hansbo+Terzaghi” (which refers to
that the vertical consolidation degree is calculated by Ter-
zaghi’s theory, the radial consolidation degree is calculated by
Hansbo’s theory, and then the average degree of consolidation
is calculated according to Carrillo’s theorem) is 10000 days.
However, the computation time of model “Terzaghi” (which
means computing by the Terzaghi classical one-dimensional
small-strain consolidation theory—vertical flows only) needs
70000 days to achieve stablity.

6. Differences of Average Degree of
Consolidation between Large-Strain and
Small-Strain Theories

Figure 5 shows the average consolidation degree versus
time for large- and small-strain consolidation theories.

“Double drainage” represents the simultaneous occurrence
of vertical and radial flows, “radial drainage” indicates that
only radial flow occurs (kv � 0, when calculating), and
“vertical drainage” means that only vertical flows occur
(kh � 0, when computing). In the calculation process, self-
weight stress is considered, i.e., Gs ≠ 1. At the same time, to
reflect the difference between the settlement rate and the
dissipating rate of excess pore water, the stress consolidation
degree Up (defined by stress) and the strain consolidation
degree Us (defined by strain) were calculated separately.

(1) *e difference between one-dimensional consoli-
dations. During the early stage of consolidation
(within 1000 days), the degree of consolidation for
Terzaghi’s one-dimensional small-strain consolida-
tion theory is faster than that for ALSC (Up)-vertical
drainage. *is is because the consolidation co-
efficient remains unchanged in Terzaghi theory.
After 1000 days, the development of the Terzaghi
consolidation degree is obviously lagging and is al-
ways less than that of ALSC (Us)-vertical drainage in
the same consolidation time. *is is because the
large-strain theory considers the reduction in
drainage distance during the consolidation process
[34]. Terzaghi’s solution overestimates the dissipa-
tion rate of the excess pore water pressure in the early
consolidation stage and underestimates it during the
later period. We can see from the consolidation
stability time, the Terzaghi solution clearly over-
estimates the settling time of the soil. Take the degree
of consolidation of 80% as an example. Terzaghi’s
theory needs 12853 days, while the time required for
ALSC (Us)-vertical drainage and ALSC (Up)-vertical
drainage are 876 days and 3247 days, and the

Si = 16.0%

e0 = 14.8

3.3 ft
(1.0 m)

23.6 ft
(7.2 m)

q = 200 psf (967.5 kg/m2)

Figure 4: Scenario C.
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consolidation time is 15 and 4 times those of the
ALSC theory, respectively.

(2) *e difference of radial consolidation. *e devel-
opment of consolidation by Hansbo is always faster
than ALSC (Up)-radial drainage consolidation. *is
is because Hansbo’s radial permeability coefficient is
constant, while the ALSC (Up)-radial permeability
coefficient decreases with time. When the degree of
consolidation is less than 90%, Hansbo’s solution is
smaller than ALSC (Us)-radial drainage value; after
90% consolidation degree, the two are closer. *is is
mainly because ALSC (Us) considers the vertical
geometrical nonlinearities, and settlement changes
faster before 90% consolidation. In the consolidation
stability time, taking the degree of consolidation of
80% as an example, Hansbo’s small-strain consoli-
dation time requires 47 days, while the time required
for Us and Up calculated by the ALSC model con-
sidering only radial flows are 27 days and 234 days,
respectively. *e large-strain consolidation time is
1/1.7 times and 5 times that of the small-strain
theory, respectively.

(3) *e degree of consolidation for ALSC-double
drainage in this case is like that for ALSC-radial
drainage. However, the degree of consolidation for
ALSC-vertical drainage is much smaller than that for

ALSC-radial drainage. It shows that when laying
vertical drainage boards for working condition C,
drainage path is shortened significantly, and radial
soil consolidation (flows) occurs mainly in the soil.
“Hansbo” solution is consistent with “Hansbo
+Terzaghi” solution, and “Terzaghi” solution is much
smaller than “Hansbo” solution, which also illus-
trates this point.

(4) In small-strain consolidation theory, the degrees of
consolidation defined by stress and by strain are the
same due to the assumption of microdeformation. In
the ALSC theory, material nonlinearity and geo-
metric nonlinearity are considered. In the same
consolidation time, development of Us has always
been faster than Up [20]. *us, the dissipation rate of
excess pore water pressure always lags the settlement
deformation rate. If the settlement is used as the
guidance in the construction process, it will over-
estimate the shear strength of the soil.

7. Effect of Self-Weight on Large-Strain
Consolidation Behavior under the
ALSC Model

To discuss the effect of self-weight on large-strain consoli-
dation behavior, let Gs � 1 (self-weight is not considered)
and Gs ≠ 1 (self-weight is considered). Figure 6 shows the
effect of self-weight on the degree of consolidation of double
drainage and radial flows only. It can be seen that, in the case
of Gs � 1 and Gs ≠ 1, development of the average consoli-
dation degree with double drainage is basically similar to
that with radial flows only. *erefore, the time-course curve
of coupled radial and vertical flows is not drawn in Figure 7
in order to clearly reflect the effect of self-weight on the
degree of consolidation.

Figure 7 shows that when only radial flows occur,
compared with the consolidation rate when Gs � 1, the
consolidation rate of Us when Gs ≠ 1 is faster. *e error
between the two is 16% on the first day and is less than 10%
on the fourth day. *e consolidation curve basically co-
incided after 100 days. *e Up curves, comparing the sit-
uation where self-weight is considered versus the situation
where it is not, basically coincided.

For large-strain consolidation where only vertical flows
occur, the degree of consolidation of Us and Up with
considering self-weight is faster than those without con-
sidering it. *erefore, for this kind of unconsolidated soil
with high water content, the self-weight stress has little effect
on the radial consolidation degree. However, self-weight has
some effects on the degree of vertical consolidation. If the
self-weight of the soil is neglected, the settlement rate of the
soil and the dissipation rate of excess pore water pressure are
underestimated [35, 36].

Table 1: Calculation parameters.

Surcharge (kPa) Height (m) Gs Initial void ratio, e0 Cv/10
−4 cm2 (s) Ch/10

−4 cm2 (s) rw (mm) re (mm) s kh/ks n

9.48 7.2 2.82 14.8 2.65 2.65 36.3 525 1 1 14.46
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Figure 5: *e average consolidation degree versus time for large-
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8. Change Law of Void Ratio and Excess Pore
Water Pressure with Soil Height and
Consolidation Time

*e variations of the void ratio and excess pore water
pressure along the soil height are shown in Figures 8 and 9.
As the consolidation time increases, the void ratio gradually
decreases. When only vertical flows occur (Figure 8), the
change rate of the void ratio varies greatly at different depths.

Under the effect of external load and self-weight, the consol-
idation rate in the middle of the soil lags than that of the upper
and lower parts [35]. When only radial flows occur, the void
ratio is uniform along the height. In the same consolidation
time, the reduction rate of the void ratio for radial flows only is
faster than that of the vertical flows only, indicating that the
arrangement of vertical drainage body can shorten the drainage
path and accelerate soil consolidation rate.

From the change law of excess pore water pressure, it can
be seen that, after the arrangement of the vertical drainage
body, although the excess pore pressure of the soil at dif-
ferent depths is evenly dissipated, excess pore pressure along
the depth is linearly increasing which is affected by the self-
weight when only radial flows occur. However, distribution
of the excess pore water pressure along the depth shows
nonlinearity when only vertical flows occur. Like the change
law of the void ratio, the dissipation rate of the excess pore
pressure in the middle is slower than those in the upper and
lower parts. From this point of view, radial flows signifi-
cantly accelerate the dissipating rate of excess pore water
pressure. For example, when the consolidation time is 361
days, the excess pore water pressure at the bottom of the soil
when only radial flows occur is 1.5 kPa but when only
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Figure 7: Effect of self-weight on the average degree of consoli-
dation of radial flows only and vertical flows only.
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vertical flows occur is approximately 15 kPa (10 times larger
than the values of the previous case).

Table 2 summarizes the pertinent data and statistics of
nine research institutes [30] and model ALSC (vertical flows
only) for Scenario C. *e final average thickness of soil and
other consolidation parameters after one year of nine research
institutes are close to those of the model ALSC, which
confirms that it is a reasonable model and good precision for
soil or dredged sludge at high water content.

9. Conclusions

In this paper, based on the ALSC model under equal strain
conditions (established by Cao et al. [28]), the consolidation
behavior of soils with high water content considering self-
weight was investigated, and the following conclusions are
obtained:

(1) *e theoretical values obtained from Terzaghi’s one-
dimensional small-strain consolidation degree are al-
ways less than those obtained from ALSC (Us)-vertical
drainage. Terzaghi’s solution overestimates the dissi-
pation rate of excess pore water pressure in the earlier
consolidation stage and underestimates it during the
later consolidation stage. Terzaghi’s solution over-
estimates the consolidation time of soil.

(2) In the axisymmetric large-strain system and the small-
strain theory system, the vertical drainage body can
shorten the drainage path, and the consolidation of
soils with high water content is dominated by radial
flows. At the same consolidation time, the average
degree of consolidation obtained from Hansbo’s
theory is smaller than the values of ALSC(Us)-radial
drainage, but it is higher than values obtained from
ALSC(Up)-radial drainage. In the ALSC model, de-
velopment of Us is always faster than Up.

(3) For the unconsolidated soil with highwater content, the
effect of self-weight stress on axisymmetric large-strain
radial consolidation is small, but on one-dimensional
large-strain vertical consolidation, it is large.

(4) In one-dimensional large-strain consolidation, the
consolidation rate in the middle of the soil lags than
those in the upper and lower parts under the
combined action of external load and self-weight.
*e vertical drainage body can evenly dissipate the
excess pore water pressure and accelerate the con-
solidation rate. Affected by the self-weight, the void
ratio and the excess pore water pressure are dis-
tributed linearly along the soil. *e calculation re-
sults based on the ALSC model are close to the
average statistics of the nine institutions, which
verifies the accuracy and applicability of the ALSC
model and the difference solution method.
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Solidification/stabilization (S/S) has been considered as one of the most effective techniques for remediation of the heavy metal-
contaminated sites. Among various binders adopted in S/S, alkaline residue (AR) could be considered as a new binder to treat
heavy metal-contaminated soil due to its strong adsorptive capacity for heavy metal ions. So in this paper, the strength, leaching,
and microstructure characteristics of the solidified/stabilized Pb-contaminated soil by using alkaline residue are systematically
investigated. Test results present that the unconfined compressive strength (UCS) of the treated soil will increase, while the leached
Pb2+ concentration will decrease, with the increase of the alkaline residue content in the specimen.'eUCS increases significantly
with the curing time increasing during the initial 28 days, after which the UCS of the specimen becomes stable. 'e leached Pb2+

concentration decreases significantly at the initial 28 days followed by a stable trend with curing time increasing. 'e UCS
decreases and the leached Pb2+ concentration increases with the increase of the initial Pb2+ concentration in the specimen. 'e
microstructural analysis performed by scanning electron microscope (SEM) showed that the increase of the alkaline residue
content and curing time will result in more hydration products and densified microstructure, which could effectively improve the
engineering properties of the specimen.

1. Introduction

Widespread contamination of soil with heavy metal is one of
the most severe environmental problems that can seriously
deteriorate the environmental quality and human health.
Remediation techniques are massively proposed for re-
mediation of the heavy metal-contaminated site [1, 2], in
which the stabilization/solidification (S/S) technique is in-
tensively accepted for its efficiency, convenience, and cost-
effectiveness. According to the remediation mechanism
(including adsorption, encapsulation, precipitation, and
complexation), selection of the binder for improvement of
the strength and leaching characteristics is of great im-
portance to the application of the stabilization/solidification
technique [3–10].

Alkaline residue, the by-product generated from the
manufacturing alkaline industry, attracts attentions in the
S/S technique recently.'e extremely fine particles consisted
in alkaline residue would result in high specific surface area

and strong adsorptive capacity, which are beneficial for
removal of heavy metal ions in the contaminated site. In
addition, hydration products could be generated from the
complicated interactions between the alkaline residue and
soil, which will improve the leaching characteristics of the
treated soils due to the adsorption and encapsulation
mechanisms. Components like calcium oxide and aluminum
oxide contained in AR can be the framework alongside with
the hydration products generated from the hydration re-
action, which will enhance the strength of the specimen.
Based on the experimental investigations, Yan et al. [11]
reported that the addition of alkaline residue in the con-
taminated soils could significantly reduce the leachability of
Pb2+ to an acceptable level and the removal efficiency
strongly depended on the pH value in the soils. 'e ad-
sorption characteristics of the alkaline residue on heavy
metal ions were also investigated by Cao et al. [12], in which
the adsorption capacity of alkaline residue was confirmed
to be susceptible to the pH, temperature, and the initial
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concentration of heavy metal ions in the soils. Jin et al. [13]
confirmed the remarkable adsorption characteristics of the
alkaline residue and the important roles of the temperature
and pH value played during the adsorption process. Ad-
ditionally, Sun et al. [14] investigated the engineering
properties of the expansive soil treated by using alkaline
residue. Test results indicated remarkable improvement of
the basic properties (including the relative density,
liquid/plastic limit, and expansive potential) and strength
characteristic of the treated soil, which was supported by the
Wang et al. [15].

As mentioned above, alkaline residue is normally
regarded as an effective binder because of its significant
absorption characteristic in previous researches. Compre-
hensive investigations on the basis of engineering and en-
vironmental characteristics, as well as the microcosmic
mechanism, are rarely reported. In the present work, the
UCS and leaching characteristics, as well as the micro-
structure analysis of the alkaline residue-treated contami-
nated soil, are experimentally investigated to reveal the
remediation efficiency and mechanism.

2. Testing Materials and Procedures

2.1. Testing Materials. 'e tested soil was excavated from
a construction site at depth of 3.0–4.5m in Wuhu City,
Anhui province, which is in the eastern part of China. 'e
basic physical properties and the major chemical compo-
nents determined by the X-ray fluorescence (XRF) technique
are listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. As can be seen, the
tested soil is a kind of plastic clay with SiO2 and Al2O3
contents more than 80%. 'e maximum dry density and the
optimal water content are 1.81 g/cm3 and 18.5%, re-
spectively, according to the compaction test (Figure 1),
which is conducted following the Test Methods of Soils for
Highway Engineering (JTGE 40-2007) [16].

'e alkaline residue adopted in the present work is
collected from an ammonia alkali factory in Weifang,
Shandong province, which is in the eastern part of China.
'e major chemical components determined by the XRF
technique are presented in Table 3. It is clear that CaO takes
dominant proportion in the alkaline residue, while MgO,
SiO2, and Al2O3 also take a relatively large amount. As
shown in Figure 2, the particle size of AR is mainly in the
range of 1–10 μm, which confirms the large specific surface
area and strong adsorptive capacity of the alkaline residue
adopted in the present work.

In the present work, lead-contaminated soil is aimed for
remediation due to its serious hazard and typical distribu-
tion in China. Analytical grade Pb(NO3)2 is selected as the
heavy metal contaminants due to its high solubility, as well
as the low interference of NO3

− ions to the hydration process
[17, 18].

2.2. Testing Procedures

2.2.1. Specimen Preparation. In specimen preparation, the
Pb2+ concentrations (mg/kg) of 0.1%, 0.5%, 1%, 2%, and 3%
and alkaline residue contents of 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%,

and 50% are designed in the present work. 'e contaminant
concentrations of 0.1% indicates 1000mg Pb2+ in the lead
nitrate for 1 kg dry soil and is denoted as Pb0.1. 'e alkaline
residue content of 10% is the mass ratio of alkaline residue to
the dry soil and is denoted as AR10. After oven-drying at
105°C for 24 hours, the soil and alkaline residue were ground
into powders and sized through 2mm and 0.5mm sieve,
respectively.'en the soil and alkaline residue powders were
mixed with the Pb(NO3)2 and deionized water at the
designed proportions. After this, the mixtures were put into
a compaction mould and statically compacted into targeted
cylindrical specimens with a dimension of 100mm in height,
50mm in diameter, and a dry density of 1.72mg/cm3, which
equaled to the 95% of the maximum dry density. Finally, the
prepared specimens were extruded from the mould and
cured under standard curing conditions with temperature of
20± 1°C and relative humidity of 95% for 0 d, 1 d, 7 d, 14 d,
28 d, and 90 d.

2.2.2. Unconfined Compressive Strength (UCS) Test. After
the completion of the curing, the unconfined compressive
strength tests were performed on the specimens following
the Standard Test Method for Unconfined Compressive
Strength of Cohesive Soil (ASTM D2166-06) [19]. 'e YHS-
2 UCS testing apparatus at a vertical strain rate of 1%/min
was adopted in the test, and three parallel specimens were
tested in each test with the average value as the represen-
tative one.

2.2.3.)e Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP).
'e leachability of heavy metals from the stabilized soils was
determined using the toxicity characteristic leaching pro-
cedure (TCLP) in accordance with the U.S EPA Method
1311 [20]. 'e prepared specimen was crushed into pieces
with the size smaller than 9.5mm. 'e leachant with pH
value of 2.88± 0.05 was prepared by diluting 5.7ml acetic
acid (HAC) into 1 L deionized water. 'en, 12.5 g crushed
specimen and 250ml leachant (solid-to-liquid ratio of 1 : 20)
were mixed in a polythene bottle and vibrated at the rate of
180 rpm for 18 h. After this, the leachate was filtered through
0.45 μm filter membrane, and the pH value and Pb2+ con-
centration in the leachate were measured to analyze the
leaching characteristic of the treated specimen.

2.2.4. Microstructural Test. 'e prepared specimen was cut
into small pieces with sizes around 5mm× 5mm× 3mm.
Surface of the samples should be cleaned and polished
carefully before freeze-drying in vacuum condition. 'en,
conductive coating was done to prepare the standard
samples for the scanning electron microscope (SEM) test
with the help from a professional institution.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Effects on the UCS of the Solidified/Stabilized Specimen.
'e UCS of the solidified/stabilized specimen is investigated
with consideration of different influencing factors. 'e
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evolutions of the UCS with the alkaline residue contents are
typically shown in Figure 3.

Curves in Figure 3 showed significant increase of the
UCS with incorporation of the alkaline residue into the

specimen. Such improvement of the strength characteristic
by adding alkaline residue is attributed to the formation of
hydration products like CaO·SiO2·nH2O (C-S-H) and
CaSiO3·CaCO3·Ca(OH)2·nH2O arising from the reactions
between the CaCO3, Ca(OH)2, and SiO2 [14, 15]. Further-
more, the alkaline environment created by the alkaline
residue could promote the hydration reaction and produce
more hydration products. Existence of these hydration
products decreases the porosity and increases the density
and integrity of the specimen, which lead to the increase of
the UCS. Additionally, calcium compounds like CaCO3
contained in alkaline residue could form framework in the
soil resulting in the improvement of the strength as well
[14, 15].

As shown in Figure 3, the significant effect of the curing
time on the UCS can be preliminarily observed after the
comparison of diagrams (a) and (b). In further analysis, the
evolutions of the UCS with the curing time are presented in
Figure 4.

Results in Figure 4 show that the UCS of the solidified/
stabilized specimen increases with the curing time in-
creasing. A notable increasing magnitude of 38%–47% can
be observed before 28-day curing. After this, the evolution of

Table 3: Major chemical components of the alkaline residue.

Component CaO MgO SiO2 Al2O3 F Fe2O3 P2O5 SO3 TiO2 Na2O K2O Cl
Content (%) 62.81 12.5 10.2 9.00 2.47 1.31 0.40 0.3 0.24 0.23 0.17 0.16
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Figure 2: Curves of particle size analysis of AR.

Table 1: Basic physical properties of the tested soil.

Water
content (%)

Specific
gravity

Void
ratio

Degree of
saturation (%)

Liquid
limit (%)

Plastic
limit (%)

Plastic
index Cohesive strength (kPa) Internal friction angle (°)

20.18 2.72 0.718 94 41.7 23.1 18.6 65 13.2
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Figure 1: Compaction curve of the tested soil.

Table 2: Major chemical components of the tested soil.

Component CaO MgO SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 P2O5 TiO2 Na2O K2O MnO
Content (%) 0.81 2.04 60.93 20.77 9.21 0.11 1.25 0.52 3.94 0.12
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the UCS becomes stable with a slight increase in mag-
nitude until 90-day curing is reached. As described in
previous research, the improved strength of the specimen
with curing time is attributed to the continuous forma-
tion of the hydration products during the hydration
process. 'e pore space in the specimen can be filled, and
the solid particles can be encapsulated by these hydration
products, which contribute to the improvement of the
strength. However, during the later period of the curing
(after 28 days in the present work), hydration is fully
developed and pores in the specimen are filled by the

hydration products at a large proportion. 'en the mi-
crostructural variation of the specimen becomes limited
resulting in relatively stable growth trend of the strength
during this stage.

Results in Figure 4 also implied a significant effect of the
initial Pb2+ concentration on the UCS of the specimen. For
analysis in details, evolutions of the UCS with the initial Pb2+
concentration are depicted in Figure 5.

As shown in Figure 5, the increase of the initial Pb2+
concentration in the specimen leads to a notable decrease
of the UCS. 'is is because the reactions between the
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Figure 3: Evolutions of the UCS with the alkaline residue content of the specimen. Curing times of (a) 0 d and (b) 28 d.
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Figure 4: Evolutions of the UCS with the curing time of the specimen. Alkaline residue contents of (a) 10% and (b) 30%.
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alkaline residue and the soil particles can be retarded owing
to the existence of Pb2+, and then the generation of the
hydration products will be decelerated [9, 21–23]. Addi-
tionally, due to the alkaline environment created by the
alkaline residue, Pb2+ will be involved in the hydration
reactions resulting in generation of Pb complex and re-
duction of the hydration products. 'e Pb-precipitation will
also form in this alkaline environment and encapsulate the
alkaline residue and soil particles, which prevent the further
hydration reaction [5, 23].

3.2. Effects on the Leaching Characteristic of the Solidified/
Stabilized Specimen. 'e leaching characteristics of the
solidified/stabilized specimen are investigated with consid-
eration of different influencing factors. 'e effects of the
alkaline residue content on the leaching characteristics are
typically shown in Figure 6.

As shown in Figure 6, the leached Pb2+ concentrations
are extremely high when alkaline residue contents are at
low ranges and will decrease with the increase of the
alkaline residue content. Notable decreasing magnitude
of 94%–98% can be observed at the alkaline residue
content of 30% and curing time of 28 d, which is of great
importance to the engineering practice. 'is significant
improvement of the leaching characteristic of the spec-
imen is mainly attributed to the adsorption of Pb2+ by
the generated hydration products [14]. Besides, Pb2+

could react with OH− and CO3
2+ in such alkaline envi-

ronment leading to the formation of precipitates with Pb2
+ adsorbing on the particle surface. Moreover, Pb2+ can
partially replace Ca2+ in CaO·SiO2·nH2O (C-S-H) and
then be fixed in the reticular structure of silicate repre-
sented as C-Pb-S-H [21, 22, 24, 25].

'e effects of the curing time on the leaching charac-
teristics of the solidified/stabilized specimen are presented in
Figure 7.

In Figure 7, the leached Pb2+ concentration decreases
with the curing time increasing. Notable decreasing
magnitude of 89%–98% can be observed before 28-day
curing at the alkaline content of 30%. After this, the
evolution of the leached Pb2+ concentration becomes stable
until 90-day curing is reached.'is is because the hydration
process will be improved and fully developed with the
curing time increasing. 'e hydration products like CSH
will be generated and effectively immobile the Pb2+ in such
high alkaline environment provided by alkaline residue,
which contributes to the improvement of the leaching
characteristics of the specimen. Based on this result, it can
be concluded that the leaching characteristics of the
specimen can be improved in a short time due to the
existence of the alkaline residue.

One point should be paid attention in Figures 6 and 7 is
that the leaching characteristics of the specimen are strongly
dependent on the initial Pb2+ concentration in the specimen.
For further analysis, the evolutions of the leached Pb2+
concentration with the initial Pb2+ concentration in the
specimen are shown in Figure 8.

Results in Figure 8 suggest that the leached Pb2+ con-
centration is extremely high for the specimen with higher
initial Pb2+ concentration and will increase with the increase
of the initial Pb2+ concentration in the specimen, which is
attributed to the retardation of the hydration process, as well
as the limitation of the immobilized capacity, due to the
existence of the Pb2+ in the specimen [24, 25].

3.3.MicrostructureAnalysis. For explanation of the strength
and leaching characteristics of the solidified/stabilized
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Figure 5: Evolutions of the UCS with the initial Pb2+ concentrations of the specimen. Alkaline residue contents of (a) 10% and (b) 30%.
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specimens under different conditions (alkaline residue
content, curing time, and initial Pb2+ concentration), the
SEM technique is adopted to perform the microstructural
analysis as shown in Figure 9.

As shown in Figure 9, hydration products like cotton-
like C-S-H, calcite drusy, and portlandite are presented
in the solidified/stabilized specimen due to the physical-
chemical reactions between the alkaline residue and
soil [26]. Pb2+ will be immobilized in C-S-H through
physical adsorption/encapsulation and chemical single

displacement reactions. Ca2+ contained in C-S-H will be
substituted by Pb2+ resulting in the decrease of the
strength and increase of the chemical connection between
Pb2+ and hydration products. Pb-CSH gel could be ob-
served on the surface of the soil particles, which implies
the effective immobilization of Pb2+ in the specimen
[27, 28]. Additionally, densification of the microstructure
is clearly presented due to the massive formation of the
hydration products. With the increase of alkaline residue
content and curing time, the hydration process will be
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promoted resulting in more hydration products. Based on
these complicated physical-chemical reactions in the
specimen, the strength and leaching characteristics will be
effectively improved.

4. Conclusions

'e strength and leaching characteristics, as well as the
microstructural characteristic of the alkaline residue

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9: Microstructural characteristics of the specimens tested under different conditions. (a) AR10+ Pb1 (28 d). (b) AR30 + Pb1 (28 d).
(c) AR30 + Pb3 (28 d). (d) AR30 + Pb1 (90 d).
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solidified/stabilized Pb-contaminated soil, were experi-
mentally investigated in the present work. Some main
conclusions can be summarized as follows:

(1) 'e UCS of the treated specimen increased with the
increase of the alkaline residue content. 'e UCS of
the treated specimen increased with the curing time
increasing. Notable increasing magnitude was ob-
served at the early period of curing followed by
a slight increase in the long curing period. 'e in-
crease of the initial Pb2+ concentration in the
specimen resulted in a notable decrease of the UCS.

(2) Leached Pb2+ concentration after the TCLP test
decreased with the increase of the alkaline residue
content and curing time, while increased with the
increase of the initial Pb2+ concentration in the
specimen. 'e higher initial Pb2+ concentration in
the specimen will result in more notable increase of
the leached Pb2+ concentration.

(3) Microstructural analysis performed by the SEM
technique confirmed the existence of CSH, calcite,
portlandite, and other hydration products in the
solidified/stabilized specimen. 'e amount of the
hydration products, as well as the density and in-
tegrity of the specimen, increased with the increase
of alkaline residue content and curing time.
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An indispensable process of geotechnical modeling with transparent soils involves capturing and analyzing images, in which
favorable transparency is required for optical measurements. +is paper proposes an objective framework for quantification of
transparency in transparent soil based on its transmittance. Specifically, transparent soil with fused quartz serves as the soil sample
for the detection of transmittance, and transmittance’s impact on imaging quality in geotechnical modeling with transparent soil is
investigated through an evaluation function of image clarity. According to the results of research about transparent soil with fused
quartz, viewing depth and refractive index matching are the dominant factors that affect variations in transmittance of transparent
soil, and the variations of transmittance are subjected to exponential decay regarding viewing depth or refractive index matching
based on the theoretical modeling’s function of curve fitting. Moreover, experimental results indicate that imaging quality of
geotechnical modeling with transparent soil is enhanced with increasing transmittance, and imaging quality shows a remarkable
improvement when transmittance is greater than 90%.

1. Introduction

For geotechnical testing, transparent soil is perceived as
a model to visualize the internal geotechnical properties,
such as deformation, strain, and flow [1]. It is a porous
medium, which consists of a transparent surrogate rep-
resenting natural soil and fluids with a matched refractive
index. Transparent soil provides approaches for geotech-
nical modeling of soil-structure interactions and multi-
phase flow in soils [2]. Pioneering researchers of
transparent soil introduced precipitated silica to investigate
non-Newtonian fluid flow [3] and conducted further re-
search on the geotechnical properties of low-plasticity clay
[4, 5]. Over time, other families of transparent soils have
been developed for geotechnical testing, including silica gel
[6], hydrogel [7], fused quartz [8], and laponite [9]. In
addition to investigation of soil-structure interaction
mechanisms and hydraulic behavior, notable work has
recently extended geotechnical applications of transparent
soils to centrifuge tests [10], soil mechanics lessons in

elementary schools [11], and research involving geo-
environmental models [12].

In addition to the ability of transparent soil to model
natural soil, visualization of the transparent soil is of equal
importance to application in geotechnical testing. An in-
dispensable process of modeling with transparent soil in-
volves capturing and analyzing images. By capturing
continuous images in noninvasive measurements, including
digital image correlation (DIC), transparent soil techniques
rival apparatuses such as X-rays, computerized tomography
(CT), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [13]. DIC
serves as a methodology of image analysis for measurement
of kinematics within transparent soils [14], in which
transparency is required.

To determine a favorable level of transparency for optical
measurements, the transparency of transparent soil has been
evaluated in recent studies. For example, grid lines were
observed through some viewing depth of transparent soil to
rank different levels of transparency for possible analysis
[15]; an adapted Snellen chart was utilized in an “eye test”
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calibration for viewing decreasing font-sized letters through
transparent soils to estimate the transparency that is
available for visualization [16]. However, the conventional
methodology of the above assessments is subjective and
nonquantitative and infers variable levels of acceptable
transparency for visualization of transparent soils. +us,
a comprehensive, objective, quantitative, and robust
framework of transparency assessment awaits development.
Recently, the modulation transfer function (MTF) has been
proposed for quantitative assessment and comparison of
transparency [17].

However, MTF is determined according to the fidelity of
transferred details from object to image, which involves an
overall imaging capability of the whole optical system, which
is characterized by not only transparency of transparent soil
but also the photographic apparatus. Hence, in order to
provide observations of how transparency affects the ac-
curacy of imaging and measurement in transparent soil, the
purpose of this research is to quantitatively evaluate the
transparency of transparent soil itself. If such a framework of
evaluation is developed for the optical characteristics of
transparent soil, it shall provide guidance for modeling
experiments of transparent soil to reduce limitations on
geometry and refractive index matching.

Specifically, in this paper, an objective framework for
quantification of transparency based on transmittance is
established by combining geotechnical engineering and
optics. First, the calculationmethod of transmittance and the
experimental setup for detecting transmittance is proposed
so that transmittance data of transparent soil are acquired.
Second, it is suggested that variations of transmittance are
subjected to exponential decay, which is well explained by
the principle of the Christiansen effect. And such obser-
vation of transmittance shall provide approaches to im-
proving transparency quality of transparent soil. +ird, for
experiments of detecting transmittance for different trans-
parent soil samples, experimental results and digital images
demonstrate the relationship between transmittance and
imaging quality of visualization in transparent soil. +e
relationship between transmittance and imaging clarity is
investigated using an evaluation function of the digital
image.

2. Objective Framework for Quantification of
Transparency in Transparent Soil
Based on Transmittance

2.1. Transmittance. Transmittance defines the property that
a substance permits transmitted light to pass through, while
incident light is partially absorbed or scattered. It is the
mathematical description of transparency. +e theory of
radiometry indicates that transmittance T is the luminous
flux ratio of transmitted light φt to incident light φi [18],
which is expressed as

T �
φt

φi
. (1)

+e luminous flux refers to the power of electromagnetic
radiation, which is modified due to varied sensitivity of the
human eye to different wavelengths of light. It is calculated
by a luminosity function regarding the issue. In the lumi-
nosity function, luminous efficacy is the weighting co-
efficient that represents the ratio of the luminous flux to the
radiant flux. For a certain wavelength of light, the luminous
flux φ is expressed as

φ � KλP, (2)

where Kλ refers to the weighting coefficient at wavelength λ
and P refers to the radiant flux. Based on (1) and (2),
transmittance is denoted by the following equation:

T �
Pt

Pi
, (3)

where Pt and Pi refer to the radiant flux of transmitted and
incident light, respectively. Hence, the calculation method is
capable of acquiring transmittance using optical measure-
ments of a laser power meter in the experimental setup.

2.2. Measurement Method for Transmittance

2.2.1. Material. In the experimental setup, fused quartz,
which is common in manufacturing, is applied as the solid
particle of transparent soil. During the manufacturing
process, fused quartz is highly purified by melting at ap-
proximately 2000°C and is formed by crystalline silica with
a purity level of 99.9% to 99.95% [1]. Specifically, for the
selected fused quartz in this research, it is shown in Figure 1
that the particle size ranges from 2.00 to 2.80mm. At each
wavelength of visible light, transmittance of fused quartz is
well beyond 90%. +e refractive index of fused quartz is
reported as 1.4585 [19].

Fused quartz aggregate is matched with a blend of two
oils, namely, 15# PURITY FG WO white mineral oil pro-
duced by Petro-Canada and EI solvent oil produced by
TEACSOL. Both oils are transparent as well as colorless,
with the physical properties that are listed in Table 1.

As listed in Table 1, higher flashing points of flamma-
bility indicate that the oils are safe to use under normal
laboratory conditions at room temperature. Since the
density of mineral oil is similar to that of EI oil, mixtures of
such two oils are well blended. +e refractive index of well-
blended oils changes with the specific blending ratio to
achieve different levels of refractive index matching. +e
refractive index is then measured by implementation of
a 2WAJ refractometer with a precision of 0.0002. However,
there is considerable variation in the refractive index of
matching liquids at different temperatures [20]. To in-
vestigate the variation of the refractive index due to changing
temperature, configuration of the DK-S18 water bath and
circulating pump is connected to the refractometer for
maintaining a constant temperature of the matching liquid
[8, 21]. On the basis of the Arago-Biot function [22], the
relationship between the resulting refractive index and
blending ratio is expressed by the following equation:
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n12 � λ θn1 +(1− θ)n2  + g, (4)

where n12, n1, and n2 refer to the refractive index of blended
liquids, the first matching liquid, and the second matching
liquid, respectively; θ refers to the volume fraction of the first
matching liquid; and λ or g refers to the coefficient de-
termined by temperature. Specifically,n12 represents the
refractive index of blended oils and θ represents the volume
fraction of the 15# white mineral oil. For the following
experiment, the room temperature is strictly maintained as
20°C using an air conditioner, whereas λ and g are exper-
imentally determined as 1.0159 and −0.0232 based on the
calculation of the blending ratio.

2.2.2. Experimental Apparatus. For optical measurements,
the layout of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 2(a),
which involves a laser transmitter that emits 532 nm laser
light, a test chamber, a detector of light power, and a laser
power meter for detecting transmitter light power. As also
shown in Figures 2(b) and 2(c), the test chambers provide
desirable ranges of viewing depth, and a cuvette or acrylic
glass box serves as the test chamber, with identical wall
thickness on each side. When a light beam from a laser
transmitter passes through transparent soil in the test
chamber, the radiant flux of transmitted light Pt is measured.
+en, the radiant flux of incident light Pi is measured
without transparent soil in the test chamber. Pt and Pi are
measured from multiple incident positions of light at one
side of the test chamber. +e side of the test chamber for
incident light was switched over for each measurement of
the transparent soil sample. Specifically, the incident posi-
tions of light are located roughly equidistant. In this way, 16
pairs of Pt and Pi are acquired for eachmeasurement. On the
basis of the 16 pairs of experimental results, the average
results of transmittance are calculated. Moreover, the con-
fidence interval of the average transmittance is also denoted
as the error bar in the figures.

2.3. Variation in Transmittance

2.3.1. Principle of the Christiansen Effect. To investigate the
variation in transmittance of transparent soil and to analyze
the qualitative relationship between the factors (that affect
the variation in transmittance) and the transmittance, the
principle of Christiansen effect is proposed for the curve
fitting of experimental results of transmittance of trans-
parent soil. Preparation of transparent soil should ensure
that the transparent substance is immersed in the refractive
index matching liquid, which is also involved in the process
of producing transparent media in the experiment of the
Christiansen effect [23]. Numerous solid-liquid interfaces
exist within such transparent media. For incident light with
a specific wavelength on the solid-liquid interface, the
principle of the Christiansen effect indicates that when
dispersion curves of solid and liquid coincide at specific
wavelength, incident light in Christiansen experiment is
mostly transmitted [24]. Either the optical interference or
the scattering results in attenuation of transmitted light in
the Christiansen effect. +e theory of the Christiansen ex-
periment is concluded from optical interference [24], and it
states that the transmittance of transparent media undergoes
exponential decay. Particularly within transparent soil, in-
cident light is scattered and refracted consecutively on
multiple solid-liquid interfaces while transmitted light is
attenuated. Assuming that inhomogeneity of random
packing in solid particles has a Gaussian distribution in the
refractive index [25], a modified equation of the Raman
Varshneya [26] method is derived as follows:

T � exp −
k1
2π2 ns − nl 

2
+ k2 d

λ2m

⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭, (5)

where ns and nl refer to the refractive index of the solid and
liquid, respectively; k1 refers to the coefficient that is
modified by the size, shape, and distribution of the solid
particle; k2 refers to the coefficient that is modified by the
shape and volume fraction of the solid particle; d refers to the
transmitted thickness or viewing depth; and λm refers to the
matching wavelength at which the solid and liquid refractive
indexes are matched.

+e principle of the Christiansen effect is the theoretical
basis of this research that explains the factors that affect
transmittance in optical measurements of transparent soil.
With a consistent combination of grain size gradation and
compactness within transparent soil, the subsequent impacts
of size, shape, and distribution of solid particles are neglected
in the following analysis. Besides, themodified equation of the
Raman Varshneya method shall be utilized to provide ob-
servations into the function of curve fitting of the factors and
to provide explanations on statistical parameter’s physical
meaning. +erefore, coefficients k1 and k2 remain constant
for the same transparent soil sample. For the experimental
setup in this study, the wavelength of transmitted light is
maintained constant as 532 nm. +erefore, the viewing depth
d and the refractive index matching (ns − nl) are the main
factors that affect transmittance, and they are analyzed in
following verification experiments. For transparent soil with

Table 1: Physical properties of the pore fluid.

Matching liquid Flashing
point (°C)

Density
(kg/L)

Refractive
index (at 20°C)

15# white mineral oil 180 0.847 1.4662
EI solvent oil 83 0.796 1.4380

Figure 1: Selected particle of fused quartz.
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fused quartz and mineral oil, the experiments are set up to
validate that the transmittance of transparent soil is subjected
to exponential decay due to viewing depth d and refractive
index matching (ns − nl).

2.3.2. Impact of Viewing Depth. Assuming that viewing
depth d is the single variable in (5), expression of trans-
mittance T is simplified as

T � e
−Kd

, (6)

where K refers to the attenuation coefficient. In practice, (6)
is also deduced from the Beer–Lambert law [27]. According
to the Beer–Lambert law, the light that is absorbed by
a substance is proportional to its transmitted thickness. In
particular, transmitted thickness is identified as the viewing
depth in this research. Figure 3 reveals the relationship
between transmittance T and viewing depth d. For in-
vestigated transparent soil with fused quartz, the attenuation
coefficient K is calculated to be 0.0021mm−1 based on
verification of experimental data. However, deviation ranges
exist in the transmittance results, and the confidence interval
of mean transmittance is denoted as the error bar in Figure 3.

2.3.3. Impact of Refractive Index Matching. A refractive
index matching technique has been applied in various fields
of study, including granular media and riverbeds [28].
Further research has also sought to establish a methodology
of assessment for allowable refractive index mismatch [22].
In this analysis, to investigate the impact of refractive index
matching on transmittance, the matching liquid is prepared
with various oil mix ratios to achieve different levels of

refractive index matching (ns − nl). However, considering
that a refractive index of fused quartz ns remains consistent
at room temperature of 20°C, changes in the resulting re-
fractive index of matching liquid nl represent refractive
index matching. Assuming that the refractive index of
matching liquid nl is the single variable in (5), expression of
transmittance T is simplified as

T � e
K1n

2
l +K2nl+K3 , (7)

where K1, K2, and K3 refer to the coefficients that are de-
termined by the fitted curve. In Figure 4, the curve fitting
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Figure 3: Relationship of transmittance T to viewing depth d.
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Figure 2: Layout of the experimental apparatus and test chambers.
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results demonstrate that the transmittance reaches a peak
value with the best match of the refractive index matching,
whereas there are dips of transmittance as a result of the
refractive index mismatch. In general, the impact of re-
fractive index matching is well described by the exponential
decay of principle of the Christiansen effect.

3. Relationship between Transmittance and
Imaging Quality

3.1. Evaluation Function of Image Clarity. Transmittance
describes transparency mathematically, and it is the fidelity
in optical measurement of transparent soil that quantifi-
cation of transparency counts for. +us, it is necessary to
establish the relationship between transmittance and eval-
uation function of image clarity. For digital image processing
of transparent soil, image clarity is the primary concern of
DIC precision [29] because captured images within trans-
parent soil consist of different intensities at different pixel
positions, which allow for identification. Improved image
clarity of image texture is associated with a greater degree of
variation in pixel intensity. For example, image intensity
changes with the degree of saturation of transparent soil
[30–32], with unsaturated transparent soil yielding degraded
optical clarity.

Accordingly, the variation in pixel intensity is estimated
by the intensity gradient in this research. +e intensity
gradient is calculated by the Sobel operator, which is
prevalently adopted in the image processing technique of
edge detection. It calculates the norm of the vector at each
pixel of the digital image. By computing the approximated
norm of the image gradient at the pixel position (x, y) in the
horizontal and vertical directions, the Sobel operator is
usually less computationally expensive with an isotropic
3× 3 kernel. However, approximations of the derivatives can
be defined at higher or lower degrees of accuracy by different
kernels. In this paper, the experimental data demonstrate

that the approximated results of the isotropic 3× 3 gradient
Sobel operator are sufficient for distinguishing between
different levels of the evaluation function, which corre-
sponds to fidelity in the optical measurements.

As a gradient-based sharpness function in digital pho-
tography, the evaluation function E of image clarity of
transparent soil is adapted from the Sobel operator. A digital
image withW ×H pixels is shown in Figure 5, and the pixel
position (x, y) is determined in the following calculations.

Initially, the image intensity of pixel position (x, y) is
denoted as f(x, y). A(x, y) is the 3× 3 matrix that describes
image intensity around pixel position (x, y) in a 3× 3 pixel
region. +en, 3× 3 kernels are utilized in the Sobel operator
to convolve with the image intensity A(x, y). As a result, the
image gradient vectors at pixel position (x, y) in the hori-
zontal and vertical directions are acquired as Gx(x, y) and
Gy(x, y) in (8) and (9), resp.:

Gx(x, y) �

−1 0 1

−2 0 2

−1 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦∗A(x, y), (8)

Gy(x, y) �

−1 −2 −1
0 0 0
1 2 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦∗A(x, y), (9)

where ∗ represents a 2-dimensional signal that computes
convolution. In other words, ∇f(x, y) is calculated as

∇f(x, y) � Gx(x, y), Gy(x, y) . (10)

Meanwhile, |∇f(x, y)| refers to an approximated
modulus of the image gradient vector at pixel position (x, y)
in a 3× 3 pixel region. +us, |∇f(x, y)| is calculated by an
image intensity vector from a convolution of the Sobel
operator in both the horizontal and vertical directions as
follows:

|∇f(x, y)| �
������������������

Gx(x, y)
2 + Gy(x, y)

2


, (11)

where Gx(x, y) and Gy(x, y) refer to the result of the
discrete differentiation operator at pixel position (x, y) in
the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.

+e approximated modulus of the image gradient
|∇A(x, y)| lays the foundation of evaluation function E.
Evaluation function E is designated to establish different
levels of image clarity. Considering that the mean intensity
gradient is proposed to evaluate speckle pattern quality in
DIC [33], the evaluation function E is defined as the mean
square of the norm of the image gradient at all pixels in the
captured image, denoted as follows:

E � 
W

x�1


H

y�1

|∇f(x, y)|2

N
, (12)

where N refers to the sum of pixels in the digital image. In
addition, it is noted that the evaluation function given in (12)
is sensitive to changes of intensity. Consequently, for
comparison between different levels of image clarity, the
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Figure 4: Relationship of transmittance T to refractive index
matching.
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evaluation function E is normalized as EN in unit-based
normalization, expressed as follows:

EN �
E

Emax
, (13)

where EN refers to the normalized evaluation function and
Emax is determined by the evaluation function of image
clarity with no degradation in transparent soil. Image clarity
of transparent soil is quantitatively evaluated using the
normalized evaluation function EN.

3.2. Relevance of Transmittance to the Normalized Evaluation
Function for Transparent Soil with Fused Quartz. As shown
in Figure 6, the relevance of transmittance to image clarity is
revealed by the relationship between transmittance T and
the normalized evaluation function EN. Such relevance is
investigated for transparent soil with fused quartz. In detail,
grid lines are uniformly printed on paper but are viewed
through transparent soil with varied depth. Different sizes of
the acrylic glass box are utilized for the test chamber con-
taining the transparent soil to determine the viewing depth.
For various viewing depths, images of grid lines are captured
by a Nikon D7000 digital camera with a 50mm f/1.8D lens.
Such photographic equipment produces images with

a resolution of 4928× 3264 pixels by an aperture of f/22, an
exposure time of 5 s, and ISO100. For digital image pro-
cessing, the digital images are cut to the same size for cal-
culation of the evaluation function EN that defines the image
clarity. To capture digital images ①∼⑤ in Figure 6, con-
figuration of the photographic equipment and alignment of
the optical system are made consistent in eachmeasurement,
while transmittance of the transparent soil sample varies
from case to case. Meanwhile, transmittance T of trans-
parent soil is measured in each case. As a result, the cor-
relation of transmittance to image clarity is revealed by the
relevance of transmittance T to the evaluation function of
EN in Figure 6. Figure 6 includes representative results of
transmittance for varied image clarity of transparent soil at
the viewing depths of 50mm (⑤), 100mm (④), 150mm
(③), and 200mm (②). In addition, when no transparent soil
is in the test chamber, digital image ① is captured and the
transmittance of the test chamber without transparent soil is
detected.

For transparent soil with fused quartz and mineral oil,
the experimental data show a significant increase in image
clarity with transmittance higher than 90% (digital image②
with a transmittance of 90.09 ± 2.22%). In addition, based
on previous research of portraying the level of transparency
[15], the viewing depth of transparent soil in the test was

W pixels

H pixels

f (x,y)Y

X
0

Figure 5: A digital image with W ×H pixels (x ∈ [1,W]; y ∈ [1, H]).
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typically 50mm. +us, the digital image ③ delivers
a transmittance of 67.29 ± 2.59%, which corresponds to
a viewing depth of 50 mm. To draw a conclusion, for some
categories of transparent soil such as the soil sample with
fused quartz, there is a certain calibration curve as shown in
Figure 6 that indicates the relationship between trans-
mittance and imaging quality. And such relationship shall be
of great value in further research into accuracy of digital
image analysis.

4. Conclusions

+e fundamental purpose of this paper is to propose an
objective framework for quantification of transparency in
transparent soil based on transmittance. In this framework,
experimental apparatuses including laser transmitter and
power meter are introduced in the measurement method for
transmittance. Additionally, analysis of transparent soil
property and the principle of the Christiansen effect are
integrated in this paper. +e principle of the Christiansen
effect is proposed to govern the variation in transmittance
and to investigate the impact factors that affect trans-
mittance. Furthermore, the relationship between trans-
mittance and imaging quality is also investigated.

On a basis of experimental results, exponential decay of
transmittance is validated, and the dominant factors that
affect variation in transmittance are viewing depth and
refractive index matching. Besides, according to the rele-
vance of transmittance to the evaluation function of the
intensity variation, imaging quality of geotechnical model-
ing with transparent soil is enhanced with increasing
transmittance, and imaging quality shows a remarkable
improvement when transmittance is greater than 90%.

Above all, the principle of the Christiansen effect pro-
vides guidance for increasing the viewing depth of trans-
parent soil and refining the refractive index matching
technique to improve transparency in transparent soil in
geotechnical modeling. Meanwhile, the relationship between
transmittance and image clarity is established. Such re-
lationship lays a foundation of further research regarding the
accuracy of digital image analysis in transparent soil with
different transmittance.
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+e soil-rock mixture (S-RM) is widely applied in the geotechnical engineering due to its better mechanical properties. +e shear
strength, an essential aspect of S-RM which governs the stability and the deformation, is rather necessary to be revealed properly.
+e extraordinary issue of S-RM compared to fine-grained soils is the grain size effect on the strength analysis.+is paper proposes
a systematic method to obtain the realistic shear strength of S-RM by detecting the rock size effect. Firstly, based on fractal theory,
the rock size was determined as 5mm by the multifractal property of granular size distribution. +en, based on 2 selected
specimen sizes combining the engineering dimension, shear gaps (T) effect and specimen size effect on the shear strength of S-RM
have been investigated. It is shown that the gap of the direct shear test decides the physical mechanism of particles forming the
shear resistance of S-RM based on the variation of apparent cohesion and mobilized internal friction angle. Specimen size effect is
weakened by the gap effect considering the boundary effect. Realistic and stable shear strength parameters of S-RM have been
researched by a reasonable gap (0.2–0.4D, where D is the largest particle size).

1. Introduction

Soil-rock mixture [1] (sand-gravel mixture [2], bimrocks
[3, 4], and gravelly soil [5, 6]) is a kind of special geological
material widely distributed in slopes and landslides and
frequently exists in geotechnical engineering works such as
embankment dam, foundations, and tunnel excavation. Due
to the limited understanding of this special geomaterial, the
prediction of landslides and engineering failure became an
intractable issue recently, and branches of studies have been
carried out. Different from the fine-grained soils, the
oversized particles in the S-RM lead to complicated me-
chanical properties such as the size effect and the structural
effect.

+e S-RM is commonly regarded as a two-phase material
by distinguishing the “soil” and “rock,” and the rock block
content is regarded as the crucial input parameter to evaluate
its mechanical properties [7–9]. It was found that the in-
crease of rock block proportion can increase the strength of

S-RM [10, 11]. Accordingly, for the geomaterials with wide
granular size distributions, the demarcation value between
“soil” and “rock” is the essential physical quantity to un-
derstand the grading properties. However, the demarcation
size of particles in related studies is differently arranged as
2mm [2, 5], 4.75mm [6], or undefined standard [12], which
makes the related results difficult to be compared. Actually,
with the increase of large particle size, the fixed “rock” size is
not adaptive to calculate the rock proportion of S-RM. For
this question, Medley [3] empirically found that bimrocks
such as mélanges are scale independent in terms of engi-
neering dimension—a fractal-like characteristic—and pro-
posed that rock size in bimrocks is 0.05

��
A

√
, where A is the

engineering dimension. It is assumed that the strength and
deformation parameters determined for S-RMwith a certain
rock proportion can be applied for preliminary engineering
design with similar rock proportion depending on the en-
gineering dimension [13]. A series of empirical approaches
of artificial S-RM based on the laboratory test have been
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conducted [7–9], which consider the relative volumetric
proportion determined by the characteristic dimension
0.05

��
A

√
. +e rock size considering the researching di-

mension is more reasonable to evaluate the effect of rock
blocks. Nevertheless, it still possesses the insufficiency which
targets at the self-similar regularity of “rock” size, neglecting
the description of overall particle size distribution. For in-
stance, the number of blocks in engineering dimension may
be different depending on the block size even if volumetric
block proportions are the same [9]. In addition, for some
coarse-grained soils naturally existed or artificially applied in
engineering, the largest particle size is limited with engi-
neering dimension. +at is to say, an effective method to
describe the granular size distribution is vital for the study of
S-RM. Only if these questions have been demonstrated, the
related research results can be well referred for engineering
design effectively.

+e shear strength parameters are valuable for design
and failure prediction of engineering, and related laboratory
investigations have been carried out to understand the shear
behavior of S-RM. Based on the in situ shear test, Zhang et al.
[14] found that the existence of rock blocks makes the
deformation modulus and the internal friction angle of
S-RM greater than that of the soil sample, while decreasing
its cohesive force.+e fracture plane in S-RM, often rounded
rocks and formed in soil, is shown in an irregular shape
because of the existence of rock blocks [15]. It was reported
that the mechanical behavior of coarse-grained soils is
influenced by the cemented properties [16]. +e influence of
particle size on the shear strength of coarse-grained soils,
subjected to different gradation of the specimen, was in-
vestigated by numerical and experimental direct shear tests
[17]. It is widely believed that the shear resistance of soil is
affected by various factors, such as soil type, compactness,
and grading properties. Most importantly, no matter what
the kind of research purpose of S-RM is, the laboratory test
method is definitely vital for acquiring the strength prop-
erties [18]. +e direct shear test, adopted in this study due to
simplicity and convenience, possesses some shortcomings
such as the fixed failure plane and the nonuniform stress and
deformation in the shear box. +e shear resistance of
gravelly soils basically originates from sliding of particles
and particle rolling, so the formation of the shear band
closely depends on specimen size and shear gap dimension
which represents the opening between shear box halves. And
it is reported that the formation of the shear band is the
important cause of the scale effect [19].

However, according to the author’s knowledge, only few
articles about shear gap effect on shear strength of coarse-
grained materials have been published [20]. Shibuya et al.
[21] pointed out that the space between the upper box and
lower box should be maintained at a constant value slightly
larger than the thickness of a free shear band (approximately
10–20 times D50 for the sands). If the opening between shear
box halves is too small, a portion of rock particles within the
specified shear band will have crush and fracture failures,
which causes the overestimation of actual shear resistance of
the coarse-grained soil, while a large opening causes stress
reduction and material loss at the specimen edge. To this

end, this work attempts to acquire the reasonable shear gap
of S-RM in the direct shear test, which is meaningful to
obtain the more realistic strength.

2. The Fractal Structure of S-RM Gradation

+e first aspect of size effect in S-RM is the particle size
distributions (PSDs), which can be applied to predict its
mechanical and physical properties. +e existence of gravels
decides the nonlinear characteristics in PSD of S-RM. Figure 1
presents the original size distribution of S-RMgenerated in the
tunnel excavation in Xuzhou, China.+emixture contains the
clayey matrix, gravel, and rock blocks, and the largest particle
size of the samples is 60mm by eliminating the oversize rock
block. It can be analyzed that the traditional Talbot grading
curve is not effective to depict the size grading properties
because of the wide range of size distribution of S-RM.

+e fractal theory was mainly used to explain the
complex phenomenon in nature, which has also been ap-
plied in the geotechnical fields [22]. By using the cumulative
solid mass distribution, the fractal representation of PSDs of
soils was proposed [23], and the relation between fractal
dimension and rock block size was discussed [24]. +e
fractal properties in two dimensions can be presented as
follows [24]:

A(r>R) � Ca 1−
R

λa
 

2−D
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦, (1)

where R is the certain particle size, r is the granular size of
S-RM, A is the cumulative area of particles whose sizes are
over R, Ca is the shape factor, λa is the largest particle size,
and D is the fractal dimension of granularity.

Taking the question into consideration,

V(r>R) � Cm 1−
R

λm
 

3−D
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦, (2)

where Cm is the shape factor, V is the cumulative granular
volume of particles whose sizes are over R, and λm is the
granular size. By multiplying the density ρ, the fractal
characteristic based on the granular mass can be obtained as
follows:

M(r>R) � ρCm 1−
R

λm
 

3−D
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦. (3)

Meanwhile, the total mass of S-RMM(r> 0) is presented
as follows:

M(r> 0) � ρCm 1−
0
λm

 

3−D
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ � ρCm. (4)

Consequently,

M(r>R)

M(r> 0)
� 1−

R

λm
 

3−D

. (5)

Taking R as the largest particle size RL in Equation (5), it
is deduced that λm � RL. +e fractal presentation of S-RM
can be obtained as follows [25]:
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M(r<R)

M(r> 0)
�

R

RL
 

3−D

. (6)

+at is to say, the granular size properties can be
characterized by the fractal exponent D if the plot
lg(M(r<R)/MT)− lgR has the linear properties.

As soil is an open and self-organized system, and the
quantity of fractal dimension, connected to evolutionary
environment andmechanical properties, can effectively depict
the gradation structure of S-RM. In order to obtain the fractal
representation of S-RM, 3 series PSDs were calculated based
on the Equation (6), and the average PSDs in Figure 2 is
matched with the curves in Figure 1. +e red solid line, fitted
by the whole plot in Figure 2, indicates that the complexity of
S-RMparticle sizes can be well measured by a fractal exponent
D� 2.31, which confirms the self-similar characteristic of
S-RM. It is noted that the plots in Figure 2 do not strictly
satisfy the strict linear relationship in the whole scale, which
means the multifractal behavior in S-RM. Taking R� 5mm as

the boundary, the granular sizes in the two domains have the
more rigorous fractal features, which can be depicted by
D1 � 2.10 and D2 � 2.59, respectively. By this way, it is pro-
posed that the investigated S-RM has two self-similar size
intervals, which reveal the different spatial structure of S-RM
gradation corresponding to “soil” and “rock.” In this paper,
R� 5mm is regarded as the demarcation (rock size) which is
not associated with the engineering dimension.

3. Experimental Procedure considering
Size Effect

3.1. Determination of Specimen Size. In order to reveal the
strength characteristic of S-RM further, the objective of this
study is to attempt to investigate the proper relationship
between rock block size and shear gap. Based on the size
analysis in Figure 2, the largest particle size of the tested
samples is selected as 10mm, representing the “rock” (5–
10mm), and mass proportion is 28%. +ere has been some
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Figure 1: (a, b) Typical component and particle size distribution of S-RM.
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controversy about the threshold ratio between specimen size
and the characteristic particle size which bring out the size
effect on the shear strength. In order to relatively avoid the
specimen size effect on the testing results [26], the specimen
sizes are determined as 300mm (length, L)× 300mm
(height, H)× 300mm (width, W) and 200mm (radius, R)×

300mm (height, H). Essentially, the size of the largest
particle is larger than 0.05Lc (0.05H/2� 7.5mm), which can
be regarded as the S-RM in engineering dimension [3]. +e
shear test was repeatedly performed based on the same
specimen with little result departure existed in the same test
condition. +e residual strength is adopted to analyze the
strength regularity with gaps as the abrasion and crushing of
sample is little in the iterative test under low stress. In this
case, the strength structural effect of large gravel acting on
the specimen can be ignored and test duration can be re-
duced notably. It is noted that water effect was not taken into
account to reveal the gap effect of S-RM in the present study.
In order to avoid the cores in samples, the S-RMwasmade in
the shear box compacted by 3 layers, respectively.

3.2. Testing Apparatus. +e shear tests were carried out on
the large-frame shear device ADS-500, as shown in Figure 3,
with the corresponding standards in mind (ASTM, ISO,
DIN 18137, part 3). +e shear gap (T) can be adjusted
according to the size of tested soils, and the sample surface
can be selected as the effective surface area which produced
the effective tangential stress of materials.

3.3. Arranging Shear Gaps and Related Parameters. As
known, the failure surface of the soil specimen tested in the
conventional direct shear test is along a straight plane
without a certain thickness, which deviates from the real
deformation and strength properties of the shear zone. On
the one hand, the heterogeneity of stress and deformation is
enhanced by the dislocation of the rock block in the shear
process. Figure 4 presents the nonuniform deformation of

S-RM after the shear process without shear gap, which leads
to the formation of the shear zone which is not a localized
process. On the other hand, the shear strength of a single
rock particle is much greater than that of a contact between
particles in the shear zone.

+e shearing process is achieved by moving the lower
shear box above the guideway, and the upper shear box
subjected to the vertical stress is fixed on the surrounding
frame. In common conditions, the shear boxes are close to
each other without space. In this study, by adding the
prefabricated shim between the upper box and the sur-
rounding frame, the upper box will be raised correspond-
ingly after sample preparation. By this way, following the test
procedure with a shear gap can be accomplished. +e
suggested shear gaps for the test of coarse-grained soils are
not coherent [20, 21, 27], meaning that more work from an
experimental or numerical aspect to discuss relation be-
tween grain size and gap effect is rather needed. In order to
present the gap effect on the strength reduction properties of
S-RM, the shear gaps were arranged from 0mm to 8mm
with an increment amplitude of 2mm in this work as the
largest particle size is 10mm.+en, the flat segment of shear
strength varying with gaps and the regularity of strength
parameters can be obtained, which indicates a suitable gap
considering the rock size effect. +e related information of
direct shear tests of S-RM is presented in Table 1. Con-
sidering the excavated depth of samples, the vertical stresses
are arranged at 100 kPa, 200 kPa, and 300 kPa, respectively,
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Figure 2: +e multifractal properties of SRM.

Figure 3: +e large-frame shear device.

Figure 4: +e nonuniform deformation of S-RM after the shear
process without shear gap.
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and the shear velocity was set as 1.4mm/min for a slow
shearing process [28, 29].

4. Results and Discussion

+e relationship between effective tangential stress and shear
displacement with the shear box of L� 300mm,
W� 300mm, and H� 300mm is presented in Figure 5. +e
curve of tangential stress can be approximately divided into
2 parts of an increased stage and a balanced stage. +e
increased part can be regarded as the elastic strain transfer of
soils which is not a rigid material, and the balanced status
means the formation of shear zone containing the plastic
interaction of particles. With the increment of shear gap, the
decline of shear stress can be easily observed. In the test
of S-RM with lower shear gaps presented in Figures 5(a) and
5(b), the nonlinearity of shear stress curve is very con-
spicuous, and the variation of tangential stress with different
vertical stress levels is not trenchant compared to Figures 5(c)
and 5(d). By this, the systematic analysis needs to be per-
formed to reasonably recognize the size effect induced by the
rock size and thus to propose a suitable testing shear gap for
evaluating the tangential properties of coarse-grained soils
rigorously.

4.1. Gap Effect on the Shear Strength of S-RM. Taking the
residual tangential stress at a shear displacement of 0.1L to be
analyzed, it can be found that the relation between tangential
stress and vertical stress with different gaps satisfies the
Coulomb criterion as shown in Figure 6(a). At the lower
vertical stress (100 kPa), the tangential stress without gaps is
much larger than that with gaps. Although the dispersion of
tangential stress reduces at higher vertical stress (200 kPa
and 300 kPa), the results are overestimated at the smaller
shear gap. It is noted that the tangential stresses with
T� 2mm and T� 4mm are closely connected at different
vertical stresses. +e gap effect on tangential stress at the
same vertical stress is presented in Figure 6(b). Peak tan-
gential stress experiences a decline with the increment of
shear gap from T� 0mm to T� 2mm and is kept at a stable
status with the increment of shear gap changing to T� 4mm.
Accordingly, the reasonable gap dimension can be ensured
as T � 2–4mm. Meanwhile, in order to reveal the mecha-
nism of granular interaction in the shearing process, the
strength parameters, tan(φ), where φ is the internal friction
angle, and cohesion, are obtained as shown in Figure 6(c). As
believed, the internal friction angle is connected to the
particle chain action, and the cohesion is mainly linked to
particle occlusion and particle friction in coarse-grained
soils. It is interesting that the relationship between co-
hesion and tan(φ) is in negative correlation with the in-
crement of gaps, meaning the different particle interaction

mode which forms the shear resistance of S-RM. From
T� 0mm to T� 2mm, the apparent cohesion has an obvious
decrease because the behavior of rock block in the shear
band is transforming from shearing to sliding and rolling.
Apparent cohesion and internal friction are balanced with
T� 2mm and T� 4mm, while the cohesion apparently
decreased lower than 0 in the case of large shear gap with
T� 6mm, which indicates the direct shear test loses the
physical meaning as the specimen within the shear gap
cannot form a normal shear zone. +e tan(φ) increases
obviously when T� 6mm; thus, it can be seen that the
particle chain action provides the prominent sources of
shear resistance of S-RM.

In the small gap, as shown in Figure 4, the location of the
rock in the shear zone is constrained, and the granular
dislocation leads to the nonuniform deformation and the
intense friction formed by applied stress between particles.
In the large gap, the shear resistance is mainly originated by
the granular collusion within the shear band. However, as
shown in Figure 5(d), the residual shear stress decreases with
the increase of shear displacement because the effects of
stress reduction during consolidation and shear would in-
fluence the results, which is probably caused by the collapse
of thematerial at the edge and the structural failure of soils in
the shear band rather. So a reasonable gap is suggested for
testing the realistic strength parameters of S-RM.

+e results derived from another shear box (R� 200mm
and H� 300mm) are shown in Figure 7. As shown in
Figure 7(a), the tangential strength at different vertical
stress levels is sensitive to the gap T, and the tangential stresses
at T� 2mm and T� 4mm are very adjacent. +e relationship
between residual tangential stress and gap T is presented in
Figure 7(b). By comparison with Figure 6(b), the coherent
conclusion can be drawn that the reasonable gap for obtaining
appropriate tangential strength of S-RM is T� 2mm–4mm.
In addition, the relation between cohesion and tan(φ) is
shown in Figure 7(c), which also indicates the different form
of particle interaction to produce the shear resistance of S-RM
with the variation of T. As shown, both the particle chain
action and the particle occlusion have the significant con-
tribution to shear resistance when T� 2mm and T� 4mm. In
other cases, the particle behaviors in the shear zone are de-
viated from the real mechanism of the actual shear zone.

As presented in Figure 8, the failure plane is set in
advance without gap, which restricts the development of the
shear band. Under lower stress levels, as shown in Figure 4,
the dislocation of particles is notable during the shearing
process which leads to the inhomogeneous deformation of
the specimen. Under higher vertical stress, abnormal crush
and failure of the sheared rock block give the unreal strength
parameters, while the contact between particles in a suitable
gap, containing the particle rolling and particle sliding,

Table 1: +e related parameters of the direct shear test of S-RM considering the gap effect.

Largest particle size
Dmax (mm)

Testing scale (mm)
Gap (mm) Vertical stress (kPa) Shear velocity (mm/min) Water content (%)

L W H R H
10 300 300 300 200 300 0/2/4/6/8 100/200/300 1.4 0
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provides the stable resistance indicated by the flat segment in
strength variation with T [20].

4.2. Specimen Size Effect on the Shear Strength of S-RM.
In order to understand the specimen effect on the shear
strength of S-RM, considering the gap effect, we choose the
testing results at a vertical stress of 200 kPa for analysis. It is
shown in Figure 9 that the shear strength reduces with the
increase of specimen size, no matter whether there are gaps
or not. By this, it can be found that the specimen effect with
gap variation corresponds to the previous recognition
without gap effect. Besides, increasing gap dimension can
reduce the specimen size effect on S-RM shear strength
caused by the boundary effect in different shear box sizes,

which can generate the realistic granular mechanism of
shearing coarse-grained soils.

5. Conclusions

+is paper proposes a systematic approach to evaluate the
shear properties of S-RM. By considering the spatial dis-
tribution of particle size, the fractal theory is introduced to
reveal the structural features existed in S-RM. Meanwhile,
the realistic granular interaction in the shear band of S-RM
and the gap effect on the shear strength have been discussed
through experimental results. Based on the direct shear test
considering the rock size effect, the main conclusions can be
stated as follows:
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Figure 5: +e relationship between tangential stress and shear displacement at L� 300mm, W� 300mm, and H� 300mm: (a) T� 0mm,
(b) T� 2mm, (c) T� 4mm, and (d) T� 6mm.
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Figure 7: (a–c) Gap effect on the tangential properties of S-RM
(shear box, R� 200mm and H� 300mm).
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Figure 6: (a–c)+e gap effect on the tangential properties of S-RM
(shear box, L� 300mm, W� 300mm, and H� 300mm).
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(a) +e fractal presentation is a more effective method to
evaluate the PSD of S-RM. +ese special soils with
multifractal properties can be regarded as two-phase
materials, and the distinguished size between “rock”
and “soil” is the demarcation of scale-invariant interval.

(b) +e shear behavior of S-RM is apparently controlled by
the shear gap.With the gap increment, the relationship
between internal friction angle and cohesion is in
negative correlation. Stable and realistic shear strength
of S-RM can be obtained in suitable gaps, and the
specimen size effect also exists with the gap effect.

(c) +e impact of the shear gap on shear strength has
been analyzed from the granular interaction and the
formation of the shear zone. Based on different sizes
of the specimen, the reasonable shear gap of S-RM
which considers rock size distribution with D� 2.31
is determined as 0.2Dmax–0.4Dmax.
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In China, Gaomiaozi (GMZ) bentonite serves as a feasible buffer material in the high-level radioactive waste (HLW) repository,
while its thermal conductivity is seen as a crucial parameter for the safety running of the HLW disposal. Due to the tremendous
amount of heat released by such waste, the thermal conductivity of the buffer material is a crucial parameter for the safety running
of the high-level radioactive waste disposal. For the purpose of improving its thermal conductivity, this research used the graphene
oxide (GO) to modify the pure bentonite and then the nanocarbon-based bentonite (GO-GMZ) was obtained chemically. +e
thermal conductivity of this modified soil has been measured and investigated under various conditions in this study: the GO
content, dry density, and water content. Researches confirm that the thermal conductivity of the modified bentonite is code-
termined by the three conditions mentioned above, namely, the value of GO content, dry density, and water content. Besides, the
study proposes an improved geometric mean model based on the special condition to predict the thermal conductivity of the
compacted specimen; moreover, the calculated values are also compared with the experimental data.

1. Introduction

Burying the high-level radioactive waste (HLW) in a deep
geological disposal (800m–1500m underground) has been
widely accepted as an approach for the permanent disposal of
such waste generated from a nuclear reactor. +e HLW re-
positories generally consist of a multibarrier system, in which
the natural geological barrier and an engineered barrier
system are included. +e buffer material, as a pivotal part of
the engineered barrier, plays a crucial role in keeping the
chronic safety of the HLW repository, from which enough
strength for construction and effective intercept for the ra-
dionuclide can be drawn [1]. Compacted bentonite has been
valued as the feasible buffer material for the HLW repository,
due to its excellent properties of swelling and sealing, the low
permeability, and high retention capability of radionuclides
[2, 3]. In China, a local bentonite named Gaomiaozi (GMZ)
has been selected for this aim [4, 5].

As in the deep geological disposal, the buffer material
can diffuse decay heat generated from the HLW to the host
rock. Literatures show that the ambient temperature could
rise to a peak of 90°C [6] and the maximum temperature
grades could reach 24°C over a buffer material whose
thickness is 35 cm [7]. According to the design criterion
[8–10], the highest temperature in the engineered barrier
system ought not to exceed 100°C because the smectite may
undergo a mineralogical alteration exposed to alkaline/salt
pore fluids at high temperature [11–14]. Both compacted
bentonite and the host rock will undergo a decrease in the
hydraulic, mechanical, and chemical performances be-
cause of these kinds of transformation under the high
temperature which could threaten the safety of the HLW
disposal [13, 15]. +erefore, it is of essence to study the
thermal conductivity of the buffer material and to com-
prehend how it behaves under the given conditions in the
disposal.
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Over the past few decades, previous researches have
been conducted on the thermal conductivity of many
kinds of soil, and calculation models were developed to
predict its thermal conductivity under different condi-
tions [16–18]. +ermal conductivity is the basic property
of a material to conduct heat which depends mainly upon
its composition, pore fluid, density, environment tem-
perature, and texture [19]. Coulon et al. [20] have
measured this property of 18 smectite clays from 14
deposits, and based on these measurement results, they
claimed that the value of the thermal conductivity was
jointly influenced by soil parameters such as the water
content, the dry density, the microstructure of clay
samples, and the mineral composition of the soil as well.
A large volume of measured data has been found in the
works of Zhu et al. [21] on GMZ bentonite, and the
similar conclusion has been drawn. However, the thermal
conductivity of bentonite fails to meet the expected value
even at high density and water content [22–25]. To im-
prove the thermal performance of bentonite as the buffer
material, some admixtures were added physically to
modify its property. Using sand as a modifier was first
reported in Japan [26]. Moreover, results from further
more investigations confirmed that the thermal con-
ductivity of the bentonite-sand mixture will increase as
the sand content increases [27–30]. Nevertheless, the
increasing degree becomes constant or even decreases
with more increasing sand content [25, 31]. Because of
the high thermal conductivity of graphite, Pacovsky [32]
added graphite to Czech RMN bentonite to increase its
thermal conductivity. Michael and Gunter [33] compared
the improvement effect of sand to graphite and found that
using sand as the only admixture is not enough to achieve
suitable thermal conductivity while the addition of 15%
graphite can make the thermal conductivity of the barrier
approximately equal to that of the clay host rock.
Nanocarbon material possesses high specific surface and
strong interface effect which exerts extraordinary me-
chanics and thermal property compared to the macro-
material [34–36]; therefore, the graphene oxide was used
as a proper modifier.

In China, a lot of studies about the basic physical and
chemical properties, hydromechanical behaviour, and soil
water retention characteristics (SWRC) of GMZ bentonite
have been extensively researched during the past few years
[37–44]. Studies on the thermal conductivity of pure ben-
tonite and bentonite-sand mixture have also been carried
out with varied sand content, dry density, and water content
[45–47]. However, few researches consider graphite or other
materials as a modifier to increase the thermal conductivity
of bentonite [48].

In this study, graphene oxide (GO) was added to the
GMZ bentonite, and the thermal conductivity of GO-GMZ
bentonite was measured using the hot wire method. In this
experiment, several factors including GO content, dry
density, and water content of the modified soil were con-
sidered. At last, an empirical model was introduced to
predict the thermal conductivity of compacted GO-GMZ
bentonite in advance.

2. Materials and Method

2.1. Materials. +e GMZ bentonite analysed with the X-ray
diffraction in this test is sampled from Gaomiaozi town-
ship in Northern China. +is light-grey powder consists
of several minerals including 75.4% of montmorillonite,
11.7% of quartz, 7.3% of cristobalite, 4.3% of feldspar,
0.5% of calcite, and 0.8% kaolinite [38]. +e other basic
properties are listed in Table 1 [49].

+e graphene oxide (GO) used in the present work is
produced by Suzhou Tanfeng Graphene Technology Co.,
Ltd (Jiangsu Province, China). It is a drab powder material
whose monolayer ratio is more than 99%. +e structure
schematics of graphite and graphene oxide are pictured
in Figure 1, and its basic properties are listed in Table 2.
Graphene oxide is an important and promising ramifica-
tion of graphite which is obtained by treating graphite with
strong oxidizers and is produced based on the improved
Hummers method [50]. It has been proved that graphene
oxide is nontoxic and biodegradable among all nanocarbon
materials [51].

2.2. Bentonite Modification. In order to obtain GO-GMZ
bentonite, firstly the GMZ bentonite was grafted using 3-
aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES); then, the graft ben-
tonite was modified by using 1-ethyl-3-(dimethylamino)
propylcarbodiimide (EDC) and n-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS)
as an activator. +e modification procedure is showed in
Figure 2. Quantities of 2.5 g GMZ bentonite, 50mL APTES,
and 200mL absolute ethanol (with a purity of 99.7%)
were poured into a 500mL round bottom flask with three
necks.+emixture was heated in a water bath at 80°C for 2 h.
To keep it uniform, the mixture was intensively stirred
(400 rad/min) in the process. +e product was washed with
absolute ethanol for six times and then dried in a vacuum
oven at 60°C. +e dried mass was pulverized and sieved
(200mm sieve). Quantities of 2 g powder, 2.5 g NHS, 2.5 g
EDC, and 20ml GO solution (10mg/mL) were poured into
a 50mL beaker and stirred uniformly for 12 h at room
temperature. After standing, centrifugation, freeze-drying,
and sieving in a 2mm mesh, the GO-GMZ bentonite was
ready to use.

2.3. Specimen Preparation. To obtain the compacted GO-
GMZ bentonite at a certain dry density, its powder was
compressed statically in a steel mould using a 300 kN
electronic universal testing machine (Model CSS-44000,
produced by Changchun Research Institute for Mechani-
cal Science) at a steady displacement rate of 0.2mm/min.
Besides, in order to make the dry density of the specimen
longitudinal uniformly, the compression process was di-
vided into four steps: (1) 1/3 soil powder of the total mass
was compacted to obtain a specimen whose height is 40mm;
(2) the upper surface of the compacted specimen was
carefully scratched with a thin steal stick; (3) the next 1/3 soil
powder of the total mass was poured and compacted to form
another soil segment; and (4) repeat steps 2 and 3 until the
height of the compacted soil rises up to its target height
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(i.e., 120mm). Once the dry density of bentonite reached the
desirable value (1.7Mg/m3, 1.8Mg/m3, and 1.9Mg/m3), the
press on bentonite will stop and be kept still for 1 hour to
avoid resilience. +e sample is 50mm in diameter and
120mm high.

2.4. Measurement Method

2.4.1. Apparatus and Test Principle. Usually, two main
kinds of laboratory techniques, steady-state methods [52, 53]
and unsteady methods [54, 55], are utilized to measure the
thermal conductivity of many kinds of materials. In this
study, the thermoprobe method, as one of the unsteady
methods, is adopted to measure the thermal conductivity of
compacted GO-GMZ bentonite using a Decagon Device
KD2 PRO thermal analyser (Figure 3). It is composed of
a thermal needle probe, a cable, and a controller. +rough
monitoring heat dissipation of linear heat resource under
specific voltage, the thermal conductivity of materials can be
calculated and displayed on the controller’s screen (ASTMD
5334-00, 2000). After the insertion of the thermoprobe
which is 1.28mm in diameter and 120mm long into the soil,
the thermal conductivity can be obtained by heating the soil
and monitoring temperature variation during the heat
transfer.

2.4.2. Test Procedure. To ensure the smooth insertion of the
thermoprobe, a hole sized 1.3mm in diameter and 120mm
in depth is drilled into the middle of the specimen with
a gimlet before testing. To avoid a small gap between the soil
and thermoprobe which may influence the heat transfer,
a thin layer of thermal grease was smeared on the surface
of the thermoprobe. After that, it was inserted into the
hole. Figure 3 shows the measuring operation and the KD2
analyser instrument. In the measurement, the controller was
first balanced for 30 seconds, and the sample was then heated
with the probe for another 30 seconds. +e thermal con-
ductivity was computed according to the cooling rate of the
probe during the heat transmission. To ensure the accuracy
of the experiment data, the testing values of repeated
measurements were averaged as the final value.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Influence of GO Content on ;ermal Conductivity. To
figure out the enhancement of thermal conductivity of
GO-GMZ bentonite, various GO contents (between 0 and
50%wt.) were used in the process of modification. +e
test results are illustrated in Figure 4, which shows a clear
change of the thermal conductivity with different GO
contents. According to the experimental data, the thermal
conductivity shows apparent increases with greater dry
density of GO content. Generally, the relation between the
thermal conductivity and GO content can be formulated as
a quadratic function with different dry densities: 1.7Mg/m3,
1.8Mg/m3, and 1.9Mg/m3. As seen from the results, values
of thermal conductivity range from 0.864W/(mK) to
21.662W/(mK) as GO content increases from 0% to 50%
in given conditions. +is attributes to the better heat

Table 1: Basic properties of GMZ01 bentonite.

Chemical component SiO2, Al2O3, and H2O
Specific gravity (mg/m3) 2.66
Alkaline coefficient 1.14
pH value 8.68–9.86
Liquid limit (%) 276
Plastic limit (%) 37
Plastic index 239
Total specific surface area (m2/g) 570
Cation exchange capacity (cmol/kg) 77.30
Main exchange cations (cmol/kg) Na+ (43.36); 1/2 Ca2+ (14.57); 1/2 Mg2+ (6.17); K+ (2.51)

(a)

OO

OH

OH

OH

O
HOOC

OH

COOH

(b)

Figure 1: +e structure schematic of (a) graphite and (b) graphene oxide.

Table 2: Basic properties of graphene oxide (GO).
Purity (wt.%) >99
+ickness (nm) 0.6–1.0
Layers 1–2
Particle diameter (μm) 0.5–5
Specific surface area (m2/g) 1000–1217
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conduction behaviour of GO whose thermal conductivity is
129W/(mK), much higher than that value of the pure
bentonite. +e thermal conductivity-GO content quadratic
relationship at different dry densities can be expressed as
follows:

λ � 0.38E− 3 × ω2
GO + 0.23 × ωGO + 0.29 for

ρd � 1.7 Mg/m3
R
2

� 0.93 ,

λ � 1.57E− 3 × ω2
GO + 0.23 × ωGO + 0.39 for

ρd � 1.8 Mg/m3
R
2

� 0.96 ,

λ � 3.60E− 3 × ω2
GO + 0.16 × g + 1.42 for

ρd � 1.9 Mg/m3
R
2

� 0.97 ,

(1)

where λ is the thermal conductivity (W/(mK)), ωGO is the
GO content of the specimens, ρd represents the dry density

of compacted GO-GMZ bentonite (Mg/m3), and R2 is the
correlation coefficient. As can be seen from the equations,
the second-order coefficient for each equation increases with
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Figure 2: +e schematic diagram of preparation of GO-GMZ bentonite.
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Figure 3: Measurement of thermal conductivity.
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Figure 4:+e thermal conductivity and graphite/GO content in the
present study (ω � 10%) and available data in published literatures.
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the increase of dry density which maybe because of the
increasing contact area between the bentonite and GO
particles.

+ough the measured data in this study are insufficient
enough to draw a perfect relationship between several
parameters, the work had been done in literatures and the
good fitting result provides convincing evidence for the
conclusion. Some researchers use graphite to improve the
thermal conductivity of bentonite physically, and similar
patterns can be found in Czech RMN bentonite [32],
Montigel bentonite [33], and GMZ bentonite [48]. Num-
bers of experiment results of this study and other literatures
have been illustrated in Figure 4. +is figure shows the
values of GO and graphite content range from 0% to 50%,
while values of the dry density of different compacted
bentonites range from 1.4Mg/m3 to 1.9Mg/m3 in different
researches. After comparison, the thermal conductivity of
bentonite-graphite mixture can range from 0.56W/(mK) to
9.7W/(mK) under different experiment conditions which
is obviously lower than that of GO-GMZ bentonite.
Probable reasons for this situation might be that (1) the
thermal conductivity of GO nanoplatelets is higher than the
bulk of graphite because of its single-layer structure [35, 56]
and the increase in the interlayer coupling because of
covalent interactions provided by the oxygen atoms and (2)
the bentonite used in this study has been changed chem-
ically with GO, leading to a better heat conduction be-
haviour. However, the relationship between the thermal
conductivity of the mixture and the graphite content agrees
with the modified bentonite: the higher the graphite
content, the higher the value of thermal conductivity for
the bentonite-graphite mixture. +is maybe because the
thermal conductivity of graphite is more than 10 times than
that of pure bentonite [48]. Moreover, the thermal
conductivity-graphite content shows similar quadratic
trend for reported bentonite with GO-GMZ bentonite in
this study for each dry density.

3.2. Influence of Dry Density on ;ermal Conductivity.
Measured values of thermal conductivity for highly com-
pacted GO-GMZ bentonite with different dry densities
(1.7Mg/m3, 1.8Mg/m3, and 1.9Mg/m3) are presented in
Figure 5. As shown, the effect of dry density can be plotted
as a linear function when the GO content equals to 0%,
10%, 30%, and 50%, respectively. For the specimen with
GO content of 0% (i.e., pure GMZ bentonite), the value
of thermal conductivity increases from 0.86W/(mK) to
1.10W/(mK) with the increase of dry density. While for the
specimen whose GO content is 50%, its thermal conduc-
tivity increases from 11.94W/(mK) to 21.66W/(mK) when
water content equals to 10%. +is phenomenon can be
explained as the increasing contact area between the same
and different particles (i.e., GO-GMZ bentonite and water
particles) with the increase of dry density, leading to
a better performance of heat transmission, namely, the
thermal conductivity. +e specific linear fitting functions
and the calculated correlation coefficients of thermal
conductivity-dry density are as follows:

λ � 1.16ρd − 1.11 for ωGO � 0% R
2

� 0.98 ,

λ � 3.52ρd − 4.5 for ωGO � 10% R
2

� 0.99 ,

λ � 20.24ρd − 26.70 for ωGO � 30% R
2

� 0.95 ,

λ � 48.61ρd − 71.12 for ωGO � 50% R
2

� 0.95 ,

(2)

where the meaning of λ, ωGO, and R2 in this equation are the
same with (1). According to the equations above, the thermal
conductivity of GO-GMZ bentonite has a good linear re-
lationship with its dry density when the water content keeps
invariable. +is is due to the increase of the contact area
between the particles [57].

Figure 5 also shows that the slope coefficient has a greater
value at higher GO content. +is means that the influence
degree of dry density is greater when GO content is higher.
+is probably attributes to much higher thermal conduc-
tivity of graphene oxide than pure bentonite. Previous
studies have confirmed that, for various bentonites, a line-
arity exists in thermal conductivity-dry density relationship,
which includes MX-80 [58, 59], Kunigel [60], FEBEX [61],
GMZ [46] and Kyeongju bentonite [62]. +is relationship
has also been found in the bentonite-sand mixture [46, 47].
A comparison of this study with those of the results in
literatures has been illustrated in Figure 6. As shown, the dry
density for different bentonites and bentonite-sand mixtures
ranged from 1.5Mg/m3 to 1.9Mg/m3 and the water content
from 0% to 17.4%. At these experimental conditions, the
thermal conductivity of various pure bentonites is in a range
of 0.30W/(mK) to 1. 34W/(mK). In addition, its value for
the bentonite-sand mixture ranges from 0.89W/(mK) to
1.33W/(mK) when the sand content ranges from 10% to
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Figure 5: +e thermal conductivity and dry density.
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50% and the dry density increases from 1.7Mg/m3 to
1.9Mg/m3. +is is because the thermal conductivity of sand
is higher than that of bentonite. However, the maximum
thermal conductivity of compacted GO-GMZ bentonite is
21.66W/(mK). Apparently, this value is much higher than
that of bentonite-sand mixture. +is maybe due to the better
heat conduction behaviour of GO (129W/(mK) than quartz
sand (7.7W/(mK)) [63]. In general, the thermal
conductivity-dry density relationship for various bentonites
has a similar trend with GO bentonite. +e denser the
compacted soil specimen, the higher the thermal conduc-
tivity value of bentonites. +is is due to the increase of the
interacting area between bentonite particles with increase in
dry density. Nevertheless, the increasing rates are somewhat
different for different bentonites, and this probably attri-
butes to the differences in their mineralogical composition,
texture, and water content [62, 64].

3.3. Influence of Water Content on ;ermal Conductivity.
+e effect of water content on thermal conductivity is il-
lustrated in Figure 7. As shown, the thermal conductivity
and water content have a clear linear relationship with in-
creasing water content when water content increases from
0% to 10% and GO content equals to 0%, 10%, 30%, and
50%, respectively. +e minimum value of thermal con-
ductivity is 0.37W/(mK), and the maximum value is
15.52W/(mK). +is increase can be explained that the air in
the void has been replaced by the water whose thermal

conductivity is higher than air, leading to an additional
increase of the thermal conductivity. +e linear relationship
can be expressed as follows:

λ � 0.05ω + 0.34 for ωGO � 0% R
2

� 0.93 ,

λ � 0.09ω + 0.48 for ωGO � 10% R
2

� 0.94 ,

λ � 0.22ω + 5.61 for ωGO � 30% R
2

� 0.95 ,

λ � 0.56ω + 9.85 for ωGO � 50% R
2

� 0.99 ,

(3)

where ω is the water content. According to the equations
above, the thermal conductivity of GO-GMZ bentonite has
a good linear relationship with its water content. However,
Lee et al. [62] reported that the thermal conductivity-water
content relationship will become nonlinear when the water
content is beyond 12%. Several studies used the sigmoidal-
type equation to express this nonlinear relationship [61]:

λ �
λ0 − λs

1 + exp Sr − Sa( /A( 
+ λs, (4)

where λ0 represents the value of λwhen Sr � 0, λs represents
that value when Sr � 1 (i.e., the specimen is saturated), Sa is
the corresponding saturation degree when the thermal
conductivity of the specimen equals to the average of the
two extreme values, and while A functions as an empirical
parameter, Sa is the corresponding saturation degree when
the thermal conductivity of the specimen equals to the
average of the two extreme value. In the equation above, the
saturation degree (Sr) can be calculated by water content
(ω), dry density (ρd), and water density (ρw) as follows:
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Figure 6: Comparison of the thermal conductivity and dry density
in the present study with available data in published literatures.
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Sr � ω ·
ρd
ρw

. (5)

Figure 8 plots the fitting curves of thermal conductivity
and saturation degree. +e parameter values are best fitted
and listed in Table 3. +eoretically, the fitted values of λ0
should be equal to the experimental values when saturation
of the samples is 0. However, the fitted values are slightly
higher when the GO content is equal or greater than 10%.
+is maybe due to the inhomogeneous distribution of the
material (i.e., GO-GMZ bentonite), leading to a decrease in
its thermal conductivity [65].

3.4. Model of ;ermal Conductivity for GO-GMZ Bentonite.
In the HLW repository, the heat transfer behaviour of
highly compacted bentonite can influence the process of
decay heat from the high-level radioactive to the host rock
greatly. Some additives will be added to improve its thermal
property due to its low thermal conductivity. Because of the
inflowing groundwater coming from the host rock, the
buffer material will become saturated gradually. In addi-
tion, its dry density also will change when the confining
pressure changes. +ese processes can change its thermal
property which will influence the safety of HLW disposal.
+erefore, the prediction of thermal conductivity of ben-
tonite is an important part of study for the buffer material.
Numerous predicting models of thermal conductivity have
been proposed in the past several decades. Among them,
empirical models [66–68] and geometric mean model are
widely used [16, 62, 69]. Empirical models can be adopted
to build up the relationship of the thermal conductivity
between various types of soils and their dry density and
water content. However, none of them take into account
mass additives into the soil. +e geometric mean model was
firstly presented by Woodside and Messmer [69]. +en, it
was improved and successfully used by Lee et al. [62]. Based
on the volumetric composition of sample-forming min-
erals, the geometric mean model can be presented as
follows:

λ � 
n

j

λ
ϕj

j with 
n

j

ϕj � 1, (6)

where  represents the product of λ
ϕj

j . λj and ϕj are the
thermal conductivity of each component and its volumetric
proportion, respectively. Obviously, the sum of the volu-
metric proportion for each component equals to 1. j refers to
the jth component, and there are n kinds of components in
total.

According to the geometric mean model mentioned
above, the present study proposes a newmodel to predict the
thermal conductivity considering the influence of GO. +e
following prediction model is based on several assumptions:
(1) bentonite is homogeneous; (2) GO disperses homoge-
neously in the soil; and (3) the voids in the compacted soil
are full of air at first when the degree of saturation equals to
0, and it has been replaced by water with the increasing water
content. To take all components into account, (6) can be
rewritten as

λ � λϕbb λϕGOGO λϕωω λϕaa with λb + λGO + λω + λa � 1,

ϕb �
ρd 1−ωGO( 

ρb
,

ϕGO � ωGO
ρd
ρGO

 ,

ϕw � 1−ϕb −ϕGO( Sr,

ϕa � 1−ϕb −ϕGO(  1− Sr( ,

(7)

where λb, λGO, λω, and λa present the thermal conductivity
of bentonite, GO, water, and air, respectively, while
ϕb,ϕGO, ϕω, and ϕa are the volumetric proportions for ben-
tonite, GO, water, and air, respectively; ρd is its dry density; ρb
and ρGO are the particle densities of bentonite and graphene
oxide, respectively; and Sr is the saturation degree of com-
pacted specimens. Each component of the compactedmaterial
would not have homogeneous distribution and its influence
on the thermal conductivity is different. In consideration of all
these facts, (7) can be modified and expressed as follows:
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Figure 8: +e thermal conductivity and the saturation degree.

Table 3: Fitting values of the parameters in (4).

GO content (%)
Coefficients of fitting

λ0 (W/(mK)) λs (W/(mK)) Sa A R2

0 0.034 24 0.428 0.069 0.97
10 0.627 26 0.290 0.036 0.93
30 6.106 28 0.204 0.014 0.95
50 10.954 30 0.188 0.007 0.90
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λ � λ nρd 1−ωGO( )/ρb( )
b λ pωGOρd/ρGO( )

GO

· λSr
ω λ

1− Sr( )
a 

q 1− ρd 1−ωGO( )/ρb( )− ωGOρd/ρGO( )( )[ ]
,

(8)

where n, p, and q are the influence factors which take
into account the different influence degrees for various
components. +e values of λGO, λω, and λa are 129W/(mK),
0.059W/(mK), and 0.024W/(mK) at 20°C, respectively.
However, the mineral composition of the compacted
specimen may differ from each other because of uneven
sampling, leading to a varying value of λb. +erefore, its
value is determined with other parameters including n, p,
and q with the multivariate regression analysis method.
After regression, the modified model and the fitted values of
parameters are presented as follows:

λ � 2.094 nρd 1−ωGO( )/ρb( )129 pωGOρd/ρGO( )

· 0.59Sr0.0241−Sr 
q 1− ρd 1−ωGO( )/ρb( )− ωGOρd/ρGO( )( )

,

n � 1.195, p � 1.195, q � 0.663.

(9)

+e correlation coefficient of (8) is 0.97. Values of n

and p are higher than 1, respectively, while the value of q

is lower than 1, which indicate that the bentonite and
GO present stronger influence to the thermal conductivity
than water and air does.

+e comparison of measured values and calculated
thermal conductivity using the proposed constitutive model
above is plotted in Figure 9. As shown in the figure, when the
GO content is higher than 10%, the calculated values are
approximately equal to the experimental value. +is means
that this modified model is proper to predict the thermal
conductivity of GO-GMZ bentonite when the GO content is
higher than 10%. However, the calculated values are ap-
parently higher than the measured values when the GO
content is lower than 10%. Considering such fact, there may
cause a misleading in the thermal conductivity prediction
when the additive’s content is low. +erefore, the practical
application of the calculated thermal conductivity using the
proposed constitutive model needs more consideration. In
general, the modified geometric mean model proposed in
this research can be adopted as a constitutive model to
predict the thermal conductivity of the GO-GMZ bentonite,
which has been considered as the feasible buffer material for
an HLW repository in China.

Bentonite will undergo thermal, chemical, and mechan-
ical effects when used in the HLW repository. +erefore, the
durability of GO-GMZ bentonite is of concern. Generally, the
structure of GO is stable chemically when there is no pho-
tocatalyst or peroxidase and its decomposition temperature is
found to be above 100°C [70–72]. Some chemical bonds such
as the amido bond form in this process, and they are stable
thermally and chemically [73]. In addition, the size of the
particles used and obtained in the modified process is too
small (i.e., nanosized or even smaller) to be influenced by the
mechanical pressure. +erefore, the structure of GO-GMZ
will stay durable under swelling pressure or other mechanical
forces.

4. Conclusions

+is research measures the thermal conductivity of highly
compacted GO-GMZ bentonite under different conditions
like graphene oxide content, dry density, and water content
with the thermoprobe method. +e thermal conductivity of
GO-GMZ bentonite increases evidently as values of GO
content, dry density, and water content are fortified. +e
functional relationship between the thermal conductivity and
GO content is quadratic. However, thermal conductivity-dry
density relationship or thermal conductivity-water content
relationship is linear within a certain range. Moreover,
a modified geometric mean model is also proposed in the
present study to predict the thermal conductivity of GO-GMZ
bentonite. +e comparison between experimental data and
calculated values implies that this model is appropriate for
such buffer material when the GO content exceeds beyond
a certain range.+erefore, this proposedmodel can be applied
to predict the thermal conductivity of the GO-GMZ bentonite
as a constitutive model for a HLW repository in China. In
addition, hydraulic conductivity is another crucial parameter
for its safe application which will be studied in the further
work.
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+e use of industrial waste as a potential stabilizer of marginal construction materials is cost effective. Phosphogypsum and fly ash
are industrial wastes generated in very large quantities and readily available in South Africa. In order to explore the potential
stabilization of vastly abundant expansive soil using larger quantity phosphogypsum waste as a potential modifier, composites
with a mixture of lime-fly ash-phosphogypsum-basic oxygen furnace slag were developed. However because of the presence of
radionuclide, it was necessary to treat the phosphogypsum waste with mild citric acid. +e effect of the acid treatment on the
geotechnical properties and microstructure of expansive soil stabilized with phosphogypsum-lime-fly ash-basic oxygen furnace
slag (PG-LFA-BOF) paste was evaluated, in comparison with the untreated phosphogypsum. Expansive soil stabilized with acid-
treated PG-LFA-BOF paste exhibited better geotechnical properties; in particular, the high strength mobilized was associated
primarily with the formation of various calciummagnesium silicide and coating by calcium silicate hydrate and calcium aluminate
hydrate. +e soil microstructure was improved due to the formation of hydration products. +e stabilized expansive soil met the
specification for road subgrades and subbase. Stabilization of expansive soils with phosphogypsum, fly ash, and basic oxygen fly
ash does not only improve engineering properties of soil but also provides a solution in relation to disposal and environmental
pollution challenges.

1. Introduction

Expansive soils are widely distributed throughout the world
[1, 2] and tend to change greatly in volume with variation in
water content. Expansive soils are extremely problematic
and form a wide range of problems related to geotechnical
engineering [3]. +e greatest challenge is the high mont-
morillonite mineral content in the soil. Due to this problem,
expansive soils need to be modified or stabilized in order to
render it suitable for construction applications [3].

+is soil type is abundant in arid zones with conditions
suitable for the formation of clayey minerals of mainly the
smectite group such as montmorillonite or illites [2, 4, 5].
Large specific area and high cation exchange capacity (CEC)
are the characteristics associated with the expansive soils
[5, 6]. +ese soils are extremely difficult to handle during

construction and have very poor strength and low bearing
capacity [3]. +ree factors readily contribute to the swelling
of these soils, namely, local environmental conditions, the
engineering factors of the soil, and geology. Geology pri-
marily determines the presence of expansive clay minerals.
Among the engineering factors included are the soil
moisture content, plasticity, and dry density. +e most
important local environmental conditions to consider are
the amount of the clay fraction in the soil, its initial moisture
conditions, and confining pressure [2]. +e great volume
changes associated of these types of soil are amongst the
major causes of disasters worldwide due to the extensive
damages caused to the structures and infrastructure [7–11],
when built on top of the expansive soil. Chen et al. refer to
these types of soils as “calamitous soils” [9], which is the soil
with special characteristics in relation to shrinking, swelling,
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fissures, and strength reduction. Expansive soils are also
associated with swelling when they absorb water and shrink
upon evaporation of water [12]. Stabilized expansive soil can
be used as a backfill material; in 2015, Sun et al. utilized
bentonite as a potential buffer/backfill material for deeply
buried geological disposal system to isolate high-level ra-
dioactive waste [13].

Phosphogypsum and fly ash are normally discharged to
the environment without any treatment leading to environ-
mental contamination, occupation of considerable land, and
pollution of soil and water [14]. +ese two industrial wastes,
fly ash and phosphogypsum are produced by thermal power
plants and phosphoric acid production companies, re-
spectively [15]. An estimated 100–280 million tons of PG was
generated worldwide per annum [16], and although excess of
35 million tons of fly ash is produced in South Africa, only 3
million tons were utilized. Currently only a relatively little
amount of PG is utilized for building and civil engineering
applications due to the presence of radionuclides [17–21].
Waste PG was treated with citric acid to reduce its radio-
nuclides and render the material applicable for civil engi-
neering works. To enhance the geotechnical properties of PG,
both the raw and treated PG were then stabilized with fly ash,
lime, and basic oxygen furnace slag before they were used
further.+e composites developed from different proportions
of raw and acid-treated phosphogypsum, fly ash, lime, and
basic oxygen furnace slag were then investigated as potential
stabilizers for bentonite-rich reconstituted soils (expansive
soil). +e main objective of this study was to stabilize ex-
pansive soil by enhancing its geotechnical properties, using
voluminous phosphogypsum waste and other wastes such as
fly ash and basic oxygen furnace slag.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials. +e raw phosphogypsum was obtained from
a phosphoric acid manufacturing plant in South Africa. +e
treated phosphogypsum was produced by treating the raw
phosphogypsum with mild citric acid to reduce its radio-
activity. +e effect of stirring speed on the leaching of raw
PG with citric acid was studied by investigating the speed
of 200, 400, and 600 rpm. For the leaching reagent con-
centration, citric acid was varied from 0.25 M, 0.5 M, to
0.75 M. +e effect of temperature was also studied and
temperature was set at 25°C, 30°C, and 40°C. +e optimum
operating conditions were the concentration of 0.5M,
stirring speed of 200 rpm, and temperature of 25°C. +e
major contributor to the radioactivity of phosphogypsum
was 232thorium with a concentration of 290 Bq/kg, which
resulted into the following activity indexes: I1 � 1.405,
I2 � 0.505, and I3 � 0.217. +orium radioactivity was re-
duced to 121 Bq/kg after treatment. Acid-treated phos-
phogypsum yielded the following activity indexes:
I1 � 1.386, I2 � 0.136, and I3 � 0.055, removing any limitation
for the material to be used in building, construction of street
or playground, and for landfilling. I1, I2, and I3 are the activity
indexes for materials intended for use in building con-
struction, material used in road, street, playgrounds, and
related construction work, and material used for landfilling,

respectively. Expansive soil was reconstituted in the labora-
tory by blending sand, kaolin, bentonite, and gravel.

2.2. SamplesPreparation. +e expansive soil utilized consists
of 40% bentonite, 35% sand, 20% kaolin, and 5% gravel. +e
raw PG and the treated PG were stabilized with LFA and
BOF slag. +e developed binders with the PG proportion of
50% for both raw and treated PG were prepared separately
with a mix design containing the following composition: PG
50%, FA 30%, and L 20% for raw PG and PG 50%, FA 10%, L
10%, and BOF slag 30% for treated PG. Stabilized raw PG
mobilized unconfined compressive strength of 4.8MPa, and
stabilized acid-treated composites mobilized strength of
1.5MPa (without BOF slag), both at 50% PG content. To
further stabilize the treated PG, basic oxygen furnace slag
was added in order to improve the strength. +e application
of the raw and treated PG composites separately as stabilizer
using different proportions was investigated to the ratio of
the expansive soil: 1 : 9, 2 : 8, 3 : 7, 4 : 6, and 5 : 5. Ratios from
10% to 50% stabilizers were investigated. +e maximum dry
density (MDD) and optimum moisture content (OMC) at
different stabilizers to expansive soil were determined. +e
specimens were then cast in a 100×100×100mm3 moulds.

To ensure that the composites developed are environ-
mentally friendly and will not leach back to the environment,
they were subjected to the toxicity characteristic leaching
procedure (TLCP). +e composites for the raw and treated PG
were milled after determining UCS and leached with an ex-
traction buffer of acetic acid and sodium hydroxide (pH 4.93±
0.05) at a liquid/solid ratio of 20 :1. A thermostatic shaker was
used for the extraction, and the cured composites were sub-
jected to 24 hours shaking at 25± 2°C. After 24 hours, three
samples were taken per test conducted and filtered.+e leachate
was analysed using the inductively coupled plasma-optical
emission spectrometer (ICP-OES) to determine the concen-
tration of leached heavy metals. +e results obtained showed
the concentration of the heavy metals in the leachate ranging
between 0.01 and 6.59ppm, indicating a lower leachability of
the composites and that they are environmentally friendly and
have no potential contaminating the environment.

2.3. Curing, Determination of Unconfined Compressive
Strength, Atterberg Limit Tests, and Microstructure. +e
specimens were cured for 7 days in a chamber at the
temperature of 40°C. After the curing process, the UCS of the
specimens was determined in accordance with ASTM
method D698 [22]. +e liquid limit and plastic limit tests
were performed on the expansive soil and the stabilized soil,
following the ASTM D4318 method [23]. +e expansive soil
and stabilized soils were characterized using XRF, XRD, and
SEM to study the chemical composition, mineralogy, and the
morphology of the microstructures, respectively.

2.4. Properties of Expansive Soil. Tables 1 and 2 present the
results for the raw and treated PG chemical composition and
the properties of expansive soil, respectively.
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+e raw phosphogypsum was mainly laden with calcium
oxide and sulphur trioxide, and the semiqualitative results
using XRD indicated traces of radionuclides. +e actual ra-
dioactivity showing the concentration of radionuclides was
measured by a gamma ray spectrometer. Treating PG with
citric acid resulted into a reduction of contaminants such as
flourides, phosphorus, and radionuclides, which has a po-
tential to hinder strength development of the material. Cal-
cium oxide was predominant in the hydrated lime utilized. Fly
ash consisted of constituent such as silica, calcium oxide,
ferrous iron, and titanium oxide [24]. +e high wt.% of
sulphate measured in both the raw and treated materials may
have a detrimental effect on the strength development of the
material. Although sulphate slightly increased after the
treatment of PG, it was drastically reduced after curing. +e
relative proportion of sulphate was reduced from 51wt.% to
35.21wt.%, 32.88wt.%, 26.15wt.%, and 20.82wt.%, for raw
PG 30, 40, 50, and 60, respectively, and from 54wt.% to
20.19wt.%, 24.67wt.%, 28.23wt.%, and 30.42wt.% for treated
PG 30, 40, 50, and 60 composites, respectively.

+e expansive soil had the UCS of 0.15MPa, and it is
a basic material with a pH of 10.32.+e properties of soil also
show a clay mineral with high plastic and liquid limits in-
dicating the high water adsorption capability of the soil. +e
specific density of the expansive soil was measured to be
2.55 g/cm3.

+e respective MDD and OMC results with the in-
crement in content of raw and treated PG stabilizers are
presented in Table 3.

An increment in the stabilizers content for both raw and
treated PG resulted in the decrease in MDD. +e expansive
soil had a MDD of 1765 kg/m3, and raw and treated PG had
MDDs of 1204 kg/m3 and 1100 kg/m3, respectively, leading
to an overall reduction in density when the expansive soil
was stabilized.+e lower expansive soil dry density may have
less swelling potential when compared to expansive soil with
a higher dry density. +e OMC however increased with
increasing stabilizers content, and this may be due to the
mineralogical composition especially the presence and
specific surface of the montmorillonite and calcium-silica
reactions [25]. +e increase in OMC indicates an increased
demand for water for curing and strength development.

Particle agglomeration together with voids left by water is
also responsible for the decrease in MDD [26].

2.5. Relative Density and pH of Expansive Soil. +e relative
density and pH of expansive soil before and after stabili-
zation are shown in Table 4.

An increment in both the raw and treated PG stabilizer
contents resulted in the increase in pH. +e soil stabilized
with treated PG possesses higher pH as compared to that
with raw PG, and this is attributed to the availability of
hydrogen ions in the lime which interact with alkalinity
hence increasing the pH. +e pH proves to have played
a role on the higher strengths developed with treated PG as
a stabilizer as the pozzolanic reactions are triggered at
a higher pH of 12.

+e relative density results for stabilized soil with raw PG
show an increasing trend with the increase in the stabilizer
content. +e stabilized soil densities obtained with treated
PG are higher than those of the raw PG. +e treated PG
contains slag, and the specific gravity of steel slags depends
on their chemical composition, mineralogy, and particle
structure. +e presence of high iron oxide contents in the
slags makes them to have specific gravity values larger than
those of natural soils/aggregates [27]. Pozzolanic reactions
are hastened by the presence of PG [28–30]. Pozzolanic
reactions require a high pH environment [31] which in the
present case is enabled by the presence of lime and calcium
from slag for the treated PG stabilizer.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Atterberg Limits of Stabilized Soil by Raw PG-LFA and
Treated PG-LFA. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) depict the liquid

Table 3: MDD and OMC with raw and treated PG stabilizers.

Stabilizer (%) 0 10 20 30 40 50
MDD (kg/m3), raw PG 1765 1702 1683 1674 1663 1618
OMC (%) 13 18 21 24 28 30
MDD (kg/m3), treated PG 1765 1647 1619 1501 1404 1314
OMC (%) 11 15 17 22 25 28

Table 1: Chemical composition of raw PG, lime, fly ash, treated PG, and BOF.

Component (%) F Al2O3 SiO P2O SO3 CaO TiO Fe2O3 MgO MnO CrO3 Radionuclides
Raw PG 1.06 0.23 1.37 1.28 51 44 0.121 0.62
L 0.28 0.5 0.03 0.2 73 0.225
FA 28 48 0.73 0.6 5.1 2.47 4.83
Treated PG 0.09 0.86 0.72 54 43 0.05 0.41
BOF slag 4.67 14.1 1.21 44 0.27 28.47 3.53 2.84 0.05

Table 2: Properties of expansive soil.

Sand
(%)

Bentonite
(%)

Gravel
(%)

Kaolin
(%) pH Density

(g/cm3)
Plastic limit

(%)
Liquid limit

(%)
Plastic index

(%)
UCS
(MPa)

Expansive
soil 35 20 5 40 10.3 2.55 74.5 94.9 20.40 0.15
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limit and plastic limit of the soil stabilized with raw and
treated PG.

+e expansive soil initially had a liquid limit of 94.90%,
and a 42% reduction in the liquid limit is observed at the
highest PG content of 50%. +e plastic limit decreased from
33.50% to 28.59%. A significant decrease in the liquid limit
from 94.90% to 65.26% was achieved. Plastic limit decreased
steadily by 25.45% with the increment in PG content to 50%,
when comparing the expansive and stabilized soil. It is also
evident that the effect of treated PG stabilizer on plasticity is
through the liquid limit modification. In 2014, Kumar et al.
studied the engineering properties of soil stabilized with lime
and phosphogypsum and reported that increment of PG
content increased both the liquid and plastic limits [19].

+e increment in the stabilizer content from 10 to 50%
resulted in the increase in both liquid and plastic limits.
+e effect herein is directly reflected on the plasticity of the
stabilized soil as evident from the similarity in the grad-
ually increasing plasticity. +e overall plastic index of
stabilized soil has decreased by 61% and 70% for maximum
content of the raw and treated PG stabilizers, respectively.
+e reduction in plasticity is greater with the treated PG
stabilizer; this is attributed to the lime content available
sources used. +e overall liquid limit, plastic limit, and
plasticity index of the stabilized soil are less than those of
the expansive soil. +e reduction in the liquid limit is due
to replacement of sodium ions with calcium ions, re-
duction in diffused double layer, and increase in electrolyte
concentration of pore fluid. Phosphogypsum which is
chemically calcium sulphate also acts as a source of cal-
cium ions, thus contributing to similar effects on the
expansive soil [32]. When the amount of phosphogypsum
in mixture increases, the plastic limit value gradually rises.
With the focus of utilizing voluminous waste PG for the
stabilization of expansive soils, the higher quantity of PG
can be used, even though the trends reveal that 10%
stabilization in the optimum and shows a gradual in-
crement in PL and LL thereafter. In the study conducted by
James et al., in investigating the strength and index
properties of phosphogypsum stabilized expansive soil,
they found that addition of up to 50% PG has resulted in an
increase in the plastic limit from 25.16% to 28.19% only,
a mere 3.03% upon 50% addition of PG [33].

+e PI of the unstabilized and stabilized soil with raw
and treated PG is reported in Table 5.

+e PIs of the stabilized soil using the raw PG and treated
PG contents that yielded highest strength show a PI re-
duction of 90% and 70%, respectively. Ji-ru and Xing found
that a change of expansive soil texture takes place when lime
and fly ash are mixed with expansive soil [34]. +e plastic
limit increases by mixing lime, and liquid limit decreases by
mixing fly ash, which decreases the plasticity index.

+e plasticity chart showing the classification of the
expansive and stabilized soil is presented in Figure 2. +e
figure shows that there is a change in the classification of the
stabilized soil when comparing with the unstabilized soil.
+e expansive soil was initially classified as CE material
exhibiting an extremely high plasticity material with high
liquid limit and high plastic index. +e raw and treated PG
stabilized soils with a stabilizer content of 10–50% fall
mainly under CL-CH region, displaying a medium to high
plasticity behaviour. Both the stabilizers utilized in the study
greatly improved the expansive soil properties. +ere is
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Figure 1: Liquid limit and plastic limits of soil samples that were
stabilized by (a) raw PG-LFA and (b) treated PG-LFA-BOF.

Table 4: pH and specific density of expansive soil (raw PG and
treated PG).

Stabilizer (%)
pH Specific density

(g/cm3)
Raw PG Treated PG Raw PG Treated PG

0 10.32 10.32 2.652 2.652
10 10.52 11.55 2.666 2.669
20 10.37 11.63 2.673 2.678
30 10.73 11.91 2.678 2.688
40 11.01 12.23 2.681 2.697
50 11.53 12.57 2.685 2.698

Table 5: PI of stabilized soil.

% stabilized PI-raw PG PI-treated PG
0 61.4 61.4
10 27.27 24.9
20 30.50 31.86
30 32.29 30.60
40 33.06 33.93
50 38.18 36.06
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a significant and distinct improvement in the soil properties
which has resulted in a change in soil classification from clay
of high plasticity to low plasticity, and similar results were
obtained by James and Pandian [35]. CL is of low plasticity.
+ey are used as subgrade pavement materials because of
their low swelling and shrinkage potential. +e addition of
PG-LFA and PG-LFA-BOF effectively converts the soil from
an expansive clay to a clay of low expansivity. +e local
TRH4 specification recommends low plasiticity clayey soils
(CLs) as good candidate materials for modified pavement
subgrade.

3.2. Unconfined Compressive Strength (UCS)-Stabilization of
Expansive Soil with the Raw and Treated PG. +e results for
the unconfined compressive strength of the expansive soil
stabilized with the raw and treated PG are presented in
Figures 3(a) and 3(b).

+e expansive soil initially had the UCS of 0.15MPa, and
stabilization with 10–50% raw PG improved the strength.
+e optimum strength is observed at the stabilizer content of
30%, and an increment in the stabilization material above to
40% and 50% resulted into strength reduction by 13% and
43%, respectively. James et al. also found that, in the sta-
bilization of expansive soil, the optimum PG content that
yielded the highest strength of 250 kN/m2 was 40%; there-
after, there was a reduction in the strength with increment of
PG content [33]. Lime in excess can remain unreacted and
act as weak filler in the compacted lime-fly ash-
phosphogypsum composites, resulting in reduction of
strength [36]. Also, insufficient lime to raise the pH and
stabilize soils contributes greatly to strength reduction. +e
strength development for lime-fly ash-phosphogypsum
specimen depends on a number of factors and lime-fly
ash ratio being one of the most important factors affect-
ing strength. Both the raw and treated PG stabilizers pre-
pared at the PG content of 50%. +e lime to fly ash ratio was
0.6 for the raw PG and 1 for the treated PG specimen. Lime

and fly ash in the treated PG were partially replaced by BOF
which played a significant role in maintaining an improving
strength. In the study conducted by Sivapullaiah and Jha on
the induced strength behaviour of fly ash-lime-stabilized
expansive soil, the change in strength behaviour was studied
at different curing periods [32]. +e researchers found that
the variations in the strength of soil with curing period were
due to cation exchange and flocculation initially, and
binding of particles with cementitious compounds formed
after curing. Early strength development was initially ob-
served; thereafter, there was a decrease in strength due to
annoyance of clay matrix with the increase in size of
ettringite needle.+e decrease in UCS after stabilization with
30% raw PG is attributed to excess lime content in the
stabilizer. +erefore, raw PG stabilized with lime and fly ash
can improve the geotechnical properties of expansive soil by
increasing the unconfined compressive strengths of the soil,
when added up to 30%.

In the unconfined compressive strength of the stabilized
composite developed from treated PG-lime-fly ash-basic
oxygen furnace slag, a significant improvement on the
strength of expansive soil with increase in binder content
was evident. +e maximum UCS of 1.65MPa was mobilized
by composite with 50% binder. Basic oxygen furnace slag as
a well-known aggregate in civil engineering for building and
road construction has existing free lime, coming from the
raw material and precipitated lime from molten slag [37].
+e lime to fly ash ratio was higher in the treated PG content,
but there is evidence of lime consumption during the curing
process. In this case due to the lime consumption, the access
lime in the slag played a significant role in the improvement
of the strength by maintaining the lime-fly ash ratio. +e
XRD results showed that the BOF slag constitute of mag-
nesium ferrite (MgFe2O4) and larnite (Ca2SiO4). Larnite has
silica and calcium which plays a significant role in the
strength development, and it had the higher intensity. +e
calcium and silica in the slag supplemented quartz and lime
and promoted higher strengths in the treated PG.+e results
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obtained agree with the results reported by Tossavainen
et al., who have reported the same predominant phases on
BOF slag [38].

Comparing the two composites developed, it is evident
that the treated PG composites perform better than the raw
PG. +e UCS of the raw PG composite increased by up to
30%, while continuous improvement in UCS was evident
from acid-treated PG composite. According to the results,
using treated PG for the development of a potential binder
results in voluminous usage of the PG.+us, the reactivity of
treated PG composite in expansive soil stabilization was
highly relative to raw PG binder and allowed for utilization
of greater percentage of PG for pozzolanic reaction. +e
rearrangement of clay matrix and suppression of sulphate
effects with formation of cementitious compounds are ob-
served and found to be the main responsible factors for
strength recovered [32].

3.3. XRDAnalysis of Soil with Raw andTreated PG Stabilizers.
+e mineralogy of the expansive and stabilized soils with raw
and treated PGdetermined byXRD is presented in Figures 4(a)
and 4(b).

+e predominant phases in the expansive soil (unstabi-
lized) are those of montmorillonite 8(KAl4(SiAl)O10(OH)4),
bentonite (Ca0.06Na0.21K0.27) (Al1.64), kaolinite (Al2(Si2O5)
(OD)4), and quartz (SiO2). +e presence of montmorillonite
mineral in the soil is responsible for the expansive
characteristics of the soil [28]. Stabilization of expansive
soil with raw PG and curing for 7 days formed new hy-
dration products of feldspar (Al2Si2O8). +e strength gain
in the raw PG stabilized soil was due to the new hydration
product formed.

New products of calciummagnesium silicide (CaMgSi),
sillimanite (Al2(SiO4)O), kaolinite (Al2(Si2O5) (OD)4),
feldspar (Al2Si2O8), and trikalsilite ((KNa)AlSiO4) were
formed. +e higher strength gain of treated PG stabilized

soil was primarily caused by the formation of various
calcium magnesium silicide phases. +e exact products
formed, however, depend on the type of soil mineralogy
and the reaction conditions including temperature,
moisture, and curing conditions [39]. +e highly alkaline
stabilized soil with treated PG 50 at the pH of 12.57
stimulated the dissolution of siliceous and aluminous
compounds from the soil mineral lattice. +e compounds
dissolved from the clay mineral lattice reacted with calcium
ions in the pore water to form calcium silicate hydrate and
calcium aluminate hydrate which coat the soil particles and
subsequently crystallize to bond them [40], and hence, the
significant strength is improved.

3.4. SEMMicrographAnalysis of SoilwithRawandTreatedPG
Stabilizers. +e SEM results are presented in Figure 5.

+e expansive soil structure shows a discontinuous
structure, where the voids are more visible because of the
absence of hydration products. +e stabilized soil by raw
PG 50 reveals that needle-like shape and euhedral to
subhedral crystals were formed after curing. +e EDS
results showed the majority of silicon (Si) and aluminium
(Al) minerals and trace amounts of potassium (K) and
sodium (Na) minerals in the stabilized soil.+e orientation
of the soil particles in the soil mass and the spacing be-
tween particles will influence the manner in which the
particles interact [41]. SEM results show a formation of
more larger particles in the stabilized soil by treated PG.
+e hydration products in this case are not empty but
intermixed and occupied by hardened epoxy structure.
+e micrographs also demonstrate the evidence of de-
velopment of a more compact structure after curing time.
+e EDS analysis showed the presence of Ca and Si in the
stabilized soil with treated PG, indicating presence of
C-S-H, the main cementing product responsible for
strength gain [42, 43]. Also peaks of Al, Fe, and Mg are
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Figure 3: Stabilization of expansive soil with (a) raw PG and (b) treated PG.
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visible in the material, constituents initially available in
slag. +e scanning electron microscope image of treated
PG stabilized soil also shows that due to BOF slag, the
material mainly consists of larger subrounded to angular
particles with the surface having a rough surface texture.

BOF slag larger particles increased the contact between
the particles cementing the particles together and in-
creasing the UCS. +e EDS shows that the elements
detected were in accordance with the XRF results pre-
sented in Table 1.
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4. Conclusion

Bentonite-rich soils can be simultaneously modified by me-
chanical and chemical stabilization. Residual industrial waste
PGwas treated with mild citric acid to reduce the radionuclides
and then progressively modified with LFA-BOF. Expansive soil
was then stabilized with the raw and treated PG binders. Both
the raw and acid-treated stabilizers improved the geotechnical
properties of the expansive soil by improving its liquid limit,
plastic limit, and unconfined compressive strength. When
treated PG-LFA was added to the expansive soil, the pre-
dominant hydration products formed contributed significantly
to strength improvements. Curing resulted in the formation of
harder and larger particles which also contributed to the
strengths of the soils, and the hydration reaction products
formed are responsible for the change in microstructure and
improvement in physical andmechanical properties.+e liquid
limit and plastic limit of the expansive soil were reduced by both
the raw and treated PG stabilizers, which implies improved
plasticity characteristics of the soil. According to ASTMD4609
[44], an increase in theUCS of 345kPa ormore is considered an
effective soil stabilization. In this study, the improvements of
650kPa to 1500kPa were achieved with LFA-modified raw and
LFA-BOF-treated PG, respectively. +e stabilized composite
with UCS >750 kPa is suitable for the development of road
subgrades and subbase in accordance with South African Roads
TRH4 specifications. Fly ash-lime-basic oxygen slag stabilized
PG can be used in larger quantities, up to 50% PG as a stabilizer
for stabilizing expansive soils and enhancing the properties of
soil. +e analysis of the environmental impacts of the products
produced shows an extremely low contaminants leachability
back to the environment; thus the products will not contam-
inate the environment should leaching occur. +e concentra-
tions for all the measured elements are within the stipulated
standards by the South African Department of Water and
Sanitation [45].
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Geotechnical applications based on soil resistivity measurement are becoming more popular in recent years. In order to explore
the potential application of the electrical resistivity method in stabilization/solidification of contaminated soils, two kinds of lead-
contaminated soils stabilized with cement were prepared, and the electrical resistivity and unconfined compressive strength of
specimens after curing for various periods were measured. 'e test results show that a high lead content leads to a low value of
electrical resistivity of cement-stabilized soils, and increasing cement content and curing time result in a significant increase in
electrical resistivity. 'e reduction in porosity and degree of saturation, as a result of the cement hydration process, leads to an
increase in electrical resistivity. 'e ratio of porosity-lead content/cement content-curing time, combining together the effect of
lead content, cement content, curing time, and porosity on electrical resistivity of stabilized soils, can be used as a fundamental
parameter to assess electrical resistivity of cement-stabilized lead-contaminated soils. Archie’s law can be extended to apply to
cement-stabilized lead-contaminated soils by using this ratio, replacing the porosity. 'e new resistivity formula obtained in this
paper is just empirical. 'ere is a power function correlation between unconfined compressive strength and electrical resistivity of
lead-contaminated soils stabilized with cement. Electrical resistivity measurement can be used as an economical and time-effective
method to assess the quality of cement-stabilized lead-contaminated soils in practice.

1. Introduction

Cement stabilization/solidification (s/s) technology is a
widely used method for the remediation of heavy metal-
contaminated sites. In the s/s process, contaminated soils are
mixed with a binder agent to lower the release of heavy
metals and enhance soil strength through precipitation,
chemisorption, ion exchange, and physical encapsulation
[1, 2]. Many researchers have performed experimental
studies on the leaching behavior, strength, and compress-
ibility of cement-stabilized heavy metal-contaminated soils
[3–6]. Heavy metals, such as lead or zinc, can suppress or
delay the cement or lime hydration process [7, 8]. However,
very few studies have been conducted to assess the electrical
resistivity of treated contaminated soils.

'e electrical resistivity measurement has increasing
applications in geotechnical and geoenvironmental practices
owing to its economical, time-effective, and nondestructive
advantages [9–12]. Soil resistivity is a material inherent

property, and the main factors influencing resistivity
are water content, porosity, degree of saturation, and ion
concentration of pore solution [13, 14]. Previous studies
have shown that the electrical resistivity method can be used
to investigate engineering properties of soils and rocks
[15–22], to monitor contaminants and delineate contami-
nant transport in soils [10, 23–25], and to detect defects and
heterogeneity in the landfill cover material [26].

For cement-based materials, Taylor and Arulanadan
[27], Tashiro et al. [28], andMcCarter et al. [29] reported the
electrical response of the cementitious system. Li et al.
[30, 31] and Xiao and Li [32] presented a new understanding
of the cement hydration mechanism by using a noncontact
electrical resistivity measurement method and established
the relationship between resistivity and concrete setting
time. Liu et al. [11] analyzed the variation of resistivity
of cement-treated soils and found that there was a good
correlation between resistivity and unconfined compressive
strength. Zhang et al. [33] evaluated the effect of salt
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concentration on resistivity of cement-treated soft clays.
Cardoso [12] analyzed the influence of porosity and tor-
tuosity on electrical resistivity of artificially cemented sand.
'e electrical resistivity method can also be used to detect
and locate crack and spalling in concrete [34–36]. It is
feasible and meaningful to introduce the electrical resistivity
method into the mechanism revelation and quality assess-
ment of s/s. However, very few researchers have addressed
the effect of heavy metals on electrical resistivity of cement-
stabilized soils.

'is study begins with a brief review of soil resistivity
models. Experimental studies were performed on two kinds
of artificial lead-contaminated soils stabilized with cement to
investigate the effect of lead content, cement content, and
curing time on electrical resistivity of stabilized soils. A
resistivity empirical formula of cement-stabilized lead-
contaminated soils was proposed based on Archie’s law [15].
'e relationship between electrical resistivity and un-
confined compressive strength was also explored. 'is study
can provide a theoretical basis for the application of the
electrical resistivity method in s/s.

2. Soil Resistivity Model

'e electrical resistivity of any material is defined as the
resistance between opposite faces of a unit cube of that
material. In previous studies, soil resistivity is modeled as an
integration of resistivity of solid, liquid, and air by a parallel
connection, a series connection, or a compound model of
these two connections [9, 37, 38]. Archie [15] developed an
empirical law to correlate electrical resistivity of saturated
sand (ρ) to electrical resistivity of pore fluid (ρf ) and porosity
(n). 'e general Archie’s law can be written as follows:

ρ � a · ρf · n
−m

, (1)

where a is the fitting parameter and m is the cementation
exponent. 'e value of m mainly depends on the inter-
connectivity of the pore network and tortuosity, and the full
connectivity of pore fluid is achieved for m� 1. Archie [15]
reported that the value of m ranged from 1.8 to 2.0 for
consolidated sand and was tested as 1.3 for loose sand.
Friedman and Seaton [39] suggested a value of m� 1.38–2.3
for saturated sand with a porosity of 0.3–0.49. Friedman [40]
summarized the research on the value ofm and found that it
varied from 1.2 to 4.4 for saturated geomaterials depending
on the porosity, grain size distribution, particle shape, and
consolidation condition.

For unsaturated soil, soil resistivity is also related to
degree of saturation. Keller and Frischknecht [41] reported
that electrical resistivity of unsaturated soil (ρ) was corre-
lated with electrical resistivity of saturated soil (ρsat) by the
following equation:

ρ
ρsat

� S
−b
r , (2)

where Sr is the degree of saturation and b is the empirical
factor.

In order to better understand the resistivity behavior
of cement-stabilized heavy metal-contaminated soils, it is

necessary to establish a corresponding resistivity formula.
However, the influence of the cement hydration process on
soil resistivity cannot be reflected in Equations (1) and (2).
Cardoso [12] pointed out that Archie’s law may not be valid
for cement-treated materials. 'erefore, in this paper, we
just present an empirical resistivity formula that can take
account of the influence factors of electrical resistivity of
cement-stabilized soils, based on the parameter porosity in
Archie’s law.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1.Materials. Two soils (S1 and S2) were used in this study.
Soil S1 was obtained by mixing 15% kaolin and 85% sand by
oven-dried weight. Soil S2 was collected from the Jiulonghu
campus of Southeast University in Nanjing City, China.
Physical parameters of kaolin and S2 are shown in Table 1,
and grain size distribution curves of kaolin, sand, and S2 are
shown in Figure 1. According to the Unified Soil Classifi-
cation System [42], soil S1 is classified as clayey sand and soil
S2 is classified as lean clay. 'e optimum moisture content
and maximum dry density are 10.0% and 1.96 g/cm3 for soil
S1 and are 12.4% and 1.91 g/cm3 for soil S2, with the
standard Proctor compaction test [43].

Lead was selected as the target heavy metal since it is
commonly encountered in contaminated sites worldwide,
especially in China [8]. Lead nitrate was selected as the lead
pollutant resource because it has a high solubility and nitrate
ion has a low impact on the cement hydration process [7].
Ordinary Portland cement type I was used as the binder.'e
main chemical compositions of cement are 65.0% calcium
oxide, 19.0% silicon dioxide, and 6.5% aluminum oxide.

3.2. Sample Preparation. In order to obtain a homogeneous
mixture, air-dried soil was passed through a 2mm sieve and
admixed with cement power for about 10min, and then it was
mixed with a certain volume of prepared lead nitrate solution
with the desired lead content for another 10min.'emixture
was then compacted into a cylindrical mold having a 5 cm
inner diameter and a 10 cm height with the optimum water
content (10.0%) and maximum dry density (1.96 g/cm3) for
the specimen of soil S1 and with a water content of 18.0% and
95% maximum dry density for the specimen of soil S2. After
standing without disturbance in the mold for 3 h, the spec-
imens were demolded, sealed in polyethylene bags, and cured
at a constant temperature of 20± 2°C and a relative humidity
of 95%.'e electrical resistivitymeasurement and unconfined
compressive test were conducted when the specimens were
cured to a predetermined period.

'e experimental scheme is presented in Table 2.
According to the monitoring results of foundation soil of
a chemical plant inNanjing City, China, lead contents (termed
as wPb) were selected as 0.1%, 1%, and 3% (i.e., 1000mg/kg,
10000mg/kg, and 30000mg/kg dry soil) for the specimen of
soil S1 and as 0.1%, 0.5%, and 2.5% (i.e., 1000mg/kg,
5000mg/kg, and 25000mg/kg dry soil) for the specimen of
soil S2, typically. For comparison, controlled specimens
without lead (i.e., 0mg/kg) were also prepared. Cement
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contents (termed as aw) were set as 5%, 7.5%, and 10% (on the
dry soil weight basis) for the specimen of soil S1 and as 9%,
12%, and 15% (on the dry soil weight basis) for the specimen
of soil S2, as recommended by Kogbara and Al-Tabbaa [44].

3.3. Test Methods. Before electrical resistivity measurement,
the volume and mass were measured to calculate the density
of specimens. 'e electrical resistivity of each specimen
was measured using a GW Instek LCR-817 apparatus with
a plate two-electrode method. Two copper electrodes, with
a thickness of 2mm and a diameter of 50mm, were placed
on the top and at the bottom of the specimens during
electrical resistivity measurement. A vertical pressure of
5 kPa was applied on the copper electrodes to make the
specimen and copper electrode in a good contract. 'is
pressure was found to have a negligible effect on the elec-
trical resistivity and strength of the specimen. In order to
avoid the influence of the electrode polarization effect and
double-layer relaxation effect [15, 33], the frequency used to
measure electrical resistivity was selected as 2 kHz. Electrical
resistivity tests were carried out at a constant temperature of
20± 2°C. 'e schematic diagram of a specimen resistivity
test is shown in Figure 2.

'e electrical resistivity of the specimen can be de-
termined by the following equation:

ρ �
ΔU
I

·
S

L
, (3)

where ρ is the electrical resistivity of the specimen (Ω·m),ΔU
is the electrical voltage applied to the specimen (V), I is the
electrical current (A), S is the cross-sectional area through
which electrical current conducts (m2), and L is the length of
the specimen parallel to electrical current (m).

After electrical resistivity measurement, the unconfined
compressive test was performed following the method of
ASTM D2166/D2166M-16 at a strain rate of 1%/min [45].
'e water content of the specimen was also measured after
the unconfined compressive test.

Triplicate specimens were tested for electrical resistivity
measurement and unconfined compressive test, and the
average values of test results were presented, analyzed, and
discussed in this study.

3.4. Data Analysis Methods. In order to assess the effec-
tiveness of Archie’s law in the application of cement-sta-
bilized lead-contaminated soils, the porosity of the specimen
at various curing times (nt) was determined by the void ratio
at various curing times (et) using Equation (4). 'e void
ratio was calculated by using the solid-liquid-air phase
concept:

nt �
et

1 + et

, (4)

et �
1 + ωt( Gscw

ct

− 1, (5)

where ωt is the water content at various curing times, which
was measured after the unconfined compressive test; ct is the

Table 1: Physical parameters of kaolin and soil S2 used in this study.

Soil type Liquid limit (%) Plastic limit (%) Specific gravity Sand (%) (>0.075mm) Silt (%) (0.075–0.002mm) Clay (%) (<0.002mm)
Kaolin 68.0 32.0 2.72 0.0 80.0 20.0
S2 44.0 16.9 2.71 11.0 74.8 14.2
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Figure 1: Grain size distribution curves of soils used in this study.

Table 2: 'e lead content, cement content, and curing time for
electrical resistivity measurement.

Soil
type

Lead content
(wPb, %)

Cement content
(aw, %)

Curing time
(T, d)

S1 0, 0.1, 1, 3 5, 7.5, 10 7, 14, 28, 56, 90
S2 0, 0.1, 0.5, 2.5 9, 12, 15 7, 14, 28

AC power
source I

ΔU

Copper
electrode

Copper
electrodeSpecimen

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the electrical resistivity test.
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unit weight of stabilized soils (kN/m3), which was de-
termined based on the calculation results of density; cw is the
unit weight of water (kN/m3); and Gs is the composite
specific gravity of stabilized soils [33], which was derived as
the mass-weighted mean of each solid ingredient, including
soil, cement, and lead nitrate.'e values of specific gravity of
kaolin, sand, soil S2, cement, and lead nitrate are 2.72, 2.68,
2.71, 3.10, and 4.53, respectively. Degree of saturation of
samples was also calculated by using the solid-liquid-air
phase concept, based on the test results of water content (ωt)
and the calculation results of specific gravity (Gs) and void
ratio (et) of stabilized soils.

4. Results, Analysis, and Discussion

4.1. Effect of Lead Content, Cement Content, and Curing Time
on Electrical Resistivity. For specimens of soil S1, the vari-
ations of electrical resistivity with lead content, cement
content, and curing time are shown in Figure 3. 'e lead
content plays a key role in electrical resistivity of stabilized
soils. As shown in Figure 3, the electrical resistivity decreases
with the increase of lead content. 'e electrical resistivity of
specimens with 0.1% lead content is slightly lower than that
of specimens without lead (controlled specimens); for
specimens with 1% and 3% lead content, the electrical re-
sistivity is significantly lower than that of controlled spec-
imens. 'e effect of lead content on resistivity of cement-
stabilized soils can be found in two aspects: firstly, the
addition of lead nitrate induces an increasing trend in the
ion concentration of pore solution, and the presence of ions
enhances the electrical current flow [13, 14]. As a result, the
electrical resistivity of pore solution decreases with the in-
crease of lead content. Secondly, the high lead content in
soils greatly suppresses or delays the cement hydration
process [7]. 'e generation of cement hydration products is
suppressed, which consequently leads to a low value of
electrical resistivity.

Figure 3 also shows that electrical resistivity of cement-
stabilized soils increases with the increase of cement content.
'is can be interpreted by the cement hydration process.
Higher cement content leads to a greater amount of hy-
dration products, such as calcium hydroxide and calcium
silicate hydrate. 'ese products fill in the pore spaces and
intersect each other, resulting in a denser structure in soils.
Moreover, the consumption of free water, as a result of
hydration reaction, further increases the pore tortuosity for
electric current. Consequently, soil resistivity increases
obviously with the increase of cement content. However,
owing to cement hydration, the mobile ions in cement, such
as calcium (Ca2+), ferric (Fe3+), and magnesium (Mg2+),
dissolve into the pore water. 'e presence of these ions leads
to a decrease in electrical resistivity of pore solution. 'e
increase of electrical resistivity with the increase in cement
content marks a competition process between the ion dis-
solving process and the solid phase nucleation in the cement
hydration process.

In addition, increasing curing time results in a significant
increase in electrical resistivity, as shown in Figure 3. Longer
curing time leads to a greater amount of hydration products,

and the formation of hydration products is the main reason
for the increase in electrical resistivity [11]. With the de-
velopment of hydration reaction, a certain amount of ions,
such as Ca2+, are involved with the formation of hydration
products. As a result, the pore solution concentration de-
creases and the electrical resistivity of pore solution in-
creases. For specimens without lead or with 0.1% lead
content, the electrical resistivity increases distinctly before
curing for 28 days and then tends to be steady. However, the
variations of electrical resistivity with curing time are dif-
ferent at various cement contents, for specimens with 1% or
3% lead content. 'ese phenomena are attributed to the
cement hydration rate depending on lead content and ce-
ment content [7, 46].

Figure 4 shows the electrical resistivity of specimens of
soil S2. 'e variations of electrical resistivity with lead
content, cement content, and curing time are consistent with
those of specimens of soil S1.

4.2. Electrical Resistivity with Porosity. As mentioned by
Archie [15], soil resistivity mainly depends on the porosity.
Figure 5 shows the relationship between electrical resistivity
and porosity. When lead content is certain, an increase in
electrical resistivity is observed with the decrease in porosity.
For cement-stabilized soils, hydration products fill in the
pore spaces, leading to a decrease in porosity and an increase
in pore tortuosity. As a result, electrical resistivity increases
with the reduction of porosity. 'e test results from spec-
imens of soils S1 and S2 all show similar trends with Archie’s
law. However, it can be seen that there is a large scatter of
data of specimens of both soil S1 and soil S2. Archie’s law is
based on saturated sand without cement hydration process;
the porosity parameter cannot fully reflect the effect of the
hydration process and pozzolanic reaction on electrical
resistivity in cement-stabilized soils.

It should be noted that Archie’s law is a generalized law
for pure sandy samples. 'e clay content in particular makes
ineffective such a kind of relationship between electrical
resistivity and porosity, owing to the effect of the electric
double layer of the clay particle [14]. Some researchers have
reported the limitation of Archie’s law in case of no pure
sandy samples [14, 47, 48]. 'e soils used in this study, S1
and S2, have clay contents. But for stabilized soils, cement
can reduce the thickness of the electric double layer of the
clay particle [49]. As a result, the effect of clay contents on
electrical resistivity is weakened and even can be ignored.

4.3. Electrical Resistivity withDegree of Saturation. Degree of
saturation is also one of the key factors influencing soil
resistivity [13, 41]. Figure 6 shows the relationship between
electrical resistivity and degree of saturation of cement-
stabilized soils. 'e consumption of pore water, owing to
hydration reaction, leads to a reduction in degree of satu-
ration and a decrease in connectivity of pore solution.
'erefore, electrical resistivity increases with the reduction
in degree of saturation at a given lead content, as shown in
Figure 6. For both specimens of soils S1 and S2, the vari-
ations of measured electrical resistivity with degree of
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saturation are consistent with the experimental results
obtained by Kibria and Hossain [13]. However, the dis-
persion of data is also obvious. 'e effect of the cement
hydration process and pozzolanic reaction on electrical
resistivity cannot also be effectively reflected by degree of
saturation.

4.4. Resistivity Empirical Formula of Cement-Stabilized Lead-
Contaminated Soils. As mentioned earlier, porosity or de-
gree of saturation cannot be used alone as a key parameter
controlling electrical resistivity of cement-stabilized lead-
contaminated soils. 'e electrical resistivity is also de-
pendent on lead content, cement content, and curing time. It
is logical to utilize a synthetic parameter combining together
the effect of these factors. Zhang et al. [33] proposed a pa-
rameter, termed as the “porosity/cement content-curing

time ratio,” nt/(aw · T0.5), which can reflect the effect of
the cement hydration process and soil compactness on
electrical resistivity of cement-treated soils without lead.'e
variation of measured electrical resistivity in this study with
the ratio of porosity/cement content-curing time is shown in
Figure 7. For specimens of soil S1 or S2, there is a good
correlation between this ratio and electrical resistivity at
a given lead content. 'e effect of lead content on electrical
resistivity cannot be reflected by this ratio. By means of
regression analysis of the test data, a new parameter, termed
as the “porosity-lead content/cement content-curing time
ratio,” (nt · α100wPb)/aw · T0.5, is proposed. It is worth pointing
out that α is a fitting parameter, which is related to the in-
fluence level of lead on electrical resistivity of cement-
stabilized soils. In this study, the value of α is 2 for
specimens of soils S1 and S2. It may be a different value for
other kinds of heavy metals.
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Figure 3: Variation of electrical resistivity with curing time of specimens of soil S1: (a) aw � 5%; (b) aw � 7.5%; (c) aw � 10%.
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Figure 8 shows a good correlation between electrical
resistivity and the ratio of porosity-lead content/cement
content-curing time. 'e coefficients of determination
(R2) are all 0.94 for specimens of soils S1 and S2. It is in-
dicated that the new ratio can combine together the effect of
these factors, including lead content, cement content, curing
time, and porosity, on electrical resistivity of stabilized soils.
'e resistivity empirical formula of cement-stabilized lead-
contaminated soils can be expressed as follows:

ρ � A
nt · α100wPb( 

aw · T0.5( 
 

−B

, (6)

where α� 2 and A and B are empirical constants. 'e pa-
rameter A is mainly dependent on the type of soil and water
content; the value of B, similar to the cementation exponent

in Archie’s law [15], mainly depends on the pore connec-
tivity and soil compactness. In this study, the values of A and
B are 1982 and 1.87 for specimens of soil S1 and are 335 and
1.25 for specimens of soil S2.

Comparing Equations (1) and (6), it is interesting to find
that the resistivity formula proposed in this study is similar to
Archie’s law. 'at is to say, Archie’s law can be extended to
apply to cement-stabilized heavy metal-contaminated soils by
using a synthetic parameter, termed as the “porosity-lead
content/cement content-curing time ratio,” (nt · α100wPb )/
aw · T0.5. When lead content is 0%, this formula can be
returned to the resistivity formula of cement-treated soils
without lead developed by Zhang et al. [33]. It should be
noted that this synthetic parameter has no specific physical
meaning, and Equation (6) is an empirical resistivity
formula.
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Figure 4: Variation of electrical resistivity with curing time of specimens of soil S2: (a) aw � 9%; (b) aw � 12%; (c) aw � 15%.
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In addition, the degree of saturation of samples is not
considered in this synthetic parameter. 'is may indicate
that the effect of degree of saturation on electrical resistivity
of stabilized soils is lower than that of lead content, cement
content, and curing time. 'e good correlation between
electrical resistivity and the ratio of porosity-lead
content/cement content-curing time is sufficient for engi-
neering applications. It may not be necessary to introduce
degree of saturation into this ratio. However, for unsaturated
soils without cement hydration process, degree of saturation
is very important and cannot be ignored [13].

'e resistivity empirical formula reveals the influence
factors of electrical resistivity.'e result shows that a unique

power function adapts well electrical resistivity with the ratio
of porosity-lead content/cement content-curing time.
'erefore, this ratio can be used as a fundamental parameter
sufficient to characterize electrical resistivity of cement-
stabilized lead-contaminated soils.'e ratio can also be used
to monitor and control the quality of s/s.

4.5.RelationshipbetweenElectricalResistivityandUnconfined
Compressive Strength. Unconfined compressive strength is
an important parameter for evaluating the effectiveness of
s/s [50]. Figure 9 presents the relationship between mea-
sured strength and electrical resistivity. 'e strength of
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Figure 6: Variation of electrical resistivity with degree of saturation: (a) specimens of soil S1; (b) specimens of soil S2.
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Figure 5: Variation of electrical resistivity with porosity: (a) specimens of soil S1; (b) specimens of soil S2.
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stabilized soils primarily depends on cement hydration
products and pore structure of soil, which are also the main
factors affecting electrical resistivity. 'erefore, unconfined
compressive strength can be related to the electrical re-
sistivity of cement-stabilized soils, as shown in Figure 9. 'e
result shows that the relationship between strength and
electrical resistivity is not unique and depends on lead
content. 'e presence of lead not only hinders the cement
hydration process but also changes the ion concentration of
pore solution. 'e former can delay the development of
strength and electrical resistivity, and the latter mainly

affects the resistivity of stabilized soils. 'e influence
mechanisms of lead on strength and electrical resistivity of
stabilized soils are not exactly the same, resulting in different
relationships at different lead contents.

As shown in Figure 9, there is a power function corre-
lation between unconfined compressive strength and elec-
trical resistivity at a given lead content, expressed as follows:

qu � C · ρD
, (7)

where qu is the unconfined compressive strength and C and
D are empirical constants, which depend on lead content
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Figure 8: Relationship between electrical resistivity and (nt · 2100wPb )/aw · T0.5: (a) specimens of soil S1; (b) specimens of soil S2.
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Figure 7: Relationship between electrical resistivity and nt/aw · T0.5: (a) specimens of soil S1; (b) specimens of soil S2.
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and are listed in Table 3. 'e value of C increases signifi-
cantly with the increase in lead content and is also related to
soil type. 'e value of D, ranging from 0.72 to 0.85 for
specimens of soil S1 and from 1.08 to 1.37 for specimens of
soil S2, is also related to soil properties. When D� 1,
Equation (7) presents a linear relationship between strength
and electrical resistivity, which is similar to the results re-
ported by Liu et al. [11] and Zhang et al. [33].

As shown in Table 3, the correlation coefficient (R2) of
Equation (7) is higher than 0.85 for specimens of soil S1 and
is higher than 0.76 for specimens of soil S2. It is indicated
that unconfined compressive strength can be correlated with
electrical resistivity of cement-stabilized soils. 'erefore, the
electrical resistivity method can be used as a time-effective
and economical technology to quantify the mechanical
behavior of cement-stabilized heavy metal-contaminated
soils in the field. Combining the resistivity formula de-
veloped in this study, engineers can choose a proper amount
of cement to meet the strength requirement of the actual
project, taking into account the effect of lead.

5. Conclusions

'is study investigated the effect of lead content, cement
content, and curing time on electrical resistivity of stabilized
soils, proposed a resistivity empirical formula of cement-
stabilized lead-contaminated soils based on Archie’s law,
and explored the relationship between unconfined com-
pressive strength and electrical resistivity. Based on the
experimental results, analysis, and discussion reported, the
specific conclusions can be drawn as follows:

(i) 'e electrical resistivity of lead-contaminated soils
stabilized with cement decreases with the increase in
lead content and increases with the increase of
cement content and curing time. 'e reduction in
porosity and degree of saturation, as a result of the
cement hydration process, leads to an increase in
electrical resistivity of stabilized soils.

(ii) A unique power function well adapts electrical
resistivity with the ratio of porosity-lead
content/cement content-curing time, (nt · α100wPb )/
aw · T0.5. 'is ratio can be used as a fundamental
parameter to assess electrical resistivity of cement-
stabilized lead-contaminated soils.

(iii) Archie’s law can be extended to apply to cement-
stabilized lead-contaminated soils by using the ratio
of porosity-lead content/cement content-curing
time, replacing the porosity. It should be noted
that this ratio has no specific physical meaning, and
Equation (6) is just an empirical resistivity formula.

(iv) 'ere is a power function correlation between un-
confined compressive strength and electrical re-
sistivity of cement-stabilized lead-contaminated soils.
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Figure 9: Relationship between unconfined compressive strength and electrical resistivity: (a) specimens of soil S1; (b) specimens of soil S2.

Table 3: Empirical constants between unconfined compressive
strength and electrical resistivity.

Soil type Lead content (%) C D R2

S1

0 2.0 0.85 0.86
0.1 3.5 0.81 0.90
1 11.5 0.75 0.94
3 42.1 0.72 0.85

S2

0.0 0.4 1.37 0.82
0.1 1.1 1.24 0.89
0.5 1.7 1.23 0.76
2.5 13.5 1.08 0.88
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Electrical resistivity measurement can be used as an
economical and time-effective method to assess the
quality of cement-stabilized lead-contaminated soils
in practice.
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*e application of vacuum pressure to a treated area not only induces vertical settlement and inward lateral displacement but also
causes the formation of tension cracks near the ground surface. In general, the strain method is applied to calculate the lateral
displacement at the boundary of a treated area; however, the influence scope of lateral displacement has not yet been presented.
Based on the in situ data of soft clayey soil foundation treated by vacuum consolidation, lateral displacement was estimated in the
influence scope in this study. To calculate the influence scope of lateral displacement induced by vacuum pressure, the ratio of the
lateral displacement within the influence scope to the ground surface settlement under the centre of the treated area is defined as
the maximum value of the lateral displacement (ELD) within the influence scope. *is paper proposes a direct relationship
between ELD and the distance from the treated area boundary (Lx), considering the length of the prefabricated vertical drain. In
addition, the FEA (finite-element analysis) is used to simulate the process of vacuum preloading to reinforce soft soil foundation.
*e influence scope simulated is almost close to the calculated value Lx. Accordingly, the safety distance between the boundary of
the treated area and the surrounding building can be estimated when the soft soil foundation is consolidated by using a vacuum
preloading method.

1. Introduction

*e preloading of a soft clayey deposit through vacuum or
embankment loading is commonly used as a soft ground
improvement method. With several advantages over em-
bankment loading, vacuum pressure applied to the pro-
cessing of soft clay has a higher practicability, such as no fill
material, shorter construction periods, and nonrequirement
for heavy machinery. In addition, the vacuum preloading
method does not add any chemical admixtures into the
ground and is consequently an environmental-friendly
ground improvement method [1, 2]. However, owing to
the principle effect of the vacuum preloading method, the
treated area will not only induce vertical settlement and
inward (toward the centre of the loading area) lateral

displacement of the ground but also cause crack adjacent to
the treated area. Especially, lateral displacement of soil at
reclaimed coastal regions is more obvious because of the
poor engineering properties of soft soil, as shown in Figure 1.
In most preloading projects, the prediction of the consoli-
dation settlement and lateral displacement of the ground is
an essential design requirement. In particular, the prediction
of ground lateral displacement induced by geotechnical
engineering activities in an urban environment may
sometimes be a crucial design consideration [3].

*e current methods for calculating lateral displacement
of soil consist of the strain method (the horizontal displace-
ment at the boundary is calculated based on the strain of the
soil in the treated area) [1] and the method of determining the
ratio of the settlement and lateral displacement [4]. It is
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noteworthy that the above methods are not used to solve the
deformation of the soil influenced by the different lengths of
a prefabricated vertical drain (PVD). Generally, the afore-
mentioned methods can be used to calculate or analyse the
lateral deformation of soil at the boundary of the treated area.
As shown in Figure 1, in spite of the lateral displacement, soil
crevices at the affected area are often induced by vacuum
pressure. Till now, there is no practical, easy-to-use method to
evaluate the effect of the scope induced by vacuum pressure to
adjacent engineering structures.

In this study, according to a practical application of the
vacuum preloading method to engineering practice, the
strain method was generalised to calculate the lateral dis-
placement of soil at the affected area. Furthermore, based on
the observed results of the case history and the strain
method, an empirical equation is proposed for calculating
the influence scope of vacuum preloading method, con-
sidering the different lengths of PVD. Finally, the FEA was
applied to compare the simulated range of influence with the
calculated value Lx, to evaluate the feasibility of the empirical
equation.

2. Site and Soil Conditions

Wenzhou Vocational Secondary School is located in the new
district of Oujiang estuary, China. *e site of this project is
shown in Figure 2. *e treated area covers approximately
157,820m2.

*e field is located in a reclamation area with different
thicknesses of dredger fill at the ground surface. For the
convenience of construction, the test site should be reinforced
using the vacuum preloading method for preliminary shallow
layer treatment. During this process, the strengthened depth is

approximately 3–5m. Figure 3 shows the physical properties
of the soil after shallow treatment, where the moisture content
is still greater than 62%, and the compression index is ap-
proximately 1.1.*ese characteristics cause the soil to produce
a large postconstruction settlement [5, 6], which can only
satisfy the bearing capacity for the smooth functioning of the
light-weight machine but cannot meet the requirements of the
foundation treatment. *us, the test site should be further
reinforced using a vacuum preloading method again because
of the poor engineering properties of soft soil.

3. In Situ Instrumentation

According to different reinforcement requirements, two
PVD lengths (0.1m wide and 4.0mm thick) were applied to
this project. To prevent the pile of buildings from sloping
into the construction, a 6m PVD was adopted at Section 1.
Similarly, a 15m PVD was adopted at Section 2 to prevent
the cracking of the pavement and playground in use. Both
the PVDs were arranged in a winter sweet shape with
a spacing of 0.8m.

Vacuum pressure was applied using the air-sealing sheet
method [7], and the sheet used for this project was a 0.5mm
thick polyvinyl chloride (PVC) membrane. Before placing
the sealing membrane, three layers of geotextiles were laid
down, and a sealing membrane was placed around in the
sealing groove. In addition, the groundwater level at the site
was approximately 0.48m from the ground surface. To avoid
air leakage through the top unsaturated zone, the edges of
the sealing sheet were embedded in a 1.5m deep trench.

After installing the PVDs, 13 surface settlement plates,
53 multilevel settlement gauges, and 11 inclinometers were
installed to monitor the performance of the treated ground.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) present the general plan views of the
test sites, and Table 1 tabulates the installed depths of the
layered settlement gauges.

*e measured vacuum pressure applied under the air-
sealing sheet was over 80 kPa. At the time of stopping the
vacuumpump, themeasured ground surface average settlement
from Sections 1 and 2 was approximately 908 and 1197mm,
respectively. *e curve of the settlement over time in each
treated area is shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(b).

4. Lateral Displacement

4.1. At the Boundary of Treated Area. For the soft soil
foundation, the soil can be considered in the K0 consoli-
dation state. If only the vacuum pressure is larger than the
lateral stress required for a no horizontal strain condition, an
inward lateral displacement is observed. Based on a series of
test results, Chai et al. [1] reported an approximate method
for calculating the ground lateral displacement induced by
vacuum pressure. *eir method was used in the current
study to calculate the lateral displacement of soil at boundary
of the treated area. *e dimensions of Sections 1 and 2 were
230m× 101m and 185m× 140m (length×width), re-
spectively. Table 2 lists the information needed to calculate
the lateral displacement induced by vacuum consolidation
by using the approximate method.

Figure 1: Deformation of the soil under vacuum consolidation.

Figure 2: Location of the test.
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Table 1: Installed depth of layered settlement gauges.

Monitoring points Installed depth (m)
Section 1 S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6 1.5, 4.5, 7.5
Section 2 S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7 1.5, 4.5, 7.5, 10.5, 15.0
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Figure 5: Settlement versus elapsed time curve. (a) Section 1 and (b) Section 2.
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*emethod proposed by Chai et al. [1] for calculating lateral
displacement of the soil at the treated area boundary as a result of
the vacuum-drain consolidation can be summarized as follows:

(1) horizontal earth pressure coefficient calculation:

Ka0 � βKa +(1− β)K0, (1)

where Ka is the active earth pressure coefficient, K0 is
the at-rest earth pressure, and β is an empirical
factor. It is suggested that β should normally be
assigned a value in the range from 0.67 to 1.

(2) *e maximum depth (z1) calculation of soil with
lateral displacement is as follows:

Zc �
2c′

ct
���
Ka

 , for zc < zw, (2a)

Zc �
1

ct − cw

2c′
���
Ka

 − cwzw , for zc > zw, (2b)

σ′av � <z′c′Ka0 ≥
0, for z< zc,

Ka0z′c′, for zl > z> zc,
 (3)

Δσvac �
K0 · σ′v0 − σ′av

1−K0
, (4)

where ct is total unit weight of soil, cw is the unit weight
of pore water, c′ is the effective stress cohesion, zc is the
depth of cracking, zw is the groundwater level, and the
depth belowwhich no lateral displacement occurs in the
soil is given as zl � zc + z′.

(3) *e variation of the model parameter (α) with depth
is given as

α � αmin +
1− αmin

Δσvac
K0σ′v0 − σ′av

1−K0
 , for zc ≥ z≥ zl.

(5)

(4) *e calculations for volumetric and horizontal
strains are given as

εvol �
λ

1 + e
ln 1 +
Δσvac
σ′v0

 , (6a)

εh �
1
2
(1− α)

λ
1 + e

ln 1 +
Δσvac
σ′v0

 , (6b)

where λ is the virgin compression index in an
e− lnp′ plot, e is the voids ratio, Δσvac is the

incremental vacuum pressure of the treated area, σ′a0
is the in situ vertical effective stress in the treated
area, and σ′av is the horizontal effective stress. Pa-
rameters εh and εvol are the horizontal and volu-
metric strains under vacuum consolidation,
respectively.

(5) Lateral displacement of the soil at the treated area
boundary is given as

δh � εhB, (7)

where B is the half width of the treated area.

It is suggested that for triaxial stress conditions, the
model parameter αmin � 0.8, where α has the minimum
value (αmin) at the ground surface. Moreover, the parameter
reaches a unit value when z> zl. In this case, the initial
effective stress applied to the field is zero or at least close to
zero. *e lateral displacements of the boundaries of two
treatment sections are shown in Figures 6(a) and 6(b).

According to the calculation results, the value of β
mainly influences the lateral displacement at deeper loca-
tions and the calculated depth at which the lateral dis-
placement becomes insignificant. *e smaller the β value is,
the larger the calculated lateral displacement is and the larger
the zl value (below which no lateral displacement occurs in
the soil) is. In Section 1, when β � 0.67, zl � 21m; β � 0.84,
zl � 16.5m; and β � 1, zl � 14m. In contrast, in Section 2,
when β � 0.67, zl � 26m; β � 0.84, zl � 20m; and β � 1,
zl � 17m. *e comparison of the calculation results shows
that the zl value is not related to the depth of the PVD. In
addition, the overall value of β � 1.0 seems to provide
a better simulation of the in situ data. Of course, β � 1.0
corresponds to the active earth pressure state and will ob-
viously underestimate the earth pressure for soil at depths
near zl. *e figure shows that the longer the length of the
PVD is, the greater the depth of the reinforcement is and the
greater the maximum horizontal displacement is.

4.2. In the Affected Area. Although the mechanism of vac-
uum preloading method is researched relatively perfectly,
the influence of vacuum pressure on the consolidation and
deformation of soil adjacent to the treated area is not very
clear. According to the actual situation of engineering ap-
plications, in this study, the formula used to calculate the
lateral deformation of the soil of the treated area boundary is
generalised to calculate lateral deformation of the affected
area.

Table 2: Parameters for the soil at Wenzhou Vocational Secondary School Foundation.

K0 Ka c′ (kPa) ct (kN/m3) λ e Es (MPa) ϕ′ (°)
Dredger fill 0.8246 0.7016 8.3 16 −0.1717 1.639 1.98 10.1
Mud 1 0.8958 0.6747 7.9 16.5 −0.1659 1.516 1.34 11.2
Muddy silt clay 0.6596 0.4921 7.4 17 −0.2645 1.267 2.31 15.4
Mud 2 0.847 0.7346 10.3 15.8 −0.1063 1.718 1.67 24.5
Silty clay 0.7802 0.6396 14.5 16.8 −0.2362 1.312 2.48 8.8
Note. Ka is the active earth pressure coefficient; Ka � tan2(45− (ϕ′/2)).
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*e following changes have been adapted in the process
of calculating the lateral displacement for the expansion of
the strain method:

(1) According to a series of laboratory tests, Robinson
[8] proposed that lateral stresses should be consid-
ered when estimating the vertical strains of the soil in
the affected area. *e magnitude of vertical and
lateral strains also depends on the magnitude of
horizontal stress. When the horizontal stress from
the affected area is equivalent to the active pressure,
a more vertical settlement is observed compared to
when the horizontal stress is equivalent to the earth
pressure at rest. Similarly, the lateral strain is greater
when the horizontal stress from the affected area is at
rest. Assuming that the volumetric strain varies with
the magnitude of the vacuum pressure in the affected
area, the effective volumetric strain of the soil in the
affected area can be calculated according to (6a) as
follows:

εvol−e � η × εvol, (8)

where η is the attenuation coefficient of the volu-
metric strain.
Kondner [9] proposed a hyperbolic function to
describe the stress-strain relationship of clay soil
consolidation drainage tests.

εvol−e
σ1 − σ3

� a + bεvol−e, (9)

where σ1 and σ3 are the maximum and minimum
principal stresses, respectively. According to the
stress-strain normalization characteristics of co-
hesive soil [10], a and b can be calculated from the
stress-strain values of the treated area. When
K0 � 0.65, a � 0.0002 and b � 0.0342, and when

K0 � 0.89, a � 0.0007 and b � 0.1089. According to
(9) and (10), the calculated value of η is given in
Table 3.

(2) Under plane strain conditions, the lateral strain
factor (LF), which is the ratio of lateral strain (εh−e) to
volumetric strain (εvol−e), can be determined by the
method of Poulos and Davis [11] as

LF �
εh−e
εvol−e

�
χ(1− ])− ]

(1 + χ)(1− 2])
, (10)

where χ � Δσvac,h/(Δσvac,v + σvo′ ), σv0′ is the in situ
vertical effective stress in the affected area, and v is
Poisson’s ratio. Under k0 condition (χ � k0), there is
no lateral deformation, such that

] �
K0

1 + K0
. (11)

(3) *e lateral displacement at distance Lx from the
boundary of the affected area can be calculated by

δh−e � εh−e × Lx, (12)

where εh−e is the horizontal strain of the soil in the
affected area and Lx is the distance from the treated
area boundary (m).
Figure 7 plots the variations in the LF, where the
LF� 0 when χ � K0. A stress ratio (k) [1] was defined
as

k �
Δσvac
Δσvac + σ′vo

. (13)

*ey postulated that if k≤K0, there will be no lateral
displacement and vice versa. *e lateral deformations of
the different distances of the treated area boundary are
shown in Figures 8–11. Despite the affected area being
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without air-sealing sheet, the surface or subsurface soil
layer acts as an equivalent air-sealing sheet for sealing the
upper soil layer. *is method was proposed by Chai et al.
[12].

As the vacuum in the affected area is less than that in
the treated area, the farther it is away from the boundary
of the treated area, the smaller the degree of the vacuum

is. Assuming that the attenuation rate of vacuum pressure
is 2 kPa/m in the horizontal direction, the vacuum
pressures at 10 and 20m distance from the treated area
boundary are 60 and 40 kPa, respectively; it was observed
that it mainly depended on the vacuum pressure at the
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Table 3: Calculation results of the η value.

Section 1 Section 2
K0 � 0.65 K0 � 0.89 K0 � 0.65 K0 � 0.89

Lx � 10 Lx � 20 Lx � 10 Lx � 20 Lx � 10 Lx � 20 Lx � 10 Lx � 20
0.1160 0.0502 0.1274 0.0552 0.1151 0.0500 0.1268 0.0551
Note. K0 is the at-rest earth pressure; Lx is the distance from the treated area boundary (m).
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ground surface. *ese assumptions are attributed to the
following factors:

(a) Owing to the surface or subsurface soil layer being
the sealing layer, the soil of the affected area could be
maintained under the influence of vacuum pressure.

(b) In the range of natural sludge, the attenuation rate of
vacuum pressure in horizontal direction is 6 kPa/m
in the vertical direction [13].

(c) *e attenuation of the vacuum is responsible for the
permeability coefficient of the soil; the greater the
permeability coefficient is, the slower the attenuation
rate is [14]. In this case, the horizontal permeability
coefficient of the soil is approximately three times of
the vertical permeability coefficient.

At the affected area, the vacuum pressure can be con-
sidered to vary linearly from the ground surface to zl (below
which no lateral displacement occurs in the soil) [1]. In the
affected area, the coefficients of lateral earth pressure were
assumed to vary linearly from k0 at the bottom of the drain
to ka at the surface [8]. *e calculated inward lateral earth
pressures with k � 0.65 and 0.89 under plane strain con-
ditions are plotted in Figures 8–11. *e figures show that at
shallow depths, χ � 0.89 can predict the lateral displacement
very well, whereas the measured values approach the pre-
dicted values when k � 0.65 (at-rest condition). It is noted
that the sudden change of k at the boundary of the soil layer
was attributed to a change in the parameters of soil between
each layer.

5. Scope of Influence under Vacuum Pressure

Under vacuum consolidation, the settlement and lateral dis-
placement induced by the vacuum pressure were determined.
*e effective stress increased in the treated area, which will
cause soil reinforcement outside of the treated area in some

way and induced the lateral displacement. *rough research,
many domestic scholars believe that the range of influence
under the vacuum pressure is approximately 22–42m [15].
Although the vacuum preloading method has been widely
used, at present there has been no practical, easy-to-use
method for predicting the scope. Based on the observed re-
sults of case histories, an empirical equation was proposed in
the present study for estimating the maximum value of the
scope.

*e maximum value of the effected lateral displacement
(ELD), which is a dimensionless parameter, can be expressed as

ELD �
δh−e

s
, (14)

where S is the ground surface settlement under the centre of
the treated area. *e values of S and δh−e at the end of
vacuum consolidation are desirable for substitution in this
equation.

As the shallow soil is subjected to vacuum pressure to
produce tension cracks, the soil can be considered to be close
to the isotropic consolidation. However, no tensile cracks
were observed in the lower soil, and the soil is considered to
be close to a one-dimensional consolidation. According to
the settlement calculation formula proposed by Liu et al.
[16], S can be calculated as

S � 
n

1
αi ·
Δσvac − 20% × Δσvac · hi/Zi( 

Ei

· hi, for 0< hi ≤Zl,

(15)

where Ei is the compression modulus of each soil layer and
hi is the thickness of each soil layer. *e calculated settle-
ment values in Sections 1 and 2 are 821.4 and 1105.3mm,
respectively. It is obvious that the calculated value is less than
that obtained in the in situ observations. *e defined errors
for Sections 1 and 2 are 9.5% and 7.7%, respectively, and
meet the engineering requirements.

According to the monitoring data analysis, the re-
lationship between ELD and Lx (the distance from the
treated area boundary) can be expressed as follows:

ELD � a ln Lx(  + b, (16)

where Lx is the value of distance from the treated area
boundary (m). When the length of PVD is 6m, a � −0.185
and b � 0.643. When the length of PVD is 15m, a � −0.185
and b � 0.6541. For a 6m PVD length, when δh−e � 0 and
30mm as the boundary, Lx � 32.32 and 26.53m, re-
spectively. For a 15m PVD length, when δh−e � 0 and 30mm
as the boundary, Lx � 34.32 and 29.63m, respectively. *e
relationship between the values of Lx and ELD analysed
from the measured results of the field cases and calculation is
plotted in Figures 12(a) and 12(b).

6. Numerical Simulation

*e present authors considered a PVD-induced horizontal
radial consolidation and simulated through FEA (finite-element
analysis) and analysed. *e FEA is performed by the use of
Plaxis 2D (version 2017.01). And the soft soil model (SSM) was
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adopted. *e model used in the FEA is shown in Figure 13.
Meshing is divided finely. In Section 1 case, there are 3882
elements and 31789 nodes, and there are 5326 elements and
43241 nodes in Section 2 case. Xmin�0m, Xmax�345m and
Ymin�−40m, Ymax�0m for case 1, and Xmin�0m,
Xmax�276m and Ymin�−40m, Ymax�0m for case 2.

*e values of the model parameters are listed in Table 2
and Figure 3. Two ideal cases without the effect of smear and
well resistance were considered for the PVD-induced
consolidation.

It was assumed that the model ground was weightless
with an initial vertical effective stress of K0 consolidation
condition, and an incremental load of vacuum pressure was
then applied at the top boundary. *e Taylor [17] equation
was used to consider the permeability variation with the void
ratio reduction:

k � k0 × 10− e0−e( )/ck( ), (17)

where e0 and e are the initial and current void ratios, k0 and k

are the permeability corresponding to void ratios e0 and e,
respectively, and ck is a constant. *e coefficient of con-
solidation, c, can be calculated as

c �
(1 + e)k · p′

λ · cw
, (18)

where p′ is the consolidation stress, λ is the slope of the virgin
compression curve in the e− lnp′ plot, and cw is the unit
weight of water. *e duration of vacuum consolidation
maintained for 113 days in Section 1 and 103 days in Section 2.
After the vacuum was completed, the horizontal displacement
of the soil in each section case was shown in Figures 14 and 15.

It can be seen from Figures 14 and 15 in the process of the
vacuuming, the soft soil in the affected area continuously moves
towards the centre of the treated area under the influence of

vacuum, and the maximum lateral displacement occurs at the
boundary of the treated area. *e result of this deformation has
agreement with in situ data measured. *e surface lateral dis-
placement development of the two affected areas is summarized
in Figure 16.*e surface lateral displacementwithin the range of
0–15m outside the treated area greatly developed, while the
lateral displacement in the 15–25m range developed slowly,
specially, the surface lateral displacement is smaller at the 25m
away from the treated area.Meanwhile, it can be considered that
Lxmax is equal to 34m in Section 1 and Lxmax is equal to 37m in
Section 2. *is is basically close to the result of calculation.
According to the calculation results of (14)–(16), Lxmax of
Sections 1 and 2 are equal to 32.32 and 34.32, respectively.

To confirm the safe distance between the boundary of
treated area and structure, a series of factors must be con-
sidered carefully, which consist of the ability to resist structural
deformation, type of structural infrastructure, and soil prop-
erties inside and outside the treated area. According to the
calculation results from (14) to (16) and simulation, it is feasible
for engineering practice that the safe distances away from the
treated area can be determined to 32.32 and 34.32m.
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7. Conclusions

*e performance of vacuum preloading with PVDs was used
to reinforce soft soils at the Oujiang, Wenzhou reclamation
project. Based on the in situ measurements and subsequent

analyses, an empirical formula is proposed to calculate the
influence scope of the vacuum preloading method. At the
same time, the field case was simulated by the finite-element
method. *e safe distance away from the treated area is in
agreement with simulated results. According to the work
done in this paper, we can get the following conclusions:

(1) When the soft soil foundation is consolidated using the
vacuum preloadingmethod, a generalisation formula of
lateral deformation is proposed to calculate the lateral
deformation of the soil at the affected area provided the
soil properties of the affected area are known.

(2) Based on the observed results of the case history, an
empirical equation is proposed for calculating the
influence scope of the vacuum preloading method.

(3) According to the deformation analysis of the soil at
the affected area, the safety distance between the
reinforcement area boundary and the surrounding
building should be determined to 34.32m or more
when the soft soil foundation is strengthened through
vacuum preloading.
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*e maximum capillary rise height of soil is a complex system which is mainly determined by the distribution characteristics of
soil pores.*e tests of the rising height of capillary water on 8 kinds of soils by the method of vertical tube are widely conducted to
measure the maximum capillary rise height. Based on the BCC model and principles of thermodynamics, the soil-water
characteristic curve test is designed for the purpose of calculating the pore distribution of soil samples. A new method for
calculating the maximum capillary rise height of soil is proposed by the author by using the distribution function of the soil pore.
*e coefficient βwhich reflects the relationship between the maximum capillary rise and the average pore radius of soils is utilized
during the calculation process, and then the reference range of β for different soils is obtained according to series of experiments
corresponding.*e proposed calculation method offers an effective way to calculate the maximum capillary rise height, which can
be applied to analyze the capillary effect area of relevant engineering problems.

1. Introduction

Capillary-driven liquid flow is the main transport mecha-
nism in the soil system of which the water erodes contin-
uously by capillary rise from a lower elevation to higher
elevation. Such capillary rise phenomena lead to an increase
of the saturation of the soil, which will not only decrease the
strength of the soil but also alter the elastic modulus of
substructure soils, thereby leading to the corresponding
changes in stress and strain response under the external load,
for example, the traffic load. *erefore, the defect of the
roadbed is closely related to capillary rise erosion. Seasonally
frozen ground has always been an important problem in
highway construction and channel slope at high latitudes. In
the research of frost heaving zone, it is inevitable to de-
termine the height of capillary rise of the substructure. For
channel slope and embankment close to the riverside,
capillary action path is shortened as well as the effect of
capillary action on the supply of water is accelerated. As
a result, these infrastructures are more prone to defect and
frost heave in such particular areas because of capillary rise.
To sum up, study of capillary rise, particularly the maximum

capillary rise height, is of great significance to the design of
the substructure and channel because the maximum cap-
illary rise height is tightly connected to the strength re-
duction region and frost area.

A series of studies have been carried out on the capillary
rise; LU offered a complete analytical solution for the re-
lationship between the rate and time of capillary rise in soils
[1]. However, in the equation, the maximum height of
capillary rise hc is a known soil parameter. In other words,
the accurate determination of the maximum height of
capillary rise is the prerequisite to calculate the rate of
capillary rise. *e maximum height of capillary rise has an
important influence on the overall engineering behavior of
unsaturated soils and is a highly complex system of both the
soil and pore water properties. It is extremely difficult to
calculate the maximum capillary height accurately in real
soils. In order to overcome this, scholars have done a lot of
studies and have put forward some empirical formulas
which established the correlation between the maximum
capillary height and certain measured soil parameters. *e
earliest formula was proposed by Lane andWashburn [2, 3],
after conducting the capillary rising test for 8 kinds of
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different soils, and the result shows that the maximum
capillary height is linear with lnD10:

hc � −990 lnD10( − 1540. (1)

On the basis of (1), Peak and Hansen put forward an-
other empirical formula [4]:

hc �
C

eD10
. (2)

In this formula, 10% particle size d10, void ratio e, and
the coefficient C(C � 3 × 10−5 m2∼8 × 10−5 m2) are used to
calculate the maximum capillary rise height. However, the
coefficient C is difficult to choose because the range of C is
relatively large, and the value of C depends hugely on the real
condition of soil. Kumar and Malik by carrying out indoor
tests summarized as follows [5]:

hc � ha + 134.84− 5.16
�
r

√
, (3)

where ha is the height corresponding to air-entry pressure
value of soils and r is the equivalent of capillary radius of
soils. In this formula, the unit of r is μm, so it has little
influence on the result of the calculation. *erefore, ha
is the only key computational parameter which can be
determined by the soil-water characteristic curve. How-
ever, it requires an instrument to control the matric
suction very precisely especially when the suction is less
than 1 kPa [6].

We summarized that according to previous research
results, using the micropore distribution of soils and using
the pore radius parameter instead of the gradation pa-
rameter and void ratio are effective methods to accurately
calculate the maximum capillary rise height. In this paper,
a new method is proposed to calculate the maximum cap-
illary rising height by using the radius of microscopic pore
distribution. A large number of capillary rise tests as well as
soil-water characteristic (SWCC) tests have been done for
different kinds of soils, from which the parameters of dif-
ferent soils required for the calculation are obtained, and the
feasibility of this method will be verified.

2. Theoretical Framework

2.1. Capillary Rise Equilibrium Equation in Soil System.
In a single capillary when water column reaches the max-
imum height, the gravity of the water column is balanced by
the surface tension along water-solid interface, as shown in
Figure 1. *e balance equation is as follows:

hcρwgπr
2

� TSπd cos α, (4)

where α is the liquid-solid contact angle; ρw is the density of
water; r is the radius of the capillary channel (r � d/2); and
TS is the surface tension of water.

For soils, we regard it as homogenous porous media,
which means the pores inside are similar in diameter and the
dispersion is small. In the interior of soils, tiny pores which
are connected with each other fulfill the precondition of
capillary rise [7, 8]. *e total capillary gas-liquid area A in
each cross section can be expressed as follows:

A � ϕAπ 
∞

0
rf(r) dr 

2
, (5)

where ϕA is the number of gas-liquid interfaces in total
capillary gas-liquid area A of each cross section and f(r) is
pore size distribution (PSD) function in the porous system
of soils [9, 10]. When we established the gravity-tension
balance equations assuming that soil pores are inter-
connected with each other, the capillary migration path of
water is not like a single capillary tube, meaning that
channel interleaving was bent and most of the gas-liquid
interfaces on the same section are connected. As a sim-
plified model, we argue that the total capillary route is equal
to the maximum capillary rise height hc multiplied by
a path retardation coefficient β; thereafter, the capillary
equilibrium equation for any gas-liquid interface can be
modified from (4) to

hcρwgπ 
∞

0
rf(r) dr 

2
β � 2TSπ 

∞

0
rf(r) dr, (6)

hc �
2TS cos α

ρωgβ
∞
0 rf(r) dr

. (7)

When ρw �1 g/cm3, g �980 cm/m2, TS �72mN/m, and
α�0° (dehydration process), (7) can be simplified as follows:

hc �
0.15

β
∞
0 rf(r) dr

. (8)

2.2. Testing Method of PSD f(r). One effective way to study
the pore characteristics of homogenous porous media is to
establish the microscopic pore structure model. Many
conventional models for pore characteristics, liquid distri-
bution, flow, and transport in porous media are based on
representing pore space geometry as a bundle of cylindrical
capillaries (BCCmodel) [11, 12]. In the literature, there have
been some standardized experimental methods for directly
measuring pore size distribution (MIP, mercury intrusion
porosimetry; BM, bubble method), and these methods are
based on the basic theory of the BCC model. In BCC model,
according to the Young–Laplace equation, the relationship
between the pore radius r and the suction S (or capillary
pressure) is represented as follows:

S � 2TS cos
α
r
. (9)

Based on the assumption of pore local equilibrium, the
balance of soil is achieved in a given suction S∗ inside the
pore while one part of the pore with the pore radius greater
than r∗(r∗ � 2Ts cos α/S∗) is filled with air and the other one
with pore radius less than r∗ is filled with water. By defining
g(r) as pore size distribution function, g(r) dr represents
the percentage of void volume with pore radius ranging from
r to r + dr under the unit soil volume. When the suction of
the soil reaches S, the maximum pore radius which is filled
with water becomes C/S(C � 2TS cos α). *erefore, the re-
lationship between soil volumetric water content and pore
distribution can be expressed as follows:
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dθ � g(r) dr. (10)

In this formula, θ indicates the volumetric water content
of soil when soil suction equals S and dθ represents the ratio
of pore water volume with soil particle radius between r and
r + dr to the total pore water volume under a well-saturated
condition. In fact, in this formula, the volume of water being
evacuated is used as an alternative to that of void in the soil.
When the calculated radius is in the range of the whole pore
medium, g(r) can be equal to f(r).

In this paper, the pore size distribution of soil was
measured, and the methods mentioned above have some
limitations when being applied. Taking MIP as an example,
sample preparation for MIP is difficult, and under high
pressure, liquid mercury will jeopardize soil particles,
resulting in the deformation of soil skeleton and pore during
the test. Another important reason which restricts the
widespread use of conventional methods is the low popu-
larity of test instruments as well as high test costs, which
forced us to look for other convenient testing methods. In
this case, mercury is replaced by water, and the soil-water
characteristic curve is utilized instead of the mercury in-
jection curve. Pores among soil particles rather than the
internal pore of the particle are mainly considered with
regard to the soil capillary phenomenon and the pore water
flow problem. When the soil-water characteristic curve is
used, the pressure can be increased to 2MPa, which means
the pore radius can be attached to 1000 Å correspondingly.
In other words, it can obtain the exact pore distribution of
the above 1000 Å, allowing us to have enough pore radius
distribution data to analyze soil capillary phenomenon.

2.3. Basic :eories and Calculation Method. *e pore of soil
can be regarded as a capillary in the Kelvin formula without
violating original characteristics of soil system. Radius,
contact angle between soil particles and pore water, and
surface tension are denoted by r, α, and TS, respectively.
When using measurable physical quantities, Kelvin formula
is expressed as

2TSvω cos α
r

� −RT ln
uv1

uv0
� μ1 − μ0, (11)

where form of matric suction is described as

r �
2TS cos α
ua − uw

, (12)

where R � 8.314 J/(mol·K) is the universal gas constant;
T � 298K is the thermodynamic temperature; μvo (kPa) is
the free water saturated vapor pressure in equilibrium state
under the condition of temperature T. μv1 (kPa) is the vapor
pressure value of solution at the state of balance;
vm � 18×10−6 m3/mol is the partial molar volume of water
vapor. ua − uw is the matric suction, uv1/uv0 is defined as
relative humidity (RH) and can be obtained from (13) which
is another expression of (11):

RH � exp −
ua − uw( vw

RT
 . (13)

When the relative humidity or matric suction is in the
increment of Step i, the volume change of the pore volume of
soil mass which is replaced by the gas can be calculated as

∇vi
p �
∇wi

ρw
. (14)

Kelvin radius can be estimated by (12), while the actual
pore radius is expressed as

r
i
p � r

i
k + t

i
, (15)

where the thickness of adsorbed water film ti corresponding
to RH or matric suction at Step i can be expressed by Halsey
equation as [13]

t
i

� τ −
5

ln RHi( )
 

1/3

, (16)

where τ is the effective diameter of adsorbed water mole-
cules. Assuming that the cross-sectional area occupied by the
water molecules is approximately 10.8 Å and the Avogadro
constant NA is 6.02×1023/mol, the value of τ can be cal-
culated as

τ �
vw

ANA
� 2.77Å. (17)

TS TS

α

d

ua

hc
uw

Figure 1: Mechanical equilibrium of capillary rise in the small diameter tube.
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After terminating the calculation of pore radius which
corresponds to different suctions, points can be selected in
the SWCC to calculate the pore size distribution curve.
Considering the nonuniform pore size and inhomogeneous
pore distribution as well as the data of pore distribution
curve obtained by point-selecting method, r0 as average pore
radius of soil by using weighted average of the statistical
theory is defined as

r0 �
 vpri

p

 r
i
p

. (18)

Similar to the parameters of d10, d60, and Cu found in the
particle size distribution curve, the average capillary pore
radius can be obtained by pore size distribution curve.
According to the definition, r0 represents the average radius
within the calculating range. For example, if suction value
ranges from 1 kPa to 10000 kPa, then the r0 is the average
radius of the pore which falls into the corresponding range.

When the calculated aperture range relates to the whole
soil (suction value ranges from the air-entry pressure value
SS to the residual suction Sr), we can approximate r0 as
r0 � 

n
i�1ri/n, by 

n
i�1ri ≈ nE(r) where

E(r) � 
∞

0
rf(r) dr. (19)

We can easily argue that


∞

0
rf(r) dr ≈ r0. (20)

By conducting substitution of (20) to (8), (8) can be
simplified as follows:

hc �
0.15
βr0

. (21)

As a parameter, average pore radius r0 characterizing the
pore state can be obtained by SWCC, and path retardation
coefficient β as an empirical parameter will be measured by
the following tests.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Test Materials. *e test soils are distinguished as two
different kinds of soils: fine-grained soils and coarse-grained
soils. Fine-grained soils include low liquid limit clay (CL),
high liquid limit clay (CH), low liquid limit silt (ML), and
high liquid limit expansive clay (CHE), while coarse-grained
soils include silt sand (SS), fine sand (FS), medium sand
(MS), and coarse sand (CS). *e parameters of the soil

samples are obtained by the conventional tests and are
shown in Tables 1 and 2.

3.2. Capillary Rise Test. *e method of vertical tube (a
transparent plexiglass tube with diameter of 4.5 cm and
height of 500 cm) is applied when performing soil capillary
rise test. 20 capillary plexiglass tubes with 8 kinds of soil
samples are tested and the compaction degree of soils is
controlled by the total density of soils during the sample
loading process. *e test results of the steady rising height of
capillary water in different soil samples are shown in Table 3.

3.3. SWCC Test. SWCC is mainly determined by pressure
plate method, in which four samples of each kinds of soil and
the as-fabricated samples were placed in a vacuum saturator
for 48 h to ensure the full saturation. PF moisture charac-
teristic curve instrument (DIK-4303) is used for measuring
soil-water characteristic curve. First of all, samples are
weighted by using electronic balance to ensure that the mass
is recorded. And then, samples are put into a determinator (4
samples at a time) which connects a water channel between
the instrument and the ceramic plate. *e upper cover
should be well tightened in case of air leakage.*emaximum
pressure is set to 1200 kPa, which is controlled by the in-
crement of each step of the 100 kPa, and before applying the
pressure, each sample’s gravimetric mass is recorded. *e
suction balance will be achieved if no water flows out from
the pipe within 48 hours.

4. Analysis and Calculation

*e results of the SWCC test are shown in Figures 2 and 3,
but due to the design restriction in pressure plate method
which means that a pressure over 1200 kPa cannot be
exerted and maintained in the experiment, points exceeding
1200 kPa in SWCC are obtained by fitting with VG model
[14]. To be precise, the datum acquired from the test is
injected into Van-Genuchten model in ORIGIN to obtain
soil-water characteristic curve in a wider range of suction.
*e fitting equation is

θ � θs − θr( 
1

1 + an ua − uw( 
n 

m

+ θr, (22)

where θ is the volumetric water content; θs is the saturated
volumetric water content; θr is the residual volumetric water
content; and a, m, and n are independent coefficients (satisfy
the condition m � 1− 1/n as much as possible). *e fitting
results from (22) for the soil samples are shown in Table 4.

Table 1: Main physical indexes of fine-grained soils.

Soil samples cd(max) ωP ωL Ip
Particle size (mm) and content (%)

≥0.5mm 0.25∼0.05mm 0.05∼0.01mm 0.01∼0.002mm ≤0.002mm
CL 1.88 22.4 41.8 19.4 0.8% 13.4% 21.7% 34.5% 29.6%
CH 1.84 27.9 55.6 27.7 0.3% 9.5% 17.5% 37.1% 35.6%
ML 1.93 18.2 28.3 8.1 3.9% 29.6% 31.3% 25.4% 7.8%
CHE 1.83 28.3 65.2 36.9 0.2% 7.3% 16.5% 34.8% 41.2%
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When selecting suction calculation range, the value
range should be considered to represent the entity of soil as
well as the measurement range of suction. After many at-
tempts, we propose that fine-grained soils matric suction
range be controlled at 200 kPa∼10000 kPa and that the range
of coarse-grained soils be controlled at 50 kPa∼4000 kPa.
(*e external values of the test range are calculated by fitting
the results of VG model.)

According to the theory introduced above, soil-water
characteristic curve is used to calculate the radius r0. Cal-
culation results of soil sample of CL with compaction degree
0.9 are listed in Table 5 as an example while the numerical
integration calculation steps are as follows:

(1) Get the SWCC of the soil and select the data of
200 kPa∼20000 kPa (the data outside the range of
test are obtained by fitting with VG model).

(2) Calculate RH (relative humidity) of matrix suction
according to (13).

(3) Translate mass water content into per unit mass of
soil-water filled pore volume (volumetric water
content).

(4) Use (12) to calculate the Kelvin radius ri
k under the

suction of different substrates with which the
contact angle α is 0 (soil in dehydration process).

Table 2: Main physical indexes of coarse-grained soils.

Soil samples cd(max)

Particle size (mm) and content (%)
≥5mm 5∼2mm 2∼0.5mm 0.5∼0.25mm 0.2∼0.075mm 0.07∼0.01mm 0.0∼0.005mm ≤0.005mm

SS 2.08 0% 0.3% 1.2% 26.5% 41.8% 27.8% 2.1% 0.3%
FS 1.91 0% 1.6% 8.7% 34.4% 39.8% 13.8% 1.5% 0.2%
MS 1.84 1.9% 7.6% 17.5% 48.1% 19.9% 4.6% 0.3% 0.1%
CS 1.78 2.1% 11.6% 48.3% 32.7% 2.1% 1.2% 0.1% 0.1%

Table 3: *e test results of the steady rising height of capillary
water.

Sample Compaction degree Maximum height (cm)

CL
0.9 331
0.85 317
0.8 301

CH
0.9 355
0.85 334
0.8 315

ML
0.9 293
0.85 267
0.8 239

CHE
0.9 391
0.85 358
0.8 339

SS
0.9 194
0.85 181
0.8 159

FS 0.85 140
0.8 121

MS 0.85 91
0.8 81

CS 0.85 73
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Figure 2: Soil-water characteristic curve test result for fine-grained
soils.
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Figure 3: Soil-water characteristic curve test result for coarse-
grained soils.
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(5) Calculate the thickness of the water film ti under the
suction of different substrates by (16).

(6) Calculate actual pore radius ri
p by results (4) and (5)

applying (15).
(7) Calculate the reduction of pore volume water Δvp in

per unit mass of soil when the matrix suction is
changed form one substrate to another. (Here, Δvp
is the pore volume corresponding to the water that
is discharged.)

(8) Calculate the average pore radius (rp)avg in the
process of evacuation of pore water by averaging the
result of (6) for per step. (Here (rp)avg is the average
pore radius corresponding to the pore volume vp.)

(9) Add the pore volume to calculate the cumulative
pore volume  (Vp) of per unit mass, and draw

relationship diagram between the pore volume Δvp

and the average pore radius (rp)avg.
(10) Calculate the r0 by (18).

*e average pore radius r0 of soil sample is calculated by
the method above. After determining the radius r0, the
retardation coefficient β of different soil samples will be
obtained. And the results of coefficient β are shown in
Table 6.

As clearly observed from the above chart, the coefficient
of the fine-grained soils was about 21 cm−2 while the range
barely fluctuates with value relatively fixed. But for coarse-
grained soils, β changes from 23 cm−2 to 26 cm−2. One main
reason we argue for coarse-grained soils is that the pro-
portion of large pore size increased significantly, contrib-
uting greatly to a maximum capillary rise. As a result, for

Table 4: Fitting results of SWCC parameters for soil samples.

Samples rd θs (%) θr (%) a n m

CL
0.9 38.2163 1.7842 0.0012 1.7798 0.6021
0.85 39.9741 2.0259 0.0013 1.9266 0.5988
0.8 40.5377 1.9624 0.0014 2.3215 0.5002

CH
0.9 41.3376 1.0621 0.0012 1.6198 0.5549
0.85 42.2937 1.2063 0.0013 1.8688 0.4889
0.8 43.2986 1.4079 0.0014 2.1398 0.4766

ML
0.9 30.6177 0.8823 0.0016 1.8423 0.4501
0.85 31.7787 0.7213 0.0018 1.9932 0.4821
0.8 33.1944 0.5056 0.0020 1.9161 0.4533

CHE
0.9 43.6997 2.2268 0.0010 2.0968 0.5001
0.85 44.4501 0.9385 0.0012 2.0152 0.4896
0.8 46.7998 1.3176 0.0013 1.9668 0.5102

SS
0.9 23.2396 0.7603 0.0014 1.9339 0.5983
0.85 23.9630 0.5382 0.0017 1.9117 0.6021
0.8 24.8004 0.6886 0.0017 2.0129 0.5891

FS 0.85 21.7180 0.2819 0.0018 1.6740 0.6213
0.8 23.9116 0.5884 0.0022 1.6523 0.6011

MS 0.85 21.4904 0.3096 0.0026 1.3913 0.6542
0.8 22.2219 0.2342 0.0027 1.5630 0.7311

CS 0.85 18.5616 0.1443 0.0033 1.5067 0.7001

Table 5: Equivalent radius calculated form of soil sample of CL with compaction degree 0.9.

ua − uw (kPa) W(g/g) RH (%) Vp (cm3/g) rk (Å) t (Å) rp (Å) Δvp (cm3/g) (rp)avg (Å)  (Vp) (cm3/g)
200 0.176 99.85 0.176 7200 41.827 7241.8 — — —
300 0.168 99.78 0.168 4800 36.539 4836.5 0.008 6039.2 0.008
400 0.152 99.71 0.152 3600 33.198 3633.2 0.016 4234.9 0.024
500 0.137 99.64 0.137 2880 30.818 2910.8 0.015 3272.0 0.039
600 0.124 99.57 0.124 2400 29.001 2429.0 0.013 2669.9 0.052
700 0.114 99.49 0.114 2057 27.549 2084.7 0.010 2256.8 0.062
800 0.101 99.42 0.101 1800 26.349 1826.3 0.013 1955.5 0.076
900 0.089 99.35 0.089 1600 25.335 1625.3 0.011 1725.8 0.087
1000 0.081 99.28 0.081 1440 24.461 1464.5 0.008 1544.9 0.095
1100 0.072 99.20 0.072 1309 23.696 1332.8 0.010 1398.6 0.104
1200 0.063 99.13 0.063 1200 23.018 1223.0 0.009 1277.9 0.113
2000 0.054 98.56 0.054 720 19.414 739.4 0.009 981.2 0.122
4000 0.048 97.14 0.048 360 15.409 375.4 0.006 557.4 0.128
6000 0.036 95.74 0.036 240 13.461 253.5 0.012 314.4 0.140
10000 0.025 93.00 0.025 144 11.354 155.4 0.011 204.4 0.150
20000 0.018 86.48 0.018 72 9.011 81.011 0.007 118.2 0.158
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Table 6: Calculation result of coefficient β for soil samples.

Sample Compaction degree Maximum height (cm) Capillary radius (Å) Coefficient β

CL
0.9 331 2128 21.3
0.85 317 2212 21.4
0.8 301 2336 21.3

CH
0.9 355 2014 21.0
0.85 334 2107 21.3
0.8 314 2234 21.4

ML
0.9 293 2359 21.7
0.85 267 2650 21.2
0.8 239 2881 21.8

CHE
0.9 391 1811 21.2
0.85 358 1989 21.1
0.8 339 2090 21.2

SS
0.9 194 3305 23.4
0.85 181 3399 24.4
0.8 159 3841 24.6

FS 0.85 140 4499 23.8
0.8 121 4950 25.0

MS 0.85 91 6374 25.9
0.8 81 7116 26.0

CS 0.85 73 7854 26.2

Table 7: Test and calculation results of maximum capillary rise height for 44 kinds of soils.

Test
number

Soil
sample

Void
ratio e

d10
(cm)

Coefficient
β (cm−2)

ha
(cm)

Capillary
radius (Å)

Measured
height (cm)

Results by
formula
(e/er)/cm

Results
by (1)

(e/er)/cm

Results
by (2)

(e/er)/cm

Results
by (3)

(e/er)/cm

1 CL 0.89 0.001 21 178 2253 309 317 (8/2.5%) 530
(221/72%)

281
(−28/9.1%)

312
(3/1.0%)

2 CL 0.92 0.001 21 202 2158 325 331 (6/1.8%) 530
(205/63%)

271
(−54/17%)

336
(11/3.4%)

3 CL 1.05 0.0008 21 194 2070 324 345 (21/6.5%) 552
(228/70%)

297
(−27/8.3%)

328
(4/1.2%)

4 CL 0.88 0.0007 21 184 2268 319 315 (−4/1.3%) 565
(246/77%)

404
(85/27%)

318
(−1/0.3%)

5 CL 0.88 0.0009 21 192 2001 341 357 (16/4.7%) 540
(199/58%)

317
(−24/7.0%)

326
(−15/4.4%)

6 CL 0.81 0.001 21 199 2171 322 329 (7/2.2%) 530
(208/65%)

309
(−13/4.0%)

333
(11/3.4%)

7 CL 0.98 0.0011 21 195 2089 318 340 (22/6.9%) 520
(202/64%)

231
(−87/27%)

329
(11/3.5%)

8 CL 1.01 0.0007 21 180 2035 344 351 (7/2.0%) 565
(221/64%)

350
(6/1.7%)

314
(−30/8.7%)

9 CH 0.96 0.0008 21 214 2312 317 309 (−8/2.5%) 552
(235/74%)

327
(10/3.2%)

348
(31/9.8%)

10 CH 0.84 0.0006 21 231 2158 328 331 (3/0.9%) 580
(252/77%)

494
(166/51%)

365
(37/11%)

11 CH 0.73 0.0007 21 209 2165 343 330 (−13/3.8%) 565
(222/65%)

492
(149/43%) 343 (0/0%)

12 CH 0.96 0.0006 21 218 2232 329 320 (−9/2.7%) 580
(251/76%)

433
(104/32%)

352
(23/7.0%)

13 CH 1.01 0.0007 21 199 2158 315 331 (16/5.1%) 565
(250/79%)

355
(40/13%)

333
(18/5.7%)

14 CH 0.89 0.0009 21 233 2191 347 326 (−21/6.1%) 540
(193/56%)

310
(−37/11%)

367
(20/5.8%)

15 ML 0.74 0.0018 21 145 2421 288 295 (7/2.4%) 472
(184/64%)

186
(−102/35%)

279
(−9/3.1%)

16 ML 0.90 0.0025 21 165 2524 276 283 (7/2.5%) 439
(163/59%)

110
(−166/60%)

299
(23/8.3%)
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(21) the numerical value of the coefficient β is considered to
be 21 cm−2 and 25 cm−2 for fine-grained soils and coarse-
grained soils, respectively.

5. Verification and Discussion

In this study, in order to verify the accuracy of the maximum
capillary rise height formula proposed by the author, cap-
illary rise tests are carried out on 44 kinds of soil samples,
and thereafter, a comparison is made between the capillary

rise estimated from our equation (21) and the estimations
from (1)–(3). Here, the coefficient C for (2) takes 5×10−5 m2

*e test results and calculation results of the maximum
capillary rise height for 44 kinds of soil samples are shown in
Table 7.

It can be seen from the table that the estimating error of
the maximum height from the formula proposed by the
author is always less than 10% and the maximum error is
22 cm (204 cm), indicating its relatively higher accuracy
compared with other formulas mentioned in this paper. *is

Table 7: Continued.

Test
number

Soil
sample

Void
ratio e

d10
(cm)

Coefficient
β (cm−2)

ha
(cm)

Capillary
radius (Å)

Measured
height (cm)

Results by
formula
(e/er)/cm

Results
by (1)

(e/er)/cm

Results
by (2)

(e/er)/cm

Results
by (3)

(e/er)/cm

17 ML 0.86 0.0029 21 137 2655 259 269 (10/3.9%) 424
(165/64%)

100
(−159/61%)

271
(12/4.6%)

18 ML 0.78 0.0031 21 131 2716 247 263 (16/6.5%) 418
(171/69%)

104
(−143/58%)

265
(18/7.3%)

19 ML 0.74 0.0043 21 158 2636 260 271 (11/4.2%) 385
(125/48%)

78
(−182/70%)

292
(32/12%)

20 ML 0.82 0.0019 21 122 2758 248 259 (11/4.4%) 466
(218/88%)

161
(−87/35%)

256
(8/3.2%)

22 MH 0.72 0.003 21 101 2892 236 247 (11/4.7%) 421
(185/78%)

116
(−120/51%)

235
(−1/0.4%)

23 MH 0.78 0.0022 21 95 2869 257 249 (−8/3.1%) 452
(195/76%)

146
(−111/43%)

229
(−28/11%)

24 MH 0.69 0.0037 21 88 3161 221 226 (5/2.3%) 400
(179/81%)

97
(−124/56%)

222
(1/0.5%)

25 MH 0.81 0.0042 21 94 2737 259 261 (2/0.8%) 388
(129/50%)

73
(−186/72%)

228
(−31/12%)

26 MH 0.72 0.0035 21 88 3079 240 232 (−8/3.3%) 406
(166/69%)

99
(−141/59%)

222
(−18/7.5%)

27 SM 0.62 0.009 25 78 4167 199 180 (−19/9.5%) 312
(113/57%)

40
(−159/72%)

211
(12/6.0%)

29 SM 0.60 0.0085 25 83 4121 204 182
(−22/10.8%)

318
(114/56%)

49
(−155/59%)

216
(12/5.9%)

30 SM 0.62 0.0081 25 80 4190 185 179 (−6/3.2%) 323
(138/75%)

50
(−135/80%)

213
(28/15%)

34 SS 0.42 0.019 25 58 4098 197 183 (−14/7.1%) 238
(41/21%)

31
(−166/84%)

191
(−6/3.0%)

35 SS 0.53 0.012 25 71 4167 184 180 (−4/2.2%) 284
(100/54%)

39
(−145/79%)

204
(20/10%)

36 SS 0.46 0.021 25 61 4491 178 167 (−11/6.2%) 228
(50/28%)

26
(−152/85%)

194
(16/9.0%)

37 SS 0.43 0.015 25 58 4190 180 179 (−1/0.6%) 262
(82/46%)

39
(−141/78%)

191
(11/6.1%)

38 FS 0.52 0.031 25 43 5474 139 137 (−2/1.4%) 190
(51/37%)

16
(−123/88%)

176
(37/27%)

39 FS 0.42 0.052 25 41 6356 110 118 (8/7.3%) 139
(29/26%)

11
(−99/90%)

174
(64/58%)

40 FS 0.49 0.047 25 39 6466 118 116 (−2/1.4%) 149
(31/26%)

11
(−107/91%)

172
(54/46%)

41 FS 0.42 0.055 25 42 7353 98 102 (4/4.1%) 133
(35/36%)

11
(−87/89%)

175
(77/79%)

42 MS 0.38 0.092 25 34 7732 86 97 (11/12.8%) 82
(−4/5%)

7
(−79/92%)

167
(81/94%)

43 MS 0.33 0.1 25 30 8152 83 92 (9/10.8%) 74
(−9/11%)

8
(−75/90%)

163
(80/96%)

44 MS 0.41 0.0864 25 29 8523 79 88 (9/11.4%) 88
(9/11%)

7
(−72/91%)

162
(83/105%)
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also means that the results coincide better with the actual
situation and have higher practical value.

Accurately determining the maximum capillary rise
height of the soils is a complicated issue. In this paper, we
calculated the average pore radius by method of SWCC and
then determined the maximum capillary rise height using
the pore radius. Obtaining the pore distribution data from
the SWCC data is the core of the calculationmethod.We can
easily get the pore distribution curve through the soil-water
characteristic curve. However, similar to the particle size
curve, we need to find a set of parameters to evaluate this
curve as well as calculate the maximum capillary rise height.
At first, we tried to use r50 as the evaluation parameter but
later found when fine-soil samples are at different degrees of
compaction, the r50 values are very close. According to the
definition, as long as the soils have the same matrix suction
at the saturation of 50%, the values of r50 still remain the
same. It is difficult to use a specific pore radius to represent
the equivalent capillary radius in the calculation of the
maximum capillary rise height of the soil; therefore, we
chose the weighted average of the pore radius r0 as the
calculation parameter. Whether there is a better way to
evaluate the distribution of soil pore and to analyze the
behavior of soils is a project that we still need to explore.

Another important parameter is β which is an empirical
one obtained from the test. We use r0 to distinguish different
soil samples, so we hope different soil samples would obtain
the same values of β as much as possible. Test results show
that β of fine-grained soil is very close and can be directly
taken to 21, but β also has the tendency to augment with the
increase of average pore radius r0 and this trend is partic-
ularly evident in coarse-grained soils. *erefore, there is an
issue about how to pick the value of β in the actual calcu-
lation process and we argue that β of fine-grained soils can be
fixed to 21, but for coarse-grained soil the value of β is not
a settled figure, ranging from 24 to 26. Moreover, the value
rises with the increase of the content of the coarse particles.
Here the author suggests taking an average of 25.

6. Conclusion

After theoretical calculation and large numbers of indoor
experiments, the following conclusions can be summarized
as follows:

(1) *e average pore radius formula is deduced on
summary of experiments and statistical theory, and
the calculation theory can be used to distinguish the
pore distribution characteristics of different com-
paction degree of soil samples with different particle
size distribution.*erefore, it can offer references for
similar research and also can be used for estimating
the maximum height of capillary. In particular, for
fine-grained soils the calculation results for the
maximum capillary height are relatively accurate.

(2) Using the soil pore radius to calculate the maximum
capillary rise height is an accurate and feasible ap-
proach. During the calculation process, the co-
efficient β of the fine-grained soil was about 21 to 22,

while β of the coarse-grained soil was about 24 to 26.
*e greater the number of coarse particles is, the
greater the retardation coefficient β is.

(3) *e maximum capillary rise height of the soil is
mainly determined by the distribution of the large
size pore, and meanwhile, the effect of the small size
pore is quite insignificant.

Notations

hc: Maximum capillary rise height of soils
D10: Particle size d10 of soils
d10: Fine-grain diameter of ten percent of total soil mass
e: Void ratio of soils
ha: Height corresponding to air-entry pressure value of

soils
α: Liquid-solid contact angle
r: Radius of capillary channel
ρw: Density of water
TS: Surface tension of water
A: Total capillary gas-liquid area in each cross section
ϕA: Number of gas-liquid interface in total capillary

gas-liquid area A

f(r): Pore size distribution (PSD) function of soil
β: Path retardation coefficient
S: Matric suction
R: Universal gas constant
T: *ermodynamic temperature
μv0: Free water saturated vapor pressure in equilibrium

state under the condition of temperature T

μv1: Vapor pressure value of solution at the state of
balance

vm: Partial molar volume of water vapor
ua: Pore air pressure
uw: Pore water pressure
RH: Relative humidity
vp: Pore volume of soil
rk: Kelvin pore radius
rp: Actual pore radius
t: *ickness of adsorbed water film
τ: Effective diameter of adsorbed water molecules
NA: Avogadro constant 6.02×1023/mol
d60: Fine-grain diameter of 60 percent of total soil mass
Cu: Nonuniform coefficient of soil
r0: Average pore radius
θ: Volumetric water content
θS: Saturated volumetric water content
θr: Residual volumetric water content
a,m, n: Independent coefficients of VG model.
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+rough numerical simulation based on the particle flow method, DEM numerical test samples were generated with the results of
laboratory tests on standard sand.+emethod consists of the use of gravity deposition and radius expansionmodeling of irregular
sand particles, where samples of the biaxial test are assembled by generated long particle units. Different steps of deposition or
initial stresses were applied during the sample generation process in order to simulate different sample states. +e loads from the
horizontal and vertical directions are, respectively, applied to samples, and then the stress-strain curve and macroscopic me-
chanical parameters are acquired. +e numerical experiment results show that the gravitational deposits have significant impact
on the major axis orientation arrangement of particles and on the average coordination number, as well as the initial stress has
a significant effect on it. +ere is a remarkable effect on the stress-strain curve and on the acquired mechanical parameters as
a result of the application of load to samples from the horizontal and vertical directions. +e sand samples show an obvious
property of inherent anisotropy and stress-induced anisotropy.

1. Introduction

Sand is composed of discrete particles. +e gradation, shape,
size, and physical properties of particles determine the
macromechanical properties of sand under different stress
conditions. Anisotropy is a typical characteristic of sand.

+ere are two types of sand anisotropy: inherent an-
isotropy and stress-induced anisotropy. Inherent anisotropy
means that irregular particles show a tendency of directional
arrangement because its particle structure is influenced by
external factors like gravity and water in the deposition
process. +is directional arrangement has an effect on the
microstructure of the sand and also shows the anisotropy in
the macroscopic mechanical properties [1–3]. Stress-
induced anisotropy means that the change of the stress
state leads to the change of the mechanical properties and
parameters of the sand when complex load is applied in
different directions [4, 5]. Considering the microscopic
mechanism of anisotropy, both the inherent anisotropy and
stress-induced anisotropy can be attributed to the structural

properties of the material itself. As sand particles have
a nonspherical structure, this makes the particle arrange-
ment, contact, and microstructure change under the ac-
tion of the external load, which results in a macroscopic
anisotropy.

From the macroscopic view, the main reason for the
inherent anisotropy of sand is that the particles are arranged
along the principal stress direction during the gravitational
deposition process, and finally, the difference between the
vertical and horizontal mechanical properties is formed on
the macroscopic scale. +e inherent anisotropy can be de-
scribed by the elastic theory: vertical elastic modulus Ev and
Poisson’s ratio vv, horizontal elasticmodulusEh and Poisson’s
ratio vh, and shear strength G. In addition to the above, the
vertical modulus Ev is greater than the horizontal modulus
Eh. In terms of stress-induced anisotropy, Zhang and Yin [6]
found that the stress-strain relationship of the soil under the
complex stress state shows significant stress anisotropy, based
on the true triaxial test. +e internal mechanism of the in-
herent anisotropy and the stress-induced anisotropy is that
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the external conditions (gravity, load, water, etc.) change the
microstructure of the soil, and thus, the soil shows different
stress and deformation characteristics macroscopically. Based
on the true triaxial test, Hoque and Tatsuoka [7] also con-
cluded that the elastic modulus in the horizontal and vertical
directions of the soil showed significant anisotropy under
nonisotropic loading.

PFC2D (particle flow code in 2 dimensions) [8] is the
general-purpose code based on discrete element method
(DEM) put forward by Cundall [9], which simulates move-
ment and interaction of granular media, confirming particle’s
location and velocity in every moment according to the
motion equation of translator motion and rotation. In this
paper, PFC2D was used to establish several sets of irregular
sand particles, to reveal the formation and development
mechanism of soil anisotropy, by simulating the biaxial
compression numerical test of standard sand, and loading
from the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.+en,
the stress-strain curve and the mechanical parameters were
obtained in different directions, and the microscopic mech-
anism of two anisotropic conditions is explained by the
micromechanic parameters such as the average coordination
number and the normal contact force of the particles.

2. Introduction of the PFC2D and the
Numerical Specimen

2.1. DEM and PFC2D. Most of the former laboratory ex-
periments and theoretical studies on soil anisotropy have
assumed that the soil is a continuous and isotropic medium.
Limited to the theoretical basis and experimental conditions,
microanalysis of the structural causes of soil anisotropy
cannot be carried out. DEM and PFC provide the conditions
for microanalysis on the basis of traditional continuous
medium research [10, 11].

+e macroscopic mechanical behavior of the material
analyzed in PFC was conducted by studying the microscopic
parameters of the particles and obtaining the relationship
between the microstructure and the macroscopic mechan-
ical behavior. Chi [12] used PFC to simulate the formation
and development of sand shear zone, and the principle
governing sand was obtained under different confining
stress. Jiang et al. [13] studied the formation mechanism of
the soil shear zone by discrete element simulation of the
plane strain biaxial test. Tong et al. [14] used the DEM to
analyze the microstructures of anisotropic particles from the
orientation of the major axis and void ratio of the particles.
+ese studies have analyzed the effect of the change of
microstructure on the macroscopic mechanical behavior of
soil, which proved that PFC is an effective and powerful tool.
In this paper, PFC2D is also used to study the anisotropic
behaviors of sands under complicated stress states.

2.2. Method for Numerical Sample Preparation

2.2.1. .e Calibration of Numerical Sample Parameters

(1) .e Results of Fujian Standard Sand in Laboratory Tests.
+is paper is based on the laboratory triaxial test of Fujian

sand [15] to calibrate the parameters. Fujian standard sand is
a kind of well-graded medium sand. +e macroscopic pa-
rameters obtained in triaxial tests are shown in Table 1.

In Table 1, E50 is the secant deformation modulus,
corresponding to the slope of the stress-strain curve at half
the peak intensity. υ50 is the secant Poisson’s ratio, which is
on the lateral strain-loading direction strain curve, corre-
sponding to half of the peak intensity cut line ratio, and φ is
the internal friction angle calculated from the peak intensity
of the stress-strain curve.+ey are calculated using following
equations:

E50 �
Δσ1
Δε1

 
50

,

υ50 �
1
2

1−
Δεv
Δε1

 
50

 ,

φ � arcsin
σ1f − σ3f
σ1f + σ3f

 ,

(1)

where Δσ1 is the major principal stress increment, Δε1 is the
strain increment in the direction of the major principal
stress, Δεv is the volumetric strain increment, and σ1f and σ3f
are the major principal stress and the minor principal stress
at the peak intensity, respectively.

(2) Numerical Test Environment. +e calibration of the
microscopic parameters is determined by comparing the
numerical results with the laboratory test results. +e results
of the laboratory test in this paper are the results of the
triaxial test of Fujian standard sand described above. +e
numerical sample is a two-dimensional specimen, and
PFC2D was used to simulate the biaxial test. +e model for
the numerical sample is shown in Figure 1.

h and w represent the height and width of the numerical
sample, respectively.

(3) .e Generation and Loading of Numerical Samples.
Original PFC2D particles are standard discs, which differ
greatly from the irregular shape of the actual sand particles.
In order to simulate the irregular structure of the actual sand
particles, several disc particles were assembled into a com-
plex shape block, and relative deformation and displacement
between the disc particles were limited. Only the contact
between the blocks was taken into account without re-
garding the contact and force transfer between the disc
particles constituting the block.+e soil particles used in this
paper are composed of three discs, and the comparison
with the standard sand is shown in Figure 2. +e center of
the three disc particles is on the same line, and the angle θ is
the major axis orientation angle of the irregular element (the
angle between the horizontal axis and that through the
center line of the irregular element).

+e numerical sample is formed by the radius expansion
method as described by the following steps:

(1) Two-dimensional space was generated having
a width and height of 50mm and 105mm,
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respectively, as shown in Figure 3(a), and the radius
expansion method was used to generate disc particles
with parameters, as shown in Table 2. +e disc par-
ticles were evenly distributed, as shown in Figure 3(b).
In order to reduce the effect of particle size, the ratio of
the size of the biaxial specimen to the particle size
satisfies L/R> 30, so the minimum and maximum
particle sizes of the particles were kept as 0.6mm and

1.2mm. +e porosity area was 0.15, and its macro-
scopic mechanical properties were close to the dense
sand.

(2) A program was coded using the FISH language in
PFC to record the center position and radius of the
two-dimensional disk particles, and then the disc

Table 1: Macroscopic parameters of Fujian sand in laboratory tests.

E50 (MPa) υ50 φ (°)
44.3 0.3 41.2

Confining pressure 

Loading disk

w

x
y h

Particle aggregates

Figure 1: Model for the numerical sample.

θ

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Comparison between irregular element and Fujian sand.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Process of generating numerical samples: (a) generating
wall; (b) generating disc unit samples; (c) generating long unit
samples.
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particles were removed. In the same position, the
irregular elements were generated according to the
principle of “Area and mass equivalent.” +e major
axis orientation of the irregular elements was 0° to
180° randomly distributed, as shown in Figure 3(c).

After the test was completed, the confining pressure and
the load were applied and subjected to a biaxial test. By
adjusting the initial sample parameters in Table 2, the
macroscopic mechanical properties exhibited by the sample
were consistent with the laboratory triaxial test results.

2.2.2. Parameter Calibration Results. +e initial microscopic
parameters were adjusted until the macroscopic parameters
of the model were similar to the macroscopic parameters
obtained by the ordinary triaxial test. +e final microscopic
parameters of the standard sand in Fujian are shown in
Table 3.

+e macroscopic mechanical parameters, axial stress,
and axial strain curves obtained from numerical experiments
and the comparison with laboratory test results are shown in
Table 4 and Figure 4.

From Table 4 and Figure 4, the parameter calibration of
the irregular unit is basically the same as that of Shi [15] and
the laboratory test results. However, from Figure 4, the
numerical model results of this paper are closer to the
laboratory test results. +is also shows that the irregular
particle unit is more suitable to simulate the real structure of
the sand, and the numerical simulation of Fujian standard
sand with the irregular particle unit is more realistic, and
therefore, the numerical test of the wider stress path can be
carried out on the basis of this sample.

3. Standard Sand Numerical Test Process
and Results

3.1. Sample Preparation. In order to find out the difference
and relationship between the inherent anisotropy and stress-
induced anisotropy of the sand, the same method and test
environment and parameters were used for the anisotropic
numerical samples.

(1) Test Environment and Parameters. +e biaxial test is
carried out with the experimental environment shown in
Figure 2, and the expected size of the specimen was
60mm× 60mm. +e particle unit of the biaxial specimen
was the irregular unit, and the microscopic parameter of the
sample particle was calibrated with the parameter, as shown
in Table 3.

(2) Sample Generation. +e two-axis numerical sample
generation steps are as follows: firstly, a two-dimensional
space of 100mm and a width of 60mm were generated, and
then microscopic parameters were generated in the space.
+e particle gradation follows a uniformly distributed disc
particle, and irregular units were generated by using the
program coded in the FISH language in PFC. +e initial
major axis of the regular element was randomly distributed.
+e original top wall was deleted, and a new top wall was
regenerated at a height of 60mm. Finally, the particles above
the new wall were removed, and the numerical sample was
generated.

3.2. Sample Loading and Control

3.2.1. .e Stress Path of the Inherent Anisotropy. +e basic
unit used in this test is an irregular unit which is under the
action of gravity deposition, and the major axis orientation
of particles was arranged in a specific direction. In order to
simulate the effect of soil deposition on the microstructure
and macroscopic mechanical properties of soil particles, the
gravity was applied to the irregular unit, and the sedi-
mentation occurred under the action of gravity.+ree sets of

Table 3: Microscopic parameters of samples at the final state.

kn (Pa) kn/ks f Rmax (mm) Rmin (mm) n

1.3e8 3 0.5 1.2 0.6 0.15

Table 4: Parameters of numerical simulation and laboratory test.

Fujian standard
sand

Initial modulus
(MPa)

Poisson’s
ratio

Internal friction
angle (°)

Laboratory test 44.3 0.30 41.2
Shi [15] 48.4 0.34 41.0
+is article 43.3 0.27 40.8
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Figure 4: Curves of numerical simulation and laboratory test.

Table 2: Microscopic parameters of samples at the initial state.

kn (Pa) kn/ks f Rmax (mm) Rmin (mm) n

2e8 2 0.5 1.2 0.6 0.18
Note: kn is the normal stiffness of the particles, ks is the tangent stiffness of
the particles, kn/ks is the tangential stiffness ratio, f is the coefficient of
friction, Rmax is the maximum radius of the particles, Rmin is the minimum
radius of the particles, and n is the porosity (area porosity).
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samples were generated according to the number of gravity
deposition sample steps, and then the gravity load was re-
moved. +e confining pressure of 100 kPa was applied to
make the sample reach the initial equilibrium state. Sample
number, the number of deposition steps, and the subsequent
loading direction are shown in Table 5.

In Table 5, each set of samples which has the same letter
used the same number of gravity deposition steps. A slight
initial stress was imposed in the horizontal and vertical
directions to keep the sample stable. +e stress increment
was applied firstly in the horizontal direction and then the
vertical direction to compare the macroscopic mechanical
properties in the horizontal and vertical directions with the
same initial sample. +e number of deposition steps in
Table 5 refers to the time step in order to make the nu-
merical calculation stable and select the time less than
a critical time step, which is related to the frequency of each
particle unit.

+e numerical test stress path is shown in Figure 5.

3.2.2. .e Stress Path of the Stress-Induced Anisotropy.
In this experiment, six samples were divided into three sets
according to the initial stress state (Table 6).+e initial stress
state of the two samples in each set was the same, and then
three groups of samples were loaded from the horizontal and
vertical directions, respectively. +e stress-strain curves and
macroscopic mechanical parameters of the samples in dif-
ferent directions were obtained. +e stress path of the nu-
merical test is shown in Figure 6.

3.3. Test Results. +e stress-strain curves obtained from the
horizontal and vertical loading are shown in Figure 7, and
the relative mechanical parameters are shown in Table 7.+e
initial modulus refers to the stress and strain ratio when the
strain of the load direction reaches 1%.

From Figures 7(a)–7(c), it can be seen that the stress-
strain curves of the three groups show a common principle:
the stress peak and the initial modulus at the time of loading
in the vertical direction (deposition direction) are larger
than those in the horizontal direction. Since the two samples
in each set of tests experienced the same number of grav-
itational steps, they had the same porosity, cell size and
sample size, and the initial state.+e only difference between
the two samples is that the load increment was applied in the
horizontal direction for one and the other was loaded from
the vertical direction. +e macroscopic mechanical response
in different directions shows obvious anisotropy. From the
stress and strain curves of different deposition steps, it can be
noticed that the larger the number of deposition steps, the
greater the peak stress.

From Figures 7(d)–7(f ), the stress-strain curves obtained
from the minimum principal stress direction (horizontal
direction) of the three sets are higher than those obtained by
loading from the maximum principal stress direction. +e
initial elastic modulus and the stress peak are larger than
those obtained from themaximum principal stress direction.
With the increase of the initial stress difference in the
horizontal and vertical directions, the difference of the

relevant mechanical parameters is also more obvious. It
shows that the specimen exhibits obvious anisotropy after
being subjected to unequal stress.

In the inherent anisotropic soil, the major axis orien-
tation arrangement of the soil particles forms a macroscopic
anisotropic layered foundation, making the elastic modulus
of the deposition direction (i.e., vertical direction) larger
than that of the horizontal direction.

But for the stress-induced anisotropy, the gravitational
loading step is not applied, the sample is initially isotropic,
and the particle arrangement does not have a major axis
oriented arrangement. Because of the initial stress of the
primary isotropic specimen, the initial stresses in the di-
rection of maximum principal stress and minimum prin-
cipal stress are different, resulting in different strain
increments when stress increases are applied from different
directions, so that the elastic modulus of the maximum
principal direction is smaller than that of the direction of
minimum principal stress. +e difference in the principle of
macroscopic stress and deformation is entirely due to the
additional stress increment, which is a typical stress-induced
anisotropy.

4. Anisotropic Microscopic
Mechanism Analysis

4.1. Analysis of Microcosmic Mechanism of the Inherent
Anisotropy. From the macroscopic mechanical parameters
and the stress-strain curves of the numerical experiments, it
shows that there is obvious inherent anisotropy in different
directions due to gravity deposition. In this paper, by an-
alyzing the change of the major axis orientation and the
change of the coordination number of the internal particles
in the sample during the loading process, the occurrence and
development of the inherent anisotropy were found from the
perspective of the microstructure parameters.

4.1.1. .e Effect of Major Axis Orientation on the Particles.
In order to analyze the specific principles of the micro-
structures in the gravitational deposition process, a program
coded with the FISH language was used to track the changes
of the major axis orientation of the particle units before and
after gravity deposition. Prior to gravitational deposition, the
major axes of the irregularly shaped units are randomly
distributed and are approximately equal in each interval.
Figures 8(a)–8(c) show the major axis distribution of the
particles in the three sets of samples. In the figure, the
abscissa is the angle between the center line axis of the

Table 5: List of samples and test parameters.

Sample number Gravity deposition steps Loading direction
A1 90000 Horizontal
A2 Vertical
B1 120000 Horizontal
B2 Vertical
C1 150000 Horizontal
C2 Vertical
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particle and the horizontal direction, and the ordinate is the
proportion of the total particles in a certain range of angles.

Figures 8(a)–8(c) show the distribution of the major axis
orientation of the particles after different deposition pro-
cesses. With the development of gravity deposition, the
major axis orientation of the irregular unit changes obvi-
ously. In the angle range of (−90, −60) and (60, 90), particle
major axis orientation was significantly reduced, and there
was a decrease in the range of (−60, −30), but in the angle
range of (30, 60) and (−30, 0), the particle major axis ori-
entation was significantly increased. It is shown that the
microstructure of the specimen changes under the action of
gravity deposition, so that the arrangement of the particles in
the sample is different in the horizontal direction and the
vertical direction because the long-axis orientation distri-
bution of the irregularly shaped granular unit is closer to the
horizontal direction and make the contact of the particles in
the direction of gravitational deposition tighter.+is leads to
the stress peak of the specimen in the vertical deposition
direction, and the initial elastic modulus is larger than the
horizontal direction, which is consistent with the principle
of the inherent anisotropy.

4.1.2. .e Effect of the Average Coordination Number.
Figures 9(a)–9(c) show the curves of the average coordination
number in the sample during the loading process when the
strain is less than 1%.

+e average coordination number in PFC refers to the
average number of particles in contact with the surroundings
in a measurement circle. It is used to describe the stability of
particle samples which states that the greater the coordination
number, the closer the contact between particles, and the
more difficult the compression of the particle becomes. +us,
the sample is kept more stable in this direction. It can be seen
from Figure 9 that when the load is applied from the hori-
zontal and vertical directions, the change of the average
coordination number of the particles is not the same. When
the load is applied from the vertical direction (gravity de-
position direction), the average coordination number of the
particles at the same strain is higher than the average of it
obtained from the horizontal direction. +e greater the
number of particles in contact with each other in a mea-
surement circle, the more stable the sample becomes, so when
it is loaded from the vertical direction, the sample stability in
the vertical direction is higher, and therefore, the sample has
a smaller compression capacity in the vertical direction. At the
same time, the initial elastic modulus and the stress peak in
the vertical direction of Figures 7(a)–7(c) are larger than those
in the horizontal direction.

Figures 9(a)–9(c) show that with the increase of the
number of gravity deposition steps, the contact coordination
number increases too, indicating that the greater the number
of gravity deposition steps, the particle contact becomes
closer, and therefore, the compression of the initial modulus
and the stress peak will be greater too.

4.2. Analysis of MicrocosmicMechanism of the Stress-Induced
Anisotropy. Stress-induced anisotropy is observed in
specimens after being subjected to unequal initial stress
states, and the anisotropy showed that the elastic modulus
and stress peak in the direction of minimum principal
stress were larger than those of the maximum principal
stress. +is is significantly different from the inherent
anisotropy.
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Macroparameters

Macroparameters
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directions

Mechanical curve

Sample 1

Sample 2

Two groups
of the same
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Gravity deposition
method

Load
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∆σ
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Figure 5: Stress paths of inherent anisotropy.

Table 6: Sample number and load condition.

Sample number Initial stress Stress increment direction
D1 σ10 � 200 kPa

σ30 � 150 kPa
Horizontal

D2 Vertical
E1 σ10 � 250 kPa

σ30 � 150 kPa
Horizontal

E2 Vertical
F1 σ10 � 300 kPa

σ30 � 150 kPa
Horizontal

F2 Vertical
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4.2.1. .e Effect of Major Axis Orientation on the Particles.
In the study of above inherent anisotropy, the particles were
arranged along the particle center line axis before deposition
occurred under the action of gravity. In the stress-induced
anisotropy test, there is no gravity deposition step. +e
following is an example of the F1 and F2 samples to analyze
the variation of the center line axis orientation of the par-
ticles in the stress-induced anisotropy test, as shown in
Figure 10.

Figure 10 shows the change of the major axis orientation
of the particles with the load increment in the horizontal
direction (minimum principal stress direction) or the ver-
tical direction (maximum principal stress direction), and the
particles do not produce obvious layer arrangement. +is
indicates that, for the stress-induced anisotropy of the
specimen, the long-axis orientation of the irregular element
particles is not the main cause of the sample’s anisotropy in
the horizontal and vertical directions. For stress-induced
anisotropy, before the application of unequal stress, the
sample had formed a certain degree of density, the particle
unit contact was close, and the friction was relatively larger.
+e force is applied through the plate or test instrument at
the end rather than applying directly to each particle above,
so the particles will have a greater rotation and larger

frictional resistance. For the inherent anisotropy, the major
axis orientation of the particle unit changes obviously after
the sample is completely formed. However, for the stress-
induced anisotropy, due to the large frictional and rotational
torque, the energy of the particle itself is small and the center
line axis orientation of the particle unit is difficult to change,
so the change of the center line axis orientation of the
particle contributes little to the stress-induced anisotropy.

4.2.2. .e Effect of the Average Coordination Number. In
Figure 11, the curves of the average coordination number are
presented. +e specimens are in the same initial stress state,
since the initial stress is not equal in the horizontal and
vertical directions, and the average coordination number of
particles varies with the strain increment when they are
loaded from the horizontal and vertical directions. When the
load is applied from the horizontal direction (minimum
principal stress direction), the average coordination number
of the same strain particles is higher than the average
number of particles in the vertical direction (maximum
principal stress direction). +e larger average coordination
number stabilizes the sample more; so when it is loaded from
the minimum principal stress direction due to the maximum
principal stress constraints, the sample stability is higher.
Hence, there will be an initial modulus and stress peak of the
minimum principal stress direction which is higher than
those of themaximum principal stress direction. In addition,
as shown in Figures 11(a)–11(c), the difference between the
initial stress in the horizontal and vertical directions is large.
+e greater the coordination number obtained in the hor-
izontal direction is, the smaller the coordination number
obtained in the vertical direction becomes. It is more difficult
to compress the sample from the horizontal direction, but
from the vertical direction, the opposite is observed.
+erefore, the sample will show macroscopically that, with
the increase of the initial anisotropy stress, the difference
between the initial elastic modulus and the stress peak in the
horizontal direction and the vertical direction is larger, as
shown in Figures 7(d)–7(f).

Table 7: Macromechanical parameters of samples.

Sample number Initial modulus (MPa) Stress peak (kPa)
A1 33.8 873
A2 34.8 1030
B1 40.7 856
B2 43.8 1250
C1 47.5 1001
C2 51.7 1443
D1 50.3 1303
D2 43.9 1070
E1 53.9 1490
E2 41.8 1003
F1 56.1 1636
F2 39.6 1002
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Figure 7: Curves of stress-strain relationship of three samples: (a) samples A1 and A2; (b) samples B1 and B2; (c) samples C1 and C2; (d)
samples D1 and D2; (e) samples E1 and E2; (f ) samples F1 and F2.
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4.2.3. .e Effect of the Contact Force between the Particles.
+emicroscopic mechanism of stress-induced anisotropy in
soil is also reflected in the contact force distribution. During
the loading process, the contact force variation between the
particles in the sample is different when the samples are
loaded from the horizontal direction and the vertical di-
rection. Figures 12 and 13 show the distribution of particle
normal contact force and direction during the process of
loading from horizontal and vertical directions when the
samples F1 and F2 are in the initial stress state of 300 kPa and
150 kPa. Each dot in the graph represents contact force
between two particles, and the distance from the origin of the
coordinates represents the magnitude of the contact force.
+e different quadrants and dots of different positions also

represent the direction of the contact force. +e more the
dots are in the vertical direction, the more inclined this
distribution is. In addition, the figure also gives the hori-
zontal and vertical contact force of the average. When the
strain is 0 (before loading), the horizontal and vertical di-
rections of the normal distribution are oval, and the major
axis is in the vertical direction. +is shows that the distri-
bution of the particle normal contact force and direction are
the same before the loading of the two groups, as shown in
Figures 12(a) and 13(a). But when the two groups of samples
were loaded from the horizontal and vertical directions, the
distribution of the particle normal contact force and di-
rection was significantly different with the strain incre-
ment. When the load is applied in the horizontal direction
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Figure 8: Distribution of the major axis orientation of particles: (a) 9,000 deposition steps; (b) 12,000 deposition steps; (c) 15,000 deposition
steps.
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(minimum principal stress direction), the normal contact
force in the horizontal direction increases rapidly with the
increase of the strain, and the vertical direction (the di-
rection of the maximum principal stress) changes slightly.
+e distribution of the contact force gradually changes
from elliptical to circular. +is means that the advantage
of the distribution of the contact force in the vertical
direction tends to reduce as the loading progresses. As the
strain increment continues to increase, the contact force
in the horizontal direction starts to exceed the contact
force in the vertical direction. +e particle movement is
difficult in a relatively stable state, so the elastic modulus
and peak stress are larger when loading from the hori-
zontal direction. When the load is applied in the vertical

direction, the distribution of particle normal contact force
gradually increases, the difference in the contact force
between the vertical and horizontal directions of the
particles increases from the beginning, and the movement
of the particles is easy. When it is loaded from the vertical
direction, the specimen’s modulus and stress peaks will be
lower than the relevant parameters obtained from the
horizontal direction.

4.3. .e Differences and Relations between the Two Kinds of
Anisotropy. Analyses are conducted on the two kinds of
anisotropy of soil in detail, and there are some relations and
differences between them. +e microscopic mechanism of
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Figure 9: Curves of coordination numbers: (a) sample group A; (b) sample group B; (c) sample group C.
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Figure 10: Distribution of major axis orientation of particles: (a) F1 sample long axis orientation change; (b) F2 sample long axis orientation
change.
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the two kinds of anisotropy is uniform. Both the inherent
anisotropy and the stress-induced anisotropy are mainly
caused by the different distribution and arrangement in
different directions in soil microstructure, such as di-
rectional distribution of major axis of the particle unit, the
arrangement of particles in space pore distribution, and the
average coordination number of particles.

However, there are some differences between the forms
of expression of the anisotropy. In the course of deposition,
the particles easily rotate and loose contact between each
other. When the particles are subjected to gravity, the layers
are arranged in the horizontal direction, resulting in tight
contact in the vertical direction and difficulty in compres-
sion. +e stress peak and the elastic modulus in the vertical
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Figure 12: Distribution of the particle normal contact force and direction during the process of sample F1 loading: (a) ε3 � 0; (b) ε3 � 0.4%;
(c) ε3 � 0.8%.
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Figure 11: Curves of the average coordination number: (a) sample group A; (b) sample group B; (c) sample group C.
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Figure 13: Distribution of the particle normal contact force and direction during the process of sample F2 loading: (a) ε1 � 0; (b) ε1 � 0.4%;
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direction are larger than those in the horizontal direction,
which are called inherent anisotropy. +e contact between
particles is not lost as the before gravity deposition condi-
tion, and there is a strong force between particles and hence
it is not easy to rotate; this is called the stress-induced
anisotropy. +e soil sample is subjected to an unequal
initial stress state, resulting in differences in the horizontal
and vertical distributions of the contact force and the co-
ordination number. In the late loading process in the vertical
direction (maximum principal stress direction), the shear
trend increases from the commencement of loading. In the
horizontal direction (minimum principal stress direction),
the shear trend of sample decreases first and thereafter
increases. +e sample undergoes a gradual compression and
stability process. +erefore, the stress peak and elastic
modulus in the final horizontal direction are larger than
those in the vertical direction.

5. Conclusion and Discussion

As a discontinuous discrete material, the mechanical
properties and researchmethods of sandymaterials are quite
different from those of continuous materials. Because of the
discreteness of the particle structure the sandy materials
show an obvious anisotropy on the macroscopic scale under
the action of gravity or under the condition of unequal stress.
+e generation of this anisotropy is also closely related to the
microstructural properties of the bulk material. In view of
the limitations of the research methods of discontinuous
discrete materials and the complexity of laboratory tests, the
numerical simulation software of particle flow (PFC2D) was
adopted in this paper. A group of plane biaxial specimens
was established by gravity deposition and radius expansion
method. Stress and strain curves and macromechanical
parameters in different directions under different conditions
were obtained by loading in horizontal and vertical di-
rections. +e macroscopic anisotropy was analyzed and
explained from the microscopic point of view, using the
parameters of particle orientation, and coordination num-
ber, and the magnitude of the particle indirect contact force
as an index. +e conclusions are as follows:

(1) In this paper, numerical results of an irregular ele-
ment are closer to the results of the triaxial test of the
standard sand sample. +e proposed irregular unit is
more suitable for the shape characteristics of soil
particles than the original disk unit in PFC. Based on
this numerical specimen, a numerical test of a more
extensive stress path can be carried out.

(2) In the process of gravity deposition, the particle units
are obviously arranged in layers. +is arrangement
gives the soil more contact and compression in one
direction than in the other. In the later loading
process, the soil shows obvious anisotropic me-
chanical characteristics.

(3) +e stress-induced anisotropy of soil is produced by
the interaction of the irregular internal structure and
external unequal stress. +e change of the internal
structure of the soil is concomitant with the change

of the external stress state. +e fundamental reason
for the anisotropy is that the microstructure of the
material has undergone uneven changes, but the
reason for this change is the role of external load.

(4) +e reasons for the two kinds of anisotropy can be
attributed to the inhomogeneous changes of mi-
crostructure and to the micromechanical mecha-
nism, but there are differences in their forms of
expression.

(5) In this paper, the PFC simulation of sand inherent
and stress-induced anisotropy is carried out. It is
suggested that a scale numerical test tool will be
established by numerical simulation of the com-
pleted macrounit tests. +e reliability of the discrete
element numerical tools is preliminarily verified by
comparing with the results of unit tests. +e nu-
merical experiments under more extensive stress
path can be carried out, and the stress and strain of
granular materials under complex stress conditions
are obtained. It provides a reference for the mac-
roscopic mechanism of the macroscopic mechanical
behavior of granular materials and for establishing
the macroscopic constitutive model of rock.
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In order to investigate the influences of drying and wetting cycles, initial degree of compaction, and water content on shear
strength of the Yudong subgrade silt, a series of direct shear tests were performed at saturated and unsaturated states. ,e test
results show that effects of the drying and wetting cycles, water content, and compaction degree on cohesion are more evident than
those on the internal friction angle. According to the test data, a formula for the cohesion was proposed, which accounts for the
drying and wetting cycles, water content, and degree of compaction. Because Bishop’s strength formula for unsaturated soils could
not be applied to Yudong silt, a formula is given based on Fredlund’s formula for predicting the shear strength of unsaturated
Yudong silt from the soil-water characteristic curve.

1. Introduction

,e silt distributes widely on the Yellow River alluvial plain
in the eastern Henan province (referred to as Yudong) and
thus is often used as a road subgrade or fill material. Yudong
silt has a high content of silt-size particles, and the silt-size
particles do not bond very well in drying state and are easily
crushed. However, it is sensitive to water and easily becomes
liquefaction alike, which means that it has poor engineering
stability as a road building material. ,e soils in nature are
subjected to climate change and undergo periodical drying
and wetting cycles. ,e drying and wetting cycles can sig-
nificantly alter the hydromechanical behavior of soil and
damage earth structures [1]. In the natural environment,
there are changes in groundwater level and seasonal drying
and wetting by evaporation and infiltration of precipitation,
respectively, and thus, subgrade soils are subjected to multiple
drying and wetting cycles, resulting in deformation and
uneven settlement of the subgrade layer, surface crack, and
other failures. Because of their importance in engineering

applications, the effect of drying and wetting cycles and water
content on the shear strength of silt needs to be considered.

In recent years, there have been many studies on the
effect of drying and wetting cycles on soil strength. A lit-
erature review on hydraulic cycles shows that several drying-
wetting cycles [2–4] produce an equilibrium state after
which the soil exhibits elastic behavior. Moreover, the ir-
reversible volumetric deformation during the drying and
wetting cycles was found to be the function of compaction
conditions and the subsequent variation of stress/hydration
paths [5, 6]. Goh et al. [7] showed that the shear strength
characteristics of soils under the drying and wetting cycles
are different. Zhang et al. [8] and Sun et al. [9] showed that
even if the same path of net stress and suction was followed
during triaxial shearing, the stress-strain and strength be-
havior are different between specimens experiencing dif-
ferent suction histories. After experiencing a larger suction,
the void ratio decreases significantly, and thus, the specimen
exhibits the deformation characteristics similar to the
overconsolidated clay during shearing [10]. ,e effect of
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hydraulic hysteresis on shear strength of unsaturated clay
was studied by Chiu et al. [11]. Nowamooz et al. [12] de-
veloped an effective stress parameter to assess the cyclic
behavior of swelling soils in drying and wetting cycles.
Several studies have been conducted to assess the effect of
drying and wetting cycles on hydraulic conductivity, and the
swelling capacity of clay barriers by using different methods
[13–18]. In summary, the influence of drying and wetting
cycles on mechanical properties of soils is obvious, and the
study on silty soil is less compared with expansive soils.

,e soil-water characteristic curve (SWCC) plays a key role
in unsaturated soil mechanics. Measurement of the SWCC is
expensive and time consuming and requires special technique
or equipment in laboratory. Sun et al. [19–22] studied the
affecting factors of the SWCC by results of the pressure plate
tests and concluded that the direct affecting factor is the void
ratio rather than the stress or stress history. Gallage and
Uchimura [23] studied the effects of dry density and grain size
distribution on the SWCC of sandy soils. Gao and Sun [24]
studied the soil-water retention behavior of compacted soil
with different densities over a wide suction range. Zhou and
Sheng [25] proposed an advanced hydromechanical consti-
tutivemodel for unsaturated soils with different initial densities
considering the changes of the SWCC. Ho et al. and Kong et al.
[26, 27] studied the SWCCs of granite residual soils experi-
encing multiple drying and wetting cycles. Zhou [28] proposed
a contact angle-dependent model in incremental form to re-
produce the soil-water hysteresis behavior. From the above
discussion, it can be seen that the effects of the void ratio
and drying and wetting cycles on the SWCC are significant,
and the quantitative relationship between them can help us to
predict the strength of unsaturated soils with the SWCC.

,e effects of drying and wetting cycles and water content
on the soil strength have been well documented, but to date,
few scholars have reported how drying and wetting cycles
affect the strength of Yudong silt, which are not fully

understood. Besides, the silt is formed by alluvial deposits of
the Yellow River, and it has a special geological condition and
mainly contains silt-size particles. ,e silt is used widely as
a road subgrade or fill material. ,erefore, it is very necessary
to study the effect of drying and wetting cycles on the strength
of Yudong silt. By performing a series of direct shear tests, the
effects of water content, drying and wetting cycles, and degree
of compaction on the shear strength of Yudong silt were
investigated. And a formula for predicting the shear strength
of unsaturated Yudong silt from the SWCC is established, and
it can be applied to the design of a highway subgrade by using
Yudong silt as a road subgrade or fill material.

2. Experimental Materials

Testing silt was collected from eastern Henan province,
China. Because the eastern part of Henan province is re-
ferred to as Yudong, the soil is called Yudong silt in this
study. ,e soil, from a depth of 6m, is grayish yellow in
color, slightly wet, and slightly dense. ,e soil was air-dried,
crushed, and passed through 2mm sieve and then was oven-
dried for 24 h before analysis. ,e physical properties of the
soils are presented in Table 1.

Figure 1 shows the grading curve of Yudong silt obtained
according to the test methods of soils for highway engi-
neering (JTG/E40-2007) [29]. ,e curvature coefficient (Cc)
of 1.3 and the uniformity coefficient (Cu) of 7.2 met the
requirements of the highway roadbed design specifications
(JTG/D30-2004) [30]. From above, the soil is classified as
sandy silt with low liquid limit.

Figure 2 shows the compaction curves for Yudong silt
with 25 blow per layer (3 layers in total) and the compaction
work of 2684.9 kJ/m3 according to test methods of soils for
highway engineering (JTG/E40-2007) [29]. ,e water content
of specimens is on the dry or wet side of the optimum or just
on the optimum.

Table 1: Basic physical properties of Yudong silt.

Specific
gravity (Gs)

Liquid
limit, wL (%)

Plastic
limit, wp (%)

Plasticity
index, Ip

Maximum
dry density, ρd (g/cm3)

Optimum water
content, wopt (%)

2.72 24.5 17.3 7.2 1.72 12.7
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Figure 1: Grading curve of Yudong silt.
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3. Experimental Methods

3.1. Soil-Water Characteristic Curve. ,e GCTS unsaturated
soil consolidation apparatus [31] was used to test the soil-
water characteristic curve of the silt that had not experienced
wetting or drying cycle under a net stress of 0, a degree of
compaction of 96%.Matric suction imposed on the specimens
was applied by using the axis translation technology [32].

,e specific suction path is shown in Table 2. ,e suction
equilibrium was determined from the amount of water
drainage, by measuring the amount of water pumped in and
out through the burette. ,e variation in the water content
was based on the difference between the suction equilibrium
points measured for the specimens. During the test process,
the bottom pipes below the ceramic plate were flushed out at
regular intervals so that there was more free drainage, thereby
shortening the time to achieve equilibrium. ,e suction
equilibrium of each level was achieved in between 2 and 3
days during the test conditions. ,e tests for measuring the
soil-water characteristic curves in drying and wetting cycles
were carried out over a period of about 1.5 months.

3.2. Effect of Water Content on Strength of Unsaturated
Yudong Silt. After passing through a 2mm sieve, soil
samples were placed in an oven and were dried at 110°C for
24 h. ,ey were then cooled in a dryer and divided into 9
portions with 8 different water contents and one with the
optimumwater content.,e amount of water was calculated
according to the targeted water content and the quality of the
dry soil, and then, the water was added to the dry soil to
reach the targeted water content. ,e soils were mixed with
the water, and the mixtures were then placed into double-
layer storage bags and were allowed them to be sealed for 24
hours.,e actual initial water content of the soil samples was
measured from part of the soil samples oven-dried.

To study the effect of water content on the strength of
Yudong silt, a series of direct shear tests were performed on
24 unsaturated specimens of Yudong silt. ,e test specimens
with the same initial degree of compaction of 96% have the
initial water contents of 6.9%, 10.4%, 12.3%, 15.8%, 18.2%,
20.5%, 22.1%, and 23.9%. ,e specimens were subjected to
vertical stresses of 100, 200, and 400 kPa, respectively. To
ensure that the pore water pressure is completely dissipated
during shearing, the shear method was adopted slowly, and
the shear rate is 0.02mm/min.,e specific details of the tests
are listed in Table 3.

3.3. Effects of Drying and Wetting Cycle and Degree of
Compaction on Shear Strength of Saturated Yudong Silt.
To obtain better and more realistic simulations of the true
environmental conditions in eastern Henan, the testing con-
ditions reported in this studywere based on the regional annual
average precipitation. ,e maximum and minimum water
contents during drying and wetting cycles were estimated from
the amount of evaporation from samples, that is,wmax � ws and
wmin � 10% [27]. ,e laboratory temperature was controlled
between 17°C and 18°C. Specific details of the test conditions
are as follows:

(1) During the drying process, the prepared saturated
specimens were wind-dried indoor. ,e specimens
were weighed, and the water content was calculated
every 2 hours until it reached the minimum water
content wmin. ,e drying process was stopped, and
the specimens were allowed to stand for 24 hours.

(2) During the wetting process, the air-dried specimens
were saturated with a vacuum pump to achieve a water
content of ws. ,e vacuum pump was stopped, and the
specimens were allowed to stand for 24 hours.

(3) Steps 1 and 2 were repeated to replicate multiple
drying and wetting cycles.

,e initial degrees of compaction of the specimens were
controlled at 94%, 96%, and 98%. ,e specimens were
subjected to 0, 1, 3, and 5 drying and wetting cycles, and
vertical stresses of 100, 200, 300, and 400 kPa were applied.
,e 48 direct shear tests were performed, using the slow-
velocity shear method at the shear rate of 0.02mm/min.
Details of the test setup are provided in Table 4.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Soil-Water Characteristic Curve. ,e soil-water charac-
teristic curves for the saturated Yudong silt specimen expe-
riencing drying and wetting cycles with a compaction degree
of 96% and under a net stress of 0 kPa are shown in Figure 3.
,e results show that the water content and saturation degree

Table 2: Suction paths.

Path type Suction path

Drying 1 kPa→ 10 kPa→ 20 kPa→ 40 kPa→
80 kPa→ 160 kPa→ 320 kPa→ 480 kPa

Wetting 480 kPa→ 320 kPa→ 160 kPa→ 80 kPa→
40 kPa→ 20 kPa→ 10 kPa→ 1 kPa

Table 3: Direct shear test program for unsaturated Yudong silt.

Compaction
degree, d (%)

Initial water
content, w0 (%)

Normal stress,
σv (kPa)

96

6.9

100, 200, 400

10.4
12.3
15.8
18.2
20.5
22.1
23.9

Note. ws is saturated water content in % and ws � 23.9%.

Table 4: Testing conditions for direct shear tests on saturated
Yudong silt.

Compaction
degree, d (%)

Number of drying and
wetting cycles, n (times)

Normal stress,
σv (kPa)

94, 96, 98

0

100, 200, 300, 4001
3
5
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of the specimen decrease as the suction increases and increase
as the suction decreases. Because of the bottle ink effect, there
was hysteresis in the drying and wetting curves and consistent
with the results from other studies [9, 33]; that is, the drying
curve was always higher than the wetting curve. When the
suction was less than 100kPa, there was significant hysteresis in
the drying andwetting soil-water characteristic curves, but there
was no hysteresis when the suction was greater than 100kPa.

,e measured drying curve can be fitted using the Van
Genuchten model [34] as follows:

w �
ws

1 +(ψ/a)n]
m,


(1)

where ψ denotes the suction; w denotes the water content
corresponding to the suction; ws is the saturated water

content; and a, n, and m are the fitting parameters. ws � 23.9,
a� 8.95, n� 40.02, and m� 0.01 were used for fitting the
SWCC in Figure 4(a).

,e renownedmathematical equation developed by Fredlund
and Xing [35] was adopted to fit the drying SWCCmeasured by
the pressure plate method, as shown in Figure 4(b). ,e SWCC
equation proposed by Fredlund andXing [35] can be expressed as

Sr �
C(s)

ln 2.71828 +(s/a)n
[ ]{ }

m,

where

C(s) � 1−
ln 1 + s/sre( ( 

ln 1 + 106/sre( ( 
,

(2)
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Figure 3: SWCCs of Yudong silt: (a)w-s curve; (b) s-sr curve.
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where sre is the residual suction and a, n, and m are three
fitting parameters. ,e fitting parameters of the SWCC
in Figure 4(b) are as follows: sre � 100000 kPa, a� 17.02,
n� 7.60, and m� 0.42.

4.2. Effect of Water Content on Strength of Unsaturated
Yudong Silt. ,e relationships between the shear strength
and normal stress for unsaturated silt specimens with dif-
ferent initial water contents are shown in Figure 5. ,e shear
strength line of Yudong silt increases first and then decreases
as the initial water content increases.

,e strength indexes were determined by fitting the test
data using the least squares method under different test
conditions, as shown in Table 5. ,e cohesion increases first
and then decreases as the initial water content increases, as
shown in Figure 6. However, the initial water content has
little influence on the internal friction angle, which changes
only between 29° and 31°, as shown in Figure 7; the result is
consistent with the results of Vanapalli et al. [36].

,e pore water in an unsaturated soil can be divided into
two categories: capillary water and adsorbed water. Only the
capillary water contributes to the shear strength [37, 38].,e
water content is an important influential factor on the co-
hesion except for the soil strength caused by the friction.,e
changes in cohesion mentioned above are related to the
mode of connection between soil particles. For example,
when the soil is dry, the bound water decreases, the weakly-
bound water in the diffusion layer becomes thinner, and the
concentrations of the dissolved liquid electrolyte increase,
resulting in dry coagulation.,e clay content of silt is low, so
the cohesion is very weak during drying, and the particles are
mainly connected with the capillary water. When the water
content is low, silt is held together very loosely and can be
broken easily. When the water content is very high, the
connection force of soil particles from the capillary water
becomes weak, resulting in reduced cohesion. ,erefore, the

cohesion of silt first increases and then decreases as the
initial water content increases.

As silt particles are generally within a relatively narrow
range of particle size, the effect of water on the lubrication
between the particles is limited, and thus, the impact on the
frictional strength is limited. ,erefore, the internal friction
angle changes little during the change of water content.
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Figure 5: Relationship between shear strength and normal stress at
different water contents.

Table 5: Initial state and strength parameters of unsaturated
Yudong silt.

w0 (%) c (kPa) φ (°)
6.9 33.53 30.00
10.4 57.02 29.91
12.3 67.56 29.78
15.8 69.53 29.91
18.2 61.52 30.09
20.5 53.57 29.96
22.1 47.05 29.87
23.9 41.44 30.34
Note. w0 is initial water content in %; ws is saturated water content in %;
ws � 23.9%.
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As shown in Figure 6, the relationship between the initial
water content and cohesion for Yudong silt can be fitted by
a parabolic curve. ,e mathematical expression for the
relationship is as follows:

c � −0.43w
2
0 + 13.43w0 − 36.38, (3)

where c is the cohesion in kPa and w0 is the initial water
content in %.

4.3. Effects of Drying and Wetting Cycles and Degree of
Compaction on Shear Strength of Saturated Yudong Silt.
,e relationship between the shear strength and normal
stress for saturated silt specimens under different degrees of
compaction and different numbers of wetting and drying
cycles is shown in Figure 8. ,e shear strength line of
Yudong silt moves down as the number of drying and
wetting cycles increases when the initial degrees of com-
paction are the same. ,e shear strength line of Yudong silt
moves up with increasing the initial degree of compaction
when the number of drying and wetting cycles was the same.

,e strength indexes were determined by fitting test data
using the least squares method under different testing
conditions. As shown in Table 6, the cohesion decreases
obviously as the number of drying and wetting cycles in-
creases, while the cohesion increases as the initial degree of
compaction increases, as shown in Figure 9. ,e wetting and
drying cycles and the initial degree of compaction have little
effect on the internal friction angle, which changes only
between 29° and 31°, as shown in Figure 10.

,e drying and wetting cycles have a significant effect on
the cohesion of Yudong silt. During the drying and wetting
process, the soil microstructure changes and the in-
tergranular joints are weakened by small fissure channels or
salt solute, resulting in a lower cohesion. ,e cohesion of silt
is also influenced by the degree of compaction because the
cohesion is mainly a function of electrostatic attraction and
the adhesion between soil particles. When the degree of
compaction increases, the distance between the soil particles
decreases, the interaction between the particles becomes
stronger, and the cohesion increases [39]. ,e internal
friction angle is caused by the friction, including occlusal
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Figure 8: Relationships between shear strength and normal stress
at different compaction degrees and drying-wetting cycles. Com-
paction degree: (a) 98%; (b) 96%; (c) 94%.

Table 6: Initial state and strength parameters of saturated Yudong
silt.

d (%) n (times) c (kPa) φ (°)

94

0 37.76 30.04
1 31.31 29.83
3 22.1 29.65
5 8.29 29.48

96

0 41.44 30.34
1 35.91 30.09
3 27.63 30.04
5 14.73 29.78

98

0 44.92 30.77
1 42.36 30.56
3 33.15 30.21
5 20.26 29.96
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friction and sliding friction, between the particles; the size
of which depends on the particle morphology, pore pressure,
and the soil structure and other factors. ,e drying and
wetting cycles cause irreversible damage to the connection
between the particles, and subtle cracks appear that reduce
the integrity of the sample. Silt has a uniform particle size,
and the clay content is very low, which means that the
changes in the soil structure after the drying and wetting
cycles are limited, and so, while the friction angle has de-
creases, the decrease is not obvious.,e uniform particle size

of silt is uniform, which means that it is dense and difficult to
shape. As the degree of compaction increases, the pores of
the silt are not really filled but are shaped into a type of
building block framework, so any increases in the internal
friction angle are not obvious.

Cohesion of Yudong silt is plotted against the number of
drying and wetting cycles and degree of compaction in
Figures 9(a) and 9(b), respectively. ,ere were clear linear
relationships between the cohesion and the number of
drying and wetting cycles and the degree of compaction.,e
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Figure 9: Effects of drying and wetting cycles and compaction degree on cohesion. Relationship between (a) cohesion and number of drying
and wetting cycles; (b) cohesion and degree of compaction.
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of drying and wetting cycles; (b) friction angle and degree of compaction.
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linear relationship between the degree of cohesion and the
number of drying and wetting cycles in Figure 9(a), can be
expressed as:

c � a + bn, (4)

where c is the cohesion, n is the number of drying and
wetting cycles, a is the intercept, and b is the slope. ,e
fitting parameters a and b for different initial compaction
conditions are listed in Table 7.

,ere is a linear relationship between the parameter a and
the degree of compaction, as shown in Table 6, while there is
a reciprocal-type function between the parameter b and the
degree of compaction, which are expressed as follows:

a � 214.8d− 164.2, (5)

b �
1

0.47− 0.69d
. (6)

Substituting (5) and (6) into (4) results in the following
equation:

c � 214.8d− 164.2 +
n

0.47− 0.69d
. (7)

,e cohesion of saturated Yudong silt for any degree of
compaction and any number of drying and wetting cycles
can be predicted by (7).

According to the program of the direct shear tests on
saturated and unsaturated silt specimens, the tests are or-
thogonal to the group saturated specimen with the com-
paction degree of 96% and the drying and wetting cycles of 0.
,e cohesion of specimens of this group obtained by the
direct shear tests is 41.44 kPa. (3) is divided by 41.44 kPa and
then is multiplied by (7) as follows:

c w0, d, n(  �
c w0( 

41.44
× c(d, n). (8)

Substituting (3) into (8) results in the following equation:

c � −0.43w
2
0 + 13.43w0 − 36.38 

× 5.18d− 3.96 +
n

19.48− 28.59d
 .

(9)

With (9), the cohesion can be predicted for Yudong silt
with different initial water contents and for different degrees
of compaction and different numbers of drying and wetting
cycles in the range of test conditions.

4.4. Predicting Strength of Yudong Silt Using SWCC. ,e
strength theories for unsaturated soils are mostly based on

the Mohr–Coulomb criterion. Numerous formulae for the
strength of unsaturated soils are recognized by geotechnical
community, including the strength formulae proposed by
Bishop [40] and Fredlund and Morgenstern [41].

Bishop [40] proposed a univariate effective stress for-
mula, which can be written as

τf � c′ + σ − ua + χ ua − uw(  tanφ′. (10)

Fredlund and Morgenstern [41] proposed a bivariate
formula, which can be written as

τf � c′ + σ − ua( tanφ′ + ua − uw( tanφb
. (11)

From the corresponding values of suction obtained
under different initial water contents from the drying curve
(Figure 4(a)), the relationships between the shear strength
and suction for net normal stresses of 100, 200, and 400 kPa
can be calculated with (10). ,e relationship between χ and
the saturation degree of noncohesive silt was determined by
Bishop and Donald [42], and the value of χ is approximately
equal to the value of the saturation degree (Figure 4(b)). ,e
data were input into (11), and the relationships between the
shear strength and suction for net normal stresses of 100,
200, and 400 kPa were also obtained. ,e measured net
normal stresses in the tests were 100, 200, and 400 kPa, and
the relationship between the shear strength and the suction
of the Yudong silt is shown in Figure 11.

,ere were very large deviations between the shear
strength calculated by (10) and the measured values, as shown
in Figure 11. ,e shear strength calculated by the Bishop
formula did not decrease but always increases with increasing
the suction when the suction value is greater than 30 kPa.
,erefore, there are still certain limitations associated with
applying the shear strength formula for unsaturated soils
proposed by Bishop [40] to the Yudong silt. ,ere were small
deviations between the shear strength calculated by (11) and
the measured values, as shown in Figure 11.
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Calculated by
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Figure 11: Measured and predicted shear strength versus suction
under different vertical stresses.

Table 7: Fitting parameters a and b for different degrees of
compaction.

Compaction degree, d (%)
Fitting parameter

a b Fitting degree
94 37.79 −5.74 0.99
96 41.66 −5.21 0.98
98 46.38 −4.98 0.97
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,e measured shear strength versus suction shows that
when the water content is close to the optimum water
content, the suction is 30 kPa, and the peak shear strength
also occurred at the water content.,e soil used in this study
has a uniform particle size distribution and has many pores.
When the suction decreases from 30 kPa, the silt specimen
tends to be saturated rapidly. Part of water weakens the
interactions between the soil particles and reduces the
bonding between the particles, resulting in a decrease in
shear strength [41]. When the suction exceeds 30 kPa, the silt
is relatively dry with little capillary water, and then, some
small cracks exist in the silt specimens, which have small
shear strength.

From the above discussions, (1), (9), and (11) can quickly
provide the technical parameters for the design and con-
struction of the road subgrade or fill materials.

5. Conclusions

(1) ,e cohesion of saturated Yudong silt decreases with
increasing the number of drying and wetting cycles,
increases with increasing the degree of compaction,
and increases first and then decreases as the initial
water content increases. An empirical formula was
given according to the experimental data. ,e for-
mula can predict the cohesion of the saturated
Yudong silt under different degrees of compaction or
different numbers of drying-wetting cycles in the
range of test conditions.

(2) ,e internal friction angle of Yudong silt, which
changes between 29° and 31°, was only slightly
influenced by the number of drying and wetting
cycles, the initial compaction degree, and the initial
water content.

(3) According to results of the direct shear tests and the
soil-water characteristic curve of Yudong silt, the
shear strength formula proposed by Bishop is not
applicable, while an alternative method based on the
Fredlund formula is appropriate.
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Oil-contaminated soils have been paid much attention due to the reclamation of industrial lands in coastal cities of China. As known,
oil-contaminated soils are inapplicable for construction due to their weak engineering properties, thus leading to the requirement of
remediation and reclamation for oil-contaminated sites. )is study presents an experimental investigation on the stabilization of
contaminated soils with Portland cement. Investigations including the Atterberg limits, unconfined compressive strength, direct shear
strength, and microstructure of cement-stabilized soils have been carried out, verifying the suitability of applying cement to improve
engineering properties. Experimental results show that the geotechnical properties of contaminated soil are very poor. With the
application of cement, the liquid limit and plasticity index of contaminated soil samples decrease dramatically, and the strength of
treated soils has been improved. Experimental results from scanning electron microscope (SEM) indicate that cement-stabilized oil-
contaminated soil is featured with a stable supporting microstructure, owing to the cementation between soil particles. )is also
confirms the applicability of cement to be served as an additive to treat oil-contaminated soils.

1. Introduction

Remediation and reclamation of oil-contaminated sites has
been paid increasing attentions in recent decades. )is is
mainly due to the fast development of industry all over the
world and its impact on global environment [1, 2]. As
known, oil spills during transportation, leakage from storage
tanks, discharge of industrial waste liquid with oil, and so on
would result in serious contamination to soils. For example,
leather industry is popular and advanced in Wenzhou,
China, which is regarded as one of the most important
economic pillars for the local government. However, due to
the loose regulation and lagging industry in the past few
decades, liquid industrial waste was dumped without proper
treatment in this region [2]. Contaminated soils normally
contain toxic heavy metals and chloride salt, which have
been suggested to be stabilized using cement [3–6]. How-
ever, the stabilization for contaminated soils induced by oil
pollution becomes much more complicated and difficult.

Investigations on engineering properties of oil-contaminated
geomaterials have been carried out since 1990s. For instance,

Alsanad et al. [7, 8] carried out a laboratory test to investigate
the effects of oil contamination on strength parameters,
compressibility, permeability, and compaction characteris-
tics of the Kuwaiti sand. Later on, Khamehchiyan et al. [9]
carried out series of tests to study the effects of oil con-
tamination on geotechnical properties of clays, and they
found that increasing oil content for soil samples would
decrease its strength, permeability, maximum dry density,
optimal water content, and Atterberg limits. However, they
did not provide specific measures to solve this problem.
With the booming population in coastal cities around the
world, oil-terminated soils have been employed for con-
struction after proper stabilization. )us, a few measures
have been reported in literature for oil-contaminated soils,
including the replacement of oily soil with uncontaminated
soil, incineration, absorption, biodegradation, and so on,
which are time-consuming and expensive [2, 10]. )erefore,
some scholars recently commented that soil improvement
with cement is attractive for its mature technology and
economy [1, 10, 11]. As known, cement reacts with water
and binds loose particle materials in a short time, which
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would produce strength and durability for soils [12]. For
example, Akinwumi [11] applied Portland cement to
treat oil-contaminated soil in his/her study. Other study
on the stabilization/solidification of contaminated soils
[1, 3, 13–17, 26–29] also suggested that cement-stabilized soils
have been improved sufficiently and are capable to support
a structural foundation or road pavements.

Despite this, the solidifying effect of cement on oil-
contaminated soils remains to be studied. First and most im-
portantly, the extent of contamination depends on the chemical
composition of the contaminant and the properties of soils [22].
Also, in connection with repair works, geotechnical properties
and mechanical behaviors should be investigated for any po-
tential applications of oil-contaminated soils. In addition,
mechanism of cement-stabilized oil-contaminated soil is also
required through microscale investigation. However, there are
limited studies on geotechnical properties of contaminated soils
in literature.

Based on the discussion aforementioned, a laboratory
testing program was carried out to investigate the effects of
improvement onWenzhou clay with different doses of oil and
various contents of cement. )e testing included basic soil
properties, Atterberg limits, direct shear strength, unconfined
compressive strength, and microstructure characteristics of
cement solidified natural and contaminated soils.

2. Material and Methods

2.1.Materials. Soil samples used in this study were obtained
from a borrow pit at Wenzhou (latitude 27°51′N and lon-
gitude 121°08′E; Figure 1 shows the location), China. )e
marine clay sludge in coastal area is also named as Wenzhou
Clay, with typical characteristics being high moisture con-
tent, high compressibility, and low strength [10, 23]. Samples
were collected from the sidewall of the soil profile at around
10m depth.)ey were stored in labeled and sealed sacks and
transferred to Geotechnical Laboratory (Wenzhou Univer-
sity), field subsamples were also taken to determine their
natural moisture contents.

Plant oil (peanut and soybean reconciled oil) was applied
in this study, for the consideration that its physic-chemical
characteristics are similar to that of the petroleum oil
(i.e., nontoxic, nonvolatile, etc.). )e main components of
plant oil (obtained through the product description) are
unsaturated fatty acid (around 80%, including 41.2% oleic

acid and 37.6% linoleic acid) and saturated fatty acid
(around 20%, including palmic acid, stearic acid, and
arachidic acid). While, the main components of petroleum
oil are low levels of heavy metals and total petroleum hy-
drocarbons (TPH), as reported in literature [13, 14]. Both
plant oil and petroleum oil would impose lubrication effects
on soil particles, thus leading to lower geotechnical properties
of contaminated sites. As known, the main mechanisms in-
volved in the stabilization/solidification of oil-contaminated
soils are chemical fixation and physical encapsulation or
adsorption [13, 24]. Based on the concept of process of en-
velopes [13–17], contaminants generated by similar process
are characterized by similar physical properties and compo-
sition; thus, the treatment method applied to plant oil-
contaminated soil also can be applied to other waste of the
same type. )is explanation may justify the adoption of plant
oil to replace petroleum oil in this study. Another consider-
ation is that it is difficult to obtain crude oil nearby; com-
mercial petro oil has been purified and is featured with volatile
organic compounds, imposing difficulties on the control of
waste dosage with room temperature.

2.2. Experimental Program. Soil samples were oven-dried at
105°C for 24 hours, then the soil particles were crushed and
passed through 75μm sieve. Hereafter, both cement and dry
soil sample weremixed by amixing drum.)e dry cement-soil
mixture was then sprayed by oil-water mixture, the volume of
which was calculated according to the optimal compaction
moisture content (OMC) and maximum dry density (OMD)
[25, 26]. Finally, the contaminated soil was stored in an air-
tight plastic container for a period of time and allowed to
equilibrate prior to commencement of laboratory tests [27].

Specific gravity, Atterberg limits, compaction, unconfined
compressive strength (UCS), and scanning electron micros-
copy (SEM) tests were conducted on both natural soils,
contaminated soils (0%, 0.1%, 1%, and 3% oil contents, by dry
weight of soil), and cement-stabilized contaminated soil
samples with various proportions of Portland cement (4%, 8%,
and 12%, by weight of the soil).)ese tests were performed for
the purpose of studying the effects of cement on the im-
provement of geotechnical properties of oil-contaminated
soils.

)e soil plasticity index was determined from liquid and
plastic limits tests, with the help of a combined liquid plastic
apparatus.)eUCS tests were conducted based on themethod
suggested by ASTM D2166 [28]. Specimens (30mm diame-
ter× 80mm height) were prepared at the optimal moisture
content and tested after 0, 7, 14, and 28 days of curing coated
with preservative film under controlled temperature (20± 3°C)
and relative humidity (95%). )e direct shear test was con-
ducted following a standard approach [29]. Samples were
prepared at their optimal moisture contents and tested after 0,
7, 14, and 28 days of curing.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Materials Characterization. )e chemical compositions
of Wenzhou clay were expressed in terms of oxides and

Figure 1: )e location of borrow pit.
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calculated from elemental analysis determined by XRD, as
shown in Figure 2, and the main components are listed in
Table 1. And the components of cement used in the test are
shown in Table 2, which can be obtained directly from the
“Production Description” printed on the cement package. It
is apparent that the major components of natural Wenzhou
clay is silicon dioxide (SiO2), taking up around 50%, then
other oxides; the main content of Portland cement is calcium
oxide (CaO), taking up about 60%, followed by silicon di-
oxide (SiO2), with a portion of around 24%.

3.2. Geotechnical Properties of the Uncontaminated Soil and
the Plant Oil-Contaminated Soil. Basic soil properties, in-
cluding liquid limit, plastic limit, OMC, specific gravity,
maximum dry density (MDD), moisture content, and
density of the uncontaminated clay, are presented in Table 3.

)is further confirms that Wenzhou clay is characterized by
higher water content and high liquid limit.

Figure 3 shows the plots of liquid limit, plastic limit, and
plasticity index of oil-contaminated clay samples with different
doses of oil. As can be seen, the liquid limit and plasticity index
of the contaminated soil samples decrease with the increasing
oil content, while the change in plastic limit is not apparent.
)is can be explained by noting that clay minerals exhibit
surface charge imbalance and the negative charged surface
turns to be balanced by hydrated cations, thereby forming
a thin layer of water (diffuse double layer) bonded to its surface
[5, 10, 22]. )e attractable hydrated cations provided by the
clay minerals have been increased due to the oil contami-
nation, and this consequently increases the thickness of the
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Figure 2: X-ray diffractograms (XRD) of uncontaminated clay.

Table 1: Chemical compositions of uncontaminatedWenzhou clay
(XRD results).

Compounds Percentage (%)
Silicon dioxide (SiO2) 48.6
Magnesium oxide (MgO) 10.9
Aluminum oxide (Al2O3) 7.8
Ferric oxide (Fe2O3) 5.2
Calcium oxide (CaO) 2.5
Others 24.7

Table 2: Chemical composition of cement (product description).

Compounds Percentage (%)
Silicon dioxide (SiO2) 23.67
Calcium oxide (CaO) 59.98
Ferric oxide (Fe2O3) 3.07
Aluminum oxide (Al2O3) 7.21
Magnesium oxide (MgO) 2.07
Potassium oxide (K2O) 0.68
Sodium oxide (Na2O) 0.17
Sulfur trioxide (SO3) 2.14
Loss 1.01
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diffuse double layer. In addition, lubricating characteristics of
oil itself also seem to be another reason to explain the dec-
rement of both liquid limit and plasticity limit in oil-
contaminated soils.

3.3. Unconfined Compressive Strength. Figure 4 plots the
variation of UCS of cement-stabilized oil-contaminated
soils. It shows the strength of oil-contaminated soils (con-
taminated by different oil contents) stabilized by an addition

of 12% cement after curing 28 days. UCS of all oil-
contaminated soil samples increases with the increasing ce-
ment, which indicates that cement can be served as an effective
additive to solidify oil-contaminated soils. While, the stabi-
lization effect in soils with lower oil contents is better than that
in their counterparts with higher oil contents.)e stabilization
induced by cement lies on the exchange between monovalent
(hydrated) cations in contaminated soils and divalent cations
(such as Ca2+ and Mg2+) provided by cement [30, 31]. In-
spection of Figure 4 also shows that, the strength of soil would

Table 3: Basic soil properties for uncontaminated Wenzhou clay.

Natural moisture content (%) Density (g/cm3) Specific gravity Liquid limit (%) Plastic limit (%) OMC MDD
66.0 1.58 2.68 58.0 26.1 30.0 1.45
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Figure 3: Influence of oil content on Atterberg limits of contaminated clay.
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Figure 4: UCS of the cement-stabilized oil-contaminated soils with different oil contents.
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decrease significantly alongwith increment of oil contents.)e
presence of oil appears to act as a hydration retarder and
decreases the strength of soils. As stated in Section 3.2, the size
of diffuse double layer on the surface of clayminerals decreases
with increasing cement contents, thus in turn reducing the
barriers between soil particles and getting soil clumps together.

3.4. Direct Shear Test. A graphical illustration of changes
in cohesion strength (c) and friction angle (φ) for the oil-
contaminated soil with different doses of cement is

presented in Figure 5. )ese samples were cured for 28 days
before carrying out direct shear test. Obviously, with the
increasing cement being added in contaminated soil sam-
ples, both cohesion strength and friction angle increase
dramatically. )is tendency is similar to that of UCS dis-
cussed in Section 3.3, particularly for the case of cohesion
(Figure 5(a)). While, the friction angle turns to be stable
when the dose of cement approaches a certain level (Figure 5(b)).
)is is because the friction angle mainly depends on the size of
soil particles, which may change slowly for cases with higher
cement contents [5, 22].
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Figure 5: Influence of cement contents on shear strength parameters of contaminated soils.
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Figure 6: Influence of oil content on shear strength parameters of soil samples.
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Effects of oil content on the improvement of contami-
nated soils are demonstrated in Figure 6. It presents
a negative correlation between oil content and shear strength
parameters (cohesion (c), internal friction angle (φ)). )ere
exists a remarkable decrement in cohesion (c) along with
increasing oil contents, as shown in Figure 6(a). However,
from the plots of soil specimen with 12% of cement (cured
for 28 days), one can find that the cohesion value of un-
contaminated soil specimen is equal to that of contaminated
soils with 1% of oil. )is attributes to two main reasons: on
one hand, cohesion and internal friction angle can be im-
proved by cement; on the other hand, they get deteriorated
by the presence of oil. )e competitive results of two
contradict mechanisms also can be seen in Figure 6(b) for
internal friction angle, which depends on relative amounts of
both cement and oil.

4. Scanning Electron Microscopy Analysis

SEM was applied to capture the morphological changes in
both natural soils and cement-stabilized oil-contaminated
soils. )e standard procedure for SEM is as follows:

Step 1: Specimen preparation: Soil samples were oven-
dried firstly, then they were cut into small thin pieces;
hereafter, these thin soil samples were mounted onto
a sample holder, the surface of which was covered by
fulmargin (Figure 7). Later on, thin soil samples were
loaded into an airlock chamber; after the chamber being
vacuumed, metal spraying was employed to treat them.

Step 2: SEM scanning: Soil samples were mounted into
the sample chamber, and then scan parameters were
adjusted, and an optimal point for observation was
figured out.)ereafter, the magnification was increased
to zoom in on details of soil samples, and photos were
finally taken (Figure 8).

Figure 9 compares the SEM photomicrograph of cement-
stabilized contaminated soils (0% and 3% oil content) with
various doses of cement (4%, 8%, and 12%). )e curing age of
cement solidification soil was 28 days, and the scanning electron
microscope (SEM) image magnification was 10000 times.

From the comparative analysis of Figures 9(a), 9(c), and
9(e), it is known that natural soils stabilized by cement are
characterized by flocculations, which become denser with
the increasing cement. Obviously, the existence of floccu-
lations produced by cement would result in a more stable
soil structure with dense particles and thus enhancing its
strength. Figures 9(b), 9(d), and 9(f) show the microscopic
diagram of cement-stabilized soil contaminated by 3% oil.
Similarly, with the increasing dose of cement, the amount of
flocculations increased dramatically, indicating an enhanced
strength for contaminated soils. )is can be explained by
noting that flocculations are the product of cement hy-
dration during the curing period, and a larger amount of
cement would result in stronger hydration, products of
which in the soil particles are the cementation of loose soil
particles in the form of flocculations, thereby forming solid
aggregates and improving the soil strength [1, 5, 10, 22].

Comparison between Figures 9(a) and 9(b) indicates that
with the incorporation of 3% oil, the cement-stabilized
contaminated soils were characterized by thin and loose
structure. )is difference becomes more apparent com-
paring Figures 9(d) and 9(f ) with Figures 9(c) and 9(e),
suggesting that flocculations of cement-stabilized contam-
inated soil formed loose and sliding structures and the
cementation effect was weaker in oil-contaminated soil
samples. )is may be explained as that the addition of
additive agents (cement in this study) would produce
noncrystalline chemical compounds, which coats over soil
particles and bridges them. Coating over solid grains thus in
turn enhances the bridging action between soil particles and
further results in the development of a strong cellular and
nodular mass [32].

5. Conclusions

In this paper, laboratory tests on cement-stabilized oil-
contaminated soils were carried out, and the improve-
ment on Atterberg limit, unconfined compressive strength,
shear strength, and microstructure were studied. )e fol-
lowing conclusions can be obtained based on this study:

(1) )e liquid limit and plasticity limit of contaminated
soil decreased significantly compared with that of
natural soils, with slight influence on plastic index
being observed.

(2) With increasing oil content, the unconfined com-
pressive strength of cement-stabilized soil decreased

Figure 7: Soil samples placed on a sample holder.

Figure 8: SEM scanning.
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dramatically; by contrast, with the increase in cement
content and curing age, the unconfined compressive
strength had been enhanced remarkably; this con-
firms that cement can be served as an additive agent
to solidify oil-contaminated soils.

(3) Direct shear strength tests show that with the increase
of oil content, both cohesion and internal friction
angle of solidified soil turned to decrease, while, with
increasing the curing age and cement content, both
properties had been improved gradually.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f )

Figure 9: SEM photomicrograph of oil-contaminated soils stabilized by cement. (a) 0% oil; 4% cement, (b) 3% oil; 4% cement, (c) 0% oil;
8% cement, (d) 3% oil; 8% cement, (e) 0% oil; 12% cement, (f ) 3% oil; 12% cement.
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(4) )e results of SEM show that the hydration products
of cement stabilized oil-contaminated soil decreased
with the increment in oil content, and its micro-
structure got deteriorated. However, with the in-
creasing dose of cement, the hydration products
increased and the soil structure had been enhanced
significantly.
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A simplified nonlinear method was proposed to evaluate lateral behavior of a pile located in or nearby a slope, based on the
traditional p-ymethod. +is method was validated with field test results of a steel pipe pile in clay and model tests of piles in sand
slopes. +e comparison indicated that the calculated horizontal displacement and bending moment of piles agree well with
experimental results. +en, parametric studies were performed, and it shows that horizontal displacement, rotation, bending
moment, and shear force increase along with increasing slope angles; the depth of maximummoment locates at about 1.6D below
ground surface for horizontal ground, while this value turns to be about 3.6D and 5.6D for sloping ground of 30° and 60°,
respectively. +e study clearly shows that slope angle has a significant effect on the deflection and lateral capacity of piles.

1. Introduction

+e urban infrastructure development in China increases
the possibility to construct piles in or nearby slopes, to
support bridges, high-rise buildings, transmission towers,
off-shore structures, retaining walls, etc. [1–5]. +e lateral
bearing behavior of these piles is extremely complicated
due to sloping ground [6–8]. Compared to conventional
piles, they may undergo severe reduction in horizontal
bearing behavior. Although conventional laterally loaded
piles have been studied by many researchers [9–15],
limited literature can be found for piles in sloping ground
[16–23]. In the past, the lateral behavior of piles could be
evaluated with assumed earth pressure distribution, which
can also be determined from field or model tests. +is
method usually assumes linearly increasing subgrade re-
action modulus and cannot account for the influence of
sloping ground. +us, further studies have to be carried
out to fill this gap.

+is paper presented a simplified p-ymethod of laterally
loaded piles located in or nearby slopes. A field test result of
a steel pipe pile in clay and small-scale pile tests in sand
slopes were employed to verify the proposed method and to

assess the influence of slope angles on the maximum de-
flection and required length of a pile.

2. The p-y Analysis for Sloping Ground

For a laterally loaded pile, the p-y method is a simple and
practical way to account for the relationship between soil
reaction p and pile deflection y along pile shaft.+e p-y curve
can be measured in field, by loading cells installed on pile-
soil interface, or stress meters installed on steel cages as
proposed by McClelland and Focht [24].

2.1. &e p-y Curve of Clay Slopes. According to field test
results, a p-y curve of Houston soft clay was proposed by
Matlock, as shown in Figure 1, and has been adopted by the
American Petroleum Institute (API). It can be expressed as
follows [9, 10, 25]:

p
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where p is the soil reaction; y is the pile deflection; pult is the
ultimate soil resistance;p/pult is the ratio of soil resistance;
y/y50 is the ratio of pile deflection; and y50 is the pile de-
flection when soil resistance reaches 50% of its ultimate
value, and it can be evaluated by the following equation:

y50 � 2.5ε50d, (2)

where ε50 is the strain when the soil resistance reaches a half
of its ultimate value and d is the pile diameter.

When a laterally loaded pile locates in a clay slope of
a slope angle θ, the ultimate soil resistance in front of a pile
can be computed by the following equation [24, 26]:

pult �

2cud + cdz + 2.83cuz( 
1

1 + tan θ
, z< zr

9dcu, z≥ zr,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)

where cu is the average undrained shear strength; c is the
average unit weight of soil; z is the depth from ground
surface to a studied point on the pile; θ is the slope angle; and
zr can be computed by the following equation:

zr �
(7 + 9 tan θ)cud

cd + 2.83cu
. (4)

2.2. &e p-y Curve of Sand Slopes. A hyperbolic model was
proposed to best-fit normalized p-y curves for laterally
loaded piles in sand ground, as shown in Figure 2. +is p-y
curve is featured with an initial stiffness kin and the relevant
equation is as follows [27–32]:

p �
y

1/kin(  + y/pult( 
, (5)

where kin is the initial stiffness, which depends on the soil
stiffness, the pile stiffness, and the pile diameter. +e initial
stiffness, kin, can be assumed to increase linearly with depth
in sands as [33–35]:

kin � nhz, (6)

where nh is the coefficient of horizontal subgrade reaction,
which is related to the internal friction angle, the relative
density, etc. nh can be determined according to internal
angle and relative density of sands [26].

+e ultimate soil resistance in front of a pile located in
sand slope can be described by the following equation
[24, 26]:

pfult � cz
K0z tanϕ sin β
tan(β− ϕ) cos α

4D
3
1 − 3D

2
1 + 1  

+ cz
tan β dD2 + z tan β tan αD2

2( 

tan(β−ϕ)
 

+ czK0z tan β(tan ϕ sin β− tan α) 4D
3
1 − 3D

2
1 + 1 

−Kad,

(7)

where

D1 �
tan β tan θ

tan β tan θ + 1
,

D2 � 1−D1 � 1−
tan β tan θ

tan β tan θ + 1
,

Ka � cos θ
cos θ−

������������
cos2 θ− cos2 ϕ



cos θ +
������������
cos2 θ− cos2 ϕ

 ,

(8)

1 8

p

pult

0.5pult

p/pult = 0.5(y/y50)(1/3)

y/y50

Figure 1: +e p-y curve proposed by Matlock [9].

p
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Figure 2: Hyperbolic p-y model.
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where K0 is the coefficient of static earth pressure; ϕ is the
internal friction angle; β � 45° + (ϕ/2); and α is the angle of
the wedge. Bowman [36] suggested that α � ϕ/3 ∼ ϕ/2 for
loose sand and ϕ/2 ∼ ϕ for dense sand;Ka is the coefficient of
active earth pressure.

3. Simplified p-y Method of Laterally Loaded
Pile in Sloping Ground

3.1. Basic Equations. Assuming that the slope is stable and
ignoring friction on the pile, a simplified method for laterally
loaded piles in sloping ground can be established as shown in
Figure 3. +is yields to the differential equation as follows
[20, 26]:

EI
d4y

dz4 + dpi(y, z) � 0, (9)

where EI is the flexural stiffness of a pile and pi(y, z) is the
soil resistance of sloping ground.

3.2. Boundary Conditions. +e boundary condition at pile
top can be free, hinged, and partially or fully fixed, while
that at pile toe can be fixed or hinged [20, 26]. In this
paper, a bending moment M0 and a shear force Q0 are
considered as external load on the pile head, and the pile
toe is fixed, which yields to the following boundary
conditions:

Free pile top:

EIY″ z�0
 � M0,

EIy″′ z�0
 � Q0.

(10)

Fixed pile toe:

y z�l

 � 0,

y′ z�l

 � 0.
(11)

3.3. Finite Difference Solution. Subdividing the pile into N
sections, the length of each section is h � l/N, as shown in
Figure 4. According to the principle of the central dif-
ference method, two virtual nodes are added at the pile
head and toe, respectively. +us, there are N + 1 nodes on
the pile shaft (node number: from 0 to N), 2 virtual nodes
at the top (node number: −2 and −1), and another 2 virtual
nodes at the toe (node number: N + 1 and N + 2).

Let the horizontal displacement at each node be yi

(where i � 0 ∼ n), then (9) can be rewritten as

yi−2 − 4yi−1 + 6yi − 4yi+1 + yi+2 +
h4dpi(y, z)

EI
� 0. (12)

+e slope, φi, themoment,Mi, and the shear force,Qi, along
the pile shaft can be obtained by using the difference method:

φi �
yi+1 −yi−1( 

2h
,

Mi �
yi−1 − 2yi + yi+1( EI

h2 ,

Qi �
−yi−2 + 2yi−1 − 2yi+1 + yi+2( EI

2h3 .

(13)

+e boundary conditions of the pile, namely, (10) and
(11), can also be rewritten as follows:

y1 − 2y0 + y−1 �
M0h

2

EI
,

y2 − 2y1 + 2y−1 −y−2 �
2Q0h

3

EI
,

(14)

yn � 0,

yN+1 −yN−1 � 0.
(15)
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Figure 4: Deflection and differential points of the pile.
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Figure 3: Simplified p-y model of laterally loaded piles in sloping
ground.
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+en, we can establish the basic equation of the pile as

[K] y  � F{ }, (16)

where F{ } is the matrix of load at pile nodes and [K] is the
horizontal stiffness matrix. +ese two matrices are as
follows:

F{ } �
2Q0h

3

EI
,

M0h
2

EI
, 0, . . . , 0, . . . , 0 

T

,

[K] �

−1 2 0 −2 1

0 1 −2 1 0 0

1 −4 6+λA0 −4 1

0 1 −4 6+λA1 −4 1

1 −4 6+λA2 −4 1

⋮ ⋮ ⋮

1 −4 6+λAN −4 1

0 0 −1 0 1 0

0 0 0 0
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,

(17)

where

A0 � 2 +
λ

1/k0 + y0/pult0
,

A1 � 5 +
λ

1/k1 + y1/pult1
,

Ai � 6 +
λ

1/ki + yi/pulti
,

AN−1 � 5 +
λ

1/kN−1 + yN−1/pultN− 1
,

AN � 2 +
λ

1/kN + yN/pultN
,

λ �
dh4

EI
, i � 0 ∼ N.

(18)

+en, (16) can be rewritten as

−1 2 0 −2 1

0 1 −2 1 0 0

1 −4 6 + λA0 −4 1

0 1 −4 6 + λA1 −4 1

1 −4 6 + λA2 −4 1

⋮ ⋮ ⋮

1 −4 6 + λAN −4 1

0 0 −1 0 1 0

0 0 0 0
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.

(19)

+e horizontal displacement, yi, slope, φi, bending
moment, Mi, and shear, Qi, at each pile node can be solved
by (19) by using an iteration process as shown in Figure 5.
+e iteration criterion is indicated as ε in the process.

4. Case Studies

4.1. Field Test in Clay. +e field test result of a steel pipe pile
in clay by Matlock [9] was used to verify the proposed
method. Parameters adopted in this analysis are as follows:
the diameter, d� 0.324m; the wall thickness of the pipe,
t� 12.7mm; the bending rigidity, EI� 31.28MN·m2; the
length, l� 12.81m; the average unit weight of soils,
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c � 18 kN/m3; the undrained strength of soils, cu � 39.1 kPa;
ε50 � 0.012; and the slope angle, θ� 0°. +e comparison
between the calculated and measured pile deflection and the
bending moment is plotted in Figure 6.

It is clear in Figure 6 that the calculated horizontal
displacement and bending moment agree well with the
measured and API method.

4.2. Model Tests of Piles in Sand Slopes. +e objective of the
model tests is to verify the proposed method. +e model
piles were made by the PPR (polypropylene random) pipe,
which is of 63mm in outside diameter, 58mm in inner
diameter, and 1680MPa in elastic modulus. +e total length
of piles is 1200mm, and the embedded depth is 900mm, as
shown in Figure 7. +e model slope was filled by sand using

Input material parameters of soil and pile

Calculate ki and pulti of each node

Substitute constant coefficient equations [K]{y} = {F}
to get displacement of the pile body {yi}

Use the known yi value to get pi from the
p-y curve, and then ki+1 = pi/yi

Output horizontal displacement, rotation, shear
force, and bending moment

End

No

Yes

|ki+1 – ki| ≤ ε

k i
=
k i+

1

Figure 5: Iteration flowchart.
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Figure 6: +e comparison of the horizontal displacement (a) and bending moment (b).
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Figure 8: Continued.
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the rainfall method. +e physical and mechanical properties
of the sand were tested in laboratory, including the moisture
content, w � 2.43%; the internal friction angle, ϕ� 39°; the
unit weight of sand, c � 15.65 kN/m3; the relative density,
Dr � 0.81; and the coefficient of horizontal subgrade reaction,
nh � 70MN/m3. +e laboratory test carried out and the
details of the model test preparation have been presented in
the reference [37]. +e predicted horizontal displacement
and bending moment of piles are compared to the measured
in Figure 8 and Table 1.

We can learn from Figure 8 and Table 1 that the pile head
deflection and bending moment predicted by the proposed
method agree well with the measured in the model tests, and
the discrepancy is 2.7% for bending moment and 15.9% for
pile head deflection.

As we can learn from Figure 8, the depth of the maxi-
mum moment increases from about 10 cm (1.6D, D is the
pile diameter) below ground level in even ground (θ� 0°) to
22.5 cm (3.6D) and 36 cm (5.6D) below ground level in
sloping ground of 30° and 60° in slope angle, respectively.

+e results also show that the pile head deflection on
slope surface rises from 3.3mm in even ground (θ� 0°) to
7.5mm (127%) and 15.3mm (364%) in sloping ground of 30°

and 60° in angle, respectively; the rotation at the top of the
pile rises from −1.15° in even ground (θ� 0°) to −1.84°
(θ� 30°) and −2.74° (θ� 60°) in sloping ground; the maxi-
mum bending moment increases from 23.5N·m in even
ground (θ� 0°) to 31.6N·m (θ� 30°) and 32.2N·m (θ� 60°)
in sloping ground, which are 34% and 37% increase, re-
spectively; themaximum shear force increases from −78N in
even ground to −83N (θ� 30°) and −93N (θ� 60°) in sloping
ground.

5. Conclusion

A simplified p-y method of piles located in slopes was
proposed and solved using difference method in this paper.
+e proposed method was verified by the field tests of a steel
pipe pile in clay and the model tests of piles in sand slopes.
+e main influence factor, namely, the slope angle, was
discussed by parametric study. +e results indicate that the
horizontal displacement, rotation, bending moment, and
shear force increase with increasing slope angle; the depth of
maximum moment is about 1.6D below ground level for
even ground and about 3.6D and 5.6D for sloping ground of
30° and 60°, respectively. It is suggested that steep slope
should be avoided when designing a laterally loaded pile in
sloping ground.
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Table 1: Comparison of pile behavior between the proposed
method and the model tests.

Method
Horizontal
displacement
y0 (mm)

Maximum bending
moment

Mmax (N·m)
Slope angle θ (°) 0 30 60 0 30 60
Experimental 3.2 7.6 18.2 24.1 32.5 33.1
Calculated 3.3 7.5 15.3 23.5 31.6 32.2
Absolute error (%) 3.1 1.3 15.9 2.5 2.7 2.7
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Figure 8: Pile behavior under the horizontal load,Q0 � 50N: (a) horizontal displacement; (b) rotation; (c) bending moment; (d) shear force.
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+e evolution and distribution of fracture network induced by mining is essential to determine the mechanical properties and
permeability of disturbed rock mass. In this paper, the similar material model tests are employed to simulate the stress
variation, cyclic breaking, and fracture formation and distribution status of the overlying strata with different loading
conditions, rock properties, andmining process.+e fractal dimension of mining-induced fracture network varied with mining
advancing, and the evolvement laws of fracture network with mining advancing and different mining advancing footage are
concerned and obtained. By establishing the relationship between the fractal dimension and the mining length in different
horizontal and vertical zones, it demonstrates that the fractal dimensions in horizontal and vertical zones have a self-similar
characteristic, and the distribution of the fractal dimension of the mining-induced fractures shows generally the “W”-
type trend.

1. Introduction

+e original equilibrium state of the underground rock is
disturbed by mining, and the fracture network in the
overlying rock mass gradually forms and evolves with the
rock stress redistribution. +e mechanism of the fracturing
and evolution of mining-induced cracks plays a great im-
portant role on the permeability assessment, overburden
strata subsidence prediction, and the security and stability
evaluation of mining rock mass [1–6]. According to Yu et al.
[2], it is probably one of the most important issues in mining
science to recognize and describe quantitatively the evolu-
tion of fracture network resulting frommining processes, on
which many researchers have carried out fruitful research in
recently years. Qian and Xu [7] proposed the two-stage
development law of mining-induced cracks and revealed the
“O”-shape distribution characteristics in a long-wall face of
a coal mine. Li et al. [8] discussed the effect of key strata on
the distribution of fractures and concluded that an elliptic
paraboloid zone would be formed in the overlying strata due

to the connection of the rock mass breaking induced
fractures and the strata layers separation induced fractures
in mining process. Li et al. [9] described the distribution
characteristics of roof separation fractures in the process of
fully mechanized top coal caving and derived the equivalent
areas of bed-separated cracks before and after the key strata
breaking and the permeability coefficients in different crack
districts.

+e fractal geometry proposed by Mandelbrot [10] is
a powerful tool to quantitatively describe complex ob-
jects and phenomenon of irregular. In recent years,
increasing attention has been focused on the combined
application of fractal theory and physical models, by
which considerable progress has been made in quanti-
tative description of the evolution law of mining-induced
fractures [11–20].

In the process of coal mining, the authors put forward
underground reservoirs construction technology in mined
out area, which is a new idea on coal-water coordinate
mining, for comprehensive utilization of underground water
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resources, protection of aquifer, safe production of coal
mines, and underground water reuse. +is technology is
meaningful for sustainable development of underground
resources, including coal mine resources, especially in arid
and semiarid areas, where the water resources are very short.
+e distribution and evolution of mining-induced fractures
in the overlying and floor rock mass play an important role
in determining the location and capacity of the underground
reservoir and in groundwater operation and purification as
well. In this study, the Daliuta coal mine in the Ordos Basin
of northeastern China, where underground reservoirs were
constructed, is taken as the engineering background.
Fracture network evolution and distribution induced by
mining is essential to determine the mechanical properties
and permeability of disturbed rock mass. In this paper, the
physical similarity model was made and by which the de-
formation and collapse of the overlying rock mass were well
observed and recorded under different conditions. By an-
alyzing the fractal dimension variation of fracture networks
of different working conditions and different zones with the
mining face advancing, the distribution and evolvement laws
of fracture network with mining speed and in different
horizontal and vertical zones are concerned, which provides
a basis for studying the relationship between cracks evo-
lution and corresponding permeability change of mining
rock mass.

2. Experimental Procedure

2.1. Geological Conditions. According to the geological in-
vestigation, the representative stratigraphic distribution in
the Daliuta mine field and the physical properties are pre-
sented in Table 1.

2.2. Similarity 1eory and Similar Materials. Similar sim-
ulation study is an important means for scientific re-
search, during which a model with artificial materials is
made in the laboratory according to the similar prin-
ciples and with a certain scale. With the aid of test in-
struments, the physical and mechanical parameters and
distribution rules in the model are observed and ob-
tained, from which the mechanical phenomenon and law
of rock-pressure distribution of the prototype are in-
ferred, and hereby to solve the practical problems in rock
engineering.

Similar material and prototype used in the fluid-solid
coupling model test should satisfy (1) and (2) simultaneously
[21, 22]:

Kx

z2p

zx2 + Ky

z2p

zy2 + Kz

z2p

zz2 � S
zp

zt
+

ze

zt
+ W, (1)

where Kx, Ky, and Kz are the permeability coefficients in x,
y, and z directions, respectively; p is the water pressure; S is
the water storage coefficient; e is the volumetric strain; and
W is the source and sink.

Table 1: Site stratigraphy and physical properties.

Strata number Lithology Strata
thickness (m)

Initial permeability
coefficient (m/d)

In situ vertical
stress (MPa)

Strata density
(kg/m3)

1 Aeolian sand and loess 30 0.5–5.0 2000
2 Mudstone 15 0.0002 34.86 2304
3 Medium coarse-grained sandstone 5 0.02 50.00 2550
4 Mudstone 20 0.0002 25.22 2204
5 Fine sandstone-siltstone 10 0.004 5.26 2133
6 Mudstone 15 0.0002 25.22 2204
7 Number 2 coal seam 5 0.0001 14.49 1306
8 Mudstone 15 0.0002 34.86 2304
9 Fine sandstone-siltstone 20 0.004 5.26 2133
10 Mudstone 15 0.0002 34.86 2304
11 Medium coarse-grained sandstone 20 0.02 50.00 2550
12 Mudstone 20 0.0002 25.22 2204
13 Fine sandstone-siltstone 10 0.004 5.26 2133
14 Mudstone 10 0.0002 25.22 2204
15 Medium coarse-grained sandstone 20 0.02 50.00 2550
16 Mudstone 20 0.0002 25.22 2204
17 Medium coarse-grained sandstone 20 0.004 5.26 2133
18 Number 5 coal seam 5 0.0001 19.54 1295
19 Mudstone 15 0.0002 34.86 2304
20 Medium coarse-grained sandstone 15 0.02 50.00 2550
21 Mudstone 10 0.009 34.86 2304
22 Medium coarse-grained sandstone 10 0.02 50.00 2550

Table 2: Similarity ratios.

Similarity coefficient Similarity ratio
Cωa

1/10
Cc, Cμ, Cε, Cφ, CR 1
Ck, Ct 10
CL, Cδ, Cc, Cσ, Cσt , Cσc, CE 100
c: bulk density; L: length; δ: displacement; ε: strain; E: elastic modulus; σ:
stress; σt: tensile strength; σc: compressive strength; c: cohesion; φ: internal
friction angle; μ: Poisson’s ratio; k: permeability coefficient; R: softening
coefficient; ωa: water absorption; t: time duration.
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Table 3: Physical and mechanical parameters of the prototype and the model.

Number Parameters Prototype Model
1 Bulk density (kN/m3) 21.0∼25.5 21.0∼25.5
2 Compressive strength (MPa) 5∼50 0.05∼0.5
3 Permeability coefficient (cm/s) 1× 10−4∼1× 10−3 1× 10−5∼1× 10−4

4 Softening coefficient Greater than 0.75 Greater than 0.75
5 Water absorption 0.2%∼0.5% 2%∼5%

Table 4: Similar material parameters.

Number Simulated rock stratum Bulk density (kg/m3) Compressive
strength (MPa)

Permeability
coefficient (cm/s)

Softening
coefficient

Water
absorption

1 Mudstone 2300 0.35 7.2E− 5 0.88 0.02
2 Medium coarse-grained sandstone 2550 0.50 9.0E− 5 0.81 0.03
3 Mudstone 2200 0.25 1.0E− 4 0.78 0.03
4 Fine sandstone-siltstone 2100 0.05 9.0E− 5 0.75 0.03
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5-1 mining face
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5-2 mining face
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Figure 1: Cross section of the physical simulation model.
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Table 5: Description of the mining process (mining face 5-3).

Mining length (mm) Caving height (mm) Caving length (mm) Caving description
300 50 300 Immediate roof falls
500 50 200 Immediate roof falls
600 50 100 Immediate roof falls
700 50 100 Immediate roof falls
800 50 100 Immediate roof fall
850 100 800 Main roof collapses (integral)
900 50 100 Immediate roof falls
950 50 50 Immediate roof falls
1100 100 300 Main roof collapses (partial)
1150 50 50 Immediate roof falls
1200 200 1200 Main roof collapses (integral)
1250 50 50 Immediate roof falls
1350 100 100 Immediate roof falls
1400 50 50 Immediate roof falls
1450 200 250 Main roof collapses (partial)
1500 300 500 Main roof collapses (partial)
1550 50 100 Immediate roof falls
1650 100 200 Main roof collapses (partial)
1750 50 100 Immediate roof falls
1800 600 1800 Main roof collapses (integral)
1850 50 50 Immediate roof falls
1900 50 50 Immediate roof falls
1950 50 50 Immediate roof falls
2100 50 150 Immediate roof falls

Bed separated fractures 

Coal pillar 

Coal seam 

Overburden strata 

(a)

Bed separated fractures 

Coal pillar 

Coal seam 

Overburden strata 

(b)

Figure 2: Continued.
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Figure 2: Fracture network diagrams (mining face 5-3). Mining length: (a)850mm; (b)1200mm; (c)1800mm.
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Figure 3: Continued.
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(m) (n)

(o) (p)

Figure 3: Fracture network evolution (mining face 5-1). Mining length: (a) 300mm; (b) 450mm; (c) 600mm; (d) 800mm; (e) 1000mm;
(f ) 1100mm; (g) 1200mm; (h) 1250mm; (i) 1350mm; (j) 1500mm; (k) 1700mm; (l) 1800mm; (m) 1900mm; (n) 1950mm; (o) 2050mm;
(p) 2100mm.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Schematic diagram for the “counting the boxes” method. Mining face 5-1 at a mining length of (a) 1200mm; (b) 1500mm;
(c) 1800mm; (d) 2100mm.
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where ∇2 � (z2/zx2) + (z2/zy2) + (z2/zz2) is the Laplace
operator; G � (E/2(1 + μ)) is the shear modulus; λ � (μE/

((1 + μ)(1− 2μ))) is the lame constant; e � (zu/zx) +

(zυ/zy) + (zω/zz) is the volume strain; E is the modulus of
elasticity; μ is Poisson’s ratio; u, υ, and ω are the dis-
placements in the directions x, y, and z, respectively; X, Y,
and Z are the volume forces in the directions x, y, and z,
respectively; α is the effective stress coefficient; ρ is the
density; p is the water pressure.

Equations (1) and (2) are the basic equations of the fluid-
solid coupling theory. +e archetype and the model need to
satisfy the above equations. Based on the similarity theory
[23], the similarity coefficients of the similar model tests are
derived to satisfy the following equations:

CG

Cu

C2
l

� Cλ
Ce

Cl

� CG

Ce

Cl

� Cc � Cp

Cα

Cl

� Cα
Cp

Cl

� Cρ
Cu

C2
t

, (3)

Ck

Cp

C2
l

� CS

Cp

Ct

�
Ce

Ct

� CW, (4)

where C is the similarity coefficient. CG � G′/G″,
Cρ � ρ′/ρ″, and so on, where the lower foot mark represents
the physical variables or parameters that it represents,
′ represents the prototype, and ″ represents the model.

+e model test should be based on the similarity prin-
ciples, the hydrologic and geological conditions of the
prototype, and the specific requirements of the research
problems. At the same time, the similarity index and sim-
ilarity ratio should be determined according to the condi-
tions mentioned above as well as the field conditions of the
model test.+e similar materials were tested by adjusting the
composition and proportion of similar materials and then
determined through experimental verification. +e main
concerns of this model test are the deformation, failure, and
permeability change of the overlying rock, so the main
parameters of the similar model test are the bulk density,
compressive strength (or tensile strength), and permeability
coefficient. At the same time, because of the effect of
groundwater, the softening coefficient and water absorption
also need to satisfy a certain similarity with the prototype.

According to the principles of the similarity model
test, the geometrical size, boundary condition, load and
movement conditions of the model, and physical and
mechanical parameters (e.g. bulk density, strength, de-
formation characteristics, and water characteristics) of the
similar materials are similar to that of the prototype.
Based on the elastic mechanics, the dimensional analysis
method combined with the fluid-solid coupling theory;
the values of the similar parameters are detailed in Table 2.

Table 6: List for calculating Df (mining face 5-1 at a mining length of 1200mm).

r 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128
N 24509 7071 2130 711 249 92 34 14
ln (1/r) 0 −0.69 −1.39 −2.08 −2.77 −3.47 −4.16 −4.85
lnN 10.11 8.86 7.66 6.57 5.52 4.52 3.53 2.64

Table 7: List for calculating Df (mining face 5-1 at a mining length of 1500mm).

r 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128
N 38677 11458 3750 1350 510 180 63 21
ln (1/r) 0 −0.69 −1.39 −2.08 −2.77 −3.47 −4.16 −4.85
lnN 10.56 9.35 8.23 7.21 6.23 5.19 4.14 3.04

Table 9: List for calculating Df (mining face 5-1 at a mining length of 2100mm).

r 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128
N 59485 18261 6243 2320 910 316 104 34
ln (1/r) 0 −0.69 −1.39 −2.08 −2.77 −3.47 −4.16 −4.85
lnN 10.99 9.81 8.74 7.75 6.81 5.76 4.64 3.53

Table 8: List for calculating Df (mining face 5-1 at a mining length of 1800mm).

r 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128
N 49959 14383 4579 1599 578 190 66 22
ln (1/r) 0 −0.69 −1.39 −2.08 −2.77 −3.47 −4.16 −4.85
lnN 10.82 9.57 8.43 7.38 6.36 5.25 4.19 3.09
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+e range of the physical and mechanical parameters of
the similar materials in the model test is described in
Table 3.

Based on the materials developed in [24], after many
times of proportioning tests, similar materials meeting the
test requirements are made, and the similar material pa-
rameters are listed in detail in Table 4.

2.3. SimilarityPhysicalModel. +e experiment is carried out
in a large-scale model test bed designed by the authors,
which is 8000mm long, 1800mm wide, and 4000mm high,
with the outer frame composed of I steel and channel steel
and positive for toughened glass. +ere are open channels
with the sealing cover on the elevation of coal seams on the
back plate, used to simulate coal seam excavation, and inlet
and outlet holes and flow control table on both sides of the
test bed.

As shown in Figure 1, there are 21 similar material
layers in the test bed from the bottom to the top, with
a total height of 3000mm, including the number 2 and
number 5 similar coal seams with 50mm thickness located
on the elevation of 2250mm and 500mm, respectively.
+e similar pillar is 300mm wide, by which each similar
coal seam is separated in 3 mining faces with a length of
2100mm. With different mining speeds, the coal seam in
a different mining face is mined and the overburden strata
movement, and the spatial distribution and evolution
process of mining-induced fractures are observed and
studied.

A real-time in situ monitoring program was carried out
during and after the mining process. +e items of moni-
toring include the stress in overburden strata and coal pillar,
the displacement of overburden strata, and the water
pressure in aquifer. A total of 160 sensors (e.g., displacement
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram for calculating Df . Mining face 5-1 at a mining length of (a) 1200mm; (b) 1500mm; (c) 1800mm; (d) 2100mm.
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meter, rock-pressure gauge, and water-pressure gauge)
are arranged in the model, from which the data acqui-
sition processing system feedback to the control terminal
and the real-time curve will be obtained. Meanwhile, with
the aid of total station instrument, 3D laser scanner, and
high-speed digital camera, the displacement of 486 moni-
toring points distributed on the surface of the model is
obtained as well.

3. Evolution of Mining-Induced
Fracture Network

3.1. Simulation of the Mining Process. With the aid of the
physical similarity model, the deformation and collapse of the
overlying rockmass can be observed directly during themining
process. Taking the mining face 5-3, for example, the imme-
diate roof falls with a width of 300mm and height of 50mm at
the mining length of 300mm. From 300mm to 800mm of the
mining length, the immediate roof falls four times at an average
width of 100mm and height of 50mm. +en, the main roof
collapses with a height of 100mm when the mining face ad-
vances 850mm. During the next mining process, the integral
caving of themain roof occurs at themining length of 1200mm
and 1800mm, accompanying periodical fall of the immediate
roof at an average length of 50mm to 150mm and several
partial collapses of the main roof. With the advancement in
mining process, the fractures generate and propagate in the
overlying rock strata. At the end of the mining process, the
fracture network evolutes within the wholemined out area with
a caving height of 600mm. +e description of the mining
process in detail is presented in Table 5, and representative
fracture network diagrams are shown in Figure 2.

3.2. Calculation of Fractal Dimension. In order to quanti-
tatively analyse the expansion of fractures in mining rock
masses, real-time video recording is performed in the process
of the model test. +rough the observation section in front of
the physical model, the whole process of fracture generation,
expansion, evolution, and strata failure during mining is well
recorded. With the help of digital processing technology, the
fracture network diagrams at different mining lengths are
digitized (as shown in Figure 3). In this study, the calculation
of fractal dimension is done by the method of “counting the
boxes.” Each diagram is extended to a square area with
a length of integer power times of 2. +e fracture network with
a unit length size of box is covered, and the number of boxes
needed to cover the network is counted. +e size of the box is
enlarged by 2 times, the calculation of the number of boxes
required to cover the fracture network is repeated, and so on (as
shown in Figure 4). For each fracture network, a set of data
corresponding to box length r and the number of boxes N is
obtained in this way. If the fracture network has a fractal
character, the size of the box r and the number of boxes N(r)
will follow the relationship as shown in the following equation:

N(r) � r
−Df , (5)

where Df is the fractal dimension. By drawing the re-
lationship between N(r) and 1/r in the double logarithmic

coordinates, a straight line will be obtained, of which the
slope is equal to Df . Taking the mining face 5-1 at the mining
lengths of 1200mm, 1500mm, 1800mm, and 2100mm, for
example, N and r of the covering boxes for calculating the
fractal dimension are listed in Tables 6–9. By drawing the
relationship between N(r) and 1/r in the double logarithmic
coordinates, the slope of the straight line equal to Df is
obtained (as shown in Figure 5).

From (5) and the fractal dimension calculation process,
we can see that for each fracture network, the fractal di-
mension reflects the density of fractures in the unit area, and
the increase in the fractal dimension indicates the expanding
of fractures and the increasing of the fractures density. By
analyzing the fractal dimension variation of fracture dia-
grams of different working conditions and different zones at
different mining lengths, we can quantitatively analyse the
fracture expansion and evolution laws.
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Figure 6: Evolution of the fractal dimension of fracture network
with mining length.
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3.3. Fractal Dimension Evolution of Fracture Networks with
Mining Process. +e evolution of the fractal dimension of
fracture networks with mining length is shown in Figure 6,
by which the following features can be obtained:

(1) +e curve can be separated in several stage-type
folding lines, containing increasing segment and
descending segment.

(2) +e descending point corresponds exactly to the
mining length, at which the main roof collapses (as
shown in Table 5).

(3) Every point in the linear increasing segment corre-
sponds to the mining length, at which the immediate
roof falls (as shown in Table 5).

(4) +e increasing segment can be fitted to a straight
line, which means the regression relation between
the fractal dimension D and the mining length L can
be given by the following equation:

D � a∗ L + b, (6)

where a and b are the parameters determined by the
hydrogeological conditions, rock mechanical parameters,
mining method, and so on.

3.4. Evolution of Fractal Dimension with Different Mining
Footage. In order to analyse the influence of mining speed
on the damage of overlying strata and the evolution of
fracture propagation, mining faces 5-1 and 5-3 are mined
with different mining advance footage. +e relationship
between the fractal dimension and mining length with
different mining footage is shown in Figure 7, by which we
can see that the mining face 5-1 (with a faster mining speed)
has a larger fractal dimension than the mining face 5-3. Both
the mining faces have the similar stage-type of the fractal
dimension curve. Nevertheless, the 5-3 mining face has more
points in increasing segment of the fractal dimension curve,
which means having the shorter weighting interval in the
immediate roof and a more developed fracture network in
the caving zone, which can also be concluded from the

Bed separated fractures 

Coal pillarCoal pillar 

(a)

Bed separated fractures 

Coal pillarCoal pillar

(b)

Figure 8: Fracture networks at the end of the mining process. Mining face: (a) 5-1; (b) 5-3.

Table 10: Horizontal zone description.

Zone number H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7
Mining length(mm) 0–300 300–600 600–900 900–1200 1200–1500 1500–1800 1800–2100

Table 11: Vertical zone description.

Zone number Zone height(mm)
V1 0–100
V2 100–200
V3 200–300
V4 300–400
V5 400–500
V6 500–600
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fracture network at the end of the mining process (as shown
in Figure 8).

3.5. Evolution of Fractal Dimension inDifferent Caving Zones.
With the advancing of mining face, how the fractures
generate and develop in different horizontal and vertical
zones is an aspect deserving to pay more attention on in this
study. Based on this concern, 7 horizontal zones and 6
vertical zones are separated in mining face 5-1 (as shown in
Tables 10 and 11 and Figure 9); the fractal dimension is
calculated, respectively, and the fractal dimension curves are
shown in Figures 10–13. +e key findings are as follows:

(1) Figure 10 describes the evolution of the fractal di-
mension in horizontal zones with the mining face
advancing. +e evolution curves indicate that the
fractal dimension in horizontal zones has a similar
trend with the fractal dimension on the whole, that
is, gradually increasing in general and reduces when
the main roof collapses.+emain reasonmay be that
the collapse of the main roof gives rise to the closure
of fractures in the caving zone.

(2) Figures 10 and 11 show that the fractal dimension at
different mining progresses (such as 90m, 120m,
150m, and 190m) decreases with the increase of
mining footage. On the whole, at the end of the mining
process, the horizontal zone H3 and zone H6 have
a relatively low fractal dimension, and the zonesH1,H4,
and H7, on the contrary, have a relatively high fractal
dimension. +e distribution of the fractal dimension of
the fractures shows generally the “W”-type trend.

(3) +rough the analysis of the fractal characteristics of
the fracture networks of the working face and
combining the district partition of the fractured rock
mass after mining [15], it is found that the fractal
dimension of the fractured rock mass near the
cutting area decreases gradually with the increase of
mining footage, which indicates that the fractures in
the area are gradually compressed and closed, which
is called the re-compressed area. +e fractal di-
mension of fractured rock mass near the mining face
area increases, which indicates that the fractures are
gradually developed and expanded with the increase
of mining footage, which is called the separation
zone. With the increase of mining footage, the

separation area away from the mining face is
gradually transformed into a re-compressed area and
the re-compressed area is gradually transformed into
a stable area so that the fractal dimension of the
horizontal zones of the fractured rock mass in the
goaf is in dynamic changing.

(4) Figure 12 shows the similar developing pattern of
fractal dimension in vertical zones with that in hor-
izontal zones. At the same time, it may be concluded
by Figure 13 that, in general, the fractal dimensions
reduce with the increase of the caving height; that is,
the caving zone has a more developed fracture net-
work than the fractured zone. Meanwhile, however, it
should be pointed out that there is an exception
sometimes in the transition zone between the frac-
tured zone and sinking zone, due to the formation of
the strata-separated fractures, which contribute much
to the increase of the fractal dimension.

4. Conclusions

+e fractal dimension is a very good tool to describe the
evolution of mining-induced fractures network and its
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Figure 9: Schematic diagram for the fracture zones.
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evolution. In this paper, the fractal characteristics of frac-
tures network induced by mining are studied in detail, and
the following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) +e evolution curves of the fractal dimension with
mining length can be separated into several stage-
type folding lines, containing increasing segment
and descending segment. +e descending point
corresponds exactly to the mining length, at which
the main roof collapses. +e increasing segment can
be described by linear relationship.

(2) +emining face with a faster mining speed has a larger
fractal dimension. Nevertheless, the opposite of that
has a shorter weighting interval in immediate roof and
amore developed fracture networks in the caving zone.

(3) +e fractal dimensions in horizontal and vertical zones
have a self-similar characteristic, that is, gradually in-
creasing in general and reduces when the main roof
collapses, similar to the features on the whole.

(4) At the end of the mining process, the spatial dis-
tribution of mining-induced cracks may be saddle
shaped.
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(5) Generally, the fractal dimension reduces with the
increase of the caving height, while in the transition
zone between the fractured zone and sinking zone,
on the contrary, the fractal dimensions increase
because of the separation of strata layers.
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Seismic behavior of long circle tunnels is significantly influenced by the nature of input motion. -is study, based on the 3D finite-
element method (FEM), evaluates the effects of spatially varying seismic ground motions and uniform input seismic ground motions
and their incident angles on the diameter strain rate and tensive/compressive principal stresses under different strata. It is found that (1)
the spatially varying seismic groundmotions induced larger diameter strain rate (radially deformation) than the uniform input seismic
motion, (2) the spatially varying seismic ground motions had an asymmetric effect on the radial strain rate distributions, and (3) the
rising incident angles changed the pure shear stress state into a complex stress state for tunnels under specified input motion.

1. Introduction

Tunnels, as an integral part of the infrastructure of modern
society, would suffer damages when subjected to dynamic
loadings during earthquake activity, for example, in Kobe
earthquake (1995) [1], Chi-Chi earthquake (1999) [2], Duzce
earthquake (1999) [3], Mid-Niigata Prefecture earthquake
(2004) [4], Wenchuan earthquake (2008) [5], and Tohoku
earthquake (2011) [6]. Nevertheless, the number of large
tunnels and underground structures had grown significantly
in recent decades.-erefore, seismic evaluation of tunnels in
seismically active areas is critical during engineering design.

Seismic behavior of tunnels has been widely studied by
many researchers [7–11], and these researches have con-
centrated mostly on 2D analysis. For the analysis of axial and
bending deformations of tunnels, it is most appropriate to
utilize 3D models.

However, for the 3D analysis of seismic behavior of
tunnel, soil-tunnel analyses in the past were typically limited
to relatively small regions, which made it difficult to fully
consider the complex spatial features involved in such large
structures [12]. Tunnels often had significant length and
could be built on different strata foundations, which made
the seismic analysis of tunnels a complex problem and was

usually evaluated under idealized conditions by using nu-
merical methods, such as the finite-element method (FEM).

For the seismic analysis of complex stress distribution and
deformation of long-distance tunnels, it is often more reliable to
adopt three-dimensional (3D) methods. With the rapid devel-
opment of science and technology, it is now possible to use high-
performance computers to conduct large-scale 3D FEM seismic
analysis for tunnels.-ere are three kinds of deformation, such as
axial compression/extension, longitudinal bending, and ovalling/
racking, occurring in tunnels during earthquake [10]. Particu-
larly, the cross-sectional distortion of the tunnel can be related to
seismic waves propagating along the tunnel.

Yu et al. [13, 14] presented a multiscale 3D FEM analysis
of long tunnels under seismic loads where the mechanical
characteristics of the tunnel segments and joints under
artificial or recorded earthquake loads were evaluated in
detail. -e model in this paper would take into account not
only the motion distribution with time but also the spatial
variability (incoherency effect), the wave-passage effect, and
the site-response effect.

-is paper, based on an earlier report by the authors [15],
attempts to develop a new model for seismic analysis of long
tunnels with multisupport excitations, which properly ac-
counts for the spatial variability.-emain focus of this paper
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is to assess the influence ofmultisupport input earthquake waves
and uniform input earthquake waves as well as their incident
angles on the diameter strain rate and tensive/compressive
principal stresses under different strata. A full-scale 3D finite-
element model is built comprising geological data, tunnel ge-
ometry, and so on to farthest simulate actual situation.

2. Simulation of Seismic Ground Motions

2.1. Simulation of Uniform Seismic Ground Motion. Consider
a zero mean Gaussian stationary seismic ground motion
with a target autospectral density S(ω). -e seismic ground
motions can be generated through the following expression:

x(t) � 2
N

l�1

��������

S ωl( Δω


cos ωlt + φl( , (1)

where N is the number of frequency intervals, Δω � ωu/N is
frequency increment with ωu as the cutoff frequency,
ωl � lΔω, and the φl’s are statistically independent random
phase angles uniformly distributed between (0, 2π]. Equation (1)
is valid if there is an upper cutoff frequency ωu above which the
contribution of the power spectral density (PSD) to the sim-
ulations is negligible for practical purposes.

2.2. Simulation of Spatially Varying Seismic GroundMotions.
-e variations in ground motion are caused by the following
four sources: (1) the “incoherence effect,” (2) the “wave-passage
effect,” (3) the “site-response effect,” and (4) the “attenuation
effect.” -e spectral representation method is one of the most
widely usedmethods in simulating the spatially varying seismic
ground motions.

In practical application, spatially correlated ground
motions can be considered as a one-dimensional, n-variety
(1D-nV) stochastic vector process X(t) with components
xj(t) · (j � 1, 2, . . . , n). Based on the spectral representation
method, the jth component of the ground motions can be
generated by [13]

xj(t) � 2 
n

k�1


N

l�1
Hjk ωl( 




���
Δω

√
cos ωlt−ϕjk ωl(  + φkl ,

ωl � lΔω (l � 0, 1, K, . . . , N− 1),

Δω �
ωu

N
,

(2)

whereωu is the upper cutoff frequency beyondwhich elements
of the power spectral can be assumed to be zero for either
mathematical or physical reasons and φjk are independent
random phase angles uniformly distributed over (0, 2π].
|Hjk(ω)| and ϕjk(ω) are the modulus and phase parts of
Hjk(ω), respectively, which can be obtained by the root de-
composition of power spectral density matrix as follows:

S(ω) � H(ω)HT
(ω), (3)

where the superscript T denotes conjugate transpose.

-e power spectral density matrix is given as

S(ω) �

S11(ω) S12(ω) · · · S1m(ω)

S21(ω) S22(ω) · · · S2m(ω)

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

Sm1(ω) Sm2(ω) · · · Smm(ω)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (4)

where Sjj(ω) is the autopower spectral density function and
Sjk(ω, t) is the cross-power spectral density function, which
can be expressed as

Sjk(ω, t) � cjk(ω)




�����������
Sjj(ω)Skk(ω)


e

iθjk(ω)
, (5)

where |cjk(ω)| is the lagged coherence function representing
“incoherence” effect and θjk(ω) is composed of wave passage.

However, the ground motions simulated by the above
method are stationary, while the actual seismic records are
nonstationary. -erefore, to obtain nonstationary seismic
ground motion, the way of multiplying an envelope function
is applied. -e envelope function is as follows:

f(t) �

t/t1( 
2
, t< t1

1, t1 ≤ t< t2

e−c t−t2( ), t≥ t2

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

, (6)

where t1, t2, and c are three parameters describing the shape
of the envelope function. In this study, they are set to be
t1 � 6, t2 � 10, and c � 0.5, respectively.

3. FE Model

-e tunnel model adopted in this paper was built with
circular appearance, whose outside diameter is 10m, inside
diameter is 9m, and length is 1000m. It had a buried depth
of 30m from the tunnel center to soil surface.-e simulation
setup is shown in Figure 1. It consists of a 1000× 300×100m
box with the 1000m length circular tunnel. -e space co-
ordinates were built by taking the length direction as the
Z-axis, the width direction as the X-axis, and the height
direction as the Y-direction. -e soil profile was modeled as
four layers of Mohr–Coulomb materials and tunnel as the
elastic material. All the property parameters used can be
found in Tables 1 and 2. An infinite domain by using the
artificial boundary was adopted [12], where both borders of
the tunnel were fixed in the Z-direction.

In this work, the constitutive model of the tunnel is an
elastic model, which is given as follows:

σ � λI1δ + 2Gε, (7)

in which σ is the stress tensor, ε is the strain tensor, I1 is the
first strain invariant, λ is the Lame constant, and G is the
shear modulus.

-e Mohr–Coulomb yield criterion for soil is expressed
as follows:

m + 1
2

max σ1 − σ2


 + K σ1 + σ2( , σ1 − σ3




+K σ1 + σ3( , σ2 − σ3


 + K σ2 + σ3(  � Syc,

(8)
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where

m �
Syc

Syt
,

K �
m− 1
m + 1

,

(9)

and the parameters Syc and Syt are the yield stresses of the
material in uniaxial compression and tension, respectively.

On the interface, the deformation of the tunnel and soil
is in concert and harmony.

4. Computation and Analysis

In computation, a regular 3D finite-element model was built
based on geotechnical data, tunnel geometry, and so on. -e
traveling waves velocity motivated from bedrock surface was
500m/s in the 3D spatially varying seismic ground motion
field. -e schematic diagram of different incident angles
used is shown in Figure 2. -e simulated spatially varying
ground motions are plotted in Figure 3.

4.1. Effect on Radial Deformations. -e diameter strain rate
Δd is defined as

Δd �
d′ − d

d
, (10)

where d and d′ are the tunnel diameters before and after
deformation.

-e positive rate value denotes that the tunnel cross
section undergoes tensile deformation in radial direction,
and the negative value corresponds to compressive de-
formation. In this section, dmax is defined as themaximum of
Δd in the earthquake time process. dmax in the vertical
direction is calculated from displacement time processes at
the vertex and nadir of tunnel in the Y-axis direction while the
one in the lateral direction is obtained from processes at the
right and left sides of the tunnel in the X-axis direction. It was
found from the simulation that lateralΔd and verticalΔd were
equal and opposite in the direction at any arbitrary time,
videlicet, the primary deformation of tunnel under seismic
waves was ovalling. In addition, the partial feature results
under uniform and spatially varying seismic ground motions,
that is, the lateral dmax at Z� 100m, 300m, 500m, 700m, and

X

Y

Z

Figure 1: Finite-element mesh model adopted in the 3D FE analyses for soil with long tunnels.

Table 1: Properties of different soil layers.

Layer number Young’s modulus (MPa) Poisson’s ratio Density (kg/m3) Cohesion (kPa) Internal friction angle (°) -ickness (m)
1 3.029 0.45 1760 10.8 14.2 20.6
2 6.135 0.36 1810 17.7 18.9 23.9
3 6.319 0.47 1870 22 22.9 24.2
4 6.251 0.36 1950 24.9 18.2 31.5

Table 2: Properties of the tunnel.

Elastic modulus (kg/m3) Poisson’s ratio Unit weight (kN/m3)
3.6e7 0.2 25.7 7 8

2 31 4 5 6

9 10 11 12

90° 60°
45°
30°

0°
XYZ

Figure 2: -e schematic diagram at different incident angles.
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900m with incident angles of 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, and 90° can be
found in Tables 3 and 4.

It could be observed that the lateral dmax increases with
increasing incident angles for both seismic input forms, but
the maximum positions differ from each other. For uniform
seismic input simulations, the lateral dmax position is at the
middle point (Z� 500m) of the tunnel and the diameter
strain rates are symmetrically distributed on the left and
right sides of the tunnel. -is can be attributed to the
balanced boundary conditions and uniform seismic waves.
For spatially varying seismic ground motions, the lateral
dmax is located between Z� 700m and Z� 900m and ex-
hibits asymmetric features due to the nonuniform waves.
-e table also implies that the lateral dmax for the whole
tunnel under spatially varying seismic ground motions is
greater than that under uniform input ground motions.

4.2. Effect on Stress Distributions. -e maximum principal
shear (σtmax) and compressive (σcmax) stresses are commonly
used to analyze the effect of seismic input ground motions
on tunnels. -e peak stresses under different incident angles
are illustrated in Table 5.

It is indicated that the maximum tensile stress is identical
to the maximum compressive stress while the incident angle
is 0° for uniform seismic input tunnels. -is is owing to the

tunnel and soil profile placed in pure shear stress state. When
incident angles are equal to 30°, 45°, 60°, and 90°, the values of
maximum tensile and compressive stresses are different be-
cause of the complex shear and normal stress states induced by
seismic load. It can be thus concluded that the earthquake
acceleration in the vertical direction changes not only the
maximum stress but also the stress characteristics. In addition,
the spatially varying seismic ground motion is another factor
influencing the stress state according to the different values
between the maximum tensile stress and maximum com-
pressive stress at an incident angle of 0° under spatially varying
seismic ground motions. Meanwhile, the value of maximum
tensile/compressive stresses decreases with the increasing in-
cident angles. -e maximum tensile stress nephogram at an
incident angle of 0° for both uniformand spatially varying seismic
ground motions is, respectively, shown in Figures 4 and 5.
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Figure 3: -e simulated spatially varying seismic ground motions: (a) x� 0m, (b) x� 500m, and (c) x� 1000m.

Table 3: Lateral maximum diameter strain rate of tunnel under
uniform seismic motion.

Incident
angle Z� 100m Z� 300m Z� 500m Z� 700m Z� 900m

0° −0.036% −0.004% 0 −0.004% −0.036%
30° 0.087% 0.113% 0.118% 0.113% 0.087%
45° 0.130% 0.158% 0.165% 0.158% 0.130%
60° 0.171% 0.196% 0.204% 0.196% 0.171%
90° 0.214% 0.226% 0.236% 0.226% 0.214%

Table 4: Lateral maximum diameter strain rate of tunnel under
multisupport seismic motion.

Incident
angle Z� 100m Z� 300m Z� 500m Z� 700m Z� 900m

0° 0.022% −0.045% 0.033% 0.035% 0.039%
30° 0.075% −0.125% −0.169% −0.169% −0.098%
45° 0.111% −0.163% −0.225% −0.225% −0.123%
60° 0.141% −0.193% −0.269% −0.269% −0.143%
90° 0.170% −0.208% −0.293 −0.293% −0.155%

Table 5: Maximum stresses of tunnel body at different incident
angles.

Motion form Principal
stress 0° 30° 45° 60° 90°

Uniform σtmax 11.60 10.85 9.24 7.18 7.45
σcmax −11.60 −10.58 −10.02 −8.99 −6.81

Multisupport σtmax 17.74 13.92 11.29 8.94 6.66
σcmax −18.84 −15.68 −13.37 −11.16 −8.49
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-e red upper portion of the tunnel end (Z� 1000m) in
Figure 4 is the maximum tensile stress, responding to the red
lower portion near the tunnel end. It is suggested that the spatially
varying seismic ground motion affects the stress distribution.

5. Conclusions

Numerical simulation was an effective method for studying
the tunnel responses under seismic event. In this paper,
a novel large-scale analytical method was established for
estimating the seismic response of long tunnels within soil
foundations. Based on the 3D FEM platform, this method
could offer a reliable way for investigating the nonlinear

seismic behavior of long tunnels. Main findings are sum-
marized as follows:

(1) -e spatially varying seismic groundmotions induced
larger diameter strain rates (radial deformation) than
the uniform input seismic motion. -e maximum
radial strain rate increased with the increasing in-
cident angles for both seismic input forms.

(2) For uniform seismic input simulations, the maxi-
mum radial strain rate occurred at the middle point
of the tunnel and the radial strain rates were sym-
metrically distributed on the left and right sides of
the tunnel. Moreover, the spatially varying seismic

X

Y

Z
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Figure 4: -e maximum tensile stress nephogram at an incident angle of 0° under uniform seismic input motion.
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Figure 5: -e maximum tensile stress nephogram at an incident angle of 0° under multisupport seismic input motion.
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ground motions had an asymmetric effect on the
radial strain rate distributions.

(3) -e rising incident angles changed the pure shear
stress state into a complex stress state for tunnels
under specified input motion. -e spatially varying
seismic ground motions also influenced the stress
state relative to the uniform seismic input.Meanwhile,
the values of maximum tensile/compressive stresses
decreased with the increasing incident angles.
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Long-term stability and safety of the Bayer red mud (BRM) disposal field is very important for the local residents’ life, which
necessitates the knowledge of its creep behavior. In order to investigate the creep behavior of BRM, a series of triaxial drained
creep tests were conducted by using an improved triaxial creep apparatus. (e results indicate that the creep behavior of BRM is
significant with confining and deviatoric stresses being critical factors. (e creep strain is in a nonlinear relationship with stress
and time, and a larger deviator stress will lead to a larger creep strain. (e main failure mechanism of BRM is plastic shear,
accompanied by a significant compression and ductile dilatancy. Based on the test results, two well-established creep models, the
Burgers creep model and Singh–Mitchell creep model, were used to comparatively analyze the creep behavior of the Bayer red
mud under a certain stress level. (en, an improved Burgers creep damage constitutive model with the addition of a damage
variable was proposed, whose parameters were also analyzed in detail. (e comparison of the calculated values of the creep model
and the experimental values shows that the proposed creep damage model can better describe the instant elastic deformation,
attenuation creep, steady-state creep, and accelerated creep stages of the Bayer red mud.

1. Introduction

(e Bayer red mud (BRM), also called as bauxite residue, is
a hazardous solid waste generated during the Bayer alumina
extraction from bauxite ore [1, 2]. It generally exists as
a highly alkaline slurry (Ph 10–12.5) that is appropriately
regarded as a hazardous material [3]. As there is a great deal
of industrial alkali, fluoride, heavy metals, and other po-
tential pollutants in red mud, long-term stockpiling would
not only occupy scarce land resources but also easily lead to
serious pollution of the surrounding soil, air, and ground-
water [4]. In the past 50 years, the wet process was used to
stockpile the Bayer red mud in Guizhou Aluminum Factory
red mud disposal field, which led to much unconsolidated
BRM in the disposal field. At present, the production
technique has been upgraded to the sintering method, more

and more dried red mud was stockpiled on the un-
consolidated ones directly, which much exceed the original
design storage capacity. (erefore, to make disposal field
stable when renewing the dry red mud, we must evaluate the
long-term stability of the original Bayer red mud.

Good mechanical performance and especially creep
behavior of the BRM is essential for safe and stable operation
of such disposal field. Many laboratory studies investigated
the creep behavior of various soils [5–7]. Yu et al. [8]
performed several creep tests (lasting more than one year) to
study the delayed mechanical behavior of Boom clay under
the hydromechanical coupling effect. Wen and Jiang [9]
discussed creep behavior of natural clayey soil with gravel at
the residual state through a series of creep shear tests. Liao
et al. [10] conducted a series of triaxial creep on warm frozen
silts extracted from Qinghai–Tibet Plateau at a temperature
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of −1.5°C under the confining pressures of 0.5, 1.0, and
2.0MPa, respectively. Karimpour and Lade [5] performed
triaxial compression tests on dense specimens of Virginia
Beach sand at low and high confining pressures to study time
effects that relate to grain crushing due to static fatigue or
delayed fracture. (e abovementioned experimental studies
mostly investigated clay, sand, and frozen silts. However,
concerning the study of creep mechanical behavior of the
Bayer red mud, little experimental data have been reported.
(erefore, studies focusing on the Bayer red mud are needed
to further our understanding of its creep mechanical
behavior.

Based on experimental investigations, various viscoelastic-
plastic models [11, 12] taking into account soil and rock
microstructure and damage have been proposed. (ese
models can be classified into three categories: empirical
models, rheological models, general stress-strain-time models
[7, 13], and damage-involved models [14, 15]. (e empirical
models are mainly obtained by fitting the experimental results
from creep tests; due to its relatively simple mathematical
formulation and few parameters, the empirical models [16–18]
are widely used to simulate the creep behavior of various soils.
Rheological models usually use differential representation,
visualizing the material by the elementary mechanical models
composed of elastic springs, plastic sliders, and viscous
dashpots[13, 19, 20]. (e general stress-strain-time models are
often in the incremental form and usually implemented in
numerical software [21], such as the overstress model pro-
posed by Karstunen and Yin [22] and the further extended
overstress model by Yin et al. [23]. Due to its clear physical
meaning and numerical convenience in programming, the
general stress-strain-time model is recommended for engi-
neering practice [21].

To clarify the creep behavior of the Bayer red mud,
a series of triaxial compression creep tests were conducted
on the Bayer red mud samples under different confining
pressures. Based on the results, two well-established creep
models, the Burgers creep model and the Singh–Mitchell
equation, were used to describe the creep behavior of the
Bayer red mud under a certain stress level. And then, an
improved Burgers creep damage model is built to describe
the creep mechanical behavior and damage evolution pro-
cess of the Bayer red mud under compression.(e validity of
the improved model is tested by comparing the numerical
simulations and test results.

2. Test Conditions and Results

2.1. Materials and Sample Preparation. (e Bayer red mud
materials were obtained from the disposal field of Guizhou
aluminum factory in southwest of China. Natural Bayer red
mud is a bauxite residue generated from the Bayer process
(a wet process) for alumina production, which presents the

color of reddish brown. X-ray diffraction was used to de-
termine the clay minerals [24]. According to the X-ray
diffraction, the Bayer red mud is comprised of cancrinite,
hydrogrossular, tilleyite, calcite, and xonotlite; the main
chemical constituent was SiO2 (accounting for 22.35%),
followed by 20.80% of Al2O3, 18.51% of CaO, 8.83% of Na2O,
7.73% of Fe2O3, and a small amount of mixture of K2O,
MgO, TiO2, and SO3.

To avoid the nonuniformity of the undisturbed speci-
mens, the remolded specimens were used in this study; that
is, the specimens were formed into cylindrical shape, which
has a height of 80mm and diameter of 39.1mm.(e average
values of the index properties along with the main char-
acteristics of the tested material are mentioned in Table 1.
(e Bayer redmud can be classified, according to the Unified
Soil Classification System [25], as high-plasticity clays (CH).

2.2. Experimental Apparatus and Procedures. An improved
strain control triaxial apparatus of TSZ-6A was used to test
the creep behavior of the samples (Figure 1). (e improved
apparatus changes the former axial strain-controlled loading
system into a weight-controlled stress loading system [26]. It
also retains the confining/back pressure, pore pressure,
volume change, and displacement measurement systems of
the former triaxial apparatus.

After the sample was saturated under both 140 kPa
confining pressure and 110 kPa back pressure for at least 24
hours, the triaxial creep tests were performed at an ambient
temperatures of (20± 2)°C. Based on the measured triaxial
short-term compression strength, the axial deviatoric stress
levels of multistep creep tests of the Bayer red mud samples
were determined (Table 2), which are 16.67%, 33.33%,
50.00%, 66.67%, 83.33%, and 100% of the maximum short-
term deviatoric stress value. Each deviatoric stress level was
maintained for no less than 4500 minutes before the final
failure.

2.3. Test Results andDiscussions. To show the creep behavior
that took place under each stress level clearly, the axial
strain-time curve obtained for each stress level is plotted
separately in Figure 2 (due to the limitation of the device, the
volumetric creep responses of the BRM was not discussed).
It is found that, under the low deviatoric stress level (less
than maximum short-term deviatoric stress value), the creep
curve of the Bayer red mud is composed of instant elastic
deformation, attenuation creep, and steady-state creep
stages. As shown in Figures 2(a)–2(c), when the deviatoric
stresses are less than 591 kPa, 684 kPa, and 849 kPa, re-
spectively, only attenuation and steady creep appears in the
test, while the creep phenomenon of the samples becomes
significant with the increase of the deviatoric stress. It also
can be obtained from Figure 2 that attenuation creep

Table 1: Basic physical properties of the Bayer process red mud.

Wet density (g·cm−3) Water content (%) Specific gravity Liquid limit (%) Plastic limit (%) Plastic index Compressibility (MPa−1)
1.75 44.00 2.72 48.89 35.77 13.12 0.20
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occurred for a very short time and was not obvious, in-
dicating that internal damage could not continue to occur
over time under a stable lower loading level.

When the deviatoric stress reaches a certain level (100%
of the maximum short-term deviatoric stress value), the
creep strain is much greater than that at previous stress
levels; the accelerated creep stage appears, while instant
elastic deformation and attenuation creep strain are un-
noticeable. As shown in Figures 3 and 4, when the deviatoric
stresses are 591 kPa, 684 kPa, and 849 kPa, respectively, the
original structure of the soil sample begins to destruct while

the displacement of the soil grains is produced that causes
the creep strain of the samples to increase rapidly and fail
eventually. Under the maximum deviatoric stress level, the

Specimen

Loading
frame

Axial strain
transducer

Top cap

Outlet to
atmospheres

Pore-water
pressure

Porous disk

Confining
pressure

Membrane

Support desk Weights

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (e weight-controlled stress loading system. (a) A
schematic diagram. (b) Real picture of the apparatus.

Table 2: Experimental deviatoric stress levels at different confining
pressures (unit: kPa).

Confining pressure Axial deviatoric stress levels
100 98.5 197.0 295.5 394.0 492.5 591.0
150 114.1 228.0 342.0 456.0 570.0 684.0
200 141.5 283.0 424.5 566.0 707.5 849.0
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Figure 2: Relation between creep strain and time under different
confining pressures: (a) 100 kPa, (b) 150 kPa, and (c) 200 kPa.
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process for each stress level lasts only for 110, 210, and 210
minutes. Figure 5 shows a schematic view of the red mud
sample after failure under the deviatoric stress of 591 kPa
and the confining pressure of 100 kPa; the main feature as-
sociated with the failure is the high axial plastic strain due to
the accumulation of the former deviatoric stress level’s
damage effects, and no brittle damage is observed in the
samples. (ese results indicated that damage had begun to
occur in weak local areas of the soil sample, causing increasing

damage and time required for internal stress nonlinear ad-
justment to an equilibrium state with increased load.

3. Comparative Analysis of Two Creep
Constitutive Models

(e creep curves in Figure 2 show that the Bayer red mud
sample experiences an attenuation creep stage and a steady
creep stage when the stress level was less than a certain
threshold and no obvious damage occurred over time.

According to the behavior shown by these curves, two
well-established creep models, the Burgers creep model and
the Singh–Mitchell equation, were used to describe the creep
behavior of the Bayer red mud.

(e Burgers creep model [27, 28] is made up of the
Kelvin and Maxwell models in series as shown in Figure 6.

(e creep equation of the Burgers creep model is

ε �
σ
E1

+
σ
η1

t +
σ
E2

1− e
− E2/η2( )t

 , (1)

where σ is the deviatoric stress; E1 and η1 are the elastic
modulus and viscosity coefficient of the Maxwell body; and
E2 and η2 are the elastic modulus and viscosity coefficient of
the Kelvin body, respectively.

(e Singh–Mitchell model is an empirical equation with
three parameters [16]. (e creep equation of the Singh–
Mitchell model is given as [27]
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Figure 3: Relation between creep strain and time under different
confining pressures.
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Figure 5: Failure mode of the specimen tested under the deviatoric
stress of 590 kPa and the confining pressure of 100 kPa.
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Figure 6: (e Burgers creep model.
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ε � B1e
βD t

t1
 

λ

,

B1 �
A1t1

1 − m
,

β � α,

λ � 1−m,

(2)

where λ is the slope of ln ε against ln t at any fixed value of
D, β is the slope of ln t against D, at any fixed time, and B1 is
the intercept of ln ε against D at t � t1.

(e data measured under multistep loading in the test
are processed using the Boltzmann superposition [29]. Based
on the quasi-Newton search method [30] by the software of
Origin 8.5, the Burgers model and the Singh–Mitchell model
are used to fit the creep data to obtain the creep parameters.
(e comparison among the Burgers model’s predictions of
creep curves, the Singh–Mitchell model’s predictions of
creep curves, and the experimental creep results under
different confining pressures is shown in Figure 7. (e
relevant parameters of the Burgers creep model and the
Singh–Mitchell model identified from the data processing
are shown in Tables 3 and 4. It is observed that both the
models can capture the creep behavior of the Bayer red mud,
but the Burgers model results are consistent with the ex-
perimental data, and the model can better describe the
typical creep behavior under the stress less than a certain
threshold.

4. Damage Evolution Equation and Improved
Burgers Creep Damage Model

4.1. Damage Evolution. According to the former test results,
it can be obtained that if the applied load is much higher, the
structure of the soil sample begins to destruct and the creep
strain of the samples increases rapidly in the accelerated
creep stage and fails eventually. Kachanov [31] suggested
that this increase in the strain rate can be described by the
introduction of a damage variable into the constitutive
equation. (e concept of an effective stress proposed by
Kachanov [32] has been used to formulate constitutive
equations for damaged materials [33]. From the test results,
we assume that the damage evolution begins at the steady
creep stage. So, the evolution equation of the damage var-
iable can be expressed as [10]

D � 1− exp −
ε− ε0
ε0

 , (3)

where ε and D are creep strain and damage factor, re-
spectively; while ε0 is the damage initial strain, which can be
obtained at the starting point of the steady creep stage.

According to the whole creep curves (Figure 3), an
exponential equation (4) was used to describe the strain of
ε− ε0. (e fitting test results are shown in Figure 8 when ε0
are 4.13%, 5.91%, and 6.28%, respectively. And the squares of
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Figure 7: Comparison between the Burgers mode predicted creep
curves and the experimental curves. Confining pressure: (a)
100 kPa, (b) 150 kPa, and (c) 200 kPa.
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the fitting correlation coefficient (R2) are 0.995, 0.983, and
0.946, respectively, indicating that the exponential equation
(4) can well describe the steady creep and accelerated stages
of the Bayer red mud samples.

ε− ε0 � At
β
. (4)

By substituting (4) into (3), we can construct the soil
damage evolution constitutive model:

D � 1− exp −α
tβ

t
β
0

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (5)

where α and β are the parameters controlling the damage
evolution with time, which are related to the stress levels. t is
the creep time and t0 is the unit time, which value is 1. (e
relationship between the damage evolution and creep time,
obtained by fitting the test results, is shown in Figure 9; the
parameters of the damage constitutive model are listed in
Table 5.

4.2. Improved Burgers Creep Damage Model. (e viscous
coefficient will increase with the effect of low stress and
decrease when the stress that exceeds the long-term ultimate
strength [34]. According to the above test results, a new
nonlinear viscoplasticity model was presented based on the
creep damage model represented by (5). Also, in series with
the Burgers creep model, a new improved Burgers creep
damage model (Figure 10) was proposed, which can accu-
rately describe the properties of the BRM during the in-
stantaneous creep, decay creep, steady creep, and
accelerating creep stages, to explain the evolution law of the
damage characteristics over time.

If a series connection is made for each creep body in
Figure 10, then

ε � ε1 + ε2 + ε3. (6)

Based on (1–6), the creep equation of the improved
Burgers damage model l under the effect of constant
compression stress is

Table 3: Burgers model creep parameters of the BRM under different confining pressures.

Confining pressure (kPa) Deviatoric stress (kPa)
Burgers model parameters

R2

E1 (kPa) η1 (kPa·min) E2 (kPa) η2 (kPa·min)

100

98.5 128.17 13966524.90 3020.84 13966524.9 1.000
197 173.71 24214292.80 1509.58 52422.20 0.995
295.5 171.01 33992245.50 1973.32 140306.04 0.991
394 166.11 50861180.30 1191.11 54682.70 0.991
492.5 157.47 57960664.70 680.23 31802.25 0.962

150

114.1 96.86 10789254.90 3369.48 872176.59 0.993
228 132.50 15930262.60 1432.39 77164.05 0.992
342 138.43 20909142.90 1830.65 3036.11 0.982
456 136.74 16576719.60 1263.86 40147.25 0.951
570 130.22 11547983.90 724.10 38893.11 0.967

200

141.5 128.17 13966524.90 3020.84 234325.89 0.995
283 173.71 24214292.80 1509.58 52422.20 0.992
424.5 171.01 33992245.50 1973.32 140306.04 0.993
566 166.11 50861180.30 1191.11 54682.70 0.999
707.5 157.47 57960664.70 680.23 31802.25 0.996

Table 4: Singh–Mitchell model parameters of the BRM under different confining pressures.

Confining pressure (kPa) Deviatoric Stress (kPa)
Singh–Mitchell model parameters

D β B1 Average λ

100

98.500 0.166

1.690 0.840 0.0191
197.000 0.332
295.500 0.497
394.000 0.663
492.500 0.829

150

114.100 0.166

2.121 0.873 0.014
228.000 0.334
342.000 0.501
456.000 0.667
570.000 0.834

200

141.500 0.167

2.286 0.803 0.015
283.000 0.334
424.500 0.501
566.000 0.668
707.500 0.835
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ε �
σ0
E1

+
σ0
η1

t +
σ0
E2

1− exp −
E2

η2
t   σ < σ∞( 

ε �
σ0
E1

+
σ0
η1

t +
σ0
E2

1− exp −
E2

η2
t   +

σ0 − σ∞
η3(1−D)

t σ ≥ σ∞( ,

(7)

where σ∞ is the long-term strength which is the threshold of
the damage and η3 is the original viscosity coefficient.

Test data of artificially frozen soil that is reproduced
from [35] was used to validate and analyze the applicability
of the improved Burgers damage model, as shown in

Figure 11. (e creep parameters of this soil are shown in
Table 6. It can be seen clearly that the creep experimental
results of the Bayer red mud agree very well with the nu-
merical prediction using the improved Burgers creep
damage model, and square of the correlation coefficient (R2)
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Figure 9: Damage evolution under different stress levels.

Table 5: (e parameters of the damage constitutive model.

Confining pressure
(kPa)

Deviatoric stress
(kPa) α β R2

100 591 4.43E− 10 4.19 0.97
150 684 5.35E− 10 4.06 0.98
200 849 4.16E− 16 7.60 0.99
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Figure 10: Illustration of the improved Burgers damage model.
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Figure 11: Comparison between the improved Burgers creep
damage model curve with the test result from Li et al. [35].
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is 0.996, indicating that the improved Burgers creep damage
model has good applicability.

4.3. Parameter Identification of Improved Burgers Creep
Model. In order to determine creep mechanical parameters
of the improved Burgers creep model at different deviatoric
stresses, an iteration procedure was used based on the quasi-
Newton search method [30]. (e relevant parameters of the
improved Burgers creep damage model were identified from
data processing, as shown in Table 7, and the calculated
results of the creep curves and the tested ones are shown in
Figure 12. From Figure 12, it is found that the calculated
results of the proposed model are in good agreement with
the tested results under these three deviatoric stress (591 kPa,
684 kPa, and 849 kPa). (e correlation coefficient squares
(R2) of the three curves are 0.995, 0.996, and 0.996, re-
spectively, indicating that the prediction precision of the
proposed model here is high in the simulating properties of
the Bayer red mud.

5. Conclusions

(e aim of this research is to lay a foundation for the
evaluation and design processes in the Bayer red mud in the
Guizhou Aluminum Factory red mud disposal field. A series

of triaxial drained creep tests were conducted under different
confining and deviatoric stresses. (e test results indicate
that the Bayer red mud has two creep stages under lower
deviatoric stresses, namely, the attenuation creep stage and
the steady creep stage; while in high deviatoric stress level,
the accelerated creep stage with less instant elastic de-
formation and attenuation creep strain appears. (e main
failure mechanism of the Bayer red mud is plastic shear,
accompanied by a significant compression and ductile
dilatancy.

Based on the tested results, the creep parameters of the
Burgers creep model and Singh–Mitchell creep model were
determined through the curve fitting of the measured data.
(e results demonstrate a high precision of the Burgers
creep model in prediction of the creep curve under certain
deviatoric stress level, compared with the Singh–Mitchell
creep model.

A new damage evolution constitutive equation of the
Bayer red mud was constructed according to the creep strain
of steady creep and accelerating creep stages and combined
with the Burgers creep model, and a new improved Burgers
creep damage model was proposed, which parameters were
also analyzed in detail. (e improved Burgers creep damage
model which has been verified by the conformity of the
result of the experiment illustrates that the model can ac-
curately describe the properties of the BRM during the
instant elastic strain, attenuation creep, steady creep, and
accelerating creep stages.
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